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THE FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT

SECRETARY

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
To

the Senate

and House of Representatives of

the

Commonwealth of

Massachusetts

The year 1896 was not one of marked prosperity

to the

farmers of Massachusetts, although the crops were generally

good and the season in the main favorable. Prices were low
and the markets were overloaded. A large majority of 112
crop correspondents reporting in November stated that prices

had ruled lower than for several years.
the diversities of weather.

work and

The season showed

April was favorable for farm

the season opened earlier than usual.

May brought

a drought that checked the growth of early crops, shortened
the feed in pastures and injured the prospect for the hay
crop.

Fall seedings did not winter well and the drought

The apple
bloom was unprecedented, and small fruits also blossomed
full.
Other fruits did not promise well. There were no
peach blossoms. Canker worms were unusually plenty in
some sections, but other insects were not more than usually
prevalent during the spring months.
Good help was reported slightly more plenty than usual, and wages were in
some cases reported to be a little lower than last year, the
average being $16 to $20 per month with board and $1.25 to
$1.50 per day without board.
June gave good weather for the season. About as much
corn as usual had been planted, but it was somewhat backdelayed recovery from the damage thus received.
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ward, owing to the unfavorable weather of May. There was
an increase in acreage of fodder and ensilage corn. A less
acreage of potatoes was reported, the big crop and v^ery low
prices last year having had the usual discouraging

eflfect.

Early market-garden crops yielded well, but prices were low.
Late crops were reported in good condition. Prices for
dairy products were lower in June than in former years,
while the supply was above the average, on account of fine
Prospect for apples and small
was good, while the promise for pears and cherries
was light. Cut worms were unusually prevalent and did
considerable damage to tobacco in the Connecticut valley.
July was favorable for most crops, but did not furnish the
The hay crop was
usual amount of good hay weather.
condition of the pastures.

fruits

short,

on account of lack of moisture

in the early part of

damaged

in making.
Rye,
growIndian
corn
was
and
crops,
good
were
barley
and
oats
ing fast and had nearly recovered from the effect of unfavorA feature of July was the appearance
able weather of May.
of the army worm in destructive numbers generally through-

the season, and was considerably

out the State.

August was favorable for corn, forage crops, rowen, fall
Tobacco was harvested in fine condition
feed and pastures.
and was a splendid crop, but prices for this crop are still
An extra crop of Indian corn was harvested in Seplow.
tember. Fall seeding made a good catch. Onions did not
later
yield an average crop and autumn prices were low
were
crop
the
that
held
growers
prices were higher, and
Late potatoes were injured by drought early in
fortunate.
The crop was
the season and later by blight and grubs.
below the average in quantity and quality, while prices were
;

but competition of localities where the
crop was larger and of finer quality prevented a boom. The
promise of a large apple crop was more than realized, and

less than last year,

probably the largest crop of winter apples ever grown in
The foreign and domestic markets

the State was harvested.

were glutted by the over-supply, and prices were unremunerative.

Our

small

;

somewhat discouraged by these

They feel that when prices are fair, the crop
when the crop is large, prices are too low for

conditions.
is

orchardists are
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profit.

We

must, however, admit that when

bountiful crop

much

of the fruit

ix

we have a

undersized by reason of

is

over-bearing, that insects injure a large proportion, that
usually less care

used in packing, that the greater part of

is

thrown upon the market as soon as it is harvested.
The natural result is an over-supply of ordinary fruit, and
low prices. Our State is in the natural apple belt, and can
produce as fine fruit as can be grown in any section. The
market will always take a reasonable amount of the finest
fruit at fair prices.
We must take better care of our trees,
the crop

is

fertilize

our orchards, destroy the insects by spraying, thin

the fruit severely, that size and good color

may

be attained.

Exercise the utmost care in picking, sorting and packing,

and hold a large part of every bountiful crop in cold storage
until the market will absorb it.
Simple and inexpensive
cold-storage houses can be provided within the means of
most fruit growers, and the fruit can be kept in fine condition with little waste even until late in spring.

connection reference

made

is

to pages 232

In this

and 339 of

this

volume.

The cranberry crop was not

as remunerative as usual,

partly because of the low prices and partly because of the

abundance of the apple crop. No doubt the stagnation in
business and the
hard times " have been a large factor in
causing the low prices that rule not only for farm crops but
for manufactured articles as well.
Sixty-one of the 120 correspondents making returns November 1 considered hay to have been among the most profitable crops
28, corn; 14, potatoes
9, milk; 9, cabbages
'

'

;

6,

tobacco;

4,

asparagus

five

;

6,
;

sweet corn
4,

apples

;

;

3, oats

;

3, turnips

;

5, cranberries;

3, tomatoes, etc.

among

correspondents gave potatoes as

able crops; 36, apples;

;

5, strawberries;

11, corn;

4,

Fifty-

the least profit-

squashes; 4, onions;

3, cranberries, etc.

Massachusetts Weather, 1896.
[Compiled from data furnished by the

New

England Weather Service.]

January opened cold, and an unusually sharp cold wave
Peach buds were almost
entirely killed and some damage was done to raspberries and

prevailed from the 4th to the 8th.

X
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blackberries.
The rest of the month was milder. The
ground was not protected by snow during the cold spell,
but there was a slight covering durinsj the rest of the month.
February was a rough, stormy month, with damaging
floods, heavy snows and much rainy and cloudy weather.
The heaviest rain and snow fall came on the 4th to 7th and
the 29th to March 3d.
A severe cold wave prevailed on the
17th and 18th. On the night of the 6th-7th hurricane signals were hoisted in Boston for the first time in the history of
the Weather Bureau, and the wind reached a velocity of
over 60 miles an hour.
March was typical of the month, though rougher and
more stormy than usual. The rainfall was above the normal
and the number of stormy days also in excess. The snowfall was more than usual and there was a fair snow covering
till near the end of the month.
The changes in temperature
were rapid, but the daily ranges were not great.
The first and last parts of April were comparatively cool,
with frequent frosts, but the middle of the month gave almost
unprecedented heat for the season. The rainfall was deficient, and at the end of the month grass and grain were
feeling the effects of dry weather.
The cool weather of the
first and last of the month held the fruit buds in check, with
good results.
Unusually fair, warm and dry weather prevailed over the

greater part of Massachusetts during the

month of May.

There were light frosts in eastern districts on the 20th, 21st
and 24th, but no damage was done. Only a trace of rain
fell during the first two-thirds of the month, and much grass
Insect pests were reported as very
land sufiered severely.
The frosts were not severe enough to damage
plentiful.
Apples blossomed from a week
fruit buds to any extent.
to ten days earlier than the average.
The month of June gave nearly normal weather conditions
over the greater part of the State. Many of the nights were
too cool for the best growth of corn, but no damaging frosts
High temperatures prevailed, but there was no
occurred.
Moderate showers were well distributed,
excessive heat.
and there was a general soaking rain on the 14th. At the
end of the month, however, the top of the soil was getting

No.
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There were practically no damaging winds or local

storms to injure the

fruit.

Along the coast the mean temperature for July was below
The rainthe normal and the temperature range was small.
fall was below the normal along the coast, but was in excess
in the interior.
There was a good deal of foggy and cloudy
weather and the number of rainy days was more than usual.
The high wind on the 16th did some damage to corn, grain
and fruit in western counties. The month was a poor one
for harvesting, but a splendid one for the growth of all field
crops.

August opened with plenty of heat, sunshine and moisture.
Unusually hot and sultry weather continued over the second
week of the month, and most crops made a very rapid
growth. The last half of the month was somewhat cooler
There was a marked
and drier, with plenty of sunshine.
absence of severe local storms and no continuous rains.
Streams and wells got very low and the subsoil was very dry.

The month was warmer and
Light

frosts occurred

drier than the normal.

during September on several dates

and on level plains, but there was no general killRain was frequent and excessive in all districts,
and the ground was well filled with water at the end of the
month. At Boston the mean daily temperature was very
near the normal.
The weather was exceptionally favorable
for the growth of late forage crops, and grass on old fields
also thickened up.
Local rain and thunder storms were
frequent and damaging.
October gave an unusual amount of cloudy, stormy
in valleys

ing frost.

weather, although in eastern districts the total rainfall for

A
the month was fully an inch below the normal amount.
number of severe storms passed near enough to give cloudy,
threatening weather and some wind, but not near enough for
us to get the worst part of the disturbance.
The most noteworthy was the West India hurricane of the 12th to 16th.
This was first noted over the West Indies on the 7th, and
moved slowly up the coast well out to sea. Warning signals were ordered and displayed all along our coast, giving
ample warnings of the gale. The wind reached hurricane
force on our extreme eastern coast, while the centre of the
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storm was several hundred miles outside.

At Boston the
month averaged one and one-third
degrees a day lower than the normal.
The highest temper-

mean temperature

for the

ature was 76° on the 31st and the lowest 33'' on the 26th.
Killing frosts were noted over most of our district on the
19th or 20th, but, as most of the crops were already gath-

any damage was done. The wet weather
was favorable for pastures and for fall-sown grain and grass
seed.
The ground was well filled with water, and wells and
reservoirs were generally full and ready for winter weather.
November was very mild and pleasant.
The average
daily excess in temperature was from 3.5** at Nantucket to
6.2** at Cambridge.
At many places in the State it was the
warmest November on record. The chief warm spells of the
month were on the 16th to 19th and the 27th to 28th. On
ered, but

little if

one of those dates the temperature rose to 70^ or over at
places.
Excessive humidity prevailed during the

most

warm spells. Between the two warm periods a sharp fall of
temperature occurred, which was in marked contrast to them.
The mercury fell to from 10" to 20** below freezino; throushSnow

on the 14th and on the night
snow lay on the
ground at the end of the month. The precipitation was
slightly deficient for the month, but there was an abundant
fall for the needs of the soil, and all crops entered the winter
in good shape.
The weather was favorable for all out-door
work during the month, and was generally improved.
December was deficient in both temperature and precipitation, although there was a mild period of considerable
length in the first half of the month.
A cold period prevailed from the 15tli to the 28th, while the last three days
gave warmer, thawing weather. On the southern coast the
precipitation was very near the normal fall, but in other secIn the western part of
tions there was a marked deficiency.
the State the snowfall was moderate, liut on the southeastern coast and on "the islands south of the coast the fall
was heavier than usual. At New Bedford the total snowfall
was 24 inches and at Taunton it was 21 inches. The greater
part of this snow came in the storms of the 16th and 23d.
out the district.

fell

of the 29th-30th, and a thin covering of

On

the Cape these storms approached the severity of a bliz-

No. 4.]
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and telegraphic communication.
During the storm of the 16th the wind reached a velocity of
80 miles an hour for five minutes at Block Island, R. I., and
At Nantucket a
a single gust blew at the rate of 110 miles.
velocity of 62 miles an hour was recorded.
There was considerable snow on the gi'ound at the end of the month, especially in southern and eastern districts.
A very brilliant
display of aurora was visible throughout the State on the
zard, and interrupted travel

evening of the 3d.

;
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Meteorological Observatory of the Hatch Experiment Station (Massachusetts Agricultural College), Amherst.
[Latitude, 42° 23' 48.5"

N.

longitude, 72° 31' 10" W.

;

above sea

51 feet;

Height of instruments above ground,

level, 273.5 feet.*]

Annual Summary for
Pressure

Maximum

(_in

reduced to freezing,

1896.

Precipitation {in Inches).

Inches').
30,60,

Dec.

Total precipitation, rain or melted snow,
39.66,

27, 12 P.M.

Minimum reduced

to freezing, 28.42,

Feb.

6,

Number

Maximum

reduced to freezing and sea level,
Dec. 27, 12 p.m.
Minimum reduced to freezing and sea level,
28.72, Feb. 6, 11 30 p.m.
Mean reduced to freezing and sea level.f

Snow

which .01 inch or more
snow fell, 108.

of days on

rain or melted

11.30 p.m.

total in inches, 44.

30.94,

Annual range,

2.22.

Weather,

Mean

cloudiness observed, 49 per cent.
Total cloudiness recorded by sun thermom-

hours ^46 per cent.

eter, 2,018

Air Ternperature

Number
Number
Number

Degrees i^.)4

{in

Highest, 97, Aug. 12.
Lowest, —14, Feb. 17.

of clear days, 132.
of fair daj-s, 102.
of cloudy days, 132.

Mean.*

Mean
Mean

of

means of max. and

min., 47.0.

Bright Sunshine.

sensible (wet bulb) 44.
,

Number of

Annual range. 111.
Highest mean daily, 81, May 10.
Lowest mean daily, —1.7, Feb. 17.

hours recorded, 2,448 hours =54

per cent.

Dates of Frosts.

Mean maximum, 57.3.
Mean minimum, 36.6.
Mean daily range, 20.7.

Last,

May

1

May

;

20 in lowlands.

First, Sept. 24; Sept. 21 in lowlands.

Greatest daily range, 47, April
Least daily range, 3, Oct. 5.

16.

Dates of Snow.

Humidity.

Last, April

Mean dew point, 39.9.
Mean force of vapor, .422.
Mean relative humidity, 76.9.

First,

Nov.

West,

m.,

10.

2, 50

;

South-west,

m.,

7.

Other directions,

53.

24,

;

Greatest daily movement, 620 m., March
Least daily movement, 14 m., Feb. 1.

4.

Mean daily movement, 1R1.7 miles.
Mean hourly velocity, 6.7 miles.
pressure

= 71

per

W.; Feb. 19, 70 m., W. S. W.; Feb.
53 ra., W.; Feb. 29, 57 m., E. S. E.;

March 3, 61 m., N. N. W. March 4, 62
m., N. N. W.; March 5, 58 m., N.;
March 8, 56 m,, W. N. W.; March 9, 56
m., N. W. March 12, 59 m., W. March
20, 55 m., W. N. "W.; March 27, 52 m.,
W. N. W.; April 3, 60 m., N. W.; May
Aug. 26, 50 m., S. S. W.
18, 71 m., W.

Total movement, 59,198 miles.

pounds

W.

N. W.; Jan. 4, 52 m., N.
m., AV. N. W.; Feb. 6,
61 m., N. E.; Feb. 7, 58 m., W. N. W.;
Feb. 11, 68 m., W. N. W. Feb. 14, 54
1, 55

W.; Feb.

10.

Maximum

.31.

Gales of 60 Miles per Hour.
Jan.

10.

South, 10.
South-south-west,

14.

Total days of sleighing,

Wind, Prevailing Directions {Per Cent).
North,

7.

square

;

25

foot,

miles per hour on

May

18,

;

;

Sept. 19, 57 m., S,

at 8 A.M.

W. Nov, 6, 55
;

LEONARD METCALF,
JAMES
*

L.

BARTLETT,

Record divided, part ground shelter, part tower shelter.

t

See later bulletin.

J

Temperature

in

ground

shelter.

m.,

W.

Meteorologist.
Observer.
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Massachusetts Crop Reports.

The publication of monthly crop
as in previous seasons, and six in

was continued
were issued (May-

bulletins
all

October), aggregating- 332 pages of printed matter.
Twenty-three hundred copies of No. 2 and 2,500 copies
of Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were printed and distributed.
The special subjects treated were: Bulletin No. 1, "Report of meetings of Massachusetts Fruit Growers' Association

;

" Bulletin

No.

2,

" The grass crop

;

" Bulletin

No.

3,

"The army worm;" Bulletm No. 4, "The crow in Massachusetts;" Bulletin No. 5, "The Babcock milk tester;"
and Bulletin No.

6,

These
"Concentrated feed stuffs."
on pages 249-348 of

special articles will be found printed
this

volume.

Also, as in the past four years, this

operated with the

New England

office co-

"Weather Service in the

issuing of weekly weather-crop bulletins.

The

first

was of

date of April 28 and the last of date of September 29, in
all

representing an aggregate issue of 57,500 copies.

Publications.

The following publications were issued under
vision of this office during the calendar year 1896

the super:

—

:

xvi
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In addition to the above publications, there were publi.shed
under the direction of the Board of Agriculture in May

5,000 copies of an illustrated report of 607 pages of the
work of destroying the gypsy moth in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, together with an account of

its

history

and habits both in Massachusetts and Europe. This report
was prepared by Edward H. Forbush, field director in
charge of the work, and Charles H. Fernald, A.M., Ph.D.,
entomologist to the Board.

There were also published by the Dairy Bureau of the
Board 1,000 pamphlet copies of the laws of Massachusetts
relating to dairy products and their imitations, with a digest
of supreme court decisions thereon.
This pamphlet was
prepared by Mr. Geo. M. Whitaker, acting executive officer
of the Bureau, and was issued in August.
Legislation.

The legislation of the year 1896 that had reference to the
Board of Agriculture or to the agricultural societies was
An act making appropriations for sundry agricultural
'

'

expenses" (Acts of 1896, chapter 25)
the tenure of office of

members of

;

"An

act relative to

the State Board of Ag-ri-

culture" (Acts of 1896, chapter 254) "An act to incorporate
the Manufacturers' Agricultural Society in North Attlebor;

ough" (Acts of 1896, chapter 260)
for the collection

a "Resolve to provide
and circulation of information relating to
;

abandoned farms" (Resolves of 1896, chapter 31)

;

a

"Re-

solve in favor of the Manufacturers' Agricultural Society in

North Attleborough " (Resolves of 1896, chapter 85); a
"Resolve to provide for carrying on the work of the suppression of the gypsy moth" (Resolves of 1896, chapter
100); also "Resolutions relative to the extermination of
the gypsy moth."
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Also $100,000 was appropriated to be used in the exterAn appropriation of $200,000
for this worlv has been asked of the Legislature of 1897.

mination of the gypsy moth.

Nails tor marking Trees.

was the usual $200, and
there were expended during the year the following sums

The appropriation

for this object

:

1,152

M

spikes, 2| and 2^ inches,
pounds galvanized washers,

266 pounds

.

.

.

.

.

—

$15 96
116 88

50

Cartage,

$133 34

Spikes and washers were supplied during the year to the
towns of Athol, Hubbardston, Littleton, Milton, Phillipston
and Winchendon. Since the work of supplying these spikes
was begun, Dec. 26, 1891, 3 cities and 53 towns have

In all there
have been furnished 7,151 three and one-fourth inch spikes,
66,135 two and three-fourths inch spikes, and 55,533 two

availed themselves of the provisions of the act.

and one-fourth inch spikes, making a

total of 128,819.

Abandoned Farms.
The granting by the Legislature of 1896 of an appropriamade possible the doing of more work
along this line, plans were duly made for a new edition of
and it was decided to issue a
the catalogue of descriptions

tion of $1,000 having

;

and town, similar

circular letter to the assessors of each city

was further decided to ask for
valuation of each farm reported by them, and

to the letter used in 1891.

the assessors'

It

also to send a special circular to the assessors, asking for

information concerning farms advertised in the catalogue and

reported as " sold."

In order to send a copy of

tive catalogue with the

was found necessary

above-mentioned

to have

more

descrip-

circular letters, it

printed.

April 1,000 copies of a supplement to the
printed.

tlie

Accordingly, in
fifth

edition were

Seventeen new descriptions were added as an

addenda, making the total of descriptions printed 560.

The

effort

to

secure

new

descriptions

resulted

receipt of 61, which were incorporated in the

new

in

the

catalogue

:
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making the

edition),

(sixth

total

xix

number of

descriptions

Also, as in past years, a circular of inquiry

printed 621.

was mailed each owner and agent having a description in the
catalogue of an undisposed-of farm.
Up to December 15 returns were received concerning, all
told, 510 of the 560 farms described in the several previous
Of these, 242 were reports of
editions of the catalogue.
"sales," 95 reports of "withdrawals" and 173 wished to
Nothing having been ascerhave description continued.
tained concerning 50 farms advertised in previous editions,
these descriptions, as was intimated in the above-mentioned
circular would be the case, were discontinued.

A large majority

of the purchasers of these farms are of

American parentage. The returns indicate the following
American, 151 Irish, 14 German, 8 French, 7 Scotch,
4

;

1

;

Danish, 3
Prince

;

;

;

English, 2

;

Edward

;

Swedish, 2

Island,

1

;

Nova

;

;

Italian, 1

Scotia, 1

;

;

Russian,

undeter-

mined, 47.
In regard to residence of purchasers at time of purchase

New York,
144
Hampshire, 5 Rhode Island, 3
Nova Scotia, Maine,
Florida, Ohio and Vermont, 2 each
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and New Jersey, 1 each
un-

the following

11

;

is

shown

Connecticut, 10

;

:

Massachusetts,

New

;

;

;

;

;

known,

57.

In regard to the use which the purchasers intended to

make of the farms purchased the returns show the following
For general farming, 93 for a home, 23 for an investment,
for poultry and farming,
13 for a summer residence, 12
for the wood and lumber, 6
for poul7
for dairying, 7
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

try culture, 5
fruit

;

;

for sheep raising, 3

;

for cranberry growing,

and poultry, poultry and market gardening and to cut
No statement was re-

into small lots for emigrants, 1 each.

ceived concerning 69 of the farms reported sold.

The

total acreage of the

242 farms reported sold

or an average acreage of

110.30-}-.

is

26,693,

Two hundred and

forty * of these farms sold for a total of $362,675, or an

average of $1,511. 14-f-.

The following gives

a clearer idea of the acreage

and price

of the farms advertised in the several editions of the cata* Price not given for two farms.

;

XX

'
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logue and reported sold, and shows that nearly two-thirds of
the farms ranged in acreage from 50 to 200 acres and that

—

more than one-half ranged in price from $1,000 to $3,000
Under 5 acres, 6 5-20 acres, 15 20-50 acres, 36 50200-500 acres, 34
500
100 acres, 70 100-200 acres, 79
and
over,
2.
acres
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Price under $300, 2; $300-$500, 15; $500-$l,000, 72
$1,000-12,000, 91; $2,000-$3,000, 33; $3,000-$5,000, 23

$5,000 and over,

4.

The following table shows the work of
1, 1897, the work having been begun
1891: —

this office to Jan.

in

the

spring of

No. 4.]
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ment
:

cost of this

—

work

is

shown by the following

Appropriation under chapter 280, Acts of 1891,

Amount unused and

[Pub. Doc.

.

state-

$2,000 00

reverting back to State treas-

ury at the end of two years, Dec.

31, 1892,

.

858 50
$1,141 50

Appropriation under chapter 46, Resolves of 1893,

1,000 00
2,141

Amount unused and
ury

at the

50

reverting back to State treas-

end of two years, Dec.

31, 1894,

74 99
$2,066 51

Appropriation under chapter 3

1

,

Resolves of 1 896,

1,000 00

$3,066 51

Printing 11,500 catalogues, 5 editions,

ment,

.

Special envelopes,

Postage stamps,
Printed circulars,
Advertising,

.

Express,
Special services,

members

Balance on hand Dec.

of Board,

31, 1896,

1

supple-
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Farmers' Institutes,

The

societies represented

3()

on the Board of Agriculture

held 128 farmers' institutes during the calendar year 189o.
Lecturers were furnished by this office for 96, 25 ot" these

being meml)ers of the Board, at a total cost of
$1,294.67 for services and expenses, an average of $13.48
per institute. All of the societies but the Massachusetts

lecturers

Society for Promoting Agriculture, which holds no institutes, held the required 3,

report an

in

these

Lecturers

institute meetings,

shown by increased attendance and a general desire
In November,
secure the very best talent attainable.

which
to

and 13 held 4 or more.

increased interest

is

1896, a pamphlet was issued, for the use of officers of societies

and

institute committees, containing the regulations of

the Board of Agriculture concerning the holding of farmers'
institutes,

with a

list

of available lecturers and their subjects.

It is believed that the issuing

ductive of

of this pamphlet has been pro-

much good.
Gypsy Moth {Ocneria

aispar).

The Legislature of 1896 appropriated $100,000 for the
The
continuation of the work of exterminating this pest.
annual report of the committee of the Board in charge will
A
be found printed on pages 349-433 of this volume.
special report on this insect, prepared by Messrs. Forbush
and Fernald. has already been referred to under "PublicaAt the annual meeting of the Board, Jan. 13, 1897,
tions."
no changes were made in the committee in charge of the
work of extermination, so that the committee for 1897
remains unchanged.

Dairy Bureau.
There has been no change in the personnel of the Dairy
Bureau during the past year. The sixth annual report of the
Bureau to the Legislature will be found printed on pages
435-454 of this volume.
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Agricultural College.

The report of the examining committee of the Agricultural
College will be found printed on pages

215-223 of

this

The ninth annual report of the Hatch Experiment
Station of the college (Pub. Doc, No. 31) is by law bound
with the report of the secretary of the Board of Agriculture

volume.

in this

volume.

Returns of Societies.
These returns will be found printed on pages 457-486 of
this volume.
A summary, contrasting the totals of 1894,
1895 and 189B, is printed on page 486. Attention is called
to the report of the committee on agricultural societies^
which is printed on pages 224-225 of this volume.

Agricultural Directory.

A directory

of the agricultural organizations of the

Com-

monwealth, with oiBcers for 1897, will be found printed on
pages 487-501 of this volume. As it is a somewhat difficult
task to make this directory complete and up to date, it would
be considered a favor

if

those

who

are interested in this

Board
would report to the secretary any cases of omission or error
which may come to their notice. The intention is to publish
yearly an agricultural directory which can be relied upon as

feature of the annual report of the secretary of the

being accurate.

The Library.
The valuable
is

reference library in the office of the secretary

being constantly enlarged, and

its

various branches

made

more complete by exchange, by gift and by purchase.
Under a by-law of the Board the first clerk of the secretary
has been appointed librarian and curator, and the general

charge of the library has become a part of his duties.

It is

when the Board removes to its new quarters in
the State House the library will be thoroughly overhauled,
and steps taken towards putting it in such condition, by indexing and cataloguing, that it will become even more valuexpected that
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able as a reference library than

xxv

possible at the present

is

time.

Meetings of the Board.
The public winter meeting of the Board

for lectures

and

discussions was held at Greenfield, Dec. 1, 2 and o, 189().
lectures and discussions will be found printed on pages
13-202 of this volume. A special business meeting of the
Board Avas held at Greenfield, Dec. 1, 189G, an account of
which will be found printed on pages 9, 10. The annual
business meeting of the Board was held at the office of the
secretary Jan. 12 and 13, 1897, and the minutes thereof,
etc., will be found printed on pages 205-246 of this volume.

The

Changes

in

the Board.

During the past year death removed from the Board His
Excellency Frederic T. Greenhalge, president ex

officio;

Mr. A. D. Raymond of Royalston, who had represented
the Worcester North-west Agricultural Society on the Board
also

since February, 1895.

The following gentlemen

retired

from the Board

at the

recent annual meeting because of the expiration of their

terms of service

:

Henry A. Cook

of the Blackstone Valley

Agricultural Society, after six years of service;

W. M.

Tucker of the Eastern Hampden Agricultural Society, F. E.
Clark of the

Hampden

Wm.

Lyman of
Hampden Agricultural Society,

Agricultural Society, C. B.

the Hampshire, Franklin and

H. Gove of the Hoosac Valley Agricultural Society,

F. A. Palmer of the Housatonic Agricultural Society and

John H. Bourne of the
cultural Society,

— each

jNIarshfield Agricultural

and Horti-

after three years of service.

Cattle Commission.

The report of

Doc, No.

the Board of Cattle Commissioners (Pub.

by law printed in the annual report of the
Board of Agriculture, and the report for 1896 will be
found printed on pages 519-592 of this volume.
State

51)

is

xxvi
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Farmers' National Congress.

The report of

the delegates to the Farmers' National Con-

gress at Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 10-12, 1896,

is

by request

included in this volume, and will be found printed on pages

505-517.

WM.

R.

SESSIONS,

Secretary of the State Board of Agrkulture.
Boston, February, 1897.

Meetings of the ExEcuTnrE Committee

BOARD or AGRICULTURE
1896.

Meetings of the Executive Com:mittee,
ACTING FOR THE BOARD.

Boston, Jan.

The meeting was

10, 1896.

called to consider the question of petition-

ing the Legislature for legislation regulating the sale of com-

mercial feed

stufis,

the matter having been referred to the

committee by the Board

at the

business meeting held at

Dalton, Dec. 3, 1895.
Voted, That the secretary be instructed to consult with

the master and the leo:islative ao:ent of the State Grange, with

members of the Board and with other prominent farmers, and
endeavor to ascertain whether there

ment among the farmers of the

is

a considerable senti-

State in favor of the enactment

of a law regulating the sale of commercial feed stuffs

and

report at a later meeting of the committee.
Voted,

That the secretary be instructed to correspond

with the secretaries of the boards of agriculture of the other

New England

States and

New

York, and ascertain whether

they are in favor of such legislation in their States, and
whether measures have been undertaken or are in contemplation to obtain such legislation in their States.

Voted, That Mr. F.

W.

Sargent be excused, at his

own

request, from the duty of presenting a paper at the annual

meeting, and that no substitute be engaged.

Boston, Jan.

17, 1896.

The committee met to hear the opinions of the master of
the State Grange and others concerning the matter of \)etitioning the Legislature for the enactment of a law regulating
the sale of commercial feed stuffs.

Voted,

To

lay the matter

on the

table.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
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Boston, March

The meeting was

21, 1896.

called in part to consider the request of

the Spencer Farmers' and Mechanics' Association for the

approval by the Board of Agriculture of the unanimous vote
of the said association to sell its Lincoln Street property.

There was presented a copy of the call for the meeting at the
town hall, Spencer, Fel). 24, 189G also an attested copy of
the records of that meeting, at which it was voted to instruct
the executive committee to sell the Lincoln Street property,
with the consent of the finance committee and approval by
the State Board of Agriculture, and deeds be executed by
;

the treasurer.

There was presented also a copy of the " Spencer Leader"
and a copy of the " Spencer Sun," containing notice of the
meeting of February 24; also a copy of the "Spencer
Leader," containing the required advertisement of the hearing, one of the insertions of the notice having been at least

one week before the date of hearing.

No

person appearing in opposition to the vote of the asso-

ciation, it

Votedf

was

To approve

the vote of the Spencer Farmers' and

Mechanics' Association, passed on Feb. 24, 1896, "to instruct the executive committee to sell the Lincoln Street
property, with the consent of the finance committee, and

deeds be executed by the treasurer."

A

request having been received from the AVorcester Agriit might change the dates assigned by

cultural Society that

Board for the holding of its 189G fair, in order that its
dates might conform to those selected by the Bay State Agricultural Society, it was
Voted, That the Worcester Agricultural Society be allowed
to change the dates for its 189G fair to conform to the dates

the

selected for the fair of the
i.e.,

A

to September

1,

Bay

State Agricultural Society,

2, 3 and 4.

judging grade stock
at fairs, prepared by Dr. G. M. Twitchell, was brought to
the attention of the committee and was discussed.
scale of points applicable for use in

'

No.

4.]
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Voted, That the

5

Board of Agriculture adopt and publish

a scale of points for grade cows.
V^oted,

That the scale of points suggested by Dr. Tvvitchell

judging grade cows, as amended by the executive committee, be adopted .by the Board of Agriculture for the use
for

of societies at their annual exhibitions.

Boston, Aug.

The executive committee

14, 1896.

day authorized the secretary
North
Attleborough September 29 and 30 and October 1 as the
this

to grant the INIanufacturers' Agricultural Society of

dates for holding

its fair in

the year 1896.

SPECIAL MEETING

BOARD

OF

AGRICULTURE,

GREENFIELD.
December

1,

1896.

Speciat.

Meeting

OF THE

Board of Agricueture, at Greenfieed.

Gkeenfield, Mass., Dec.

The Board of Agriculture met
field, this

at the

town

hall,

1,

1896.

Green-

day, at 9.30 a.m., for business.

Present:

First Vice-Pres.

James

S. Grinnell,

who

pre-

sided, and Messrs. F. H. Appleton, J. S. Appleton, Jr.,
Avery, Blair, Bourne, Brewster, Bursley, Clemence, Cruick-

shanks,

Damon, Ellsworth, Gove, Harwood, Hersey, Horton,
M. Raymond, Eeed,

Kilbourn, Lyman, Palmer, Pratt, S.
Sargent,

Sessions, N.

"VY.

Shaw, Smith, Stetson, Taylor,

Welling-ton and Wood.

The secretary

Board to chapter
254 of the Acts of 189G, which provides that " the terms of
the appointed members of said Board whose terms would
expire on the first Wednesday of February in the jeav
eighteen hundred and ninet}'-seven shall ex[)ire on the
second Wednesday of January in said year." The law not
providing when the annual meeting of the Board shall be,
called the attention of the

the secretary proposed that

chapter TV. of the by-laws of

when the annual meeting of the
be so amended that the annual meeting

the Board, which states

Board

shall be held,

of the Board, instead
the

of beginning

on the Tuesday pre-

Wednesday of February, should begin on
Tuesda}' preceding the second Wednesday of January,

ceding the

first

and thus conform to the time of the expiration of the terms
of the members, as designated in the above-mentioned
chapter.

Voted, That chapter TV. of the

by-laws be so amended

that the annual l)usiness meeting of the

Board

shall here-

—
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Tuesday preceding; the second Wednesday

of January.

The secretary read communications regarding

the

Amer-

ican Association of Institute Managers, also the constitution

of the same, and stated that he had been requested to join
the association, but that he did not think he ought to join,
as

lie

was not a director or manager of farmers'

and further stated that he thought he ought

institutes

to bring the

matter to the attention of the Board.

On

motion of Mr. F. H. Appleton, it was
That the matter of taking membership in the
American Association of Institute Managers be referred to
the executive committee, with full power to act.
Voled,

The question of

legislation to regulate the sale of

com-

mercial feed stuffs was brought to the attention of the Board
l)y

the

and was discussed by the chairman, the
II. Appleton, Gove, Hersey, SarShaw, Stetson and Taylor.

secretary,

secretary and ]Messrs. F.

W.

gent, N.

Voted, That Dr. J. B. Lindsey of the experiment station

be requested to prepare a
the

annual

secretary

be

the regulation of the sale

and report the same to the Board
consideration, and that the
instructed to represent the Board in any

of commercial feed
at

bill for

stuffs,

meeting

for

consultation with organized dealers that

may

be arranged

previous to the annual meeting.

The secretary presented and read the report of the gypsy
moth committee to the Legislature. The report was discussed by Professor Fernald, entomologist to the Board
and to the committee, the secretary and Messrs. F. H.
Ai)pleton, Avery, Blair, Hersey and Wood.
On motion of Mr. N. W. Shaw,
Voted That the report of the committee on the gypsy
^

moth, to l)e presented to the Legislature, be approved by
this Board.
The vote was unanimous, there being no negative votes.

Adjourned

at 12 o'clock m.

PUBLIC WINTER MEETING

BOARD

AGRICULTURE,

OF

GREENFIELD,
December

1,

2

and

3, 1896.

Public Wixtek Meeting of the Board,
AT GREENFIELD.

The anmual public winter meeting of the Board was held
town hall, Greenfield, beginning Tuesday, December
The
and
continuing through the two following days.
1,
unan
and
there
was
weather was cool, with clear skies,
in the

usually large attendance at the meetings.

The iirst session was called to order by Hon. James S.
Grinxell, the first vice-president. Prayer was ofi'ered by
The
the Rev. P. Y. Finch of St. James' Church, Greenfield.
chairman then announced that the presiding officer for the
remainder of the day would be Mr. A. A. Smith, president
of the Franklin County Agricultural Society, and that he
would deliver the address of welcome.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
BY MR.

A.

SMITH

A.

OF

COLKAIN.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Board of Agriculture of
Massachusetts and friends
The invitation of the Franklin
Count}'" Agricultural Society to hold your public winter meeting of 1896 in this place having been accepted by your honorable Board, it becomes my pleasant duty and privilege to
welcome you to this "the garden of the Commonwealth."
First let me assure you that you are not assembled within
the walls of a large city, but instead the beautiful and thriving village of Greenfield, which is fed and nourished by the
fertile agricultural districts that surround it
the shire town
:

;

of the county, whose people are interested in all that per-

The Franklin County
Agricultural Society expected that your honorable Board
would accept its most cordial invitation when made, not
that it needs your presence to strengthen and encourage
more than other societies, not that it can entertain you bet-

tains to her welfare

ter,

and prosperity.

but that from a meeting held in the midst of practical,
who will take part in the dis-

intelligent, successful farmers,
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cussions and give their views upon different subjects, will

disseminate through your valuable reports and the press,

knowledge of agricultural subjects which is not only
I predict for you an earnest, intelligent and appreciative audience, and assure you that a
cordial welcome is in the hearts of the people of Franklin
County.
The county of Franklin, while one of the smallest in area

that

theoretical but practical,

in the State, does her full share in its agricultural produc-

Seventeen years ago to-morrow you opened with imposing ceremonies your seventeenth annual winter meeting

tions.

That meeting of the Board was productive
of immense value to the agriculture of the State, and particularly to the Connecticut valley.
It was considered by all
to have been the most interestins: meetinff held to that date,
and many still regard it as the commencement of a new era
in this building.

in the agriculture of Massachusetts.

connection with that meeting gave a

The butter exhibit

new

in

imjDetus to the

Hon. James S. Grinnell, who
was then president of the Franklin County Agricultural
Society, chairman of the committee of arrangements and
the moving spirit which guided the meeting to a most successful termination, welcomed your honorable Board to the
In that
hearts and homes of the people of Greenfield.
address he gave to the public a very complete and exhaustive
statement of the agricultural productions of the county up
to and including the census of 1875.
I have thought that it would be of interest to you to know
dairying branch of farming.

whether the farmers of Franklin Countj^ have
been true to their calling and public benefactors, in that
they have made
two blades of grass grow where but one
at this time

'

'

grew before
I

"

during the interim from 1875 until the present.

have been unable to procure the

census of 1895, and
census of 1890

;

and

am

statistics

from the State

obliged to rely upon the national

I believe that the increase

in the several productions will retain the

same

and decrease
ratio

during

the five years not accounted for.

In 1875, according to the State census, the population of
The State census of
the count}' of Franklin was 33,696.

1885 showed an increase to the number of 37,449, while the

:;;
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United States census of 1890 gave an increase to the number
The United States census of 1890, as compared
of 38,G10.
with the State census of 1885, shows that of the twenty-six

towns comprising the county, the following named sustained
a small loss in population, and it is a significant fact that

many of them

are not solely agricultural towns, so called

Ashtield, Bernardston, Buckland,
ley,

Conway,

Haw-

Deerfield,

Heath, Leverett, Leyden, Rowe, Shelburne, Shutes-

bury, Sunderland, Warwick, Wendell and Whately.

At your

last

meeting held in

'

were reported

this place there

to be 3,956 farms in the county, with an average acreage of

88

;

while according to the United States census of 1890

there were 3,011 farms, with an average acreage of 111

and of these 3,011 farms 2,823 were cultivated by the owners, 100 rented for a fixed money value and 88 for a share of
products thus showing that nearly 94 per cent of the farms
of this county are owned and tilled by the same person
and from these farms, containing 185,611 acres of improved
land, these same persons of indomitable will and perseverance produced in value of farm products in 1889 the
sum of $1,996,600, and the value of live stock on hand June
Of the domestic animals in the
1, 1890, was $1,182,630.
county permit me to compare from the State census of 1875
and the United States census of 1890 : neat cattle,
1875,
21,902; 1890,26,381; horses,
1875, 4,098 1890,5,474;
sheep,
1875, 11,318; 1890, 12,361; swine,
1875,
3,441; 1890, 8,202. Of the whole number of cattle reported, viz., 26,381, 14,213 were milch cows, 1,270 working oxen, including steers, and 10,898 all others.
The quality of the cattle of this county I can say without
fear of contradiction surpasses that of any other section of
the same area on this continent.
The annual fairs of the
:

—

—

;

—
—

Franklin Count}- Agricultural Society testify to the truth of
the above statement.

This increase in the number of cattle
increased

demand

for dairy products,

is

largely due to the

produced

in the

with the most improved methods of manufacturing.

county

There

are in the county seven creameries in successful operation,

working under the co-operative ])lan, collecting the cream
from dairies, leaving the skim-milk, which is indispensable
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in the successful raising of nice calves

tion to the creameries there are very

and
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pigs.

many

In addi-

private dairies,

using the improved separators, having a ready market for
all

the butter they can produce.

And

still

consumers, hy no means small in numbers,

made

another class of

who demand

the

good old way, believing that there is a
something in the touch of the dairy-maid's hands in working
the butter which gives it just the flavor desired.
The manufacture of cheese in the county is fast becoming
one of the " lost arts," there being but one exhibit at either
butter

in the

of the agricultural fairs in the county the present year.

The

was Mrs. George W. Patterson of Colrain, who
persists in making large quantities of cheese of tine

exhibitor
still

quality every year, to the delight of her epicurean customers.

The

tine

oxen, which were once the pride of nearly every

farmer in the county, have quietly glided away and been
supplanted by horses for general farm work and driving
purposes, causing the large increase in numbers within the
the county, as indicated in the table above quoted.

The decrease in the number of horses in the county will
commence, if it has not already, when electricity is used to
a large extent for travellins^ and freiijhtinof to and from
market.
It is a pleasure also to note that during the period from
1875 to 1890 the number of sheep in the county increased
from 11,318 to 12,361, notwithstanding there were killed by

dogs, during the year 1889, 539, which

is

about the average

There were,
lambs
dropped in 1889, and of this number 5,222 were fattened
and sold as spring lambs for consumption. It is with some
degree of pride that the farmers of " little Franklin " peruse
yearly ration for the dogs of Franklin County.

according

to

the increase

the census

returns

of

1890,

9,177

of sheep husbandry as compared with other

counties in the

Commonwealth.

The county of Berkshire

lambs dropped, 9,777;
Franklin County, in 1890, 12,361 sheep; Iambs dropped,
possessed in 1890 14,158 sheep;

Pounds of wool shorn in Berkshire, 65,171;
pounds of wool shorn in Franklin, 67,876. I make these
comparisons with our great and only competitor, to show
9,177.
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husbandry bv good managetnent

Berkshire, with 1,71*7 more sheep than Franklin,

and care.
had only GOO more lambs; but with 1,797 less sheep
Franklin produced 2,705 })ounds more of wool. The proportion of tine and medium wools in the two counties was
about the same, thus proving that care and management have
much to do with success in this branch of farming.

The

increase in production of the staple crops

portion to the large increase in domestic animals
Croj>s.
1875.

Oats, bushels,

Indian corn, bushels.

Hay, tons,
Wool, pounds.
Tobacco, pounds,
.

:

is

—

in [)ro-

.
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Electricity in the form of the telephone and as a motive
power in travelling and moving freight is fast connecting the
rural towns with the large centres of business.
And ^o the
march of progress moves on. What the future will develop
it would be simply rashness to predict.
The bicycle has
come to stay, and the athletic sports, such as base ball, foot
ball, tennis and golf, will be admired and patronized so long
as our great institutions of learning foster and encourage

them.

your next annual winter meeting held in
county the one to whom is assigned the pleasant duty of
giving you a welcome will be able to show far great.n"
I trust that at

this

advancement

in

that pertains to

all

the progress of our

people.

Gentlemen of the Board and

friends, I

have detained you

perhaps too long, yet I must trespass upon your time to the
extent of recording the high position which Franklin County

has taken through

representative

its

men

in the organization

and maintenance of the State Board of Agriculture of ]Massachusetts.
As early as the year 1850 Hon. Amasa Walker,

Commonwealth, suggested in his report that
Board of Agriculture may be established by the authority

secretary of the
a

of the State, corresponding in

Board of Education.

its

general features to the

In the year 1851

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture

Henry W. Cushman of Bernardston
and at a subsequent meeting of

"

"The

Volmitary

organized wdth

this volunteer board, held

Jan. 14, 1852, the following was unanimously passed:
Resolved, That, inasmucli as agriculture
of

Hon

as first vice-president;

is

—

the chief occupation

her citizens, the Commonwealth, in the organization of

goverumeut, should

l)e

its

provided with a department of agriculture,

with otlices commensurate with the importance of the duties to be
discharged, of the abilities to be required, and of the labors to be

performed.

The Legislature of

that year almost unanimously passed

a law creating the State Board of Agriculture, and it was
signed by His Excellency Gov. Geo. S. Boutwell, who still
lives to see the results

of that wise legislation.

Henry W. Cushman did much

The Hon.

to bring about the desired
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Commonam also proud

the
I

Rominor Smith, Esq.,

repre-

sented the town of Colrain in the Legislature of Massachusetts that

the State

year, and exerted his influence in creating

by law

Board of Agriculture.

Nearly a half century has passed since its organization,
and during that long period with but a short interim your
chairman, the Hon. James S. Grinnell, has been an actite

member, whose wise counsel and earnest and zealous work
has done much to make your Board so eiEcient and of
national importance
and, Mr. Chairman, to you personally
I extend, in behalf of the people of Franklin County, your
associate members, aye, all the citizens of the Commonwealth, their gratitude for your devotion to the interests of
agriculture within her borders.
The names of other distinguished men who have served this society and State faithfully as members of the Board from Franklin County are
Henry W. Clapp, Thomas J. Field, E. W. Stebbins, John
M. Smith, I. K. Brown, T. L. Allis, W. L. Warner, John
S. Anderson, John Buddington, Zeri Smith and J. C. New;

hall,

while the Deerfield Valley Society has given to the

Board of her best talent in sending such men as Hon. Roger
H. Leavitt, E. C. Hawks, Otis J. Davenport, F. O. Howes,
J. D. Avery and Chas. E. Ward, all of whom, could they
address you on this occasion, would bid you a hearty welcome and God-speed in your noble work.
Franklin County also gave one of her favorite sons, Hon.
John E. Russell, as secretary of the Board, whose executive ability, aided by his extensive travels and love for the
profession of agriculture, which he was able and willing to
defend at any and all times, commanded the admiration of
the whole people.
You are welcome here, as in all other
places in the State where you meet, because your work is a
"labor of love." Your only recompense is the good you
are doing to those whom you represent.
The farmers of Massachusetts " fired the first shot heard
round the world," and assisted largely

in framing the Conunder which we live and prosper at
the present time, always ready to defend the honor and

stitution of the

State,
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integrity of our great nation and beloved

with their

dewy

life's

blood.

They

toil
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Commonwealth

from early morn

till

eve, realizing full well with the framers of this great

nation that

upon

republic.

Occasionally a complaint comes from their lips of

their success

depends the prosperity of our

what seems to them an unjust proportion of the burdens of
the government in the form of taxation, yet

still

believing

wrongs will be made right. They depend largely upon your Board for leadership in the great
agricultural industry in which they are engaged.
Let their
confidence be justified by your continued exertions in their

that in due time all

behalf.

Gentlemen, the Franklin County Agricultural Society,
you a most cordial
welcome. The doors to our hearts and homes are wide

yes, all the people of the county, bid

open, and

we

bid you walk in.

May

your stay among us

be both pleasant and profitable.

The response from what is in the
come from the Board through
Mr. George E. Taylor, who represents the Franklin
County Agricultural Society on the Board of Agriculture.
Mr. George E. Taylor. Mr. Chairman, it gives me
pleasure in behalf of the Board to reply to the friendly
greeting extended to this organization by the president of
the Franklin County Agricultural Society.
It makes the heart leap with gladness when the warm
grasp of the hand of a friend bids one welcome to his home.
So now the Board rejoices at the welcome extended by our
Chairman Grinnell.

heart of every one of us will

host, and we rest in confidence that the kindness, courtesy
and hospitality will be generous.
The visits of this body of men are not frequent it is
seventeen years since it gathered in this place, and this is
;

the third time only in the existence of the Board.

While the State and nation have always recognized the
importance of the husbandman as a factor in the nation, they

have been slow to encourage that branch of industry. Not
until the present century had any organized ett'ort been made
to encourage

a

scientific

The
The nation at

education for the farmer.

elements and nature kept their secrets.
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peace, the people prosperous, learning increased, scholars

became interested

in solving the mysteries of chemistry

and

life.
The investigations of man having unfolded
some of the wonders of nature, farming became an interesting and honorable occupation, and from its ranks have come
illustrious names on the pages of the world's history.
Thirty years ago Senator Morrill of Vermont, amidst

of plant

great opposition, carried through Congress a bill for the

promotion of agricultural education.
subject has received
all

marked

attention.

Since that time this

By

act of Congress

the States have received grants of the public domain for

advancino- education alono- scientific and as^ricultural lines.

To-day we bring to the people of Franklin County the
from beyond the sea they
come, and lay at our feet the wealth of learning and experience of the present and past history of the agricultural
best scholars of the country, aye,

ages.

Again we thank you
this

Board.

We

for the

are fflad to

most successful agricultural

warm welcome extended

come

societies of the State.

glad to come to one of the most beautiful of
villages.

noble

We

rejoice to

come

We

are

New England

to "little Franklin,"

men and women have b^en born and

State, the nation, the

to

as ouests of one of the

whose

reared for the

world and for God.

Secretary Sessions.

I noticed, in the list of

men who

have represented the two agricultural societies in Franklin
County, Mr. Smith, in his modesty, omitted his own
name. He has represented both societies on the Board of

them more than one term.
Mr. Smith. Yes, gentlemen, and I feel quite at home in
your presence. Now, as chairman for the day, it becomes
my duty to call for the first lecture upon the programme,
which is on "Growing timber as a crop on the waste and
other cheap lands of Massachusetts," by Hon. J. D. Lyman
of Exeter, N. H.

Agriculture, I think one of
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Growi]s^g Timbt^r as a Crop
ON THE Waste and Other Cheap Lands

OF Massachusetts.
BY HON.

Mr. Chairmau,
shire

we

ladies

D.

LYMAN, EXETER,

and gentlemen

:

N. H.

Up

in

New Hamp-

consider the last thing- a person can do

to the woods," but
sion,

J.

proposes

it

it

seems that Mr. Sessions,

as the first thing to

l)e

done

is

to

" take

at this ses-

after the pre-

liminaries.
I do not come here to tell you anything new.
I come
simply to invite your attention to that which you undoubtedly know as well as I know, although perhaps you have

not given

it

that intense attention which I have.

I

come

to

save that which has been lost, for, according to the census

report of 1880, more than one acre out of ten in your farms

has been turned out as waste*, as dead land, so to speak, and
this

amount

is

nearly equal to one-fourth of your entire

Now,

I come to ask you to apply science and
common-sense to the production of timber on these and other

forest area.

cheap lands.

You know

the savages leave everything to the

Instead of growing cows and steers
and pigs and sheep, they chase the deer and bears and hunt
coons and woodchucks, and live on the wild products of

production of nature.

nature.

A

was a very common thing in our section of the country, and I believe in Massachusetts, for the
boys and girls to trample down acres of grass and spend
few years ago

it

days of time to get a few quarts of small strawberries.
in a few minutes we go into our gardens and pluck

Now

them' by the bushel.

That

is

science and sense applied to

the cultivation of the strawberry.

Now, we have

never, with very slight exceptions, applied

science and sense to the production of a crop of timber, and
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— strange,

you can
grow timber as well as you can grow corn. The first man's
first work was to take care of the trees which God had

I think

it

is

very strange indeed,

since

planted for him, yet the majority of people to-day think
that the l)est care of a forest

is

to let

ural editor a short time ago told

me

it

An

alone.

agricult-

that he had an area of

and he would as soon have an elephant in his
man with an axe among those trees,
But nature,
contending that nature is the l)est forester.
with all the time since the flood, had produced in this region
now^ known as New England perhaps five thousand feet,
mostly poor timber, to the acre, that was found here by our
About five thousand feet to the acre is
Pilgrim ancestors.
the crop of timber presented by nature in the great primeval
^Michigan and southern pine regions and in the spruce region
of northern New Hampshire.
Now, I contend, and I do not
go quite so far, perhaps, as my brother, Mr. Hersey, that,
by exercising common-sense and care, a man can, in from
forty to sixty years, grow from forty to fifty thousand feet
of good pine timber to the acre,
grow ten times as much,
if you please, in a hundredth part of the time, as nature
had to show our first settlers. There is no crop, no crop,
that will feel the touch of the hand of science and of
common-sense applied to it quicker than will the crop of

young

pines,

—

flower o;arden as a

—

You can not only grow trees of the species that
you want, but of the shape you desire.
You can mould
them almost as the potter moulds the claj".
timber.

One
(the

of the

same

fundamental principles

in

all

true in the science of forestry)

agriculture

to get the
proper number of plants to the acre. You can plant your
corn so thick that you will have no crop.
You can sow
is

is

your grass seed so thick or thin that there will be little to
mow. You can have your pine trees so thick that after a
hundred years they will be only the size of fence poles, or so
scattering that each will be a

You have

226, 6G9 acres of land that
I Avish to assure

you

necessarily barren

put

it

pyramid of limbs.

in this State, according to the census of 1880,

;

you have turned out

that that land

that

it

into the right crop.

is

not dead

will produce, if

As

you

as waste,
;

it

is

not

will only

politicians are all telling
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first principles, you want to return to first
and the crop demanded in this case is a crop of
This is philosophically true, theoretically and prac-

about returning to
principles,
trees.

tically true.

Take the

pine,

for

instance.

It

takes

It
almost entirely from the atmosphere.
it has very little of the earth about it.

—

is

its

sustenance

like the saints,

among

the

most upright of created things. It lifts itself into the
and through its leaves absorbs from the atmosphere

air,

poisonous carbonic acid gas that

every time that

we

we

It is

that

are throwing into

exhale our breath, which

is

it

ever rising

from decaying vegetable matter, and from every fire, and
which would poison the air but for this elementary action of
The pine, through its leaves, absorbs
the plant growth.
this carbonic acid gas, exhales the oxygen, making the air

and retains the carl)on for its
some of this gas is brought down by
the rain and the snow and is absorbed by the trees through

fit

to l)reathe again,

for us

growth.
their

It is true that

roots,

but undoubtedly a far larger

proportion

is

absorbed through the leaves, and perhaps the leaves are
more emphatically the mouths of the plant than they are
the lungs.

potash.
that

Pines take a

Burn,

which

atmosphere.

it

if

you

little

pinch of earth, largely as

please, an acre of pine

wood, and

took from the atmosphere returns to the
That which it took from the earth remains in

and you know how very little it is. Hence it is philoand practically true that poor land,
so called, will produce good timber.
I speak especially of the pine (P. Strobus) because it is
the most valuable of our timber trees and because a greater
proportion of your waste and cheap land is better adapted
to the growth of pine than to other good timber trees.
It will
It will grow in a swamp or on sandy barrens.
ash,

sophically, theoretically

grow almost everywhere.
foothold and a

little

It requires

water to drink.

of the land a firm

Now, you

take al-

most any of the waste land here in Massachusetts, in this
climate, just on the sunny side of the midway line between
the eternal heats of the equator and the eternal ice of the
pole, here where you have forty or more inches of annual
and you have practically no land but what will,
rainfall,

—
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with this rainfall and sunshine, produce a magnificent crop
of timber.

Speaking from my own experience, I will give a small
Some
In 1870 I bought an abandoned farm.

example.

two or three years afterward I noticed a clump of
upon it. I had no recollection that I
had ever seen them before. It covered one hundred a'nd
one,

sapling white pines

eight square rods of land.

I could not have sold that acre

of land, including those pines,
the road,

—

— and they were right beside

time, probably, if I had advertised

that

at

throughout the section for a dollar, to any
After I noticed them I asked a friend of mine

man
if

it

living.

he did not

want some bean poles, fence stakes, etc. He had enough of
his own farther away, but concluded to take mine for the
cutting.
I showed hirii how I wanted him to thin out the
Told him to pay no attention to the body but to the
trees.
head of the tree, and leave only those which had a fair-sized
head and a single stem running right straight towards the
heavens.
I was there the next year, and found that he had
thinned them out just as well as I could. I did not see

Then

those trees again for live or seven years.

had neglected them too

The

I found I

had o-rown faster
meaner land in Massachusetts than that is.
I found that the trees were too
crowded. Pine trees grow rapidly in proportion to their
leaves.
I asked him to thin them out again.
He has
thinned them from that time to this, and I presume he has
loni^.

than I expected, and you have

cut out

nearly as

standing

contain.

many

buildings but

two stables
that lot.

I

these trees.

many

in

He

wood

cords of

has

trees

little

not

as the trees

only shingled

his

now
own

of the neighboring ones, and has built

the village, mostly out of timber cut from

have been there two successive years to measure
Mr. Carey, an agent of Mr. Fernow, chief of

the United States Forestry Bureau, and

I, measured them
on the twenty-third day of June, 1894, and I measured
them on the twenty-third day of June, 189G. I find that
they are gi'owiug at the rate of over two thousand feet of

inch

boards

yearly,

by the

acre.

I

cut

selected trees, so as to get the average size,

sawed with a common thick circular saw,

two carefully
and had them

— one

of those
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made five hundred feet
judgment is good (it ought
to be, for I was almost brought up in the woods and in a
saw-mill), that clump of pines will malve at the rate of fiftyThe trees
four thousand feet of inch boards to the acre.
wasteful things.

Those two

of inch boards.

Now,

now average over

thirteen inches in diameter, four feet from

if

trees

my

the ground, and, of the two I cut, one was eighty feet in

height and

tlie

other seventy-two feet six inches.

I

have

had the trees trimmed so that there are no limbs within
twenty feet of the ground. I think no one will deny that
that timber is worth five dollars on the stump by the
and I have
thousand, and if there are fift}" thousand feet,
no dou])t l)ut there are more, —it is very easy for you all to

—

see

how

doubt

if

it

has gained in vahie since I purchased

I could have sold

it

these pines are cut off and that land

land for

fifty

cents an acre.

is left,

I mention

it,

an acre.

for a dollar

when

I

When

you can buy the

this

simply as a

sample of what can be done. I judge the average age of
They ought to have been
these pines to be fifty years.
thinned earlier and oftener, and consequently been larger.

You

Mr. Jewell, speaker of your House of RepHis brother, living in New Hampshire, gathered twelve l)U8hel8 of pine cones and scattered them over the
grass sod of two and a half acres of worn-out pasture land.
recollect

resentatives.

This was in the autumn of 184D. I went there in 1891, and
saw one of the handsomest pine groves that I had ever seen.

Two trees were

cut so that

we could

arrive at correct conclu-

and I concluded that the trees averaged sixty-six feet
in height and eleven inches in diameter four feet from the
sions,

ground.

Now,

that land

when

possibly be worth one or two

those trees are taken

oft*

may

market
These trees would have been larger if they had
been thinned earlier and oftener.
But one of the best examples, indeed, the most interesting
I have been twice to EnI know of, is in your own State.
pin-es
the
sowed
by Omar Pease. He
field, Conn., to see
was a Shaker. I saw various places on these plains where
there was no sod on the ground whatever, although most of
He ploughed
the plains uncovered by pines had a light sod.
the land and sowed it to rye, and harrowed the rye in. Then
price there.

dollars an acre, at the

I
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he sowed two quarts of pine seed to the acre broadcast. Then
he rolled the land, and the result was a splendid catch of
lie followed this for a

I refer to the Avhite pine.

pine.

number of years, until he had some one hundred and hfty or
two hundred acres in pine. Later he sowed one quart of
Those trees are not as good. They are
seed to the acre.
farther apart and have a good many limbs low down.
Some
for he passed away
successor of his
ploughed up forty
acres of these pines, among the last sown by Pease, because

—

—

he thought he could raise rye on that ground.
not materialize, and the land for

By

many

His rye did

years has lain idle.

would advise any of you who are interested in
the subject to go there and sec that magniticent growth of
pines upon that extremely })oor plain land.
Most of these
pines are said to be on the Massachusetts side of the State'
line, and exempt from taxes the first twenty years.
the way, I

I catch the eye of my friend Pratt sitting before me.
Probably most of you know that he planted thirteen acres

of poor land (I suppose

was poor, because he said

it

it

covered with hucklel)erry bushes and weeds) to pines
planting cost him eight days' work.

digging

little

holes

among

and putting in pine seed.

and you see he

is

wrote

me

He

little

a few years since,

planted in

hills,

the weeds and blueberry bushes,

has cut some of those trees,

not a very old

he parts his hair by a

He

was
The

man

yet, notwithstanding

bare strip in the middle.

when he

He

^'as cutting those pines,

more than forty cords of box-l)oard logs
and the trees were forty years old. He was

that he was getting
to the acre,
selling those

logs at six dollars a cord, delivered.

They

were measured as wood is measured, and not scaled as logs.
I do not come here for the sake of talking.
I come here
to ask you to plant your waste land with forests.
You send

your money to your sister States for lumber you even send
it to the British Dominions
and still, according to the census report, you have more than two million one hundred
thousand acres in forests, and you have more than a quarter
of a million acres of land lying idle that has once been pasture or field.
This forest and waste in proper condition
would annually grow from five hundred to one thousand feet
of boards for every person in the State.
Now, there is no
;

;
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reasonable doubt that by far the larger per cent of that land,

nearly

all

of

it,

probably, would grow valuable timber.

not say that white pine would

l)e

the

l^est

and most

I do

profitable

grow on every acre of it. The chestnut is in some
more profital)le tree, especially on account of its

tree to

instances a

being so early useful for posts and sleepers.

By

the way,

the census report says that this land, this waste land,

increasing each year, that

of

you

are yearly turning out

is

more

it.

Suppose

Much

stand facing

I

the better portion of

stand facing this

little

my deserted
my farm is

clump of

farm referred

on

forest trees.

my

to.

right as I

by

It is

far

would be glad to sell it
idle and unused for
the last forty or fifty years.
It is too far from my home for
me to utilize it. Take the land on my left. That land is
covered with growth that has never had any attention given
to it.
It is all scrub pine.
I can stand on the ground and
cut branches from it as large as ni}" liml)s.
In that little
cared for clump there is not a limb within twenty feet of the
ground every one of the bodies is smooth, and the butts
the better i)ortion of the farm.

to-day for a dollar an acre.

I

It has

been

;

will all

make

excellent boards

illustrates the difference
it

are sawed.

This

between utilizing land and leaving

alone to nature.
I wish to say another thing.

close together.

a

when they

man

cutting

I

spoke about trees standing

In the city of Dover a few years ago I saw

down one

of the handsomest pine groves I

was on excellent land. I asked him why he
"Look up; they have not tops
enough to grow into timber trees, so I cut them for wood."
His loss by not thinning was more than the wood brought.
Now, "here is a pine [specimen shown] that started slowly,
and the poor thing got shut out from the sunlight and the
air.
You see it had more air on one side than on the
very
other, more sunlight on one side than on the other,
it grew
much more. It did the best thing it could do,
It was suffocated.
one-sided, and then concluded to die.
My friend Hersey will tell you that he can grow good-sized
box-board logs from the seed in thirty years. Here is a pine
of seventeen years' growth, so crowded that it is only about
ever saw.

It

cut them, and he said,

—

—

I

Trees tnat have not been trimmed and cared for. A few^ years
older than those in other picture and on better land.

No.
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Here is another tree in the same conpeculiar.
very
It is as careful as any
dition.
member of the aristocracy of England in keeping its age. In
1896 this pine has grown from where my fingers are. A

au inch

in diameter.

The pine

is

good growth for one year. Last spring that existed,
you may see, in embryo. There is a bud for the next
In the year 1895 it was there [pointing to
year's growth.
height of tree in 1895], in the year 1894 it was there, and in
the year 1893 it was below^ there [showing by the pines he
had on the stage their age and how much they grew each
year J
The pine is very careful how it keeps its record.
You count the grains or the rows of limbs, and you will find
one, two, three, four.
That pine was growing at a pretty
good rate. I have frequently known them to grow from
pretty

as

.

thirty to thirty-six inches in a year.

A

member

of our

Board of Agriculture told me that he found a pine that had

grown four

feet in height in a year.

By the way, the pine has its enemies, like everything else.
There is a tree [specimen exhibited] some twenty years old
or more.
There is a weevil, and when in its fly state it lays
its eggs at the base of the central bud at the top of the tree.
There is a bud there with a lot of buds around it. There
were four buds from which these branches started last spring,
and this central bud was that from which this grew.
[Mr.
Lyman was
The

here illustrating from a pine he had in his hand.]

egg at the base of the central bud. If it
would only lay its egg at the base of some of the side buds,
it might do good.
The
It knows how to do the most evil.
eggs hatch and the little worms eat into and up through the
central growth, which is the stem or body of the tree, and
kill it, and the lateral limbs then grow and make a branching
top.
The tree in that case becomes branching, [See specimen.] I have never seen the pine weevil very far from the
sea coast.
I see very little of it fifteen or twenty miles from
the sea coast in our section.
This specimen might have been
killed from some other cause, Imt the weevil operates that
way. Here is another tree [showing dead pine]. That did
not have enough of sunlight and air.
Now, here is one that
had too much, and it had them largely on one side. It kept
a good record of the conditions in which it grew.
This
fly lays its
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had sunlight on one side, and grew one-sided. In addition,
it had another misfortune.
It was whipped on the head by
a limb from another tree. We have a great deal of trouble
with the

little

gray birch.

whips the tops of

It

my

pines.

I

can show you a pine that stands at least twenty feet from a

gray birch, and the birch has bent over and whipped

up

it

so

tlie

twenty feet, grows branching and on one side.
By the way, the little wild cherry is
one of the Avorst trees to whip the young pines. If your

tree, after it gets

to twelve or

pines are scattered in cleared land they will be worthless.
I

have had pines eighteen inches in diameter whose

limbs lay on the ground.

They

rose like a pyramid.

Avill

be almost worthless.

pines stand too thick, they

they are too scattered, they will be almost worthless.

live

If
If

In-

deed, scattered pines are nearly Avorthless even for wood,

because you cannot easily
limbs, of course,

make

fit

their bodies into fuel.

pretty good wood.

By

The

the way, the

a good record keeper of the
makes greater growth. The
quality of the years depends on the amount of warmth and
moisture.
Sometimes the winter will freeze the trees so
hard that they will not grow as well the next year. Go into
the White Mountain region of New Hampshire and cut down
the old spruces and count back the annual rings to 1816,
when there was a frost every month in the year, and nearly
every night. The trees made very little growth that year,
and very much more growth other years.
The pine blossoms early in the spring. When I was a
boy I used to see the pollen from the staminate flowers on
the puddles, and supposed it was sulphur.
The year the
tree blossoms the cone grows three-fourths of an inch in
length, and a little smaller than the end of my little finger.
It starts very slowly indeed.
The next year it grows very
rapidly, and l)y the first of September you should gather
your seed. The cones must be gathered before the scales
pine, as well as other trees,

weather.

In better years

is

it

open, because the seed will drop out almost immediately.
It

drops out more rapidly than chestnuts or wahuits atter

Gather the cones early, and
and in ten days
open and you can beat the seeds out, I would

their

burrs or shells

place

them

open.

in a dry, cool place, spread thin,

the cones will
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early, for fear they

would not keep

well.

—

One thing more, and very important,
you must have
your trees come up thick. If they come up far apart, they
You want the low
will l)c too branching and of little value.
limbs to be very small, and the only way to have them small
is to have the trees come up very close together, I should
say not less than three thousand to an acre, and I would
rather have six thousand.
You want to begin early to thin
them out, because the tree will not grow unless it has space.
Thin not too much at a time, but often, and select your
standards and thin about the standards so as to keep them
growing. On my dry ground I intend to keep the live tops
large enough so that the trees intended for good-sized mill
logs will gain two inches in diameter in five 3^ears.
The
growth of a tree will depend on the size of its live top. You
can cut off the dry limbs as they die, and sometimes a few
green ones. I found by experiment that it would cost about
one and one-half cents a tree to trim them up tq twenty
feet

You

from the ground.

can see at once,

cut up twenty feet, by the time the tree

is

if

the limbs are

three inches in

diameter you could have large logs entirely free from knots
to within one and one-half inches of the heart.
At the butt
of the tree

you can cut

all

these limbs

when

the knots are

very small.

grow luml)er of good size, why not
grow valuable lumber? I intend, when my little pines are
If

you

are going to

grown, that the lumber

will

bring the highest market price.

Passing through our village the other day, I asked the price
of pine luml)er.
One gentleman told me that he was delivering inch box boards at Haverhill, Mass., at nine dollars a

came along to a planing mill, and asked what
were worth. " About ten dollars a thousand."
At another place I asked, "What is that lumber
worth?" " Twenty-four dollars a thousand." I came along
to a carpenter and asked what his lumber was worth. " Sixty
thousand.

I

their pine boards

dollars a thousand."
ities.

You

All [)ine lumber,

l)ut

of different qual-

can grow the valuable lumber by a

little

care.

The same principle of care extends through all departments.
The red knots of live limbs arc fast. You cannot knock
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them out, but when a limb dies it ceases to grow and the
body of the tree grows out over it the limb turns black,
and when you saw the lumber you find a black knot, and it
;

That could all
is apt to be so loose that it will drop out.
have been prevented by cutting off the limb in its early
stages.

Mr. Pkatt (of North Middleborough).
growing liml), the turpentine oozes out.
to the tree

there

I

do not believe

it is, Init

in

some instances
If you have

be in one board some turpentine.

your trees stand thick enough, you

many

any injury

?

Mr. Lyman.

may

In cutting off a
Is that

live limbs.

They

will die

will not

when

have to cut

small.

Some

off

say that

wherever you cut off a liml) there will be a rotten place but
man who was brought up in a saw-mill knows better.
Question. Then you would cut only dead limbs?
Mr. Lyman. Sometimes I would cut live ones. I would
be sure to cut all the dead ones, so far as I thought it would
;

a

pay.

I should probably cut

young man

them up

thirty or forty feet,

if

my

age proba])l3^
can stand on
I
have
fixed
a
that
I
feet.
saw
not over twenty
Here is a block from a
the ground and use up twenty feet.
tree that was growing at the rate of over an inch in diameter

I were a

like yourself, but at

You know just as well as I do that that tree had an
immense top and large sjjace. They sawed it through at the
They went back an
butt, and went off and left it standing.
hour or two afterwards, and it was still standing. The lumber answered for various purposes, but it was too coarse.
Here is a section cut from the butt of a tree only three
It was examined under a glass, and it
inches in diameter.
that
the
tree was ninety years in growing,
concluded
was
while I know of a tree ninety years old that is more than
three feet in diameter, and my friend Hersey knows them
By the way, I might say that a
still larger of their age.
dead limb not bigger than a pipe stem may stay on a tree

a year.

fifty

years after the limb dies, and there will run far into the

persistent in staying

The

dead liml)s are very
they run right through to near the

tree that dead black knot.
;

little

heart of the log.

Now, gentlemen,

I

wish to say to you that

it is

my

firm
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from experience, from observation,
that you
and I believe in it from the philosophy of things
can take these two hundred thousand acres of waste land in
this glorious old Commonwealth, and in a few years clothe
conviction

know

it

—

them with the rich vesture of a timber

forest that shall be

worth hundreds of dollars per acre, even at the present low
prices, and that in the aggregate will add scores of millions
of dolhirs to the property of your State, and greatly increase
the beauty

of the landscape.

Many

believe the influence

upon the climate, as regards temperature, rainfall and healthiness, would be of immense importance.
Gentlemen of the worthily famous Old Bay State, it is not
fitting that you let more than a quarter million acres of your
old homesteads, once covered with trees and then with farm
These lands are
crops, lie lifeless and worthless barrens.
not necessarily barren, they are not dead

;

they are simply

and need but the touch of the true forester to
life as did the son of the widow of Nain at the
Park the barrens with timber forests, and
touch of Jesus.
future generations shall bless your memories.
in coma,

spring into

The Chairman.
the meeting,
is

Now

comes the

— the discussion

verj^ interesting part of

of the lecture.

The

lecturer

ready to answer questions.

Mr. Pratt.

To

just

what distance apart would you ad-

vise us to thin our pines, in order to get the best results in

growing them for timber ?
Mr. Lyman. It is impossible for me to answer that quesMr.
tion.
I have been studying that problem for years.
Fernow wrote me that my pines were past redemption, that
They at fifty
I had not one where I ought to have four.
When
years of age stood two hundred and sixteen per acre.
Mr. Cary came and measured my pines he told me he had
found none equal to them at their age. It will depend a
great deal upon what kind of timber you want to grow.

grow mast trees, you cannot grow
many to the acre. You can grow a great many more boxboard trees. In some sections it would be profitable to put
the trees you cut out in the thinnings into the various uses
If

for

you are going

which their

to

size fits

them, say

first

thinning into kindling
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wood, then into stakes and fence poles, then shmgles and
box-boards. My own idea a few years ago was this that
when forty-live years of age I would have my pines thinned
down to one hundred trees to the acre, and that I would expect that in fifteen years from that time, when they were
sixty years of age, they would make five hundred feet to the
That is fifty thousand
tree,
I mean inch boards always.
can
acre.
I
am
satisfied
that
I
do that, and more
the
feet to
too, but perhaps that is thinning them a little too much
I
:

—

;

am

not certain of

it.

By

cutting out thirty of these trees

and leaving about seventy to the acre, in twenty or twentyfive years they would make a thousand feet of inch boards
to the tree, and there would be something like seventy thousand feet of inch boards to the acre. Then, l)y cutting out
twenty-five or thirty more, and letting them stand thirty
years longer, I conclude they would make two thousand feet
They will vary on different
of inch boards to the tree.
lands.
You will grow more trees to the acre probably on
dry land than you will on moist land, because they will be
smaller.
j\Iy experience is not like Brother Hersey's,

—

that poor land will not

and has,

in

that, so far

think where the land

moist land.

In

The

ever saw.

ground and

is

no question about

is

Generally speaking,

I

dry the trees grow slower than on
was as poor land as I

brother's pasture

railroad took off six feet of the top of that

That was

and that

is

now covered

thirty or forty years ago.

with

If the

over dry, I should not expect the pines to grow
but I think there would grow rather more and smaller

ground
;

my

It certainly does,

large pines.

the open sand,

left

thrifty pines.

fast

grow

New Hampshire. There
as my observations go.

is

number of years. One forester
grow one hundred and sixty
You can grow more
the
acre.
timl>er
trees
to
good
acre than you expect to cut at once, and by cutting

trees to the acre in a given
in

New Hampshire

l)retty

to the

out the

l)io;oest

says he can

have a succession of trees coming to ma-

may

be the best policy in some cases.
In 1854, when I was sick on my bed, I bought, with
uncle, land that had been lumbered a few years before.

turity.

This

knew nothing about
for

it.

AMicn

I

the

lot.

AVe gave

got up they laughed at

six

me

:

hundred

my
I

dollars

said everything
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from it. The land was poor and the deciduous
There were scattering pines over the lot of a
hundred acres. In the next fifteen years I sold oft' from
that some three thousand dollars worth of white pine lumIt had ffrown from the little trees left bj the lumberber.

was cut

off

trees small.

men.

The best number of trees to grow to the acre would depend much upon your market and on the kind of lumber
you wanted to grow. As for a specific statement for any
case,

years,

I

cannot give

Mr. B. P.

Ware

I have

it.

and am studying

it

studied the question for

yet.

(of Marblehead).

transplant seedling pines

Is

practicable to

it

?

Mr. Lyman. The other day I went to visit a plantation
where the late Isaac Adams set out pines, and they were
doing admirably well. The trees were some six or eight
inches high when he transplanted them.
He hired boys to
collect them.
Douglass & Sons have covered hundreds of
The only trouble in
acres with pines from their nurseries.
growing pine from the seed is that the hot sun is apt to kill
the tree in the first year or two of its growth, and it needs a
little shade.
Therefore I was particular to say that the
Shaker sowed rye for shade. My friend Pratt planted land
that was covered with huckleberry bushes.
I think I would
generally sow rye.
If I had rag-weed seed I would sow that
for shade.
I would in some cases plough, setting the
plough at the west and running it to the east, and plant the
seed in the south side of the furrow, so that the shade of the

furrow would

fall

upon

it,

and sow rye in the furrow.

I

planted pine seed in very poor, dry grass land, turning a
little bit

of turf to the south and planting the seed close to

the south side of the hole, to have the turf shade
as possible.

On some

increase the shade.

or

more

(I

it

as

much

of these bits of turf I put a stone to

Where

I \nit the stone I got a pine, one

put three seeds in a place), and where I did not

put a stone I got but few pines.

may have been

the cause of

The Secretary.

Your

my
talk

An

earl}^

severe drought

partial failure.

has

been confined to the

white pine?

Mr. Lyman.

Yes,

sir.

But the same general principles
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young growth,

wood, you will get many more cords of
wood when it is of good size for the market.
Hon. John E. Russell (of Leicester). This is a very
important subject, and I regret that the Board has not time
where growing

to discuss

it

lire

in full this afternoon.

tions that are asked here, that

bear discussion.

Now, my

it

friend

I judge, from the quesis

a question that w^ould

Mr. Ware asks

if

it

is

better to procure seedlings of wdiite pines rather than to

plant the seeds.

Mr. Manning of Reading, one of the best

United States, said that he once supplied a
yearling white pines, and every one
of them perished, owing to the manner in which they were
set out
and Mr. Manning, who was a nurseryman, considered it much better for a farmer going into this branch of
husbandry to sow the seed of pines and to gather his own
foresters in the

man with two thousand
;

He

it best to begin with five hundred
and gradually thin them out.
There is no doubt that this is the home of the white pine.
Massachusetts, New England, indeed, is the home of the
white pine tree, and it is the l)est, most useful lumber that
It grows readily
ever was offered to the service of man.
with us, and, indeed, so do all trees. The State of Massachusetts, except Carolina, is the best part of the United
States for forestry.
We have some examples in MassachuDown at Wood's
setts to which attention might be drawm.
Holl Mr. Jose})h S. Fay has the most splendid example of
trees in the eastern part of this country, and perhaps on the
Atlantic coast.
Mr. Fa}' raised a great number of his trees
from the seed. He has a great variety of trees there.
They have grown with a great deal of vigor from the seeds,
and it is a magnificent j)lantation.
Men have greatly enriched their families by planting trees.

seed.

also thought

trees to the acre,

JSfo

man

will enriclt himself hij jjlanting trees,

and

that is

why our farmers do not pknit them. We do not have a
We are looking to go into
sufficient fixedness of purpose.
some other business, to leave the farm and go somewhere
The
else, and that is one reason why we do not plant trees.
farmers do not expect to eat the fruit, and that is why they
do not plant fruit trees. They do not work for the future.
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ujo^t remarkable

instance

name of Athol, who owned a

is
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that of a family

by the

large tract in Northern Scot-

land, ten thousand acres of miserable land, as poor as any-

New Hampshire,

where the lumber had been cut off.
The family was very poor, and it is said that the man commenced to plant Scotch larches. It is said that he planted a
million or more a year, two or three million, perhaps, of
trees a year
at least, he covered some forty or fifty thouthing in

;

sand acres of laud with the Scotc^h larches, and greatly enriched that family.

They

built

ships

entirely

of those

larches.

The

larch

is

one of the

finest trees that

we can

raise in

AVe need not be confined to white pines.
My neighbor, Mr. Hadwen, once wanted some pieces of
timber in building a barn. Out of a row of trees which
screened his land from the main road going into Worcester
^tere twenty Scotch larches, which squared eight inches at
the small end and thirty feet long, that he had planted there
himself, and that had grown there almost unobserved by him.
Massachusetts.

He

did not cut

them nor think of them

until he

had visited

every lumber yard in the region to try to get lumber of this
size.

Mr. Pratt.
says that

men

I

wish to take a

little

exception,

when he

will not plant to enrich themselves.

Mr. Russell. Your family is the only exception.
Mr. Lyman. How about the larches you mentioned ?
Mr. Pratt. I have for several years received my spending money from cutting trees for pine lumber, raised from
seed that I planted with

my own

For the last seven
have been cutting from year to year an acre each
year, which will produce from forty to fifty cords of box logs,
averaging five and one-half to six dollars a cord, beside pine
hand.

3'ear8 I

wood, which does considerable towards paying for the cutI have to-day a piece containing five acres which I
would be pleased to have any gentleman look at, which I
have not yet cut, that I had the curiosity to examine last

ting.

week and measure some of the trees. Of course I picked
out good trees, of large size.
Some measured six feet and
six inches in circumference, others from five and five and a
half to six feet.
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Mr. Lyman has recommended an excellent plan for trimtrees.
But nothing has ever been done, nothing has
ever been laid out upon my trees, except the expense of
planting pine seeds forty-eight years ago.
If some gentleman should offer me one thousand dollars for those five
acres, I should refuse the offer.
I believe I can get more
money by having it cut, doing none of the labor myself. I
believe there are sixty cords to the acre on one or two

ming

acres.
I have been intensely interested in the essay.
I believe
what Mr. Lyman has said here to-day is just what the people
of the State of Massachusetts ought to do with these abandoned lands which we have heard so nuich of in late years.
If })ine seed were scattered over them, they would be a

source of income,

if

not to the present generation, then to

their children.

In regard to Mr. Ware's question

:

within one and one-

would not
take one thousand dollars for, there are some twenty or
twenty-five acres which another gentleman employed a nurseryman to plant to pine trees when they were al)out two
and one-half or three feet high. I think every one of these
trees lived.
I looked that lot all over with Mr. Austin
Carey, and it is in a condition that is not desirable to have.
The trees have branched out badly, I think, from the light I
have received from Mr. Lyman, that the cause may be the
worm he has spoken of. By cutting ofl' the top it has
caused these branches to come out. That lot of twenty or
twenty-five acres is to be sold at auction next Saturday, and
I am told by good judges of lumber that it will not bring
one thousand dollars
that only a small part, if any, is
worth anything for timber, that it must be put into fire
wood. That is an illustration of transplanted pine trees.
It is within a mile and a half of the five acres that I planted
myself.
I have cut off most of the land that I have planted
and got some spending money, and the spending money is
half miles of this lot of five acres, which I said I

;

gone.

Mr. Geo. Cruickshanks (of Fitch burg).

Mr. Russell
There

has referred to the planting of larches in Scotland.
are

nurserymen in Great Britain who make a business of

—
No.
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growing these trees for that special purpose.
a boy, eleven or twelve years old,

my
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When

I

was

father had charge

of planting a large amount of forest for a universit}^ in

The system of planting there may be somewhat
from what it is here. A man sticks a spade into
the ground, takes it out and puts it in again at right angles
with the first insertion, turns up the sod, puts in the tree and
presses the earth down.
You can see, gentlemen, that it is
a very small matter to })lant trees in that way.
That is the
(JIasgow.

different

way

planting for forests in Scotland

remember taking a bunch of these

is

done,

larches, and,

I

can well

boy that

I

was, sticking each one into a hole and putting one foot one
side and one the other, and the tree was planted.
There
was an immense income from those forest plantations.
I would like to ask Mr. Lyman what is to
]Mr. Ware.
hinder trimming off all but one branc^h from the trees where
the worms have gnawed off the bud, and having a tree grow
from that?
Mr. Ly:max. Nothing whatever, only, if it is up twenty
feet, it is

rather troublesome to do.

Mr. Ware. But in the case spoken of it occurred when
the trees were small, so that it would he very easy indeed to
trim to one leader.

Mr. Lyivian. I think usually in our section the weevil
works on trees from five to twenty-five feet in height. I
would say in relation to what Brother Pratt has said, that
the transplanting did not cause the insect to ruin them,

had nothing to do with it. I would say, further, that you
must plant your trees near together if you want to get good
timber, otherwise they will be all full of black knots.
I
wish to say that the man is living and vigorous who mowed
over the ground w here my pines are growing, and they are
pretty good timber now.
Mr. Russell. He planted them?
Mr. Lyman. No, they were not there at that time. I
asked how about the larches that you spoke of yourself?
Mr. Russell. That was a man wiio was willing to work
for the future.

W.

A. KiLBOURN (of South Lancaster). How can
we protect our plantations from fire? I have the care of
Mr.
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several acres of transplanted trees, which are very handsome.

They were

carried in a

little

boring forest, planted in

express

May

with a

wagou from

little

a neigh-

sod around them,

and I think every one of them lived.
They are now
trimmed up twenty feet high, and I fear the same fate may
happen to them that has happened to thousands of acres in
that they may be burned over some day.
our town,
We
have in the town of Lancaster thousands of acres that were

—

The wood that could be gathered
from these acres would just about pay the chopper for cutting, and it must be cut and removed or the future growth
will be in poor condition.
The statements that have l)een
made in regard to the pine are all very true and very encourl)urned over last spring.

aging,
that

l^ut

the discouraging or troublesome part

is

the fires

we have to contend with and from which we see no esThey come from sparks from the railroads, sparks

cape.

from gunners and particularly smokers, and the owner of
the land

is

absolutely helpless.

Mr. Lyman.

I

have no patent way of preventing

have been very fortunate
very small,

;

have had

onl}-

— did not injure me over

I

fires.

two, and they were

fifty dollars.

When

I

was a boy and worked in a saw-mill there were a good many
butt logs that showed that the trees had been injured by fire.
What amount of seed
Mr. Stetson (of Lakeville).
would Mr. Lyman sow to the acre ?
Mr. Lyman. I would plant the seed about as thick as I
do corn,
about the same distance apart. If I were going
to sow the seed, should use two or three quarts to the acre.
Sow thick and thin early and often.
What is the best thing to sow with
Secretary Sessions.

—

pine seed?

Mr. Lyman. With my present knowledge I would sow
and with winter rye. On plain land I would
I would follow the example of the Shaker
roll the ground.

it

in the fall,

who succeeded.
Mr. Pratt.

Would

n't

you sow the rye very thin

in-

deed?
Mr. Lyman. I am speaking of land that would not grow
a heavy crop of rye.
I told you I came to save that which
was lost. I would not sow very thick.

No.
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time

discussion to a close, from the fact that

we

we drew

this

are to ha\e

another lecture this afternoon, from a representative of the
\\'eather Bureau.
tial

So,

if

there

is

nothing more that

on this very interesting subject,

closed.

I

now have

J.

Warren Smith

on

"The

will

influence on

essenit

you Mr.

who will speak
man and the produc-

of the Weather Bureau,
its

is

consider

the pleasure of introducing to

weather and

tions of the earth."

we
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Weather and its Influence on Man
AND THE PRODITCTIONS OF THE EaRTII.

TiTK

BY MR.

" Never try

J.

WARREN

SMITH, BOSTON.

do business with a man when the wind is
an old New England saying and may be
the
northern Atlantic coast, where the east
to
applied
aptly
or north-east winds bring all the chilly dampness and pento

from the east,"

is

etratino; cold of the Arctic waters.

It is certainly true that

weather changes

aifect

every one

Most people feel depressed and irritable in
and correspondingly exhilarated and
weather,
disagreeable

to

some

extent.

amiable during clear,

fine,

anticyclonic weather

;

but whether

due to the moisture in the air, the temperature, or to the
atmospheric electricity, no one can determine. The northern
lights are certainly most brilliant and active during clear,
it is

cool weather, and all substances are
so

why may

most

easily electriiied,

not our whole system be so charged with elecan appreciable extent ?

tricity as to invigorate us to

An

interesting article in a recent

number of

the Medical

Arena, by Mr. Patrick Connor of the Weather Bureau,
of the relation of the barometer to death.

treats

Investigations at

a near-by hospital, where records of the exact time of death
are kept, showed that deaths occur in greatest number from

midnight to 2 a.m., with a second maximum from 5 to 7 r.M.
These periods correspond almost exactly with the two daily
minima of atmospheric pressure, but it should be added that
the studies cover but

a'

short period of time and that there

It would certainly be
were but few deaths in that time.
interesting to have further observations carried on in this
same line, and also to see if there is any relation between
the death rate and a falling barometer, due to an approaching storm, or a rising barometer, with the approach of fine

weather.

Mr. Connor asks a number of interesting ques-

No.
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may
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well bear further study:
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the causes

are not tracea])le to atmospheric conditions, might they be

ascribed to the absence of the electro-magnetic conditions

which produce daylight?"
"Would the use of artificial
means at night ha\'e any pei"ce})tible effect in stimulating the
organism of a patient whose critical condition requires more
" In cases where medicines have
of a vitalizer than rest?"
been abandoned and certain treatment is being used for the
sole purpose of prolonging life, considering that when certain forms of electro-magnetic

energy are exhibited deaths

would the introduction of strong electric
darkness and its attendant morbidity 1k' an

are less frequent,
light to dispel

auxiliary

Man

?

"

mentally and to some extent physically by

is affected

the tveatJier changes

but the factor that really determines

;

whether a person can reside in any given

locality, and congrowth and variety of vegetation, is climate.
For example, an excessive rainfall for one or two seasons
may cause a luxuriant growth of vegetation on land usually
somewhat barren, or a succession of dry seasons will enable
one to work and cultivate land usually too wet for the

trols the

plough, while

it

is

the average rainfall for five, ten or

fifty

years that determines the agricultural value of the place.

Records show that because of a succession of wet seasons,
settlers have })ushed out into some parts of Kansas and
Nebraska that are usually semi-arid, and that with the one
or two dry seasons the crops have failed, and the land must

needs be abandoned, or else irrigation be resorted

The climate of any

to.

section depends on the temperature,

For temperature we must consider
monthly and annual means, the mean diurnal variability, the
monthly and annual extremes, the average dates of the latest
and earliest frosts, the mean intensity of the sunshine and
the extreme temperature of the soil at various depths. Complete and valuable monthly and annual isothermal charts of
the world have been made, and from them Ave find the temperature decreasing from the equator toward the poles, but
moisture and wind.

very irregularly and variably, especially in the northern
We find that the decrease in temperature

hemisphere.

toward the poles

is

most rapid over large land areas and
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same

latitude

colder on the eastern side of the continents and

warmer

least rapid over
it is
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water areas

;

also that in the

on the western, due to the air and ocean currents. The
most equable temperatures are found near large water areas,
and the places of greatest absolute ranges in temperature
are in the centre of large land areas.

It is

found also that,

while the region of greatest cold in the northern hemisphere
is

around the pole during the summer months,

in the winter, but there

Siberia,

is

it is

a marked cold pole

where the mean temperature for January

not there

in northern
is

—

60".

In determining the climate of a place in reference to
moisture, the most important data are the

annual

of precipitation and the

fall

in each

fall

month.

mean frequency

A district may

its

mean monthly and
of rain-

have a large annual

fall

of rain, yet be worthless from an agricultural stand-point,
l)ecause the rain

comes in a few heavy storms, or there may

be wide intervals without rain when droughts prevail.

Even

comes with a fair regularity of fall, if the average
when
annual amount be under eighteen inches, agriculture can seldom be safely practised without irrigation, and grazing berain

comes the leading occupation.
less

When

than twelve inches, the region

a desert,

is

the average

fall

is

practically reduced to

and generally the water supplies are too small to

be of benefit in irrigation.
But, on the other hand,

if the rainfall of a district

be over

one hundred inches, the vegetable growth is generally so
luxuriant that the land is occupied and worked with diffiThe rainfall over most of the temperate zone of the
culty.

from forty to eighty inches, the
amount being greatest in southern sections and decreasing
with a fair degree of uniformity toward the north. It is
interesting to note that, in regions where the temperature is
best fitted for human existence and for the best development
northern hemisphere

of

all

the

human

is

faculties, the

amount of

rainfall is also that

under which human occupations are best developed.

The wind values that go to make up the climate of a place
the mean velocity and prevailing direction for each
month and the year, whether the high winds are moist or
are

drj-^,

and whether the prevailing winds are continental or
if continental, whether they come as warming and

oceanic

;
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some mountain range, and if
much fog and too

oceanic, whether they will not produce too

chilling conditions at certain seasons of the year.

ments show that a wind blowing

Experi-

at the rate of ten miles an

hour, other things being equal, causes almost four times as
as during calm weather, while blowing
hour there is over six times the evaporation.

great evaporation
thirty miles an

Hence

it is

not hard to find the cause for the aridity of some

own

of our western plains or even the upland farms of our
district.

Generally speaking, the climate of any place may be put
under one of three heads continental, insular and mountain.
If one be given the latitude and the general surroundings of
any place, its climate and weather may be easily written in
:

general terms, and, further, the characteristics and leading

occupation of the inhabitants can be determined.

know

We

must

the general arrangements of the great air and ocean

currents to determine this, and also the intensity and average

path of movement of the local atmospheric disturbances.

The heat from

the sun

is

the cause of

ments, as well as the source of
earth.

The

air

warms

and, expanding as

it

tiistest

all life

in the

all the air moveand power on the

equatorial regions,

forced up

by the denser,
The ascending current cools and

warms,

cooler air on either side.

it

is

flows out toward the poles, and, cooling more, settles to the

earth again, part flowing back toward the equator and part

moving on

wind toward the poles.

Then, genmarked, but
they are varied and magnified by the toi)ography and by the
difl'erent seasons.
There is an area of nearly calm but
ascending air around the earth near the equator, called the
doldrums.
Another area, narrower and less apt to be
entirely calm for any length of time, are the so-called horse
Between these two belts and
latitudes, near the tropics.
as a surface

erally speaking, the great air currents are well

flowing toward the equator, from the north-east in the north-

ern and the south-east in the southern hemisphere, because
of the revolution of the earth, we have the trade winds.

Outside of the tropics are the prevailing westerlies, which
move toward the poles but because the winds are passing
;

from a section of the earth's surface which has a rapid mo-
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tion toward the east in the revolution of the earth,

toward

the axis of the earth which has no motion, they are carried

ahead and come to us in the northern hemisphere as westsouth-westerly wdnds, and in the southern hemisphere from
In these general air currents local

the west-north-west.

eddies or waves of higher and lower barometric pressure,
respectively anticyclones and cyclones, are formed
and move along with the general current, influencing the
winds locally.
called

If the local disturbance be a cyclone, the air at the centre

has become warmed, and, expanding, has been forced up by
the denser air from all sides, which, expanding in turn and

flowing up, gives place to other
inflow from all sides

mon

;

air, till

there

is

a general

not blowing directly toward the com-

centre, but, because of the revolution of the earth,

moving spirally around the centre in a direction opposite to
the movement of the hands of a watch in this hemisphere
and with the hands
will

move along

in the southern

at the rate of

hemisphere.

one hundred to

five

This area

hundred or

more miles in twenty-four hours, giving altogether diflerent
winds and weather in diflerent parts of its area, which may
cover a section several hundred miles in diameter.
The approach of one of these storm areas is often noted
first by a veil of very high and fine clouds, which cause sun
and moon halos, the clouds thicken and appear lower, and
the wind, which at first was very light and from the east,
The clouds soon
begins to increase perceptibly in velocity.
obscure the sun or moon, and the rain or snow falls. If the
centre of the

disturl)ance

passes to the

north of us, the

winds veer to the south-east, then to the south, south-west
and to west and north-west as the centre passes, with the
breaking up of the clouds and with scjually conditions. If
the centre moves to the south of the place of observation,
the wind backs to the north-east, north and north-west, and
Behind the storm area
if it be in winter, snow usually falls.
will come the anticyclone or wave of higher pressure, with
These latter areas
the wind blowing; out from the centre.
are due to the descending current of air, which has flowed
up at the centre of some cyclone, and comes down to the
earth again in the anticyclone area, but dry and clean,
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having been freed from its moisture and impurities in the
upper air. The anticyclone is oiten ushered in with high
north-west winds, and if in winter, a sharp cold wave.

Then

wind decreases, and

the

as

centre

the

of the area

spreads over a district the temperature at night

is

carried

very low because of the free radiation of heat. It is under
these conditions that marked inversions of temperature
occur, and one riding across the country at night will find

much more

the cold

It

sides.

is

intense in the valleys than

upon the

hill-

in the clear, still air that frosts are to be feared

in the spring

and

fall,

instead of in the

windy

front of the

anticyclone.

The cyclonic
general paths.

down over

areas in the United States

One

class

form

the Lakes and the

move

in three

and pass
Lawrence valley the

in the north-west
St.

;

second class form somewhere along the eastern slope of the
Rockies, or else move over the mountains, and, passing
farther to the south,
district

;

move

off the coast to the

along the coast to the east
district

south of our

come from the south and pass
of us, or else move across our
The much-dreaded West India

Avhile the third class

from south to north.

hurricanes belono; to the latter class, and
often done

by them.

Of all

much damas^e

is

the storms in the United States,

80 per cent pass along one of these paths, and of course
And as
give our district part of their weather conditions.
these cyclones occur on an average of every three or four
fully

can readily see why we have weather in such
and quantity.
The alternately clear and cloudy skies, with frequent showthe varied temperaers, except in rare instances of drought
ture, the equable distribution of precipitation through the
all conduce to the rapid and hardy
months and year,

days, one
variation

;

—

growth of our crops.
rays

come

Our

seasons are short, but the sun's

easily through the comparatively dr}' atmosphere,

and crops grow quickly, and

in the alternating

warm and

cool air they attain a closeness of grain not excelled else-

where. The grains are bright and solid, the vegetables crisp
and well formed as they can only be with rapid growth, and
our fruit is unsurpassed in fine flavor and keeping qualities.
In considering the matter of weather or climate and crops,
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being more and more realized that the conditions and

texture of the soil in

moisture
actual

is

its ability to

retain or rid itself of

the true influence on our crops, and that the

amount of water contained

in the soil determines the

character of the season, instead of the

In the light, sandy

soils there

is

little

amount of

it is

rainfall.

resistance offered to

the flow of water, and a falling rain runs through

and

its

dried out rapidly by evaporation, etc.

it

quickly,

Such land

is

best adapted to truck farming, w^hile the darker, clayey soil,
offerino- o-reater resistance to

the flow of water and so retaining

more of its moisture, is best adapted for grass and grain crops.
The evaporation of moisture from the soil is an important
consideration, and much more attention should be paid to it
than

is

now done

Ijy

the average farmer.

Wc

cannot pro-

from the evaporating effects of the wind and
sun, but we can greatly check and hinder it by a judicious
By frequent
use of the cultivator among our hoed crops.
stirring of the surface of the ground we form a fine mulch,
which prevents a rapid heating of the soil, and in a great
measure the evaporation from the soil and subsoil. There
are many interesting points that might be discussed in this
connection, but thorough preparation of the land, with subsoiling where it is necessary to break up a compact subsoil,
followed by shallow but frequent cultivation of the surface,
will undoubtedly make our average crops much safer during
tect our fields

our short but sharp summer droughts.

may

grown

which they are not
indigenous, but the districts of best growth of all plants
may be sharply defined climatologically. We know, for
example, that the crops that make best growth in the southern United States would give no results if planted in New
England, yet they will thrive and do well in the same latiGrazing and agricultural pursuits
tude in western Europe.
are carried on to considerable extent in Norway and Sweden,
while in the same latitude in this country there are vast
In one case the shores are washed
deserts of ice and snow.
by the warm waters of the gulf stream, and warm southand in the other the cold arctic
westerly winds prevail
waters and the westerly, dry, cold, continental winds have
Plants

l)e

;

the controlling influence.

in latitudes in
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a migratory animal, and can and

does adapt himself to latitudes and climates of great
ences.

"

He
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differ-

l>ecomes acclimated, but in the acclimatization he

and actions become
Those habits and characteristics are very different in difi'erent places and climates;
but almost without exception, where the weather changes are
few and moderate, there you will find the inhabitants naturally indolent, and devoid of that high degree of intelligence
possessed by the people living under more changeable conditions.
We may go to the hot and dry interiors of equatorial climes, to the wet and mpre temperate coast districts
and sea-islands, or to the other extreme, the lands of ice
and snow, and we find people very different in every respect
from those dwelling in that part of the temperate zones
where weather changes follow each other with marked frequency. The character of man seems in some indefinable
way to be benefited and strengthened, and his whole being
built up and vitalized, by frequent weather changes.
Where
do we find the live, able and energetic man,
the man
whose every faculty is developed to the full extent, who is
broad and clear-minded, open and honest-hearted, but in the
pails of the temperate zones where weather changes are
most frequent? Where do we find those characteristics of
man more marked than in old New England, where the
beauties and grandeur of nature are best exemplified, where
the changes in weather, more frequent and variable than in
any other section of the earth almost, serve to keep one constantly on the alert, as it were?
It is here that pluck, perseverance, activity and honesty have been the inheritance
is

climatized," and his physical habits

very much like those of a native.

—

since the days of our forefathers.

The lecture was illustrated by the stereopticon. Views of
some of the stations of the Weather Bureau were shown,
together with the

bureau

offices.

principal instruments

Weather

maps,

used at weather

showing

weather conditions, such as circulation

characteristic

of the

wind, the

wind on the temperature, the area of rainfall,
were illustrated, and the different classes of cyclones were
described in detail.
Photographs of lightning flashes, difinfluence of
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kinds of clouds, tornado

ferent

effects
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and miscellaneous

phenomena were exhibited and explained.

A
is

sample of the weather

map

or chart referred to above

included with the lecture, and the following explanation

of the

map

by Prof, Willis L. Moore, chief of the
Weather Bureau, and is here appended
issued

is

United States

:

—

The weather map presents an outline map of the United States
and Canada, showing the stations where weather observations are
taken daily at eight a.m. and eight p.m., seventy-fifth meridian
time, and telegraphed to Washington and other cities.
These
observations consist of readings of the barometer, thermometer
(dry and wet), direction and velocity of wind, state of sky
(whether cloudy or otherwise) and amount of rain or snow.
Solid lines, called isobars, are

same pressure, a

drawn through points having the
drawn for each difference of

sepai'ate line being

one-tenth of an inch in the height of the barometer.
are

drawn

lines,

Dotted

lines,

same temperature,

called isotherms, connecting places having the

for each ten degrees of the thermometer.

Heavy

dotted

inclosing areas where a great change in temperature has

occurred within the last twenty-four hours, are sometimes added.

The

wind

direction of the

is

indicated by an arrow flying with the

wind, or opposite to the ordinary vane, and has a square end when

storm signals are displayed. Shaded areas show where rain or
snow has been falling since the last observation.
The general movement of storms in the United States is from
west to east, similar to a series of atmospheric waves, of which
the crests are designated on the map " highs," and the troughs or
depressions " lows."

These alternating highs and lows have an

average easterly movement of about six hundred miles per day.

High winds, with

rain, or

snow

if

cold enough, usually precede

the low area, often extending to a distance of six hundred miles

In advance of the
to the eastward of the centre of the storm.
low centre the winds are generally southerly, and consequently
bring high temperature.

When

the centre passes to the east of a

place the wind at once shifts to the west or north-west, bringing

lower temperature.
the low

may

the east

when

The temperature on a given parallel Avest
same parallel

be reasonably looked for on the
the low has passed,

and

of
to

frost will occur along the

north of an isotherm of about forty degrees,

if

the night

is

clear

Following the low usually comes
an area of high, bringing sunshiny weather, which in its turn is
followed by another low.

and there be but

By

little

wind.

bearing in mind a few general rules as to the direction and

vL.
ooM

.:-*.

«{ia

Jiw

HOIH

f

u

.^
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movement of the low and high, with the blowing of the
wind from the high toward the low, coming weather changes may
be foreseen by a glance at the map. The centres of low do not,

rate of

move

as a rule,

across isotherms, but follow their general direc-

Areas of low pressure frequently move to the soutli of east
tion.
from the Rocky Mountains to the Mississippi, and then change
direction to the north of east over the eastern half of the country.

Storms

in

the Gulf of

Mexico occasionally move

to the

west or

north of west, but after reaching the coast they generally change
direction

and move

the south-east, and

High areas move

to the north-eastward.

ai'e

A

attended by fair and cold weather.

to

cold

wave is always accompanied by a high.
The cloud and rain area in front of a low is generally about the
size of the latter, and oval, with the west side touching the centre
of the low in advance of which

it

progresses.

AVhen the isotherms run nearly east and west no decided change
temperature will occur.

in

If the isotherms directly Avest of a

place incline from north-west to south-east,

it

will

be warmer

;

if

from north-east to south-west, it will be colder. Southerly winds
prevail west of a nearly north and south line cutting the middle of
a high, also east of a like line cutting the middle of a low.
Northerly winds occur west of a nearly north and south line passing through the middle of a low and also east of a similar one
thi'ough the middle of a high.

An

absence of decided waves of high or troughs of low pres-

sure indicates a continuance of existing weather which will last
till

later

The
is

a change, usually

first

appearing

in the west.

map

the reading of the wet thermometer (a thermometer the bulb of

which
which
is

maps show

sensible temperature published in the table with the

is

always kept moistened), and represents the temperature
at the surface of the body, especially Avhere the skin

is felt

exposed, as on the face and hands.

When

the air

is

dry, this

temperature, owing to the rapid evaporation of moisture,
siderably lower than the actual temperature of the

is

con-

air.

Evening Session.
The evening lecture was given by Hon. "William E.
SiMONDS of Hartford, Conn. The subject was "Man the
The lecture was
creator; the development of inventions."
listened to with rapt attention by a large and appreciative
audience, and was exceedingly instructive and entertaining.
By agreeIt was beautifully illustrated by the stereopticon.
ment the lecture is withheld from publication.
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SECOND DAY.
The meeting was called to order soon after ten o'clock by
Hon. J. S. Grinnell, tirst vice-president, who introduced
Mr. Francis H. Appleton, second vice-president, as the
presiding officer for the day.

Mr. Appleton. I recall recent conversations with farmTheir talk was of the great depth of their
ers of the West.
most fertile soil. We of the East have a shallow soil of
scant fertility, but on that soil has grown up a people of
whom the whole nation may be proud. Our experiment
stations

are

teaching us

how to make this infertile soil
Of these stations the New York

produce abundant crops.
Its director has
State station is one of the most successful.
consented to address us at this time on "Commercial plant
food."

I

have the pleasure of introducing Prof.

W.

H,

Jordan of Geneva, N. Y.
Professor Jordan.
discuss

I

have come to you

some of the general

this

morning to

relations of the fertilizer trade,

rather than questions pertaining to the use of fertilizers.

what

I

wish to pre-

have come
sent, which is somewhat contrary to my usual custom, and
it is only because the secretaries of these l)oards of agriculture must have something with which to fill their volumes,
with a written statement of

even

if it

is

I

not so good, that I took the trouble to write

have to say. When I am in my own State, the
State in which I work, I talk to the people without the

what

I

manuscript.

COMMERCIAL PLANT FOOD.
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Commercial. Plaxt Food.
BY

I'KOF.

X-

The American farmer

H.

JOKDAN, GENEVA,

is

complaining of hard times.

declares that the prices at which he

is

N. Y.

now

He

to sell his

al)le

products return to him no profits, or at least those which

him and his family
The experiences of the recent

are inadequate for supporting
sirable

show

manner.

in a de-

election

also that the agriculturist is inclined to attribute his

lack of prosperity to causes which

lie

largely outside of his

Moreover, he appears to be convinced that
own
he can remedy the unfortunate conditions which surround
direction.

him through legislation affecting
methods of the country

financial

either
;

the

or the

tarift*

and, in cherishing the

false delusion that legislation is the chief factor in

determin-

ing business conditions, he forgets to carefully analyze those

own

other factors of success which are under his

While he
point out

certainly is rash
all

declares that he

control.
is

able to

of the complex causes which afiect the farmer's

business, and while
social

who

we must

confess that

some of these are

rather than individual, a large and important part

relates to the

methods and

activities

which prevail on the

farm.

This important fact should
with another; viz., that there

l)e

considered in connection

is little

likelihood of our re-

turning to the prices for agricultural products which during
the last half-century have been regarded by the producers of
grain,

meat and dairy products as satisfactory

pressing this view I

am

in accord

Avilh

somehow

to

a

must

much lower

since the close of the w'ar.

in the

and

in ex-

It

seems almost

future

adapt himself

given this matter careful consideration.
certain that the farmer

;

many who have

scale of prices than has

ruled

AVhile we do not expect that
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pork will alwa^^s sell at three cents a pound, or cheese at
six and one-half cents, as has been the case in New York
during a portion of the past year, there

is little

prospect of

a return to the prices which have been regarded as mortgage
If this prophecy proves true, nothing remains

lifters.

the American farmer but to adjust his business to the

He must

to

new

methods and
determine where expenditures may be reduced, and in some

conditions.

way lower

carefully scrutinize his

the cost of production.

many
among which

such a study of his liusiness there are very

In

things for the farmer to consider, prominent

Here

problem of fundamental importance. Crop production imperatively demands
raw materials, which we call plant food, and which must be
secured from some source or other. Until within the last
half-century the ftirm was the exclusive source.
With the
exception of market gardeners, in close proximity to cities
and large villages, every farmer depended upon his soil and
the atmosphere to furnish him with the necessary materials
The words nitrogen, phosout of which to build plants.
phoric acid and potash, as used in a commercial sense, were
not in his vocabulary in fact, very few farmers realized any
of the great truths concerning plant nutrition which are
now so generally understood. But all this has been

is

the matter of plant food.

is

a

;

changed.
food

is

Theories of plant nutrition are abroad.

in the market.

The farmer purchases raw

Plant

material

for his business, just as does the manufacturer of shoes or

of any other commodity.

The commercial
tions.

It

has become one of the

fertilizer trade

important ones in this country.

It reaches

out in

all

direc-

has caused the utilization of vast quantities

of

refuse materials which otherwise would have been thrown

away.

It has

moved

the prospector to carefully and per-

which otherwise would
and because of the demands made by
this trade, we have imported vast quantities of materials from
subterranean deposits which exist across the water.
sistently search for mineral deposits

have been ignored

The miner,
enlisted in this

the

;

chemist,

tremendous

the

engineer,

eftbrt to

have

all

been

transform the contents

of nature's great storehouses into mixtures that

make possible
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This

food.

may

prop-

erly be regarded as a triumph of economic science, for

powerfully increases the capacity of

all civilized

it

countries to

sustain the vast populations that are sure to exist.

A few years ago Hon. (Virroll D. Wright, United States
commissioner of labor, was directed to ascertain the extent
of the fertilizer trade in the United States
that in the year

and he reported
1892 one and one-half million tons of manu;

factured goods were sold in the United States at a cost to
the farmers of tifty-three million dollars.

It

does not appear

to be an exaggerated estimate to declare that in 1896 this

quantity had prol)ably reached two million tons, at a cost of

not less than sixty million dollars.

money, which

is

paid,

This

is

a vast

we must remember, from

sum of

the proceeds

of our farms.
Moreover, it is a cash expenditure, to meet
which there must be actual sales of farm produce,
a fact
of no little signilicance.

—

It

important to remember also that this fertilizing

is

material

So

far,

is

used chiefly in the eastern half of our country.

the great west has depended

upon

stores of plant

food which have so long awaited the use of man.
with the eastern farmer.

Many

some who are growing ordinary

al:»le

crops, depend very
upon commercial fertil-

field

largely for a supply of plant food
izers.

Not so

of our crop producers, even

this which I am
Aroostook County potato

The most remarkable instance of
to cite is the case of the

growers.

Here

is

a

new country,

the natural resources of

which are
no means exhausted, being perhaps one of the
most fertile spots in New England, into which commercial
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash have been imported to
l)y

the value of

many thousands

of dollars annually.

Notwith-

standing the fact that the Aroostook County farmer has iiad

around him vast stores of the needed elements of fertility,
he has preferred to spend cash for his raw materials, rather
than attempt to find some means of making useful the

He has been warned of a
day of judgment, and already there are clouds in the horizon
considerably larger than a man's hand, w^hich are a forecast
of impending danger.
materials already within reach.

The proper consideration of our

subject in

its ]n-actical

;
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as to the causes

of this rapid development of the commercial fertilizer trade.

The

most naturally comes
There is no
to our minds, is the exhaustion of the soil.
question but what the pioneer farmers were spendthrifts.
Nature was kind to them, in that she furnished them abunand, as largely
dantly with materials for cro}) growing
through ignorance and partly through indifterence one generation is prone to ignore the needs of the next, so our
Those who cultiWithers wasted the heritage of the sons.
vated the virgin soil drew heavily upon these new lands,
without making adequate return. In this way, all over the
eastern States much of our farming lands had come into
such a condition, throuo'h imiorant, careless and indifferent
methods, that profital:)le crops could not be grown without
unusual preparation.
When commercial fertilizers came
upon the market, and farmers l)egan to see that by the
application to the soil of a few hundred pounds of some
first

cause, and the one which

;

})articular material they

to the point of profit,

modern

could secure an increase of crop

many immediately turned

to this

new

means of doing a profitalile
])usiness.
Doubtless some halted between two opinions
but example and precept have done their perfect work, and
now the old-fashioned farmer who depends upon the barnally of

yard

is

And

agriculture as a

the exception, not the rule.

is no question l)ut what the commercial ferhave been used at a profit liy a large number of
farmers, especially during the reign of what we now regard
as high prices.
Whether this shall continue to l)e true

there

tilizers

under the changed conditions to which we have referred,
depends, we believe, very much upon the farmer's method
of management.
I trust I shall not be misjudged, if I state, moreover, that
commercial fertilizers are a favorite adjunct to what may
The men whose methods have
be styled lazy farming.
involved good cultivation and careful attention to every
detail

which

relates to the

maintenance of

that the conservation and development

sources involve

great deal

of labor.

active, thoughtful, industrious

man who

a

know
home re-

fertility,

of the
It

is

only the

can take a farm,
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however
it

in

be at the beginning, and maintain

condition without aid

from outside

The use of commercial phint food involves less

sources.

difficulties, at

takes a

may

fertile it

satisfactory

a
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tri})

least to the

sluggish.

The farmer simply

with his farm cart to the nearest village some

him in many inwhen the crop is

pleasant spring morning, carrying with
stances a promise to pay for the goods

harvested, and returning with the plant food he might have
saved, possibly.

This very convenience and ease of obtain-

ing the raw materials for crop production has, I

am

sure,

caused a larger sale of commercial fertilizers than would
have otherwise been the case. We believe it is a proposition that is true

and somewhat generally

applical)le to

the older sections of the country, that, because

farmers
have been able so easily to supplement their su[)ply of
plant food by the purchase of commercial fertilizers, there
has been a tendency to ignore

home

resources

;

and conse-

quently the methods of practice which are calculated to
save and increase the

home supply

of plant food have not

developed, as would have been the case had stern necessity
required.

This is an explanation of the rapid increase of the sale of
commercial fertilizers from the farmer's side. The manufacturer is, however, partly responsible for it, and naturally
so.
He has been for very ol)vious reasons a persistent, extensive and in some respects an unscrupulous advertiser.
He has sent agents, who as a rule have been shrewd advocates, into every hamlet of New England and nearly every
prominent former of our best agricultural regions has 1)een
made the subject of a personal appeal to at least make an
experimental trial of some brand of fertilizer. The printing
press has been freely used, and through our agricultural
papers and by means of special pamphlets and advertising
placards the farmer has not only actually been helped in his
understanding of plant nutrition, but has been informed of
the extraordinary results that come from using commercial
fertilizers, has been told of the way in which they have enlarged his neighbors' profits, and has been shown that his
only salvation was to be found in their use. No soap or
baking-powder manufacturer has been more active or ingen;
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ious in his methods of disposing of his wares than has the

manufacturer of superphosphates. As a result, the use of
commercial fertilizers has become widely distributed, and

from year to year has rapidly increased.
ranted in declaring that in this

way

Am

I not war-

the fertilizer trade has

been stimulated in the country into unnatural proportions,
is, into proportions inconsistent with the possible
home supply of plant food and with the ability of the farmer to buy judiciously and use wisely superphosphates at
thirty to forty dollars per ton ?
It is but fair to say, however, that a great majority of
the farmers must have become convinced that commercial
plant food was a source of profit to them, otherwise its
use would have diminished, instead of increased.
V^e

— that

are not disposed to question the fact that profit has thus

accrued, with the prices which have in the past prevailed,

even if the methods of buying have been of the loosest
and most irrational kind. Shall we continue to do as we
have done ? is the question to which we now address ourselves.

In order to properly consider the relations in which the
farmer stands to the commercial fertilizer trade, and the
changes which we believe should occur in the methods that

now
in

prevail,

it

is

necessary to consider the prominent and

some respects unique

features of this trade.

We

remark, first, that it is the only trade that is under
close chemical control in nearly every State of the Union
where such a trade exists, except possibly the sale of milk.
In all of our eastern and middle States there exist laws for
the inspection of commercial fertilizers and in every such
State it is the duty of the experiment station or some ofii;

cial

organization to see that the provisions of this law are

properly executed.
plain that

it is

close scrutiny,

Manufacturers of

unfair to select

them

and allow dealers

fertilizers often

com-

as the objects of such

in other

commodities to

take their chances with the public, without any trammel

Undoubtedly there is some force in this objection.
There is no question but that foods, drugs, seeds
and other commercial articles are fraudulent and deceptive
This would
to an extent which calls for legal supervision.
whatever.
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true of the fertilizer trade to an unheard-of degree,

had it not been phiccd under close scrutiny. We know of
no commodity, involving an equal expenditure of money,
where it is so easy to deceive the i)urchaser and so difficult
for the purchaser, through the use of the thing bought, to
determine whether or not he has been defrauded, as is the
Whatever may l)e needed in
case in the fertilizer trade.
other directions in the

way of

official

supervision of trade,

it is now generally conceded by the more intelligent and
agricultural public and by the great majority of fertilizer
manufacturers that official inspection is l)eneficial to both

parties.

A

forciJde illustration of the value cf such close super-

vision
in

of the fertilizer trade has

New

come

to

my

attention

York, where a material advertised as "natural

upon the attention of our
found samples of it in the market, and after
the farmers who had bought it discovered that it failed to
increase the crop returns as they had a right to expect from
the advertised statements, they began to appeal to us for

plant food" has been forced

farmers.

We

Our

information.

investigations

made

it

plain th:it the

mixture w\as chiefly Florida soft phosphate, combined with
a small proportion of a potash mineral known as glauconite,
materials of some value when used judiciously, but worth
greatly less commercially than the price at which the fertil-

—

We regarded the matter of sufficient
was selling.
importance to be made the subject of a bulletin, and hope
we have checked the sale of this fertilizer at the price

izer

asked.

Not only

is

the fertilizer trade under control in most

States, but these laws differ widely in their provisions

requirements.
lect

Some

States require no license,

some

and
col-

an analysis fee on each brand, some exact a tax on the
some assess a tonnage tax.

business as a whole and

The required markings on
several

States

also,

as

the bags are unlike in the

well as

the

written

guarantees

which must be deposited in the office of the inspector.
There are other differences, which, together with those
mentioned, constitute an annoyance and expense to even
the best disposed dealer.
I do not blame these business
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for askinoj for uniform les^islation relatins; to fertilizer

control.

Again, the chemical side of the fertilizer control has
In some particulars the

certain unfortunate weaknesses.

chemist's determinations are
in other directions

regrets

more than

he

is

all

that could be desired, but

subject to limitations which no one

himself.

It is

now

entirely possible to

accurately find out the total amount of nitrogen in a fertilizer,

but no method has been discovered, such as the

careful official

statements,
nitrogen.

is

willing to

by which

make

the

])asis

of published

low grades of organic
Let us hope that some method of this kind will
to identify the

be forthcoming.
I

am

free to confess, also, that the chemist

is

somewhat

lame in his estimation of the amount of available phosphoric
acid, if we use the term " available " as meaning that which
can be directly appropriated by plants.
We have in the
market compounds of phosphoric acid that are counted as
available by the chemical methods now in vogue, which
are probabl}' used to reinforce the i)ercentage of the socalled available phosphoric acid in

mixed goods, but which

give in actual practice no certain promise of greater value

than we

know crude South

refer to

certain dehydrated phosphates of iron

minum

that have found their

Carolina rock possesses.

way

I

and alu-

into the fertilizer trade

within a comparatively recent time,

liut

which appear

in

the experience so far reached to compare very unfavorably

with soluble phosphoric acid as food for such crops as potatoes, corn

and other grains.

we

We

cannot

by

now

reasonably

means just
what compounds of phosphoric acid the plant can promptly
feed upon, excepting, of course, those which are solul)le in
claim that

are able to find out

artificial

water previous to their application to the soil.
The fertilizer dealer has had the unique experience of
having his goods made the subject of comparative money
valuations.
Some official chemists have undertaken to

sum

which the ingredients of particular
bought
fertilizers could be
after deductino; certain expenses.
No State law has required this, but it has been
done for the purpose of rendering more useful the results
state the cash

at
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reached by the chemical analyses. When fertilizer control
was first inaugurated in this country, a table showing the

composition of a superphosphate would have been meaningless to

most farmers, and

it

was

felt

necessary to present

even though an imperfect one, l)y
which the various brands of goods could be judged. This
was wise. Such money valuations have Ijeen a most efficient means of pointing out cases of extortion and over-

some

sim})le standard,

charge.

The

manufacturer has never ceased, however,

fertilizer

to rebel at these station valuations.

He

has declared that

they are unfair, because they take no account of the quality
of the nitrogen and are misleading to the farmer, l)ecause
;

he erroneously assumes the agricultural value to be })roportional to the station valuation.

These are some of the much-discussed and troublesome
points involved in fertilizer control, the further considera-

which I will resume a little later.
A second noteworthy feature of the fertilizer trade is
the manner of advertising, which prevails to a large and

tion of

unfortunate extent.

In commenting upon this, I hasten to acknowledge,
of

all,

first

that the ethics of advertising are past finding out.

All intelligent and discriminating persons have long ago

given up taking at their face value the advertisements of

We have come to expect
and distortion of facts, and so by
common consent we pass mild judgment upon the person

the merits of various wares.
tricks of the imagination

who "bears

witness" in the advertising
columns of our weekly paper. Why we do this is not
evident, unless for the reason that familiarity with sin has
or corporation

false

hardened our hearts. We do not mention the fertilizer
manufacturer in this connection because he is worse than
his neighl)or, but because in so many instances *he is no
better.
He is not dealing with a nostrum, or at least he
should not be, ])ut with one of the great economic facts of

human

living.

essential to

His stock in trade consists of materials as

the continuance and welfare of the

family as are food

and clothing,

—

in

fact,

human

consists

of

materials that are fundamental to the production of food
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handling those things which touch the

well-being of a nation, those things which should be dealt

with by businesslike and well-ordered methods.

own way, with

patent medicine dealer go his

Let the

his miraculous

and im})ossible cures but let those engaged in a worthier
and more useful calling discard distortion and all highly
colored ways of calling public attention to their goods, and
;

take their place alongside other

Only

staple commodities.

men who are trading in
way will the retail fer-

in this

everywhere regain and maintain the standing
which rightfully belongs to it.
The trade names of mixed fertilizers should claim a share
of our attention, and very properly in this connection,
because these names are involved in the advertising methods
which we have discussed. Let me give you a few illustrations, taken from Bulletin No. 107 of the New York Agri" Pointer Brand," " Farmer's
cultural Experiment Station
New Method," "Hustler," "Defiance," "King Philip," "Gold
Brand," "Matchless," "Composition," "Phoenix," "Reaper,"
" Great Eastern," " Success," "Dragon's Tooth," " Cyclone,"
"Pride of America," "Domestic," "Golden Sheaf,'" " Great
Value," "High Farming," "Farmer's Benefit," "Pioneer,"
and numerous others equally ridiculous. But, you say,
" Why meddle with these names ?
That's the business of
the manufacturer, and if he is satisfied, why should we
complain ? " We protest against such names of the quack
order, not so much because they hurt the manufacturer, as
tilizer trade

:

because they injure the trade by placing

They bring

it

it

in a false light.

to the level of the traffic in nostrums.

Every

farmer instinctively recognizes the fact that they are the
result of an attempt to attract his attention and his cash by
high-sounding words that hint of wonderful results which
are not to be realized.

He

quickly notes the counterfeit

ring of insincerity and exaggeration that belongs to
efibrts to

win

his confidence,

conclude that he
statements

is

and he

is

all

such

therefore prone to

dealing with parties the truth of whose

may need

verifying.

Fertilizer manufiicturers often

complain that they are

unjustly accused of planning to defraud the public, and
assert

that

their business

is

as

honorably conducted as
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undoubtedly true.
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They must

somethins; in names, and,

that tliere is

if their fertilizers bear those which smack of charlatanism
and fraud, they must not comjilain if their business gets a
corresponding flavor. To be sure, somewhat similar names
but has not the
are attached to the various brands of flour
;

public

come

to declare that these difier only in the brand

mark, and that the barrels are all filled from the same
I have no sympathy for or patience with such an
source
imitation of quack methods in matters which mean so much
and I believe the manuto the agriculture of our country
advance
their
own
would
interests, as well as
facturers
those of the farmers, if they would concertedly purge
!

;

their business of everything but appropriate

and sensible

names.
Again, there are

many brands

names which are not objectionable
are misleading.

of

fertilizers

bearing

in themselves, but

which

I refer to the so-called corn fertilizers,

potato fertilizers, vegetable fertilizers.

The

fair inference

mixture is named potato fertilizer, it is specially adapted to potatoes, and would be less useful in
growing corn, but that for the latter crop a corn fertilizer
should be purchased. Alas for the inference
Practice
is,

that, if a

!

has very largely lost

its faith in

the significance of these

names which imply special uses. Observing farmers now
remark that they cannot discover the specific efiect
which is claimed
and why should we expect them to ?
While I would discard a fertilizer , containing potassium
chloride if I were growing tobacco, and would avoid an
excess of nitrogen if I were a sugar-beet grower, and in a
limited number of other cases would have reg-ard for cer-

freely

;

tain facts of universal application, observation forces

the conclusion that the discovery of a mixture

where

me

to

which every-

Ijest and most economical fertilizer for a
an utter impossibility.
If the plant were the only factor to consider, then one
might compound a food to suit its needs
but when the

shall

be the

certain crop is

;

largest ftictor of all in the

problem is the soil, a factor which
experience shows to be extremely variable, how absurd is
the attempt to declare to the potato growers of an entire
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State that this or that fertilizer contains just the proportions

of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash which they should
all

This

use.

absurdity

is

heightened hf the fact that

scarcely any two companies agree in their discoveries as to

what are the needs of the various crops.

company

Even the same

advertises both a potato phosphate and a potato

manure, which are not alike, but just why we certainly
cannot affirm.
We have suspected and, if this is unjust, we hope to
that this multiplication of names is not due
be pardoned
to any knowledge which warrants such differentiation of
function with various fertilizing mixtures, but is simply a
trade expedient, adopted with the hope of selling more
goods under ten names than would l)e possible under one
or two.
And these business concerns have an undoubted
legal and moral right to sell their wares under as many
trade-marks as they please
but they are exercising this
right in a way that is adding confusion to confusion, is
increasing the expense and difficulties of the fertilizer control and is delaying the day of reason in the sale and use

—

—

;

of plant

foo,d.

The next matter

to which I shall call your attention is
one touching the buyer, rather than the seller. We found
at the

New York

Agricultural

Experiment

Station that

the average composition of 313 brands of fertilizers sold in

New York

in the spring of 1896

was approximately 3 per

cent N, 11 per cent PoOg and 5 per cent KgO.

Why

do
in the proportions of the three important elements of plant food as found in the New York
trade ? One manufacturer doino; business in that State sells
these relations

exist

a potato fertilizer in which the nitrogen, phosphoric acid

and potash are mixed

in the proportions 1 4 and 2^ respecIn the case of another brand tlie proportions are
What facts have been learned concerning the
1, 2 and 3.
nutrition of the potato or the needs of New York soils that
warrant either of these formulfe ?
,

tively.

,

In some brands of goods sold in the famous potatogrowing region, Aroostook County, Me., the ratio of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and jjotash is not far from 1, 5
and 3. What good and well-fortified explanation have

—
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these potato growers to ofler for l)iiying potato nutrition
these

in

Some

proportions?

farmers declare that the ratio

leading Aroostook County
is

all

wrong, and have con-

tracted with the manufacturers for very ditferent mixtures,

which, in a few cases at least, potash

in

is

the leading in-

gredient.

In general,

why

manufacturers using the formulae

are

they do in sui)plying the general fertilizer trade

Most

imitating farm manures?

mtinure the phosphoric acid

is

Are they seeking

ingredients.

Are they

?

certainly not, for in stable

than the other two

less

to simulate the first of

all

Peruvian guano? If
Are they following the
average composition of farm crops ? Very far from it.
Are they depending upon any well-defined data of acknowledged value in deciding what mixtures of plant food shall

commercial

fertilizing mixtures, viz.,

they are, they are not succeeding.

be

to

ofl'ered

that they are, except

We

are

We

the agricultural public?
a limited

in

cannot learn

number of

agreed that muriate of potash shall

all

instances.

])e

kept out

of tobacco fertilizers, that the seeding-down fertilizers

properly contain

compounds of lower

those intended for use on hoed crops
instances of this kind,

we

;

but,

beyond

may
than

availability

a few

are unal)le to learn that the great

bulk of the fertilizer trade is guided by a definite,
gent demand on the part of the buyers.

intelli-

In the absence of such a demand, what shall the manu?
It is not likely that he will be controlled by

facturer do

the business conditions which chiefly influence his side of

the transaction, such as the relative supply and cost of
materials,

methods of cheapening production, nature of the

competition that piust be met,

Many new

etc.

firms are

yearly entering upon the business of selling plant food,

men

who
who would

of good business ability, of undoubted integrity,

as a rule

know nothing

of plant nutrition, but

be perfectly willing to supply farmers with what they want,

Not having this
is.
upon a plan which })romises them
and which, for the farmer, is a most

provided they could find out Avhat that
information, they enter

the

maximum

profit,

haphazard operation.

Allow me to say

to

you

that, in

my

judgment, the

fact
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durinii;

the last ten

years plant food mixtures containing more than twice as

much phosphoric

acid as of either nitrogen or potash

may

be due in part to the immense supply of phosphatic deposits

lying at our very door, in the handling of which there

money making, and which
have been pushed upon the market with great persistence
An investigation made during the past
and ingenuity.
season by the New York Agricultural Experiment Station
showed that when Long Island farmers used one ton of fertilizer to the acre, they used six times the phosphoric acid
that the two succeeding crops removed, and that half as
has been great opportunity for

much

of this ingredient was as efficient.

It is a serious

question whether the compounds of phosphoric acid have

not been applied to our farms in excess.

It is also possible

that the great increase in the use of potash salts has not

been caused wholly by a recognized need of more potash,
but is to some extent due to the tireless efforts of the German potash syndicate to convince everybody that potash
is an essential constituent of plants.
All that I have been saying on this point may l)e reduced
the composition of the great bulk
to this single statement
sold
in
the country is dictated by the
fertilizers
the
of
:

manufacturer, and not by the consumer.
of the natural

order.

Can we

This

is

a reversal

attain to better

things?

Manufacturers are certainly not competent to guide the
farmer in this important matter for, notwithstanding their
;

good

intentions as business

a position, either

by study or

tion, to solve the difficult

we

are discussing.

men, they
]>y

as a rule, are not in

other means of observa-

problems involved in the matter
doing his best to aid the

Is the farmer

manufacturer in adopting a more rational basis for trade ?
To these quesIs the farmer doing his best for himself ?
tions I shall address myself later.
I suspect two comments have already been made in the
minds of my hearers. The fertilizer manufacturer, if he is
present, has said to himself, " This

is the same old story.
Experiment station workers, who cannot know the manu-

facturer's side as

we

do, are always attacking us, declaring

that our goods are below the proper grade, and are sold at
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an overcharge or bj'' improper methods. We are having a
hard time in attempting to accommodate ourselves to twenty
or more different hxws, affecting our business in as many

and we cannot collect our
and it does seem as if we might ])e let alone."
bills
On the other hand, the farmer is saying to himself, " Here
States

;

dull times are

upon

us,

;

is

a fault-finder, an iconoclast

who

tells

us that the fertilizer

wrong, and l^rings us nothing to take the place
that
which
he condemns." I do not wonder at either comof
ment. But I assure you, friends, that I am not wanting
either in my sympathy for the trials which the seller of
trade

is all

food has to endure, or in

plant

my

appreciation of the

complex and almost insoluble problems which confront the
user in his attempt to purchase plant food economically.
I am confronted, however, with a fact of great moment,
which is, that the fertilizer trade is not now conducted in
this country in a manner that commends itself to the good
sense and business judgment of those who are intelligently

familiar with

it

in all its relations.

It is

an immense busi-

ness, involving a yearly cash expenditure

nearly equal to a dollar for every man,
this great country.

On many

by the farmers

woman and

child in

of our eastern farms the

—

bill-

one of the large items of expense,
an item
which formerly did not exist, and which, in these times of
small profits, should be closely scrutinized.
From contact
with farmers and from my experience as a fertilizer infor fertilizers

is

spector during twelve or

more

years, I

am

convinced that

the fertilizer trade can be vastly improved.

And now,

after having frankly discussed some of the
and
weaknesses
short-comings on both sides of the fertilizer
trade, I ask you to turn with me from an attitude of criticism to a consideration of ways in which, in my judgment,
greater economy may be secured in the buying and selling

of plant food.
I shall present

heads
(1)
trade.

:

—

The

what

I

have to say under the following

relation of a

(2)

Trade names.

(o)

Special fertilizers.

State

fertilizer

control to the
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(T))

The farm side of buying plant food.
The market side of buying plant food.

(6)

Utilization of

(4)

home
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resources.

Let us consider these divisions of our subject
order

named

(1)

How

;

—

shall the fertilizer control

both interested parties,

mer?

And

— the

most

in the

efficiently aid

manufacturer and the

far-

nobody is the gainer if a
business is unnecessarily hampered by law.
Any additional trouble and expense laid upon the manufacturer of
a commodity is sure to react upon the consumer.
It
would be a great gain, therefore, if some uniform law, as
simple in its provisions as would be consistent with its
efficiency, could be adopted by all these States.
This
would make it easier for the dealer to promptly and correctly comply with the legal requirements, and would aid
the State officials in organizing their work on a uniform
I remark,

and thoroughly

first,

efficient

that

basis.

That such unification of

the legal control of fertilizers will be accomplished, seems

too

much

We

to expect.

must wait for the millennium,

I

such an ideal result.

fear, before reaching

In the second place, I observe that farmers should not
attribute to the results of fertilizer inspection

ranted significance or value.
spection

is

The

any unwar-

chief object of this in-

to determine whether the manufacturer

is

selling

goods that correspond to their guaranteed composition, and
The
here the required duty of the official chemist ends.
tables he publishes in no sense constitute advice as to what
fertilizer a particular farmer should purchase, nor is the
column of money valuations, if such be given, a column of
agricultural valuations, when considered with reference to
a particular farm.

All that the chemist affirms, or intends

John Doe's fertilizer, taken at
and such percentages
in such and such
potash
phosphoric
acid
and
of nitrogen,

to affirm,

is

that a sample of

Doetown, was found

to contain such

If the chemist states a

conditions.

money

valuation, he

only declares that the plant food in John Doe's goods is
being sold in other materials for approximately a certain

sum.
to

Ije

If the fertilizer be rich in nitrogen, that

large

;

sum

is

likely

but if phosphoric acid preponderates, and only
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small amounts of the other ingredients are present, then

The farmer inay

the necessary cost will be relativelj' low.

need the more costly material,

A decision

costly.

— he

of this question

is

may need

alone, and he should emancipate himself

upon mere commercial standards

the less

the farmer's business

from a dependence

as the only guide in his

selection of a fertilizer mixture.

This brings us to a discussion of station
tions.

Some

Connecticut and

New

Jersey, and some are not,

which are Maine, Massachusetts and
the wise policy

?

valua-

York. Which is
is not a one-sided

not see

men

matter divided in their practice.

In

we would

among

New

It is evident that this

question, otherwise
this

money

stations are publishing these, as, for instance,

of experience in

my own

case, as

executive of the fertilizer law in Maine, I pul)lished valua-

and then stopped doing so.
Because I everywhere heard farmers discussing the
merits of different brands of fertilizers upon the basis of the
station valuations, and because, whenever a fertilizer comtions for nearly ten years,

Why ?

pany happened to secure higher valuations than some rival,
this fact was spread far and wide, as a convincing reason
for claiming superior merit.
I said to myself, "This has
gone far enough. Station valuations have had their uses,
but the time has come for the farmer to take a step forward,
and consider the kind and quality of plant food he is to

buy

and it is time for manufacturers to show to the
farmer some reason other than a higher money valuation
why he should purchase a certain mixture." The important
questions to ask are, "Who made this fertilizer? Has ex;

to be reliable ?
What is he trying to
phosphoric acid, or mostly potash, or
largely nitrogen? Does he ask me to buy that which I
need ? "

perience
sell

I

me,

shown him

— mostly

make

these explanations as defining

my own

position,

and with due deference to the opposite practice of such
able men as Dr. Johnson and Professor Voorhees, who control the policy of experiment stations in other States.
Perhaps enough has been said about trade names.
(2)
It is well to clear away the atmosphere of quack nostrums
such as clings to the names prevalent in the fertilizer trade.

a
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The sooner the farmer comes to
food he is dealing with the same
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see that in buying plant

plain business facts that

pertain to nails, brick, lumber, flour or any other staple

commodity, the sooner

will the fertilizer trade reach a sub-

stantial basis.

I

(3)

am

my

sure, too,

friends, that the time has

stop talking about corn fertilizers, potato

to

onion

fertilizers

and the

in such distinctions as

now used

in the trade is

wheat

fertilizers,

like.

come

fertilizers,

The belief
becoming

These names carry with them the inference that
obsolete.
some person of great wisdom is preparing specifics for
certain crops, both economical and efficient under all con-

No

ditions.

Even

in.

actual

greater fallacy than this was ever believed
these special mixtures corresponded to the

if

needs of the crops,

— there

still

is

— and

they certainly do not,

to be considered the greatly unlike con-

ditions prevailing

on

different farms, rendering a universal

recipe illogical and wasteful.

The forcing-house man may

properly combine plant food in the proportions found in
his tomato or lettuce crop, the tobacco grower may wisely
exclude

all

chlorides from his artificial manures, the sugar-

beet grower

may

find

it

necessar^^ to avoid over-stimulation

of the growing plants with nitrogen, but the only special
for the individual farmer

is

the one that corresponds to his

special needs.

(4)
difficult

But

right here I

one, too,

needs are

?

"

am met

And

—

his special

this leads us to another division of

subject, viz., the farm side of

As we

with the old question,

— " Can the farmer learn what

our

buying plant food.

some one
forward with his time-worn arguments, " Farmers
don't know enough to determine their needs, and therefore
we must put in their hands something that will be sure to
cover all possible deficiencies, even if some do pay for unenter

upon the discussion of

this point,

steps

necessary materials."

Is this a fair

argument?

Are not

a

few farmers dictating their own mixtures of plant food, on
the basis of careful study of their resources and intelligent

experimenting to discover their needs ? Shall we tell these
men to stop doing this, because others do not, or shall we
advise the others to do likewise? If only one person out

No. 4.]
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we

exhort the

of five were capable of truth telling, should

one to

lie,

or attempt to reform the other four?

But can a farmer come to know from his own observations what are the elements of plant food of which he is
most in need, or must he depend upon others to decide this
matter for him ? Years ago I was an assistant to Prof. W.
O. At water at the time when he was conducting experiments
in several States with various plant food mixtures, and I
have not forgotten the striking facts develo})ed by these few
tests.

On

certain farms in the Connecticut valley the only

ingredient which seemed to cause any material increase of

Maine phosphoric acid exerted
and it was clearly evident that
a predominating influence
it would be unwise for the farmers of the two locations to
purchase plant food in the same proportions. But you say
that in these cases the farmers had ex})ert help in discovering their need«, and without that aid they would not
cro})

was potash, while

in

;

have succeeded so well.

I

am

not so impressed with the

impotence of farmers as some are. When they are convinced of the importance of any fact or principle in their
practice, they have not

As

a matter of foct, a

shown

utter inability to master it.
goodly number of crop producers

have already taken intelligent direction of their plant-food
supply, and the dealers are simply complying with their

Does a farmer wish to know whether he shall
buy generously of potash, or not ? Let him purchase a dissolved bone or an acid phosphate and an ammoniate, leaving
out the potash, and carefully note the results. Is. he a dairy
farmer, who is buying large amounts of nitrogenous foods?
Let him supplement his farm manures, if he must supplement them at all, with an acid phosphate, or an acid phosphate combined with a potash salt, and, in comparing the
requests.

mixture with that of a superphosphate containing nitrogen, learn whether he can afford to further
invest in this latter costly element.
Is he a farmer who
eflect of this

tills

a limited garden area in the

summer and

limited surfiice under glass in winter?

a

still

more

Let him consider

whether he should not take the special needs of his particular crops as a guide in his ])ractice, and so use larger
proportions of potash and nitrogen than the average super-
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phosphate contams.

I

mention these cases as

of the possible ways in which a farmer
cise the

same

careful

judgment

in

[Pub. Doc.
illustrations

may come

to exer-

buying raw material for

plant building that he would in purchasing nails, lumber

and paint for constructing a house.

There

possible or unreasonable in this suggestion.

is

nothing im-

made

It is

in

the interests of economy, and because of a desire to reform

our haphazard methods of l)uying plant food to the extent
of millions of dollars annually.
I

would say

to the farmer

who wishes to rise to the higher
own plant-food supply,

plane of deliberately controlling his
that there are

two

requisites for doing this.

First, he

must

inform himself in regard to the composition of fertilizing
materials, in order to

know what

to

buy and how

to

make

Second, he must study his needs by the use of
No crop grower
the unmixed, so called, raw materials.
deficiencies
of his
plant
food
will ever hnd out the special
mixtures.

soil,

if

such exist, or the influence of certain ingredients
quality of his crops, by the use of the ordinary

upon the

factory-mixed goods.

He must

at least dictate his

own

combinations, so as to know, for instance, whether the
introduction of potash

is

profitable or otherwise.

Granting, then, that a farmer may come to intelli(5)
gently dictate his own plant-food supply, in what way shall

he buy his nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash? The answer to this question involves the market side of buying
plant food. This is an old topic, somewhat threadbare,
perhaps, but let me state some of the considerations which

me to bring it forward.
In August of this year the New York Agricultural Experiment Station published the results of the analyses of 313
brands of fertilizers. We found, taking their average composition and average selling price, that the nitrogen was
lead

costing

New York

farmers 17.3 cents per pound, the avail-

able phosphoric acid 6.8 cents and the potash 6.2 cents.

About the time

that

we had

arrived at these figures, a

shrewd farmer of Ontario County came into my office and
asked for advice in mixing a fertilizer. He said " I can
l)uy acid phosphate guaranteed to carry 14 per cent available phosphoric acid at $12 per ton, and high-grade muriate
:
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Now, what

shall I
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purchase for

Before replying to him, I had calwould cost him only 4 cents

nitrogen supply?"

culated that his phosphoric acid

per pound and his potash 4 cents, plus a small increase for
"If you can get cotton-seed meal
I said to him
freight.
:

at $20 per ton, buy that.
phosphoric acid and potash

Allowing
it

fair

prices for the

contains, the nitrogen in

you 12 cents per pound."

it

might have said, further, that at the prices he gave me for $19 he could mix a
fertilizer similar to the average one sold in New York for
$29, leaving him a margin of $10 to pay the freight from a
not very distant point.
Not long since I was at Riverhead, on the eastern end of
Long Island, and was informed that the farmer's club of
that section had contracted with a manufacturer to make
and deliver a mixture containing 4 per cent of nitrogen,
8 per cent available phosphoric acid and 10 per cent of
This was at the
potash, for either $26.50 or $27 per ton.
rate approximately of 4J cents per pound for phosphoric
acid, the same for potash, and 13 cents for nitrogen.
At
the average rates ruling in the retail trade, the cost would
have been not less than $36, or $10 more.
During the past few years the experiment stations of
Connecticut and New Jersey have not ceased to advise the
will cost

I

it is economy for them to buy
unmixed raw materials, and make their own plant-food

farmers of those States that
the

mixtures.

Upon

consulting the reports of these stations

for 1895, I iind the following facts

:

In Connecticut the sta-

home-mixed goods. Throwing
contract, it was found that in 11 in-

tions analyzed 15 samples of

out cases of special
stances the

home mixtures

cents per ton

cost, exclusive of mixing, only 90

more than the

station valuation.

The mixing

can be done at from $1 to $1.50 per ton. It appears that in
the same year 151 factory-mixed brands, sold in the ordi-

nary manner, cost an average of $34.80 per ton, which was
$9.30 per ton more than the station valuation.
In New Jersey the station looked up the data of 9 cases
of

home mixing, and found

after allowing for freight
less

that the cost to the farmers,

and mixing, was $3.06 per ton

than the station valuation of these mixtures.

On

the
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other hand, 224 brands of factory-mixed goods cost on an

average |8.72 per ton more than the station valuation,

—a

diflerence of 36 per cent.

Now,

I

do not

])ring these figures

forward as an attempt

upon those engaged in the retail fertilizer trade.
I would not have you understand that I am
suggesting fraud or overcharge on the part of the fertilizer
dealers.
I have no reason for supposing that honorable
to cast evil reproach

manufacturers or sellers of commercial

fertilizers

unduly prosperous.

Certainly these business

their share of losses

and

failures.

have been

men have had

But these data which

bring to you are undeniable facts, nevertheless,

—

facts

I

we

cannot ignore, wdiich mean something, and which deserve
the careful consideration of every farmer

manage

who wishes

to

most economical manner possiare really a com|)arison of two distinct
If it was
the farmer his plant food.

his business in the

These
ble.
methods of

figures
selling

found that a diflerence of 30 per cent or "more existed
between two methods of supplying families with flour or
sugar, would it not become a subject of active thought and
investigation

What

is

?

the explanation of these figures which I have

So far as I underon the one hand, the ordinary
retail trade in factory-mixed goods maintained by an extensive agent system, of both travelling and local agents, which
has been used not merely to supply the ftirmers with the
cited as relating to the fertilizer trade?

stand the matter,

fertilizers for

it is

this

:

which they asked, but to })ush

.the limits

of

Farmers have
not only been given the opportunity to buy, they have been
beset with arguments calculated to win their attention and
Such a
The competition has been intense.
confidence.
combination of advertising and selling has been costly.
This method, where all classes of men have been buyers,
has involved slow sales and an expensive credit system,
accompanied by the usual proportion of losses. All of this
expense has been added to the cost of the goods, and inevitably has been met hy the consumers.
Granting that it Vas necessary to force the growth of the
fertilizer trade to such tremendous proportions in so short
the trade to the farthest possible bounds.
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a time, with a very conservative class of customers, most

of

whom were

could

onl}'^

ignorant about fertilizers and

make purchases on

many

of

whom

perhaps the results

credit,

good as could have been expected. But has not the
time come for a reform? After twenty years of agricultural schools, experiment stations and farmers' institutes,
are not our most intelligent and most prosperous farmers
are as

ready to shun these unnecessar}' expenses, this haphazard
method of buying, and, after learning what they need, buy
it for cash in the cheapest desirable forms that the market
The manufacturer certainly should not object to
offers?
this

His profits will not be reduced, I

method.

It is the

method adopted

in the cases of

am

sure.

home mixing

to

which I have referred.

know

made

to the home-mixing method
sweeping argument often made
is, "You station men have been advocating it for a long
time, and it makes no headway." It has made headway,
slow, to be sure, but as rapid as most movements requiring
I

objections are

A

of buying plant food.

the education of the masses.

It is said that

the farmers

enough informed nor sufficiently provided with
capital to l)uy intelligently and pay cash.
This is true of
some farmers, and until they, or their circumstances
change, they will continue to pay the tril)ute that has
always been exacted of poverty and ignorance. The claim
are not well

made that farmers cannot mix fertilizers so that they will
handle satisfactorily, because when thus prepared they are
either not fine enough to be used with seed drills or beis

cause such

concentrated

keeping and

stirring.

essential to a

more

materials

l)ecome

sticky

after

Both of these

difficulties can be
obviated by proper precautions, as observation and experience have shown. But home mixing is not a condition

rational

method of buying plant

food.

If the manufacturer is willing to

do so, there is no reason
why he should not mix any formula which a farmer, or any
body of farmers, may desire to use
nor is there any
;

reason

why

made with a
some existing
represents what the

a special contract should not be

manufacturer to

sell

a

certain quality of

l)rand of superphosphate, provided

it

farmer believes he needs, and can be bought as cheapl}' as
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It is doubtful if

home mixing of raw materials can be
by farmers who use each year only a few

the purchase and

done profitably
hundred pounds of fertilizer. But there are hundreds of
farmers who buy commercial fertilizers by the ton, who,
either alone or in combination with their neighbors, can
It is high
richly aftbrd to adopt this most rational plan.
time to stop buying tons of fertilizer and to begin to buy
pounds of the needed elements of plant food stop paying
a premium on names and trade-marks, and consider only
the necessities of the soil with which we have to deal.
And now, in conclusion, I exhort the farmers of
(6)
;

Massachusetts to remember that the amount of plant food
which they buy is small compared with that which they handle, or

which

If there

is

exists within the resources of their

a farmer in this audience

who

own

farms.

annually produces

50 tons of hay, 150 tons of silage corn, 500 bushels of
oats, 15 tons of oat straw and 200 bushels of potatoes, he
yearly storing in his barn and grain bins approximately
3,000 pounds of nitrogen, 1,200 pounds of phosphoric acid
and 2,400 pounds of potash, or 6,600 pounds in all. It
is

would take of the average superphosphate 50 tons

to sup-

ply this nitrogen, 7^ tons to furnish the phosphoric acid

and 24 tons to replace the potash taken from the land by
If the farmer keeps live stock, his purchased

these crops.

supply of fertilizer will scarcely exceed 2i tons, containing
about ^ of the total weight of plant food actually used.
The other | have been withdrawn from his soil supply.

These materials are a part of his stock in trade, plantbuilding compounds which are travelling in that neverending round from the soil to the ]3lant and from the plant
Of this 3^ tons of commercially and agricultto the soil.
urally valual)le compounds, what proportion will find their
way to the soil again ? A })art will be lost in the products

—

—

the extent of the
this can scarcely be avoided,
depending upon the Inisiness which the farmer is
doing. But what about the larger proportion of manurial
value which is stored in the barnyard or barn cellar ? How
How great is the loss by
fully is this preserved for use ?
sold,
loss

fermentation,

by

leaching,

by

failure to utilize to the best
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Tii this
which actually reaches the Moil?
case, the plant food brought into use annually

a(lvanta<i"e that

illustrative

What

would cost over $700.
to be recovered

by

proportion of this

leave these questions with you, without further
for

it

was not

my

is

wasted,

a cash purchase, if recovered at all?

purpose to discuss

I

comment,

detail this side of

in

the fertilizer question.

me in closing to express my pleasure at meeting
New England audience. I am not insensible to the

Allow
with a

opportunity confers, and I trust that the
attitude of criticism which I have felt impelled to take will
be charitably interpreted, and that I shall be credited with

honor which

this

endeavoring to promote the interests of agriculture in this

Commonwealth.

The

The Chairman.

you have heard so
shown by the fixed attention

subject which

well and so fully presented, as

of the audience,

is

open for discussion.

Ware

I have been much
and truthfulness of
this lecture, and I consider its argument in favor of the
farmers buying the raw materials and mixing them them-

Mr. B. P.

gratified

selves unanswerable.

way farmers may
of

(of Marblehead).

with the boldness,

mixed

I

justice

know by

experience that in that

save thirty-three per cent of the cost

fertilizers,

and

may

procure

the proportions

of the different elements of plant food that they believe

they need, which they cannot do in buying the mixed
fertilizers as

put upon the market.

dealers that the thirty-three per cent

It
is

has been said by

necessary to

make

bad debts, to pay the expenses of travelling agents, etc.
That may be true, but who of us
are under oljligation to pay that thirty-three per cent?
I do not feel that I am.
It is my duty to myself to ferI
tilize and produce my crops at the least possible cost.
know by my own experience that it is only necessary to
have a barn floor, a good reliable man and a shovel, and
you can mix your material for fifty cents a ton, and do it
well.
When that address has been published, you may

up the

refer to

loss of

it

sound and

for details with the assurance that the advice

may be

relied upon.

The speaker

is

objects to the
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publication of the cash value of the materials used in com-

mercial fertilizers.

I believe it is a great

I differ there.

help to farmers to have a column alongside the selling price
for

which these

different In'ands are sold giving the

mercial value of these materials.

It is true, as

com-

he has said,

that the farmers have the tables of the commercial value of
all

these ingredients, they have the proportions in mixed

down with

and pencil, they
can figure it out themselves. But they do not. In looking over a table published hi a Rhode Island experiment
station bulletin, I found one column that contained the
figures of the cost of the material and another of the
value
and one special brand that sold for fifty dollars
and, sitting

fertilizers,

slate

;

contained ingredients to the value of eleven dollars only.

Are you farmers
fertilizer

willing to

manufacturer?

fertilizer sold for

fift}^

pay forty

It

sounds

dollars a ton.

dollars profit to the

A commercial
That must be the

big.

want the very l)est there is, I will take
tliat
and the farmers do it without going into detail, and
figuring up for themselves and ascertaining the great difierence l)etween the value and the cost. Let the law protect
the farmers to the full extent, and have a column of the
thing I want

;

I

;

cost of the ingredients.

If not a necessity,

it

certainly

is

a

The
It has been eliminated in our method.
manufacturers requested that it be eliminated. I

great help.
fertilizer

wish

it

might be reinstated.

This subject is
Mr. Edmund Hersey (of Hingham).
really one of the most important which can engage our
attention.
It is a subject to which we have not given suflicient attention, and one which grows more and more important every year. I listened to this very able paper with
I think we need a good deal of
great pleasure and profit.
stirring up in regard to this matter of commercial fertilizers.

I

was glad to have the speaker bring out so

plainly the absurdity of the manufacturers telling the farmers what their soil needs to enable it to produce the best

purchase a potato fertilizer which
contains certain proportions of the three elements of plant
food, and after trial give his testimony telling how much
crops.

One man

will
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This, with others,

is

pamphlet ibrin for distribution. Then you
take up another pamphlet, and you find another fertilizer
with testimonials of others who have used it for their
and so
l)otatoes, and they have all found it to be the best
perhaps
twenty
of them and it seems to
you go on with
me that the farmers ought to wake up to the fact that they
themselves have something to do in regard to this matter.
I speak on this subject perhaps more feelingly because I
have had some experience in mixing fertilizers for plant
growth, and the fact that at first I went wrong, that I put
onto my land materials that the crop did not want, simply
because I had in a measure been led astray by the opinion
of others who seemed to take the ground that they knew
what everybody wanted. I went into a series of experiments to test my soil,
just wdiat every farmer present
ought to do before he buys a single ton of commercial fertilizer.
If he is going to use them, he ought to understand
something about the character of his soil. He ought to
understand whether he needs to buy a large proportion of
nitrogen, of phosphoric acid or of potash.
I found that
spending
I was
money, which was worse than thrown
away, by using mixtures which I had l)een told were all
l)ul)lished

in

;

;

—

right.

I tested

my

soil

by

careful experiments,

— experi-

ments which can be tried by you all if you will take the
separate raw materials and put them on in strips and then
make different combinations. You are intelligent enough
If you are not, then let me say to you, do not
to do this.
buy commercial fertilizers, but stick to barn manure, and
do only that amount of farming which you can do by using
the fertilizers from your OAvn farm.
Do not })ay money for
commercial fertilizers that you do not understand, that you
cannot look on the tag of the bag and with your pencil cast
up the value of the contents of the bag. I cannot agree
with my friend Mr. Ware that there should l)e legislation
to permit the farmers to be ignorant.
I want that legislation which will have a tendency to lift them up to a higher
level, and I do not care if it compels them to be more
intelligent than they now are.
My advice to the farmers
has always been, *' Never touch a bug of commercial fer-
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what the three elements that are in
want to say that I think the results

tell

I

my

farm have made the difference
between failure and success in running it. Although the
and it was a hard
farmers grumble about the last year,
of the experiments on

— my farm,

—

by hiring all
by buying all the materials, brought in a
handsome income on the amount of capital invested. This
year, I will admit,

by

direction,

the labor, and

I attribute to the fact that I have been able to feed

crops better than I could by guesswork
sensible of the fact that I

my

and yet I feel
have but just crept up over the
;

elevation which shows me the l)road field of investigation
which opens before me. We are l)ut just starting out on
this work, we are just beginning to learn, and yet the very
little which I have learned has saved me hundreds of dollars.
I beg of you to test your soils and use your commercial fertilizers to better advantage than by guesswork,
and by what other people, who have never seen your land,
tell

you that you want.

I have a piece of land that has been fertilized for eigh-

teen years in succession with nothing but commercial fer-

not one particle of barn manure.
been bought that has been put on it for
and yet the cost to me for fertilizer has
than two-thirds what it would have been

tilizers,

Everji;hing has
eighteen years,

not been more

had I relied on

guesswork.
Question. What crop was grown on the land ?
Mr. Heesey. I have grown asparagus on it. Asparagus
Prices are low.
is not considered a very good crop to-day.
Yet, with the amount of fertilizer that I put on, with some
knowledge of what the soil will furnish, my crops increase

grows richer and a fair profit is secured.
you all up to try to make a
in
regard to this matter, so that, if you come
little progress
to this meeting next year, you will feel that you know a
little more about what your crops need to be fed with tlian
you do to-day. I think that I shall.
every year, the
I

hope that

soil

this lecture will stir

Secretary SEgsiONS.

I noticed the speaker referred to

which chemists have in determining the
quality of nitrogen.
I wish he would explain to us what

some

difficulty
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of us feel that agricultural chemists

ought to know everything.
Professor Jordan. The agricultural chemist is one man
who is willing to confess that he does not know everything.

He

has come to the point where he

confession.

What

is

ol)liged to

I referred to is this.

make

There

is

this

a vast

amount of the very best nitrogenous material in the market
for use by farmers, but it is sad to relate that through the
efforts of designing men there has come upon the market
You
a certain amount of material which is not high grade.
know leather contains nitrogen, you know wool contains
But there is a
nitrogen, you know hair contains nitrogen.
vast difference in the usefulness of these nitrogens.

the chemist ought to be able to do

What

to pick out of these

is

mixtures that come into his hands the nitrogen that
good, that which

is indifferent

While the chemist can get
of organic nitrogen, that

He

at

is

and that which is worthless.
some indications of the value

practically all that he can do.

is

can determine the amount of nitrogen without saying

what form

bad

plight.

Dr. Goessmann will agree with me.

We

wish we were in

better condition to serve the farmer.

I

fess the

it is

in.

That

is

a |)retty

shortcomings on our side as I

manufacturer's side.

man

It is

am as
am on

I think

frank to conthe fertilizer

not long ago that an enterpris-

found out what seems to be
whether insoluble phosThe results pub})horic acid comes from bone or rock.
lished seem to indicate that.
I hope there is ingenuity
enough in the chemists of this country to find out a fairly
approximate way to tell whether nitrogen comes from

ing young

a fairly reliable

in Connecticut

way

to determine

from blood. Now, we cannot do it.
Mr. C. B. Lyjviax (of Southampton). How can we know
the value of the different potashes, sulphate and muriate,
except l3y analysis, and how can we tell what foreign substances are in them any better than in mixed goods? Is
there any better safeguard in buying raw materials than in
buying manufactured goods ?
Professor Jordan. I do not think there is any safeguard
in buying raw materials, except the guarantee under which
leather or

they are sold and a subsequent analysis.

If

you

are wise,
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on a guarantee, you will buy
That is what you do with
acid phosphate on a guarantee.
mixed goods. I do not bring forward home-mixing as a
means of securing safety, but rather as a matter of economy
of purchase. I would deal with reputable, well-known men
in any case, and their guarantee is as good in one case as it

you

is in

will

buy

nitrate of soda

another.

Our speaker has
been telling us of the different sources from which to proIf we are to mix our
cure available phosphoric acid.
fertilizers ourselves, from what source is it l)est to get
One source is South Carolina rock,
phosphoric acid?
Mr. Bartholomew (of Connecticut).

another

source

is

Thomas

doubtful whether the latter

Professor Jordan.

I
powder.
very valuable.

slag
is

I can well

am

rather

understand that Mr. Bar-

tholomew has doubts about being able to obtain desirable
If
results from the slag, if he expects immediate returns.
I get a pound of phosphoric acid that is useful, I would as
I would buy acid
lief have it from one source as another.
phosphate, if I were to buy to mix myself. Thomas slag
It has been in the market
is a material insoluble in water.
under various names. For seeding down perhaps it might
be useful, but for quick-growing crops I would not advise
you to buy Thomas slag under any name whatever. The

name
ISIr.

will not help

Barber

mixing of
active

it

any.

(of Bernardston).

fertilizers

I have i)ractised

home

ever since I have been engaged in

agriculture, and

I

have found

it

economical and

profitable.

Wm.

H. Bowker (of Boston). I did not conic here
to-day prepared to answer Professor Jordan. I did not
know what line he would take, and I do not speak for the
fertilizer manufacturers.
We have no organization among

Mr.

ourselves.

I think it quite unfortunate for the protection

and dignity of the trade.

We

hold as adverse views

among

ourselves as those the speaker has advocated are to

my

own. No one can defend many of the practices and customs to which Professor Jordan has referred. They are to
be regretted and deplored, but we trust that time will right
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must pass through periods
electricity first came
out it was recommended for all sorts of things, and we had
all sorts of electric nostrums, and the world is not yet free
All

these things.

industries

of educational development.

of them.

When

Nevertheless, the true science of electricity has

made great

emerging from the empirical to the substantial and known.
Medicine has suftered in the same
way, and still there are quacks but the great science of
medicine has steadily progressed, and now we respect the
physician and his work.
I hope the day will come when
chemical and fertilizer manufacturers will be respected in
I have attended these meetings for twentythe same way.
five years.
I was in this very hall seventeen years ago
when this subject was under discussion before this Board,
strides,

;

and we have made some progress since then. I am glad
that Professor Jordan has been so frank and straightforward. I expected he would be. He has told you that
there are different forms of nitrogen and phosphoric acid,
more or less available, which the chemists cannot distin-

you have got to rely upon the reliability of
you the mixed goods, or even the raw
analysis
the
does not tell the whole story in

guish, and that

the

man who

materials, for
either case.

sells

When

that

is

fully realized, the fertilizer busi-

ness will be worth doing and brands will

When

I

buy

mean something.

a barrel of Pillsbury's flour or a bag of Cleve-

land linseed meal, I

know what

I

am

getting.

back of that flour or l^ack of that meal

is

I

know

that

a concern that has

a large capital at stake and a reputation which has cost

thousands of dollars to build up, and which
afford to jeopardize

same

is

by any

it

could not

dishonoral^le transaction.

The

true of the large fertilizer manufacturers.

Now, one word as to valuations. Mr. Ware regrets that
we have dr()})})ed them in JNIassachusetts. Professor Jordan
cannot defend them, nor can any chemist or conscientious
State inspector

who

has looked into the matter carefully.

They would not have been abolished in INIassachusetts, if
good reasons had not been given. Our chief argument was
this
we said, if you do a sum on a blackboard every day
for a boy, he will never know how to do it for himself. So
:

;
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as long as the stations figure out valuations for the farmers,
just so long will they look to the

the chemical column, which

You

cannot

teach

is

money column and

skip

the truly educational one.

what nitrogen, phosphoric acid and

potash mean, their relations to each other and to crops and
soils,

by computing them

said that the State in

beyond

its

a statement of

police duty

what

it

beginning and end of inspection.
valuations
it

am

ever taken into court,

it

will be

making
thrown out

an honest T)eliever in special manures.

want to say a word that
that I

—

If the question of

have no standing.

will

I

is

and cents. Finally, w^e
had no right to go
found,
that this was the

in dollars

am

shall

I

do not

appear to advertise, but I say

a disciple of the apostle of special fertilization,

Some day we
man who had the cour-

namely. Prof. Levi Stockbridge of Amherst.
shall erect a tablet in

memory

of the

age and the keenness of vision to formulate a principle for
our guidance in this work, and which we have called for many
It will live long after we
years the Stockbridge principle.
are dead, l)ecause

it

sets

up the only true standard

feeding of crops and the combining of plant food.

for the
It is

" Supply the crop in suitable proportion, association
this
and form with that plant food which it requires, and which
it cannot ol)tain for itself from the soil or air in sufficient
(juantity, the supply being based upon the analysis of the
crop and its hal)its and conditions of growth."
Now, this takes the plant, the living thing, and not the
dead soil, as our starting-point. You will observe that it
also includes the air and the soil, as well as habits and conUp to this time we had been groping
ditions of growth.
Peruvian guano was a sort of standard,
for a standard.
and fertilizers were made to imitate it. Then Professor
Liebig came out with superphosphate of lime or dissolved
bone, w^hich formed a standard, but it contained only a
limited amount of nitrogen and no potash, certainly unbalanced and arbitrary.
Now, I want to ask Professor Jordan wdiat standard he
recommends. If we do not take some guide, as the man
Professor Jordan Avill
said in Congress, where are we at?
bear me out in the statement that the farmers of Maine
:
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finally

he had

course the}' were not

based upon the analysis of the crop, for evidently he does
not believe in that, but what was his starting-point? Why
does he recommend two or three different grades, and
especially a fertilizer for seeding down? As a manufacturer, I

do not care whether we take the plant, the

the soil as the standard,

air or

— only give us some standard.

If

and the living plant is not a sure
guide, for Heaven's sake do not let us grope any longer.
The professor says, "Work from your soil." How many
of you possess any sure knowledge of the chemical conI have been at it for fifteen years
stituents in your soil?
on my Barre farm, and yet I do not know what it contains

we

are

still

in the dark,

or does not contain.

you take the soil as a guide, the law of minimum comes
To illustrate, the strength
into play, and what is that law?
The strength
of a chain is measured by its weakest link.
of the soil is measured by the minimum quantity of any one
If

essential ingredient of plant food.

You may have

nitrogen and phosphoric acid in the

soil,

sufiicicnt

but lack potash,

That is, the
and your crops will fail on that account.
l)otash may be the minimum quantity, and it is the minimum amount of any one ingredient that controls the final
The crop tells you what it finds, not what is left in
result.
the soil. It may have thrived b}' applying potash this year.
Next year you apply potash, but it fails because there was
not a sufiicient quantity of nitrogen.

The plant

tells

you

and not what is left. You do not feed the
stable in which the cows stand, but you feed the cows themselves, and vary their rations if they are making beef or
what

milk.

it

finds,

As

a matter of insurance,

I believe in supplying

well-balanced, complete fertilizers, based
the crop.

You may be applying an

upon the wants of

excess of some one

method, but the cost is small compared
You have ploughed, planted, culand yet,
every
factor
so far as you can
tivated, controlled
for the lack of a little nitrogen or potash which you might
have added, with little extra cost, your harvest is a failure.
Is this the course of the thrifty, prudent husbandman?
ingredient

by

this

with the loss of a crop.

;
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John Lawes of England has been quoted here to-day.
He has a soil composed

I have visited his place twice.

very largely of a disintegrated rock, rich in potash. It has
been cultivated for a long time, and each year furnishes
But Dr. Lawes is the
sufficient potash for his crops.
founder of one of the largest
world, perhaps the largest,

Manure Company. What
pany? If you take their

fertilizer

known
is

the

manufactories in the

Lawes Chemical
of this com-

as the

practice

you

catalogue,

will find there

I asked the manager

listed special manures.

why he man-

ufactured special manures, and his reply was that the aver-

age farmer throughout Great Britain cannot determine what

and as a matter of l)usiness policy it is safer
and more satisfactory to supply complete and well-balanced
his soil lacks,

crops or classes of crops.

fertilizers for difi'erent

Another point
apply a ton of

:

it is

probably known to you that, if you
by no chemical test

fertilizer to the acre,

can you find where that

fertilizer

was applied, the quantity

being so small, as compared with the great ])ulk of

soil

with

which it is mixed, that our means of analysis are not delicate enough to discover it
and yet we know that when we
apply even so small a quantity as two hundred pounds, it
will, if applied at the right time, turn an apparent failure
into a success.
Hence, when we find that so small a
quantity will turn the scale, it seems to me rational that we
should take the crop, the living thing, and not the dead
soil,
as our guide, using a special and well-balanced
manure. The toljacco farmers who are here to-day would
;

not think of raising tol)acco except
specially prepared.

know

l)y a special

The asparagus growers of Concord

that a certain mixture, prepared

analysis

mixture,

of the plant and

its

habits

according to the

and conditions of

growth, will give them better results than a general
tilizer.

Mr. Shaw of Raynham knows that

is

true

fer-

of

asparagus.

Mr. Shaw. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowKER. And he is one of the most successful
asparagus growers in the State.
I have had experience in the fertilizer business for nearly
twenty-five years, and I want to tell Professor Jordan that

;
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very cautious and slow of a1>andoning a standard
which I know has succeeded, and taking up some arl)itrary
standard of which I am doul)tful.
I shall

he,

Now, one word as to the associations of plant food. Dr.
Goessmann tells us that sulphate of ammonia and muriate
of potash brought into the same cond)ination is not sucDr. Fisher of
cessful, and proves it by experiments.
Fitchburg, one of the clearest and most careful investigators, not only bases his formulas upon the analysis of the
is particularly careful to have the
and he recommends sulphate of potash in
some cases and muriate in others. He is very successful
in growing fruit.
Down in Connecticut Mr. Hale is very
successful in growing peaches.
I do not know that he is a
believer in special fertilizers, but in practice he has found
that a special mixture for the peach orchard, very rich in
nitrogen, is what he needs for a profitable crop, and the
analysis of the crop must have been his starting-point.
Moreover, I think he prefers certain forms of nitrogen to
others.
Even Professor Jordan, in the formulas which he
recommended for Maine, prescribed certain forms of plant
food.
He did not recommend as much potash as some do
but right across the line in New Hampshire another State
chemist, Professor Whitcher, recommends a formula very
rich in potash.
When doctors disagree, what are the laymen going to do? We cross the line into Massachusetts,
and Dr. Goessmann, our State chemist, practically recommends special manures. In his great paper on " Grass,"
read at Springfield several years ago, he laid down the

crop and

its

wants, but

right associations,

quantity exhausted by a ton of hay.
He has repeatedly
spoken of the importance of the form and association of
plant food, especially in fruit growing.
We cross the line
into Rhode Island, and there we find a bright young
doctor, at the head of the experiment station, who is

recommending lime.

He

almost

has

it

on

the

Ijrain.

Hasn't he, Professor?
Professor Jordan.

I will explain that later.

Mr. BoAVKER. We cross over into Connecticut, and we
Dr. Johnson, the father of them all, also speaking in

find

high terms of lime in connection with other plant-food
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but Dr. Jenkins, his great disciple and scholar,

has been for two years or more carrying on most interesting experiments along the line of special fertilizers in
raising tomatoes

and

Professor Jordan will

lettuce.

tell

you, however, that these experiments are conducted on

made up

of coal ashes and peat

;

but Pro-

fessor Jenkins is using special mixtures, based

upon the

artificial

soil,

analysis of the tomatoes and lettuce, and he

is

getting

abundant and splendid results.
I want to put this question to every farmer here to-day.
When you leave this hall, what do you propose to use as
a fertilizer, what do you propose to buy? If you buy a
mixed fertilizer, shall it be a special one or some haphazard one, based upon an arbitrary standard? Or, if you
buy the raw ingredients, how will you mix them, with
reference to your soil? Do you know anything about it?
Or with reference to the crop, of which there have been
thousands of analyses which are at your service ? I repeat
again,

My

Where

are

you at?

quarrel with the directors and the doctors

When you

they do not give us a standard.
call in a physician.

He

wise, and finally says,

looks you

"I

all

all

you

over, appearing very

think your system

enough to carry you through
but you keep growing worse.

that

is

are sick,

is

strong

right without anything,"

Then he begins

to experi-

this thing and then that, until

ment with you, trying first
you get disgusted and dismiss him.

Then you send

for

a physician of experience and sense, and he follows out a
line of treatment founded ujwn well-established laws and

experience

;

that

is,

some standards which have grown out

of studying the living person, and not his dead and inert
environments, although these to a certain extent are taken
If the professors or some of them will not
into account.

take the living plant as their standard, then find something
Don't let us flounder any longer.
that we can adopt.

We

pay these State chemists handsomely.
ufiicturers, as well as the farmers, are

The

fertilizer

man-

taxed for the support

and we therefore have a right to expect from
some plan, that shall be safe, economsystem,
them some
ical and successful,— some system of plant feeding that
of inspection

;

No
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shall insure a crop, so far as

we do

man

is

able to do

89
it.

But

something which is better, I, for one, shall
hold ftist to the principle which makes the living crop and
not the dead soil its starting-point.
Professor Jordan. After my friend Mr. Bowker commenced, I thought the lion and the lamb were going to lie
down together in the nicest way you ever saw, but he
quickly changed the atmosphere. If I get into trouble with
until

find

New York Legislature next winter, I have found out
whom I shall send for to make my argument by taking

the

up the time trying to

i)rove things that have no relation
whatever to it. I say that in admiration of the abilities of
our friend, rather than disparaging them.

The physician
world.

He

is

one of the poor abused creatures of this
it sometimes.
If a physician finds a

deserves

disease to be typhoid fever, he treats

stand on that platform.

it

accordingly.

The thing which

I

do
what some physicians do,
say that I do not know what
ails the patient, but I have a dose that will cure anything,
and, whether it kills or cures, I am going to put it into
him. Our friend tells us we station men must have a
standard.
But, to go back a little, if my farm has typhoid
fever, I cannot cure it by applying remedies for diphtheria.
We are told that we must present to these fertilizer
manufacturers a standard, and I am quoted as one who
presented to the State of Maine a standard. That is a little
unkind, because there were several hundred tons of Brother
Bowker's fertilizer sold under that standard, and I hope he
made something out of it and when he knows the olijec-'

—

is

I will not

;

made

when he knows that I felt
was irrational, when he knows I did not believe in it,
he comes in and introduces me as making a standard. I
tions I

to that standard,

it

say, friends, that

is

not

fair.

When

the committee, the

Grange of Maine, came to me and said, " We want to
contract with some reputable firm " ( they did contract with
a reputable firm) "for several hundred tons of fertilizer,
and we want you to make a formula," I said, "Don't ask
me." I did not want to give a formula, because I do not
believe that the same fertilizer is the best thing for every
man in the State of Maine. The farmers said, " We have
State
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a contract, and we must choose the lesser of
and you must help us out." I had more unliappiness under that thing for the space of forty-eight hours
than anything I ever undertook to do. I finally made a
formula, and I tried the best I could to average up things.
They were buying into Maine cotton seed, linseed meal and
immense quantities of nitrogen outside of what
gluten,

make

got to

two

evils,

—

they buy as

fertilizers

;

so I put in a large portion of phos-

had seen on many farms of Maine the need
We have a granite soil up there. I
of phosphoric acid.

phoric acid.

made

I

a formula the best I could, but against

my

best judg-

ment as to the desirability of a fixed formula for a State.
About this lime business in Rhode Island, I do not see
that that has anything to do with this question.

Our

friend has argued both sides for

special fertilizers iu forcing houses.

position myself.

I

me

in the case of

would take the same

Where you have an

artificial

soil

to

make, where you must supply all that a plant gets, as is
the case in forcing houses and under the high-pressure
system of the market gardeners, I would have regard to
what the crop contains. I am not ready to say, with
the tremendous diversity of soil, that we want to reduce
everything to a standard. If one man is a dairyman, and
raises corn, wheat and the like, I do not believe he should
buy the same mixtures as one who does not buy cottonseed meal, and I never have seen the reason for giving
that advice.

Adjourned

at 12.30 p.m.

Afternoon Session.
together at 2.15 p.m. by the
The time has more than passed
when we should start the programme. You will remember
that President Grinnell announced that Vice-President
Appleton would preside to-day.
Chairman Appleton. Of course you know that President Atherton has done a great deal in the work of agri-

The meeting was

secretary,

cultural

who

said

called

:

colleges and experiment stations.

He

has done

a great work, and he comes to us to-day as president of

the Pennsylvania State College of Agriculture and Mechanic
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It gives me a great deal of pleasure to have the
honor of presenting to you at this time President AthekTON, who will speak to us on the subject "The future of
New England agriculture."
Gentlemen of the Board
President Atherton.
It is a

Arts.

:

great pleasure to stand before a Massachusetts audience,
for I

am

a Massachusetts boy, and I never

line into ^Massachusetts

come across the

without recalling the days that

spent as a boy on the farm in Essex County.

I think

I

my

me to go a little
beyond, and speak of the schools of New England, for I
spent the first years of my life in New England
went
symi)athies and associations fairly entitle

;

to college in Connecticut and fitted for college and did

teaching in

first

New

Hampshire, so

pretty good round-about training.,
the

I think I

Then

my

have had a

I served during

war near the Twenty-third, Tw^enty-fourth and Twenty-

seventh Massachusetts regiments, so I have kept in pretty
close touch with

New

England.

While

in recent years

my

of duty has lain elsewhere, I have never lost my respect
and something of veneration for the old home.
In speaking this afternoon on the subject which has been
assigned to me, I find myself lal)oring under some disad-

field

am

vantages that I

not responsil)le for altogether, and

wdiich I think I shall have to charge to our friend Sessions.
I have to read from manuscript, which is always a burden
and a weariness to the audience, if it is not to the speaker.
In fact, a New England audience as a rule does not care
very much about manuscript except on Sundays, and not
so much then as they used to.
But the secretary was
careful to impress upon me that what I might prepare to
say to-day I must also prepare to look at in cold ])rint

afterwards.

You

will notice another thing,

which

is

of a great deal

more importance the subject seems to call for prophecy,
but I make no claim to the gift of prophecy. The only
thing I have hoped I might be al)le to do was in some
;

measure to state the conditions in the midst of which we
are living and which are likely to continue, and then we
may judge for ourselves what measures must be adopted in
order to meet these conditions wisely, and from them secure
the largest possible results.

;
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The FtJTURE of New England Agriculture.
BY GEO. W. ATIIERTON, LL.D., STATE COLLEGE, PA.

The subject upon which I have had the honor to be
mvited to address this distinguished l)ody is not one respecting which I can chiim authority to speak as an expert
investigator; but as

niy hope

is

may

experience

we

are all alike ignorant of the future,

that a correct interpretation of present and past

enable us to

make some

intelligent forecast

of the direction in which certain powerful tendencies are
likely to continue to operate.

If this end can be attained,

we may thus discern
with some clearness the path along which progress and
prosperity lie.

I venture to indulge the belief that

Into every question respecting agriculture two great factors

enter,

constant

;

— nature

man

appointed order.

Of

and man.

changes.

these two, nature

The seasons come and go

The sun

shines, the rains

is

in their

and the refresh-

ing dews descend, the breezes blow, and under these vitalizing influences

seed-time prepares the

way

for

harvest,

and generous Mother Earth yields her increase.

There

are, especially in respect to climate, of course, exceptions.

Too much or too
the

first

little

rain

may

fall

seeding, or an early frost

;

a late frost

may

may

spoil

injure the harvest

heavy crops may glut the market and lower the price, or a
long and severe winter may exhaust the stock of hay and
fodder.
But, in the long run and in the large view, these
variations are, in New England, minor and incidental. The
great forces and operations of nature move on, unhasting,
unresting, running in the invisil)le groove of unvarying
law, but ministering freely to the needs of man and docile
to his service.
Even the soil itself, if unused, becomes

;
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used need not become poorer
yield of wheat per acre in

as witness the fact that the

In any inquiry, there-

France has doubled since 1789.

New England

fore, as to the future of agriculture, in

elsewhere, so far as the future

is

may

the past or the present, nature
the account.

The

What

it

or

to be contrasted with

has been

it

be

left

wholly out of

will continue to

be.

climate, the soil, the seasons will remain practically

unchanged, and will serve in the future the same basis
and groundwork as in the past for all the activities of

man.

On

the other hand, man, the second factor, changes in-

Not only the slow and

cessantly.

silent process of

in the inner life of the individual,

change

but the more obvious

change in the structure and movement of society
collective

man — goes

constantly forward.

of both individual and collective
gle to understand, control

man

is

and bring himself into better

accurately measured

is

The progress

a perpetual strug-

adjustment with his material environment.
progress

— the

The

rate of his

by the increasing degree of

his control over the forces of nature

;

and the net result of

these two sets of great and ever-present reactions

— the
—

upon society and society upon the individual,
and both of these upon nature and nature upon them
makes up the sum total of past history and includes the
individual

whole of future advancement.
These statements are so nearly self-evident that no one
probably will be inclined to question them.
They are introduced merely for the sake of fixing attention upon the
fact that the changes heretofore tv rought in the condition
of agriculture have been the work of man, and that any
future changes must be also made by him and subject to
his control
not subject to his control as an individual, of
course, but as a community.
And we must accordingly
inquire what are some of the great social forces which
have produced the results which every one now observes,
and to what extent they are likely to continue in operation.
The most obvious and striking ftict in the social history
of recent times is the continuous and accelerated tendency
of population in every civilized country to gather in groups,
;
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larger or smaller; and, in general, the larger the group, the

more rapid the rate of increase.
For example, in 1790, at the taking of the first census,
there were in the United States only 6 cities having a l)opIn 1880 the number of such
ulation of 8,000 and upwards.
cities had increased to 286, and during the next ten years
it had leaped from 286 to 448, an increase of more than 56
per cent. And not only did the number of such cities increase at that enormous rate during a single decade, but
the url)an population itself increased at an even greater
rate,

namely, from 11,318,547 to 18,284,385, or 61 per

cent.

In 1870 there were but 14

cities

containing more than

100,000 each; in 1890 the number was 28, or just double.
In 1880 again there was only 1 city with a population of

upwards of 1,000,000;

1890 there were 3 such

in

— New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.
To

state

general fact in another form, the urban

the

])opidation (that

upwards) was,

cities,

is,

the })0[)ulation in cities of 8,000 and

time of taking the

at the

first

census, only

3.35 per cent of the total population of the United States.
Fifty years later, the census of 1840 showed that

by

a very

slow rate of increase the urban population had reached only
8,52 per cent of the total, but from that time forward the
rate of increase

was much more rapid, and

lantic division,

however (which includes

Jersey and Pennsylvania, with the
the p(;rcentage of urban population

in

1890 the per-

In the North At-

centage of such population was 29.20.

New York, New

New England
is

much

States),

greater than

the average throughout the country, being 51.81 per cent.

In the

New England

States the percentage varies greatly,

being 19.72 in Maine, 27.37 in

New

Hampshire, 7.93

in

Vermont, 69.90 in Massachusetts, 78.89 in Rhode Island
and 51.<i3 in Connecticut, the general average for these
States being 52.81 per cent.

So marked has been

this

tendency toward the concentraupon 16 per cent of the area

tion of people in cities that

of the whole country the rural population actually dimin-

The diminution was greatwhere nearly five-sixths of the area

ished between 1880 and 1890.
est in

New York

State,
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In Vermont more than three-fourths
of the area lost, and in Maine and New Hampshire nearly
In jNIassachusetts the area covered
two-thirds of the area.
lost rural population

by such

loss

.

was relatively small, being

slightly less than

The numericcd decrease of

per cent of the total.

15)

New England during
24,391; in New Hampshire,

population in

rural

that decade was

:

in

8,575; in Vermont,
18,944; in Massachusetts, 6,552; in Rhode Island, 508;
being a total of 70,904; but
in Connecticut, 11,964,
during the same period the aggregate population of these

Maine,

—

States increased 690,216.

As

has been already indicated, this tendency to a rapid

increase of urban population, as

compared with

rural pop-

ulation, is characteristic of the history of every civilized

country for the last

fifty years.

It

is

aside from

my

pres-

ent purpose to enter into details respecting other countries

than our own but it is obvious that a world-wide movement of such vast sweep and momentum cannot be the
result of accident.
There must be some adequate cause,
either in nature or in the changing forces which impel
man and, since nature is unchanged, that cause must be
;

;

sought in the changing conditions which
creating.

It is

man

himself

is

not necessary to dwell upon these causes,

except as they bear directly upon the question before us

but

it

is

plain to the

;

most casual observation that they

furnish the necessary starting-point for

all

our inquiries in

this direction.
It will throw light upon the facts which we have just
been considering, if we place side by side with them an-

other class of facts of a different kind, yet equally striking

and

significant.

The same period during which

shifting of the population has

this great

been going on has been the

modern development of machinor}^ and
of mechanical appliances of every kind.
The wonderful ad-

period of the great

vances of science within the present century (and especially
the last half of the century),

say

man

by means of which

it is

safe to

more of the secrets of nature than had
been discovered in all preceding centuries combined, has
been followed at every step by the invention of contrivances

has learned

for

usino;

these

secrets

in

the

service

of

man.

;
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Every mechanical appliance

is simply a device for transfrom the shoulders of man to those of
nature.
Every machine is a harness in which the forces
of nature are made to work.
The extent to which ma-

ferring burdens

chinery can

be

employed

in

agricultural

operations

is

some extent, even under the most favorable
But in manufactures of every kind the field
for the employment of machinery seems to l)e limited
only by human ingenuity. The steam engine, the telelimited

to

conditions.

and telephone, the cotton gin, the sewing machine,
the reaper and mower and harvester have revolutionized
the industrial and the social world.
In the days when
every farm was a little world in itself there was comparatively little need of exchanging the products of industry,
except for such occasional luxuries as must be brought
from other lands.
But with the distril)ution of the productive and manufocturing branches of industry among
different workers and groups of workers there came an
increasing necessity for bringing these separate groups
into closer proximity, and for providing the means of
prompt and frequent intercourse and facilities for the
convenient exchange of products.
It would be interestino; to trace the o'rowth of manufacturing industry, in the new world, from its crude and
simple beginnings through costly and laI)orious experiments to its present high state of development. But time
does not permit, nor does our present })urpose require it
yet, at the risk of a partial digression, I nmst ask leave
to introduce a sing-le extract from an order of the General
Court of Massachusetts Bay, in 1640
gra[)h

:

The Court, taking

into series consideration the absohite neces-

sity for the raising of the

declare that

it

is

—

manifacture of Hnneu cloth &c., doth
sliall bee

the intent of this Court that there

an order setled about it, and therefore doth require the inagistrats and deputies of the severall towns to acquaint the townesmen therewith, and to make inquiry what seed is in every town,
what men and women are skillful in the braking, spinning and

what means for the providing of wheels and to consider with those skillful in that manifacture, what course may
be taken to raise the materials, and produce the manifacture, and

weaving

;

;
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what course may be taken for teaching the boys and girls iu all
towues the spiuuing of the yarn and to returue to the next Court
The like contheir severall and joynt advise about this thing.
sideration would bee had for the spinning and weaveing of cotton
;

woole.

Eighty years
held in Boston,

That the Town

later, in
it

1720, at a special town meeting

was voted

will

:

—

proceed to the ciioyce of a committee to

consider about promoting of a Spinning School or Schools for
the instruction of the children of

this

town

in

Spinning to be

seven in number.

In the face of untold difficulties and hindrances, natural
and legal, this tiny germ grew during the colonial period,
and from the beginning of the present century the advance
The progress of
of manufactures was steady and rapid.
the last fifty years

is

fully

shown by the census

and the following table presents the aggregates
glance

:

—

returns,

at a single

98
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with the totals for

1850 these six States,

with only 11.76 per cent of the capital employed in manufacturing industries and 32.04 per cent of the employees,
paid 31.78 per cent of the wages, and turned out 27.80

per cent of the total products.
In 1890, with only 7.51
per cent of the population, the percentages as to manufactures were, respectively

wages, 18.15

;

While these

:

capital, 18.02

;

employees, 18.35

;

products, 15.99.
figures

show

clearly

enough the natural con-

nection between density of population and accumulation of

manufacturing industries, they

fall

far short of exhibiting

the full truth of the situation, since, out of regard to our

New England States
have already seen that
these States have, by more than 20 per cent, a higher
average of urban population than the country as a whole,
and the above table shows that their percentage of manufacturing industry is nearly two and a half times their pergeneral subject, I have included
in the

grouping presented.

all

the

We

— (say,

round numbers,
manufacturing States of Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, the facts are still more striking.
Thus, in 1890 the
numl)er of inhabitants per square mile for the United States
was 21.31, while in Massachusetts it was 278.48, in Rhode
Island 318.44 and in Connecticut 154.03.
The percentage
of urban population throughout the United States is 29.20,
centage of the total population
7.5 to 18).

But,

we look

if

while in Massachusetts
in

it

is

in

at the three great

69.90, in

Rhode Island

78.89,

Connecticut 51.63.
Similarly, Massachusetts, with 3.57 per cent of the total

population of the United States, has 9.65 per cent of the
in manufactures and 10.29 per cent
pays 10.40 per cent of the total wages
and turns out 9.15 per cent of the total products. Rhode
Island, with .55 per cent of the population, has 1.93 per
cent of the capital and 1.82 per cent of the employees;
pays 1.66 per cent of the total wages and turns out 1.52
total capital

employed

of the employees

;

per cent of the total product.

Connecticut, with 1.19 per

cent of the population, has 3.47 per cent of the capital and

3.18 per cent of the employees;

pays 3.32 per cent of
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the total wages and turns out 2.66 per cent of the net

products.
If such a movement of population and industry (or, to
speak more accurately, double movement) as we have been
observing had taken place l)y itself, the relations of agriculture and manufactures would probably have readjusted

themselves without any serious shock to the former. But
contemporaneously with it there has been going on a third

movement, quite as marked as either of the others, and far
more influential in its effects upon social, political and inI mean the rapid development of a
dustrial conditions.
vast area, once vaguely

known

as " the west," but

now

the

centre of population and the seat of political

power for the
whole country. For a long period that region was almost
entirely agricultural, and a large percentage of the people
are still engaged in that industry.
The fertility of its soil
and the wealth of its natural resources, exploited by a
vio-orous race drawn from the best stock of the older
States and of Europe, has poured out a supply of food
products with which the New England States cannot compete,

especially since the sharp rivalry

of railways has

brought down the cost of freight to the almost incredible
Add to this the fact that
rate of one cent per ton per mile.
so large a number of the most ambitious and energetic of
the youth of these States have joined the westward-moving
throng, and that such vast amounts of eastern capital have
been invested there, and one might also be tempted to say

New England had been setting in motion the forces
which would ultimately work her own destruction.
But such a view is narrow, short-sighted and false. It is
the wail of the pessimist, not the well-considered judgment
of a careful observer. The acreage of farms in the United
States has somewhat more than doubled from 1850 to 1890

that

from 293,560,614 acres to 623,218,619, or
but during the same period the value
of farm implements and machinery in use has more than
trebled (increasing from $151,587,638 in value in 1850
(increasing

112.29 per cent)

;

to $494,247,467 in

1890,— a

gain of 226.04 per cent),

and if we take into account the decrease in the cost of such
machinery during that forty years, it is probable that there

a
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The consequence is that, with twice

is at least Jive-
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in 1850.

as there
as mueli

it takes ten per cent less men to do
reduced number of men is feeding more
than double the population of 1850, besides sending enor-

land under cultivation,

the

work

mous

;

and

this

quantities of food products abroad, the exports of

1895 amounting to more than
$570,000,000 worth. The beneficent homestead law has,
of course, been a powerful factor in increasing the number of farms, having added more than 2,000,000 to the
number and the timber culture acts another half million,
and the increase has accordingly been far greater in the
agricultural

products in

new west than

in the settled

New England

has fully shared in the general prosperity,

and, as

we have

communities of the

already seen, has

But

east.

more than made up

in

other directions any relative falling off in agriculture.

The number of

acres of farm lands in these six States

increased from 18,367,458 in 1850 to 19,755,584 in 1890,
or

more than a million and a quarter acres

;

while the val-

uation increased from $435,154,525 to $585,267,817,

—

gain of $150,113,292, or an average of $108.12 per acre
for each acre of additional

as follows:

Hampshire,

The

land included in farms.

increased valuation was distributed

among

the several States

Maine, $55,495,252, or 83.01 per cent; New
$13,775,552, or 20.73 per cent; Vermont,

$23,055,633, or 29.28 per cent; Massachusetts, $25,743,761, or 21.11 per cent; Rhode Island, $6,078,839, or
31.83 per cent; and Connecticut, $25,964,255, or 31.63.
The total acreage in farms was increased in three of the
States

and decreased in three, as follows

creased 66,604 acres, or 1.96 per cent;

269,824 acres, or 6.54 per cent.

:

Maine increased

New Hampshire

1,624,532 acres, or 35.67 per cent;

On

Vermont

in-

increased

the other hand, the

acreage in Massachusetts decreased 357,730, or 10.65 per
cent; in

Rhode

Island, 84,657, or 15.28 per cent; in

necticut, 130,447, or 5.47 per cent.

One

ing facts shown by a comparison of these figures
decrease in acreage in the three great

Con-

of the most strikis

that the

manu Picturing

States

accompanied by a marked increase in valuation. Massachusetts, for example, shows a decrease in acreage of 10.65
is
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per cent, but an increase of valuation amounting to 21.11

The decrease

per cent.

cent, but the

increase

while Connecticut,

in

Rhode Island was 15.28 per

in valuation

was 31.83 per cent;

with a decrease of 5.47

acreage, gained 31.63 per cent in valuation.

per cent in

A

foct

which

throws much suggestive light upon the real condition of
farmers in New England, and explains their stability and
independence,

is

that they are

farms which they cultivate.
all

so

largely owners of the

In Maine 94.56 per cent of

the fjirms in the State are cultivated by owners

;

in

New

Hampshire, 92.03 per cent; in Vermont, 85.40 per cent;

in

Massachusetts, 90.70 per cent; in Rhode Island, 81.27 per
cent; and in Connecticut, 88.46 per cent.

This

is

consider-

ably above the average for the whole United States, which

is

71.63 per cent.

At the risk of wearying your patience, I must mention
one other item of agricultural advancement, which is not
only highly significant in itself, but furnishes an explanation

of

many

of the

changes that have taken place

methods of farm management.

I have already

in

mentioned

the astonishing increase in the value of machinery and im-

plements in use on the farms of the entire country.

Physi-

New England

do not admit of the use of
such appliances to the same extent as on the smooth plains
and prairies of the west, but they have come to be a very
large factor in farming operations here as well as there.
Their total value in the six States increased from $12,937,cal conditions in

—a

gain of 84.26 per
1850 to $23,783,288 in 1890,
actual value and the percentage of increase was
Maine showed an
distril)uted amcmg the States as follows

390

cent.

in

The

:

increase from $2,284,557 to $5,499,413, or 140.72 per cent;

New

Hampshire, from $2,314,125 to $3,594,850, or 55.34
from $2,739,282 to $4,733,560, or
72.81 per cent; Massachusetts, from $3,209,584 to $5,938,940, or 85.04 per cent; Rhode Island, from $497,201
to $941,030, or 89.27 per cent; and Connecticut, from $1,892,541 to $3,075,495, or 62.50 per cent. I fear I ought
per cent; Vermont,

to offer an apology for presenting so

many

statements in

the form of statistics, but they seem to me, like the massed

columns of an army, to go straight to their conclusion
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They show

thut,

has been passing through a momentous

process of social and industrial transition, the result has

been an enormous gain
I

being.

in

general prosperity and well-

cannot better close

branch of

this

my

subject

than by quoting a few paragraphs from an article written in
1890 by one of the eminent and honored sons of Massachusetts,

The

Ex-Governor Boutwell.

fact that the

U.

S.

census returns of 1890 had not then appeared will account
for his citations

from the Massachusetts census of 1885.

In 1880 the population of Massachusetts was 1,783,085, and
like rate of increase will give an
it was 1,942,141.

A

in 1885

aggregate of about 2,200,000 by the census of

importaut

is

More

1890.

the fact that the manufacturing industries of the

State have increased in a ratio that

is

far iu excess of the rate

In 1875 the total horse-power that
was employed in manufactures was 219,889, and in 1885 it was
of increase in population.

—

a gain of 6G per cent.
In but one county, the
365,012^,
county of Dukes, was there a loss, and that was a loss of only
14 horse-power.
In 1875 the value of the machinery in the State

was $65,500,000, and
less

in

1885

it

exceeded $100,000,000, of which
In 1885 there were 23,-

than 5 per cent has been imported.

431 mamifaeturing industries iu Massachusetts, of whicli 15,561

passage of the

act of 1861
and
from 1880 to 1884 inelusive.
In the same five years 667 factories and mills were
erected for the production of metals and of metal goods.
The
raw material used in manufactures in the year 1885 was valued
at a trifle less than $390,000,000, and the value of the goods manufactured exceeded $674,000,000.
The leading industries ai-e in
cotton, leather and food preparations, and in these the tariff duties
play no considerable part except in the wages of labor. These
three industries aggregate a total of more than $250,000,000.
In 17,125 of the 23,431 establishments there were 419,966 wage

AA-ere

establislied since the

tariff

;

of these, 5,634 were erected in the years

earners,

who

$147,415,316.

received as wages, in the year 1885, the

The

total fixed capital invested in

sum

of

manufactures

exceeded $500,000,000. In 1860 the deposits in savings banks
aggregated $45,000,000, counting only the millions, and in 1889
there were $332,000,000.
The gain in 1889 was $17,500,000.
There were 230,000 depositors in 1860 and 1,029,000 in 1889.
In 1889 there was an increase of more than 46,000
of depositors.

in the

number
'
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The prosperity of New Eugiancl as a whole may be measured
by its appropriations derived from self-imposed taxation and expended for education. The report of the commissioner of education for 1888 shows that the amount raised by taxes in New
England, in proportion to the number of children of the schoolgoing age, was far in excess of the amount raised in like manner in any other section.
The ratio in Massachusetts was to that
of the whole country, including Massachusetts, as 2,342 to 690.
Again, as to the condition of the agricultural interest, reference
must be made to the census of Massachusetts for the year 1885.

By

that census the agricultural products were valued at $47,000,-

000, omitting the excesses, as against $37,000,000 in 1875 and

From 1875

was an increase
and a decrease of
about 30 per cent in values. In 1865 there were 68,000 persons
employed in agriculture, in 1875 there were 7.0,000 and in 1885
there were 77,000, of whom more than one-half were proprietors.
The wage earners on the land received something more
$32,000,000

in 1865.

to 1885 there

of about 40 per cent in the quantity of products

than $6,000,000 in the year 1885.

.

.

.

Another evidence of prosperity is found in the fact that the
debts of the New England States were reduced by payment from
$26,830,733.35 in 1880 to $7,287,688.36 in 1890, and that three
of the six States are free from debt.
I

do not overlook the

fact that

every such readjustment of

industry as has been going on and

is still in progress works
unevenly in individual cases. The very tact that we have to
deal with averages })resupposes the existence of cases more

or less

No

numerous below,

as well as above that average level.

social or industrial change,

however

slight,

can occur

without involving some degree of wear and friction.

The
mere sense of being in an unfamiliar situation, of doing
unaccustomed things and falling into new relationships,
involves, for many persons, a degree of mental and moral
hardship which often amounts to real sufiering; and when
such changes continue over a long course of years, involving
not merely slight personal readjustments but the severing of
old ties, the breaking of old associations, an entire change

of employment, the sense of hardship and suffering and in-

jury are immeasurably increased, and
strain, like the

Nevertheless,

worn-out
if,

strasfglers of

many succumb

to the

an army.

looking again at the industrial host as an
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army, we

find a progressive
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forward movemont, we know

members necessarily share in that movement,
some in the rear, but all going steadily
Such a movement, as has been already clearly

that all the

some

in advance,

onward.
shown, has been going on in
fifty

years but from the days

ing the

first hills

Indians, placed

of corn, in

two

New

when the first settlers, plantthe manner imitated from the

little fish in

natives said, corn had ])een

England, not merely for

each

because, as the

hill,

raised thereabout

again and

was now hungry. The hum of New
England industry has been heard around the world, and
No
the light of her intelligence has everywhere shone.
people have ever exhiliited greater skill in making use of
the resources at their command, in creating and utilizing
new conditions, and in making each advance a steppingstone for further progress.
The establishment of new
industries and the extension of old ones has been a consequence, not of failure, but of success in other employments.
The fact that farmers and the sons of farmers have sought
the city, that agricultural labor has been transmuted into
commercial and manufacturing energy, is simply an evidence that shrewd men, of a shrewd race, have more
and more discovered the field in which their forces could
be most profitably employed.
The discoveries of science,
again, and the land

the diversification of industries, the division of labor, the

gathering of population in large groups, are
the same great transition

by which the world

all

but parts of

is

passing over

from medipevalism to the energy, the activity, the forward
and upward push of modern life.
In this transition

among
States now

only

the

movement New England has been not
These
but among the leaders.

sharers

themselves with a large and increasing
industrial population, side by side with a relatively small
find

and diminishing agricultural population.
the present, as well as for the future,

is,

The question

for

what relation these

two great bodies of workers are to bear to each other. It
cannot for a moment be supposed that the energy and skill,
and foresight and steadiness of purpose, which have created
the situation, will prove incompetent to deal wisely with

it.

These busy hives of industry furnish the best market in the
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world for all possible products of the soil. The call for good
and better foods, for good and better clothing, for good and
better houses and furniture, make an unfailing demand upon
the best energies of those who can produce the means of satisfying these desires. Local agriculture, as has been already
said, has, for a long time, been unable to compete with the
great west in supplying the staples of meat and cereal foods.
But the almost unlimited variety of fresh and perishable
products, and products in the production of which are required care and skill and patience and training, furnish a
field for domestic and near-by agriculture, which is capable
of indefinite and almost unlimited expansion.
Farming
used to be looked upon as a simple and unskilled routine,
which could be followed by the dullest as successfully as
by the brightest. Any kind of material was thought good
enough to make a farmer of. But all that is changed. It
is coming to l)e rightly recognized that there is no field of
human employment in which intelligence and training and
all the qualities which go to make success in other spheres
of activity can be more wisely used, or secure more worthy
rewards, than in agriculture.
I doubt if an unsuccessful
farmer can be found in New England who has brought to
his business a fair average of industry, frugality, knowledge
and executive ability.
I am fully persuaded, however, that, while the general
tendency to gather in city centres is natural and necessary, it is in many individual cases unnatural and undesirable, and young people in the country ought so to

They

be taught.

see

of great w^ealth or pros-

iyistances

and falsely dream that all dwellers in the city are
wealthy and prosperous.
No one will deny that cities and towns offer many desirable advantages, and many attractions which are not advantages.
Many a young man and young woman goes there
with profit but many more exchange a comfortable home
in the country for hardship, misery and ruin in the city.
perity,

;

Cities are the seats of great industries, great achievements,

great virtues and great charities

but they are also full of
temptation for the unprepared, snares for the unwary and
destruction for the weaklings.

;

They consume human

life

;
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"the pace that kills;" they
renew themselves, and, if they

live

virile force to

were not constantly recruited from the fresh blood of the
country, must soon fall into decay.
If I might venture to suffo'est a few of the necessary
qualifications of a successful larmer under such conditions
as exist in New England to-day, I should strongly emphasize two or three points.
To begin with, I shall place in the very front rank of such
qualifications, as one without which no farmer, whatever his
other advantages, can reach the highest measure of sucIn
cess, a genuine love of the soil and of his occupation.
every other

field

of effort

we

of an adaptation between the

bo drawn to

it,

readily recognize the necessity

man and

his

work.

He must

not by the mere caprice of circumstances,

but ])ecause he finds there scope for the

mental and moral forces and

full exercise

of his

full range for the play of his

The danger of mechanical employments
They tend to
the man mechanical.
deaden the exercise of the imaginative faculty in man,

spiritual faculties.
is

that they

make

which, whether he be orator, poet, artist or worker, sets

him out from the midst of the material things with which
he deals and gives him the zest which comes from a sense
of mastery and freedom.
For some specially gifted minds,
indeed,
field for

mechanical operations furnish an almost limitless
the exercise of ingenuity and the introduction of

But "to him who, in the love of nature,
holds communion with her visible forms, she speaks " a
language of infinite variety and beauty.
As another poet says, " Nature never did betray the heai-t
improvements.

that loved her. "

and
the

Every form and operation of nature thrills
with ever-fresh life. Whether in the starry night
husbandman looks up to marvel at the grandeur and
throl)s

majesty of the endless procession of the heavenly bodies
whether he watches the clouds which are driven api)arently

by chance winds, and learns that they too, represent in their
form and movement the highest type of law whether he
;

studies the soil beneath his feet, with its well-nigh limitless
possibilities of responsiveness to his touch, or

studies the laws of life as revealed in the plants

whether he
and animals
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plainest intelligence cannot but feel that

standing upon the very threshold of the arcana of

is

and touch and understand, as
no others can, the secrets of her wonderful laws.
The farmer who comes to his employment with something

nature, and permitted to see

of this spirit finds himself in the midst of an endless field of
observation, study and experiment.

He

learns the qualities

of the soil on diflercnt parts of his farm and the crops for

which they are best suited, and then, by a corresponding
study of his nearest or best market, he adapts the one to
the other, with the same intelligent appreciation of means

and ends

as characterizes the successful

man

in the highest

forms of industrial organization. This implies that, in the
next place, he must l)e an alert and well-informed man of

He

will waste little time in new ventures, but
promptly and accurately as possible, what he,
Yv ith his powers and resources, can best do with his farm as
not omitting, of course, a constant and persistent
it is,

business.

will learn, as

—

efi'ort

year's

to

improve

it.

He

will not stake the results of his

enterprise on a single crop, however tempting

temporary promise of large returns.

its

If he cultivates or-

chards, he will raise apples, pears, cherries and such other

kinds as he understands and his soil is adapted to and his
market will al)Sorb. If he turns his attention to small fruits,

he will observe the same system of selection and adaptation.
If he devotes himself to dairying or stock raising, he will

have enough of reserve in other directions, so that no
chance of seasons can rob him and his family of a comfortHe will
able livelihood from products of their own raising.
still

it that every product which is shipped to any market
from his farm is so carefully assorted and guaranteed and
put up with such care and taste and attractive form that his
label will be a passport to the confidence and patronage
and, above all, as a sound
of the most desirable buyers
business man, whenever he saves one hundred dollars or
one dollar he will put it in some safe investment, where
it will work for him by night and by day the year round,

see to

;

or he will invest

it

in the betterment of his property.

will not think of the

He

farm as a place to make money and
He will have no
it.

the city as a place to speculate with
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indul-

gences.

having been once definitely formed, he
A large crop with
will not be easily swerved from them.
small prices this year will not discourage him from raising

His plans of

life

same crop next year, unless it becomes obvious that
some great and permanent change in the market has taken
and, on the other hand, if he finds a given crop
place

the

;

peculiarly profitable this year, he will not greatly enlarge
his

operations with reference to that crop next year, be-

cause he will

know that the strong tendencies of human
many others to do the samoi, and thus,

nature will mipel

by overstocking the markets, minimize the

profit

to

all

producers.

In order to reach and occupy this high standing ground of
manly and contented independence, he will, as far as time
and means allows take pains to keep himself fully abreast
with the advancement of agricultural knowledo^e. He will
attend the meetings of the farmer's institutes, of the State

Board of Agriculture, of the State and county agricultural
and horticultural societies,
not as a passive listener, but

—

to present to his fellow farmers the best results of his

own

experience and reflection, and to take an active part in the
discussions of subjects

upon which he

ceive or to give light.

If he finds

this or
self

will

it

any considerable part of it, he

is

ready either to re-

impracticable to do

all

keep himacquainted w^ ith the printed proceedings of such bodies,
subscribe to a few of the best periodicals, and especially
will at least

w^ill keep informed concerning the investigations and experiments which are constantly under way at the agricultural
experiment stations, established in every State of the Union
and supported by the government of the United States.
The government spends in that way, in New England alone,
$90,000 every year and the results of this great and fruitful
;

activity are

without

who desires them,
These investigations are

furnished to every farmer

money and without

price.

slowly but surely revolutionizing the business of farming,

and no man can stand
profession

in the front ranks of his industry or

who does not

best results of the

kec}) himself familiarized with the

work thus carried

on.
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and prosperous atmosphere surrounding the home of such a farmer will unconsciously Imt
surely prove a most powerful bond of family union and an
stirring, progressive

incentive to loyalty to the homestead and the occupation on

the part of sons and daughters.

They

living sense of the beauty, the dignity

of such a

life

;

and the farmer

well educated as to be
of the children of

One

men

al)le

will

grow up with a

and the independence

will see to it that they are so

to take their places as the peers

eno;ao;ed in other callino;s.

of the greatest needs of the farmer

is

to form a just

appreciation of both his advantages and his drawbacks, and

then lay out and follow a plan of

judgment.
alert

to

life

based upon his best

Enlightened by experience, he will be on the

take up improved methods, but will steadfastly

adhere to his fixed aim and purpose.
listen to the

He

will

not then

cheap advice of the cheap agitator or the cheap

demagogue, whose solicitude

for the farmer's welfare ends

who talks volubly of "wrongs,"
and who
which exist only in his own vapid imagination
insults the intelligence and self-respect of every man whom
to the end that he may by the
he attempts to patronize,
with securing his vote;

;

—

farmer's help secure a comfortable seat at the capitol.

Let the farmer, besides being master of his own business,
keep himself well informed on public questions, and then
vote for men who have won his confidence by deeds, not
words. The truth is, that there is no legislative body anywhere which has not a genuine desire to do whatever will
really advance the interests of a class of the

community

which they fully recognize as its most stable and conservaThe farmers can have
tive and trustworthy social force.
all the legislation that they really want, when they prebut let them avoid depending
sent a well-considered case
on legislation to do things which can be done only by
;

themselves.

What was
ment

last said respecting facilities for self-improve-

relates to those

which are placed within the reach of

w orking farmer himself, and these are available to
who can read and think. But, besides these, the United

the active
all

States and the several States, acting in co-operation, have

made

special

and generous provision

for the education of the
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sons tiud daughters of farmers and of

all others engaged in
by the establishment of colleges whose
leading object is required by law to be " the teaching of
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and

industrial pursuits,

the mechanic arts. "

This necessarily includes the wdiole

range of the mathematical, the natural and the physical
sciences, such as botany, chemistry, natural philosophy

and

other related branches of study, with their manifold applications in the industries of our time.

The young man who

acquires a knowledge of the fundamental principles of these

branches of science has

all

the theoretical equipment that

is

necessary for success in carrying on the practical operations
of farming.

You

are to be congratulated on the fact that

one of the best of these institutions
ural College at

Amherst.

is

your own Agricult-

The breadth and thoroughness

and the eminent
of its administration and of its various branches of instruction, have
given it a most enviable reputation throughout the United
States and beyond.
A great difficulty in agricultural education has been and is
to devise some system by which the students of the college
shall be educated in such a way as to send them back to the
farm, instead of away from it.
If the standard of education
of

its

W'ork, its high standards of training

qualitications of the

is

men who have had charge

lower than that of other institutions of college grade,

farmers refuse, and rightly refuse, to subject their sons to
that kind of disparaging comparison.
if

the standard

is

On

the other hand,

as high as that of other colle<res, the irrad-

uate has in most cases a practical advantage from the fact

knowledge
and application of principles, he has acquired some familiarity with practical methods of work, which supersedes the
necessity of a long apprenticeship.
But this may naturally
lead him away from the farm
for, in addition to the proper
training, a young man, in order to make profitable use of his
that, in addition to his theoretical training in the

;

education as a farmer, must either be the possessor of a
farm, or of capital enough to purchase and equip one
in the

absence of that he can

make

;

since

better use of his acquire-

ments than as a laborer on another's farm.

The great ma-

jority of our college graduates are not fortunate

enough to
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own

farms.
They must turn themselves for a time, at least,
some employment which will give them a sure and prompt
means of paying off their college debts, or helping to clear
off a mortgage on the old homestead (which in many cases
has been placed on it for the sole purpose of giving the
promising boy a chance to make the most of himself), or
to

little capital with which to make a start
Making allowance for special cases, they will, of
seek and find employment in those branches of in-

getting together a
in

life.

course,

dustry in which there

and most constant
According to the census of 1890, 81,100 persons were engaged
in agriculture, fisheries and raining in the State of Massachusetts, while 672,159 were engaged in trade and transportation and in manufacturing and mechanical industries.
That is, 10.76 per cent of the industrial population were
engaged in agriculture and 89.24 per cent in manufacturing employments so that the young man in Massachusetts
is

tlie

greatest

demand.

Where

who

out to seek employment finds practically nine

will that be in Massachusetts?

;

sets

openings in other directions to one in agriculture, leaving
wholly out of view the additional openings in domestic and
professional service.

Taking the

Xew England

States together, including Massa-

chusetts, the percentage of those

engaged

in agriculture is

nearly twice as great as in Massachusetts, being 21.04; so
that the average

New England

boy, looking out for some-

thing to do, finds about four openings in other directions to

The proportion

varies greatly, of course,

in the different States, but in only

one of them, Vermont,

one in agriculture.

does the number eno-asfed in ao-riculture exceed that engaged

employments. I cannot but think, therefore,
due respect to the judgment of those Avho may differ

in the other

with

all

from me, that an agricultural college, as such, is precluded,
by the very nature of the case, from playing any great part
in the education of those who intend to engage in the actual
toorh of farming, especially in the industrial States.

name

The

misnomer. The law of Congress granting
the public lands on which these institutions were founded
indicated their true purpose in the clearest and most comprehensive language.
It declares that "the leading object
itself is a

NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURE.
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without excluding other scientific and classical
studies and including niilitaiy tactics, to teach such branches
shall

be,

of learning as are related to auriculture and the mechanic
arts, in

of

order

to

promote

the liberal

and practical education
and 2y^'^fC''^''^ions

the industrial classes in the several pursuits

These colleges were intended, therefore, to provide, at public expense, places in which the youth of the
several States could secure a training which wouhl fit them
in life."

for leadership in the various industrial pursuits, rather than'
in

the so-called learned professions, which were already pro-

vided for by existing institutions.

If this original design

were kept clearly in view in the courses of study provided,
and some general designation adopted (like State College,
for instance, which is used in Maine and a number of other
States), young men would naturally seek and find there the
kind of training pointed out by their individual aptitudes,
or by the prevailing occupations in their respective States.

And

it should be especially observed that, while the law of
Congress emphasizes this kind of training and makes it the
leading ol)iect of the colleges thus provided for, it is equally

careful to provide that no other branch of learning shall be

In short, the law clearly recognizes the need of
its whole

excluded.

both a general and a technical education, and, in
spirit

and purpose, aims to

assist

every aspiring, ambitious

youth, especially those belonging to the industrial classes,
in securing

an education as sound, as thorough and as ad-

vanced as

procurable, at any cost, in the best institutions,

is

and, at the same time, adapted to his special purposes in

life.

Let me not be misunderstood. There will always be room
and place for the best educated men on the farms, either as
managing owners or as hired su})erintendents and, accordingly, the agricultural college, whether l)earing that distinctive name or a more general one, will have its necessary and
;

honorable place in the educational system.
here

is,

that }'oung

men having

their

world and needing a ready return in

But

my

point

way to make in the
money will generally

be able, in highly organized industrial communities like

Massachusetts, to put their training to more profitable

irn-

mediaie use in some other industry than in agriculture.
This brings us to the question, then, whether any cduca-
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course,

I

am

coniident that there

full
is

is
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to be found, in

agricultural college

such help readily avail-

able in several promising directions.

A

numl)er of States

are providing short courses' of instruction, during the winter

months, open to any farmer, young or old, without examination as to previous preparation and without exacting any
standard of proficiency.
Some use is made of books and

by way of reference, but the instruction
mainly given in the form of plain, practical and sugges-

periodicals, mostly
is

tive lectures, treating directly of the principles

and practice

of intelligent farming, and accompanied with some elementary

work

laboratory

in agricultural chemistry, botany, horticult-

In at least one State, Minnesota, such courses
have been made to extend progressively through three suc-

ure, etc.

cessive years.
special

In several cases there have been established

courses in the principles of cattle feeding, dairy

courses and courses for teaching creamerymen the science

The instruction on practical
by men wdio have themselves had

underlying their business.
topics

given, as a rule,

is

successful practical experience in the subjects which they
teach.

The

results of this kind of training have been, with-

out exception, so far as I have ever heard, surprisingly gratifying.

have yet to meet the

I

who does

first

one of these teachers

not express his interest and surprise at the eager-

ness and success with which minds comparatively untrained
to habits of study grasp and retain the essentials of their

And^ on the other hand, I have known instances
which
employers
felt themselves repaid, in a single year,
in
for incurring the expense of sending a man to attend one of
teaching.

these special courses.

This branch of educational work

is

abundant reason for believing that, with an increase of experience in conducting it
and a better understanding of its possibilities on the part
of the farming community, it will contribute very directly
comparatively recent, but there

is

and powerfully to increase the profitableness of agriculture.
In Pennsylvania a system of instruction is well under way,
which aims to interest farmers and their families in systematic
courses of

home

reading.

The

several courses are carefully

outlined and a series of the best available books

recom-
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such readers at a considerable reduction from the usual
price,

list

and the instruction and examinations are given by cor-

respondence.

The numl)er of such readers

hundred, and

tlian fifteen

is rai)i(lly

is

already more

increasing.

But there is another means of agricultural education, or,
more properly speaking, of education in agricultural communities, which, as it seems to me, might be and ought to
be generally adoi)ted, and which, if once put into successful
operation, would have extremely important and far-reaching
results.

I

mean

the introduction into the rural schools of a

systematic, progressive and thoroughly competent

careful,

teaching of the elementary facts of natural history and the

The children

elementary principles of the natural sciences.

of these communities are constantly surrounded with the
material conditions which form the basis of such instruction,
but, for

want of the simplest training in a habit of accurate
grow up like the blind in the midst of a

observation, they

world of beauty or the deaf in the midst of a world of
Seeing, they perceive not; and hearing, they do
melody
not understand.
I do not underestimate the importance and
even the necessit}' of a knowledge of the "three R's;" but

—

the most of that knowledge, after the

first

me nothing

less

processes have

and it seems to
than a wicked waste of time and an unpar-

been learned, can be acquired incidentally

;

donable wrong to the children that they should be compelled,
winter after winter and

summer

after summer, to 2^0 throu":h
same treadmill routine, at an age
when their minds are huno-erino; and thirstinof for knowledire,
when all their faculties are alert and eager with inquisitive
curiosity, when their whole intellectual and moral being is
more plastic to permanent impressions than at any later
period of life, and when the world of animate and inanimate
nature about them overflows with the means of satisfying
their natural craving.
I cannot dwell upon this topic, and

the varying stages of the

I

am

est

well aware that

difficulty

of

all

equipped teachers.

mind

it is

beset with difiiculties,

— the

But when once the State makes up

that this kind of teaching shall be given, and

ing to pay

its

ffreat-

probably being the lack of properly
its

is will-

teachers in the elementary and district schools

;
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the same rate of compensation that the required degree of

preparation and experience would

command

in other call-

be not solved but put in the

ings, all difficulties will

way

of a prompt and satisfactory solution.
I Avould not have this kind of instruction take the place of

other necessary subjects, but interweave and incorporate

with them.

would especially have the

I

mind

child's

it

early

familarized with the great masterpieces of literature which are

among

the most precious possessions of the race, and I would

and attractiveness of rural life
and rural homes, and kindle in his breast a nol)le pride and
enthusiasm, by showing him that the greatest masters have
Such instruction
always kept closest to the heart of nature.
and such influences, though mentioned here with special
reference to the formation of a basis for the broadest and
raise his sense of the beaut}^

most advanced agricultural education, are equally desirable,
nay, more, are indispensable as the sound basis of
tion.

merely emphasize the

I

fact

educa-

all

that the natural sur-

roundings of children in the rural communities give them an

immense advantage to
subsequent calling in
It

may be

start with,

whatever

is

to be their

by way of

illustration,

life.

interesting at this point,

to present a skeleton outline of the facilities provided

by

the French government for agricultural education in all

its

The statement has

phases from the lowest to the highest.

me by President Goodell of
from a recent French document

kindly been furnished to
herst, translated

A true

:

polytechnic school of agriculture

of forestry

;

four secondary schools of sylviculture

;

;

three

three national veterinary

schools of agriculture

schools

one national school of horticulture

;

Am-

a national school

national
;

—

;

one national

two national schools of agricultural industries
sixteen farm schools, intended for farmers and superintendents forty-one agricultural orphan schools two model
dairy school

;

;

;

;

sheepfolds
schools

;

of

a school of horse breeding
agriculture,

cheese making

;

a large

viticulture,

number of

whom you

;

tifty-one practical

drainage,

irrigation^

professors of agriculture,

might term itinerant instructors sixty-two agriand laboratories several thousand fields of
twelve hundred subsidized associations
demonstration
;

cultural stations
;

;
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eleven hundred and
five

or

fifty

syndicates,
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numbering more than

hundred thousand members.

oflScial

instruction, there

in institutions

which are

tute of Beauvais

;

is

free

agricultural studies at Lille

In addition to this public
agricultural instruction given

first,

:

;

the school of the higher

second, the agricultural insti-

and

third, the free school of agriculture

viticulture at Saint-Astier

culture of Providence in

;

fourth, the free school of agri-

Aurons

just established at Paris.

a course of rural

;

In addition to

this, in

economy

each of the

departments of France there exist one or more agricultural

orphan schools.

no formula for making every man successful in
There is nowhere a perpetual insurance policy
The farmer must take the same chances and
against failure.
Carefulness, intellistand the same tests as other men.
gence, frugality and thrift will, in the absence of special
Negligence,
calamity or disaster, invariably win success.
In the perignorance, wastefulness and laziness won't.
petual shiftings of modern industry, the farmer has one
There

any

is

calling.

All im-

advantage of which he can never be deprived.

provements in machiner}' operate principally to reduce the
margin between the cost of producing the raw material and
the

of converting

cost

increased

it

All

into usable commodities.

for transportation reduce the margin

facilities

between the cost of producing raw material and other commodities and their selling price to consumers in the market.
The farmer secures the benefit of l)oth of these reductions in
but
the diminished cost of every article which he purchases
subis
less
the cost of the raw material which he produces
ject than the finished product to variation from artificial
;

causes, for the reason that

human

labor enters in larger

In other

proportion into the former than into the latter.

words, the most constant, that
duction

is

human

labor,

is,

invariable factor in pro-

and therefore the farmer

the long run, secure a larger and safer (that

is,

will,

in

less vari-

any other producer; and
On the other
good things.

able) return for his product than

there

is

always a market for

hand, the farmer

is

at

one disadvantage, which, in the very
he is obliged

nature of things, he can never fully overcome
to plan his expenditure

and

his

;

income largely with

refer-
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ence to the operations of an entire year, as far as they relate

His investment, so to

to the cultivation of staple crops.

made in the spring his
autumn and, in the mean

speak,
until

is

;

;

returns cannot be gathered

time, his best calculations

and most wisely directed energies may fail of their expected
reward, through variations in world-wide conditions respecting which he can have neither foreknowledge nor control,
while other producers can, in a measure, adapt their operations to conditions as they change from day to day or

month

to month.

while the
self as

But, as has been already pointed out,

New England

farmer can no longer reckon him-

an equally favored producer of those staples which

are subject to world-wide competition, he
local

He

industrial centres.

flavor not surpassed

if

the best of which there

increasing

can produce apples of a quality and
equalled anywhere in the world, for
is

always a demand at home and an
He can produce poultry and

demand abroad.

dairy products, for which there

He

has exceptional

advantages of his own, as the near neighbor of great

is

a market the year round.

can by constant replacing and care keep up the standard

He

of his orchards.

hay.

He

can raise an abundance of marketable

can with sure though slow profit re-forest his

woodlands and

Avaste places with valuable kinds of timber,

instead of leaving them to the chance of white birch and

In very

brambles.

many

localities

he can, in addition to

all

towns and cities and summer
and vegetables, according to the season. He
can, it is to be hoped, under coming changes of legislation,
once more raise wool at a profit, and exclude the direct unresorts with small

these, supply

fruits, flowers

who

make use

of our

markets but unwilling to share in paying our taxes.

And,

derselling of neighbors

are ready to

while the returns for his laborious and exacting industry
will not,

and

in single instances, be so large

those which

come

in exceptional cases to

brilliant as

men engaged

in

no other occupation in which a man possessing the qualities and exercising the virtues which I have named can, with an equal
amount of capital, secure, on the average, so comfortable
and happy a home for himself and his family, give his sons
and daughters so good a start in life with a sound constituother pursuits, I firmly believe that there

is
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and a good education, make for himself so honorable

a place in the respect and confidence of his fellownien, and

complete so fully that measure of service which every

owes to the public

as neighbor, citizen

The Chairmax.

We have with us

and

this afternoon a gentle-

man who knows New England and Massachusetts
I

hope that he

will

man

patriot.

and

well,

be inclined to say a few words to us.

I

Hon. John E. Russell.
Hon. John E. Russell (of Leicester). I do not wish
to be very backward in coming before the farmers of Massarefer to the

now

chusetts, especially

that I

am

out of

})olitics.

You

may, those of you connected with agriculture, have noticed
that for the last eight or nine years I have been absent from
and I wish that that
these meetings and from cattle shows
would be an example to others in politics to stay away, in;

stead of makinof the farmers' meetinofs the vehicle for their

ambitions.

When

I

was secretary of the Board of Agricult-

ure I used to plan to keep them out.
I

am

willing to say a few words this afternoon, although I

had a feeling when I listened to Mr. Atherton that I would
rather not speak, for the same reason that the colored minister at the south did not want to preach against chicken
stealing, because he said if

over the meeting.

And

he did

it

would throw a coolness

so, after the enthusiastic presenta-

and the enormous
afraid that I cannot keep

tion of the implied future of our farmers

•

growth of our manufactures, I am
up with it all. He cites a political speech, I dare say, of the
Hon. Mr. Boutwell, in which he showed the enormous increase of manufacturers at the door almost of every farm, and
then proceeded to show the increase of farm productions
between 1875 and 1885. There was no such increase. It
shows somewhat the fallacy of what we have heard here this
afternoon (excuse me, Mr. Atherton), and I will show you
that Mr. Atherton may be misled.
I speak with authority,
because I assisted in making the census of 1885 on behalf of
the farmers of Massachusetts.
the comparison

is,

of corn largel}'
creased

;

that,

I

may

fell otf,

To show you how

fallacious

say that, whereas the production

the value of corn fodder largely in-

whereas the production of cereals largely

fell
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the value of the straw increased,

off,

per cent, hut

—
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I will not give the

was a very large amount and that, whereas
we did not have more than three-fourths as many cattle as
we had ten years before, there was an increase in the value
of cattle manure.
How do you account for these things?
I can explain it.
The census for 1875 was wrong. It was
incorrect.

it

;

not take in the productions from the farm

It did

that ought to have been taken in.

When we came

to

make

our census of 1885, the census people of the time consulted

We

the secretary of the Board of Agriculture.
that

we would rake

this

Commonwealth with

concluded

a comb, so that

We put in straw, corn fodder,
manure, cider, vinegar, apples, large and small, cut flowers,
the productions from cows and cattle kept in cities.
One of
not a straw would escape.

the astonishing features

is

two or three of the cities had
I merely show that part of

that

the largest dairies of the State.
it,

and

I

do not propose to go further

in

I

it.

merely put

in that fallacy.

One more fallacy, sir. That is, that under some political
change there would be an increase in the value and the prodI wish to say here, and I am open to contrawool is not any cheaper to-day relatively than
any other farm product, and, if it is increased by any act of
law that cannot be applied to other farm products, it only
means that 96 or 98 per cent of the farmers of the country
shall be taxed more for their cloth in order that 3 or 4 per

uct of wool.
diction, that

cent

may have

a higher price for this farm product, w^iich

The average number of sheep

after all is l)ut a by-product.

kept on the farms in Ohio

which

is

the farm.

a larije

I dislike talking politics.

always noticed
taxes

by

only 35, and in Michigan,
wool State, the averao:e is not over 18 to
is

is,

when you

protection, that that

about lowering them, that

is

farmer, not as a politician.

higher duty upon wool

is

One thing

I

have

talk about increasing people's
is

not politics, but

politics.

I

am

if

you

talk

talking as a

This question of putting a

one of the rascalities that the

farmers have got to be heard upon, because you cannot
increase the value of other things.

The forms of Massachusetts
most

scientifically

are suffering.

The best and

founded agriculture in the world

is

in the

—
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To-day the agriculture of England is in
scarcely a farm in England that is not

in sioht of some great manufacturinii' establishment.
An
enormous and prosperous industry is being carried on close
to the farms.
The agriculture of England is in the same
difficulty that we are in in Massachusetts, owing to the competition that has sprung up on account of the difference and
enormous change in methods of transportation. The opening
of the Suez Canal, which connected the great western world
with the Orient, has made the world one-half as large as it
was formerly. Take, for instance, the Argentine Republic.
Year before last that country, so distant from us that it seems
almost to the south pole, produced 75,000,000 bushels of
almost as much, three-fourths as nmch, as the
wheat,
United States is called upon for the European trade annu-

—

More than

ally.

that

;

one of the smallest States this side

of the Argentine Republic, the

little republic of Uruguay,
market with something like 10,000,000
bushels within four or live years, and they have but just

has come

into the

The

begun.

fact that

a bushel

cents

for

our farmers are to-day getting 81
instead of 58 cents, as was

wheat,

the case six or eight weeks ago,

is

because of the partial

Argentina and also in the East Indies of the
wheat crops. Up to and year before last the East Indies
failure

in

produced 35,000,000 to 50,000,000 of bushels of wheat a
and that was made possible by the opening of the

year,

The fact is, that the farmers of the United
been brought into competition with people who
upon what w^e would call next to nothing. So far as

Suez Canal.
States hav^e
live

the East Indies are concerned, the people live in huts,

on

earthen floors, with no furniture, and they subsist on a

handful of rice

You
what

;

they work for

6, 7,

8 or 9 cents a day.

can buy corn to-day, to be delivered next May,

—

in the market of Chicago
These are questions that the New
England ftirmer has got to face. That he will be able to
face them I have no doubt, because we have a large population.
We have an active people, a fairly good agricultural
climate, and a great deal better soil relatively than our
people are inclined to think.
We have a highly productive
is

called

purchased futures,

for 26 cents a bushel.
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have learned, for instance,

how
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to

grow

corn,

and learned it from the west. One of the members of the
Board demonstrated a few years ago that a man could raise
more than a hundred bushels of corn to the acre without a
hoe going into that corn from the time it was planted until
and more than that since I was tirst secit was harvested
the
Board
of Agriculture in 1880, we have learned
retary of
;

the value of corn fodder so

more

as a forage plant than

;

much so
we do for

that

we

raise

the corn

it

itself.

to-day
I

not say that the farmers of Massachusetts have kept

do
up

relatively with the other industries of the State.

Mr. Atherton, in giving the statistics between 1850
and 1890, had divided them up a little. I should have been
In 1850 the value of the farms of
better pleased if he had.
In 1860, ten years later,
this country was $3,271,575,000.
the value had increased 103 per cent, and that was the
From
increase you gave, sir, pretty nearly up to 1890.
1870 to 1880 the increase was only a little over a million;
not so much as the ditference between the gold at which they
were taken in 1860 and the paper at which they were taken
in 1870.
Id 1860 (here is a point for we Massachusetts
In 1870 they
farmers) the State taxes were $94,186,746.
had increased 98 per cent. Now, the increase of Massachusetts which is given as a proof of the improved condition of
The
the farms, — isn't that largely due to the assessors?
farmers should not be taxed to give relief to two or three
per cent of the people. This is manifested by the strong
political feeling and discontent of the great body of men of
this country, w^hich statesmen would do well to heed.
I wish

That great statesman of the present age, the man who
now in his old age can look back upon a powerful empire
that he founded, from the place that he stands he looks up
at the great colossus of the German government which his
own hand reared, said the other day, in speaking of the
United States, that the discontent of the great population
was a matter that statesmen ought to heed. The business of
Half of the people of this
this country rests upon farmers.
country to-day are engaged in agriculture or in handling
More than 85 per cent of all our

agricultural products.

exports are the products of our tarms.

All this great busi-
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we

talk about and ])rag about is the superstructure
upon the foundation of agriculture. Let it be
remembered by statesmen, let it be remembered by those
who teach the people, who call them together to listen,
let
it be remembered that the foundation of any prosperity must

ness that

that rests

—

be stable.

Let

it

be remembered that the farmers even here

in

Massachusetts are discontented with their local and State
tax, even without

going to the question of the great burden
is borne solely, let me repeat it,

of federal taxation, which

by the agricultural population of the country.
Excuse me for taking up so much time.

solely

President

Atherton.

I think I

am

entitled to the thanks

of the Board for saying what should call out so eloquent a

speech as

we have

listened to.

I

have listened with very

great interest to the remarks Mr. Russell has made.

I

do

not rise to discuss the question.

In the

lirst

place, the article

from Ex-Governor Boutwell

was an article printed in either the
Forum " or the Atlantic Monthly," and if it was a political speech it was not
when I saw it. Mr. Boutwell makes one or two illustrations
'

'

'

'

to prove his statements

which

I did not

wish to bring

in.

am not
quoted Ex-Governor Boutwell
simply as confirming what I had been saying from my own
If the statistics which he quotes are misleading, I

responsible

for

them.

I

inquiry, and the statistics which I used were from the United
States census exclusively, so that any statistics that ExGovernor Boutwell quoted from the misleading statistics of
Massachusetts do not apply to what I had to say.
If I had known Mr. Russell was here I should have said
what I did in regard to wool with a great deal more emphasis, for I should have known that it would have called
out his most eloquent speech.
I believe in it, and he does
not.
I understand that Mr. Russell has expounded his views

before the farmers of Massachusetts before.

Mr. Russell.

Never

did, sir,

President Atherton.

with the discussion of a
that

the suggestion

that

opportunity to raise his

I

— never.

do not

feel that I

tariff question.

am

concerned

I firmly believe

made, to give the farmer an
wool, is a sound suggestion, susI
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by sound

tained

logic

;

Init,
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my

was no part of

as I say, that

purpose.

would

I
I

made

like to say

one other thing in regard to

a long skip from 1850 to 1890.
I did

three reasons.

I did

it

statistics.

for

two or

not intend to exhaust the subject.

I.

which would contain the most suggestive
comparison. During the period from 1860 to 1870 everything was measured on the ])asis of the incomparable paper
currency.
From 1880 to 1890 there was a period of very
great prosperity.
The periods varied, and I did not feel
that it was important to my purpose to indicate the variations, because they will occur in any business, and have
cited the statistics

My only

occurred in agriculture especially.

point

now

is

to

suggest to the gentlemen of the Board that I had no purpose

taking one set of statistics rather than another.

in

The

farmer has got to put brain against more material things, and

make these material

has got to

and

things the servant of his brain

wiped
do not believe the New England farmer
is ready to go,
I do not l)elieve he ought to go.
I believe
He
I have pointed out the direction in which he must go.
must meet these competitions by the training of himself and
his children for a life of agriculture.
He must get all the aid
he can in his life of agriculture, and he must plant that down
deep in his children's hearts. I want the farmer to look his
his intelligence, or else the farmer has got to be

out of existence.

I

—

conditions as squarely as he can in the face.
is

wrong, try to correct

it.

There

is

If legislation

no power in our system

that can stand against the united intelligence of the farmers.

When
a

they once make up their minds they are going to have

remedy, they

will

have

it.

Goodell

There is just
(of Amherst).
one thing that I want to emphasize that President Atherton
President H. H.

spoke about

this afternoon.

leges, associations

He

and asylums,

read you that

all in

list

df col-

the interests of agri-

In Germany, in France, in Belgium, in Denmark,
They commence with the
everywhere you find them.

culture.

—

children in the primary grade and lead
versity.

are
this

'

'

It is only, if I

dyed

wav

in the

that

wool

" at the

has made

them up

may be pardoned,

to the uni-

that the children

very beginning and led up in

agriculture

what

it is.

One

thing
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not only do they have this system, but they have dif-

For example, there are blaeksmith schools,
ferent things.
from which professors are sent out. And when do they
give their instructions? On Sunday, after the people have
been to their church and have their afternoons. They have
itinerant professors in France and Germany, whose duty it
is to go about into all the little dift'erent villages and give
instruction, and they usually take the time when the peo[)le
upon their time.
you take France, Germany and Belgium, little bits of places, and see what a system of agriThey have a great many such
cultural schools they have.
schools, and here in Massachusetts we have simply one.
You take all the other States, and they have simply one
college.
You want to commence at the bottom and lead
right up, and until you do it you will not get the best reare free, so that

One

it

will not encroach

thing more

:

from agricultural education.
are they doing in Denmark?
Their butter commands the very highest price. The governor has appointed
sults

What

whose business it is to give instruction in
you are going to hear about to-morrow\ In
England, in Ireland, they send out what they

certain persons

the line that

Denmark,

in

call their travelling dairy.

fessor

and one or two

It carries a

assistants,

dairy-maid, a pro-

and they travel around

from place to place to give practical instruction.

I

sim-

ply wanted to say this in continuation of what Mr. Atherton
said.

Mr. Swift.

In view of the fact that

we have had

this

very interesting discussion, in which Mr. Russell led off and

came in consequence of Mr.
want to thank him now for

the speaker followed, and which

Atherton saying " wool,"

I

saying " wool."

Mr. L. W. West (of Hadley).
President (Joodell has
spoken of farm life in Europe. A laboring man there
gets a dollar a week wages
How can anything compete
with a dollar a week? Mr. Hamlin, the assistant secretary
of the treasury, says a man in Japan gets ten cents a day
and a woman five cents in some of their manufacturing estal)lishments.
How can anything compete with that? A
Congressman from Connecticut says that 95 per cent of the

just

;
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goods consiimocl in this country are manufactured in this
country and forty or tifty years ago he would say that 95
per cent were manufactured abroad. That shows that the
protection we have had has hel})ed us along.
I am in hopes
;

under the next administration that the thing is to l)e changed
about; that we are to start where we left off in 1<S92, and

go ahead.
it

the

l)est

we

I think

we may

;

are on the proper line.

let

us put brains into

it,

Let us use
we have

if

them, and put in energy.

Talk about blacksmiths in Europe.
There they do not expect to shoe over four horses a day
A Polander at home will lie
here we expect to shoe ten.

—

weeks and do nothing,
be sick
but come to
America, they work every day in the year and are never
still

six

;

sick.

Mr. Russell. What is the difference between the price
of wool now and the price in 1892?
Mr. West. It is worth al)out half as much now as in
1892.
Of course the United States o:oino; out of the business has encouraged

all

the nations of the earth to increase

wool product, because they were going to have the
American market. You may ask a Boston dealer what proportion of the wool cloths sold in Boston are now manufactured abroad, and he would tell you a large per cent. You
ask him what per cent under the McKinley law were manufactured al)road, and he would tell you a very much smaller

their

per cent.

Mr. Russell.

Mr. West has given the idea

farmers can grow rich by increasing their taxes.

what I
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
are on

that the

That

is

understand,

West.
Russell.

No; I did not say that.
The farmer pays all the

taxes, gentlemen.

West. He pays more than his share.
Russell. He pays all the federal taxes, because they
consumption, and every man except the farmer can
The lawyer can charge
shift his taxes onto some one else.
nights and thinklying
awake
client
for
his'
a little more to
A doctor can add a visit or two to your
ing al)out his case.
The merchant can add to his profits.
bill when you are sick.
And the farmer is the man upon whom ultimately all taxes
must fall. He has to buy at retail and sell at wholesale, and

"
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c'Oinpotition with the ni.'irkets of the nvoiUI without

first

was in
Hersey invited me to
appearance with fear and trembling before
l)ody of ]\Ia.ssachusetts farmers.
There was

agricultural meeting that I cvei* attended

town of Hinghaui.

make my

first

that intelligent

My

friend

present there, with several other of the best speakers of this

Commonwealth, a clergyman from Boston, the Rev. B. A.
Carpenter, and he opened his speech with something that 1
have never forgotten. He spoke of a sign in the southern
part of England, beginning with the king, " I govern all
;

next the soldier, " I fight for

pray for

all

;

"

next the lawyer,

farmer, " I pay for all."

think I have ever repeated

That was,

mind.

all

I

;

"

next the clergyman, " I

I

plead for

'
'

all

;

never forgot that.

it,

but

I think, the

it

"

next the

do not

I

whole question of

economy put into small compass.
The business of this country, gentlemen,

political

for the last four

or five years, or five or six years, has been afflicted in

all

paltry operations and all the great alfairs of mankind.

you

tell

my

has often been in

a western farmer that the reason

why he

the
If

did not get

was because somebody was president or
somebody was governor in place of somebody else, you
would be only making a fool of him. You cannot make a
fool of a western man that way.
The fact is, that the })rice

his price for wdieat

of the agriculture of our western country
foreign markets.

AVhy we have to-day a

of cereals, especially of wheat,

is

is

fixed in the

rise in the price

because they have had one

of those great famines in India that they have every ten or

twelve years, probably from time immemorial.

The

price

of wheat has gone up from 58 cents a bushel, earlj' in Sep-

tember, to 82 cents.
I

am

trying to induce these farmers to get their living by

intelligence

and hard work, not by taxing somebody

get something for themselves

;

not

call to

else to

Hercules when

your wagon gets stuck in the mud, but put your shoulder
to the wheel and boost it out.
The price of corn is now
low.

Why?

Because this country has raised

this

year

more than 8,000,000,000 l)ushels of corn. Figure up what
that is worth when it gets into the market of the world.
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Corn
is

is
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never purchased by the world except when wheat

scarce,

for

wheat will always have the preference for

bread over corn.

That corn

is

worth to the people of

this

country more than $700,000,000.
The crop of corn has
for
added to the Avealth of this country in ninety days,

—

it

is

it is

a ninety-day crop from the time

harvested,

— the

it

is

planted until

farmers of this country have added

by one crop alone,
And, gentlemen, in reference to

to the actual wealth of the country,

more than $700,000,000.

such a paltry idea as that the fortune of the farmers

is

con-

by government or controlled by law, look at the fact
that two years ago tlie fall in the price of cotton reduced the
value of cotton more than $50,000,000 in one year, and that
loss fell upon the poorest people in the world.
You ask.
Who are the poorest people in the world? Not those Japanese.
Xot those Poles. Not the paupers of Europe, who
are instructed in blacksmithing and butter making and farming.
There are 8,000,000 people, citizens of this country,

trolled

— just

as

much

citizens as

we

are,

— the blacks of the south,

They are the
Some 8,000,000 people in this

Avho are engaged in the cultivation of cotton.

poorest people in the world.

country (and I

am

sorry to say

it)

are engaged in agricult-

and not protected. These people are the poorest, the
most docile, the most unprotected and, I fear, the most hopelessly situated people of the world.
Would you add to
their burden?
Whatever burden you add to agriculture you
l)ring upon the poorest people that depend upon the product
ure,

of the soil for their living.

Mr. West.

The gentleman just up has spoken about the
If I remember rightly, 90 per cent of
the products of the farms, excluding cotton, are consumed
great exportations.

We only

This wool industry
and
it should be enis of great importance to our country,
Supposing everything is so cheap in our market,
couraged.
as the gentleman seems to intimate it ought to be, how are we
coming out? Where are we going to get the money to pay
these taxes ? It does not make so much difference what the
taxes are, but let us have something to pay them with. That
at

home.

IS

what we want, as farmers.
The Chairman. I am requested

export the surplus.

to give notice that the
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banquet extended by the Greenfield 'Club will bo at the
House, and the tickets are on sale for the public gen-

]\Ian,sion

erally at the

Mansion House

office.

I

am

also requested to

say that to-morrow morning the Board meets at 9.30.
meeting is now adjourned.

Adjourned

The

at 4.50 p.m.

On Wednesday evening

a reception and banquet was given
Board of Agriculture by the Greenfield Club, at the
Mansion House. After the banquet speeches were made by
President H. H. Goodell, Hon. John E. Russell and
There was fine singing b}^ a male quartette. It was
others.
a well-planned and enjoj^able occasion, and will be long
remembered by all who participated.
to the
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THIRD DAY.
The meeting was called to order by Secretary Sessions,
who said The beauties of the town of Greenfield have a
:

great attraction for

many

of our people, and I fear the ride

they have taken this morning will be extended so that they
will be a little late in

If
it

we have

this

coming.

a report of the expert judges,

morning, and we must

we must have

therefore call the meeting to

order without further delay.
Cliairman Grinnell.

We

Gentlemen of the Board:

favored asrain with a most beautiful mornino;, and

it

is

are

so

good many of our members are away. We
want to hear a few words from Mr. Harris, the expert judge,
who probably will give us information and suggestions that
beautiful that a

'will

be very valuable.

He

will

occupy a short time.

The meeting will be presided over by Mr. Horton, and
when Mr. Harris has concluded his remarks the lecture of
the forenoon will be by the speaker for the occasion, Maj.

Henry

E. Alvord of the United States Dairy Division,
one of our own friends and townsmen, and one who was
most prominent in making arrangements and preparations

show which we had

which
many of you will remember. At that meeting we had one
of the largest collections of butter and dairy implements that
had ever l)een shown in New England; and I l)elieve the
members of the Board used to say that that meeting gave a
greater impetus to dairy work than anything previously
done in the State. Conditions have changed. We have
advanced. We have kept np the interest in the dairy, and
we are now, here in Massachusetts, following what is to us,
and perhaps all New England, the most important l)ranch of
our agriculture, and it is important for us to keep it still to
Our butter is consumed largely in our own
the front.
country, and it is very important for us to keep our dairy
business, our butter, cream and milk production, in high
I think we shall.
condition, and I think we are doing it.
Boston,
who
has
been
examining
our butter,
Mr. Harris of
will make a short report, and some remarks and suggestions
for that great butter

in 1879,

BUTTER EXHIBIT.
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up,

how

to sell

it,

and what good butter is.
Mr. E. A. Harris (of Boston). ]\Ir. Chairman, ladies
and gentlemen 1 think I am unable to fulfil all the requirements of the chairman. I never made a })ound of butter myself, so I do not think I can give you much information as to
:

the manufacture of

it.

Great Harrington, it was my privilege
to see a State exhibit of ])utter, and I was disappointed in
I am very much pleased
the quality of the butter displayed.
with the display of butter here to-day, on account of its ex-

Three years ago,

in

It averages

cellent quality.

of the year.

It

reflects

very high indeed for this season

great credit upon the exhibitors..

would stand creditably with the butter of any State in the
It has been my privilege to examine butter in
Union.
It

Yermont

various States.

for

many

years has taken the lead

Although the exhibit to-day is small
in quantity, it compares very favorably with any exhibit in
Vermont in the winter season. The highest score was 97|.
Two years ago, in Builington, Vt., the butter on which the
Last year, in Vermont,
gold medal was given scored 91 h
I think the highest was 97 or 97^.
I think Franklin County
of the United States.

butter

men

are entitled to a gre^t deal of credit.

We

now

have the system of making butter throughout the year, so that

new

butter

is

in the year,
first-class
is,

placed on the

and

it is

tallies

of our customers every day

almost impossible to

trade unless freshly made.

sell

the better the customers are pleased with

vances have been
article

in the last

it.

few years.

Great adPr()l)al)ly no

has been so improved as this article of butter.

claim there
table that

is

is

I

nothing that comes three times a day onto the

much of a luxury as really
much desired. I claim that
people who make good butThe butter here to-day is,

so hard to get and so

fine butter that

butter

made

butter to the

The newer the butter

making

has the flavor so
is

an

art,

and the

ter arc entitled to great credit.

as a rule, put

up

in

The trade has
demands
They used to have

very attractive form.

greatly changed during the past few years, and

smaller "quantities in smaller packages.
it

in large tubs,

but

we cannot

— June butter

sell it

now

jiut

up to

to our trade.

sell in

We

the winter;

have

sfot

to
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Therefore, the packages are smaller, and

number of five-pound boxes

that are sold has quadrupled

within the last five years.

A

good deal of butter has been put into print, but print
is on the decrease, because of the five-})ound boxes.
The flavor will depart more readily when in prints than
when in a solid mass in five-pound boxes that can be closely
Large-sized families, clubs and hotels want it
covered.
in larger quantities.
The majority want it in very small
butter

quantities.
I

will

butter

:

—

now

give you the score of creamery and dairy

Creameries.
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Frosted grass

will take

oft'

is

three, four or

five points.

Mr. Gray (of Ashficld). You call 15 perfect in color.
The butter that scored 97| you called 14| in color. I would
like to ask if it would improve the butter to put in artificial
coloring.

Mr. Gray is, I holieve, the man who made
want to say that the family of Grays has
made delicious butter for years. I have bought their butter
and paid fifty cents a pound for it.
and
I was one of the judges of Inittcr at the World's Fair
the standard was established there that has been used, I think,
throughout the country of having June color as the standard
Mr. Hareis.

that butter.

I

;

of color.

It is

an exceedingly

difficult

matter to have the

There
two samples exactly the same shade. I try to
Alcarry in my mind a shade nearly up to June butter.
though this butter was a little light colored, it would not
hurt it for sale, but I could not mark it as perfect color.
Mr. Gray. My question was, would it improve the butter

judging of the color of butter entirely satisfactory.
are really no

to put in artificial coloring?

Mr. Harris. I do not think you would get any more for
your butter.
Mr. Gray. Would it improve the flavor?
Mr. Harris. Not at all.
Question. Is there any reason for believing that coloring will injure the flavor?

Mr. Harris. I have seen butter in which the flavor has
been injured by coloring. The demand of the market should
control.
Every man who has a customer should please that
customer, and not me. The man who pays the money is the
one you want to suit.
Thirty or forty years ago it was our plan
Mr.
to put up butter to please a certain firm, and we are keep.

ing about that for a standard.

about standards lately.

We

I wish to

have heard a great deal

know about

the standard

in butter to-day.

There is a great diflcrence in customers.
have recently had quite a large and growing demand for

Mr. Harris.

We
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was as

if it

customers would not have

So we have to have a variety of the same quality

of l)utter, in order to suit different tastes.

Mr. Gkinnell. Mr. Horton, who is a member of the
Dairy Bureau of our State, will preside over this meeting
to-day.

Mr. D. A. HoRTON (of Northampton). This is the dairy
day of the winter meeting. It is so laid down in our programme. I believe the subject of dairying is of more importance than we usually think it is.
A very prominent
man of Iowa made a statement before the Farmers National
Congress in regard to the dairy interests of the United
States. ,He said
"If all the gold, silver and bonds of the
country were sunk out of sight, in one year the cows or
their products would more than balance the loss."
So it
seems that dairying is of no small account in the United
:

.

States.

The

first

speaker we have this morning needs no introduc-

tion to this audience.

present to you Maj.

It gives

Henry

me

great pleasure

now

to

E. Alvord, chief of the dairy

United States Department of Agriculture.
Major Alvord. Mr. President, members of the State
Board, ladies and gentlemen A friend said to me yesterday,
division,

:

"The

who took second premium here to-day took
second premium at the former fair."
But that man has
made an advance. The second premium yesterday, yes, the
person

third or the fourth

the one

who took

man, had a higher grade of goods than
first premium awarded in this building

the

seventeen years ago.

If a person in the general advance

holds the same rank, to use a
tainly keeping

common

up with the procession.

expression, he

is

cer-
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The Dairy Interests of the United States.
BY

HENRY

MA.J.

E.

ALVORD, CHIEF OF THE DAIRY DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

U.

S.

Seventeen years ago to-daj' the State Board of Agricult-

meeting held

ure, at its last winter

at this place,

accorded

some considerations upon " The
dairy interests of Massachusetts." At the same time I had
the pleasure of superintending the first butter show held by
It is a
the Board in connection with its winter meeting.

me

the honor of presenting

great privilege to

me

to

now

return to

my

native town, and,

in response to the courteous invitation of the

contribute to another " dairy

day"

same Board,

a similar paper, on the

field of " The dairy interests of the United States."
Again the Board has chosen this famous butter-making

broader

county of Franklin as a suitable

})lace

for

illustrating the best dairy products of the

And

a successful

show

it is,

an exhibition

Commonwealth.

well patronized, well managed,

with displays of high average quality, and altogether in
several respects a truly noteworthy exhibit.

compare the conwas carried on in New England
and elsewhere at the time mentioned with those which now
dominate this great industry in America, and endeavor to
It

seems appropriate on

this occasion to

ditions under which dairying

discover some practical ways for continuing in the future to

a reasonable degree, the very rapid advances

husbandry during the

The

last fifteen

made

in dairy

or twentj' years.

exhibition in the hall below, in December, 1879, was

There were one hundred
and twenty-five entries of butter, nearly all made in this
county, and the implements shown were all for use in faciliThere was
tating the dairy work upon the private farm.
exclusively of farm dairy butter.
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the old style of setting in small shallow

hy shallow

and
and
other samples from dairies where deep-setting of milk in
tanks of cold water was practised, some in open cans, some
closely covered and some submerged.
All depended upon
the natural method of creaming by gravity, or the " rising'
of the cream, with a single exception.
During the show
there arrived about noon, by express from Southborough in
Worcester county, seventy miles distant, well-made butter
from that morning's milking this was made possible by the
centrifugal cream separator in use at Deerfoot Farm,
then
the only machine of its kind operating in this country.
That separator and its product were the wonder of the day.
Six months before that time Dr. DeLaval of Sweden had
exhibited his first dairy centrifuge in England.
Interest in improved cattle was then quite active in New
England, but the blood of the Channel Island breeds had
not become generally diffused, and was not so well recogpans, as well as

setting in larger pans, with

without special arrangements for heating and cooling

;

;

—

nized as
herd.

now

as the basis for the profital^le l)utter-making

Butter was in

our exhibit from the famous cow

"Jersey Belle" of Scituate, whose record of six hundred
pounds of butter in one year and seven hundred pounds in
the next was then unprecedented.
And our lamented friend,
who contributed so much towards making and marketing
choice butter in this State, sent samples from the pure
Guernsey herd at Millwood Farm, admirably representing
the characteristics of a breed then comparatively

unknown

in this country.

At that time the Whitings were making butter in New
Hampshire from the surplus of their contract milk, and the
Nortons in Connecticut were buying milk from neighbors,
setting It in big shallow pans and crudely conducting a factory, without that name, to meet the growing market for
their fine butter at Hartford.
With these two inconspicuous
exceptions, which nobody seemed inclined to imitate, there
was not a creamery in existence east of the Hudson River.
Creamery butter had become abundant in the Boston market,

and

its

in operation

merits recognized.
in

New York

Creameries had then been

for ten years, in

Illinois

nine
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years and in Iowa eight years, and were increasing in those

New England

States.

butter-makers I^new something was

the matter^ but were groping about to find

what had hit
Within a year, however, the advantages of the
creamery system and its adaptation to eastern wants, as set
forth at the hist Greentiekl meeting of this Board, began to
be appreciated, and the author of that paper succeeded in
them.

persuading a few enterprising farmers to organize in the
neighboring town of Hattield (1880) the lirst co-operative
creamery or butter factory established in New England. In
fact,

the whole creamery

movement

in

New England may

be

from that meeting here, in 1879.
Prior to 1880 our entire southern country and all territory
west of the Missouri River was mainly supplied with butter
and cheese from the eastern, middle and a few north-western

fairly said to date

States, the local dairy production being insignificant.

home supply

The

of first-class butter was insufiicient, and no

accumulations of good grades for any length of time could

be found in American markets.

ducing a surplus of cheese,
its

its

The country was then proaverage quality was high and

The foremost authority

foreign reputation of the best.

of the United

Kingdom wrote

London:

in 1878, after the British dairy

"A

few years ago no one thought for a
Great Britain) had anything to fear
from the quality, whatever we might have from the volume,
of American competition in cheese but now we are beaten

show

in

moment

that

we

(in

;

all

along the line."

We

about one hundred and
pounds of cheese annually, nearly all of it
going to England. Ten years before, during the period of
reciprocal trade relations with Canada, we had found a good
market there, and sent millions of pounds of cheese across the
St. Lawrence annually, to be consumed by the Canadians.
In 1879 the repeal of the treaty had cut oft' that market, and
the Canadians were not only making their own cheese, but
beginning to export some this trade did not then, however,
interfere with that from the United States.
Fifteen to twenty years ago farmers were often advised to
examine their cows, keep records of individual performance
and weed out their herds. But daily weighing of the milk

were

at that time exporting

fifteen million

;

UNITED STATES DAIRYING.
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yield and an occasional separate churning for every

method proposed
work, and no means were
the only

cow was

as a substitute for pure guessoffered for detecting losses in

creaming and churning, excepting expensive analyses of
skim-milk and buttermilk.

A
this

wonderful change has been wrought

in the dairying of

country during the seventeen years which have passed

si)ice

the State Board last

met

now

that there are

The

at Grreenfield.

our dairy stock has very rapidly improved.

quality of

It is estimated

three hundred and fifty thousand pure-

bred dairy animals in the United States, and the blood has

been so generally

dift'used that

over one-fifth of

all

our

cattle

Herds of pure-bred cows and others practically

are grades.

pure in blood, although perhaps not registered, are

common, and

now

numerous records of Initter-making
herds with a yearly average of three hundred to four hunthere are

dred pounds.

Several single animals are on record as yield-

ing from eight hundred to one thousand pounds of l)utter a
year, and these are not confined to one breed.

The extension of the creamery system of butter making
There are now but seven or eight
States and Territories in which butter factories are not in
operation, and the total number in the country is approximately ten thousand.
Of these there are at least six hundred
in New England and seventy of them are in Massachusetts.
This extension has been largely due to the introduction of
has been remarkable.

the separator system, or mechanical

cream

l)y centrifugal force.

obliterates the limitations of butter

conditions, and butter factories can
ice

method of separating

This one invention practically

making, due to climatic

now

be operated without

about as well in Mississippi as in Maine or Minnesota.

There are probably twenty-fiv^ thousand centrifugal cream
separators

now

fiiteen years.

in use in this country, all introduced within

When,

for storage purposes or in the

ing rooms, in extremely
is

warm

work-

weather, lower temperature

needed, the perfected refrigerating machines are intro-

These are so efiicient and so cheap
that creameries have in numerous cases adopted them in the
duced to advantage.

north as well as in the south, in

})lacc

of

ice.

tiou facilities have also very greatly improved.

Trans[)orta-

All dairy
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products are better provided for locally,* where moved in
quantity, and butter can be carried two thousand miles or

more, and delivered in good condition, at considerably less
than one cent a pound.
^Meantime, a marked change has taken place in the condi-

and in the movement of dairy
Recent personal examinations
have shown me that several sections, recently depending
upon being supplied from a distance, are now making most
of the butter and cheese they use, all of it at times, and
tion of our domestic markets
j)roducts in this country.

sometimes more or less to S[)are, The Pacific States, so
lately large buyers from the east, have their dairj^ commissioners and State dairymen's associations, with numerous creameries and cheese factories, and not only buy little
or no butter for themselves, but are shii)ping largely to the

mountain States on the east, and seeking markets north,
south and west, reached by water transportation on the
Pacific.
Not quite cheese enough is made in that region
for the home demand, l)ut the output is fast increasing.
Utah supplies herself. Colorado does the same to a large
degree, and sends supplies to neighbors north and south.
Kansas, Nebraska and the two Dakotas have active dairy
associations, and are producing more butter than they can
Minnesota is becoming a gre.at dairy State. At such
use.
points as St. Paul,

Omaha and Kansas

City, where a few

years ago dairy products were constantly moving westward
in large quantities, a surplus is

now moving

to the east.

In

most of the southern States creameries are being established,
and at numerous points the local supply of butter, although
Cheese is not yet made in that
small, is found sufiicient.
region to any extent, but it is worthy of note, as indicating
future possibilities, that a *gold medal was awarded at the
Atlanta exposition to cheese made in South Carolina, and
some of it kept there a year or more, which good judges
pronounced of the very highest quality.
As a result of these changed conditions, butter is coming to our large eastern markets in increasing quantities.
be the result of over-production or under-consumption, we need not stop to consider. The fact remains
that the stocks of stored butter in Chicaao and at Atlantic

Whether

it
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appearing, at least

at times, a surplus of Ijuttcr of high grade.

Exports are
needed for relief, and more has been done in this line during
the past year or so than ever before.
But this has been
made i)()ssible only by the extremely low prices which have
prevailed.
American butter has no fixed reputation abroad,

and exports have never been regular enough to establish a
Under present conditions, and while our
l)utter fails to compete abroad with the Danish and other
high grades, it is only when the price of good butter falls
below nineteen cents at New York and Boston that buyers
for export are likely to a[)poar, and as soon as creamery
grades reach twenty cents this outlet appears to be closed.
foreign market.

Much
and

as butter exports are to be desired

Pacific ports

reliable or

no such trade yet

from our Atlantic

exists

of a regular,

satisfactory character, as to either quantity or

quality.

Our

foreign cheese trade

is

in even worse plight, because,

having once been in a flourishing condition,

it has been almost destroyed by senseless and shameful practices. Manufacturers and merchants, from avaricious motives, have sent
abroad during the last few years large quantities of lowgrade and counterfeit cheese, which has disgusted British
buyers and ruined the former excellent reputation of our

The result is that, instead of sending away half of
our season's output to meet foreign demands, as was done

cheese.

for a time,

we now

find a

market abroad for

fourth of the yearly cheese product.

This

humiliating, because Canada has gained all

By

less
is

than one-

particularly

we have

lost.

confining her manufacture to strictly honest, full-cream

cheese, constantly improving in quality,

Canada has won the

place formerly held in the British markets for cheese from
the United States.
this

•

She now exports annually as much as

country ever did, and our exports of cheese are

less

than those of Canada were sixteen or seventeen years ago.

At

the same time, our domestic markets in

many

parts of

the country have been flooded with fraudulent cheese to

such an extent that consumption has greatly decreased, and
our home cheese trade has been generally demoralized. Extremely low prices have ruled for even the best product.
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But

since the recent law of Congress has gone into effect,
which regulates the manufacture of filled cheese, confidence
seems to be improving and our cheese market is now in a

more satisfactory condition.
The milk supply of our cities and towns

far

is

a branch of

dairying which has been rapidly developing in recent years,

and

in

some respects

this business has

On

been improved.

the whole, however, while continuing to increase in volume,
is conducted in an irrational and very wastemanner, to the detriment of producer and consumer.
The magnitude of the dairy interests of the United States
not generally appreciated.
Cows are familiar objects, and

the milk trade
ful

is

milk and butter are seen everywhere and used with reasonable freedom in almost every family.
sider the aofo-regate

and

relative value

But few stop to conof the cow and her

In classifying the agricultural

products in this country.

products of the United States according to value, butcher's

meats and meat products take the

first place, in

gross value

corn crop comes next, the hay crop third and dairy

the

wheat, cotton and other staple crops then
But large parts of the corn and hay crops directly
contribute to the dairy, and appear in market only as transformed into dairy products making proper allowances on

products fourth

;

follow.

;

this account, it is

found that the products of the dairy hold
list, exceeded in yearly value only

the second place on the

by meats.

This annual value of what

may

dairy crop approximates $450,000,000.
all

our mining products, other than coal,

has been heard lately of precious metals

be

This
oil
;

it

ing to note that there never has been a year

called

and gas.

may

our

more than

is

Much

be interest-

when

the entire

gold and silver product of the world was enough to buy the
dairy products of this country the present year.

The cows

of California annually yield a greater value than the gold

mines or the wheat
crop

is

fields

of that great State.

Our

cotton

considered one of great importance, but during re-

cent years

it

rarely exceeds our butter crop in value.

It

would require the entire issue of United States treasury notes
(or "greenbacks"), or the entire issue of national bank
notes, to buy the butter crop of the year, and these combined
would be needed to purchase all the dairy products of the
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revenue of the gov-

ernment of the United States has not been enough in thirty
years to buy the present yearly products of our cows.

On

would pay
and county del)ts in the nation and leave a
handsome balance. These comparisons show that we are
presenting a subject well worthy of consideration, and which
has a commercial importance which fully justifies special provisions by the federal government and by the several States
to advance its prosperity and guard its interests.
Let us now consider, as fully as time will permit, some of
the reforms and imi^rovements which the present condition
of the dairy interests of the United States suggests as desirThese naturally
able, if not essential, to future welfare.
group themselves under four heads first, economy of production second, increase in quality and variety of product,
which should increase income third, improvements in transportation and trade
and, fourth, extension of markets at
home and abroad,
F'irst.
When in any business the margin of profit becomes uncomfortably narrow, there are usually but two ways
either increase receipts or reduce expenses.
to improve,
The most hopeful direction for improving the business of the
dairymen at the present time is manifestly in economy of
the other hand, these products, at market rates,
off all the State

:

;

;

;

—

—

production.

The

first

requisite in this line is to secure cattle suited to

the object in view.

In these days this

is

not a

difficult

mat-

and specially adapted
to diti'erent branches of dairying are fast increasing in numl)er, and sell at prices within the reach of any enter])rising
ter.

Dairy

farmer.

cattle of

The

improved

quality or breeding of dairy stock has not

been separately ascertained, but
cattle of the

l)lood

it is

known

that in the neat

country as a whole between one and two per

cent are pure-bred, and, as already stated, nearly if not quite

twenty per cent, or one-fifth of all, are grades of one-half
improved blood, or better. New England and the middle
States lead with over two per cent pure-bred, but have only
the average of the country in proportion of grades.

The

north central division or group of States, including Ohio,
Kansas and North Dakota, have more than one-fourth of
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It is probable that,

the degree of improvement

is

greater
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on the whole,

among

dairy cattle

There is now little excuse for a dairyman who wants butter cows failing to have those specially
ada})ted to this want through many generations of special
breeding.
And it has been conclusively demonstrated that
the cow which is most profitable for butter making is also
most profitable for producing the best cheese. There is no
cheese cow, separate and distinct from others.
Milk-producing cows, suited to general city supply, can also be
easily found
but it is hoped that the time is at hand when
the milk market will demand quality as well as quantity,
and in advance of legal standards. Some dairymen are still

than in beef stock.

;

searching for the

;

'
'

general-purpose cow " these are to be

by
more enterprising neighbors, who are guided in their
selection of stock by the best teachings of the time.
The health of the herd is of the utmost importance. All
thoughtful observers must l)e ready to admit that the mat-

pitied, for they are certain to be distanced in the race

their

ter

of providing

warm and

close

stables for dairy cows,

New England

and other States having long and
To many good
severe w^inters, has been sadly overdone.
In
far
too many cases
destructive.
herds the result has been
cows have been kept in dark, damp, close, basement stables,
subjected to hygienic conditions worse than those attending
the worst class of city tenement-houses, or even the slave
pens of history. We should all welcome the era of pure air
and sunlight. Away out in the State of Washington I lately
found a statute requiring at least eight hundred cubic feet of
especially in

air space for

every stabled cow.

This

is

a reasonable re-

might well be added the opportunity
The
for sunshine to daily reach some part of every stall.
sanitary
that
the
will
see
enterprising dairyman of to-day
conditions to which his cows are subjected are as good as
those of the house in which his family dwells. This sanitary
reform should precede, or at least accompany, the measures
quirement, and to

it

taken by State or municipal authorities for eradicating contagious and infectious diseases which may be found in the
And these measures should be freed from the fads of
herd.
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extremists and based upon the teachings of science and experience, which

show

that the public healtli

may

be properly

guarded without violence to private rights or the summary
destruction of the dairyman's herd, and sometimes of his
This is not the time to enter upon a discussion
business.
of this subject, but I cannot refrain from briefly quoting
li'om tlie authoritative and encouraging report of Professor
Dr. Bang of the Royal Veterinary College of Denmark,

on bovine tuberculosis, which has lately been translated
and distributed by the ^Massachusetts State Board of
Agriculture

:

—

I consider the requirement of killing the cattle reacting (to the

tuberculin test) within a year's time as too rigorous, at least iu
countries in which cattle are chiefly held for milk production.

The

large majority of reacting animals are only slightly tubercu-

my

According to

lous.

observations, they can remain for years

fully capable of accomplishing their work,

and with many

of

them

the tuberculosis probably remains wholly localized for the entire
life,

or even a cure

owner be required
countries
milkers.

it

may

take place.

to butcher his best

Why,

therefore, should the

cows?

In milk-producing

has long been attempted to establish a race of great

In recent years particular attention has been paid to

breeding only such cows as furnished milk with a high percentage
It has been done because this most valuable quality
seemed to be hereditary. Should the work thus accomplished be
now destroyed? The requirement mentioned would mean for
many cattle owners nothing less than financial ruin.

of butter fat.

Dr.

Bang then goes

on, in this most valuable report, to

proper precautions and rational procedure, a
healthy herd may be built up on the foundation of one which
has been technically pronounced diseased, although not what

show how,

is

])y

ordinarily regarded as sick,

— and

this

without })rejudice

to the public health.

Rational feeding of cows offers one of the best opportuniof economy now open to the dairyman.
So much has been alreadj' said and written upon this subject,
all made availand so much good work is still going on,
more
than this
al)lo to those who seek it,
nothing
that
reference is necessary here.
Economy demands of every

ties for the exercise

—

—

feeder an intelligent study of the materials he has at hand,
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and those which he can profitably use as supplements, with
This involves familiarity with the cur-

their combinations.

It often happens that
rent market prices for feeding stuffs.
thought
is
to
use
the
crops produced at
a farmer, whose first
home, can sell hay and grain, and buy certain forms of concentrated cattle food which happen to be available at advangaining material profit by the exchange.
tageous rates,
demonstrated to dairymen in the northwell
lately
It was

—

west that they could not only aftbrd to sell corn at sixteen
cents per bushel and oats at fourteen cents and buy wheat
bran to feed instead (at |4.50 per ton), but that a handsome
margin of profit attended such transactions, besides provid-

The selection of
cows and the feeding problem have been well managed at the

ino-

a better-balanced ration for their cows.

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. I lately examined there the animals, the feed and the daily records for
two years, which show several cows producing butter month
after month at a cost for food of only four cents per pound,

and sometimes less. Other cows, which would generally
pass for good dairy stock, fed on the same materials, made
the food cost of the butter produced two or three times as
much. At the low prices of feed which prevail this winter,
the station mentioned is able to carry good dairy cows of
one thousand pounds' weight on a daily ration costing from
This same station finds " a cow will do
four to five cents.
her best on a balanced ration composed of any of the ordinary feed stuffs, provided they are palatable and digestible."
This being the case, the judicious feeder will select the
cheapest available food that will make a ration meeting the
conditions named.

The figures given as the cost of producing butter from a
good cow in the State of Minnesota show the competition
which ])utter-makers farther east must meet from that section.

made

maintained that, proper allowance being

It is stoutly

for all expenses,

Minnesota can place good butter in

our eastern markets at a total cost of ten cents a pound, or
twelve at the most.

As

contrasted with this, the dairy de-

partment of Cornell University (New York) reports sixteen
cents as its lowest figures for food cost of producing a pound
of butter

fat.

This means a cost of over twenty cents for

;
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better than these Empire State leaders, or else do business
at a loss.

The

daily care of cattle and especially the operation of

milking furnish further
in

fields for the

exercise of

economy

management.

kind, quiet,

Proof is abundant of the direct profit of a
clean and considerate care-taker and milker

cow responds generously to the person in whom she
thoroughly confides, by increase in both quantity and quality
careless, rough, rude handler and milker, or one
of milk.

the

A

uncleanly in person or habits,
the taints

and early changes

Most of
dear at any price.
milk and injury to quality of

is

in

its products can be directly traced to carelessness in the surroundings and condition of the cow or her milker at the time
I have lately been at once astonished and disof milking.

gusted at witnessino; the milking of large herds of cows in
some parts of this country by foreign milkers who practice
the wet method,

milk

pail.

— frequently

This impressed

dipping their fingers in the

me more

than ever with the

and economical substitute
The much-desired invention seems to be
for hand milking.
Some hundreds of cows in this
nearer than ever before.
country are now regularly milked by machinery, and have
been for months, with apparent satisfaction to the cows and
their owners.
It looks as if the successful mechanical cow
urgent need of a cleanly,

milker was at

efficient

last in sight.

In the care and manipulation of milk and cream there

is

no excuse for the losses which have prevailed in the past,
and been mainly unknown. Our modern methods of preventing deterioration, of determining and regulating acidity
and ripeness, and of applying tests to discover losses in

creaming and churning, are too familiar to call for further
remark. We should recollect, however, that for most of
these aids to economy we have to thank the very practical
work of our scientific friends at the experiment stations and
the dairy schools.

There is great need for a better utilization of the skimmilk and buttermilk of creameries and private dairies. The
profits of modern manufacturers often depend upon skill and

economy

in disposing of the

waste products.

Dairymen may
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by these examples. In some localities a very satisfactory market has been built up for skim-milk and buttermilk sales for household use. But vast quantities of these
profit

waste products in creamery districts
nothing.

It

still

yield next to

should not be forgotten that the components of

skim-milk give

it

a relative fertilizer value of about ten cents

per hundred-weight, for the compost heap, or direct applica-

A careful feeder should realize at least twenty-

tion to crops.
five cents

much

for

per hundred-weight for skim-milk, and about as

good buttermilk,

as food for

any young grovving

Experimental evidence favors
swine as utilizing these articles to a better advantage than
But skim-milk is worth at least
other domestic animals.
animals, including poultry.

pound (fifty cents per hundred- weight) for
when compared with other food products of the
Sales to town and city housekeepers can be urged on

half a cent a

family use,
form.

ground that skim-milk at a cent a pound, or about two
is cheaper, upon the basis of actual nutritive
value, than any other article of animal food ol)tainal)le, even
at the prevailing low prices.
If properly used, householders
can well afford to pay ten cents a gallon and even three
cents a quart for sound, separator skim-milk from creamThe use of skim-milk by bakers and in
eries and dairies.
domestic baking should be greatly increased a loaf of skimmilk bread is more nutritious and more easily digested than
one made of water. Creameries and dairymen connected with
agricultural fairs w^ill do well to cause special premiums to
be offered for skim-milk bread. It would be a public blessing to have an abundance of skim-milk on sale, at the prices
Public opinion should
stated, in all our towns and cities.
municipal officials,
misguided
be brought to bear upon the
who, in a few large cities, still absolutely prohibit the sale
of this cheap and desirable article of human food.
Creamery management offers opportunity for material improvement in the interest of economy, and which, being
the

cents a quart,

;

should increase the dividends to patrons or the
The greatest present waste is in the hauling
price of milk.
of milk from the farms to the creameries or separating staeffected,

tions.

This

is

a sort of indirect taxation, which

cult to express in figures.

But the time

lost

it

is diffi-

by teams and
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drivers, including delays in waiting one's turn at the sepa-

rator and the incidental wear and tear of wagons and harness,
must be very great in the aggregate, and this all falls on the
Eftbrts should be made to shorten these
and neighbors should co-operate in the* hauling. In
manner the hauling of cream to the gathered cream fac-

milk producer.
hauls,
like

much, and needs study and saving.
is to pay
for gathering upon the basis of butter represented by the
cream, rather than by cream volume or weight. The exact
cost of butter is thus known, and in some cases it may be
fair to charge the patrons on one route more than those on

tories often costs too

One improvement which has been adopted by some

another, because of the difference in expense of gathering.

Our creamery

practice will not be

upon a footing

satisfac-

tory to the producer until cream alone leaves the farm, and
this is

recognized as a commercial raw material, to be sepa-

by any method convenient to the farmer,
away when or as often as the owner desires (so long

rated or
sent
as

it

'

'

raised "

remains sound), shipped in the most convenient and

economical manner to any creamery preferred, and there

sampled, tested and paid for according to

its

condition, qual-

same way one would sell a load
cost of making a pound of
butter is still too great at most of our creameries.
With
butter at forty cents a pound, four cents for making and
selling did not seem exorbitant, although a ten per cent tax
on the selling price but with the latter reduced to twenty
cents and less, the cost of manufacture, remaining the same,
absorbs twenty per cent or more of the gross receipts.
This
is a problem which should be vigorously attacked by creamity

and butter value,

in the

of grain or a lot of wool.

The

;

ery managers.

At

first

of manufacture can be

glance

it is

hard to see

how

this cost

much reduced except by greatly inmade at one place. If that

creasing the quantity of butter

be the best solution of the difficulty,

let

us accept

it

and

act

accordingly.

Seventeen years ago I advocated the union and co-operation of butter producers in
erally,

New England and

the east gen-

under the creamery system, as a matter of economy,
and general progress in dairying. I am now pre-

efficiency

pared to advocate co-operation

among creameries

themselves,
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and consolidation where practicable, The same arguments
which were used in favor of having a number of butter-

making farmers associated in their work may be applied to a
group of neighboring creameries. Economy of administration
and improvement in sales may be gained by hearty, harmonious and systematic co-operation, while the creameries remain distinct. But the advantaiJ:es in making; and sellins;
greatly favor large producing creameries rather than small
In

ones.

many

cases

it

is

desirable that complete business

consolidation should take place.

If fifteen, twenty or

more

creameries, co-operative or proprietary, are well situated as

means of transportation, etc., it will be to the interest of
concerned for them to unite in one company, transfer all
butter and cheese manufacture to one point, and use the
vacated buildings as separating stations, or sell them.
The
Franklin County Creamery in Vermont is an example worthy
of imitation.
The first creamery in that county was started
to

all

in

1880

five

:

years later there were thirteen

;

in

1890 these

thirteen creameries, having then 34 separating stations, con-

and seventy-one such stations are now operated in
by the one company, the cream from twentyfive thousand to thirty thousand cows being brought to St.
Albans, mainly by rail, and manufactured under one roof,
where eight or ten tons of butter are made daily.
This
creamery makes about three million pounds of butter a year.
The economy of manufacture and the advantage in making
sales need no argument.
The same conditions must prevail
solidated,

that county

as in the case of a single co-operative creamery, although

perhaps in higher degree.
action

among

all

There must be cordial concert of

concerned, and thorough efficiency in man-

agement, showing business capacity commensurate with the
business

itself.

There is another matter connected with creamery management which may be mentioned here, although somewhat out
of place. The factory which in these days pays for milk or
cream upon weight or measure alone is sadly behind the
times.
The true basis for settlement with patrons, whether
butter or cheese is to be made, is the fat test of every lot of
milk or cream received. But this fat test is not the easy
matter often re}>resented.
The Babcock machine, or its
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a delicate instrument,

which should be used only by a competent operator. Hundreds of these testers arc in the hands of incompetents, and
the patience of patrons under the injustice and many errors
that occur

The

really surprising.

is

fat test is, after all, a

and it reknowledge of principles, materials
and processes, and of the skill and accuracy of manipulation,
which belong to lalioratory methods.
There can be no
ol)jection to any one using a Babcock test, self-taught, for
testing his own cows or dairy operations at home
the probsort of modified or simplified chemical analysis,

quires a degree of the

;

able errors will not vitiate his results or defeat his

main
But I believe every man w^ho uses a tester as the
basis for commercial settlements should be proved competent by an examination, and should hold a regular permit
or license, like a druggist's clerk.
A law in the State of
object.

iMaine compels

and

all

such operators or testers to be examined

certified at the dairy school of the State college.

This
an entirely reasonable requirement, and deserves to be
adopted in other States. A creamery which is not ceris

having an expert tester is quite as likely to go right
on the old plan of equal " spaces " or weights.

tain of

In this same connection

may

it

be remarked that

much

of

the glassware furnished with the cheap patterns of the Bab-

cock tester

is

very unreliable, and

is

readings, like the cheap thermometer.
transactions
bottles

liable to give

Considerable

depend upon the accuracy of these

and measures.

They should be

wrong
money

little

glass

subject to inspection

by a law, like other weights and measures used in trade.
Every such piece of glassware should be examined, tested
for accuracy and certified to before used at a creamery for
settlement.
An Iowa law requires this work to be done by
the State Dairy Commissioner, and in Maine a similar law is
executed by the State Experiment Station.
These are also
good examples to be followed.
Second.

—

It is believed that

much can be done

the general condition of dairying

to advance

and the returns to pro-

ducers by improving the quality and giving greater variety
to the products of the dairy.

Improvement

in

quality

must come from the

direct in-
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dairymen and creamery patrons in
Every creamery and
cheese factory should be an educating centre and imi)ulse.
The work of such a concern, in the advancement of its own
material interests, is but partly done if it does not exert a
direct influence for good among its patrons.
The factory
struction of individual

correct principles and better methods.

management should

distribute dairy literature, aid institutes

or conduct meetings of

its

own, and not

rest content unless
its

product year by

year, due not only to factory methods but to

more intelligent
The consolida-

there

is

perceptible an improvement in

and better work on the part of the patrons.

tion of creameries, as already noted, tends to increase the

quality of average product of the

community thus served.

If the creameries are utilized in this way, as they
is

may be,

it

quite practicable to reach nearly all the dairy farmers trib-

utary to them in the interest of improvement.

It is

much

more difficult, however, to reach the private or farm dairies,
and these still produce at least three-fourths of all our butter, although making comparatively little cheese.
Abundant and most desirable work here presents itself for the
dairy schools and farmers' institutes, for such agencies as
can be provided by this Board and its Dairy Bureau, for the
betterment of farm dairy products.

come

From these farm

dairies

immense quantities of poorly made, low-grade butter, which crowd our markets, depress prices and injure the
whole trade. The butter comes from fair cows and good
feed it is bad because its makers are ignorant of the principles and methods of handling milk and making butter.
Is this not a legitimate field for educational effort by the
New York has already done good work in this
States?
line, through the regular employment of five expert butter
and cheese makers, who labor as instructors among the
the

;

creameries, cheese factories and farm dairies of the State,

In Wisconsin and Minnesota similar duties are performed
State Dairy Commissioners.
Canada
more conspicuous example of the possibility
the Dominion has a
of improvement by public training
under Dairy
of
instructors,
operating
well-trained corps
Commissioner Robertson, and they have brought about a
wonderful improvement in quality and uniformity in the

by

assistants to the

affords a

still

;
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present products of butter and cheese in the Provinces under
their leadership.

made

01)jcction will be

that this proposition

decidedl}'

is

no more so than the high schools and
free colleges for professional students and the night schools
It woukl simply Ije providing for a large
for mechanics.
class of people improvement which it seems impossible for
them to do for themselves, and which, being accomplished,
In some communities
contributes to the public welfare.
which I have visited within a year such dairy instruction by
the State might fairly be compared with public philanthropy
in aid of the deaf and blind.
Competent instructors are not wanting, and the service
need not be costly. Besides the good men l)eing turned out
by the dairy schools in several States, I now have in mind as
available, two well-educated Danes, skilled graduates from
"paternal."

But

it is

the dairj' schools of their native country, a Swiss

who had

a

and was director of a dairy experiment staand one of the best English authorities on
cheese, author of standard dairy books and a successful mansimilar training

tion at Lausanne,

ager of factories.

All these

men

are in this country, occu-

pied as butter and cheese makers in comparatively obscure
places,

and their services and talents ought to be exercised

in broader fields of labor.

The more general preparation of small family packages of
is much
to be desired.
A beginning has been made in this direction,
but much more is needed.
For butter, a rectangular block
butter and cheese, and their use in the retail trade,

box or other package will be an improvement upon the round tub and box, in several ways. Still
greater opportunities exist for increasing the varieties and
styles of cheese placed upon the market.
Proper effort will
or brick-shaped

]iroduce as great a variety of cheese in this country as

be found in Europe

;

to

enough has already been done to show

the possibilities in this line.
Avill

is

The tendency of such

variety

be to increase the use of cheese as food, and this

is

an

object of real importance to the whole dairy interest of the

country.

The regulation kind

of

American factory cheese,

usually called cheddar, formerly weighing from forty to sixty

pounds per cheese,

is

now made

in small sizes to

some ex-
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(The dairy division of the

United States department of agriculture has published a
good deal on this subject of cheese, and the variety in kind
and form which is possible and desirable in this countr3\
These circulars and bulletins will be furnished to applicants
supply

until the

is

exhausted.)

improvement
and greater variety to the advantage of buyer and seller.

The town and

city milk trade also admits of

The appearance of establishments oft'ering milk prepared or
" modified " in various ways, according to the prescription
of physicians or the special wants and orders of customers,

of pasteurized milk and of milk "certified" or "guaranteed" as to purity and quality, is a departure in the nature
of progress, and should be commended and encouraged.

While some State supervision and municipal inspection seem
under present conditions, I believe that the best
promise for improvement in our milk supply lies in these
desira])le,

up-to-date private enterprises.

A

good many of us learned

ago that, notwithstanding the regulations and precautions of associations and herd books, the best part of a

long

pedigree was the
effort to secure

name of

the breeder.

So, in the present

pure milk, I believe the safest reliance is the
There is room for

reputation of the producer and dealer.

more of

this desirable variation in the

milk business and the

subject will be presently mentioned again.

— Attention needs

improvement in
connection with transportation of dairy products and dairy
Experience shows that improved facilities for moving
trade.
butter and cheese l)y rail can generally be obtained on deThird.

mand where

to be given to

the volume of products

base the claim upon

;

and

this is

moved

is

suiBcient to

also true of milk.

But

experience has also taught that such facilities come much
sooner w^hen organizations of dairymen or State officials
representing the dairy interests exert themselves to procure
Therefore, as soon as
these accommodations where needed.
action
should be prompt
locality,
the need appears in any

and

enero-etic to obtain the desired relief.

The old question of the short haul versus the long haul
If the
remains but partially and unsatisfactorily settled.
Congress
of
and
the
act
Commission
Interstate Commerce
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operates can be brought to accomplish the

object originally designed,

some advantage

in rates of trans-

portation for j^erishable- products ought to be secured to the

owners of high-priced and heavily taxed farming lands,
comparatively near our large markets, over the products of

much more remote.

farms
l)e

But

this result is hardly likely to

obtained without a combination of eastern farmers inter-

ested, strong

enough to sustain a long, expensive and hard-

fought contest.

The discrimination against milk and the unduly high
charged by most of the railroads carrying milk to

rates

New York

has led to united action on the
that

to

})ing

market

;

[)art of milk producers shipand they deserve high praise for

bringing the su1)jcct before the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission, and bearing the heavy expense of presenting an

admirably prepared case, supported by a mass of testimony

which seems to be unanswerable. The decision has not yet
been made, partly because of this mass of testimony and
partly because of the gravity and far-reaching application of
the questions involved.

The

railroad charges for transporting milk to nearly all

our large

cities are

out of

all

reasonable proportion to the

commodity and the actual cost of the service
The charges are more than the traffic will bear.
rendered.
They are excessive and unjust.
Unless this important
decision, when rendered, brings the desired relief the subject must be still further agitated, and the demand for
abatement must be steadily and vigorously pressed to an
ultimate and favoralile issue.
More unreasonable and even absurd is the custom of charging for carrying over the same route more for a can of cream
than for a can of milk.
The cost of service is practically
the same
if there is any real difference it is in favor of the
cream which weighs rather less per gallon than milk. The
carriers assume no responsibility for loss or damage in either
value of the

;

case,

and seldom furnish

ice or refrigeration

;

both being properly prepared, the cream will

but

if

))ear

they did,
transpor-

and it needs
This matter of reasonable

tation the better, with less liability to injury,
less

refrigeration

freight rates for

than milk.

cream

is

of growing importance, as the
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practice of sending

tliis article considerable distances by rail
becoming more and more common, and
likely to ra})idly increase.
These expenses incident to tlie
dairy business must be reduced at all possible points, and
the whole subject of transportation of milk and cream, butter
and cheese, in all ways and in all places, needs mature consideration and the earnest efforts of all parties concerned.
In like manner earnest work is needed to improve the

to

creameries

trade in

all

is

The expediency of multiplying

dairy products.

small and attractive packages of both butter and cheese, in

order to suit the taste and convenience of consumers as well
as of retail dealers, has already

of packages has a bearing on

been mentioned.

economy

The shape

in transportation

storage and in cutting up for retail trade.

and

Popular taste

and prejudice are slow to change, but yield to convenience
and common sense. The brick-shaped " print " has largely
displaced the roll and round "pat" of butter, for manifest
reasons.
The six-sided box is the coming shape for butter
packages, for domestic trade as well as for export, for simi-

The same general shape may be
oheese.
The necessity for cutting in

lar reasons.

adopted for

much

profitably

the retail

by small
and fancy packages, and, for economy in sub-division,
square cheese have already been used enough to prove de-

cheese trade should be avoided as

as possible

sizes

cidedly advantageous.

Some new

provisions seemed to be called for in trade, and

possibly legal requirements will be necessary to create a more
distinct classification in dairy products, and enable the average buyer to discriminate better as to quality or grade than

he

now

is

able to do.

The old saying

that "appearances are

deceitful," is particularly applicable in our dairy markets.

Much good

has been accomplished in the prevention of im-

position and fraud

by the

national and State laws

now

in

force applicable to products of the dairy, but opportunities
still

remain for deceiving purchasers in the wholesale trade

as well as the retail.

Where

existing laws are properly enforced, oleomargarine

and butterine are so well identified and their sale so well
guarded that it is difficult to impose upon buyers by substituting these articles for g-enuine butter.
But the whole
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goods known to the trade as

line of

'<

ir>7

ladles" arc every-

where sold without restriction, mixed in with pure f'ann
Under the deceptive title of
dairy and creamery butter.
" imitation creamery," much of this stuft' is worked onto
without distinguishing marks, and sold to the conLadled butter is not as
sumer as fresh creamery butter.
deserving of place among straight dairy products as good
retailers

butterine.

The component

parts of the former do not begin

to be as cleanly as that of the latter.

It

may

usually be

must be
The promiscuous

justly claimed to contain only butter fat, but this

described as purified, rather than pure.

of poor farm butter which reach country storekeepers

lots

and unfit for local sales are indiscriminately dumped
some convenient receptacle and absolutely neglected,
being often exposed to contamination in various ways, and
finally, when the package is filled, or its contents become so

in trade

into

offensive that

it

cannot be longer endured,

it is

sent as slow,

cheap freight, to the establishment of the " ladler." These
packages of grease, which by no stretch of courtesy can be
fairly called butter, often arrive at the factory, especially in

warm

weather, in an indescribably corrupt and disgusting

condition.

The material

is

then managed in various ways,

as the processes differ, but usually

dered " like low-grade lard,

it

is

melted up, "ren-

clarified, treated

with chemicals

and then cooled,
recrj'stalized as well as is possible, and churned with a little
new milk or buttermilk, to restore something of the longThe resulting product is the "ladled
lost butter flavor.
butter " of commerce, and, if it happens to turn out a little

to

remove the

better or

vile

odors and tastes,

more deceptive than the average,

it

takes place

market under the name of "imitation creamery."
Cleansed or renovated butter would l)e a reasonably honest
in

the

name

for this article

distinctive title,

;

it

should be marked by some such

and so as to identify

it, all

the

way

to the

consumer, like oleomargarine.
This class of butter
quantity.
million

is

in all our

markets

in

immense

I lately gathered information indicating that ten

pounds of

it

were made

States ])ut sparsely settled,

producing areas.

I

and

last

this

year in three western

was only one of several

have described the poorer and most
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A somewhat better class of goods is
butter
in mass, as churned and prefergathering
hy
obtained
farms
where made or the nearest
a])Iy unsalted, from the
country stores, and then working it over at the factory
without melting, but all conies to market without distinction
It stands in the quotations of the day the
as to origin.
dairies and of western creameries, exceptEastern
of
equal
inof what are known as "extras" in both those classes, and
is a much more serious competitor of fresh, sound, farm
dairy butter and the lower grades of creamery butter than
any form of acknowledged butter substitutes. This is an
objectionable grades.

incomplete but

fair

presentation of the evil.

I

submit that

demands attention something should be done about it.
Under the new law of Congress (approved June 6, 1896),
that counterfeit article now legally known as " filled cheese,"
it

;

although more correctly "lard cheese," is subjected to the
same general provisions for preserving its identity and making

it

unmistakably known to buyers in any quantity as in
This cheese law is even more

the case of oleomargarine.
in

drastic

dealers

is

its

operation, because the license fee to retail

so large in proportion to their average gross sales

that very few of these

licenses are being taken

out,

and
com-

hence there are no legal agencies for retailing this
modity, or next to none. Retail trade in filled cheese

is

hardly profital^le enough to tempt dealers to sell in violation
of the revenue laws, and risk the severe penalties attached.
Filled cheese seems likely, therefore, to disappear from retail

markets

all

over the country.

But, with the exception of a few State laws, there is
nothing to prevent the manufacture and sale in any quantity

made of skimmed milk. The
any
control of this matter simply
State laws which attempt
provide, as a rule, that skim cheese shall not be branded and
sold as "full cream;" some require that it shall be marked
But most of these
with its true name, Wisconsin shape.
of

"skim

cheese," or cheese

laws, in their execution if not in their intent, refer to cheese

m.ade of fully
little fat.

skimmed

milk, or that which contains very

This class of cheese

or an identifying label;

it

is

varying somewhat according to

little

needs legal restriction

easy to recognize, and, while
skill in

making,

will ordina-
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be assigned to the " white-oak

rily

ranges in

is

contents of fat

its

grade, with-

made from whole milk Avliich
the way from two and oneThere is as much difference in fat,

But cheese

out hesitation.

" viiriety in
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half to five per cent.

all

and hence in quality, between these limits, as between
cheese made from two and one-half per cent milk and that
Under all the State laws, a cheese from
fully skimmed.
three per cent milk is as much entitled to be branded " full
cream," and bear the State trade-mark, as one from five per
cent milk.

much

Besides this inequality, there

marked "

cheese on sale,

full

is

unquestionably

cream," made from milk

The unfairness which
which has been partly skimmed.
results, often in the form of intentional deception, is in efiect
as much a fraud as was filled cheese, although differing in
no moral distinction between selling as
article which has a part of its natural fat
removed, and one which contains a full allowance of fat but
The skim and part skim cheese evil
of a wrong kind.
remains to be dealt with in some effective way. Until
properly regulated, it will continue an annoyance and injury
It is
to the manufacture, sale and use of first-class cheese.
as easy to make a fat test of milk which is to be made into
There

kind.

is

genuine cheese an

cheese as of that w4iich
ity (or fatness, so to
fat

is

be

known

And

also.

made
lot

made from

percentage of cheese

will

to be

speak) of a

into butter.

The

qual-

of milk being known, the
it

by a competent maker

a skilful operator can measure

the fat in a sample of cheese, with a

Babcock

tester, as

accurately and almost as easily as milk can be tested.

admit that,
fat in

if

well

made and

cheese measures

facts, I

propose that

quality

its

all

All

cured, the proportion of milk

and value.

Such being the

cheese, in the usual commercial or

factory form, be graded and branded according to the fat

content of the milk from which

it

was made, using the

nearest numeral as the distinsuishinor mark.

An

allowance

of possible error to the extent of one-half of one per cent

might be made

this is unnecessarily liberal, but would
accommodate the grading. By this plan, cheese w^ould be
marked 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. The higher the number, the better
;

the grade of cheese.

would be marked

3.

A

full-cream cheese

Numbers

1

of high grade

and 2 would be

for
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and
for full-skim cheese.
might be added for cheese made from

ditferent grades of part skims,

The numerals

and

5

6

This plan

enriched milk.

accurate, easily understood

is

suggested as being simple and

when adopted, and enabling the

proposed grading to be easily tested and
Full as

much

verified.

difference exists in the quality of milk con-

tributed to the general urban supply as in the case of cheese.

absurd to place all milk on an equality in the market
which reaches the legal standard, whatever that may be, and
regardless of the degree to which some of it may exceed the
standard in quality and it is unjust, as well as equally al)surd, to give the same legal status of skim-milk to all falling
below the standard, no matter how slightly deficient in fat.
With a standard of three and one-half per cent of fat, and
prevailing prices being four cents per quart for skim-milk
and eight cents for whole milk, an article containing 3.4 per
cent of fet must be sold as skim-milk, while one with 3.6
per cent, or even less, may sell for twice as much, because
it meets legal requirements, and most city buyers would
Milk should be graded like other
accept it as satisfactory.
commodities, and sold on its merits according to its proper
Butter fat is the determining factor in the commergrade.
cial value of milk, and this fat is easily and quickly measured by the tester. Therefore I would give fresh milk five
grades, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, these numerals to indicate the

It is

;

percentage of

fat

cept that No.

1

guaranteed as the

minimum

contents, ex-

should be allowed a margin of one

per

would pass as partly
skimmed, or low grade, 3 as whole milk, and 4 and 5 as milk
At the rates now ruling. No. 5 would
of extra quality.
probably retail at ten cents, No. 4 at eight cents. No. 3 at
With proper
six cents and No. 2 at four cents per quart.
regulations for plain marking of cans, bottles, jars or other
vessels, and for enforcing the guarantees of dealers and salesmen, the dubious legal standard for milk might be abolished,
buyers protected as well, and better justice done than under
The suggested regulations would be as
the present system.
The plan
easy to enforce as existing laws and ordinances.
in prachaving
been
features
of
it
some
is not wholly new,
tical and successful use in at least two places in this country.
cent and cover

all

skim-milk.

No.

2
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a prominent Phil:idel[)hla dealer has sold

j^eaj's

different grades of milk,

guaranteed as having at least three,

and I recently found a GermanAmerican dairyman selling to families and invalids in Los
Angeles, Cal., milk in bottles, respectively marked and

four and five per cent of

Guaranteed to carry four,

fat,

five

and

six per cent of fat.

These

high grades were obtained by adding cream.

There are other needed reforms in the milk trade. As
now conducted, there is inexcusable loss of labor and other
The business will never be right so long as conwastes.
sumers pay twice as much per quart, and frequently three
Middlemen seem
times as much, as the producer receives.
to be a necessity in this, as in other lines of traffic, but they

are an incubus if not an evil, which should be eliminated as
far

as

There

possible.

is

certainly no sense in delivery

vehicles travelling ten times as far in the aggregate as

necessary to serve properly a given

And

customers.

the night

work

number of

in transfers

and

is

families or
deliveries,

Coand expensive,
operation in supply and delivery is possible, if men will only
co-operate but the army of small dealers and drivers, now
living on what the producer loses and ought to save, will not
the reform movement, where it is
cut off their own heads
Witness the success
begin
with
producers.
practicable, must
of the milk associations at Syracuse, N. Y., and at Springfield, Mass.
Why are there not more of these excellent
co-operative enterprises ? The night work and early-delivery
custom is founded on a mixture of ignorance and prejudice,
This pre_judice on the
if these are not the same thing.
part of consumers can be broken down, by proper effort.
There is no good reason why milk should not be delivered
to customers in cities and towns, like most articles of merwhich

is

so fatiguing

is all

unnecessary.

;

;

—

chandise, at such time during the

venience of the

seller.

One

day as best

firm in

suits the con-

New York

solved the whole problem by supplying at

City has

a fair price

an

milk so good that consumers are glad to get it at
any time, and this is delivered all along through the regular
business hours of the day, in a manner economical and satarticle of

isfactory to the dealers.

Fourth.

— In

dealing with the desirability of extending
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our markets for dairy products, at home and, abroad, some
of the ground ah-eady traversed must be gone over again,
but briefly.

The business

side

of our dair}'

interests

requires

the

attention of merchants as well as of farmers and creamery-

The demoralization of

men.

To

explained.
eral

the

consumption,

trade has been
and encourage gen-

cheese

re-establish confidence

which has been decreased in

degree, will require systematic eflbrt.

The

marked

place of cheese

as an economical article of food, rather than as a condiment,

must be brought

l^efore the people.

ftictory substitute, in part, for

It is a

cheap and

expensive meats.

satis-

Difterences

and in style of package, must
be used to best advantage to stimulate sales. Retail merchants must be content w itli the reasonable profits usual on

in variety of cheese, in flavor

other semi-perishable food products, instead of the sixty,
eighty and even one hundred per cent advance on cost price,

which

is

maintain

so

commonly placed on

the

factories should

exorbitant

work up

prices

a trade

cheese.

which

If local dealers

repel

consumers,

by sending delivery wagons

through their neighborhoods with cheese in small, attractive
shapes for family use. This has been successfully done in

numerous

places, the factory netting a cent or

two more

than wholesale rates, and consumers being supplied at prices

much below

their local markets.

have been so genand the manufacture discontinued over large
In every New England State the production of

It is unfortunate that cheese factories

erally closed,
areas.

cheese has

steadily

decreased for thirty or forty years.

While the price of butter was proportionately high, the
tendency to make more butter and less cheese was natural.
But, now that the present and prospective price of butter is
low and that of cheese high in proportion, there should be a

demand for
would be expedient to have

revival of this branch of dairying, providing the

cheese continues to improve.

It

fitted to make cheese in every active creamery
and prepared to shift its product from butter to
cheese at any time that an excessive receipt of milk or an
extremely low price for butter makes it desirable.
The occurrence of a surplus in dairy products of any

one creamery
district,
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The question

kind always means a surplus of milk.

is

as

form into which to conveii the milk, for relief
of the market or for preservation so as to gain time.
Cheese is the best cow })roduct to bear transportation and
reach distant markets, and it is the best for preservation,
as tlie condensed-milk business seems to be overdone, or at
Every jjound of cheese made
any rate very uncertain.
means just so much milk or l)utter out of the way, and
to the best

every pound additional of cheese consumed

and

relief.

Although the

least

among

is

a direct gain

the diflerent branches

of dairying in this country in geographical distribution and
in

volume and value, cheese-making

l)oi-tance to this entire industry.

is

still

of

much im-

It serves as a

sort

of

and every one having
this branch of husbandry at heart should do what he can to
encourage the making of cheese, and hel}) to stimulate the
cheese trade, both foreign and domestic.
The condition of our export trade in cheese has been
alread}^ described and compared with former years, especially as to the British markets.
Courageous eifort should
be made to regain what has been lost but, if one outlet
fails, the thing to do is to seek for others.
New foreign
markets for butter should also be sought, east, west and
south, no matter how distant.
It is by no means hopeless
to try to estaldish a market for our better grades of butter
in Great Britain, but we must go at it in a more sensible
way. The sending over of little else than poor grades is
very impolitic, although it may aftbrd temporary relief.
Only the other day a large lot of " imitation creamery," or
the better class of ladled goods, was sent to London, which
had been in cold storage at Chicago for two years, awaiting
market. It is easy to understand the reputation which
American butter will acquire from such consignments as
this.
Such policy is suicidal, and the sooner attempts are
safety valve to dairying as a whole,

;

made

to counteract these effects, the better for our future

needs.

To

find these foreign

markets desired and

assist

our merchants to occupy them, the United States consular
service should be actively

employed, or

it

may be

well to

place special agents on this duty, at promising points.

Any one who

carefully examines the

subject will

find
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that the dairy interests of the United States have passed
through the recent period of decline in farming and farm
products, in better condition, relatively, than any other

important agricultural specialty.

If time

permitted,

an

array of facts and figures could be presented in support of

which would convince any doubters. There
must be numbers here present who can substantiate this
assertion by their personal experience.
A can of milk, a
tub of butter and a box of cheese, jointly and severally,
have a purchasing power to-day approaching much closer
that which they had ten, fifteen and twenty years ago, than
is the fact as to a bushel of wheat or corn, a barrel of
this statement

apples or potatoes, a carcass of beef or pork, a bale of
cotton or a cask of tol)acco.

The srme

is

true of horses,

hay, wool, pelts, hides, tallow, poultry, eggs, wax, honey,
vegetables and fruits.

This relative position gives to dairying a leading place,

which should be held. If it can be held, and if the reforms
and improvements suggested can be measurably attained,
dairy farming in the United States will maintain its place
as the most profitable, the most progressive and the most
intellectually stimulating branch of agriculture in America.

Mr. Geo. M. Whitaker (of Boston). I want
ment the major's excellent address with a word.

to supple-

Compar-

ing the exhibit of seventeen years ago with that of to-day,
the one
l)utter,

down

stairs includes fifteen exhibits of

and, on

the

creamery

assumption that a creamery repre-

sents only twenty private dairies, the exliibit represents

three hundred dairies, and without doubt each creamery

represents several times twenty jn'ivate dairies.
to

me

that

it is

It

seems

well to bear that in mind, in connection

with the speaker's comparison of statistics. That figure
It does not sound large,
fifteen is comparatively small.
but, if you bear in mind these fifteen exhibits represent an

immense number of

dairies, the

importance of our exhibit

to-day will be realized.

While I am on my feet I want to say another thing.
Major Alvord has alluded to the food value of skim-milk.
I wish the people of Massachusetts, particularly in Boston
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have the facts so impressed upon them
would become largo consumers of skim-milk. It
would relieve the situation very much. There is altogether
As
too much adulteration of whole milk with skim-milk.

and

vicinity, could

that they

is to-day, there is a great deal of skim-milk
and replacing so much whole milk, and making
the surplus larger.
When milk has been adulterated with
water, chemists can with difficulty determine the fact that

the situation

coming

in

the whole milk has been watered.

If to three or four cans

is added, the relation of
such that a chemist would hardly

of whole milk a can of skim-milk
the different constituents

is

want to go into court and say that milk was adulterated.
The result is that we have reason to believe that to-day
large quantities of skim-milk are used in Boston to adulterate whole milk and to add to the general demoralization
of the market there.
The Chairman. There is now an opportunity for questions.

Mr. E.

W. Wood

(of

members of the Board
this

West Newton).

As

several of the

are obliged to leave at the close of

session, I desire to say at this time that

when

the

Board at its annual meeting decided to come to Franklin
County to hold its winter meeting, at the home of the dean
of the Board, they anticipated that they would have an unI need not say
usually agreeable and profitable meeting.
that they have had such a one. The interest and attendance
during the sessions has fully proved it, and I desire to offer
in behalf of the members of the Board, a vote of thanks to
the Greenfield Club for the entertainment last evening, and
also to the citizens of Greenfield for the ample and pleasant
accommodations they have furnished for holding our daily
sessions.

Secretary Sessions.

I desire to second that resolution.

it was with a great deal of pleasure that
Board of Agriculture the invitation from
I feel that
the Franklin County Agricultural Society.
Franklin County is the ideal place in all Massachusetts to

I

want to say that

I received for the

county leading in
agricultural interests, having the best stock and producing
It has perhaps the
the largest amount of dairy products.

hold an agricultural meeting.

It is the
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ers,

number of

men who

well-to-do, intelligent, independent ftirm-

men of every
men who have been

can meet on an equality the

other calling or profession in the State,
sent
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by the Franklin County farmers to represent them in
who could compare favorably with the

the General Court,

lawyers, with the physicians, with the merchants, with the
business

men

of our State,

who

represent other parts of

the State in the Legislature,
I

am happy, Mr.

at the reception
sist

me

Chairman, to ex})ress

we have met

my

gratification

here, the steady efforts to as-

in looking after the details of the meeting, before

the meeting was held, at the meeting and at

want to return, with the thanks of the Board,

who

vidual thanks to our dean,

all

times.

my own

has interested himself in

these matters and given his best effort to relieve

me

I

indiall

of anx-

and to make sure that "the arrangements were made
I want also to include the delegate from Franklin
County, Deacon Taylor. It has been one of the most successful meetings that has ever been held, and it is very
largely due to its being held in the ideal place in Massachu-

iety

perfect.

setts to

hold such a meeting.

Mr. G. E. Taylor (of Greenfield). When the invitation
was given and accepted for the Board to meet here, I felt
but I felt,
that perhaps we had a burden on our hands
too, that I understood Greenfield and Franklin County,
and I want to say here and now that I have met with a
most cordial response in whatever I have asked gentlemen
I want particularly to thank Mr. Wood, who furto do.
nished the banquet last night, and the Greenfield Clul>.
The Franklin Countj^ Agricultural Society has joined in
heartily, everything has gone pleasantly, and I feel very
;

grateful for all that has been done.

hope the gentlemen will not conWe have an inviting
the benediction.

Secretary Sessions.
sider that this

is

I

programme for the afternoon. The only reason that
was brought in here was because some of the members

this

will

be obliged to leave on the afternoon train.
The Chairman. You hear the motion, as seconded by
our secretary. All those in favor will manifest it by rising.

The motion

is

carried

by

a

unanimous vote.
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I was much interested
J. G. Avery (of Spencer).
remarks of the speaker in regard to the export of
It was my privilege to live in London a few years
butter.
A man there had a large consignment of American
ago.

Mr.

in tlie

and after repeated eftbrt to dispose of it, the agent
who had it in charge finally sold it to a railroad company
That shows the importance
to lubricate their car axles.
l^utter,

of sending only such goods to a market as the

In England and France, where

demands.

my life, the fresh, unsalted butter is
When we became accustomed to it we

years of
popular.
it,
it

market

I passed several

the most

preferred

and soon became extravagantly fond of it. In France
was served in little patties floating in cold water. With

hot cakes
cost

it

made an extravagant

more than the cakes.

unsalted butter

Adjourned

is

breakfast, for the butter

In England and France the

brought to market fresh every morning.

at 11.50 a.m.

Afternoon Session.
The Chairman. The hour to which we adjourned has
The first paper this afternoon is on " The use of

arrived.

pure cultures in butter-making." It gives me great pleasure, ladies and gentlemen, to introduce to you Professor

CooLEY of

the Agricultural College.

Professor Cooley.

No one

regrets

Mr. Chairman,

ladies

and gentlemen

more than myself the circumstances

:

that

compel the Agricultural College at this time to be represented here by one of the least of her sons but I have this
;

thing to say, that,

if I

am

not a leader in science, I

am

a

farmer, and ever since this Connecticut valley was settled
my ancestors have been here as farmers ; and, more than
that, I

am proud

to say that I

am

a Franklin

The subject which has been assigned to

me

County boy.
is

one which

If
I suppose does not appeal very forcil)ly to the farmers.
this is unfortunate, it is not my fault; it is my misfortune.
I want to say that there are a great many things in the

world that we do not half appreciate on first acquaintance.
There are those which we are inclined to make light of at
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but after better acquaintance

first,

know

we

better those

teresting study to

little

all

life.

As we

organisms which form such an into-day, we are beginning to

many people

among them some of our best friends. They are
by any means our enemies. My subject is "The

recognize

not

Doc.

recognize them as our

Just so in the world of microscopic

friends.

[Pul).

use of pure cultures in butter-making."
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Use of Pure Cui^tures in Butter-making.
BY PROF.

Our time

is fast

F.

making

S.

COOLEY, AMHERST.

its

history as a period of wonder-

ful discoveries.

The inventions of the

decade in electrical appliances
and photoo-raphy are without precedent in the annals of the
race.
Not less startling nor of less vital interest to us are
last

the recent discoveries in the world

of microscopic

life.

Facts lately disclosed in the study of bacteria are of marvellous significance.

These little plants, so minute that it is necessary for
thousands of them to unite to form a speck large enough
to be seen by the naked eye, have lately been found to
be involved in a vast number of functions and changes
of every-day occurrence.

Diseases and maladies of the

animal body are found to be largely due to development

and multiplication of minute living organisms. Consumpdiphtheria, cholera, malaria, typhus and scores of
other diseases have been found to be communicated and
caused by bacterial growth.
Similar organisms on the
roots of certain farm crops have been found to enable them
to draw on the air for supplies of valuable plant food.
Of vital interest in the living world, they seem to be of
at least equal importance in the world of dead organic

tion,

matter.

As discovery extends

itself,

it

looks as

if

we

should be able ultimately to trace every change in dead
organic substances to bacterial development.
The putrefaction of meat, the decay of vegetable matter, the fermen-

—

of manure,
all operate from the same causes.
Fermentations of beer and spirits, the souring of feed
stuflfs on becoming moist, the sweating of hay, result from
the presence of micro-organisms.
The curing or sweating

tations
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of leaf tobacco, producing the flavors and qualities esteemed

by users of the weed, are but natural
development.

results of bacterial

Indeed, the differences between Havana and

Sumatra, and Connecticut valley and Wisconsin tobacco,
have been explained as largely due to different species of
ferments concerned in their sweating. It is claimed that
tobacco from this valley can be sent to Cul)a to sweat, and

come ])ack with all the aroma of genuine Havana.
The happy hunting ground of a great variety of

bacteria

Perhaps no other substance affords so congenial
food and surroundings to large numbers of them. ,So
agreeable is it, that it is difficult if not impossible to keep
them out of normal cow's milk. The milkman's problem is
is

milk.

seriously complicated

they putrefy

change

it,

its color.

by

Unless

They sour milk,

their presence.

they make

it

ropy or

can be

it

made

bitter,

and often

to satisfy the con-

sumer before these changes set in, it becomes an almost
total loss.
It is the aim of every good milkman to check
and reduce their action as far as possible. To this end he
uses precautions to prevent their entrance, makes the conditions as unfavora])le as possible for their development
and in some instances takes measures to destroy them
after they become established.
To keep germs out of milk, one must know how they
enter it.
The udder of a healthy cow contains no germs,
and milk as it comes from the teat is uncontaminated. If
germs could subsequently be excluded, milk would keep for
but just as soon as it leaves the
udder the assault is made. The sides of the cow and her
belly and udder are teeming with life. Even the orifices of
years without change

;

her teats are invaded.

By

rejecting the

first

streams of

milk and thoroughly cleaning and moistening the sides and
Milkers' hands
udder, the numbers are greatly reduced.

and clothing are sources of contamination, and should be
clean before milking.

The

air of the stable is reeking

with

germs, and should be ventilated thoroughly. Milk must be
taken out of the staljle at once. Cows milked in open air
give a product freer from germs than those milked in a
stable.

Warm

milk allows the bacteria to multiply very

fast,
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therefore milk should be cooled at once to a low temperature, for

germs are

})ai'tially

paralyzed by the process, and

milk keeps much longer cold.
Sterilization by heat is sometimes practised to destroy
bacteria in milk and prevent change by souring and putrefaction.

Pasteurization, or partial sterilization,

is

also resorted to,

and secures freedom from change for a time, without rendering the milk so ol)jectionable and unwholesome to weak
stomachs as sterilizing does.
Unwelcome as these ferments and the changes they produce are in milk, they are essential to the profitable manuThe ripening or curing of
facture of 1)utter and cheese.
cheese and flavor developed depends almost
bacterial growth.

The

entirely on

different kinds of cheeses,

Stilton, Gloucester, etc.,

owe

their diflerence in a

to diflerent organisms involved in ripening.

Cheddar,

measure

In butter-mak-

ing they are not less important.

The production of

a desirable

and uniform flavor in butter

has been the subject of a great deal of study and careful

The earlier work on
by the Danish scientist, Storch.

investigation in the last decade.
subject was performed

this

In
1890 he found that the production of a first-class flavor
in butter was dependent on the kind of bacterial life that

was present

in the cream.

and made into butter,
so

much

desired.

it

If sweet cream

was pasteurized

lacked the delicate aroma that was

In studying the diflerent species of bac-

were isolated from ripening cream, he finally succeeded in separating a form that had the property of
producing a highly agreeable flavor when introduced into
pasteurized cream.
Storch's experiments opened up a
practically new field for investigation, which has since been
assiduously cultivated by several Danish investigators, by
Weigmann in Germany and Conn in this country.

teria that

Previous to the discovery of the function of bacteria in
ripening cream, and the separation and cultivation of those
forms calculated to produce highly agreeable flavors, the
manufacture of beer had enlisted the talents of some of the

most distinguished
has been

more

scientists.

It is a curious fact that beer

carefullv studied, with a view to increasing
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value, than has milk, and that the discovery of the source

of desirable flavors in butter was the outgrowth of investigations on the production of delicate and much-sought flavors
in beer.

Indeed, the use of pure cultures of bacteria in the

fermentation of beer, to induce desiralfle flavors, has been

common in Germany for many years.
As has been stated, sweet cream

butter lacks the flne

and delicate aroma of l)utter from cream nicely
ripened, and it finds but little sale in American markets,

flavor

although in some places, Paris especially, there
ing

demand

will

for butter

made from

fresh cream.

is

a grow-

This butter

not keep as well as that from well-ripened cream,

American markets call for butter that possesses the " quick
flavor" and subtle aroma that can only l)e produced by
systematic ripening.

Our

best butter-makers

owe

their success largely to their

tempering and producing just the right degree of
and the value of butter in the market, due
acidity in cream
in a large degree to its flavor, is dependent mainly on the
manasrement of the cream before churnino-.
The ripening of cream is the direct result of the growth
of bacteria, which, in process of development, change some
of the constituents (probably the milk sugar) into acids
This ripened product is sour cream, but
(lactic acid).
must not be allowed to sour too much.
skill in

;

Under the most

careful

management

it is difiicult

the same flavor in l)utter day after day
varies,

and

it

is

;

to get

but the product

often puzzling to the butter-maker to ac-

count for the lack ot uniformity in the article he makes.
The explanation must be sought in the development of bacteria.

The cream

as gathered contains a large

number of

Sometimes one predominates, sometimes another.
The flavor is produced according to the variety of bacteria
which gains ascendancy in souring the cream.
species.

In order to secure a uniform product,

many butter-mak-

cream by seeding with a starter from a prewhich possesses an agreeable flavor.
This is done 1)y putting into freshly set cream buttermilk
from a previous churning, or a small amount of cream from
the vats already ripened. In this way the same varieties of
ers ripen their

viously

made

article
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bacteria are propagated day after day, and a uniform flavor
is

There are, however, in

to be expected.

Avork such a large

number of

this

method of

species of bacteria that often-

times the worse species gain such a prominence that an ob-

Whenever an

jectional)le flavor results.

undesirable flavor

develops, butter-makers seek to overcome the difliculty

by

seeding their cream with fresh stock, procured from a
neighlioring creamery or dairy which is known to develop

good

flavor.

in mind a case reported a short time since of a
creamery where the fresh-gathered cream was pumped up
into the tempering vats. The butter produced was of an exceedingly agreeable flavor, until the pump was overhauled
and cleaned. It was found to l)e covered with a sour slime inside, full of bacteria. The removal of this filth and slime, with
its content of organic life, was virtually "killing the goose
I

have

that laid the golden egg," for the butter

showed a

loss of the flavor for

which

A step taken by many German

it

made afterwards

had been esteemed.

butter-makers, at the sug-

gestion of scientific investigators, was to discard natural

by

ripening for ripening
fine

cultures carefully selected for the

flavor they imparted

preparations in use in

to

There are several

l)utter.

Germany

for desirable fermentation

of cream, as well as for agreeable fermentation of beer.

In America there are two pure cultures on the market for
producing uniformly fine-flavored butter, knoAvn as " Lactic
Ferment," prepared by Chr. Hansen; and "Bacillus 41,"

The

by Professor Conn.

latter

was isolated from a sample

of sterilized milk, brought from Uruguay, which had been

improperly preserved.
ferments are three
1.

:

—

The claims made

for these artificial

—

As the same culture is reUniformity of Product.
to day, or every week, the, same varieties

newed from day

of bacteria always develop, and the flavor of the butter

remains very uniform.
2.

Increase in Flavor.

— Not only

is

the product

uniform, but the "quick, high flavor" so

much

more

prized

is

secured with certainty by use of the proper ferment.
3.

Improving the

Keeping Quality.

— Weigmann

and

Storch found that butter of extremely fine flavor rarel}- kept
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The two things
seemed to be antagonistic. This has been overcome in a
measure by using two organisms in the starter,
one for
as well as an article less well flavored.

—

flavor, the other for

keeping quality.

Are these three claims sustained? Extensive experiments have been made at the Wisconsin Dairy School and
Experiment Station to test this point. There is not time
to discuss the experiments, or even describe the methods
adopted, but we must hasten at once to the results.
A part of the tests were with " separator" cream,
seeded after separation

Some

;

the rest were with gathered cream.

of the latter were

seeded in the cans before the

gatherers started, the others were seeded
arrived at the factory.

when

the cream

In each the cream seeded with pure

cultures was

compared with an equal amount of the same
cream allowed to ripen in the natural way. Both settings
were developed quickly, at high temperatures, and slowly
for two days, care being taken to preserve identical condiThe cream was churned
tions between compared settings.
at the same temperatures, colored, washed, salted, worked
and packed in exactly the same way. It was then sent off,
under cypher numbers, to be scored. Every sample was
scored when fresh by two or more experts, and again after
remaining in cold storage from three to five months. No
factor was taken into consideration in scoring except flavor
when fresh and flavor when kept for three to five months in
cold storage.
fection.

The

This one factor counted

fifty

points for per-

results of the score are as follows

Gurlor.

:

—

;
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going table refers to separator cream, ripened forty-eight
Hansen's lactic ferment did not enter into the comhours.
parisons generally and the experimenters did not feel war-

ranted in drawing conclusions from their meagre results

with that culture.
five tests

ter

from

made

I should like to state that in

tlie

the average score was 45.4 for the fresh ])ut-

lactic ferment, slightly

below either of the others.

Lactic ferment 1)utter received a higher score by a

when used

four or

in unpasteurized

cream than

in

full

point

cream that had

been pasteurized.
The experimenters drew the following conclusions from
their

test;?

:

—

Cultures of Conn's B. 41 did not improve the flavor

1.

of butter either from separator cream or gathered cream.

On

the contrary, there

was

a perceptible difi'erence in favor

of natural ripening.

With separator cream
2.
made with B. 41 deteriorated
and although the
fresh,

it

3.

latter scored

scored slightly lower

From

butter in cold storage, that
less

than did normal butter

considerably higher when

when taken from

storage.

gathered cream the pure culture had no advan-

tage over natural ripening in the keeping quality of

its

butter.

There was little difference in the uniformity of B. 41
4.
and natural ripening, what there was being in favor of the
latter.

5.

In special experiment to test the assertion that B. 41

was observed; i. e., it was
cream under identical conditions.
6.
These conclusions do not agree with the results that
have l)een generally reported where B. 41 has been used for
cream ripening. This may be attrilnited in part to close
attention to the details of manufacture rather than to the

retards souring, the contrary

more

acid than normal

use of a starter.

The B. 41 was used in unpasteurized cream, as is recommended
not in pasteurized, as is the common practice

—

with other cultures.
In the brief time at our disposal last winter, in the

Massachusetts Dairy School at Amherst, I carried out (with
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Mr. Michels, our butter-maker) a single careful test to
determine the flavors of butter from B. 41, lactic ferment,
natural ripening and a bacillus separated hy one of our
own men. In our own test almost identical conditions
47 pounds of cream in each lot, ripened at
prevailed
62° F.
churned at
.38 per cent acidity in each case
56° F.
washed once salted | ounce to pound fourteen
minutes for churning and 14 pounds ])utter, net. The
butter was scored by A. Belknap of Boston and H. B.
Gurler of De Kolb, 111., with the following results Belknap ranked B. 41 best, the others about the same Gurler
ranked B. 41 poorest, the others the same Mr. Michels,
Professor Brooks and myself agreed with Belknap in preferring B. 41, though the difierence was slight.
Many practical l^utter-makers are taking up the use of
one or the other of these cultures for ripening cream, and
they come to rely on them with a good deal of contidence
when the merits of the cultures have been thoroughly tried.
A practical creameryman from Wisconsin, who is unusually
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

successful in obtaining a high price for his products, told

me

he would just as soon try to get along without color as

without B. 41.

His brother manages a cheese factory

twelve miles away, and has sometimes driven the distance
to secure a starter from the pure culture of the creamery,

when for some reason his own had failed.
The testimony of the most progressive manufacturers of
dairy products leads us to the opinion that pure cultures
will

become a valuable adjunct

choice articles.
stay, arid

to

the manufacture of

I believe that the cultures have

hope that we

come

to

shall hear of further tests relative

to their value in the near future.

Question. Why do we get a better flavor of butter in
June than in December?
I suppose it is because December
Professor Cooley.
bacteria are diflferent from June bacteria.
Mr. Grinnell. Does storing cause any change in the
butter?
Professor Cooley.

Certainly there

is

a change in butter
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from fresh to that which has been in storage a long time.
It lost in this case a little less

The pasteurized kept

months, on an average.
slightly better.

The

than three points in four
its

flavor

ferment gave an average score
lower than the others. In experi-

lactic

of 45.4. That is a little
ments in Wisconsin, in unpasteurized cream the flavor was
two points better than in the pasteurized cream, with the
same culture.
Down stairs tliere are five packages of butter that I made
on Monday before coming to this meeting, from five lots of
cream as nearly identical as we could get them. The cream
was cooled ])efore separating for ripening. One w^as pasteurized B. 41, one the lactic ferment, one Boston butter
culture, one ripened naturally and one was made from fresh
cream separated that morning and put right through the
Here are the scores that your expert judges have
churn.
placed on these butters. I liope, if any one is interested,
that they will take the pains to taste them, and see if they
can taste any difierence in flavor.
No. 1, Boston butter culture; scores 3(3 by Mr. Harris
and 38 by Mr. Douglass. There is a difierence in the
judges.

No.
No.

2,

ripened naturally

3, that is the

;

scores 36 and 37.

sweet cream; scores 38^.

We

would

hardly expect that.

No.
No.

4, the pasteurized

B. 41

;

scores 37.

5, the lactic ferment; scores 36

by Mr. Harris and

Mr. Douglass.
want to say that Mr. Harris found much fault with the
way that butter was put up. I had just learned that the
Wisconsin people had used a new kind of wrappers, and I
put them on my butter, and as a result the butter has more
of the flavor of the w^rapper than of the culture. That is
what i\Ir. Harris says. I doubt if you could tell it I cannot.
39

l)y

I

;

It is a fact that

vor

tlian the

the sweet-cream butter has

other samples, because

it

now

a better fla-

had no acid to act on

the oils of the

wrapper and extract the flavors to itself.
"\Yliat are the wrappers made of ?
ash,
Professor Cooley. The wrappers are of wood,

Question.
I think.

—
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At what temperature must cream be

Question.

to he

pasteurized ?

Professor Cooley.

answering

would rather be excused from

I

question,

that

there

are

so

many

different

The temperature must be high enough to kill
opinions.
most of the bacteria, but it nmst be so low that a permanently cooked flavor will not be left in the cream when
that is not far from it.
cooled, and that is about 158° F.,
Mr. Grinnell. Your experiments are what you have

—

been reporting on.
cold storage,

— how

How much
many

does butter deteriorate in

Did that come within

points?

your experiments?
Professor Cooley. That did not come within the limits
of our experiments. The figures that I gave from the
Wisconsin experiment station would have a bearing on
that, showing a deterioration of about three points in four
months' keeping.

The Chairman.

We

hope

later

have an opportunity for questions
papers, but there are so

obliged to have

all

many

the papers

on in the afternoon to
and discussion of our

of them that

first

we

shall

and the discussion

be

after-

Our next paper will be on " Food value of dairy
products," by Mr. Geo. M. Whitaker of the Massachusetts

ward.

Dairy Bureau.
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Food Value of Dairy Products.
BY MR. GEO. M. WHTTAKER, BOSTON.

I

am

assigned the task of preparing a ten-minute paper on

Hence

a five-hour sul>ject.

added those of time

to

limitations

of ability are

and I must content myself with the

;

barest statement of results, eliminating reasons, authorities

and explanations.

Average milk has 13 per cent of
in 87

per cent of water

;

solid matter in solution

or, in other

has 13 pounds of solids in 100.

words, average milk

At

6,

7

or 8 cents per

consumer |2.79, $3.25 or $3.72 per 100
pounds. The milk solids, which are the portion of milk of
value, cost, therefore
21.4 cents per pound, when milk is
six cents per quart
25 cents per pound, when milk is seven
cents per quart
28. G cents per pound, when milk is eight
cents per quart.
This is from 21.4 to 28.6 cents per pound
for solid food which has no waste and is all dioestible.
Let us see how this compares with some other articles.
If you buy a pound of sirloin or rump steak, about twothirds are refuse or water
and if you pay 25 cents per
pound, the clear nutriment costs you 75 cents per pound.
Your Thanksgiving turkey was 32 per cent bones and
other refuse, and 45 per cent water, leaving only 23 per cent
of nutrients.
This makes the nutritive portion of your turkey cost 87 cents per pound,
if you paid 20 cents.
Of the lobster, Q2 per cent is refuse and 31 per cent is
water, leaving only 7 per cent of food, which costs you
if
you pay 12 cents per pound
$1.68.
quart, milk costs the

:

;

;

;

—

—

—

Ham

contains 52 per cent of nutrients,

much

of the moist-

ure having evaporated during the smoking, and at 15 cents

per pound the food costs about 30 cents.
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The shad has 85 per cent of refuse and moisture, and at 25
pound the nutrients cost 11.75 per pound.
I am aware that I have selected some of the more costly

cents per

foods, but they are such foods as people even in moderate
necessities.
If I had selected
would have been unchanged that when we
compare pound with pound of clear, solid food, free from
any waste or refuse, milk is one of the cheapest foods there
Many consumers regard it as a luxury, to be bought by
is.
the pint and used sparingly.
AVere its cheapness as a food
fully understood, its use would be greatly increased and the
surplus would be greatly reduced.
But what kind of food do we get for this money? The
answer necessitates a brief explanation of the uses of food.
The human machine, like the steam engine, must have food
to develop warmth and force.
The human machine, like inanimate machinery, is continually wearing, and the worn-out
parts must be replaced but the human machine is built up
and the wear made good by growth from within.
Special

circumstances purchase as
others, the fact

;

is required for each function, hence we need fuel foods
and wear-and-tear foods. The fuel quality of the fuel foods
can be measured, and the amount needed by the human system under difterent conditions has been estimated. The carbon principle predominates in these foods, and they are
frequently called carbohydrates and fats.
The calorie is
the unit of measurement, and a man doing a moderate

food

amount of work needs 3,500 calories per day.
The wear-and-tear or building-up foods have nitrogen

as

the leading essential constitutent, and in the form needed for

A

food are called protein.

man doing moderate muscular

work needs .28 pounds of protein per day.
Now, 1 quart of milk contains .08 of a pound of protein
and 650 calories, or approximately one-fourth of the amount
of both fuel and wear-and-tear foods needed to support a
one.

Hence we

day doing moderate muscular work.

other points concerning the food value of milk that

only cheap, but that

it

man

find as

it is

not

has the proper kinds of food and in

correct proportions.
Protein, Pounds.

Needed by man doing moderate work,
In four quarts of milk,

.

.

.

Calories.

28

3,500

.32

2,600

.
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consumed only four quarts of milk in one day,
he would have taken enough food to work on, but slightly
more protein than was necessary, and be a little deficient in
Substituting 16 ounces of wheat bread for
the fuel foods.
one quart of milk would be an improvement.
If a person

rotein,

Needed,

Three quarts of milk,
Sixteen oimees wheat bread,
.

Total,

Two

.

povinds of sirloin,

Pounds.

Calories,

.28

3,500

.24

1,950

.09

1,280

.33

3,230

.30

1,940

The wheat bread and milk ration would not be far out of
the way,
nearer to the demands of the system than 2

—

pounds of sirloin steak.
Change now from wheat bread to 16 ounces of corn meal
and we have yet nearer a sufficient, well-balanced ration.
Protein, Pounds.

Needed,

Three quarts of milk,
Sixteen ounces of corn meal,
Total,

.

Two pounds
and 3,300

.

.

.

3,500

24

1,950

.

.

.10

1,650

.

.

.34

3,600

of corn meal has .20 of a pound of protein

calories,

used, nothing
ever,

is

and
it

making

if in

added to

we mix with

that into bread water

nutritive value.

its

a quart of milk,

pomids

com

meal,

.

.

.

One quart milk,
Total,

This

just the right

is

fuel foods.

If

and we have

—

Calories.

.20

3,300

08

650

28

3,950

amount of protein and an excess of
result would be better.

we used skim-milk the

Protein, Pounds.

Two

pounds

com

meal,

One quart skim-milk,

is

Suppose, how-

Protein, Pounds.

Two

Calories.

28

.

.

.

Calories.

.20

3,300

08

360

.28

8,660

Protein. Pounds.
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Notice the difl'erence between
the latter

is

full

cream and skim cheese

Pounds.

Calorics.

Full cream cheese,

18

3,300

Skim-milk cheese,

16

750

.34

4,050

To those who are
commend the studies

interested in following this subject I

of Professor Atwater and his elaborate

tables giving the food value of

also combinations

work

—

very rich in protein and deficient in calories.
I'rotein,

My

183

in this

many

dift'erent

materials and

which make perfectly balanced rations.
is merely to present a few facts and

paper

suggest a few thoughts in connection with the food value of
dairy products.

On

the food value of milk from the health stand^point I

desire to say a word.
tions taken

by

I

am

surprised at the extreme posi-

estimable, intelligent men,

who

allow their

devotion to science, their prejudices or their animosity to

them of broad-minded, judicial fairness, and to drive
them to become narrow extremists. The claim of science as
to possible dangers lurking in milk as the may-be conveyer
It is also
of disease germs is true, and should be admitted.
true that milk is a valuable food, and should be more largely
used.
But why can we not be reasonable, and i-ecognize the
divest

real situation?
criticising

One

agricultural writer in a recent article,

some of the developments of modern

science,

sought to score a point by saying that more people had
suffered for lack of the food value of milk than

With
if it is

this statement I

admitted, should

am

we not do what we can

receive injury from it?

road crossing,

we do not

But, even

not going to quarrel.

the quality of the milk supply,

may

from any

germs contained therein.

disease

to

improve

and help the minority wdio

When

a

man

is

killed at a rail-

get up a scare against railroads,

neither do we look on with indiflerence because hundreds
have previously crossed there with safety. When the deadly
properties of sew^er gas were discovered, we did not go to
the extent of creating a scare against sewers, or go to the

other extreme of preaching apathy, because, after

all,

only

;
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a few of the people whose houses are connected with sewers

by sewer-gas poisoning.

are injured

We

can keep on advocating the increased use of milk, and

at the

same time can consistently admit possible dangers

and work
food, and

We can even call it a healthy
admit that under some circumstances it may

for their reduction.
still

be a source of danger, and

In conclusion

milk

:

healthy articles of food

is
;

work

for the reduction of that.

one of the cheapest, Avell-balanced,
cheese

is

a cheap, healthy article of

amount of nutrients it contains
and palatable source of the needed fats in

food, standing high in the

butter

a cheap

is

food.

Persons obliged to practice economy in their food purchases can do so to the best advantage in most cases

by

in-

creasing the use of dairy products.

The time has now arrived

The Chairman.

term our "dairy experience meeting."

whom we

We

for

what we

have several

expect will deliver short addresses and perhaps

answer questions. The first is Mr. C. B. Lyman of Southampton.
Mr. Lyman. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen In
the short space of time which is allowed me, it would be
difficult to give any elaborate description of the methods
:

which

I practice at

fifteen

years ago,

this

my own

A

few years ago,

—

— the gentleman who delivered the address

morning was down

He

dairy.

at

our place, advocating uniting in

would be more popular,
amount called for that private
would be of no account. He said we would have to

creameries.

said the butter

and so great would be the
dairies

go into them, as we could not otherwise

sell

our butter.

I

suppose that will be the case in the future, but I am still
living and carrying on the same business that I did before.
I have only a small herd of
I try to

do

I try to

do well.

cows and a small farm, but what

PRIVATE DAIRYING.
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Private Dairying.

BY MU.

LYMAN, SOUTHAMPTON.

C. B.

There is no product of the farm that requires so much
and attention, that is so delicate and ditticult to handle
in the manufacture, as the product of the cow in the making
A great
of choice butter and the marketing of the same.
change in butter-making has been made within a few years,

care

to the profit of a large part of the farmers,

by

the establish-

home
more uniform

ing of public creameries, thus removing labor from the
to the factory,

quality and

product.

and making a better

commanding

article of

better prices than the average dairy

But there are many farmers so situated that they
accommodated by the public creameries, and

are not readily

therefore are obliged, or think

it

the better Avay for them, to

manufacture the product of their

would address myself

in

own cows.

To such

I

trying to show what I think of one

way of accomplishing the best results.
The first requisite is the cow. Take whatever breed you
you must decide
think best adapted to your conditions,

—

—

and then do your best to improve
thorough trial,
thinking them best adapted
the
Jerseys,
on that. We have
to our farm and giving us a better product than any other
after a

They
we would

breed.
that

are not yet
like,

but

we

up to the point

ot production

are trying hard to reach that

result.

Having secured your cows, give them care and treatment
Let them have good, roomy stables,
to get the best results.
Not many of us can have our
well lighted and ventikited.
stables sheathed and polished, but we can keep them clean
and free from unwholesome odors. Give the cows plenty of
good bedding to make them comfortable and contented treat
;

;
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them gently and keep them free from excitement and fear.
Pet them, make them familiar with your presence, feed them
regularly and with good rations.

When

the cows are in winter quarters our practice

milk them the
of good hay.

first

is

to

thing in the morning, then give a ration

After breakfast they are turned out for water-

and the mangers and stables are cleaned of the night's
litter.
We then give a feed of corn meal, wheat middlings
and cotton-seed meal. We give about two quarts of this
mixture to each cow, and place it in their mangers. After
The
this we give a feeding of hay and then of corn stover.
cows are then left to themselves until about three o'clock in
the afternoon, when they are turned out for water and exercise, and are then given the same course of grain and other
feeds as in the morning. You will say that this is not a very
extravagant ration, but it has answered our purpose very
ing,

well.

When

the cows are at pasture, only a feeding of grain

at night is given.

Great care must be taken in milking to have everything
Milk
neat and the udders clean and free from dust and dirt.
quickly and to the last drop.
Carry the milk immediately
to the dairy

room and thoroughly

strain.

of the butter made, I think there

is

As

but

to the quality

little

difterence

whether the cream is raised by being put in the old-fashioned
shallow pans or in deep open pails, in cold setting by use of
To get
the submerged process or by use of the separator.
the most cream from shallow pans or open pails, the temperature of the room should be about seventy degrees, and
the milk should stand from twenty-four to thirty-six hours
for the cold setting the temperature should be about forty

deoTces, and the milk be drawn oti' in twelve hours; while
with the separator you turn the crank and in a very few

minutes you have the cream.

we

We

prefer the separator, as

get better results with less care than by any other method

or process

we have

After the cream

tried.
is

properly ripened

it

is

churned, the

buttermilk drawn and the butter washed with salt water

and then with clear water. It is then taken out and put into
a Reid butter worker, salt is added in proportion of threequarters ounce of salt to a pound of butter for part, and one-
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half an ounce for part, to suit the tastes of the customers.

The butter is well worked and put up in one-pound prints,
stamped, wrapped in papers and put in a cool place till
All through this

ready for market.

ness must prevail, or

you

work

the utmost neat-

will lose the best results of

your

labor.

Now comes the most difficult part of the business,
customers for your product.
ion

is

— getting

Notwithstanding that the tash-

largely for creamery butter, there are

still

many fam-

who prefer private dairy butter and who are willing
pay a better price, because they can get a better article,
which will be firmer and harder, less watery and will go farther and last longer than the butter made at the public
ilies

to

creamery.

To

secure customers requires patient, hard work, and

many

you are near a village, large town or city, market your butter by selling direct to the consumer, and save
all of the profit to yourself.
When you have secured your
customers, serve them faithfully and well give them a good
article every time.
Strive to please your customers, and
they will stand by you.
Serve them regularly, and so that
you can be depended upon at a certain day, at nearly the
same hour in the da}^, in summer's heat or winter's cold,
in storm or sunshine, then your efibrts to please will be rewarded by better prices and a constantly increasing demand
a

rebufl*.

If

;

for

your product.

It

is

thirty years ago this first

week

in

December

that the

writer started on a weekly drive of fifteen miles to market

up

by his father
about twenty-five years before, and followed by him until
he was eighty.
He is still supplying many of the same
families, and is gaining new ones every year, and rarely has
he missed a trip.
No week has passed but that the customers have been supplied, and it is very rare that any one of
them finds fault with the product or with the price.
But notwithstanding the faithful, hard work put in for
so many years, and the obtaining of fairly good prices for
our products, we are far from being rich, but have to drive
away the blues and keep happy and cheerful under many

his product, taking

discouragements,

still

the business started

hoping for better success.
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For summer and winter are one to me,
And the day is bright, be it storm or shine
For far away, o'er a sunny sea.
Sails a treasure-vessel, and all is mine.
I see the ripples that fall away,
As she cleaves the azure waves before
And nearer, nearer, day by day.
Draws the happy hour when she comes to

[Pub. Doc.

;

;

"
'

But what if she never comes ? yovi say,
If you never the honor, the treasure, gain
It has made me happier day by day,

shore.

'

'

?

'

has eased full many an aching pain,
has kejjt the spirit from envy free,

It
It

Has dulled

the ear to the world's rude din.

Oh best of blessings it's been to me.
To look for the hour when my ship comes
!

Mr.

.

I

would

like to ask

Mr.

in."

Lyman what

he gets

as an average price of butter through the year.

Mr.
Mr.
wheat
Mr.

Lyman.

Ware.

Thirty-five to thirty-seven cents.
I

understand that his feed

is

cotton-seed,

middlings and bran.

Lyman.

No

;

corn meal, wheat middlings and cotton-

seed.

Secretary Sessions.

Will you please

state the

mixture to

the audience?

Mr. Lyman. I use a little more of the corn meal and
wheat middlings than of the cotton-seed. A little less than
a quart a day of cotton-seed, and I feed four quarts of the
whole to a cow a day. Equal parts of corn meal and middlings and nearly a quart of cotton-seed meal, the whole
averaging four quarts a da3^

Mr. Wight.

How many

pounds of butter do you aver-

age during the year to the cow

?

Mr. Lyman. I have not looked it up within a year. I
think I reach two hundred and fifty pounds to the cow.
Question. You put it up in prints.
Wouldn't it be
more satisfactory to your customers to have it put up in
jars ?

Mr. Lyman.

No

;

I think not.
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soon becomes

in prints

air.

air come to it, if it is
They like it so that they can
cut it into squares of a quarter of a pound each.
Mr.
My farm home is in New Yoric. I tind
the butter put up in papers gets tainted very quickly.
We always put it up in jars for private families. They

Mr. Lyman.

It does not

have any

properly wrapped in papers.

.

covered

it

with cotton cloth and put

kept the air from

salt

over

it.

That

it.

Mr. Lyman.

That is a good way, but mine being fresh
would not make so much difference.
Secretary Sessions.
Can you give us about the temperature you keep the cream while ripening ?
Mr. Lyman. I like to have it in a room where the tem-

every week,

it

I churn three times a
is about seventy degrees.
week, and my cream is mixed. It stands about thirty-six
hours from the time the last is put in.
Mr. Ware. At what temperature do you churn it?

perature

Mr. Lyman.
Mr. Bliss.

About
I

sixty.

understood Mr.

Lyman

butter goes farther than creamery butter.

have him explain

how

that

to say that dairy
I

would

like to

is.

Mr. Lyman. I have a great many customers who tell me
that two pounds of my butter w^ill go as far as three pounds
That is the testimony of my customers.
of creamery butter.
anything but my own butter, and I
course
I
do
not
use
Of
could not decide on that point.
I do not believe that the
dirterence is quite as great as that, but that is every one's

testimony.
Secretary Sessions.

Mr. Lyman.

Yes,

Secretary Sessions.

There

is

less

water in

it.

sir.

If the audience will permit,

we

will

all the papers together, and then have the discussion.
want to make sure of the papers, and then use the time

have

We

in discussion.

The gentleman who comes next is the
The first
veteran creamery butter-maker of New England.
creamery was established in Hattield, with Mr. Dunham as
The Chairman.
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have the pleasure of introducing to

you Mr. D. B. Dunham, superintendent of the Ashfield
Creamery Company.
Mr. Dunham. I have a brief paper on my experience in
making butter.
It may not meet with the requirements
here.

This

is

a

little

Secretary Sessions.
profess to be a writer.

out of

He

We

my

is

line of business.

a practical

want

man.

He

his experience.

does not

CREAMERY EXPERIENCE.
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Creamert Experience.
BY MR.

I>.

B.

DUNHAM, ASHFIELD.

My

experience in the manufacture of butter dates back to
the year 1874, in Franklin County, N. Y., at which time
the so-called creameries were termed butter factories, the
milk being delivered at the factory and there set in open
I conshallow pans, holding twelve hundred pounds each.
when
I reuntil
1880,
tinued making Ijutter by this system
moved to Hatfield, Mass., to take charge of the first creamery
in New England, conducted on the cream-gathering plan,
and made the first churning Nov. 25, 1880.

In the

first

place, to

make

a first-class article, special

must be paid to the care of the milk at the dairy,
and cleanliness on the part of the producers and collectors is
I would
as absolutely necessary as with the butter-maker.
like to say right here that especial credit is due the patrons
I maintain that
of the Ashfield Creamery along this line.
all cream and butter receptacles and the floors in a creamery
should be thoroughly cleansed and kept sweet, and never

attention

neglected even for a single day, as
creameries.

In order that the floors

is

the case in

may be

sweet and clean, the building should

many

kept perfectly

be built with good

sewerage and drainage, and proper appliances to conduct
buttermilk and drippings off into
floors

will in

the sewer.

When

all

the

and remain so, the building
a short time become musty, and consequently afiect

are allowed to get wet

the cream.

Cream must be brought in sweet, and then, to ripen it,
brought slowly up to a certain temperature and held there
thirty-six hours, instead of souring it by using the so-called
Then cream
starter, such as sour buttermilk and old cream.
should be stirred frequently and the whipped cream re-
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moved,

as

sours and turns old very quickly and becomes

it

When it is

"cheesy."
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taken oif and churned separately, one

makes an

inferior quality of butter, and
keep at all therefore it must necessarily hurt the
quality pf a whole churning where it remains on the cream
and is churned with it.

can readily see

it

will not

;

System must

1)6

used

in

all

})arts

Cream should always be churned

butter-making.

of

at a certain temperature,

varying according to the season of the year, and butter
should be washed in water of a certain temperature. We
often hear of complaints that butter

am

" won't come:" but

I

confident in saying that there never was any cream pro-

duced that would,

if

properly cared for and brought to a

right degree of heat, refuse to

length of time

make

butter in a reasonable

my

twenty-two years' experience in
butter-making I have never failed to have my churnings
come in the proper time. Some might say that in private
dairies the result might l)e different
but I would add that I
have churned each producer's cream separately many times,
and have always been just as successful.
for in

;

;

box
Mason power worker, and

I salt the butter in its granular state, in a revolving

churn, and then take
after

it is

it

worked print

out on a
it

on a printing

table.

ing sufficiently hardened in the refrigerator

and wrapped

After becom-

it is

brought out

parchment paper on a table especially
and put into trays ready to be placed in
the large cases.
Some of the butter, of course, is packed
in five-pound boxes and small tubs, if so ordered.
We use
cloths on top of the boxes, and the tubs we line with parchment paper. Our butter is all shipped twice a week, a large
amount being sent to private families in New York and other
in printed

for that purpose,

cities.

Of

course,

it

goes without saying that, in order to hold a

private trade, one

Uniformity
j)rivate

is

must make a good and uniform

article.

one of the essential things necessary to retain
We at our creamery have standing

family trade.

orders with certain city families for a certain amount at regular intervals, put up in fancy prints and salted to order.

As

there

is

so

much

discussion about and so

many

tions asked concerning mottled butter and Avhite specks,

ques-

which
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well to refer to

Streaky and mottled butter

is

always

caused by an uneven distribution and working in of the salt.
The light or mottled part is the natural color, without the

Good,

salt.

butter-makers do not have

first-class

how

trouble, because they understand

come

at the the

uniformly on

to have their butter

proper temperature, so that the

it.

White specks

this

in butter are

salt will act

caused by

overheated cream, which causes a curd to form, which when

churned will not wash out, but remains with the butter.
According to several articles I have seen in dairy papers,
it

would seem that many confound these three

terras, viz.,

mottled or streaky butter, white specks in butter and white
Therefore, as has been stated, mottles are caused by
flakes.
an uneven distribution of

salt,

white specks are caused by a

curd being formed in the cream, and white flakes by dried or
flaky cream, the result of cream not being properly stirred.

Another point well worth every creamery man's attention
to be on guard when the cream is brought in, and see if
there is any that is not all right, and if such should be the case,
then keep such a can by itself and churn it separately, and
is

not spoil a whole churning.

It is

very essential that a butter-

maker should have a keen sense of smell

as well as taste, for

these senses will be brought into use often, if one
ticular as he

One

ought to be.

butter-maker unless he

is

is

as par-

cannot be styled a successful

interested in the actual welfare of

was his own business, and spends
manufacture of the butter and
in building up a first-class and permanent trade.
To sum it all up, for one to be practical and successful in

the creamery as though
his enero'ies to that

end

it

in the

must take a special interest
work, possess a good amount of sense and judgment,
be patient, systematic, orderly, neat, and have keen senses.

the art of butter-making, one
in the

The Chairman.

We

have with us to-day a gentleman

from the eastern part of the State, who is or should be well
known.
Ho is Mr. N. I. Bowditch, Millwood Farm,
Framinofham.
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Making Milk for Private Trade.
BY MR.

N.

I.

BOWDITCH, FRAMINGHA.M.

Secretary Sessions asked

me

to talk to

you a few minutes
I do not mean

about making milk for Boston private trade.

private family trade, but private hospitals, which use from

100 to 450 quarts daily, where clean milk from tuberculintested cows
I

have

is

onl}'

demanded.
been in the business for the past three years,

but have found out a few things that are very essential, the

most important of which

acknowledge to one's self that
one does not know everything, and that there is something
new to be learned every day about milk raising.
I will endeavor to tell you, in the few minutes allowed me,
what I have determined, up to the present time, are the best
ways of raising and caring for milk. I do not claim they
are better than the methods of others, but they have proved
most satisfactory to me. In l)uying the cow, I want a cow
with all the good dairy points, and a good large frame, so
she will make good-sized beef when she gets through the
mill, as I force my cows all they will stand.
I have much better results buying springers or cows diie
to calve in four months than I do buying new-milch ones,
for, if they are left on
unless they be from my neighbors
the cars and l)ecome " bagged," it gives them a set-back they
is

to

;

do not get over until they come in fresh next time. Then,
again, springers are cheaper, and it does not cost much to
keep them at pasture or on ensilage, according to the season
As soon as the cow calves I make it an ironof the year.
clad rule to give her a dose of epsom salts (from one and
one-quarter to two pounds, according to her size), simply as
a precaution against milk fever, and after the
she

is

put in the string,

if all

fifth

milking,

She

right in every way.

then fed very sparingly for ten days, after which she

is

is

given
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a few shorts daily, until at the end of eighteen days she can
have the regular grain mixture, but not her full ration by
any means.
I make up my grain ration as follows 125 pounds Buffalo
:

pounds winter bran, 80 pounds old-process oil
meal.
Of this mixture I give a cow from 8 to 14 pounds
daily in two feeds, according to her power of assimilation.
The average weight of my cows is about 1,250 pounds, and
the above ration is too rich in carbohydrates and fat, according to the standard grain rations that are made up but,
not being a chemist, I can only say, come and look at the
cows and also the milk record, which is kept on weekly
sheets and copied into a large book, so I can tell at a glance
what each cow is doing by the week, month and year.
In the barn of 42 head the average daily grain ration is 11
pounds per cow. The gluten costs, per ton, $13.50; the
shorts cost, per ton, $12.50; the oil meal costs, per ton,
gluten, 200

;

My

$17.

daily grain ration costs only 7 cents per cow.

In addition to grain, they have 35 pounds of ensilage
divided in two feeds, also two feeds of hay of 3
pounds each, or oat straw. My ensilage I sell to the cows
at $2 per ton and hay at $16 per ton.
Grain, 7
The cost of feed per day for one cow is
daily,

:

cents

Add

;

ensilage, 3 cents

;

hay, 8 cents

;

total,

18 cents.

to cost of feeding the care of cows, grooming, milking,

care of milk, washing cans and taking milk to depot, etc.,

which is 8 cents per day per cow, or total of 26 cents per
day per cow.
I tind l)y feeding the above ration that the cows will give
me a larger yield of milk and at the same time put on flesh,
turned for beef at any time, and bring
buy a new one.
I have one cow that has been through the mill for three
years now, and for the last two years she has paid me gross
over $200 yearly in milk alone, and this year she has started
so that they can

])e

nearly enough to

in to

At

beat

all

previous records.

present the barn of 42 head averages 27 pounds daily,

mixed milk

tests 4.3,

and they are made up as follows

:

14

calved within two months, 23 calved six months ago, 5 have

been milking from one year to a year and a

half.

If at

any
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is

not paying her way, she

is
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sold at once to the

butcher for what she will bring.

Another point
giving them water

in

keeping cows up to their milk

warmed

grees in cold weather.

is

by

to a temperature of 65 to 70 de-

This was very forcibly brought to

notice last winter, when my boiler l)roke down, and each
cow dropped from a pint to a pint and a half in her daily
milk yield. They will shrink a like amount, too, if, when

my

bedded with sand or sawdust, the same is wet and
damp. I am a firm believer in turning them out for an hour
or two in the middle of the day during the winter, for exercise.
I think it is contrary to all laws of nature to keep
them tied up and made a perfect machine of from November
to May.
It stands to reason that they want a certain amount
of moderate exercise to keep up their appetite and keep in
healthy condition. I feed them all summer in the barn, but
turn them out for four or five hours each day in a lot near
by, unless the weather be stormy. A cold north-east storm,
while it does not lessen the flow of milk very much, does
lessen the butter fat.
I have seen it make a difiference of
two spaces in a Cooley can of milk.
Before taking up the care of the milk, I would like to add

freshly

that I have al)out decided not to bother with a

not throw

off"

cow

that does

her after-birth properly, or one that will not

full time.
When they do not clean
do not do well for a long time, and they are
quite apt to drop their next calf before time.

carry her calf the
|)roperly, they

sum up

cow in the following
and gentleness. Milking
begins on the minute of ten minutes past five in the morning
and twenty minutes of five in the evening. Each cow's
udder is brushed clean before milking and as soon as each
I will

words,

the care of the milch

— regularity,

cleanliness

;

cow

milked her milk is taken at once to the milk house,
where it is strained through five thicknesses of wire and
eight of cloth, then run over a Star cooler and aerator,
is

reducing the temperature to about 50 degrees, into 20-quart
These cans as filled are put into a tank of ice water.

cans.

all the milk has been cooled it is poured into a big
mixing vat and drawn off as rapidly as possible, every fourth
can being emptied back, to insure a thorough mixing.

After
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want to impress on the milk producers present tlie imacratiiiii" and cooling- the milk, which if properly
done will prevent a large amount of sour milk being returned and any farmer having spring water running in his
huildings can do this at a very small cost.
As an illustration, I will state that for the last two summers I have sent
milk to Boston, which was taken across the city, carried on
a train twentj-five miles down the north shore and then in a
row boat a mile out to sea. Saturdays I had to send enough
to last through iMonday, and not one quart of sour milk did
they have all summer. You may remember it was quite hot
I

portance of

;

days in August.
have found out also

for ten
I

ing

how I can keep my milk from sourwhen we have thunder showers. As soon as cooled and

aerated, cover tightly

cracked ice fully
this

way

I have

and put

in ice-water tank, cover with

five inches deep.
With my milk packed ia
had lightning strike very close to the milk

house, with no injurious

efi'ect

to the milk.

my

milk by express (each morning) to my customers in sealed or locked cans, and in summer I use jackets on
I send

what goes a long distance. Sending in locked cans is a great
protection to the milkman, and gives him a chance to find
out where the trouble, if any, is with his milk.
For example, I had been shipping milk to an institution for a while,
when I received a letter from the matron, saying the milk
was so dirty that when poured from a white pitcher it left
the sides

all dirt.

As

I used every efibrt to have the milk

leave the farm perfectly clean, I

made a

little

investigation,

and found that the man who supplied them before they used
tested milk had a cousin still working in the kitchen, and she
was putting a handful of sand into every twenty quarts of
milk.
I

want

to impress

on every milk producer present the
and clean in all his barn

necessity of being regular, gentle

work, without which he cannot be a success. Keep a careful
record of each cow's daily yield, and at the end of the month
he can tell where he stands.
Do not do what a farmer I

know was doing
of which

last winter.

was giving milk

seven cents at the door.

;

He

kept three cows, only one

he sold one can daily, for twenty-

That was

all

the ready

money he
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when he got a day's work. One day
him I asked him how he fed this cow.
He told me, and I was so astonished I took her daily ration
and weighed it, and found it cost him over thirty-three cents
His only remark when I showed him
daily to keep the cow.
the error of his ways was, " Well, by gosh, I can't see her
Use them
starve." The scales are the milkman's weeder.
the
and
also
for her
feed
cow
for
what
you
both
regularly,
had coming

when

except

in,

talking with

yield at the pail.
I

have only

l>een a

milk producer for a few years, l)ut I
to I have made

hope that what few conclusions I have come
clear to

you

all.

The meeting is open for any questions or
These gentlemen will be glad to answer any

The Chairman.
for discussion.

question that you

may

ask.

want to speak of one thing. I found a
piece 'in an agricultural paper in regard to working salt into
butter with a ladle. It is certain that no one can make firstThe butter should come in kerclass butter in that way.
draw off the buttermilk, put in the salt, wash it and
nels

Mr. Lyman.

I

;

take

it

out of the churn.

Mr. Gove.

Wouldn't you have

to

work

it

with a ladle

then?

Mr. Lyman. No it is not touched with a ladle at all.
The Chairman. I would like to inquire of Major Alvord
what would be the l)est method of salting butter?
I do not think one person's opinion
Major Alvord.
ought to weigh anything with the success of experienced
If different persons pursue different processes and
men.
arrive at the same satisfactory results, I see no reason why
one should adopt the methods used by the other. I think
the butter when in the form of small kernels is in the most
;

desirable

form

for salting.

I also

have rather a prejudiced

bias in favor of stilting with brine instead of with dry salt,

and some of our most successful creameries do not use dry
They simply wash their butter in a strong brine
salt at all.
and pack directly from the churn, and only that amount of
salt

goes into the butter that the spaces in the butter as

packed give place for brine.

No.

4.]
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think the addition of

salt

a help in ridding the butter of the

buttermilk.

Mr. Lyman,
experience.

I

have an idea that

have heard

I

it

it is.

I cannot tell

from

recommended a great many

times.

In experiments made by myself a numhad no experience lately) we boiled
(I
have
ago
ber of years
down the water after using when we used clear water, and
then we boiled down lirine after using when we used brine.

Major Alvord.

I

found a great deal more scum on the brine than on the
we succeeded in get-

water, showing that in the use of brine

more of the foreign substances (which
we want to do when we are making a good article of butter)
than in the use of the clear water. That satisfied me at that

ting out of the butter

time.

Mr. Gray (of Ashfield). As this is an experience meeting, it might be interesting to the audience to hear our expe-

Some

rience in heating water.

commenced

to

warm

half a dozen years ago

We

the water for the cows.

we

weighed

our butter and salted it by weight. We were obliged to
stop warming the water one year in March, when it was
as cold as any time in the winter, and we could not see one
particle of difference in the quantity of butter

when we had

to stop right off at once.
I should be very glad indeed if Mr.
Secretary Sessions.
Gray would elaborate a little on his experience in buttermaking. He was recommended to me for a paper at this

meeting.

Two

have failed us, and, had I known

it in

time,

Mr. Gray to present a paper.
Mr. Gray. I can simply tell our methods of making
butter.
We use the De Laval separator. Our cream is
In
stored in Avhat is known as the Eureka milk cooler.
the
cool
warm weather we run spring water around it to
cream. We have it somewhere in the neighborhood of 60
degrees, and churn twice a week.
We have the cream at

I should have asked

about 60 degrees when
churn at 56

cream
is

is

;

is

it

our Thursday morning's cream
churn in a revolving box churn.

churned Tuesday

churned Friday.

We

summer we
Our Sunday night's

ripening, but in

in the winter, 60 or 62.
;
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stand twenty-four

work and pack. That is the method.
Are there any more questions to be

;

The Chairman.
asked ?

Secretary Sessions.

Mr. Gray would give

I wish

his feed

for his cows.

Mr. Gray. I could not
We feed by measure.
Secretary Sessions.

Mr. Gray.

tell

You

Most of it

;

you the number of pounds.

feed

yes,

yourself, I presume.

it

We

sir.

with an old-fashioned pint basin.

measure the grain

In the morning

we

give

two heaping measures of wheat bran, a basin heaping a little
with Indian meal and one about level full of cotton-seed.
Then we feed a ration of ensilage,
one bushel to two head,
as a general thing some of them get a little more. We have
the bushel basket pretty well rounded up.
After watering,
we feed a ration of hay. They have nothing more until
about four o'clock. Then we feed a ration of rowen milk
then we water, and feed the same ration of grain at night.
I would say that the last feeding in the morning is a ration
of what we call poor hay,
the poorest we cut.
At night
we feed to our milch cows the same ration of ensilage that
we do in the morning, in addition to the rowen. We churn

—

;

;

;

—

our butter until

it is

in granules as large as a good-sized pea

then we turn
through a pailful of water at the temperature of about 60
degrees, and rinse out what we can then put in water and
or bean, so that the buttermilk will run freely

;

;

oather

it

in the water.

Secretary Sessions.

Mr. Gray.

No,

You do

not use any salt?

sir.

Secretary Sessions.

Have you ever

tried it?

Never tried it.
wash my butter with a weak brine. It
separates the buttermilk from the butter and lets the buttermilk run off freely then wash the butter afterwards.
Mr. Lyman. We have heard a great deal about white
specks and streaks in butter. I think if you wash the butter
with brine you get rid of those. When I take my butter
out of the churn and put it into the worker there is hardly
ever a speck of buttermilk in it, or any discoloration. I

Mr. Gray.
Mr.
.

I

;

;
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There

it.

Because you handle it systematically,
an opportunity to dry onto the cans

Secretary Sessions.

and do not give

it

Mr. Lyman.

I think likely.

Secretary Sessions.

Mr. Gray.

We

makes a great

It

attend to these things from

first

diflerence if

you

to last.

have no trouble with white specks

never did.
Secretary Sessions.

my

in

White specks come from negligence,

experience.

Mr. Lyman. I used to handle a great deal of butter that
had streaks and specks in it. Since creameries have been
established that has gone out.
In speaking of the firmness and hardness of butter, I
think cream raised in the old-fashioned way and skimmed ofl:'
from pans makes a firmer, harder butter, and that it will
stand more heat than that raised in separator or by cold
storage.

Mr.

W.

perience.

H. Gove (of Blackinton.)
I use small pans.

That

I find that

it

is

my

makes

ex-

better

Mr. Lyman stated, two pounds of my butter
seems to go about as far as three pounds of creamery
butter.
I have customers that I have had eighteen j^ears.
I have some that have tried creamery butter, but have come
butter, and, as

back.

They

preferred the farmer's butter.

Mr. Lyman.
tomers for

—

fifty

Mr. Gove.
a

I can beat

that.

I

have had cus-

I use a teacupful of salt to a pail of water,

ten-quart pail.

the butter.

you on

years.

That washes the buttermilk clear from
will rise and let the buttermilk oflf

The butter

freely.

Mr. Gray,

I

would

like to

have Mr. Alvord talk about

that milking machine.

Major Alvord. I am afraid it would l)e what might be
termed " previousness " to say too much about the milking
machine.

Let me say that there

is

nothing that can ensure

cleaner milking and purity of dairy products than the milk-

ing machine which shall carry the milk in a closed receptacle,

without exposure to the

air, especially in

the case of large
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herds, where hired milkers have to be employed.
is

a fact that the mechanical

cow milker

is

I think

4.

it

almost in sight.

Perhaps I said " in sight," this morning. If I did, I will
stick to it, and say that I think the successful mechaoical
cow milker is in sight. I would rather stop there as far as

my

record goes for 189G.

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred dolmachine to milk one hundred cows. You can get
a machine that will milk ten cows, but it would not make
very much difference in the cost. One hundred and fifty
Some
dollars pays the expense of putting the machine up.
parts of them are fixed in the stable, and do not have to be

They

cost

lars for a

moved

after

they are once put

Adjourned

at 3.30 p.m.

in.

ANNUAL

meeti:n^g

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
AT

bosto:n".

January 12 and

13, 1897.

ANNUAL MEETING.
In accordance with the pro'\isions of Chapter IV. of the
by-laws, as

amended by vote of

the Board at the special

meeting at Greenfield, the Board met at the office of the
secretary, in Boston, on Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1807, at 12 M.,
it being the Tuesday preceding the second Wednesday of
January. In the absence of the Governor and First Vicepresident Gkinnell, the Board was called to order by the

second vice-president, Mr. Francis H. Appleton.
Present: Messrs. F. H. Appleton, J. S. Appleton, Jr.,
Avery, Blair, Bourne, Brewster, Bursley, Clark, Clemence,
Cook, Cruickshanks, Damon, Ellsworth, Gove, Harwood,
Hersey, Horton, Kilbourn, Lyman, Norton, Palmer, Pratt,
Raymond, Reed, Sargent, Sessions, Francis Shaw, N. W.

Shaw, Smith, Stetson, Taylor, Tucker and Wood.

The records of the

special meeting of the Board
were read and approved.

field

at

Green-

The executive committee, by Mr. Wood, chairman, relist of qualified members of the Board for 1897.
The newly elected members are as follows
ported the

:

At

large, appointed

Sprague

S.

by

the

Governor

:

—

—

Stetson of Lakeville.

Elected by the societies

:

—

Amesbury and Salisbury, F. W. Sargent of Aint'sbiiry.
Ik'rkshire, Wesley B. Barton of Dalton.
Blackstone Valley, Chas. E. Seagrave of Uxbridge.
Eastern Hampden, O. P. Allen of Palmer.
Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden, Edward E. Wood
Northampton.

Hingham, Edmund Hersey of Hingbam.
Hoosac Valley, N. B. Baker of Savoy.
Housatouic, Charles B. Benedict of Egremont.

of
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Thayer

S.

of

Attle-

borough.
Marshfield,

Walton Hall

of Marshfield.

Massachusetts Horticultural, E.

W. Wood

Massachusetts Society for Promoting

Shaw

of

of

West Newton.

Agriculture, Francis

Wayland.

Nantucket, J. S. Appleton,

Jr., of

Nantucket.

Weymouth, Quincy L. Reed of South Weymouth.
AYorcester East, W. A. Kilbourn of South Lancaster.
Worcester North-west, to

fill

out the unexpired term of Mr.

A. D. Raymond, T. H. Goodspeed of Athol Centre.
further reported

Tbe committee

Hampden

delegate from the

ommended

tbat

the election of a

Society was contested, and rec-

that the matter of contested seat be postponed

until the appearance of both the contestants.

The report of

An

the committee was accepted and adopted.

abstract of the secretary's report

was presented and

accepted.

The records of

the executive committee, acting for the

Board, were read by the secretary and approved, and the
actions of tbe committee were adopted as tbe actions of
the Board.

The committee on forestry, roads and roadside improvements, by Mr. F. H. Appleton, chairman, made verbal report, which report

Adjourned

Board

An

was accepted.

to 2 p.m.

called to order

by Chairman Appleton

at 2 p.m.

abstract of the reports of inspectors was read

by the

secretary, copies of the reports having been sent to the several societies interested in accordance with a vote of the

Board

at the last

annual meeting.

Mr. Geo. M. Whitaker, assistant executive officer of the
Dairy Bureau, presented and read the annual report of the
said Bureau to the Legislature, which report was accepted
and adopted, and will be found printed in this volume.
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The report of
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the committee on Agricultural College and

education was read by Mr. George Cruickshanks, was discussed, and

by vote of the Board was accepted and adopted
Board to the Legislature. The report

as the report of the
will

be found printed in this volume.

Voted f That the Board recommend to the Agricultural College that the report of the committee on Agricultural College

and education be printed by the college and distributed.

On

motion of Mr. Ellsworth, a committee of three was
appointed by the Chair to write to Vice-president Grixnell
in behalf of the Board, and express to him its sympathy with
him in his illness and its hope for his speedy recovery.
Voiedf on motion of

Mr. Kilbourn, that

it

is

the opinion

of the Board that the committee in charge of the gypsy moth

work should provide

the

members of the Board an oppor-

tunity to examine the infested region in the near future.

The

secretary stated what had been done in the matter of

abandoned farms, and further stated that a new catalogue
was in process of preparation and would be issued in the
near future.

At 4.40 P.M. thaBoard adjourned to 9.30 a.m., Wednesday.

SECOND DAY.
The Board met

at 9.30 a.m.,

Mr. Appleton

in the chair.

Messrs. Allen, F. H. Appleton, J. S. AppleAvery, Baker, Barton, Benedict, Blair, Brewster,
Bursley, Clemence, Cruickshanks, Damon, Ellsworth, Goodspeed, Hall, Harwood, Hersey, Horton, Kilbourn, Norton,
Pratt, Raymond, Reed, Sargent,. Seagrave, Sessions, Francis
Shaw, N. W. Shaw, Smith, Stetson, Taylor, Thayer, Wellington, E. E. Wood and E. W. Wood.
Present

:

ton, Jr.,

The records of

the drst day were read

and approved.
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reported, in the matter of credential of a
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credentials,

member from

the

Agricultural Society, that the Attorney-General

should be asked as to the legality of votes cast in the elec-

member

of the Board from that society by authorfrom members who were not present.
The report Avas accepted and adopted, and the secretary
and Mr. E. W. Wood were appointed a committee to bring
the matter to the attention of the Attorney-General and in
the name of the Board ask his opinion.

tion of a

ity of proxies

The committee on

agricultural societies,

by Mr. Kilbourn,

chairman, presented a written report, which was accepted

and adopted, and

will be

found printed in

this

volume.

Election of officers being in order, ballots were taken, and
the elections resulted as follows

:

—

President, His Excellency the Governor, ex

officio.

James S. Grinnell of Greenfield.
Second vice-president, Elijah W. Wood of AYest Newton.
Secretary, William R. Sessions of Hampden.

First vice-president,

Mr.

Wood

took the chair.

Election of specialists being in order, ballots were taken,

and the

elections resulted as follows

:

—

Chemist, Dr. C. A. Goessmann of Amherst.
Entomologist, Prof. C. H. Fernald of Amherst.
Botanist and pomologist, Prof. S. T.

Maynaro

of Amherst.

Veterinarian, Prof. James B. Paige of Amherst.

Engineer,

Wm. Wheeler

Ornithologist, E.

of Concord.

H. Forbush

of

Maiden.

The chairman announced the following standing commitis by rule of the Board a member ex

tees (the secretary
officio

of each of the standing committees)

:

—

Messrs. E. W. Wood of West Newton,
A. Kilbourn of South Lancaster, Isaac Damon of Wayland,
D. A. Horton of Northampton, A. C. Varnum of Lowell, Wm.
P. Brooks of Amherst and Francis H. Appletou of Peabody.
Committee on a2;ricultural societies Messrs. W. A. Kilbourn

Executive committee

:

W.

:

:
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South Lancaster, Q. L. Reed of South Weymouth, N. W.
of North Raynham, O. P. Allen of Palmer and N. B. Baker

of
,
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Shaw

of Savoy.

Committee on domestic animals and sanitation Messrs. Isaac
of Wayland, G. E. Taylor of Shelburue, Francis Shaw of
Waylaud, F. H. Smith of Ashfield and W. B. Barton of Dalton.
Committee on gypsy moth, insects and birds Messrs. E. W.
Wood of West Newton, Augustus Pratt of North Middleborough,
F. W. Sargent of Amesbury, S. S. Stetson of Lakeville and J. G-.
:

Damon

:

Avery of Spencer.
Committee on Dairy Bureau and agricultural products Messrs.
D. A. Horton of Northampton, Geo. L. Clemence of Southbridge,
J. Lewis Ellsworth of Worcester, C. B. Benedict of Egremout
:

and E. E. Wood of Northampton.
Committee on Agricultural College and education Messrs. A. C.
Varnum of Lowell, Geo. Cruickshauks of Fitchburg, E. A. Harwood of North Brookfield, John Bursley of West Barnstable and
C. K. Brewster of Worthington.
Committee on experiments and station work Messrs. Wm. P.
Brooks of Amherst, Edmund Hersey of Hiugham, C. M. Blair of
Blandford, W.
Wellington of Oxford and Walton Hall of
:

:

M

Marshfield.

Committee

on

forestry,

roads

and roadside improvements

Messrs. Francis H. Appleton of Peabody, S.
dale, J. S. Appleton, Jr., of Nantucket,

M. Raymond

of Hins-

H. G. Norton of West

Tisbury and C. E. Seagrave of Uxbridge.

Which appointments were approved by

the Board.

Mr. C. B. Lyman read an essay on "The farmer's opporwas accepted and will be found printed in

tunity," which
this

volume.

Mr. Geo. L. Clemence read an essay on " Cold storage
for farm products," which was accepted and will be found
printed in this volume.

A

County Agricultural Society
by the Board of the vote of the society,
authorizing a mortgage of the real estate of the society, was
read by the secretary.
petition of the Franklin

for the approval

Voted,

To

refer the matter to the executive committee,

with power to act for the Board after a hearing of the parties
interested,

due notice of the hearing having been given.
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some of the

returns, and gave the excuses

of the societies therefor.
Voted, That the delinquencies be overlooked, but that the

secretary be instructed to notify the societies that the Board

must insist on strict conformity to requirements of the law
by all the societies.

A

communication from Dr. Jabez Fisher of Fitchburg,
indorsed by vote of the Worcester North Agricultural
Society, was read.
Voted, To refer the communication to a special committee
of five, to be appointed by the Chair, said committee to
report at the next public winter meeting.

The Chair ap-

pointed ^lessrs. Stetson, Cruickshanks, Hersey, Ellsworth

and Clemence as the committee.
Voted, That this committee have authority to advertise
proposed legislation before the date of the public winter
meeting, if it shall be necessary to do so in order to insure
its consideration by the next Legislature.

The

secretary read a communication from the Hampshire,

Franklin

and Hampden Agricultural Society, protesting

against the chano;e in the organization or

of the

members of

manner of

election

the Board of Agriculture, which com-

munication was referred to the executive committee.

Adjourned

to 2 p.m.

Afternoon Session.
The Board was

called to order at 2 p.m.,

Mr.

Wood

in

the chair.

The hearing on request of the Plymouth County Agricultby the Board of its vote at the
annual meeting, Dec. 2, PSDB, "That the society authorize
ural Society for approval

its

treasurer to mortgage for a term of years the real estate

the society for a sum not exceeding six thousand
and that the State Board of Agriculture be requested
to approve of said action," being in order, the matter was

owned by
dollars,
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appearing that the society had proceeded in a

manner, that this hearing had been properly advertised,
and no person appearing to object, it was
Voted, To approve the vote of the Plymouth County Agricultural Society as above quoted.
legal

The hearing on the request of the Eastern Hampden Agricultural Society for approval of its vote at a legally called
1, 1896, "To mortgage the society's real
Palmer Savings Bank for the sum of three
thousand and sixty dollars," being in order, the matter was
It appearing that the society had jn-oceeded in a
heard.
legal manner, that this hearing had been properly advertised, and no person appearing to object, it was

meeting, Dec.
estate to the

Voted,

To approve

the vote

Hampden

of the Eastern

Agricultural Society as above quoted.

The committee on

agricultural societies,

by Mr. Kilbourn,

chairman, reported recommending that the date for the com-

mencement of the

fair

of the Barnstable County Agricultural

society be changed to the Tuesday preceding the first Monda}^ in September
that of the Marshfield Agricultural and
Horticultural Society to the second Wednesday preceding
the first Monday in September
that of the Hoosac Valley
;

;

Agricultural Society to the third

Monday

Wednesday

after the first

September that of the Manufacturers' Agricultural Society of North Attleborough to the Tuesday preceding the first Monday in September
and that the dates of
the other societies remain unchanged.
Voted, To accept and adopt the report of the committee,
and to change the dates as recommended.
in

;

;

Mr. Kilbourn, for the same committee, reported recommending the assignment of inspectors, as follows
:

—

Amesbury and

Salisbury, at Amesbiuy, September 28, 29 and ;^0,
Barnstable County, at Barnstable, August 31,

September

1

and

2,

Berkshire, at Pittsfield, September 14, 15, and 16,

N.

W.

W. Shaw.
B.

F. H.

Barton.
Appleton.

Blackstone Valley, at Uxbridge, September 28

and

29,

Geo. E. Taylor.
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Bristol County, at Taunton,

and

September

21,
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22

23,

S.

M. Raymo^^d.

F.

W. Sargent.

Deerfield Valley, at Charlemont, September 16

and

17,

Eastern Hampden, at Palmer, September 21 and

W.

22,

Essex, at Peabody, September 21, 22 and 23,
Franklin County, at Greenfield, September 23
.

and

24,

Hampden,

P.

J. S.

September 23 and 24,
Hampshire, at Amherst, September 28 and 29,
Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden, at Northampton, October and?,
Highland, at Middlefield, September 8 and 9,
Hillside, at Cummington, September 28 and 29,
Hingham, at Hingham, September 28 and 29,
Hoosac Valley, at North Adams, September 22
and 23,
Housatonic, at Great Barrington, September 29
and 30,
Manufacturers' Agricultural, at North Attleborough, August 31 and September 1,
Marshfield, at Marshfield, August 25, 26 and 27,
Martba's Vineyard, at West Tisbury, September
21 and 22.
Massaehu,setts Horticultural, at Boston, September 30 and October 1
Middlesex Nortli, at Lowell, September 16, 17
and 18,
Middlesex South, at Framingham, September
14, 15 and 16,
Nantucket, at Nantucket, September 1 and 2,
Oxford, at Oxford, September 21 and 22,
Plymouth County, at Bridgewater, September
15, 16 and 17
Spencer, at Spencer, September 23 and 24,
Union, at i^landford, September 15, 16 and 17,
Weymouth, at South Weymouth, September 23,
24 and 25,
Worcester, at Worcester, Aug. 31 and Sept. 1-3,
Worcester East, at Lancaster, September 16
and 17,
Worcester North, at Fitchburg, September 21
and 22,
Worcester North-west, at Athol, October 5 and 6,
Worcester South, at Sturbridge, September 16
and 17,
Worcester County West, at Barre, September 30
and October 1
at

.

,

.

.

H. G. Norton.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jr.

John Bursley.
Francis Shaw.
Isaac Damon.

.

.

Appleton,

C. B. Benedict.

.

(J

.

Brooks.

U. A. Horton.

J. L.

Ellsworth.

Augustus Pratt.
Geo. L. Clemence.
T. H.

Goodspeed.

O. P. Allen.

C.

M. Blair.

Geo. Cruickshanks.

Walton Hall.
S.

F.

Stetson.
H. Smith.

S.

O. S.

Thayer.

J. G.

Avery.

W.

A. Kilbourn.

E. A,

Harwood.

W. M. Wellington.
Edmund Hersey.
Q. L. Reed.
C. K. Brewster.
N. B. Baker.

E.

W. Wood.

E. E.

Wood.
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accept and adopt the report and assign the in-

spectors as recommended.

The committee on Agricultural College and education, by
Mr. Cruickshanks, reported recommending that the next
public winter meeting be held at Taunton on invitation of
the Bristol County Agricultural Society.
Voted, To accept the report, and that the next public
winter meeting be held at Taunton, Dec. 7, 8 and 9, 1897.
Voted, That the chair appoint a local committee of arrangements, to act with the secretary and the committee on Agricultural College and education, to consist of five members.
The Chair appointed Messrs. N. W. Shaw, S. S. Stetson,
Augustus Pratt, Q. L. Reed and O. S. Thayer as the local
committee on arrangements.
Mr. Cruickshanks, for the same committee, reported
recommending that Messrs. Sargent and Barton be appointed to present essays at the next annual meeting of the

Board.
Voted,

To

accept the report, and that Messrs. Sargent and

The gentlemen announced
"Farmers' institutes," Mr. F.
"Opportunities of New England farmers,"

Barton be appointed essayists.
their subjects as follows:

W.

Sargent

Mr.

W.

;

B. Barton.

Voted, That the matter of contested election of

of the Board from the

Hampden

referred to the executive committee, with

the Board,

when

member

Agricultural Society be

power

to act for

the opinion of the Attorney-General

on

legality of the election shall be received.

Voted, That the action of the

Board taken

at the public

winter meeting at Dalton in December, 1895, on the matter
of tuberculosis

among

neat cattle,

is

in accordance with the

present opinion of the Board on that subject.

Voted, That the

two

bills

presented to the Board for the

regulation of the sale of concentrated feed stuffs, which were

prepared by Dr. J. B. Lindsey of the Hatch Experiment
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Station, at the request of the Board, be referred to the ex-

ecutive committee, with

sented to

the

power

Legislature,

to adoi)t a bill to be pre-

after

consultation

with

Dr.

Lindsey.
Voted, That the thanks of the

presidents Appleton and

Wood

Board be presented Vicefor the able, impartial and

agreeable manner in which they have

presided over the

deliberations of the Board.

The records of this
Adjourned

day's meeting

w ere read and approved.

at 5 p.m.

WILLIAM

R.

SESSIONS,
Secretary.
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Report to the Legislature of the State Board
OF Agriculture, acting as Overseers
of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

[P. S., Chap. 20, Sect.

To

the

Slfttc

5,

adopted by the Board, Jan.

Board of AgricAiUurc,

Oi-crsccrs

12, 1897.]

of the 3fnssaeh/(setts

Agrieultural College.

The committee on Agricultural College and education,
appointed by this Board, are required,

by the by-laws of the Board, "to

among

other duties,

visit the college

from time

to time, to inspect the property, observe the methods, extent

and character of the instruction there given, attend the
exercises and examinations, and make report of their doings and observations to the Board, with any
suggestions and recommendations they may deem proi)er, as
prescribed by the Governor and Council." Li compliance
with our duty we beg leave to submit the following report.
A part of our committee visited the college Saturday,
June 13, and awarded the Grinnell prizes, and w^ere present
at the Commencement exercises which followed the next
week.
As is already well known, Hon. William Claflin of Boston

commencement

sum of $1,000 for the endowment
and second prize, to be called the Grinnell agricultural prizes, in honor of his friend, George B. Grinnell of
New York. These two prizes are to be paid in cash to the
two members of the graduating class who may pass the best
written and oral examination in theoretical and practical
agi-iculture.
The prizes this year were awarded as follows
Henry Howard Roper, East Hubbardston, first prize and
But the
Henry Ward Moore, Worcester, second prize.
class as a whole were entitled to much credit for the manner
several years ago gave the

of a

first

:

;
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faithfulness

and

earnestness of the instructor, AVilliam P. Brooks, professor
of agriculture and director of the farm, was manifest

throughout

the exercises.

all

Inspection of the Property.
to inspect the property of the college

The requirement

has been complied with, and the inspection was done as
thoroughly and carefully as possible for a visiting committee.
acres in the several crops are given as fol-

The numlier of
lows

grass, 85

:

potatoes, 8i

;

;

onions, 2f

;

carrots, 1

;

corn

for the silo, 25^^; corn for husking, 6; soja beans, 4; oats

and vetch,

2

;

millet, 44

11; horse beans,

celery, 1

;

Hay

1.

;

the second cutting 52 tons

tons

;

millet hay, 6 tons

Of

silo.

;

making a

;

made

mangolds,

1

;

Swedes,

at the first cutting yielded

tons

addition to the millet

;

144

oat and vetch hay, 5^
total of

207J tons.

In

was put into the

into hay, 40 tons

other crops raised for ensilage, the 4 acres of soja

beans yielded 41 tons and the 25^ acres of corn yielded 280
Although the yield per acre was not large, the corn

tons.

was well eared.
Celery was grown

for the first time last year,

well adapted to the

soil.

One

planted with the Giant Pascal celery.
tion,

when packed

$1

at

in the pit,

per dozen,

$201.99.
Potatoes.

— But

$300;

The

was $98,01

balance in

little fertilizer

and seems
flat was

acre on the north

;

cost of produc-

yield,

300 dozen

favor of the crop,

was used on this crop, 200
The yield was 1,041 bush-

pounds per acre being the limit.
The
large potatoes and 273 bushels small potatoes.
average per acre was greatly reduced, owing to low, wet
places in the field, which have not yet been fully underThe Robbins potato planter was used this year for
drained.
the first time, and gave excellent satisfaction.
These were planted in drills 18 inches
Horse Beans.
They were
apart, with 6 to 8 seeds to each foot of row.
yielded
and
5 tons,
August,
the
first
of
by
green
fed
and
cut
els

—

or 1,541 pounds per acre.

The land on which the

onions, carrots and mangolds were

planted proved too w^et and cold to produce good crops.
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Corn, millet and soja beana were grown on the twentyfour acres on the campus slope.

Four acres on the old barn
were seeded down in August. The grass made a good
stand, and bids fair to produce a good crop next year.
site

Live Stock,

There are 13 horses, 76 head of neat stock, 41 South-

down sheep and

11 swine.

Tools

and Machinery.

and all of the machinery used upon the farm
were found in good condition, and well adapted to the uses

The

tools

required of them.

Improvements.

Most of the work
in fencing the lot

quired a

trifle

in

improvements the past year has been

which was cleared

This re-

last season.

over one mile of barbed-wire fence.

In

addition to this, a lane 1,460 feet long has been made, lead-

ing from the barn to the pasture.

The fence used

for this

purpose was the Page woven wire.

Property and Equipment.

The area of

the college

land

is

401 acres, valued at

$45,500, 17 acres being the newly acquired Clark property
the cost of the Clark property being $4,500.

The

;

principal

college buildings are eight in number, valued at $264,340.

The value of other equipment is $67,188.67.
of all endowment fuLids is $360,575.35.
The

The amount
college build-

ings are situated about one mile north of the town of
herst, the location being

Am-

very beautiful, commanding one of

the finest views in Massachusetts.

Instruction.

As

and character of the instruction
the college, the committee takes pleasure in saying
Gentlemen who
high standing is fully sustained.

to the methods, extent

given at
that its

have paid nmch attention to the study of

scientific agricult-

ure speak of the methods, extent and character of the in-
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can hardly be otherwise.

President Goodell, as well as his faithful corps of assistants
in the various departments of the institution,
to the importance of the work,

that

would forward the

is

fully alive

and leaves nothing undone

interests

The

of the institution.

college is fully entitled to the credit of another

year of suc-

under its excellent management.
The regular course of study occupies four years, and those

cessful achievement

completing the course are entitled to the degree of Bachelor
of Science.

In the senior year

all

the studies are elective,

except English and military science. This enables the older
students to select those studies which they may think will be
Important changes
the most useful to them in the future.

have been made in the curriculum. Latin as a requirement
for entrance and as a required study has l)een dropped.*

There was until recently a two-years' course, but

it

was

discontinued by the trustees Dec. 31, 1895, and short winter
courses established after the closing of the (then) current
collegiate year.

The

studies in these short courses are agri-

culture, botany, chemistry^ dairying, floriculture, horticult-

ure,

market gardening and zoiUogy.

Examinations for these

courses are not required, and the doors are open to applicants
of both sexes, but candidates must be at least sixteen years

of age.

Scholarships.
In 1878 the trustees voted to establish one free scholarship
for each of the congressional districts of the State.

Appli-

cants should enter colleo;e with the intention of remaining

through the course.

In addition to these scholarships, the

State has, by act of the Legislature, established eighty free
scholarships, two for each senatorial district, which

obtained by application to the

senators

may

be

representing the

various districts in the Legislature.

Labor Fund.
For the

own

benefit of students

dependent largely upon their

exertions, the State has established

lature,

by

act of the Legis-

and maintained by annual appropriations, a fund of
* Trustees' report, page 8.
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may be expended for labor, and a
may pay a considerable part of his

$5,000 per year, wliich
student requiring aid

college expenses in this way.

Other Funds.
Several philantliropic persons have also established funds

worthy students requiring aid.
There is the Mary
Robinson fund of $1,000, the Whiting Street fund of $1,000
and the Henry Gassett fund of $1,000.

for

The Experiment

Stations.

In 1882 the State Experiment Station, so called, was
by an act of the Massachusetts Legislature.

established

The Hatch Experiment Station was established by an act of
Congress, Feb. 25, 1887.
The State Experiment Station
and the Hatch Experiment Station are now consolidated by
an act of the Legislature, under the name and style of the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College.

in

The work of the consolidated stations has been conducted
much the same manner as in previous years. At the time

of your committee's

visit, in

August, the diflerent varieties

of millet (seventeen in number) were about mature, and pre-

Eighty varieties of pota-

sented a very interesting exhibit.
toes and twenty-eight of corn were

At

grown

in this department.

the barn of the department of foods and feeding, in charge

of Dr. J. B. Lindsey, experiments are being conducted in

feeding milch cows diiferent samples of salt and

meadow

hays, obtained from near the sea shore, to test their value,

A

compared with English or upland hay.
large wing has
been added to the main experiment station building, furnishing much-needed room for the laboratories connected with

as

the same.

Horticultural Department.
The work of

this

department of the college has during the

past season been carried on on lines similar to those of pre-

ceding years.

The income from

the sale of fruit, vegetables,

flowers, trees, shrubs and plants has been about the

same as
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east of the vineyard,

which was made nearly thirty years ago by planting old trees,
not proving satisfactory either for business purposes or for
illustration of a perfect orchard,

and having been seriously
was removed
root and branch early in the spring.
The land occupied by
the old peach orchard was also cleared of trees, many of the
trees having been planted in 1875.
Both these pieces of
land are being refitted and improved so as to serve as a place
for planting all the new species and varieties of Japanese
plums and other stone fruits, as well as the new kinds of
apples, pears and cherries as they are introduced.
During
injured by

fire

blight and the pear tree psylla,

the past season a large

number of new

varieties of all the

tree fruits have been propagated

and purchased, and will be
ready to transplant the coming spring. These will make
a collection very complete in all the new and desirable
varieties.

The Claek Park.
The

estate formerly

of the college, Col.

owned by

W.

the late lamented president

S. Clark,

which came into the pos-

session of the college last June, has been assigned to the
horticultural department, under the direction of the farm
committee of the Board of Trustees. The work of renovation and improvement was begun as soon as possible.
The
open land, about seven acres at the northern limits, was

cleared of fences, spruce and other trees, and ploughed. One
and a half tons of muriate of potash and two tons of rock
phosphate were applied, and a thick seeding of rye sown, to
be turned under in the spring of 1897 for green manuring.
In due time this land will be ready for permanent orcharding of all the standard fruits.
The white pine hedge between this estate and the college property has been removed,
the underbrush cleaned up and the surface smoothed down
so as to present an even surface.

Experiment

Work

of the Department.

The experiment work has been
same
of

lines as in

named

former years.

carried on on about the

In addition to the usual test

varieties of fruits, there are

on the grounds about
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hundred unnamed seedling strawberries, most of which
from five hundred to six hundred seedling grapevines, many of which will fruit the coming season
and about three hundred seedling raspberries from carefully
selected seed of the Shafier, a purple cap noted for its great
productiveness, but of poor color and not quite hardy in
New England. These plants are large enough to produce
five

have fruited once

;

;

fruit the

coming season, and present a great many

difierent

forms of foliage, habits of growth and color of stems.
raspberry plants and grapevines are
weather, so that their hardiness
series of vegetable seed tests

left fully

may

The

exposed to the

be determined.

A

were made from seeds obtained

from seven of the largest dealers in the country. The test
was made in the greenhouse and in the open ground for germination, all under the same conditions, and a careful record
made of the result. The purity of the variety or strain was
determined in the field at harvesting. The leading varieties
of beets, cabbage, cucumbers, celery, lettuce, onions, parsnips, squashes

and tomatoes were tested

in this

way.

Full

reports of this work, with the results, will be published before spring.

Fruit growing

is

taught by

first

giving the

student a full knowledge of the structure of the plants to be
grown, the methods of propagating, pruning, training, cultivating, gathering, packing, storing and selling the same. In
market gardening, floriculture and ornamental gardening the
same course is pursued. "The main object of the government endowments for these institutions was to foster and
build up the science and art of agriculture, the calling which
is

the basis of

all

prosperity, and without which the people

of the earth would cease to exist."

Physical Features.
In conclusion, we would bring to your attention some
physical features of the State college and

On

its

attractions.

the easterly side of the Connecticut River, sloping to

the westward, lies the farm of the Agricultural College at

Amherst, Mass. Its lower part is flat and level, like a
river bottom; its central portion is an upland basin.
Upon
one crest are the agricultural college buildings, upon the

—
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other the horticultural buildings with their pleasant adjuncts,

and between

is

an

artificial

lake set like a

the attractive surroundings.

gem

of beauty in

Farther to the eastward

high ridge of land and the newly acquired addition
as the Clark property, which

is

lover of nature.

Mount Tom,

a

known

a continuation of the high

land upon which Amherst village
portion of the farm the view

is

From

located.

is

this

panorama to the
To the south are Mount Holyoke and
is

a charming

Connecguard the landscape in its beauty and watch
over, as it were, the colleges of Amherst, Northampton and
South Hadley and the seminary at Easthampton, whose fame
rising like great sentinels out of the

ticut valley to

and influence are as wide as
lies

civilization.

To

the westward

the bold range of hills, rising to a yet greater altitude

than the mountains referred to

:

the hills of western

shire, that the great poet of nature has

Hamp-

immortalized in song

;

the hills where Bryant, Curtis, Norton, Chadwick, Warner,
Hall,

Dawes and

a host of lesser lights in the literary world

delighted and delight to spend the

summer

season, drink-

ing in inspiration to breathe out again in crystallized thought

upon a waiting world the mountains where Bryant wrote
his " Thanatopsis " and sang of the rivulet and the forest,
;

"

The mountains that infold in their wide sweep,
The colored landscape round,

Seem groups

of giant kings in purple and gold,

That guard the enchanted ground

while to the north rises
tower, sending

What more
or

its

its

Mount

—

Tob}', like a great watch

benediction from the northern sky.

picturesque or charming place could the State,

trusted

commenced

down

"

officials,

have found for the enterprise

it

1863? That this place, with all its inviting features of art and nature, its educational advantages
and opportunities, its v^aluable scientific and experimental
work, bringing new light and knowledge upon agricultural
subjects, is not fully appreciated and appropriated by
the people of the Commonwealth, is the opinion of your
committee.

in
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make an urgent a})Commonwealth

pcal to every parent and guardian in the
that they visit

opportunity

it

the

college,

affords their

and see for themselves the
boys for a helpful, practical

education at a comparatively small outlay.
Respectfully submitted,

A. C.

VARNUM.

GEO. CRUICKSHANKS.

HARWOOD.
JOHN BURSLEY.
C. K. BREWSTER.

E. A.
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Report of Committee on Agricui^tural
Societies.

[Adopted at the Annual Meeting, Jan.

13, 1897.]

Not without a worthy purpose are our several inspectors
fairs held by societies receiving State

appointed to attend the

bounty, while they have varied, perhaps conflicting, ideas of

what a good
reports

we

fair

should be, yet by a comparison of these

think that any society which held a

to the criticisms

made by one or another of

fair

not open

these reports

would be well-nigh perfect.
The criticisms coming most particularly to the notice of
your committee were those on insufficient or uncleanly sanitary arrangements.
These we believe to be worthy of special
consideration.
The grounds of many societies are used only
on the occasion of the fair the number of people in attendance is large, and the sanitary conveniences are wholly insufficient and unsuitable.
The next criticisms are on the class of side shows and
catchpennies of doubtful or sometimes quite surely of immoral tendency. These, perhaps without the knowledge of
the officers of the society of what the proposed show is to
be, obtain admission to the grounds, pay for the space required and hold it till turned off by the police or possibly,
;

;

on failure of the police to find anything w orthy of expulsion,
stay through, to the injury of the good name of the society
and the great regret of all better minded persons. These
can only be shut off by prompt refusal of entrance upon the
grounds or of location in the neighborhood to all shows or
fakirs against whom there is suspicion, and by prompt removal if they happen to gain entrance. Among these your
committee would include all shows open to men only or to
women only, all distributors of bad literature, and all those
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by a somewhat liberal use of the term could be called
gambling devices. Your committee believe that all these
should be eliminated, and that it is the clear duty of inspectthat

ors to report the facts v^dierever such violations of the intent

of the State law are found.

In difierent parts of the State
held, one

making prominent the

fairs of different

cattle,

kinds are

another the fruit and

vegetable department, another holding or proposing to hold
several

shows

with the law,

in the course of the year, thereby
if

complying

they pay out in the course of the year the

hundred dollars in premiums, provided they meet the
other conditions on which the bounty is to be paid:
Another condition of the law, where money once contributed and held for the purposes of the society has been
six

lost,

or the property representing

it

has been depreciated or

encumbered, should not be disregarded. It would seem that
where the property owned hy the society is less than three
thousand dollars the bounty claimed should be proportionately less.

Your committee

believe that the best interest of

the societies would be served by such diminution of the

bounty, compelling in some cases a hona-Jide contribution of
new. capital or reorganization.
Respectfully submitted,

W. A. KILBOURN.
F. E. CLARK.
W. H. GOVE.
N. W. SHAW.
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Cold Storage for Farm Products.
By MR. GEO.

A

L.

CLEMENCE, SOUTHBRIDGE.

person does not need to be far advanced in years to re-

member when

ice, as a household or farm commodity, was
used only to a limited extent and in isolated instances.

Scarcely more than two-score years ago the farmer was wont
to chill his hay-tield drink

by depositing

near-by s})ring or brook, and

if

pail or

jug

in

some

neither of these were con-

venient, his drink was taken at a temperature towards the

boiling point, the rays of the summer sun having penetrated
through the bushes or grass that covered pail or jug.
Then, also, to keep butter cool it was laid on the cellar
bottom, and if it was desired to keep a can of milk over
until the next day a string w^as tied to the handle, and the
whole was inmiersed in the well. What few ice-houses there

were

in

those times were small and primitive afiairs, and

was almost invariably underground, for
open air and
sunlight was a plan at once considered wrong in principle.

their construction

to expose the exterior of an ice-house to the

It is also a

great mass

matter of interest at this time to note that the
of people, of thirty-five

or forty years ago,

smiled at the idea of having a supply of ice in the

months, and did not recognize
as

correct

principles

of

its

summer
But
became

need or economy.

ice-house

construction

known, which, wath improved methods of gathering the
crop, reduced the cost, so that it was within the means
of all, ice has come to be an indispensable article in practically every household and upon every farm, in these days
of a manifold increase in the needs and demands of human
life, as represented, at least, in the New England States.

With
lowed.

the ice-house a success, the family refrigerator fol-

Only a few years ago

this

was scarcely more than a

No.
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box, upon which an extra effort had been expended to have

Improvements

and construction of
the common refrigerator followed in quick succession, and
its evohition is seen to-day in that system known as cold
storage, by means of which we have, in the way of perishable
products, all things at all seasons of the year.
As an economic measure, the system of cold storage is receiving from
the business and commercial world great attention, and,
taking the country through, millions of dollars have been
employed in the esta])li8hment of plants. It is the cold
storage room of the average market, the packing house and
the wholesale store that enables the owner to keep sound,
sweet and free from taint dairy products, eggs, fruit, all
kinds of meat and indeed all perishable products.
So extensive and general has become the use of ice for the preservait

air-tight.

in the

tion of perishable products that

style

it

can be said that

days no market, grocery or

fruit store is

frigerator or cold storage

room

;

without

and when one

its

in these

great re-

realizes the

wonder is, how the world
So great and imperaneed of ice, and in such enormous quanit is as a commercial commodity, and

necessity of this provision, the

ever got along without
tive has

become

tities, that,

effectual as

this

cheap as
it

may

its ice

supply.

be in lowering the temperature of a given

life has demanded something
under certain conditions, still less expensive.
As in practically all instances where a real necessity
has existed for some improved method to conserve the wants
of man, science has devised that better way, so in the case

space, this present-day business
still

better, and,

of refrigeration, has science found a means by which

may

ences,

and so perfectly and economically that the

means

is

use of

ice, as

artificial

to be preferred, under certain circumstances, to the

refrigeration

by these systems a greater degree of cold or
is

secured than

is

possible with natural ice.

The development of these various methods
ficial

man

create cold without the aid of natural causes or influ-

for creating arti-

cold or refrigeration has called into use the highest and

most abstruse knowledge the world possesses of heat transfers, and the action of compression, expansion and absorption.
To give and explain all the details and principles of
these different systems is utterly impossible in a paper like
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fundamental

mechanical processes, for such
they are in every instance, for producing cold air in a given
several

space.

by transferring
by
one of the most practical and common

Artificial refrigeration is

heat from a

warmer body

produced,

first,

to a colder one, as refrigeration

cooled brine, which is
methods in use second, by the consumption of heat, brought
about by mechanical work or action third, by the evaporation of liquids having a low l)oiling point.
The governing
;

;

principle in this
sents the

To

is

that the latent heat of evaporation repre-

amount of cold

that can be produced in this way.

these mechanical processes for cooling the atmosphere

should be added that by melting or dissolving solid bodies,
like the melting of a cake of ice, or the solution of salt in

water,

making a

brine.

In practically all refrigerating systems, except that of
melting ice, a series of coils of pipes is used. These are

and those

called expansion pipes,

in the brine

system are

placed in separate tanks containing the brine, which

is

cooled

The brine, so cooled, is then conducted by means of force pumps through pipes located in the
rooms to be cooled. This method of refrigeration is a safe

to the desired degree.

and sure one, though

its

efficiency

may

not be so great as

that of the vaporization of certain properties.

Perhaps the most generally used of the mechanical processes for refrigeration, except

it

be the brine system,

is

that

ammonia compression system, which may be accomplished either by absorption or direct expansion. The
refrigeration in this system is brought about by the evapcalled the

oration of liquid anhydrous ammonia, which takes place in
coils of pipes called the

ammonia occurs

expander, or refrigerating

coils.

The

in practical refrigeration in three dififerent

forms, as the liquid anhydrous ammonia, the gaseous an-

hydrous ammonia and solutions of ammonia in water of
various strengths.
Anhydrous ammonia is such as has been
wholly freed from water.

At 28 degrees below

zero

it is

a

vapor or gas, just as water turns into steam or vapor at 212
At a temperature of 30 degrees below
degrees above zero.
zero

ammonia becomes

a liquid by the ordinary pressure of
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the atmosphere, and at higher temperatures

if

higher press-

ures are employed.
Anhydrous ammonia dissolves in water
in varying proportions, and forms the aqua ammonia of comWhen the anhydrous liquor is used for refrigeration,
merce.
is

it

the

called

proper

is

used,

compression system

it is

;

and when ammonia

styled the absorption system.

In the practical operation of the ammonia compression

system the

coils

of pipes are placed in the rooms to be re-

The ammonia,
pressed again by means of
frigerated.

after

having expanded,

a compression

pump,

is

com-

called the

compressor, into another system of pipes, called the con-

The condenser is cooled off by running water,
which takes away from the ammonia in the coils the heat
denser.

which

it

has acquired through the compression, as well as the

heat which

it

has absorbed while having evaporated in the

Owing to both pressure and withdrawal
ammonia assumes its liquid form again, to pass

expander.

of heat,

the

into the

pipes, thus repeating its circulation over and over again,

thus embodying a perfect cycle of operations.

by the expansion or

accomplished to an astonishing degree, as
brine system.

Refrigeration

volatilization of the liquid

It is possible to

it

ammonia

also is

is

by the

run the temperature down to

16 and more degrees below zero, and to freeze solid, meat,
poultry, butter or whatever else
indefinite time.

As

require power, and as this
all

it

is

desired to keep for an

these systems of artificial refrigeration

power must be kept

in operation

of the twenty- four hours in the day, the location of such

plants

is

not everywhere practicable.

But the threading of

the highway wnth the electric wire and the increasing adaptability of the gas engine

make more and more

possible the use

of these extremely efficient means of artificial refrigeration.

The use of

ice in cold-storage depots is yet

by

far the

most common means for refrigeration, and for ordinary coldstorage purposes it will doubtless so remain for years to
come. In cities where great quantities of all kinds of farm
products are held for a better market, or to retard the ripening process, or to prevent a high temperature from injuring

them, cold-storage plants are oftentimes huge buildings of
construction.
Many if not most of these have
been built as investments, their owners renting space therein,

ela])orate
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or charging a npecitied

The rapid increase
all

sum for the
number

in the
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storing of certain articles.

of cold-storage depots in

the cities of Ne^Y England would seem to indicate that

the investments are profitable ones, and at the same time
dealers in farm produce have found the practice of storing

goods a paying one.
These owners and lessees of coldstorage rooms and buildings take advantage of the markets,

bujang when the supply exceeds the demand, and selling
when the demand is greater than the supply. Traders and
merchants have seen their opportunity in cold-storage, and
have made fortunes for the cost of holding stocks in coldstorage is slight, and the advances in the prices of farm commodities are oftentimes quick and comparatively large.
Take the matter of butter alone there were held in coldstorage in the single city of Boston, on December 19 last,
Allowing that the average weight
a total of 103,000 tubs.
of these tubs was 20 pounds, makes a total of 2,060,000
pounds of butter. A presumably fair estimate of the price
at which this butter was bought in the months of June, July
and August is 14 cents. It is also fair to presume that 2
;

:

cents a

pound paid

all costs

of cold-storage, as the charges

are rarely one-third of a cent a

make

month per pound.

the charge high enough, let

it

l)e

called 3 cents,

there would be a total cost of the butter on

17 cents a pound.

Now,

But, to

and

December 19 of

the strictly wholesale price of

butter in the Boston market, on this same 19th of December,

and a half from the week
This gain of 4 cents per pound on 2,060,000
previous.
pounds makes a total of $82,400. But none of this gain
went to the farmers of New England, who made this butter
and sold it at a figure that hardly gave them a new dollar for

was 21

cents,

and

it

was

off a cent

Again, this total of 103,000 tubs in cold-storage
December 19 in the city of Boston alone did not represent
the entire amount that had l)een stored during the preceding

an old one.

season, for in the

week preceding the stock had been reduced

by 11,400

It is prol)ably safe to

tubs.

in the value of butter placed in

least to

—a

sum

which,

if

the New England dairy farms, would help
pay the taxes upon them.

at

equals, if

divided

say that the net gain

Boston cold-storage houses

it

does not exceed, $100,000,

among
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The trader and merchant have been quick

The phm

way

to see

Why

prove the opportunities of cold-storage.

and im-

should not

Let even
a considera])le nunilx-r of the dairy communities throughout
New England have tlieir cold-storage depots, and there will
be no glutting of the market with the rich and sweet Junethe farmer?

made

is

every

in

butter, for the farmers
It is the

situation.

^\'i\\

practicable.

then be the masters of the

surplus tub of butter, the surplus barrel

of apples and the surplus hundred-weight of cabbage that
price for the whole.
The gain from these neighborhood cold-storage houses would be immediate, for, with
no sur])lus stocks of butter oti'cring in June, July and August, the farmer will and nuist get an enhanced price for the
butter he chooses to sell in those months.
This would be
simply a law of trade. A co-operative cold-storage house

makes the

can be easily made a part of a co-operative creamery or
cheese factory.

Such a house can be

built at a comparatively

small expense, and in practically every neighborhood and
village of

of

New England

is

opportunity to gather a crop

Ice can be cut and hauled a mile at a cost of not

ice.

over 25 cents a ton.

more compartments,
all

there

Such a house should contain two or
from

for butter should be kept separate

other commodities, and, besides,

it

requires to be kept at

a lower temperature than most other kinds of produce.

A

temperature of 33 degrees will keep your surplus stock of

summer and

fall

apples, in case of an over supply in the

market, in fine condition for weeks.

and

Strawberries, rasp-

kinds of fresh berries can be kept for days at
a temperature ranging from 36 to 40 degrees, celery at 35
berries

degrees

;

degrees

;

all

cranberries, 34 to 36 degrees

peaches, 45 to 55 degrees

;

;

grapes, 36 to 38

pears, 34 to 36 degrees

;

34 to 40 degrees; potatoes, 36 to 40 degrees;
asparagus, 34 degrees cabbage, 34 degrees
maple syrup
or sugar, 40 to 45 degrees honey, 45 degrees buckwheat,
flour, corn meal, oat meal and wheat flour, all at 40 degrees.
Butter is preserved both ways by kee[)ing it at the ordinary
cold-storage temperatures of 32 to 34 degrees, or by freezing.
It is claimed that the best results come from freezing solid,
as the fresh and original flavor of the butter is kept intact.
But, be this as it may, the great mass of butter in cold storonions,

;

;

;

;

:
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kept at the present time with ice as the refrigerant.

Butter to be frozen solid and so kept requires a temperature

10 or 12 degrees below the freezing point.
out process

is

The thawing-

allowed in a natural way, and

it

is

further

claimed that the thawing develops the flavor.

In most coid-storage houses the refrigeration of the butter

room

kept down

and even 2 degrees below, the freezing
point, by using salt upon ice, thereby greatly hastening the
melting process. The ice and salt are packed in galvanized
is

to,

iron cans or tanks, each in the series being connected with

a pipe.

The cans

anywhere from 4 to 8

are

feet deep,

and

of sufiicient dimensions to take in an ordinary-sized cake of
ice.

In the hottest of weather these cans and connecting

pipes are covered with frost, and experience shows that butter at a temperature of 32 degrees does not lose

amount of goodness.
of cheese

is

The

any marked

best temperature for the storage

generally considered 32 to 33 degrees, and

should not vary more than

1

degree.

Care should be taken

not to subject cheese to a high temperature before placing in
cold-storage.
It is in such a

try,

game and

room

fish are

as is described for butter, that poul-

kept until such time as wanted.

The

temperatures best adapted for the storage of various kinds of

meat are as follows

:

beef, 37 to 39 degrees

brined meats, 35 to 40 degrees
;

dried beef, 36 to 45 degrees

;

;

fresh

hams,

and shoulders (not brined), 30 to 35 degrees hogs, 30
to 33 degrees
eggs, 33 to 35 degrees
lard, 34 to 45 degrees
mutton, 32 to 36 degrees veal, 32 to 36 degrees.
All these temperatures are at or above the freezing point,
and thus the meats are sure to retain all their palatable
properties and merchantable qualities.
The construction and maintenance of a cold storage house
is practicable upon every farm, and the first cost need not be
large.
There are various plans and methods. One that I
have in mind comprehends an unused bent in some wagon
In the arrangeshed, barn, cellar or of any farm building.
ment of this, two compartments or rooms should be provided,
one for ice, the other for merchandise or commodities. The
method of construction should be after the manner of an icehouse, making the insulation as perfect and thorough as posribs

;

;

;

;

;
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compartment should receive most
and
the rules here stated should govern all
attention,

sible.

careful

floor of the ice

ice-house construction

;

first,

after levelling the

ground, lay

two inches above the ground, so that here may be the
An inch or an inch and a half above this lay
first air space.
a second floor, and four inches above this lay a third floor,
and have it pitch toward the centre, the centre or gutter rising an inch above the second floor. Cover this third floor
with galvanized sheet iron, the cost of which is not very
a floor

much

Above

at the present time.

this

dishing floor lay

another, of two or three inch wide slats, and

The water of the melting

the ice.

upon these place
upon the sheet-

ice falling

metal floor should be taken from the building through a lead
pipe, and this should empty into a tub of water.
Keep the
outlet or

mouth

of the pipe always under w^ater, so as to

prevent air entering underneath the

The

ice.

between the compartments should be a
double one, with an inch and a half air space, to prevent the
partition

At

absorption of moisture.

the top and bottom of this par-

should be spaces for circulation.

These spaces
should extend the entire length of the partition, and be so
arranged as to open when cold air is wanted in the storage

tition there

room, and to close when such cold air is not wanted.
One hundred dollars will go a long way toward defraying
the expense of such a house as is above outlined.

The

ventilation

small, is eflected
l)y

of a cold-storage room, be

by

it

larffe

the opening of doors or windows,

ventilating shafts placed in the ceiling.

ticable an electric fan is a

speedy and

Where

or

and

prac-

method.
A modification of the above-described combined ice-house
and cold-storage room may be had by the consti-uction of the
ice-house on the outside of a barn or other building, with
space opening into a cold-storage room in a l)arn or other
cellar.

The cold-storage houses of

efficient

cities are, as

a rule, built

of brick, and exceptionally strong throughout, to support
the great weight of ice needed for refrigeration.
that takes 300 tons of ice at a time on

its

as a rule, that are 20 inches thick, with a foot

spaces, divided as

Where

brine or

may

A

house

top floor has walls,

more of

air

be into three or four such spaces.

ammonia

is

the refrigerant, such strength

is
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but the same care as to insulation

observed.

is

Again, most cold-storage rooms, like market refrigerators,
have the ice room above the storage room, the weight of the
cold air sending it down and around the storing room.

My

own

experience wdth cold-storage covers a period of
three years, and this feature of my farm operations has been
a o^ratifying success, paying handsomely on the investments

My

of money, time and labor.
a portion of the cellar of

wide and

20 feet

9 feet high.

lining the entire

The
The

cold-storage

hay barn.

The

It

ceiling

is

room with dry sawdust, 12

sheathed, and on this

is

feet long,

feet long,

secured by

inches thick.

around the

sides.

laid G inches of saw-

and has a

capacitj^ of

20 tons of ice at a time.

It requires tilling twice a year, the first time

general crop of

My

30
is

The circulating space around the body of ice is 4
The ice room is overhead, and is 12 feet wide by

inches.

my

room occupies

is

insulation

floor is cement, with gutter or drain

dust.

30

my

ice,

and again

in

when harvesting

September.

principal use of this cold-storage

room has been

to

from the date of harvesting until spring,
keep cabbages
There is
or until there was a paying market for them.
scarcely any shrinkage in the weight of cabbages kept in
cold-storage, and, besides the increased price I have been
in,

enabled to secure by holding them, I have secured also a
time for marketing them when work is not so pressing as in

This past season I stored for a time my
early winter apples, and still later my celery, and both to

the

fall

months.

advantage.

The

cost of constructing

and maintaining a co-operative

cold-storage depot in the average New England farming town
or neighborhood would be far less than in a city, and the

expense of keeping butter in cold-storage for four or five
months w^ould not exceed a cent a pound, instead of the two
cents allowed elsewhere in this paper for the cost of coldstorage in a city depot.

Oftentimes

it is

two
on a barrel

this cent, or

on a pound of butter or poultry,
of apples or bushel of pears or crate of berries, that determines the profit or loss in a year's farm operations. With
five cents

cents,

cold-storage at their

command, the farmers can control

markets to a great extent, whereas

now

the

the conditions of the
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market control them. The farmers, freed from the necessity
of rushing their produce into the market, can possibly arrange some way of getting clear of the commission merchant

and the wholesaler, thus coming a step nearer the consumer.
Everywhere in the land the manufacturer of cotton and
woollen goods, of boots and shoes, of machinery and implements, is dispensing with the jobber and wholesaler. That
He wants to stop sellis just what the farmer wants to do.
ing his butter to those men who take it from him with one
hand at 14 or 15 cents, and pass it to the consumer with the
other hand, at an advance of 8 or 10 cents a pound.
He
wants to cease selling his poultry for 12 or 14 cents a pound,
while the trader sells it the next minute for 20 to 23 cents a
pound and he wants to stop selling his cabbages at 50 cents
per hundred-weight to the man who passes them to the consumer at 2 cents a pound, or an advance of 300 per cent.
Cold-storage and its possibilities will greatly help to this
Co-operation among farmers should be made the most
end.
of, and this unity of action should comprehend the entire
;

farming community of the country.

now regarded by banks

are

by

this

make

means the farmer

good

Cold-storage supplies

and
need of read}^ money need not

as

in

a forced sale of his products.

collateral security,

Indeed, this

is

one of

Everybody in
times require ready money.

the best features of the cold-storage system.
business, farmers and

all,

at

In the case of farmers, to get this oftentimes requires a sale
at a sacrifice,

and

but with the necessary proof of butter, eggs

fruit in cold-storage,

he can obtain a loan as easily as

can be done on regular securities.

As

to the building of cold-storage warehouses,

locality

and conditions will determine their size and cost. It may
be well to state here that "on an average 40 culiic feet of
space is required for 2,000 pounds of ice.
The window
cases for lio:hting the storage

room should be

fitted for three

or four sashes, and these should have air spaces between

them.

A

strong and well-insulated wall of

constructed

by placing

2

by 6 inch

wood may be

studs, 24 inches apart.

In order to form the outside of the wall, nail on the studs
first

a layer of one-inch matched boards, then a layer of two-

ply paper, and again a layer of one-inch matched boards.
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a layer of one-inch matched boards

is

nailed on the studs, and against these boards 2 l)y 2 inch

In order to form the in-

studs are placed 24 inches apart.

side of the wall, one layer of one-inch

nailed on the 2

by

2

matched boards

is

inch studding, then a layer of two-ply

paper, and lastly another layer of one-inch matched boards

on top of

this paper.

inch studs are

The spaces

left as air spaces,

between the 2 by 2

left

while the spaces between the

2 by 6 inch studs are filled in with shavings."

As

to the organization of a co-operative cold-storage

pany,

it

com-

can be done upon the same lines as that of a co-

operative creamery company, or any other business enter-

That a large capital is not required to establish a
New England town is plainly obvious.

prise.

plant in the average

With

a co-operative cold-storage warehouse once estab-

patrons would doubtless find

its practical worth
and advantage even greater than is now apparent. If any
among the owners should wish to store articles that are not for
others to handle, this end can be secured by building a cupboard or cabinet of inch wide strips or slats. Place these
one-half inch apart, and let the top, bottom shelves and door
be made of like inch wide strips.
This cupboard, if placed
on castors, can be moved easily at will, and can be placed
under lock and key. In it can be placed a great amount of
farm produce, allowing such cupboard to be 7 feet high, 5
feet wide and 2 feet deep.
As the cupboard is open on all
its sides, top and bottom and shelves, the cold air would circulate around all its contents.
The same idea as is represented in the construction of the
cupboard can be utilized in the making of crates or boxes for
eggs.
The open-work of such would allow of a free circula-

lished,

its

tion of air, and, as the boxes had l^etter not be over 16 inches

deep, they could be packed one above the other, by which

method there would be a maximum economy of room.
Every farmer knows how greatly depressed is the price of
eggs in the summer season, simply because the supply

much

greater than the demand.

But

let

their eggs in such depots as this paper suggests,

better average price for the year

must

is

so

the farmers store

result.

and a

far
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Opportu^s^ity.

LYMAN, SOUTHAMPTON.

There comes into the life of every one an opportunity to
improve his condition by taking advantage of the conditions
with which he is surrounded. With the merchant, the manufacturer, the teacher, the preacher, the speculator, the politician,

with

all

classes of

men and women,

Avhich if taken advantage of will
better,

and their

You may

ful.

lives broader,

ask, "

What

or what can he do but

is

opportunities occur

make their future brighter and
more prosperous and successthe opportunity of the farmer,

work and dig

in the

same old routine

of ploughing and sowing, reaping and harvesting, from early

morning

till

late at night,

or travel ?

Even

come from

the farm

if

necessary expense."
it is

In

farmer

fact, the

little

time for reading, study

is

so small that he cannot afford the

This, however,

is

no more true of the

of those engaged in other trades and callings.

farmer than

and happiness.

with

he could find time for these things the in-

is

better off than the others in prosperity

He may

not have as

much money

as

some

of the others, but what he does have furnishes him with bet-

and purer enjoyment. You may say that his life is quiet
dull, away from the bustle and noise of the city.
W'hat
if it is, he has so much more time for quiet thought and
His mind is clearer and his conclusions are more
study.
accurate than are those of people crowded into mills and
shops and other industries connected with city life.
What are some of the farmer's opportunities ? One opportunity is in improving his educational advantages, for no
one with a bright and active mind is so situated on a farm
that he cannot be getting and storing up useful information
that will be a source of happiness and usefulness all through

ter

and

life.

He may

not have the advantage of the

fidl

curriculum

of the schools, but he has the advantage of observation, of
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the reading of books and })apers relating to his vocation, and

thus bj learning of the experience of others, of their successes
or failures, he can go about his

manner.

He

can study his

work

in a

more

intelligent

and find out by experiment
the crops best adapled to the difierent plots he M'ishes to cultivate. A great deal can be learned by going to market towns
and mingling with marketmen, thus g-aining- new ideas of
the constantly increasing
soil

soil,

demand

for the products of the

and of the best time to put them upon the market.

One

of the best opportunities for information

is

obtained

by joining a good live farmers' club or grange, and faithfully
attending the meetings and taking part in the discussions.
all this the farmer will keep his mind active, and receive
and impart useful information. Let him visit the agricultural fairs, and observe with close attention the various

In

exhibits of stock, machinery, seeds, grain, vegetables, fruit,

the products of the dairy and kitchen and the ladies' handi-

work, drawings, paintings,

etc.

Let him mingle with the

people, and listen to their observations as the difierent points
are discussed.

carry

him

He

cannot help but learn something, and

away with him valuable information which will help
own life on the farm. Let him visit the Ag-ri-

in his

cultural College,

and look over the farm and barns, and

study as well as he can the growth and fertilization of the

whether the methods in use there are
adapted to his own farm or locality. In so doing he can add
largely to his stock of information, and store up a good deal
that will be useful and profitable for his future work.
We farmers do so much work in a hap-hazard way that a
different crops, to see

.

great deal of time and strength are wasted, and with

good

result,

little

thus giving us an excuse for grumbling and

Here is an opportunity
put in his best work, to put into practice
the knowledge he has been storing up, and thus help to put
him on the right track to success.
finding fault with all our efibrts.
for the farmer to

The farmer should study his farm, to see what crops to
grow that are best adapted to his locality. If near a large
town or city, vegetables and small fruits such as strawberries,
raspberries, currants, peaches and plums can be grown to a
profit.
If they are well cultivated and are properly handled
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and put up in a neat and attractive manner, the ve<2:etal>le8
in uniform bunches and tlie fruits alike both at the top and
bottom of the basket, and you deal honestly with your customers, they will wish to buy of you every time, because
If farther away from
they know they can depend upon you.
they
grown
and
are generally a
can
be
potatoes
market,
profitable crop, if well cared for and put upon the market at
;

In

the proper time.

many

apple orchards

localities

set out, for apples will generally sell at fairly

In

prices.

all

may

be

remunerative

of these operations, however, great care must

its wants and
and
then
your
opportunity
will
take advantage of its needs,
be to put your produce on the market at just the right time.
When you have grown your crop and it is ready for sale, if
you have a good ofi'er sell the crop, for in perhaps nine cases
out of ten you will have no l)etter ofi'er, and frequently if
not disposed of then you will have to take up with a less

be taken not to force the market, but study

price.

Whatever crop you grow, do not

fail

to

grow

corn.

It is

one of the best crops a farmer can grow, both on account of
the grain and on account of the fodder, whether fed in the
form of cured stalks or as ensilage. If you have a dairy,

you cannot aflbrd to do without it. It is often remarked
that we can buy such croi)s cheaper than we can grow them.
That maybe true in some few instances but if we grow them
we do not have to pay the money for them, and so far as
we can we should raise what we consume. In these times of
;

active competition

it is

necessary for the farmer to save

all

he can, in order to make both ends meet at the close of the
year.
If the farm

is

near a city or large village, and he can keep

more

a herd of cows, then he can engage in no

profitable

business than in getting customers and furnishing them with

milk and cream at
a quart

is

as

good

retail prices

several miles, so that he cannot
his

cream

make

his

in a public

own

for milk at

;

as butter at thirty cents a

make

creamery, or,

butter and take

it

if

even three cents
pound. If away

daily trips, let

he

is

him put

a good salesman,

to his customers once a

week, and get a better price by selling direct to consumers.

There

is

one industry that has fallen

off

very

much

of
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and it would be well for the farmers to consider whether
would not be for their profit to try and bring it back to
prosperity again.
There are
I refer to the sheep industry.
many farmers who are getting good returns from their flocks,
and they are paying them as well as anything would. One
of the greatest drawbacks is the damage to the flock by dogs,
and this is the most discouraging feature of the business.
To have gotten together a fine flock of sheep and then have
them raided or spoiled by dogs is certainly enough to make
the owner think of a great manj^ expressions not found in
church hynuis but there is no better maxim than to keep on
late,
it

;

trying, for

it is

the persevering one

who

In regard to breed of sheep for our

succeeds.

New England

farms,

very early or hot-house lambs, so called, a fine wool ewe
and a Southdowni buck will give the best results with the
for

least trouble.
For lambs in March, April or May, a cross
between the Southdown and the Shropshire makes a good
model, especially if the Southdown blood predominates.
Never raise any but the best, and not in large flocks, so that
they can have the best of care. A few sheep on a majority
of the farms would be a profit to the owner, as well as an
improvement to the farm and if you have good lambs you
will always find a market, for they are preferred by consumers to the lamlis that are brouo;ht in refrigerator cars.
Here
is an opportunity for the farmers of our hill towns to engage
in that which Mill be for their profit, if entered into with
care and good judgment.
Whatever you undertake, put in
a large amount of faith and lots of hard work be thorough
in all you undertake, and do not get discouraged at a few
failures, but keep at it, and it will turn out some time in
your favor.
When Solon Robinson was agricultural editor of the New
York Tribune," and corn had been scarce and the price high
through the winter, he wrote in the spring to the farmers of
;

;

'

'

the country, asking
fall

them

to plant one acre more.

In the

of that same year, in an address delivered before the

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden Agricultural Society, he
said that it had been estimated that the publishing of those
two lines in the "Tribune " the previous spring had increased
the corn crop of the country over one million acres.
But he
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Instead of advising the

farmers to plant one acre more, I should have urged upon

them the necessity of cultivating all of their acres better."
The
That touched the key-note of successful farming.
manufacturer, mechanic and artisan, if they expect to be
successful and gain and retain the trade and confidence of
their customers, know that they must make their products
of the best material, and put them together in the best
manner to please the eye and give the best service for which
There is always a strife among them to see
they are made.
which shall get and retain the reputation of doing the best
work and securing the largest number of customers. Here,
Cultivate all your acres
too, lies the farmer's opportunity.
better, strive to raise a better crop of hay, corn, potatoes,

vegetables, fruits or any crop that

Have

you grow on your farm.

the best herd of cows, the best flock of sheep, the

and young growing stock, the best
all of your own stock, if possible,
gain a reputation for having the best, and your stock will
always be in demand and will bring you remunerative prices,
and your success will stimulate others to make an eflEbrt to
do better than you have done.
If this were done, not many years would elapse before a
great chano;e would come over the farmino- community.
The
farms would be better cultivated, the fences would be in
better order, the waysides wxnild be cleaner, the brush and
stones would be cleared out of mowing and pasture where
practicable and where not practicable the land left to grow
up to forest.
Lay out no more work than you can do thoroughly. Keep
your buildings in good repair. It is not necessary for comfort and attractive appearance to have an imposing mansion,
you may not be able to afford that, but what you do have
take care of. Have no loose boards hanging by one nail and
threatening to fall in every high wind, and leave an ugly
finest yoke of
team of horses.

cattle

Raise

gap that has the appearance of shiftlessness.
Promptly make repairs, for one nail now may save nine
later.
Keep the lawn about the house neat and free from
Plant a tree here, a
rubbish that would mar its beauty.
looking

shrub there, a rose bush in this corner, a flowering plant
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in the other corner

;

hiy out a plot for flowers of the best

varieties that will give

Have a garden

you blossoms through the season.

sufficient to raise

some

to spare for

fruits

and

your

berries to give

Have

out the season.
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your own vegetables and
and small

less fortunate neighbors,

you plenty of luscious

fruit

through-

a pride in your surroundings, so that

})assers-by will take note

of

them and

will

remark,

always like to go by this place, l)ecause everything
in such
it

good

repair,

and so much pains

is

is

*'I

kept

taken to have

look neat and attractive."

But

all

must be

comfort must not be on the outside.

neat, attractive

and

fitted

up

The

for comfort.

inside

It is not

necessary to have frescoed walls or upholstered furniture or
Brussels carpets.

A

easily put on.

Wall paper and paint are cheap, and

are

few pictures should be on the walls, books

and magazines on the table, a few
ornaments on the shelves, a lounge or two and a few comfortable chairs, so that when you come in from the work of

in the book-case, papers

you will have and take more solid
you owned the greatest mansion in the land.

the farm or other duties

comfort than

if

Farmers should take the opportunity to co-operate together
and thus help one another, to look out for each other's interIf you
ests, and be ready to lend a helping hand in trouble.
know of a good thing for yourself, let others know how it
Not every farmer is calculated for a
can be a help to them.
good salesman, so let the farmers of a town combine and
form themselves into a co-operative society for their mutual
In the purchase of supplies and in the sale of their
benefit.
products let them select one of their number to act as their
Let him keep himself posted on the condition of the
aijent.
market, and learn when is the best time to buy or to make a
Let the farmers, when they have
sale of farm products.
send
notice
to the agent to that effect, and
produce to sell,
have him advertise the same. Or, when they wish to buy
stock or supplies needed on the farm, have him make their
wants known by keeping a record of "wants" and " for
sale," so that parties

can go to him, and he, by turning to

the record book, can give the required information then and
there and with

little

trouble.

It is a

well-known

fact that

buyers of produce will go where a large quantity of what
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they want can be found together, and such partiss will get
better prices than will the

find

owners of small

Now, through

over a large area.

what he wants, and time and

this

scattered

lots

agent the buyer can

troulile

can be saved both

the seller and buyer, and both be benefited.

If this plan

and closer relation would
between farmers, and it would help to make their lives
pleasanter and happier and more profitable than would have
were carried out a better feeling

exist

been possible without

this co-operative action.

Another opportunity which the farmer should improve is
to take an active part in political aftairs, and do what he can
to influence legislation in the right direction.

He

should see

upon the farmers

that the burden of taxation does not fall

more heavily than upon those engaged in other callings.
Every farmer is willing to pay his part, but it ought not to
Farmers can do a great deal to
be asked of him to do more.
improve their conditions along these lines. They can see to
it

that those of their

them

own

profession are elected to represent

in the halls of legislation.

done as much as

One reason why this

is

not

ought to be is because there is too much
jealousy among farmers, and they are afraid that one of their
number will get honored more than themselves. So, rather
it

than have him promoted to where he can do good and

efi'ect-

work, we throw him aside and give our influence to the
election of a professional man, who does not take any parive

ticular interest in

that

would be a

our necessities.

benefit to the farmer

Thus many a measure
and we grumble

is lost,

because there are so few farmers elected to legislative

offices.

This ought not so to be, for there are no citizens more intelligent or better able to express their views than are those of

the fanning

community.

in cities that

It is said

when they go

of clergymen who preach

into the country to preach they

take their best sermons with them, because the country con-

more critical than are those of the city.
The farmers should exert their influence against the idea

gregations are

of paternalism, or a few dictating

governed.

Take, for instance, our

how

the

many

shall be

which
the Board of Education is trying to centralize by taking the
scholars from the outlying districts and transporting them to
one graded school in the centre.
In some respects this might
district schools,
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be better for a few,

l)ut for

the

many

the people are few in number, keep up
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a positive injury.
all

your schools,

for

If
it

community, the salvation of all
parts of the town, and will act as a check on the supply of abandoned farms. To transport children from five to ten years of
age, three, four, five and in some instances six miles, is an outrage, and a vigorous protest against it should go up in every
farming community. The farmer should take a great interest in the schools of his own town.
Make them as good as
means and circumstances will allow. Encourage the scholars
to be faithful and punctual in attendance.
Give them good
teachers and encourage them in every possible way.
See to
is

for the benefit of the whole

it

that the dullest scholar has his share of attention, for, if

well looked after, he

end.

Remember

may

turn out to be the brightest in the

that the prosperity of your

town

is

centred

in the prosperity of the district schools.

The farming

class

well sustained.

If

for onl}^ one, unite,

creed.

Do

not

should see to

it

that the churches are

you have two churches, and po})ulation
even though you difter somewhat in your

let that

hinder the union, for one well-sus-

two or three strus-o-linof for an
your temporal interest that there should
be at least one church in your community. I well remember,
many years ago, being in the office of a then prominent man
in one of the hill towns in the western [)art of the State.
We were speaking about the church and the eflbrts being
made to raise money to pay the preacher's salary for the 3'ear,
and of his advice to diflerent persons to give a certain sum
" Why," he said, " not that I care
to maintain this service.
tained church
existence.

is

better than

It is for

about religion but what will our farms be worth,
without any preaching or Sunday service?" And so I say
What will our farms be worth, unless we
to you farmers
have the public schools and the church sustained in our own
a

;

:

town or community?
Another thing that should
the farmers

is

the efibrt

call forth

the earnest protest of

now being made

to take

away from

them the control of the State Board of Agriculture, and
place it under the control of a few, to be appointed by the
governor, these few to tell the farmer what he needs, on the
supposition that they, no matter of what profession, are better

; ;
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Now,

able to do this than are the farmers themselves.

the

farmers are not such iirnoramuses as these people would have

Let us hope that these efforts to put themselves
and the farmers in the rear will not prevail.
The ftirmer has the best opportunit}^ to look on the bright
side of things.
He is never troubled for want of work, for
on a farm there is never a lack for something to do, no necessity for standing around idle.
The crops are always working
in their season.
If the farmer takes a holiday now and then,
judiciously selecting the time, nature will keep at work, the
crops continue to grow, the cattle to feed, and the income
will not stop.
What if sometimes some crops seem to have
failed they have not all failed.
There are yet bright spots,
some silver lining to every
if we Avill but look for them
cloud, and if we will but look up, it will show itself to our
us believe.

in the front

;

;

vision.

who

It is Whittier, I think,
"

Once more the

says in one of his

poems

:

—

year laughs out,
gems of gold
Once more with harvest song and shout,
Is Nature's bloodless triumph told.
liberal

O'er richer stores than

"

Our common mother sits and sings,
Like Ruth among her garnished sheaves
Her lap is full of goodly things,
Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.

"

O

made new,
with rain and sunshine sent
The bounty overruns our due.
The fulness shames our discontent.
favors every year

O

gifts

We shut our eyes, the flowers bloom
We murmur, but the corn ears
We seek the shadow, but the sun

"

on

fill

That cast

it

shines behind us

The farmer should look on

still."

life.
He
now and then,
The return may be

the bright side of

should not be discouraged at a partial failure
for

it

may be

slow, but

it

brighter the next year.

will be sure to

come some time.

Do

a hurry to change your business or your location.

not be in

A well-

kept home diminishes a desire for a change, for we are apt
to love that upon which we bestowed much care, and are
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and, wherever we may go and what
may look upon, we are always
we
other scenes of beauty
And our children, as
srlad to set back to our own home.
they grow up to manhood and womanhood, will be loth to
for some of
but wherever they go,
leave the old home
loth to separate

from

it

;

—

;

them must go,

— they

will look

back to

it

as the one bright

spot they love best on earth.

Let us make

all

the pleasures that will

and more

satisfied

we

Let us invest in all
us up higher and make us happier

the friends
lift

can.

with our surroundings.

You are

probably

was disabled by a
and thither with
driven
hither
and
dismantled
storm at sea,
the winds and the waves, the crew exhausted and out of water,
and looking and waiting anxiously for some passing vessel to
familiar with the story of the vessel that

At length, when they
that way and give them relief.
had almost given up in despair, they discovered a ship coming towards them under full sail. They watched it coming
nearer and nearer, and when it was within speaking distance
the captain shouted, with all the strength he in his exhausted
come

command, "Water, water! Give us water,
Back over the waves came the
are dying of thirst "
"
You are in the mouth
Dip it up dip it up
answering cry,
So I say to you discouraged farmers who are
of the Amazon."
looking and waiting for some one to come along and buy

condition could

— we

!

!

!

your farm and home, and thus relieve your present distress,
even at a great sacrifice, so that you can try your luck in
Dip
some other place or in some other business, Dip it up
!

There are yet capabilities in the soil you now possess, that lies at your very feet, that you have never dreamed
There is still a chance to redeem the time, a chance to
of.
make a srreat chanoe for the better. Go to work with an
energy and faith that will admit of no failure, and you will
overcome the obstacles that lie in your pathway, and with

it

up

!

Heaven's blessing you will succeed.
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Within a few pages I propose to discuss

some of
when aim-

briefly

the points which deserve a serious consideration

ing at a remunerative production of grasses for fodder.

A

some field experiments with grasses
by the writer during a series of years upon the

short description of
carried on

in

may

serve

meadow and

past-

of the Massachusetts Agricultural College

fields

some measure

as an illustration in the matter.

Adaptation of Soil.

A

successful production of our valuable

ure grasses depends in a less degree on any particular kind

of

soil

than on a well-regulated, constant supply of moisture.

pastures, provided the necessary

good meadows and
amount of moisture and

of suitable available plant food

furnished during the en-

Light, sandy soils are

known

to furnish

is

growing season. A deep loam or mellow clayish loam
is, however, considered the typical soil for grass lands.
Our best meadows are found as a rule upon lands which
contain either a liberal admixture of a fine clayish silt in
their original make-up or receive periodical addition of that
kind by overflow or otherwise. These materials are usually
tire

comparatively rich in various kinds of plant food
exert in

many

qualities of the soil, as far

;

they

on the retentive
as moisture and available plant

instances a beneficial

eft'ect

and they tend to protect the root system against extremes of climate and season, by rendering
the soil more compact and closed up.
No class of crops is more seriously aflfected by a periodical
access of an excess of water or by exposure to a serious pefood are concerned

;

riod of dryness than the grasses.

A

frequent occurrence of

;
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these conditions, even for a comparatively short period, dur-

growing season causes gradually serious changes in
A wet
the whole character of the growth upon grass lands.
condition of the soil due to a high local level of the water in
the soil favors the appearance of an inferior class of grasses
while
stagnant water is destructive to all good grasses
ing

tlie

;

of the soil favors the appearance of

a continued dryness

a class of herbaceous plants characteristic to dry pastures.

The

stated results

become

in the

same degree more marked

as these undesirable conditions occur or continue.

Well-devised systems of uuderdraining or of irrigation are
efficient

remedies wherever local circumstances admit of an

unrestricted judicious management.

lands not capable of uuderdraining

is

The growth upon wet
not unfrequently mate-

improved by ditching or by raising the surface of the
land with a layer of a light, sandy soil several inches in thickA choice
ness above the previous level of the ground water.
improvement
these
modes
of
of either one or the other of
or a combination of both depend for obvious reasons on local
resources, to accomplish the end in view at a reasonable

rially

outlay.

Dry

lands unfavorably located for irrigation, or under the

influence of adverse climatic conditions, as frequent scarcity

of rain during the growing season, ofler but

little

induce-

The bad effect
of short spells of dryness may be somewhat modified by adding the seeds of some valuable broad-leaved fodder plant, for
instance, medium red clover or white clover, for the purpose
ment

for the cultivation of perennial grasses.

of shading the ground and thereby economizing existing local

Some of our ])etter grasses are less
dry weather than others ; a due considin selectins: amons^ these for cultivation

resources of moisture.
affected

by

spells of

eration of this

fact

tends to materially improve the chances of success.

ows and pastures which

Mead-

are in an exceptional degree inclined

to a spontaneous growth of an inferior class of fodder plants

and weeds, if at all fit for a more thorough system of cultivation, ought to be ploughed up and subsequently for some
years planted with some hoed crop or subjected to drill culture, for the purpose of destroying effectually the foul growth
and improving the physical and chemical condition of the
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many
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instances

when planted with other fodder crops than

more

profitable

grasses.

Manuring Grass Lands.
Next

in importance to a fair degree of special adaptation

of the soil for a remmierative production of grasses

requirements of an

efficient

come the

supply of available plant food.

Grasses are, comparatively speaking, large consumers of
crop
tities

may

A

few numerical statements regarding the grass
show in what direction and in what varying quan-

plant food.

the same weight of the crop

articles

may consume

the different

of plant food when raised under more or less favor-

able conditions.

Green
five

grass, at the time of forming seeds, contains seventy-

per cent moisture and twenty-five per cent vegetable

matter per ton
Moisture,

:

—

....
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Experience

us that a liberal manuring pays better

tells

than a scant one

yet, if

;
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we should

try to restore to the soil

from outside sources a corresponding amount of all the fertilizing constituents which the grass crop abstracts, it would
make, in most instances, the remunerative production of the

hay crop rather an exception than the rule.
Good economy advises us to manure our lands with a parTo do this intelligently
ticular reference to special wants.
requires a fair knowledge regarding the following points
:

1.

The general character of

—

the soil, the location of the

lands, the history of their former treatment as far as the sys-

tem of manuring

concerned, as well as the kinds of crops

is

which have been previously raised upon them.
2.
The quality and relative quantity of the various essential articles of plant food which a satisfactory yield of the
contemplated crop requires.
3.

The degree of

natural fitness of the plant to be raised

to avail itself not only of the atmospheric plant food, but
also of the existing inherent
soil to

be used for

its

amount of plant food in the
The development of their

production.

root and leaf system, as well as the shorter or longer period
of time required for their growth, deserves a most serious

consideration in this connection.

Perennial plants are as a rule better qualified to benefit by
existing and inherent resources of plant food of the air and

the soil.

Our

best

meadow

grasses are perennials.

Their

long period of growth, supported by a liberal development
of leaves and roots, enables them to benefit in an exceptionally high degree

by the inherent resources of plant food of

engaged in their production and of the atmosphere.
They are for this reason less exacting, as fiir as an additional
supply of plant food is concerned and they can be raised
upon a naturally good soil, fit for grass production, at a less
expense for manure than the majority of general farm crops.
This fact, however, ought not to lead to the belief that mathe soil

;

nuring grass lands
for

is

not profitable in the majority of cases

;

permanent grass lands, meadows and pastures which pro-

duce to-day remunerative crops without the assistance of
manurial matter of some kind or other from outside sources
are rather the exception than the rule.

The

unsatisfactory
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condition reported of the majority of our grass lands has to

be largely ascribed to the prevalence of an indifferent system
of manuring them.

The

and the same crop or class of crops
year after year upon the same lands without some rational
mode of manuring cannot fail to change gradually but surely
cultivation of one

the mechanical as well as chemical character of the soil for
the better or the worse, as far as that crop or class of crops
is

concerned,

A

—

in the majority of cases for the worse.

reliable general fertilizer for grass lands has to be

pounded on the same

com-

rules which are recognized as rational

wdth reference to other farm crops

;

i.e., it

ought to provide

for the return of those essential articles of plant food

which

removed from the
It is to be remembered
the main source of coarse

the grass crop in an exceptional degree has
soil

upon which

it

has been raised.

that wdierever the grass crop

is still

fodder for farm live stock the product of the fertility of grass
lands

is

constantly turned to account for the improvement of

the lands used for the cultivation of other farm crops.

This

once universal practice of manuring farm lands has ceased to
be advisable or even excusable, since a well-developed trade
in commercial fertilizers provides amply the needed remedy,

— more manure.

Its ruinous influence

ductiveness of the farm lands in

on the original pro-

all civilized

countries, ours

not excepted, wherever important farm products, as grains,
etc.,

have been largely sent to market without any return of

the plant food they contained,

is

fully recognized.

The grass crop contains on an average one part of phosphoric acid to four of potash and three of nitrogen.
of newly laid

proportion.

In case

down

grass lands it is well to adhere to that
In case of old grass lands with an abundance

amount of nitrogen may be
not possible to state more
definitely the exact amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash which will secure the best results, on account of the
of vegetable decayed matter the
safely reduced one-half.

It is

widely varying condition of grass lands as far as their state
of fertility

is

concerned.

Taking two tons of hay as an aver-

age yield per acre as the basis, from twenty to twenty-five

pounds of available phosphoric acid, one hundred pounds of
available potassium oxide, with thirty pounds of available
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nitrogen per acre, would fairly meet the average condition.

This

can be secured to-day at about from eight to

fertilizer

nine dollars in the best form for immediate action.

It is

not advisable to reduce the nitrogen in our grass manures to
too small quantities, for the
largest

No
rest

;

best grass crops contain the

amount of valuable nitrogen compounds.

single article of plant food acts independently of the
a liberal

amount of nitrogen

assists in the liberal as-

similation of phosphoric acid and potash

A

these

;

many

have a close relation to each other in

elements

of our fodder

an indispensable requirement for a successful production and propagation
crops.

fair state

of fertility of the soil

is

of our most valuable grasses.

Quite frequently the entire character of the growth upon
grass lands has been improved by changing from a scant to

a liberal manuring, without any assistance from

new

seeds.

Those grasses which are best adapted to the altered conditions of the soil take the lead.

The

nutritive value of one

of grasses

is

liable to differ

and

same species or variety
in a more serious degree^ when
the

raised under m,ore or less advantageous circumstances^ than

many of our
among

reputed meadoio grasses are represented

when raised under

themselves,

to differ

conditions which favor

their successful growth.

Forage crops, above all other crops, suffer more seriously
in regard to quality from a scant supply of plant food than
any other class of farm crops. Large areas of grass lands
are

still

too frequently treated with

kinds of manurial

all

substances, without any definite idea of what they can or

A

some of the more
prominently mentioned substances frequently used for manurial purposes upon permanent grass lands may illustrate
shall accomplish.

short discussion of

that statement.

Common

salt is

on grass lands

;

known

quite frequently to act l)eneticially

acts,

however, more decidedly on the

it

physical qualities of the soil than as a direct plant feeder
assists in the absorption of

mizes inherent resources of moisture, and
better on dry lands than

;

it

moisture from the air and econo-

on moist ones

;

is

thus apt to act

it assists

in the dif-

fusion of potash and phosphoric acid, but does not materially
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benetit the supply of the
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article of plant food.

usually ceases after a few applications

of from four hundred to five hundred pounds per acre

lands are more exhausted after

exclusive use as a

its

;

the

manure

than before.

Gyi)sum, or plaster, aids in the absorption of the ammonia
compounds of the air it counteracts the tendency of a clayish soil to become hard and impervious in dry weather; it
;

assists, like salt, in the general diffusion of

potash and phos-

phoric acid present, by causing favorable transformations of
few repeated applications of from
existing compounds.

A

hundred to seven hundred pounds per acre usually terminate its good services, which are frequently marked rather
by a more liberal growth of clover and of leguminous plants
Aside from lime and
in general than by that of grasses.
six

sulphuric acid, nothing
soil, as far

Gypsum,

added to the future

fitness of the

as essential articles of plant food are concerned.

as a sole manurial matter

in bringing

assists

is

used on grass lands,

nearer the time of their failure as a

remunerative fodder source.
Air-slacked lime, lime-kiln ashes and various other kinds

of lime refuse are noted for their good influence on grass
lands they assist in producing a favorable decomposition of
;

organic matter by neutralizing accumulated organic acids and
securing thereby conditions favorable to the action of a beneficial

tion

microbic

life in

the

They

soil.

of potash containing silicious

aid in the disintegrasoil

constituents,

and

render thereby inherent sources of plant food more available ;
they improve the general physical conditions of a compact,
clayish

soil

by rendering

it

more mellow and permeable.

a direct addition of plant food they are only in excepthey are in the majority of
tional cases of real importance

As

;

cases worthless

upon a calcareous

soil.

Marls and clayish marls, free from any perceptible amount
of potash and phosphoric acid, act in the main similarly to
Earthy composts of
the previously mentioned lime refuse.
applied in large quantities, frequently
act very beneficially on exposed portions of the upper part
of grass roots by protecting them against an undesirable exposure to light and atmosphere, there1)y fovoring the forma-

various descriptions,

if
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They benefit the
much as they contain

shoots.

inherent stock of plant food only as

one or more of them in an available condition, which
usually an unknown quantity.

is

Other substances, quite frequently of a mere local interest,
might be added to the previous list, if space permitted.
Most of these previously stated manurial substances, it
will be noticed, are only
assist

more or

temporary remedies,

if

any.

less in economizins;' existing local

They may, however,

of plant food.

if

They

resources

used intelligently,

in a more
and more com})rehensive economical system of
manuring grass lands capable of a remunerative improve-

quite

frequently

serve as

valuable helpmates

rational

As an economical source of phosphoric acid, aside
from ground bone, which furnishes phosphoric acid and
nitrogen, in many instances finely ground mineral phosphate
from Florida, South Carolina, West Indies and other localities deserves recommendation for grass lands as a top-dressKainite and muriate of potash
ing, on account of low cost.
ment.

are to-day our

most

efficient

and cheapest sources of potash

for forage crops.

Wood

ashes are a valuable fertilizer for grass lands,

applied in

sufficient

quantities

our

;

Canada wood ash contains from 5 to

average

6 per cent of

if

unleached

potassium

oxide, 1.5 to 2.5 per cent of phosphoric acid and 30 to 35

per cent of calcium oxide (lime), besides small quantities
of every other essential mineral constituent required for a

growth of plants. The absence of nitrogen is
somewhat compensated for by the presence of a liberal
amount of lime, which favors a rapid decomposition of the
successful

veofetable matter contained in the soil.

The

nitrojjen of the

vegetable refuse matter becomes thereby in a high degree

The good effect of wood ashes is for this reason
more striking upon grass lands, rich in vegetable refuse
matter, than upon dry lands, which as a rule contain less of
available.

the latter.

The good

services of l)arn-yard

manure

of grasses are generally recognized, yet
greatly increased in this connection
suitable potash

compound, to turn

for the production

its efficiency

may

be

by the addition of some
its

excess of nitrogen to

i
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thousand pounds of barn-yard niainue

contain on an average eight to ten pounds of nitrogen, four

pounds of phosphoric acid and nine to twelve pounds
Fifty pounds of muriate of potasli
to every ton of barn-yard manure needed will serve a
good pur[)Ose, and in many cases allow a reduction in the
amount of barn-yard manure otherwise considered necessary.
A top-dressing of grass land with two hundred jiounds of
muriate of potasli and live hundred pounds of line-ground,
bone has given much satisfaction in our lield experiments.
to five

of potassium oxide.

Our

grass lands are as a rule deficient in available potash

compounds.

Ox Selection of

Seed.

—

The family of grasses is very numerous,
it includes all
our cereals the number of those cultivated by human effort
The
is, however, comparatively small for limited districts.
majority of grasses are of a spontaneous growth, and in their
general character, in a controlling degree, depend on the con;

and climate.

dition of the soil

of

life

they

may

nial grasses.

In regard to their duration

be classified into annual, biennial and peren-

The annual and

biennial grasses are propagated

by seeds and the perennials usually by both seeds and
sprouts starting from the roots.
In examining the different o-rasses with reference to their
mode of growth we notice a more or less marked difference
among different species and varieties. Some show a decided
tendency to soon send out numerous u})right shoots, bearing
liberally flowers
while others show this tendency more
sparingly, and spend their vital energy in the production of
numerous low, knotty shoots, clinging more or less closely
;

to the ground, thereby forming a close sod.

This class of

grasses requires frequently from two to three years after

seeding before

it

contributes liberally to the hay crop

;

it

furnishes meanwhile valuable pastures.

To

secure

upon temporary grass lands a good and early

annual yield of hay,

it

is

necessary to select largely the

seeds of those grasses which send out at once

many

tall,

The shorter the period designed for keeping the lands covered with grasses, the more ought low-

blooming shoots.

growing perennial grasses to be excluded.

,
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upon permanent meadows,

success

as far as

the quality and quantity of the annual yield of hay

upon the

cerned, depends largely

most advantageous

is

con-

care taken to ascertain the

proportion of both mentioned

relative

classes

of grasses under existing local circumstances.

secure

the

To

highest attainable yield requires careful local

observations.

Grasses raised upon one and the same land^ should also be
selected as far as practicable with reference to a correspond-

ing j^eriod of blooming ; they should be cut for hay when the
majority of them are fairly advanced in blooming.
The

adoption of this course imparts to the crop the highest attain-

The following statement contains the
names of some of the prominent grasses, classified with
reference to their tendency of growth and their adaptation

able nutritive value.

to dry

and moist

soils

List of

Reputed Grasses (Perennials).

First class (tall-growing grasses)

Meadow
Meadow
Red

—

For Dry or Moderately Moist

/.

(«)

:

fox-tail

:

Soils.

—
May

{Alopccurns prdtensis).

....

fescue (Fcstuca pratcusis)

fescue (Fcstuca rubra),

Timothy, herd's grass (Fhlcuni 2Jrate}isc),
Second class (low-growing grasses)
{/))
English bent (Agrostis alba)
Sweet-scented vernal grass {Anthoxanlimm
,

:

,

.

.

—

.

(^4 i'e?i«/7a?r.scf«s),

Sheep's fescue (i^cN??<c« ovma),
Tiovfnj oa,t ^Vcxm {Arena pubesce7is) ,
tall

to July.

May
May

to June.

June

to July.

to June.

May

to July.

June.

.

,

(a)

Jmie

to July.

oat grass {Arrhcnathcrum

English rye grass {Lolium p)crenne)
Italian rye grass (Lo/zwm zYaZzcm«),
Kentucky blue-grass (Po« ^7ra;;e/m.s),

//.

to July.

July.

.

.......

French rye grass,
naccum),

June
June

dnra-

turn),

Yellow oat grass

to June.

Jiuie to July.

June.

May

.

For Moist and Wet

First class (tall-growing grasses)

:

to

June.

Soils

—

Timothy, herd's grass (^Phleum pratense).
Fowl meadow (Poa sero^/^rt),
Rough-stalked meadow grass {Poa tririalis).

Jul}' to August.

Meadow

June

to August.

May

to June.

soft

grass

(IMcks

lauatus),

Orchard grass {Dactylis glomerata).

.

June

to July.

June.
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Soft brovae grass (Broimi ft mains'),
ItnYian rye grass (Loli/nii Ualictmi),
((>)
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....
....
—
....
....

Second class (low-growing grasses)

June.

June

:

Red top, Rhode Island bent (^47?yW«,s r?</^ar«.s),
English rye grass (io^t«?Hjjcrc?t«c),
Crested dog-tail (Ci/iwsaruft cristatus)
CoTaxvaon'Oi&nnix grass {Olyceria fluitans),
.

.

.

.

.

July.

June.

June
June

The degree of success upon permanent meadows,

to July.

to July.

as far as

the quality and the quantity of the annual yield are con-

cerned, depends largely- on the care taken to ascertain the
most adv^antageous relative proportion of both mentioned
classes of grasses under existino; local circumstances.
To
secure the highest attainable yield requires careful local ob-

Receipts for mixtures of grass seeds which have

servations.

proved advantageous

in

one locality cannot always be relied

any other place. For this reason, instead of
discussing the merits of any of the many mixtures recommended by seed dealers and others, I refer to the mixture
used in my own case at Amherst, which is stated on a subseon as best

in

quent page.

Course adopted in reclaiming an Old Meadow.
The area engaged

in the experiment

amounted

to from

nine to ten acres, running from south to north along the

western slope of a natural grove.

The main

part of the

land is fairly on a level, slanting slightly towards the north
and rising somewhat from the centre of the field towards the
grove; this part is somewhat springy. The southern end
of the land is exposed to an occasional overflow of w^ater
from adjoining hillsides. The outlet for the water, coming
from liotli sources, had evidently been gradually obstructed
by soil washed down from elevations along the north end of
the

field.

As

a natural consequence, a large

part of the

ground had been changed into an unsightly swamp. The
entire area was covered with a worthless growth peculiar to
exhausted dry lands and wet meadows, the latter in particular.
The surface soil consisted of a sandy loam, from
two to three feet in thickness, which was here and there
underlaid by either a thin layer of hardened clay or a coarse,
gravelly material.

The general character of

the

surface
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moisture, promised to

make
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its state

of

under proper management, in an exceptional degree fit for a permanent meadow.
After lowering the outlet for the water through the adjointhe

field,

ing lands at the northern termination of the

field, it

was de-

cided to run, from ten to twelve feet apart, two parallel
ditches from north to south, through the lowest part of the

The ditching began

land.

in the

month of

One

Auirust.

and one-half to four feet below the surface
ground
was to serve as a main ditch for drain tiles six
of the
inches in diameter, to prevent an accumulation and subsequent stagnation of water in the upper soil. The other was
an open ditch, on an average from one foot to eighteen
ditch from three

inches deep, to assist in a speedy discharge of surface water,

due to heavy rains or the melting of the snow and
adjoining hillsides in the spring.

necessary

One
tile

fall

was secured

ice

on

In both instances the

to dispose of the surplus water.

surface ditch sufficed for the whole area, while branch

drains were built to

all

places where local conditions in-

dicated an exceptional state of moisture.

The

tiles in

the

branch ditches varied from two to four inches in diameter.
A stone drain ten by twenty feet wide and four feet deep
served as a

filter for

the turliid water coming from the ad-

joining hillsides in case of
tile drains.

The

heavy

surface ditch ran

rains, before entering the

up to the stone

drain, to

meadow in case of excepswampy places were filled up

prevent a general overflow of the
tional rainfalls, etc.

The deep,

and earth, or earth, as circumstances adentire
The
area was subsequently ploughed deep and

in part with stones

vised.

The succeeding spring a
in that state over winter.
wheel harrow was used to break up the rotten sod. The
soil was subsequently ploughed and harrowed repeatedly,
left

until

it

showed the desirable mechanical condition required

for a successful cultivation of

summer

grain crops.

Both
Barley and oats were chosen as the first crops.
were seeded in drills, with rows two feet apart, to permit
a thorough destruction of an objectionable foul growth by

frequent use of the cultivator and hoe.

were harvested, one ton of wood
ashes per acre was ploughed in, to assist in the disintegration

As soon

as these crops

.

.

.
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of the excess of organic peaty matter, and to serve as a general
fertilizer.
After ploughiiio- and smoothing the surface by
means of a brush harrow, the entire area was seeded down,
in September, into grass, to serve as a permanent meadow.
The more elevated portions of the field were seeded down
with the following mixture of grass seeds, at the rate of from
two to two and one-half bushels per acre
:

—

Two bushels herd's grass (Phkum 2)ralense)
Two bushels red top (Aijrostis vulgaris).
Two bushels Kentucky blue-grass {Poa j^ralejisis).
Two bushels meadow fescue (Feshtca praicnsis')
Five pounds sweet-scented vernal grass {Anthoxanthvm odoratuni).

The lower and still more wet portion of the meadow was
down with the following mixture of grass seeds

seeded

:

—

Twenty pounds of soft brome grass (Brofuus mollis).
Twelve pounds herd's grass (Phleum pralcnsc).
Nine pounds red fescue (Fesinca rubra).
Eight pounds fowl meadow grass (Poa scrotina)
Seven pomids Rhode Island bent (Agrosiis vulgaris).
Six pounds orchard grass {Dadylis glomerata).
Five pounds crested dog-tail (Ci/nosa7'us cristatus).
Four pounds meadow soft grass {Holcus lanatus).
Two pounds sweet-scented vernal grass (Anthoxa7ifhuni odoratum)

From four to five pounds of alsike clover per acre were
added by broadcast seeding early in the succeeding spring
(1889). The seed came up well, and suffered but here and
there in wet spots during the first winter.
Barren spots
were reseeded. The entire meadow was cut l)ut once during
the first summer season, somewhat later than usual; the
majority of grasses did not, as might be expected, head out.

As soon

as the

first

crop of hay was secured, a system of

manuring was planned,

show the comparative manurial
by barn-yard manure l)y
ground bone and muriate of potash by unleached wood
ashes.
From 1889 to 1893 the quantity of barn-yard maefifect

to

of top-dressing, as follows

:

;

;

nure w^as gradually reduced, to ascertain
quantities used per acre

would

how

far different

affect the final results.

Since

1893 each plat has received in succession annually the same
quantity of one of the different kinds of manure, to Ivy a rotation of manures upon permanent grass lands.
The annual
yield of hay on the different plats is stated below
:

—
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was marked by a severe drought,
begiuniiig with the month of July and extending into the
fall, which affected the yield of the crop (second cut) to a
The season of 1895 was a fair one for farm
serious extent.
181)4

work in our section of the country.
The rotation of manures upon permanent grass lands
serves a recommendation.

de-

:
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Worm.

{Leucania unipuncta, Haw.)

BY

A. H.

KIRKLAND, M.S., ASSISTANT ENTOMOLOGIST TO THE COMMITTEE ON THE GYPSY MOTH, INSECTS AND BIRDS.

would seem a matter of simple justice on the part of
nature to eliminate from time to time the old and longfought insect pests of the farmer as new and more dangerous
ones appear, but that no such good fortune is in store for
the agriculturist is shown by the reappearance this year of the
army worm, accompanied by wide-spread damage throughout the State. The farmer and fruit grower may justly
It

contemplate with anxiety such comparatively recent insect
importations as the gypsy moth and San Jose scale, but

when, in addition,

it

becomes necessary to combat serious

devastations of the old-time insect pests, the romance and
profits of agricultural pursuits are materiall}^ lessened,

particular emphasis attaches to

vigilance is the price of

and

the thought that eternal

good crops.

While by the time

this

paper reaches its readers the danger from the army worm
will probably have passed, the possibility of outbreaks next
year in those sections of the State where this pest has done
but

little

damage

this season indicates the necessity of dis-

seminating information concerning the habits of the insect

and the means of checking

its

devastations.

Life History.

The

life

history of the

army w^orm

is

in brief as follows

the eggs (Fig. 1), of a glistening white color, are laid by the
parent moth in rows of about twenty eggs each in the sheaths

of grasses and grains, and on stubble, stacks of straw, etc.
Often several rows of eggs are deposited on a single plant,

and each female moth lavs about

five

hundred eggs.
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Upon

hatchinir, these

eggs give
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rise to small, dark,

smooth-

skinned caterpillars (true cut worms), which feed greedily
upon grasses and grains. The full-grown caterpillar (Fig. 2)
is about one and one-half inches in length, and has a dark
dorsal stripe extending the whole length of the body.

lowing

this stri[)e

Fol-

on each side of the body there are three

narrow, fairly well-defined stripes, the
being gtayish yellow, the second
dark brown, and the third, extending
along the body just above the legs, of

first

a rust-yellow color.
is light

brown.

subject to

The under surface
body colors are

All the

much variation.

Fio.

In this stage

1.— Army Worm.

Moth, eggs and pupa. (From Departmeut
of Agriculture Report, 1879.)

common

to

other cut worms, of curling itself

up

the insect has

when

the habit,

disturbed.

When full grown the caterpillars bury
themselves in the soil to a depth of two
or three inches, and there transform into

Fio.

2.

— Armt

Caterpillar.

Worm.

(From Depart-

ment of Agriculture Ke-

dark-brown pup?e (Fig. 1), which, in
port, 1879.)
the course of two or three weeks, give
rise to winged moths.
These moths (Fig. 1) are of a reddish-brown color, expand about one and one-half inches and
have near the centre of the fore wings a small white spot.
The middle of each hind wing bears on the under surface a
small black spot.

.
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army worm

is

said to be

swamps, where the grasses common to such
places furnish suitable food for the insect, and from
such localities in favorable years large numbers emerge
to bring devastation upon surrounding fields.
There has been considerable controversy among en-

on the

])orders of

number of annual broods of
In the southern sections of the United
States there are, according to Prof. L. O. Howard,*
possibly as many as six annual broods, while in New

tomologists concerning the
this

insect.

England there are undoubtedly two broods yearly.
This

last

statement

may

not hold true for the cranberry

army worm frequently
From studies made on the Cape

region of Cape Cod, where the
causes

much damage.

during 1894 Mr. C. P. Lounsbury
that the

clusion

f came to the conwas there probably single-

insect

brooded.

The question of

the stage in which the

army worm
upon the

passes the winter has an important bearing

number of annual broods.

It is generally

conceded that

in this region the insects pass the winter as partially

grown

caterpillars (from the fall, or second, brood),

which attain their

full

growth the following spring,

transform and give rise to moths which lay their eggs

and grain.
These views concerning the number of annual broods
and the question of hibernation find additional support
in a peculiar feature of the outbreak of this season.
Many of the fields worst damaged by the insect were
those sown in the spring of this year.
I found during
the first week in July innumerable small larvae not
over one-third to one-half an inch in length scattered
throughout these spring grain fields, and at a greater
distance from grass lands than these diminutive insects
Clearly then the eggs
could possibly have travelled.
from which these insects came must have been laid in
the grain fields by moths emerging from the hibernatin grass

ing brood of the previous season
\j

Fig.

3.

* Circular No. 4, 2d series, U. S. Dept. A^r., Div. of Entomology, 1894.
t Bulletin 28, Hatch Experiment Station, 1895.
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Food Plants.
The army worm is a general feeder upon grasses
and grains, but when pressed by hunger will attack

many garden
this

vegetables and other herbage.

It

has

year been noticed feeding upon cranberry, oats,
orchard grass, red

rye, barley, corn, herd's grass,

top, witch grass, peas, beans, beets, lettuce, cabbage,

pig weed, yellow dock and purslane.

Mr. C. A.

Peters, a student of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, informs

me

(Panicum

grass

vetches.

Figs.

that

also attacks barn-yard

it

shepherd's-purse

cnis-galli),

4 and 5

3,

and

army

the

illustrate

worm's characteristic method of feeding on rye and
herd's grass.

The Army Worm

in Massachusetts.

The history of the army worm

in Massachusetts is

of more than ordinary interest, since

aftbrds an

it

excellent idea of the periods of time usually elapsing

between the outbreaks of

this insect.

recorded *

It is

"the worms made extensive ravages on
" were caterpillar
In 1666 "the Indian corn was eaten by

that in 1632

the corn," while 1646 and 1649
years."

worms."

There

is

much doubt concerning

of course

the species of insect causing the

damage

to crops, but

by some

been the army worm.
thentic

;

1743,

it is

above-mentioned
thought to have

Later records are more au-

— " Millions of devouring worms

in

armies, threatening to cut off every green thing."

1762,

— " At

last,

when

the

corn was

worms appeared to eat it up."
very uncommon sort of a Avorm

planted,

1770,

millions of

"A

.

corn and grass

all

as they

cut short the crops in

.

.

—

ate the

went above ground, which

many

places."

Of

this last-

mentioned occurrence of the army worm the Rev.
Grant Powers has written f "In the summer of
1770 this whole section was visited by an extraordi:

* Agriculture of Massachusetts.

Chas. L. Flint, ISoi.
t Historical cketches of the Coos County (N. H.), 1841.

Fig.

4.
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nary calamity, such a one as the country never experienced
a

I

||

beyond what I shall here specify. It
was an army of worms, which extended from Lancaster,
N. H., to Northheld, in Massachusetts. They began
before or since,

to appear the latter i)art of July, 1770,

and continued

The inhabitants deNorthern Army,' as they seemed

their ravages until September.

<|^ nominated them the
%^ to advance from the north or north-west and to pass
east and south, although I do not learn that they ever
passed the high lands between the Connecticut and
Merrimack rivers. They were altogether too innumerable for multitude.
There were fields of corn
on the meadows in Haverhill and Newbury standing so
thick, large and tall that in some instances it was difficult to see a man standing more than one rod in the
field from the outermost row
but in ten days from the
first appeai-ance of this Northern Army nothing remained of this corn but the bare stalks "
The farmers of Worcester and vicinity suffered severely from the ravages of this insect in grass lands
'

^M
^^

.

.

.

;

!

during the summer of 1817, when
'
'

their progress is as distinctly

of a
ure.

We

fire

is

recorded that

marked

as the course

it

which has overrun the herbage

Not a blade of grass

is left

in a

dry past-

standing in their rear.

are informed that about forty years ago the

kind of

worm made

same

great destruction in ploughed land,

among spring grain, but particularly in fields of flax."
Of more recent occurrence are the sudden and destructive outbreaks of this pest in the years 1861, 1875
and 1880, when whole grass and grain fields were laid
waste, and in some localities farmers suflered a total
loss of their hay crop.
The appearance of the army worm this year seems
ijeneral throuo;hout

New

Eno;land, eastern

New York

and some parts of New Jersey. In this State its greatest damage is in localities bordering on streams, tidewater or marshes, an evidence that wet lands are the
natural

I

home

of the insect.

Through the courtesy of Secretary Wm. R. Sessions
was enabled to visit infested estates at Hingham and
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Revere

duriiiir

the early part of July and to

of the conditions there existing.

ham, the oat

fields suffered

At

269

make

a .study

the Jordan farm, lling-

the most severely, the greater

part of the leaves and heads being stripped from the grain.

Grass lands and pastures in the vicinity were also infested,
but to a less degree. The foreman of the place, Mr. Parmato promptly cut all infested crops and later
around these fields in order to prevent the migraUnfortunately there was some delay in
tion of the pest.
following out the last recommendation, and as a result, as
lee,

was advised

to furroAv

soon as the oats became partly dry, the worms migrated.
Active measures, however, later on resulted in reducing the

numbers of the insect.
The World's End farm, Hingham, suffered nearly as much
from this pest, but the devastation was checked by promptly
mowing the crops. At Revere, the large Squire farm was
found to be thoroughly infested, and here, as in other places,
newly seeded land suffered the most. I was informed by the
superintendent, Mr. A. Bart Hill, that the army worm first
appeared in both the spring and fall rye fields, and that,
having stripped the leaves from the grain, they next attacked
the ofrass lands.
As a result over one-third of the }>;rass and
grain crops on this estate were destro}'ed by the insect.
I am enabled to state, upon the authority of Mr. Frank D.
Mills, Pittsfield, Mass., that the migrating masses of

worms

seriously interfered with the

moving of

army

electric cars,

and, in some cases, of freight trains in the vicinity of Dalton.

The cranberry crop on

Cape has suffered this year
damage to the crop in the three
towns of Dennis, Harwich and Yarmouth being estimated at
the

severely from the pest, the

$100,000.
Replies from correspondents indicate that a conservative

damage from the arm}" worm to the cranberry,* grass and grain crops of the State the present year
is at least
Of this amount the greater part
$200,000.
falls upon the cranberry growers, but many farmers have
lost nearly their whole hay crop as the result of the work of
this insect.
The damage the army worm is capable of caus-

estimate of the

* I am indebted to Capt. N. B Btirgess of Yarmouth Farms for much interesting
data concerning the ravages of the army worm in the cranberry-growing region.
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ing can be no better illustrated than by reference to the celebrated "

army worm year," 1861, when the

loss

on grass and

grain crops in western Massachusetts alone amounted to over

$500,000.

Remedies.

The army worm
tion until

it is

a

is

pei^t

that never arouses popular atten-

too late to prevent damage, and the fact that

somewhat extended

the insect only appears at

time explains, in great measure, the

among

the farmers concerning the remedies

In this case, as in

many

intervals of

lack of information
to

others, prevention is

combat

it.

better than

remedy, and the occasional burning over of mowings and
This procedure
pastures cannot be too strongly advocated.
AVhere the army worm
destroys the hibernating insects.
appears in abundance in grass and grain

A

should be cut at once.

around the infested

field

land to be protected.

worms commence

fields

the

crop

furrow should then be ploughed
with the straight edge toward the

As soon

to migrate,

as the crop begins to dry, the

and crawling into the furrow

are unable to climb up the straight side, unless the project-

ing grass roots afibrd a foothold, in which case the furrow

should be deepened by spading.

Holes dug in the bottom

worms will colwhen they can be destroyed. Gen. W. W. Blackmar
of Hino-ham has met with excellent success in destroying
these insects by burning sawdust soaked in kerosene oil in
A somewhat similar
the holes where the worms collected.
of the furrow furnish places in which the
lect,

measure has been employed with good results by Mr. A. I.
Hay ward of Agawam.
Rolling infested fields has been recommended by many
writers, and at my suggestion was thoroughly tried, but without anything like satisfactory results, although the ground

was

level

and hard.

Infested corn fields

Paris green,* one

may be sprayed

pound

to

early in the season with

two hundred gallons of water,

* Arsenate of lead or arsenate of barium, three pounds to one hundred and fiftymay be substituted for Paris green. Arsenate of barium is a
promising new insecticide, which has been used experimentally with good results
against the gypsy moth during the past summer. Its use as an insecticide was first
suggested by the writer during the winter of 1895-96 as a result of investigations

gallons of water,

upon the

different arsenates,

and

it

has so far proved superior to any of the arseni-
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and, if properly done, without dan<ier to stock feeding on
Where the army Avorm is particularly abundant
the stover.
it

may

be advisable, in order to prevent migration, to spray

grass land or to burn

over the
For

once.
ter

fields

this

at
lat-

purpose the " Cy-

clone burner"

(Fig.

originally

G),

l)rush

de-

burning

signed for

land

infested

by the gypsy moth,

be found of
value. It may be
made by mounting a
will

small force

necting the

Fig.

pump on a ten or
pump by means of

fifteen

6.

gallon tank, and con-

a short piece of

oil

hose with

a one-half-inch iron pipe at the end of which a cyclone nozzle

may be

The pipe should be about ten feet in
length and have a wooden casing for convenience in handling.
The tank should be filled with cheap crude oil. The
attached.

forced out at the nozzle, and 1)y igniting the spray at

oil is

the nozzle a flame results, which destroys every living thing

with which
also

The cyclone burner may
for destroying worms col-

comes in contact.
be used to good advantage
it

lecting in the furrows.

On

cranberry bogs Mr. Lounsbury * recommends wide
means of checking the spread

water-filled ditches as the best

of the insect.

Natural Exemies.

Among

the natural enemies of the

entitled to chief recognition.

It is a

smooth-skinned larvae form a favorite
insectivorous birds, and

a

field

army worm,
well-known

birds are
fact that

article of the diet of

infested

by army worms

which the birds assemble from
considerable distances, and there find food for themselves

makes a

cal

feedins: o-round to

compounds now

in use.

Further experimentation, however, and, more particon a large scale in the field, will be necessary

ularly, the practical use of the poison
to accurately

determine

* Bulletin 28, Hatch

its

value.

Experiment Station,

isa").

:
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The following list includes the birds I have
army worm the present sunmier kingbird, Phoebe, bobolink, cow bird, red-winged blackbird,
Baltimore oriole, crow blackbird, English sparrow, chipping
Hens, turke^^s and guinea fowls also
sparrow and robin.
devour large quantities of army worms.
Meadow larks, crows and flickers were seen apparently
feeding upon the army worm, but I was unable to approach
near enough to verify this observation. There was, however, an abundance of army worms on the ground in the
At the Jordan farm
places where these birds were feeding.

and young.

seen feeding on the

:

swamp

several quail were heard in the

land adjacent to the

and I am informed by Gen. W. W. Blackmar
birds
have been seen feeding upon the arm}' worm
that these
infested lield,

at his estate.

feed for several

The two

At Marshfield a flock of quail w-as seen to
days upon army worms in an infested field.

species of blackbirds are apparently the greatest

destroyers of these insects, but the good

work done by the

It is,
bobolink and English sparrow deserves mention.
sparrow
would
however, very doubtful if the services of the

equal those of the native birds

To

it

has displaced.

verify observations an examination

was made of the

stomachs of a few birds taken in an infested field. The
stomachs were found to contain army w^orms as follows

cow
three

bird, remains of
;

army worms

red- winged blackbird,

;

crow blackbird, twenty-seven

;

six

English sparrows,

respectively, four, three, five, four, none, three.

The

o-arden toad ranks high as a destroyer of

These batrachians were present

army worms.

in all the infested fields aftd

seemed to feed nearly continuously. Dissections of three
toads revealed nine, eleven and fifty-five army worms in the
respective stomachs.*

Certain parasitic

army worm

flies

and ground beetles usually attack the

and destroy large numbers, but these insects have

been conspicuous by their absence in all localities visited. A
single ground beetle {Platynus siimafus) was noticed at Hing-

ham

feeding upon the small larvae.

Mr. A.

I.

Hay ward

of

* It is to be regretted that there is so little accurate knowledge concerning the food
date.
of the garden toad, a deficiency that I hope in some measure to supply at a later
A large number of dissections of toads, made this year, show it to be a prime destroyer of cut

worms and

of nearly all

tlie

injurious insects of the garden.
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much valuable informaarmy worm, writes me that

indebted for

tion concerning the habits of the

the greater part of the pupte of tlii.s insect found while plough-

ing the infested fields were parasitized, thus showing that in

some
rial

parts of the State the parasitic

flies

have been of mate-

assistance in destroying this pest.

Causes Governing Outbreaks of the

worm during

In view of the abundance of the army

summer

present

it

may

Army Worm.

profital)le to briefly

l)e

the

review the

causes leading to sucli outbreaks and the influences which

The army worm

an insect which apThis
pears as a pest only at extended intervals or times.
control

same.

tlie

is

seems chiefly due to the warfare waged upon

it

by

its

natural

enemies, mainly parasites, predaceous insects and birds, and
also to

some extent

to climatic conditions.

Parasites often confine themselves to one host and their

abundance
l)irds as

is

regulated by the numbers of the host, while

a rule seem to prefer the most abundant form of

acceptable insect food.

The

climate aftects insect increase

abundance or scarcity of the food supply
or through conditions favorable or unfavorable to the mul-

either through the

tiplication of natural enemies.

The

relationship between an insect and

its

natural enemies

form or
more aljundant in the point of uuml^ers or
more efiective by reason of peculiarities favorable to its increase.
Hence, in years when the army worm is not present
in any considerable number its parasites are limited in their
multiplication by the scarcity of the host, while the birds
give their chief attention to other insects more abundant.
Thus the army worm increases slowly in numbers from year
to year.
Finally there comes a season especially favorable
for its development and the worms appear in numbers sufThey are folficient to attract some degree of attention.
lowed the next year by a more or less wide-spread outbreak.*
is

seldom equally balanced

the other

is

;

that

is

to say, the one

the

* I am informed by Secretary Wm. R. Sessions that from careful ol)servations extending over aconsideraI)lc period of years he has reached the conclusion that army

worm

outbreaks usually follow a warm, dry sprinji. It seems quite prol)able that,
by Mr. Sessions, such conditions of warmth and dryness are favorable

as pointed out
to the

emerging

of the

moths and the hatching of the eggs.
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numbers there

is

an

abundance of food offered their natural enemies, and the
latter increase to such an extent as to destroy the greater
part of the
disap})ears.

and

army worms, whereupon

This shifting relation between the host insect

natural enemies

its

the insect apparently

by

is

best expressed by the term so

"the balance of nature," and
"balance" is the factor which controls all insect outIt would seem probable that the localities suffering
breaks.
most from the army worm this year will be exempt next
frequently used

biologists,

this

season, although
insects

it is

may have

gree of damage.

damage has

possible that a sufficient

number of

the

survived in some places to cause some de-

In the parts of the State where but

resulted from the

army worm

little

this year there is a

greater chance that the pest will be abundant next season,

and here particular attention should be given to the burning
over of

fields.

When

the present outbreak subsides there

probably will not be another one for several years.
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Birds of the crow
the farmer for

new.

many
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have had a peculiar interest for

years, both in the old world and in the

Unfortunately for the American crow
has come to have a bad

(

Corvtis ameri-

name among men.

Therecrows are proscribed by law, every man's hand is
mercilessly hunted, they are perforce wanderagainst them
canus),

it

fore,

;

ers on the face of the earth.
However much the enemies of the crow may inveigh
against it, they must admit that it is a creature of superior

intelligence.

Its grain-loving proclivities, together

sagacity and cunning,
farmer.

make

it

Considerable ingenuity

the crow.

Yet

suspicious bird.

it is

with

its

a most annoying bird to the
is

required to circumvent

not naturally a supremely cautious or

Primarily bold and fearless,

caution by force of necessity.

On

it

acquires

the Pacific coast, es-

pecially during the first settlement of the country, crows
were extremely bold and unsus[)icious, and this is true today in localities remote from civilization. Mr. H. W. Henshaw, in the "Youth's Companion," speaks of the boldness

of the crows of the Pacific coast in robbing hogs, the crows

hog and plucking clams from its
The writer has been informed by old settlers
of what was then Washington Territory that they have seen
alighting on the head of the

very mouth.

crows so tame and so eager in their search for food that they
have even perched upon the backs of squaws engaged in
digging clams, and attempted to snatch the clams from under
the hands of the diggers.

north-western crows

(

The writer has frequently seen

Corvus caurinus) so tame

the

that, while

engaged in searching for food, they would walk about on the
sand within a few feet of the observer.
Yet these same
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crows soon learn the-siirnificance of the sound of a oun, and
the shooting of a few of their number by gunners will render

more wary. In the east crows have learned by asand experience to beware of the approach of man,
and are considered as among the most difficult of all birds to
This wariness is only overcome by the pangs of
approach.
hunger. In winter, when the snow lies deep on the ground
and food is scarce, crows will become quite fearless in their
approach to carrion. As a rule, however, crows when feeding keep one or more sentinels posted on some high tree or
other point of vantage, to warn all within hearing of the ap])roach of any possil)le enemy, and the warning of a sentinel
is understood and heeded by all crows in the vicinity.
The intelligence of crows, like that of men, varies with
Young birds, who when they first leave the
individuals.
the rest

sociation

nest are rather incautious, soon acquire the habits of caution

taught them by experience and the warning cries of their
elders.

All farmers

know how

difficult it is to

entrap crows.

In-

deed, they are so suspicious of a trap that any contrivance

which to their eyes resembles a trap
them away from corn.

will

sometimes keep

,

Migration.

The crow

as a species

a resident in this

is

throughout the entire year.

It is,

Commonwealth

however, quite migratory

There are times of general migration toward
the south in the fall and toward the north again in the spring.
During the fall and winter migrations thousands of crows
in its habits.

may be
coasts

seen trooping south or in the direction of the sea-

and river

valleys.

It is

probable that the crows that

remain with us in winter are migrants from lands farther
north.
The crows appear to desert entirely some of the
more northern and western portions of the State during the
Mr. C. E. Bailey
season of the greatest cold and snow.

reports that in ordinary seasons crows leave the vicinity of

Winchendon, Mass., which

is

near the

New Hampshire

line,

but that they are often found farther south in Hubbardston

and Princeton.
Mr. A. H. Kirkland writes that, from observations cover-
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or six years, and from conversation with hunters, he

has learned that dnrino: the coklest weather crows disapi>ear

from some of the hiuh hinds in the western part of tlie State.
The cause of crow migrations appears to he principally a

Crows remain even in \\'incluMnU)n in
when the beech nuts are plentiful on the trees or
when carrion is to be found. They are also found along the
scarcity of food.

seasons

Connecticut valley throughout the entire Avinter, where, according to Mr. Kirkland, they assemble in great Hocks in
bare spots on the meadows, and catch

tield

river,

and

in

warm

These
from the

mice.

flocks appear to range about twelve or fifteen miles
spells spread out still farther.

At

jVIr.

Kirkland's home, in Huntington, at an altitude of twelve

hundred feet, and in the adjacent towns of Chester, Blandford and Chesterlield, the crows are said to remain duringmild winters, roosting in hemlock forests. Durino; severe
weather they disappear entirely for a month or six weeks at a
time.
Near large cities, wliere ofl'al or carrion may be found,
they usually remain throughout the winter in large numbers.
They are also found during the entire winter along the southeastern sea-coast, where the receding tides furnish them an
al)undance of food, and where the ground is not so heavily
and frequently covered Avith snow as in the interior.

Gregarious Habits.
Crows

are very clannish in their habits, consorting to-

gether in flocks during the entire season, except Avhile they
are nesting,
])laces to

and assembling during the winter

in

roosting

pass the night.

Professor Barrows has given an excellent account of the

some of the westHere permanent winter roosts are found, to
which the crows come nightly for many miles around and
from which they go out early each morning. It is estimated
that several of these roosts contain from fifty thousand to
three hundred thousand crows each.
This gregarious roostroosting habits of crows in the middle and

ern States.*

ing habit

is

observed also among the crows of jNlassachusetts,

yet the writer has never seen in this

Commonwealth such

* Bulletin No. 6, United States Department of Agriculture, Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy, " Common Crow of tlie United States," pages 11, 12.
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permanent roosts as are described as existing

middle, southern and western

States.

This

may

in the

be

ex-

plained by the fact that a large number of crows migrate

south from the northern States and crowd into the middle
States, where, the

and southern

more plentiful.
The crow roosts visited by

food

tral

winter being less severe,

is

the writer in eastern and cen-

Massachusetts were in evergreen trees, mainly in white

pine woods, and there the crows were

known

to change their

roosting places, moving from one locality to another and

again returning to the original roost.

Just w^hy the crows congregate in these winter roosts

hard to determine.

It

may

is

be that they are in a measure

protected, by their great numbers, from their enemies, yet

they are doubtless sometimes attacked by the great horned
owl in the night, as evidences of the destruction of crows by
these owls are occasionall}' found in the

snow about the

roosts.

Crows sometimes hold what bears the semblance of a funeIn such a case, a crow havral ceremony over their dead.
ing been shot flew some distance and fell dead upon the snow.
Soon afterwards his body was discovered by another crow%
whose cries immediately assembled others from all quarters
of the compass, until a vast concourse was flying overhead.
They gradually settled upon the trees and kept up an interIn another case a single crow
mittent outcry for some time.
appeared to be the leader, and

it

was long before the im-

mense throng dispersed.
Crows have a habit of mobbing and hectoring any animal
In the fall or winter
that they believe to be an enemy.
months they often gather in flocks and follow hawks or owls.
The appearance of a great horned owl, hawk, raccoon or fox,
either dead or alive,

of crows from

all

is

the signal for the gathering of a

the country round,

the luckless bird or animal,

annoy

it

even

if

when

if it is alive,

they will

mob

pursue

and continually

they do not actually attack

it.

At such

amid the noise and excitement, they lose some of their
habitual caution and may be more readily approached than
usual.
They will sometimes press an owl very closely, keeping the poor l>ird dodging about from tree to tree in a ludicrous manner.

times,
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Mating and Nesting Habits.
Very early

when the snow

in the spring,

is

melting, the

crows indicate by their actions the approach of the mating
Their usually harsh notes are frequently varied by
season.
very musical tones, very dilierent in quality from the harsh

" caw" commonly heard.

These notes are sometimes heard
Indeed, the crow has a great
variety of notes, and quite a language of its own.
Those
who have examined its vocal organs, which are very complicated and perfect, are not surprised that crows have even
well into the nesting season.

been taught to speak and whistle.*
April, males

may be

On warm

days, early in

seen pursuing females in swift and

graceful aerial evolutions, sometimes rising high above the

woods and again descending

into the

open spaces among the

Nests are soon begun, and, although they are com-

trees.

posed largely of

sticks,

intermixed with coarse moss or even

leaves, they are quite compact,

The

ures.

lining

is

and not unhandsome

made of grape-vine

struct-

bark, grass, moss,

squash vines, feathers, rootlets or similar materials.

hair,

Portions of the skins of animals, such as snakes and hares,

Mr. Bailey says he has seen
up pieces of squash vines some eight feet in
length and carry them to the nest.
The materials used in
lining the nest vary with the locality.
For instance, about
Wincheudon Mr. Bailey has never seen a nest lined with the
are often found in the lining.

a crow pull

bark of the grape, and he says there are few grape-vines in
In southern Worcester County the grape-vine

the vicinity.

bark

much

is

takes

its

used, while in eastern Massachusetts cedar bark

place.

The eggs are laid from the middle of April to July. In
some cases what appears to be excessive caution is exhibited
by the crow in covering the eggs with leaves when away
from the nest. The writer has in two instances found fresh
eggs of the crow carefully covered with dead leaves, and in
one case the birds appeared soon after the nest was reached.
* Mr.

J.

A. Farley bad

in

Newton, Mass., a tame crow, that readily imitated a

talking parrot.

In 1896

tlfere

was a young crow on the Enoch Russell place in Lynnfield, Mass.,
word plainly and imitate the sound of a conversation.

that could repeat a single
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Mr. F. A. Bates mentions a similar instance. The eofffs
vary in number from three or four to seven, and in color
from a light, unspotted green or greenish blue to a darker
hue, thicklj^ covered with heav}^ brown and dusky spots.
There is a great variation also in the size of the eg^Qs.
Pro])ably only one brood is usually reared, but if the first
nest is destroyed, the crow will build another, and where
this is repeated, young fledgling crows are sometimes seen
early in August.

The

situation

of the nest varies according to locality.

When

the nests

and eggs are destroyed by man the crow

soon learns to nest high.

The

tree chosen is usually a

large conifer, the white pine being a favorite.

crow

not molested

Where

the

sometimes nest within a few
feet of the ground.
Mr. Bailey mentions having found
nests at the height of seven or eight feet from the ground,
on hemlocks, close to the trunks of the trees.
is

The outcry

it

will

raised ])y the

aY)proaches the nest

is

mother crow when an enemy

usually answered by two other crows,

and the writer has frequently seen three crows in the vicinity
of the nest.
So far as his observation goes, this seems to
be the rule. Mr. F. H. Moslier says that in south-eastern
Massachusetts, where his observations were made, he has
always found three adult crows about each nest during both
the building of the nest and the rearing of the young.
He
has frequently noticed this even

when they were undisturbed.

During the building of the nest one would carry most of the
sticks and the others would follow back and forth with more
sticks.

Mr. Bailey speaks of an instance where a pair of these
young were shot, and another crow
fed the young.
The female was first shot on the edge of
the nest
a few days later the male was shot at the same
place.
Seven days later the young were alive and flourishing, and a third crow was observed to feed them.
These
young birds were finally reared. There is usually an excess
of male birds, and the presence of bachelor birds in the
birds which were raising

;

vicinity of the nests

these facts, or

of the crow's

may be

oflered as an explanation of

polygamy may be
life

history which

possible.
it

This

is

a phase

might be well for some
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ono to investigate who can devote the necessary time to the
subject.*

The female

is

said to perform the duties of incubation,

but the male bird

a gallant defender and a good provider,

is

commendable in the
young are able to leave
the nest, they are sustained, watched, guarded, admonished
and taught by both parents, and the family remains together
as long as the young require any attention.
exhibiting qualities which arc always

As soon

father of a family.

as the

Digestive Capacity of the Crow.

To

obtain a delinite understanding of the amount of good
harm the crow is capable of doing, it is essential to know
what amount of food it is obliged to consume in order to
maintain its strength.
Mr. E. A. Samuels says that he has
kept specimens in captivity, and has, by actual observation,
or

proved that at least eight ounces of animal food, such as
frogs, fish, etc., are eaten daily

by them.f

To determine how much food

the fledged

young

require,

two young crows confined in a large pen or
These crows were kept and fed until September 2,
when one was accidentally killed. The other was kept until
September 14. These crows were fed animal and vegetable
food in about equal proportions, and the amount of each
eaten by them was surprising.
Either appeared to be eaten

the writer had
cage.

with nearly equal avidity, although at times a distinct preference was shown for animal food.

The animal food con-

sisted of the larger insects, such as grasshopper:., crickets,

and meat.
The vegetable food consisted largely of tomatoes and green
corn.
It soon became evident that the crows were not being
borers and beetles

;

also of snakes, frogs, mice

led suflSciently, as they did not thrive.

From August 21 until their death the crows were each
weighed daily, and the food given to them was also weighed.
On September 2 they were each weighed, the larger weighing
sixteen and one-half ounces and the smaller fifteen ounces.
Maynard, in his book entitled " The Birds of Eastern North America"
on page 456, that sometimes three crows are engaged in building one
nest, and that all three will remain about it until the eggs are hatched.
t E. A. Samuels, " Birds of New England," page 359.
• Mr. C.

J.

(1896), says,
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fed less than eight ounces each they either did not in-

fell oft", and it was not until each crow
was fed ten or more ounces that their weight increased. If
the amount given the crows was largely reduced during any
one day there was a corresponding falling off in the weight
On September 13 the larger crow weighed
of the V)ird.
On that day it was given
eighteen and one-half ounces.
only two ounces of tomato, Hfty-six grasshoppers, twelve
crickets and a little grain, in all some three ounces of food.
The next morjiing it had lost one and one-half ounces in

crease in weight or

weight.

As a preliminary to the solution of some of the problems
which come up during stomach examinations, a knowledge
of the processes of digestion and their possibilities in the
species under consideration

is

Crows swal-

indispensable.

low large quantities of sand, gravel, etc., to aid in the digesThe muscular walls of the stomach contract
upon these hard substances, and thus the food is ground,

tive process.

crushed and masticated, so to speak, in the stomach.

To determine

the length of time required for digestion,

two methods were used
less

indestructible, such

(^Porllieti'ia

determine

:

first,

as

feeding substances more or

the

eggs of the gypsy moth

disjmr), and afterwards examining the excreta to

how soon

the eggs were dropped

;

second, an ex-

amination of the stomachs of the dead birds.

Ten

experi-

ments of the first class and two of the second were made
upon the two birds.

From
the time

the time of the beginning of the feeding period to

when

the

first

eggs were dropped

in

the excreta

averaged one hour, twenty-nine minutes and forty-five secThe minionds, or approximately one and one-half hours.
mum time was fort3-eight minutes and the maximum time

was an hour and fifty-four minutes.
When we consider that the indigestible substances are
stomach much longer than those
w^hich are more readily digested, it will be seen that the diThe crow which
gestion of the bird is remarkably raj)id.
was accidentally killed had fed freely upon grasshoppers for
usually retained in

the

twenty minutes, and was killed ten minutes after the close of
the feeding period.
An examination of the alimentary canal
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to be quite full, but less than fifty per

cent of the contents were in a condition to be recognized.

These were more particularly the hard parts of the wings,
The strongly chitinized pronota and hind
thoraces and legs.
femora of the grasshoppers offered the most resistance to the
digestive process.

The other

fifty ])er

cent of the stomach

contents were so finely divided that one would hardly care
to express a positive opinion as to

The second crow was

its

killed thirty

identity.

minutes after the close

of the feeding period, which lasted four minutes, in which

time the

bird

ate

and eleven grasshoppers.

crickets

six

TAventy-five per cent of the stomach contents was unrecognizable.

Mr. Kirkland, w^ho made the examinations, says: "I
think from what we have seei) that we would expect to find
the stomach emptied in about one to one and one-half
hours."

The
in a

softer or

more

liquid food

must evidently be digested

very few minutes and rapidly assimilated.

The Food of the Crow.
The

investigation of the food of the crow, which

was begun

1885 by the direction of the ornithologist of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, is by for the most important examination of this bird's food ever undertaken. A prelimin

inary statement of the results of an examination of ninetyeight stomachs (eighty-six of the

common crow and

crow) was published in the annual report
Department of Agriculture for 1888.
of the

fish

In sunmiing up the evidence obtained from
Professor Barrows says

:

"The

all

twelve
of.

the

sources

careful examination of large

numbers of stomachs and the critical study of the insect food
of the crow may change materially the present as})ect of the
question

;

l)ut,

so far as the facts at present

known

enable a

judgment to be formed, the harm which crows do appears to
far outweigh the good." *
A final report on the crow's food is embodied in a pamphlet issued by the department in 1895, entitled "The
*

Annual lisport United
and MainuialDirist

tholosiist

States

Department of Agriculture, Report of the Orni-

for the year 1888, pas^e 525.
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This report

is

based

upon the examinations of the contents of nine hinuh'ed and
nine crows' stomachs and

much information gathered from

correspondents.

Most of the material except the

insects found in the stom-

achs was examined by Prof. F. E. L. Beal, assistant orni-

and important assistance was also rendered by Dr.
The insect material was examined and reA. K. Fisher.
ported on l)y J\Ir. E. A. Schvvarz.
Professor Beal received
valuable assistance from Dr. George Vasey, Mr. F. V.
The names of all these emiCovillc and Mr. F. A. Lucas.
nent specialists form a sufficient guaranty of the accuracy of
thok)gist,

the

work done.

In summing up the notes for and against the crow, Dr.

Merriam, chief of the Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy, says in his letter of transmittal: "The most important
charges brought against the crow are: (1) that it pulls
sprouted corn; (2) that it injures corn in the milk; (3)
that it destroys cultivated fruit; and (4) that it feeds on the
All of these
eggs and young of poultry and wild birds.
charges are sustained by the stomach examinations, so far as
the simple fiict that crows feed upon the substances named."
But Dr. Merriam maintains that the stomach contents

showed plainly

that a large proportion of the corn eaten

chiefly waste corn

;

is

also that the loss in case of cultivated

and that the same is true in regard to the
and
young
of poultry and wild birds.
eggs
He also says
that, as an oflset to the bad habits of the crow, it should be
credited with the good done in destroying noxious insects
and other injurious animals. In summing up the benefits
and losses from the crow, Dr. Merriam says: "It is clear
that the good exceeds the bad and that the crow is a friend
fruits is trivial,

rather than an

enemy

to the farmer."

this conclusion as the correct one,

If

we must

we

are to accept

believe that the

opinion of Professor Barrows, as quoted above, was based

on

insufficient or incomplete data.

In Massachusetts the chief complaints by farmers in re-

gard to the crow relate to

its

destruction of corn.

It

must

be admitted that the crow destroys considerable quantities
of corn soon after

it is

planted, either

by picking or digging
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pullini;-

up the young shoots

2«5

to get at the

have heard sonu> coni[)laint also in regard to

the destruction of corn in the ear.
It must not be inferred,
however, that when crows are at work in the corn field they
are always eating corn.

shot in

On

the other hand, crows have been

Massachusetts corn

fields

pulling corn, w^hose stomachs,

apparently engaged

in

when examined, showed no

trace of grain, but were largely filled with the white grub of

IMay beetle (^Lachnosterna fu.sixi), and various cut
worms.
Crows are undoubtedly somewhat destructive to fruit, as
they have been observed to eat apples, wild grapes and both
wild and cultivated cherries.
Farmers when engaged in planting have occasionally observed crows digging up sections of potatoes and carrying
them away from the hill. Mr. Mosher reports having seen
crows in the fall in the act of carrying off such potatoes as
were not entirely covered 1)y the soil. Several reports have
also been received of the destruction of the eggs and young
of poultry by crows and in these cases the observers actually
saw the crows in the act. Mr. Farley says that in southern
Bristol County, near the sea-shore, crows have ])een seen
to kill well-grown chickens and are very troublesome.
It
seems probable that certain individuals among crows become
addicted to the habit of destroying the eggs and young of
poultry and sniall birds.
It would appear from all the eviobtainable,
that
dence
in this region much harm may be done
by such crows by the destruction of wild birds and their
the

;

eggs.

Some crows appear

In Florida, in

to be inveterate nest robbers.

New England and

on the Pacific coast the

writer has observed that, where herons or sea foAvl breed in
large numbers, the crows congregate for the purpose of rob-

bing their nests.

In the "rookeries" of several species of

New England
and guillemots on the Pacific
coast, crows appear to be always on the watch, and whenever either herons or sea birds leave their nests the crows
Piercing
hasten at once to feed on the unprotected eggs.
them with their bills, they quickly eat or suck out the conThis trait of the crow is well known to all obser^ inir
tents.
Florida herons, in those of the night herons of

and

in breeding places of gulls
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and it is probable that most species of birds
whose nests the crow can readily find and reach sufler at one
time or another from such depredations.
Although the
writer has never seen the crow actually taking young birds
from the nest, he has been told by many trustworthy obornithologists,

servers that they have

frequently seen the crows in the
Early in the morning, before people are astir, the crow
will approach the farm-house, robbing the nests of small
birds in the orchard and about the buildings.
Those of
act.

the

smaller birds whose nests are

and most exblackbird and
most.
Mr. Mosher

largest

posed, such "as the robin, the

red- winged

some of the thrushes, probal)ly

sutl'er

says that he has seen the nests of smaller species, such as the
chipping sparrow and red-eyed vireo, robbed l)y the crow.

Those birds whose nests are most conspicuous sufter most
frequentl}^ from its attacks.
A virco's nest which was placed
within thirty yards of a crow's nest, but carefully concealed

under the leaves, was not troubled by the crows. A nest of
the ruffed grouse was left unmolested, although it was
within a hundred yards of a crow's nest.
Mr. Bailey speaks
of another which was placed immediately beneath a tree that
contained a nest in which a pair of crows reared their young,

young unmolested meanwhile. It
seems probable that all these nests must have been discovered by the crows sooner or later.
Whether these particular
the grouse rearing her

crows had not become addicted to the nest-robbing habit, or
whether they preferred to dwell at peace with their neighbors, must be left to the reader to conjecture.*
In the preliminary report on the food of crows, published
in 1888, and based on the results of dissections of only
eighty-six stomachs and information received from upwards
of five hundred persons, Dr. Barrows writes as follows in
regard to the destruction of the eggs and young of wild

—

by the crow
" No observant person will deny that the crow does serious
damage to the eggs and young of wild birds. The instances

birds

:

* A correspondent, Thomas Proctor, Esq., Brooklyn, N. Y., writes that a pair of
crows had a nest in Prospect Park in that city a few j'ears since, and that a robin's
nest was placed on the top of a post within seventy -five feet of the crow's nest and
in plain view the young robins were not disturbed by the crows, though they were
frequently exposed during the absence of their parents.
;
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the knowledge
the country are

numerous to leave a shadow of doubt on this score
any unprejudiced mind.
" Yet for every instance of such robbery witnessed by
man, thousands must take place without his knowledge.
Persecution by crows is doubtless a very large factor among
the influences which cause so many birds to crowd about
human habitations during the nesting season and yet the
relentless crow follows them even to the eaves and windowsills of houses, taking their eggs and young in spite of every
far too
in

;

precaution.

"The

evidence on this point, contributed by our ob-

servers during the past few years,

is

of such forays, and the only wonder

blackbirds and

young

many

is

replete with accounts
that robins, thrushes,

other species continue to rear any

*
at all."

In the later report, published in 1895 and based mainly
on the examinations of a much larger number of stomachs.
Professor Barrows seems inclined to minimize the harm
done by crows in this manner, and Dr. Merriam regards it
as trivial.

Professor Barrows states in the later report that

it

seems

probable that not more than one crow in twenty becomes
addicted to this sort of stealing. f

While

this

may

be true,

the avidity with which crows so often attack birds' eggs and

young and their eagerness to be on the scene as soon as possible whenever an opportunity for eating eggs is presented,
would lead one to believe that most crows are addicted to
such stealing whenever eggs are plentiful and can be readily
found.
Numbers of sea birds breed on a small, treeless
island in the San Juan Archipelago, Puget Sound.
Immediately upon their being disturbed or driven off by white
men or by the Indians, crows flock from the islands in the
vicinity to feed upon the eggs or young of the sea fowl.
The writer found on this island a nest of the north-western
crow, which was built in a hollow dug in the earth at the
* Annual Report United States Department of Agriculture, Report of the Ornithol
ami Mammalo.trist for the year 1888, page 513.
t " The Common Crow of the United States," page 47.

o.uist
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top of the rock, and protected only by a few scattered
grasses and cacti.
This nest contained three young crows

and was guarded closely by the parents.

The only reasonupon the

able explanation of the l)reeding of the crows

earth

upon the top of

this barren,

rocky island seemed to

was more
them there than elsewhere. Beino- located on
the island, they were enal)led to reach the nests of the sea
birds far in advance of other crows, which must come from
other islands situated a mile or more away. On these other
islands there was a great forest growth
vegetation was far
more plentiful, there were bars bare at low tide, and there
was in every way a better opportunity for nesting and for sethat their favorite food, the sea birds' eggs,

l)e

accessible to

;

curing animal food, with the exception of the sea birds' eggs,

than on the rock where the crows bred.

Stomach examinaupon entirely to determine the
amoiuit of eggs or young l)irds eaten by the crow. The

tions cannot safely be relied

ra})idity

with which such sul^stances as the contents of eggs

arc digested

by the crow suggests the probability that egg

contents cannot often

l)e

recognized in the birds' stomachs.

Indeed, Professor Barrows reports that the remains of eggs

found in the stomachs of young birds consisted only of
As the crow usually makes but one hole
pieces of shell.*
in the shell and sucks or eats out the contents, it is not
likely to swallow

much

of the shell, and such small portions

of the shells of the eggs of small birds as are swallowed

soon become so finely disintegrated in the stomach as to be

The softer parts of nestling birds, when
by the crow, would soon disappear from the stomach,

unrecognizable. f
eaten

and the bones, being soft, are digested.
According to the stomach examinations made, that portion of the food consisting of the eggs and young of wild
birds forms hardly one per cent of the food of the crow for
the year.
Now, if we assume that the crow eats only five
ounces per day, or one-half the amount required by our
young birds, one per cent of the food of the crow for the
"The Common Crow of the United States," page 47.
t It is but just to say that Professor Beal informs me that from his observations
and dissections he has been led to Ijelieve that the crow usually swallows some eggshell when eating or sucking eggs, and also that pieces of dry egg-shell are frequently
swallowed by the crow.
*

y
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eighteen and one-fourth ounces.

young

that the

birds or eggs eaten

average one ounce each in weight, which
average,

we have

each crow as

its

289

is

l)y

the crow

perha[)s a higli

eighteen and one-fourth birds or eggs to

record for the season.

If

we

allow only

ten families of crows of live each for one of our larger west-

ern townships, the

fifty

crows would destroy over nine hun-

dred young birds or eggs.
Whether such destruction
should be regarded as " trivial" seems, in the present state
of our knowledge on the subject, largely a matter of opin-

When,

ion.

for reasons previously given,

we

consider that

stomachs examined did not give a full
record of the devastation committed in this manner by the
crow, it seems possible that the bird may deserve the bad
in all probability the

name

it

has been given as a destroyer of the j^oung and

eggs of other birds.
to determine, at least

But it is difficult, if not impossible,
by stomach examinations of the crow,

whether the birds that are destroyed, or those resulting
from the eggs even, would have been of sufiicient economic
value, if allowed to live, to more than offset the balance in
favor of the crow for services rendered by destroying insects and injurious mammals.

from the excellent report made by Mr.
E. A. Schwarz on the examination of the insect food contained in the crows' stomachs obtained by the Department
of Agriculture, that the crow would be a great blessing to
the farmer during the spring, summer and early fall, were
It is evident,

its

diet confined to insects.*

grasshoppers and

May

Its services in

destroying

beetles and their progeny, the de-

structive white grub, are not generally appreciated.

to

them the destruction of cut worms,

click

beetles

Add
and

weevils and other destructive insects, and the farmer

is

well able to spare such of his insect friends as the crow
destroys,

i. e.,

the ground beetles and soldier l)ags.

We

must, therefore, agree with Mr. Schwarz that " the facts, on
the whole, speak overwhelmingly in favor of the crow, and,
taken alone, w^ould be at variance with the prevalent opinion
hitherto held, and yet held, regarding the economic status of
the

crow as an insectivorous bird."
* "

The

Common Crow

Mr. Schwarz makes some

of the United States," pages 5G, 67.
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rather sweeping generalization!?, however, based on the results of the

examinations of stomach contents, which do not

agree with recorded observations carefully

He

Massachusetts.

says

made

in eastern

" The insect food of crows

:

most exclusively composed of terrestrial species,

i.

is al-

e.,

such

found on the surface of the ground or hide during

as are

the daytime at the l)ase of })lants or under the various ob-

or such as live in the dung of
jects lying on the surface
domestic animals, in decaying vegetable and animal matter
;

or underground."

And

again

:

"The

almost complete ab-

sence of the numerous arboreal insects of

orders,

all

^.

e.,

such insects as are to be found on or which live on the
trunks, limbs or leaves of trees and shrubs, indicates that
the birds

when

sitting or resting

on trees do not pick up

insects."

To

those

who have observed crows

feeding in

summer

in

orchards or forest trees for considerable periods on some of
the larger caterpillars these seem rather remarkable state-

ments.

To such

observers the almost complete absence of

such food from the stomachs examined would merely justify
the conclusion that most of the crows were shot while, or

soon

after, feeding in lields, gardens, pastures, i)raines or

other open land.

It

seems most astonishing that the ex-

many stomachs should yield the remains
of so few arl)oreal insects.
While all who have closely o1>crows
served
must agree that much of their feeding is done
amination of so

on or near the ground, yet

more wooded

spring and during a

much

})art

and among trees
and that, although they
in

it

must be admitted that

in the

districts of Massachusetts, at least, in the late

of the
in

summer

the crows feed

which insect food

may

is plentiful,

destroy some fruit in the

orchards, such as cherries and apples, the chief sustenance

they obtain in

summer from

the trees consists of insects.

The past two seasons, 1894 and 1895, have been " cankerworm years " in eastern Massachusetts, and the two species of
canker worms, Anisoptevyx vernata and Anii^opteryx povnehave been very abundant not only in the orchards but
Those
the elms, both in the parks and woods.
who have watched the smaller warblers and sparrows feeding
on these caterpillars are aware that many of them escape the
taria,

also

among
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by spinning down from the twigs as they are disturbed
by the movements of their ])ursiiors. The crow, however,

birds

takes advantage of

habit of the w^orms.

tliis

marks the brown and ahnost

leafless Ijranches

Its

keen eye

of the orchard,

and, as with slanting flight and sudden swing

np wind the

down upon a bough, the canker
sliock, spin down from the branches

sable bird flaps heavily

worms, startled by the
and twigs in dozens, and the crow, moving clumsily, if you
will, from branch to branch, and stretching its neck afterthe manner of a hen engaged in a similar occupation,
quickly gathers the suspended canker

worms

into

its

ra-

maw.

Gentry refers to Anisojiteryx veniala as one
of the species sought by the crows to feed their young.*
Not only does the crow destroy the smooth-skinned larvie,
such as noctuids and geomeirids, but it seeks out such hairy
larvae as those of the tent caterpillar moth (CUsiocampa
americana). These the crow can readily secure in large
numbers by tearing open their nests when the caterpillars
are gathered within.
Crows have been seen to visit these
This habit has
nests and empty them of their contents.

pacious

been recorded elsewhere, f
In the investigations of the natural enemies of the gypsy
moth, undertaken by the Massachusetts State Board of
Agriculture, the crow has been found one of the most
not only the caterpillars l)ut also
numbers. \ These observations, made in
18i)5, have since been supplemented by more complete and
convincing investigations made during the present year.
Wherever the caterpillars of the gypsy moth appear in such

useful l)irds.

the

im}){\!

numbers

It destroys

in large

in the

woods

to a noticeable degree,

as to strip the trees of their foliage

crows seem to be attracted from the

neighboring woods by the al)undance of insect food, and
they frequently have been seen to lead their fledged young
These families of crows may often be
to such localities.

morning feeding u[)on the larvte and
Like the jays, shrikes and titmice, they destroy many insects which they do not eat, al-

I'ound in the early

pupie of the gypsy moth.

• " Birds of Eastern Pennsj'lvania," 1877, vol. II., page 5.
t See Massachusetts Crop Report, July, 1895, "Birds as Protectors of Orchards."
+ Report of the State Board of Agriculture on " The Gypsy Moth," 1896, page 217.
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would not show the

full

be noted
value of

the birds as caterpillar eaters.

In view of the well-known difficulty encountered in ap-

proaching crows, some doubt

may

l^e

expressed as to the

This work has been so
carefully done, however, that there can be no possibility of

accuracy of these observations.
mistake.

The

caterpillars

and pupse of the moth are quite

large and conspicuous, and the birds have been observed at

such close range that in some cases the number of insects

Mr. Bailey carefully
swamp in Maiden,
Mass., for the purpose of watching birds that fed on the
caterpillars and other forms of the gypsy moth which
swarmed on the near-by trees. No crows came at first, but
soon two adults and their four young appeared, and most of
them remained feeding on the moths for nearly an hour and

they ate might be readily counted.

concealed himself early one morning in a

movement of the observer startled them,
and did not return while he was there. The
cater})illars have the habit of clustering in sheltered situations on the trunks of trees and under sides of branches during the day. A crow would approach one of these clusters
and eat some of the caterpillars and pupa% pecking and killing many more than it ate, dropping their mutilated forms
on the ground. The crows all seem to prefer the pupae to
the caterpillars, possibly on account of the disagreeable
until an incautious

when they

left

character of the larval hairs.

crows were i)icking up
])icks

up corn.

One

For

a portion of the time the

pu})a3 as rapidly as a

of the

domestic fowl

young crows while engaged

feeding came within ten feet of the observer.

in

Their feeding

could be readily seen, as the caterpillars had stripped nearly
the leaves from the trees.
They moved through the trees
about and above the observer during most of the time, al-

all

though the old birds flew away for a time, returning later.
The young birds appeared to attack the caterpillars and

more eagerly than did their parents.
The crows not only search the crevices of the trunks of

chrysalids

the trees, but pry about beneath the limbs, showing that they
quite readily adapt themselves to feeding in the trees.

Not

only do crows frequent the more open places where the

THE CROW
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have stripped the trees, but they are frequently
seen t'eedinir in woods in localities where larvie are not so
plentiful, and undoul)tedly pick up many species during the

cateri)illars

caterpillars are found upon the
one occasion Mr. Mosher saw a crow search out

season

when the various

trees.

On

and eat four forest tent caterpillars (Ch'sioeamjxi sylvalica),
after which it moved from tree to tree apparently engaged
in the same occupation.
If the habits of the crow^ in Massachusetts are not excep-

must be admitted that the crow obtains much
from trees during a portion of the summer.
This habit of caterpillar eating must be set down to the
credit of the crow in this region, and is certainly one strong

tional, then

it

insect food

point in

its

favor.

The Protection of Crops.
It would seem that in Massachusetts greater injury is done
by the crow to the corn crop than to any other, and it has
been a time-honored custom to place effigies supposed to
represent the human fio-ure, or danglino; strings, dead crows
or other " scarecrows " in corn fields. Though these arti-

keep crows away from corn, they do not always
succeed in accomplishing the object, and their use is not to
be generally recommended, even if successful for by driving the crows away from corn fields the farmer loses their
Fields of corn
services as a destroyer of noxious insects.
located at a distance from farm l)uiklings and those near
woods in which the crow nests are likely to suffer most"
If the crows can be prevented from attackif unprotected.

fices often

;

ing the corn

when

first

planted or

when

it

first

ap})ears

above the surface, there seems little danger that they will
For many years farmers have
feed on the corn at all.
haliit
of
soaking
their seed corn in Avater,
be^a in the
to cause it to germinate quickly, and then smearing it
with tar. The taste of tar is known to be repugnant to
crows and l)lackbirds, and will prevent them from pulling the corn
for when they have pulled a few stalks they
;

apparently conclude that

same way, and
receipt

will take

commonly used

is

all

the corn

is

tainted in the

no more from that
to place

;i

The
more of

field.

hnlf bushel or

;
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soaked corn in a vessel and enouo-h
gas tar to o
m\e
o coal or o
when the mass is stirred with a

each kernel a thin coat,
stick.

After this, plaster of Paris or

wood

ashes are stirred

is well coated with it.
When this is done,
however, the planter cannot be used, and the corn must be
planted hy hand.* For this reason many prefer to feed the
crows with soaked corn during the time when the newly
planted corn is subject to their attack.
When this plan is

corn

in until the

may be planted with the planter and a
soaked corn scattered daily around the borders of the
field.
This plan is said to give good satisfaction. In this
way a few quarts of corn have been found sufficient to prevent the depredations of the crow in a corn field of eight or
followed the corn
little

ten acres.

common king

If the

birds (Ti/ramnis tyrannus) are not

away from the farm or field, because of their real or
supposed depredations among the bees, they will keep the
crow away from the vicinity of the farm buildings and fruit
driven

orchard, where,

if

the smaller birds are encouraged to nest,

the services of the crow will not be usually needed during

The king

the nesting season.

birds i)rotect not only their

own eggs and young, but those of wild l)irds and
Crows may be readily poisoned by soaking corn

poultry.
in strych-

nine, and after a few have been poisoned in this

others usually forsake the
* If corn

field.

it

can be used with a planter.

extracts from letters from correspondents

tarred corn to be planted with a machine

:

—

the

But such uses of poison

properly treated and afterwards dried,

is

The following

way

show how

the.y

prepare

" Put one-fourth to one-half bushel of corn in a half-lmrrel tub; pour on a pailmuch as is necessary to well cover the corn; dip a stick in
gas tar and stir this ))riskly in the corn repeat until the corn is entirely black pour
off onto burlap (bran sacks are excellent)
spread in the sun and stir two or three
times during the day. If this work is done in the morning and the day is sunny,
the corn will be ready for the planter the next day without any other care. The hot
ful of hot water or as

;

;

;

water softens the tar so that only just enough will adhere to the corn, and the corn is
completely glazed by the sun. This is by far the quicker way of tarring corn, is
harmless and effectual, and I have for j^ears planted corn treated in this way with a
machine." (Ethan Bi-ooks of West Springfield, Mass.)
" I have never had any trouble in using the planter. I usually, however, tar the
corn a da}^ or two before planting and spread it out to dry. My method is to put
a bushel of corn into a barrel pour hot water into it to warm it drain off the water
;

until the corn

is

few liandf uls of
not interfere in
Billerica,

Mass.)

;

up the corn and then roll the ])arrel
all coated.
In this way very little tar is used. Then I throw in a
land plaster, roll it around and spread the corn out to dry. It does
the least with the working of the planter."
(J. N. Pardee, South

take a stout stick, dip

it

into the coal tar; stir
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hy law, and the destruction of the crow or

from the

field

are not usually to be desired.

Scare-

crows of various kinds may be used if necessary when corn
is in the milk, to keep crows from the fields.
Is

THE Crow a Friend?

enemy to the
Massachusetts farmer? can only be answered by an exact
The

question, Is the crow a friend or an

knowledge of what constitutes
day, at
ditions.

food at

all

hours of the

This must be supplemented by an exact knowl-

it

of the plants and animals

economic value

edge of the

on which

its

seasons of the year and under changing con-

all

Therefore, to answer this question by

feeds.

even approximate accuracy

a scientific investigation with

would be the work of years.

The crow, unlike many other
on anything, living or
A species which can
likely to remain a stable

birds, is almost omnivorous, feeding

dead, which

adapt

it

can utilize as food.

itself to all

kinds of food

is

any fauna, as it is far better able to maintain its
normal numbers without great fluctuations than a bird which
The
is by nature obliged to depend on a more limited diet.
omnivorous species, always finding sustenance, either vegetable or animal, are enabled to maintain their numbers,
forming a standing army always at hand to attack any great
outl)reak of injurious mammals, reptiles or insects, or even
factor in

to clear the land of carrion.

young crows require
own weight of mixed animal and vege-

If our experiments are conclusive,

more than

half their

If in computing the amount of food eaten
by adult crows we assume that they can live on half this
amount, or only five ounces of food per day, it is plain
that one thousand ])irds would consume three hundred and
If their food on any one day consisted
twelve pounds daily.

table food daily.

almost entirely of

field

mice, injurious insects, wild berries

and seeds, they would ])e, on that day, very beneficial to
the farmer.
If, on the other hand, their food on a certain
day consisted of toads, the young or eggs of poultry and
wild birds, corn or other grains and cultivated fruit, they
would be, on that day, very injurious to the farmer. The
question as to whether the crow is beneficial or injurious
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depends entirely on how the account balances
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at the

end

of the year.

The crow cannot
its

fail

to be very valuable to agriculture if

food haliits are on the average

jurious.

If,

however, the balance

more beneficial than inupon the other side,

is

may become a serious pest. If in times of plenty
numbers increase beyond all reasonable bounds, it is
likely to grow injurious in proportion to its numbers.
When crows become so plentiful in any locality that they
cannot find, in the fields and woods, a sufiiciency of animal

the bird
its

food for their young, they are likely to turn their attention
to poultry

and wild birds, and also to do more injury to

farmers' crops.

In summing up the evidence for and against the crow,

it

must be admitted first, that the crows injure the corn crop
to some extent, and some other crops slightly
second,
they are somewhat destructive to the eggs and young of
poultry and wild birds
third, they distribute the seeds
of poisonous plants fourth, they destroy some beneficial
insects, probal)ly killing more than they eat
fifth, they eat
large numliers of frogs and toads.
On the other hand
(1) the service of the crow in destroying noxious insects
:

;

;

;

;

:

can hardly be overestimated
vice in destroying field

(3) crows are useful to

AVhile

it

may

of great ser( 2 ) crows are
mice and other small mammals
;

some extent

;

as scavengers.

be impossible with the data at hand to

determine the exact economic status of the crow in Massachusetts, the question asked at the beginning may be answered in a general way. The wholesale destruction of
crows is said to have been followed by a remarkable increase
of injurious insects, and from what is now known about
the crow's food we may conclude that, unless these birds
l)ecome unduly numerous, and therefore destructive, they
are likely to be of great service to the farmer.
It will pay
the farmer to sacrifice some portion of his products to the
crow, provided he uses care that the cunning bird does not

overreach him in the bargain.
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The Babcock

Mit^k Tester; its Vaeue
Importaxce to the Producer and
Dealer ix Saee Milk.

BY

Ml£.

GKOKGE

M. WllITAKER,

a:nt>

ACTING EXECUTIVE OlFICEK OE THE

DAIRY r.UREAU.

The dairy

literature

which the Babcock milk tester has

suggested has been almost entirely in the interests of the

maker. Differences in the butter product of different
cows have been emphasized, and many cows have been
shown to be unprofitable this has enabled the dairyman
to weed out inferior animals and secure a greater producl)utter

;

tion of butter at less cost and, in

animals.

This test has also

made

some

cases, with fewer

possible a

more

careful

study of the by-products of the dairy (skim-milk and buttermilk), which has helped the butter producer to prevent

waste and to

But

carr}'

on

his

work with greater profit.
can be of much service

this valuable process

in the

milk business, especially where large cities have made
the production of sale milk an industry of great magnitude.
Though the farmer who produces milk for market may not
sale

find the Babcock tester of as much value as does his buttermaking brother, yet it can be of more importance on the
milk farm than has been commonly supposed. These milk
testers are now so cheap that they are within the means of
any one who has considerable interests at stake in the producing, selling or buying of milk.
They can be of great
service to the milk seller, and even to the purchaser, as
well as to the producer.
By the use of the Babcock tester

and other users of
milk can ordinarily be assured of the <|uality of the milk
they buy.
With the Babcock tester the retail peddler can
keep track of the (juality of the milk lie sells, and thus
ward oft' all fears of inspectors; he can, if he wishes, guarhotels, restaurants, public institutions
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antee a certain specific quality.

If

lie

can secure supplies

of extra quality, and can find customers

pay extra price

if

the quality

is

[Pub. Doc.

who

are willing to

assured, he can warrant that

With

the customer will receive what he pays for.

the Bab-

cock tester the farmer can know what he is selling. If he
ships to the Boston contractors, he can, by the use of the
Babcock tester, remove nmch of the mystery which has

He

hitherto enveloped the statute standard.

can keep su-

pervision over the quality of his milk sales and can

know

whether he is sending standard milk or not. If he receives
complaint from the contractors, he has proof from his own
tests of the kind of milk that has left his farm.
In order to understand the use of the Babcock tester in
the sale milk business, a few fundamental principles about
milk must be understood. First, the milk of individual
cows varies from day to day. If the milk of a cow were

and the results of those analyses
represented pictorially ])y a line which should go up as the
quality of the milk increased, and vice versa, the line would,
speaking in a general way, be something like a row of V's
to be analyzed every day,

:

vvvvvvvsomewhat exaggerated statement, because the
irregularities will not be as uniform as is indicated by the
above, and because, as the period of lactation increases, the
amount of solids in the milk will increase ])ut in a general
This

is

a

;

way

the above

is

a representation of the quality of milk

from day to day of individual cows under normal conditions.
Ordinarily this variation is less than one per cent, and when
the quality goes up one day it usually comes down about as
much the next day. Second, when the milk of several
cows is considered we find that these {variations in the different animals are not all alike at the same time, ])ut where
the milk of one cow shows an increase, this increase may
be offset by a decrease in the quality of milk of another
cow. Hence the mixed milk of a herd is more constant in
quality than the milk of single animals, and does not vary
much from day to day. Where the conditions of barn and
feed are such that the cows can have an adequate amount of
food under comparatively uniform conditions, when they
are neither too cold in winter, nor obliged to tramp long
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distances in a dry pasture under a burning sun and anflies, for summer rations, the quality of the mixed

noyed by

milk of a herd

is

quite uniform the year round.

Third, variations in the quality of milk are largely due
to variations in the
solids

is

amount of

fat.

The amount of the other

comparatively constant in ditferent kinds of milk.

While we frequently And

a variation of 3 per cent or over

in the fat, the variation of the other solids is usually less

than

1

per cent.

Ordinarily the amounts of solids not fat

and fat increase together, though not in the same ratio
and speaking in a very general way, ordinary milks have
;

about the following general composition

Fat.

:

—
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all

prosecutions under this chapter,

if

the milk

[Pub. Doc.
is

shown upon

analysis to contain less than thirteen per cent, of milk solids, or to

contain less than nine and three tenths per cent, of milk solids exclusive of fat, or to contain less than three
cent, of fat,

it

shall

and seven tenths per

be deemed for the purposes of this act to be

not of good standard quality, except during the mouths of April,

May, June, July and August, when milk containing

than

less

twelve per cent, of milk solids, or less than nine per cent, of
fat, or less than three per cent, of
be deemed to be not of good standard quality.

milk solids exclusive of
shall

The Babcock

tester tells only the

but from the above

it

amount of

fat in

fat,

milk,

will be seen that the fat is the element

which varies the most, and that the amount of fat is practically the key to the situation.
Milk having 3.70 per cent of
fat will be up to the statute standard of 13 per cent of total
Milk that tests o.oO per cent of fat is on the danger
solids.
line, but so near all right that under ordinary circumstances
it would probably pass muster and would not get the seller
into trouble, as a certain

allowed in

all

amount of leniency

statutes of this kind.

is

necessarily

If a milk has 3 per

it will be satisfactory during the five months of
which
the standard is 12 per cent of total solids.
the year
A man with a herd of Jerseys or Guernseys whose milk
tests from 4.50 to 5 per cent of fat would be safe in guaranIf he lives where
teeing milk of 14 per cent of total solids.
there are people who are willing to pay an extra price for
an article of extra quality, he will run no risk in guaranteeing his milk to have 13, 14 or 15 per cent of total solids,
as the case may be, and he can be assured that ho is keeping
up to the required qualit}^ by using his tester.
In the actual use of the Babcock tester it will not be
necessary to go to the trouble and labor of testing milk every
day. Where the herd remains unchanged and without any
variation in conditions, and the milk of the difterent animals
is thoroughly mixed, a test every three or four weeks will
usually be sufficient to keep an accurate knowledge of the
situation.
On purchasing a new cow or on having any
considerable numl^er calve near the same time, more frequent tests for a short time wouhl l»e desirable. In case of
trouble a daily test of each animat might be necessary for a

cent of fat
in
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would he an exceptional condition of
and experienced milk producer,
having substantially the same cows month after month, will
affairs.

so, but this

An

intelligent

very soon get such an ac(iuaintance with the quality of the
milk of his herd as will enable him to keep close track of
it with only occasional tests.

Farmers shipping milk to Boston occasionally receive
milk is Ik'Iow tlie required (juality.

notifications that their

When

the farmer

is

testing the milk at intervals, and watcii-

ing the condition of his cows and their feed, he will

know

what quality of milk he is furnishing as well as the contractors, and when a complaint is received he will know
either that it is just, that some one has been tampering
with the milk or that there has been im[)roper sampling at
the other end of the line.
It is now generally understood by those who have studied
the question of milk production the most exhaustively and
the most accurately, that quality in milk is due more to the
animal than tho feed (assuming of course that under all circumstances the animal has enough to eat). Hence, if milk
is deficient in total solids under ordinary conditions it is
because there are poor cows in the herd. These must be
found out and their places filled with l)etter ones, or else
enough better ones must be added to the herd to bring up
the average. Here is another use for the Babcock tester.
By testing the different cows in his herd, and by the use of
a few figures, the farmer can tell what to do to improve the
quality of the milk he sells, and, if necessary, to bring it
up to the standard.
To illustrate suppose a farmer who is producing ten cans
per day for the Boston market gets word that his milk is
down to 12 per cent. As we have said, there is usually no
great variation in the quality of the mixed milk of the same
herd, and if the man has been using the tester he knew even
before the contractors that he was shipping low-grade milk.
But having received this notice he starts at once to test the
different cows of the herd, and at the outset he finds that
one large cow, in the flush of new milk, is giving two cans
She contril)utes
per day, which has only two per cent of fat.
one-fifth of the whole supply.
Now if he should replace
:
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poorer milk with twenty pounds that has 4.50 per
cent of fat it would raise the average to 3.50 per cent, and
though such milk would not be safely over the danger line,
an improvement of three-fourths of one per cent would be
that

shown

(the milk having gained from 12 to about 12.75 per

cent of total solids) and

might be accepted.
To illustrate this principle further a mixture of half and
half of 3 per cent and 5 per cent milk would test 4 per cent
of fat, and have approximately 13.25 per cent of total
it

:

solids.

Again, take one-third of the 5 per cent milk and twoThe mixture would have 3.66
thirds of the 3 per cent.
per cent fat, and would have approximately 13 per cent of
total solids.

In institute work,

when

this principle is explained, the

question often arises as to whether science can detect the

down so that it Avill contain an average
In other words, can milk having 5 per cent
of fat be watered so that it will have 3.70 per cent, the
legal amount, without violating any law or without danger

watering of rich milk

amount of

fat.

of detection?

and

No.

The

statute prohibits all adulterations,

form of adulteration can be detected.
milk of rich quality would have, in 100 pounds, fat, 5
pounds, solids, not fat, 9.6 pounds, total, 14.6 pounds,
this

A

Now, suppose we add

to that one-fourth in water, the sol-

fat,

would be diluted in the same proportion as the
and 100 pounds of this watered mixture would have

fat,

4 pounds, solids, not

ids not fat

7.68 pounds, total,

fat,

11.68

pounds.

The following shows

in

convenient form for comparison

the three conditions in this case

:

—
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fat and the solids not fat are
same proportion, in the above

illustration one-fifth.

Ordinary milk with 4 per cent of fat should have over 9
per cent of solids not fat, and the discrepancy between
9.40 and 7.68

tells

the watery story.

The chemist whose

analysis reached such results as fat,

11.08, would have no hesitamaking oath that the milk was absolutely watered.
The Dairy Bureau recently secured the conviction of a
person for selling two samples of milk which tested as fol-

4, solids

not

fat, 7.(38, total,

tion in

lows

:

.

—

Fat,

Solids not
Total,

fat,

.

These were suspicious samples, and the chemist

felt

that

there was a strong probability that the milk had been artificially

watered.

under oath
and supervision
from the cow
the sample, and
fied

The producer of the milk, however,

that the milk had been under his control

every

moment from

— a Holstein —

cow

testi-

the time

was drawn

it

until the detective ofiicertook

that no water had l)een added to what the

])ut in it naturally.

adjudged guilty, because

This did not save him from being
it

is

against the law to sell milk

of less than average quality even

if it is

honest

(

?)

milk.

For the purpose of enforcing the law, milk that has l)een
artificially watered from the pump or faucet, and that which
has been naturally watered more than the average, are
treated alike

;

l)ut

there

is

a possibility that the

above

})ro-

ducer told the truth, and that the milk alluded to ma^' have
been free from artificial watering, because the solids not fat
are considerably over 8 per cent.

In contrast with this was a case which the board of health

had

last year.

It attracted considerable attention

and sym-
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patliy in the

the

hii>li

town where the case was tried on account of
The milk which lie sold

standins: of tlie farmer.

analyzed as follows

:

—

No.

Fat,

.

Solids not
Total,

[Pub. Doc.

Ikt,

.

4.

No.

6.

4.00

3.30

3.60

7.94

7.74

7.68

11.94

11.04

11.28

Although these three samples analyzed higher than the
1 and 2, alluded to above, the figures tell a more
emphatic and unquestionable story of adulteration, because

Nos.

in each of these three latter samples the solids not fat are

than 8 per cent, which indicates very clearly that the
milk was watered, especially when such low figures are assoless

amounts of fat as 4 and 3.6 per cent.
Last summer the Dairy Bureau secured the conviction
of a restaurant keeper at Revere Beach for selling milk
ciated with such

which tested

:

—

No.

Fat,

6.

2.20

.

Solids not

7.20

fat,

9.40

Total,

In this case the

fat

was substantially the same

as in

No. 2

above, but here the amount of solids not fat is as low as
This low amount
7.20, Avhile those in No. 2 were 8.38.
of solids not fat establishes beyond any reasonable doubt
the

fact that this last

malice aforethought.

sample (No. 6) was watered with
the attorney plead with

And though

the judge to place the case on

file

in consideration of the

good reputation of his client, the evidence of the chemist
was that a moral as well as a statutory oflence had been
committed, and this led the judge to impose the usual fine.

No.
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The purchaser of milk who has only the Babcock
not detect adulterated milk where the fat

is

test can-

of satisfactory

nothing will do that l)ut a complete analysis,
which discloses the ratio between the fat and the solids not
but where the purchaser suspects any trouble of this
fat
kind the use of the lactometer, which gives the specific
Normal milk should have a
gravity, will be of assistance.
specific gravity of about 1.032; watered milk would be
quantity

;

;

less.

The

principles explained above illustrate the dangerous

competition to which honest farmers have to sul)mit

when

whole milk is adulterated with skim-milk. We detect added
water by a reduction in the solids not fat but when skimmilk is added to whole milk the amount of solids not fat remains without much change. A milk containing 4 per cent
or al)ove of fat can receive a small admixture of skim-milk
;

and the detection would be very

difiicult.

We

allude to

minds of many
that some of the large surplus of sale milk in Boston is due
Every can
to the extending of whole milk with skim-milk.
of skim-milk which is used in this way creates a surplus of
one can of whole milk, for which farmers get only the butter
this because there is strong suspicion in the

value.

The milk contractors can hardly

milk to those who

ai)[)ly for it,

refuse to sell skim-

with the plausible story of

Un-

having to sup[)ly a leaker or something of that kind.
questionably there

is

considerable food value in skim-milk

of which the public would be deprived were this by-product
to be excluded

clined to

from the market, but we are sometimes

believe that the injury caused

use of skim-milk

is

by

in-

the fraudulent

greater than the benefit which the pub-

receives from the food value which there is in the skimmilk that finds its way to market.
Milk is sometimes tampered with by dishonest employees,

lic

who remove

the top of a can after

it

has stood for some

Unquestionably
some honest farmers have been prosecuted for such delinquencies of employees, in accordance with the wellrecognized rule to which business men of every kind are

time, and then

fill

the

can with water.

subjected, that the principal
his asent.

Where

a farmer

is

responsible for the acts of

makes

a careful study,

by the
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Babcock

aid of the

produces,

[Pub. Doc.

if it is

tester, of the quality of the milk he
not satisfactory on reacliing the city, he

has a clue on which to

work

in detecting possible dishon-

esty of carriers or others.

The chemist

be very conservative in stating
owes its poverty
to "topping" and watering, because the variation in the
proportions of fat and solids not fat is less than when a
larger quantity of water has been added to milk.
Still,
will often

positively that a sample of low-grade milk

when we

find

milk with an amount of

expected from the solids not

not

fat are slightly

fat,

fat less

than might be

particularly if the solids

below the normal, we have grounds for

strong suspicions that the milk has l)een tampered with in
this
fat

In the case of sample No.

way.

was 1.66 per cent and the

1,

above, in which the

solids not fat 8.66 per cent,

it might have been as the
under oath, there are also reasonable
gromids for strong suspicions that part of the fat had been
removed and a small quantity of water added.
In this brief paper we have not attem})ted to discuss the

while there

producer

is

a possibility that

testified

composition of milk exhaustively, but to present so

much

the subject of milk, and of the ways in which milk
terated, as to help farmers

their business

more

With

who

is

of

adul-

are selling milk to conduct

intelligently,

by the help of the Bab-

always be on the safe side
Understanding the sigas to the quality of their product.
nificance of the fat test, they can keep posted as to the
quality of the product they are selling.

cock tester.

this they can
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Conce:ntrated Feed Stuffs.
BY

J.

r..

LIXDSKY,

Pit. I).,

DEPARTMENT OF FOODS AND
EXPERIMENT STATION.

FKEDIN(i,

HATCH

The term "concentrated feed," taken in its broadest
is meant to include the grains and other seeds of

sense,

agricultural plants, as well as their manifold by-products
left

behind in the process of

human

aration of

oil

extraction and in the prep-

foods.

All cattle feeds, either concentrated or coarse, are

up of

made

groups of substances
Water, ash, cellulose or
and non-nitrogenous extract matter.
Water.
The several grains and by-products contain
when placed upon the market from 8 to 15 per cent of
six

:

fibre, fat, protein

—

water.

Crude Ash represents the mineral ingredients of the seed.
remain behind as ashes should the seed be burned.
These ashes consist of lime, potash, soda, magnesia, iron,
phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid.
Crude Cellulose or Fibre is the coarse or woody part of
the plant.
It may be called the plant's framework.
It is
present as a rule only to a limited extent in the grains and
It will

by-products.

Crude Fat includes not only the various
found in different feed
coloring matters.

because

it

It

stuffs,

is

fats

and

oils

Imt also waxes, resins and

sometimes termed ether-extract,

represents that portion of the plant soluble in

Fat found in grains and seeds is comparatively free
from foreign substances (waxes, resins, etc.)
Crude Protein is the jjeneral name for all of the nitroo:enous matters of the seed. It corresponds to the lean meat
in the animal, and maybe termed "vegetable meat."
It
has the same elementary composition as animal flesh, and
ether.
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considered the most valuable part of the concentrated

is

feeds.

JVon-nilrogenous Extracl Matter consists of sugars, starch

and gums.

The grains

substances.

are very rich in starch and similar

—

The ti])re and extract matter have the
Carbohydrates
same functions in the process of nutrition, and collectively
they are termed carl)ohydrates.
JSFutritive Ratio,
The numerical relation which the pro.

—

tein of a feed bears to the carbohydrates (and fat reduced

to carbohydrates)
tiplied

by 2J

is

termed

to convert

it

its

nutritive ratio.

into carbohydrates.

Fat

is

mul-

If a ton of

pounds of digestible protein, and
928 pounds of digestil^le carbohydrates, it would have 9.4
times as much carbohydrates as protein or 1 :9.4, which is

feed should contain

its

9()

nutritive ratio.
Digestibility.

— Any

feed-stutT

is

valuable as a source of

nourishment only so far as its various parts can be digested
and assimilated. That the concentrated feeds are much
more digestible than the coarse fodders may be shown from
the following table

:

—

Table

I.
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than the coarse fodders. The above table shows the extremes, the timothy having 3.02 pounds and the cotton-seed
36.6 pounds in 100.

I.— CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONCENTRATED FEEDS.
Table
Division

Medium

to

II.

Division

I.

Medium

high in protein.
carbohydrates.

Loic in protein.

in

High

II.

in carbohydrates.

la to 85 per cent digestible.

To to 85 per cent digestible.

Cotton and linseed meals, gluten meal, pea
atid bean meals, peanut meal, gluten feeds,
corn oil cuke. Atlas meal, Chicago maize
feed. Hall's dairy feed, dried brewers'
^rain, malt sprouts,* bran and middlings,*
Buston and Quincy mixed feeds.*

Wheat, oats, barley, rye, Indian corn, corn
and cob meal, corn-germ feed, hominy feed
orchop, cerealine feed,

rice

meal, oat feeds.*

Below 12 per cent may be termed low protein, from 12
23 per cent
protein.

medium

to

protein, and above 23 per cent high

Below 50 per cent may be termed low carbohy50 and 60 medium, and from 60 to 75 per

drates, l)etween

cent high carbohydrates.
All of the feeds in Division
have a narrow nutritive ratio (1:2 to 1:5), and those
Division II. a wide ratio (1 8 to 1 10).
:

II.

I.

in

:

— PREPARATION,

COMPOSITION AND DIGESTIBILITY OF CONCENTRATED FEEDS.
Division

Cotton-seed 2Iecd.

— The

I.

seeds of the cotton plant are

black in color, irregular egg-shaped in form, and almost

hidden by a tuft of white

The meat of the seed

fibre

which covers their surface.

covered with a thick, tough hull.
Machines have been invented to remove this hull, and the

meat

is

subjected to

is

warm

pressure which removes

the

oil.
The pressed cake is ground,
and results in the decorticated, bright yellow cotton-seed
meal of commerce. Sometimes a considerable portion of
the hull is ground with the meat, making a dark meal of

greater part of the

inferior feeding value.

Linseed Meals.
elliptical oval,

— The

seeds

of the flax are flattened

pointed at the lower end, and of a brown
*

From

60 to 70 per cent digestible.
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The seed in its natural state contains 30 to 35 per
Twenty to 2S per cent of the oil of the seed
can be removed by warm pressure.
The pressed cake,

color.

cent of

oil.

dried and ground, furnishes the old process linseed meal.

Some

more thorough removal of the oil
by the use of naphtha or other solvent. The naphtha is
removed by steam, and the dried material furnishes what
has been known as the new process linseed meal. Flax
meal is the particular name of new process meal put out by
factories secure a

Linseed meal is a very valuable and safe
The brand or brands highest in protein and lowest

a single firm.
feed.

in fat are to

be preferred.

Linseed meals are generally

known as oil meal. This is an incorrect name,
many cases being very thoroughly removed.

the oil in

Pea and bean meals are high in protein and fat. Peanut
meal is very high in })rotein. They are all valuable feed
stuffs, and quite generally used in European countries.
Table

III.

Average Composition.
[Figures equal percentages or pounds per hundred.]

,

No.

COXCENTRATED FEED STUFFS.
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Crude
Crude
Crude
Crude

....
....

ash,
fibre,

per
per
5.4 per
11.5 per
78.9 per
1.7

2.5

.

fat,

i^rotein,

Extract matter (chiefly starch)

311
cent
cent
cent.
cent.

cent

is made up chiefly of
removal of the larger part of the

quite evident that the corn

It is

starchy matters.

Tlie

starch naturally increases the proportion of the other ingre-

The constituent contained

dients.

amount

.starch is the protein,

to

—a

in

the corn next

general

name

in

for all

In case of the corn it is called aluten, and
removal of the starch, this being by far the most
prominent constituent remaining, the feeds have been
albuminoids.

after the

Even

termed gluten feeds.

methods of manuremoved, the residues being

in the best

facture, the starch is not all

made up of one-half of starchy

often

matter.

—

Parts of Indian Corn.
The accompanying enlarged cut *
of a corn or maize kernel will assist in locating the four distinct parts

which are of

interest in this study.

a

the husk or skin

is

covering the whole kernel

it

;

consists of

two

layers

the

distinct

,

outer and inner, which

when removed

consti-

tute the bran and contain practically

of

all

the crude fibre of the

whole
h

j^rain.

is

cells

a layer of gluten

imme-

w^hich lie

diately underneath the

husk;
yellow
not

it

is,

as a rule,

in color

be

and can-

readily

sepa-

from the remainder of the kernel.
rated

This part

is

the richest of any in gluten.

* This cut was kindly loaned

The

description of the

same

is

by Director E B. Voorhees of the N. J. Station.
taken from Bulletin 10.5 of the X. J. Station.
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tion and form
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larly rich in oil

The

it
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readily distinguished

also contains gluten,

though

by

it is

its

posi-

particu-

and mineral constituents.

large portion (d)

is

composed

chiefly of starch

;

the

dark color indicates the flinty part in which the starchholding cells are most closely compacted.

How
in

—

the Paris are separated. f
The corn is first soaked
until swollen and thoroughly

warm water for many hours,

softened.

then run through stones set quite a distance

It is

ofi" tlie husk and the germ, and at the
same time beats up the starch and the gluten. The mass is
then sifted through fine sieves, the starch and gluten passing
through, the husk and germ remaining behind to be separated, if desired, by gravity, the husks floating and the germs
sinking in the water. The starch and gluten which have
passed through the sieves are separated 1)}^ running into
large tanks and settling, or by slowly running through long

This

apart.

troughs.

rul)s

The

starch being heavier settles to the bottom,

while the lighter yellow gluten-containing material runs

oft*

from the top.
The by-product in this manufacture may either consist of
one product, being a mixture of hulls, germ and gluten, or
of three, when the hulls, germ and gluten are separated.
The various gluten products are, however, all parts of the
Indian corn, though they difier somewhat in color and general appearance.

Gluten Meal.
generally composed of the gluten of the
germ having been separated. In some
brands of gluten, the germ is evidently ground with the
Here follows a
gluten, giving a product higher in fat.

This product

is

corn, the hull and

table

showing the average composition of the

brands of gluten meal

:

—

difl'erent

t Taken from Bulletin No. 48, Vermont Experiment Station.
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Gluten Feeds.

The

ofluten feeds consist of the hull, o^erm

and

the corn mixed and coarsely ground together.

s^luten of

They conmore fibre and fat and less protein than the gluten
They are more bulky and are safer to feed by
meals.

tain

themselves than the g-luten meals.

Table V.
A.verage Com2)osition of Gluten Feeds.
[Figures equal percentages or pounds per hundred.]

No. 4.]
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moval of a cousicleral)le portion of the starch l)y fermentaThe residue is kihi-dried and consists of the hulls,
It has a slightly acid
gluten, germ and part of the starch.
The uncertainty in its composition desmell and taste.
Analyses have shown it to be equal
tracts from its value.
to, and in some cases superior to gluten feeds.
Dried Breicer^'' Grain * is the residue from beer manufacture.
It consists of some of the starch, together with the
A small portion of
hulls, germ and gluten of the barley.
of
the
starch
larger
part
have been rethe gluten and the
moved by extraction and fermentation. It varies considererably in composition and has been designated as high and
low in protein.
tion.

Miscellaneous Feeds.
JVJieat

Bran and Middlings.

{Division I.)

— Wheat has the

same genThe bran is the exterior
removed by machinery in the

eral formation as the corn kernel.

covering of the wheat, and

is

process of flour manufacture.

Middlings

is

the layer below

the bran, and contains more starchy matter and less

vary more or

fibre.

depending
upon the quality of the wheat, process of flour manufacture,
Careful analyses and digestion tests made at the exetc.
periment station have failed to note any material difierence
in the feeding value of selected spring and winter wheat

These feed

stufts

less in quality,

bran.

—

These have also been
Boston and Quincy Mixed Feeds.
termed heavy brans. They are mixtures of bran and cheap
flour.
Analyses thus far made indicate that they would
prove slightly superior in feeding value to bran alone.
Mixed feeds are of very uncertain composition, however.
HalVs Dairy Feed.
This is said to be a mixture of
cotton-seed meal, gluten meal, bran, corn meal and ground

—

resembles the gluten feeds in composition.
Malt S_prou(s.
Malt used in beer manufacture

oats.

It

—

is

pre-

pared by moistening l^arley and allowing it to sprout. The
sprouting produces a ferment called diastase, which changes
* Atlas feed and brewers' grain are not corn hy -products.
frerni

and gluten

They consist of hulls,
and the process of preparation is different from
thought best, however, to speak of them at this time.

of different grains,

the regular gluten feeds.

It is
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After the formation of the diastase,
which requires a certain number of days, the barley is dried,
starch into

sugar.

and the sprouts removed by machinery and sold for
The barley is now termed malt.
feed.
Table VI.
Average Composition of Miscellaneous Feeds.
[Figiu-es equal percentages or

pounds per hundred.]

cattle

No. 4.]
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Table VII.
Average Composition of

the Grains.

[Figures equal percentages or pounds per hundred.]
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pearly lustre, which
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rice is then polished to give

by

effected

it

a

friction of the grains of

tunned moose hide.

That portion rubbed off is
termed rice polish. The chaff and flour above referred to,
and in some cases the polish also, are mixed and sold as
It is much used and highly
rice meal for cattle feeding.
in
Europe,
and
small
quantities
prized
are sometimes placed
on our Massachusetts markets. It resembles corn meal in
composition and feeding value.
Oat Feed, Corn and Oat Chop, etc.
Oat feed is the
refuse from factories engaged in the preparation of oatmeal
for human food.
It consists of poor oats, oat hulls and
some of the bran and starch which are removed in the procrice against

—

In some cases

ess of manufacture.

as corn

and oat chop.

position as corn meal,
hulls

it

While
it

it

varies

it is

mixed with corn,

has the same type of com-

much

in the quantity of

contains, and consequently in feeding value.

Table VIII.
Average Composition.
[Figures equal percentages or pounds per hundred.]

CONCENTRATED FEED STUFFS.
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BEST TO UTILIZE THE CONCENTRATED
FEEDS.

Attention has already been called to the fact that such
feeds are especially valuable because of their digestil)ility and

Home-grown coarse feeds on the conof a starchy nature, and much less digestible. Now

high protein content.
trary are

many experiments have shown
pounds

that milch cows of 1,000
weight need the following quantities of digest-

live

ible nutrients dail}"

:

Protein, 2.5 pounds; fat, .5

pound;

carbohydrates, 13.0 pounds; total, 16.0 pounds; nutritive
ratio, 1

as protein,

a

Such a ration contains 16 pounds of
and about 5.J times as much carbohydrates

5.4 pounds.

:

total nutrients

and

it is

cow should be

Now,

said to be properly balanced.

fed all she

if

would consume of any palatable,

dry, coarse fodder, such as an average quality of hay, she

would have

at her disposal the following digestible constit-

1.4 pounds; fat, 0.4 pound; carbohypounds; total, 14.2 pounds; nutritive ratio,
9.5 pounds.
Such a ration lacks in protein as well as

uents

Protein,

:

drates, 12.4
1

:

in total digestible matter.

bohydrates as protein, and
balanced.

It has 9.5 times as
is

said

to

much

car-

be improperly

and the
had to the concen-

It is in order to increase the protein

total digestible matter, that recourse is

trated feeds.

By

the proper combination of these feeds,

fed in approximately definite quantities daily, these ends

Here follows the detailed classification of
the concentrated feeds made on the basis of the protein they
can be attained.

contain

:

—

Table IX.
Division

I.
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first
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combining the

in their class are richest in protein,

For i)ractical purposes,

poorest.

last
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in

various concentrated feeds into rations, the feeds in each
class

may

ing

values,

Other

be regarded as having approximately equal feed-

market

the

governing the selection.

price

being equal, those standing

tilings

first in

their class

are to be preferred (see comparative analyses of difterent
feeds).

The

feeds in Class IV. are valued chiefly because

they furnish a large amount of very digestible, starchy feed,

and not because of their high protein content.
Concentrated grain mixtures for milch cows of 1,000
pounds live weight, to be fed with coarse feeds such as
hays, straws, corn stover, corn ensilage, etc.

in.

II.

I.

I.

100 pounds, Class

I.

100 pounds, Class II.

100 pounds, Class

II.

100 pounds, Class IV.

100 pounds, Class III.

100 pounds, Class

Mix and feed
quarts dally.*

By

Mix and feed

5 to 7

—

IV.

100 pounds, Class
100

:

I.

pounds. Class IV.

Mix and feed 5 to
quarts daily.*

7

100 pounds. Class

I.

150 pounds, Class III.

Mix and feed 6 to 8
quarts daily.

7 to 9

quarts daily.

100 pounds. Class

feed selected in the class,

I.,

etc.,

and not

is

all

meant the particuhir
enumerated under the

class.

The mixtures

are intended to be fed in connection with

any coarse fodder combination. They are also suitable for
growing neat stock, the quantity fed daily to be governed
by the size of the animal. For fattening cattle, two-thirds
of the mixture should consist of one of the feeds in Class
IV., and one-third from Class II. or III.
In case a grain mixture is composed of three concentrated
feeds, see during the winter that not more than two of the
feeds have a high fat percentage and in summer not more
than one.
In case two feeds only are employed in the
mixture, but one of them should have a high fat percentage,
Those feeds especially rich in fat
especially in summer.
are cotton-seed meal. King gluten meal. Atlas gluten meal
*

If cerealine,

quarts daily.

hominy

or corn

germ

feed

is

selected

from Class IV., feed

7 to 9

..
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and the gluten feeds. Excess of fat, in summer especially,
is very liable to produce inflammation of the udder.

The lesser amount of grain as specified above, fed together with the coarse feeds, will furnish about two pounds
of digestible protein daily, and the larger amount two and
one-half pounds.
When cows derive part of their feed
during the summer from pasture grass, and })art from soiling crops, about one-half the quantity of the grain mixtures
can often be fed to advantage. In case the soiling crops

made up of one-half leguminous fodder, no grain need
be given. Should corn and soja bean ensilage or millet and
bean ensilage be fed in place of clear corn ensilage, the grain
ration can be reduced about one-third.
are

As

cow approaches the time of calving the grain
The cow ought to go dry

the

ration can be gradually reduced.

from 45

to 60 days.

Table X.
ShoKjiiHj the ComjKirative

Wheat

Commercial Values of the Different Feeds.

bran

Per Ton.

Per Ton.

$18 00

$14 00

Corn, wheat and barley meala,

19 00

15 00

Oat meal,

17 00

13 00

cerealine feeds,

18 00

14 00

....

16 00

12 50

21 00

16 00

21 00

16 00

21 00

16 00

Hominy and

....

Oat feed
Rice meal,

Wheat

middlings,

Brewers' grains,

.

Malt sprouts,

23 00

18 00

Gluten and maize feeds.

28 00

22 00

Atlas meal (feed),

28 00

22 00,

O. P. linseed meals,

31 00

24 00

N. P. linseed meals,

32 50

25 00

.

35 00

27 00

Gluten meal (second grade),

31 00

24 00

Cotton-seed meal,

35 00

27 00

Gluten meal

(first

grade),

.

The comparative

dollars

and cents values of the feeds as

given in the above table do not express their specific physiological effects in the process of nutrition.

The

figures are
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intended to show comfparaiive and not actual commercial
They are obtained by figuring the digestible provalues.

and carbohydrates at similar prices per pound.
The table shows that when wheat bran sells for $18 per ton in
the market, corn meal should be worth $19, wheat middlings
Again, should wheat l)ran
$21, brewers' grains $21, etc.
sell for $14, corn meal would be woi-th $15, middlings $16,
The prices of themselves have nothing to do with
etc.
suitable concentrated feed combinations, but are to be used
Thus, should corn meal
as economic guides in purchasing.
sell at $23 per ton, and gluten feed at $21 per ton, it would
tein, fat

not, for economical reasons, be advisable to use grain mixt-

ures containino; corn meal.
IV.

FERTILIZING VALUE OF CONCENTRATED FEEDS.

Aside from their direct feeding eflects, all feed stufis have
This value depends chiefly on

a distinct fertilizing value.

the amount of nitrogen (protein

= nitrogen

multiplied

by

G.25) they contain, those that are highest in that ingredient
Some feed stuffs, such as cotton and
being most valualile.
linseed meals, bran and In-ewers' grain, contain considerable quantities of phosphoric acid and potash.

Table XI.
Slioioing Approximate Pounds and Value of Nitrogen, PJwsphoric
Acid and Potash in. One Ton; also Comparative Fertilizing

Value, 1 being Poorest.
Division

I.

COXCEXTKATED FEED STUFFS.
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The preceding table shows that cotton, linseed and gluten
meals possess the highest fertilizing value, and that they
contain from 2 to 3.7 times as much value in fertility as do
the grains and allied products.

Such

feeds, therefore,

when

fed to animals, produce a rich manure.

The concentrated

feeds,

being easy to handle, can be

applied directly to the land, and as good results obtained as

from various forms of commercial
similar nature.

When

fertilizing material of a

the concentrated feeds are

first

fed

to farm animals, from 80 to 90 per cent of the fertilizing
value of the feeds reappears in the manure, })roviding the
latter is

food as

The same amount of plant
is by no means as
commercial standpoint, as a like amount in

carefully preserved.
it

exists in animal

valuable, from a

excrement

the form of concentrated feed, for the very reason that
costs so
less,

much more

to handle

it.

It is as

it

a rule, neverthe-

considered better economy in a system of mixed farm-

ing, to first secure the feeding effects of the feeds,

and then

their fertilizino- value in the manure.

THERE NEED OF A LAW TO CONTROL THE
SALE OF CONCENTRATED FEED STUFFS ?

IS

V.

I

think this question can be answered very decidedly in

the affirmative, and I desire to state the reasons why.

Every purchaser of concentrated

stuffs realizes the

great

variety of such substances that are ofiered for sale, and the

immense

consumed by our
Those enumerated in the precedingpages are the most important ones now in our markets.
quantities that are being 3"early

Massachusetts farmers.

Scarcely a year passes but that several
ally

by-products from

different

new

composition, find their

way

these substances contain

some of each of the

—

articles,

of

industries,

into the

trade.

gener-

uncertain

Now

while

several groups

—

of feed constituents
protein, fat and carbohydrates
they are purchased chiefly for the protein they contain.
The fodder crops grown by the farmer are nearly all rich in

starchy materials, and he has recourse to these by-products
to supplement his

home-grown starchy

feeds,

produce well-l)alanced fodder rations for his

in

order to

cattle.

These
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various by-products contain from 10 to 45 per cent of protein, as well as from 3 to 20 per cent of fat.
Now an
excess of fat in a concentrated feed

cause of

its

lial^ility

A

is

objectionable, be-

to produce inflammation of the udder

containing from 7 to 9 per cent can
be fed with a greater degree of safety. An excess of by{ffarget).

feed

products high in
cause trouble.

stuli'

fat

It

and protein, t«d to animals, is sure to
therefore, very important that the

is,

former should have the privilege of knowing the amount of
the important constituents contained in the feed he is purchasing, and

it

is

only

state the quality of the

fair

play for the manufacturer to

goods he

offers for sale.

a fact that the larger number of these individual
brands offeed stuffs vary, from time to time, very seriously in

Again

it is

composition.

made
last

This I desire to prove from actual analyses

at the Massachusetts

Experiment Station within the

two years.
Cottonseed Meal.

.

Xo. 4.]
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There have been many gluten meals tested at the
experiment station, however, varying from 25 to 32 per
the fact.

cent in protein, while a high-grade meal will contain from

35 to 38 per cent.
of gluten meals

:

—

Here follow the extremes of 38 analyses

Fat.

Highest,

39.3 per cent.

21.44 per cent.

Lowest,

25.7 per cent.

3.92 per cent.

Gluten Feeds.

The tendency of one or two of
gluten feeds

is

the well-known brands of

to remain fairly steady in composition.

however, variations of from 8 to 13 per cent in the
and from 15.3 to 23.1 per cent in the protein.
find,

!

Water
Crude

(per cent),
fat (per cent),

Crude protein (per

cent),

II.

IV.

III.

VI.

We
fat,

VII.

9.00

8.00

9.00

8.00

7.00

8.00

8.00

n.5o

8.10

13.50

12.50

13.30

13.56

13.60

15.30

18.90

20.10

19.60

21.10

22.26

23.10

Atlas Gluten Meal.

The following

variations of this feed

since its appearance in our markets

I.

:

—

stuli'

have been noted

326
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Recognizing then, firstly, the large number of concentrated by-products in our jNIassaclmsetts markets with very
different feeding

and commercial values, and secondly, that

the large majority of these feeds differ quite widely of themselves in com})Osition,

and

thirdly, that these feed stuffs are

purchased by the farmer primarily for their protein content,
it

is

but fair that the manufacturers should be obliged to

state the

amounts of the most costly and valuable ingredients

(from a feeding stand-point) which they contain. The law
should further provide that these feed stuffs be inspected at
intervals, to see if they are as represented.

The farmers

simply ask that the manufacturer state what he sells, and
what he states. The farmer is willing to pay a fair
He objects, however, most decidedly, to
price for his goods.

sell

be obliged to part with his hard-earned dollars

of variable
tage

is, at

farmer

for materials
Every advanpresent, on the side of the manufacturer.
The

and consequently uncertain

taJies all the

Prof. C. A.

quality.

chances.

Goessmann,

in writing

on the same subject,

has recently used the following language

Names may remain
article suffers serious

:

—

the same, while the composition of the

changes, iu consequence of changes in the

parent industry.
Sales without due respousibihty regarding the particular quality
of the goods delivered leaves the pecuniary risk involved in the

transaction in an objectionable degree on the side of the buyer.

The trade

iu concentrated

feed stuffs

is

to-day in a similar

unsatisfactory condition as was the trade in commercial fertilizers

before the introduction of a system of State inspection.

The best

interests of both

manufacturers and farmers rendei'

such changes desirable as will impose mutual and equitable
sponsibility on all parties interested in the transaction.
The limited margins for profit in every branch of animal
dustry necessitate a most careful attention to
business.

all

re-

in-

details of the
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Report of the Meetings of the Massachusett;s

Fruit Growters' Association.

BY PROF.

S.

T.

MAYNARD, SECRETARY.

For a great many years the amount of

fruit

consumed by

the people of this State has been steadily increasing, but
this increase has come not from our own growers but larg-elv
from other States and countries.
Of the amount of fruit
imported into Massachusetts from other States or countries
we have no accurate statistics available at this time, but we

learn that the city of Boston alone

consumed

in

a single

season nearly 2,000,000 cans of apple, and in the city of

Worcester a single dealer handled two carloads of the same
product and almost every town or city in the State consumes more or less of apples in this convenient form, none
of which are produced by our own fruit growers.
In every city, town or village, evaporated apples, dried
;

plums, peaches and berries are consumed in more or less
large quantities

and canned peaches, cherries, raspberries
and strawberries are found on the shelves of almost every
grocer and provision dealer in the State.
During the
summer and foil our markets are flooded with fresh fruits
from other States strawberries from Florida, Georgia, Virginia and New Jersey
peaches from most of the southern
States grapes from the south and west and almost every
kind of fruit from the Pacific coast.
No State in the Union, probably, consumes so much fruit
per capita as our own and our fruit growers should make a
;

:

;

;

;

great

eff()rt

immense

to secure at least

traflic,

a reasonable share of this

and supply more fully than

is

now done

our local markets. In many cases the competition will be
between our native and the more tropical fruits and we cannot expect to supply our markets out of the local fruiting
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canned goods, but there
no section of the country that can produce better apples,

season except possibly with dried
is
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pears,

plums,

cherries,

oi*

grapes, blackberries,

raspberries,

currants and strawberries, and a large proportion of these
fruits

consumed by our people should be produced by our

Of course we cannot put

growers.

the fruit into the markets

as early in the season as that shipped from the South, but

we can put it into the hands of the consumer in its season,
in a much better condition ; and if we can keep our markets
fully supplied with extra choice fruit, either fresh, evapo-

rated or canned, at reasonable prices,
large degree, the

demand

for

we

shall cut off, in

southern and western

a

and

inferior fruit.
It is this situation

which led to the formation of the Massa-

The

chusetts Fruit Growers' Association.

held at Worcester,

March

two-days

sixty-seven

session,

Papers were presented on
chards," by Prof. J.

W.

20,

"The

me-eting

first

was

At this meeting, a
members were enrolled.

1895.

care and cultivation of or-

Clark of North Hadley;

"The

preparation and packing of fruits for foreign markets," by

Geo. A. Cochrane of Boston; "Grape growing in Massa"Insects and
by H. A. Cook of Shrewsbury
fungous pests and remedies," by Prof. S. T. Maynard of the
chusetts,"

;

Massachusetts Agricultural College

;

and " The preservation

of fruit by cold storage," by Dr. Jabez Fisher of Fitchburg.

Mr. Cochrane advocated in his lecture the packing of fruit
markets in half-barrel boxes, divided into two
compartments, and that the fruit should be graded and
for foreign

w^rapped as oranges are.

The Massachusetts Fruit Growers' Association was organized, a constitution adopted,

president,

James

Draper

and officers elected as follows
vice-president,
Worcester

:

of

;

Samuel Hartwell of Lincoln; secretary, S. T. Maynard of
Amherst treasurer, E. W. Wood of West Newton auditor,
C. L. Hartshorn of Worcester w^ith a board of twelve
;

;

;

directors.

The second meeting was a field meeting, held on the
grounds of the Agricultural College at Amherst, on June
14,

1895, with about forty members present.

Maynard explained

the location of the

many

Professor

points of in-
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on the grounds. The strawberry experiment plots,
where over one hundred and fifty named varieties were in
fruit and about the same number of seedlino's were fruitino;
The varieties were studied
for the first time, were visited.
no
one
could
but,
as
test all, conclusions as to
and tested,
The orchards and vineyards
the best necessarily varied.
were examined the latter, containing two hundred varieties
of grapes trained to the one-arm renewal system, attracted

terest

;

much

attention.

The greenhouses,

the largest glass struct-

ures and containing the most complete and extensive collection of economic and commercial plants to be found
connected with any agricultural college in the country, were
visited, and the methods of construction, ventilation and
The grounds about these
heating were especially inspected.
buildings, planted with a very large and complete collection
of the more choice ornamental trees and shrubs, were also
examined. The farm department, including the new and
spacious barn, was visited, as was also the experiment
station, with its laboratories and experiment plots, after
which the meeting adjourned, the memliers expressing themselves as having passed an unusually pleasant and profitable
day.

The

first

hall of the

annual meeting of the association was held at the
Worcester Horticultural Society, March 12 and

13, 1896.

Thursday
The meeting was

— Morning

called to

Session.

order by President Draper,

on O. B. Hadwen to give the address of welcome.
The reports of the secretary, treasurer and auditor were
presented and accepted. It was voted that standing committees on nominations, legislation, new fruits and member-

who

called

ship be formed.

After these preliminary exercises were disposed

of,

the

was taken from the question list.
will it pay to inApple orcharding^
First question
The
crease 2)l<^iniing of the apple and, if so, what sorts?
discussion took a wide range, all agreeing that there was as
much profit in apple growing as in any crop grown. Mr.
E. "VV. Wood considered the Baldwin the most profitable
first

topic for discussion

—

:

^

—
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it is losing its vigor, and we must cast about
something to take its place. Mr. Hart well considered
the Gravenstein the most profitable apple, his method of
harvesting being to let the apples fall on a mulch of hay,

variety, but
for

and market them
box.
soil

in bushel boxes, selling for $1 to $1.50 per

Hadwen would

]\Ir.

not plant Gravensteius on heavy

they need some sand in the

:

soil.

Other varieties of

promise mentioned were Mcintosh Red, Sutton Beauty,
Palmer Greening, Ben Davis, King, Wagner, etc. The Ben

Davis was reported as the longest-keeping red apple, and
and the King as very uncerprofitable, but of poor quality
;

tain

on the thin

of Massachusetts.

soils

Second question: The European market for a'pples, (jreen
No one present had had experience with
or evaporated.

—

canned or evaporated fruit, but all agreed that well-packed
good fruit would sell for paying prices if shipped to Europe.

Mr.

Eames would have the apples packed as far as posfrom the boiler of the steamer in which they are

J.

sible

shipped, in manj^ cases reported the apples stowed near the

having come out in a

boiler

much decayed and

injured

Careful picking, sorting and close packing are

condition.

absolutely necessary to success.

Third question

:

Is

it

advisable to plant pears or peaches

betiveen apples in the orchard,

— Several

when forty feet or more apart9

speakers discussed this question,

the

opinion

being that peaches could be planted between the apple,
not pears, as the pear

Wood

is

as long lived as the apple.

liut

Mr.

suggested currants as a good crop to plant under the

shade of fruit trees, giving as an instance the Hittinger

Belmont, who during the past season grew
twenty tons of currants under pear and apple trees.
Fourth question Is it desirable to plough orchards late in
Brothers

of

:

—

This question was discussed
say in November?
with a very wide range, but it was generally conceded that
the season,

it

is

young orchards continually or until
when many advocated seeding down to

best to cultivate

they begin to bear,

and ploughing once in three to five years.
Causes of and remedy for scald on app>les
in winter storage.
Professor Clark thought the cause too
much moisture and heat, and would prevent it by getting the

grass,

Fifth question

:

—
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apples into a cool, even temperature as quickly as possible
after

they are picked.

Sixth question
generally

and as

—

Pruning orchards,

:

thorouglihj as

it

shoidd he

is
')

it

jjractised

as

— This question

was passed over rapidly, but it was generally agreed that
trees need some pruning, that many prune too much and
some too little, and that the time to prune trees is while they
are young.

\

Afternoon Session.

Wni. R. Sessions, secretary State Board of Agriculture,
in the chair.

Seventh question

Wliat

:

is

the best winter sweet apple?

Among

the winter sweet apples mentioned were the

Sweet,

Tolman's

Sweet,

Danvers

Sweet,

1

—

Honey

Green

Sweet,

Ladies' Sweet.

Eighth question

Best treatment for old apple orchards
If ploughed, how deep?

:

Mr. Hinds pastures

—

many years?

that have been in sod

colts in orchards

he thinks pigs eat off

;

Mr. Eames could see no injury
from swine in an apple orchard pastured with them for forty
years.
Mr. Cruickshanks explained Dr. Fisher's method,
he not having ploughed his orchard for fifteen years. No
grass is carried away, and a liberal dressing of fertilizer,
about eighteen dollars' worth per acre, is applied every year.
Captain Palmer would treat the land as any other meadow,
plough when the sod was run out, manure enougli to get a
crop of grass and put it in the barn. His best apples grow

the librous feeding roots.

in his pasture.

Prof. L. F.

Many

others advocated constant cultivation.

Kinney suggested a compromise of a

turf along the line of the trees, and the

central

strip of

portion

cultivated and fertilized.
Mr. Hinds, whose
peach orchard was awarded the first prize by the Massachu-

ploughed,
setts

Horticultural

method.
Ninth question
canker

worm?

:

What

is

practises

1895,

the best

— Paris green applied

to 100 gallons of the

best remedy.

Society in

way

to

Application should be

is

latter

exterminate the

at the rate of

Bordeaux mixture

the

one pound

the cheapest and

made

just as they are

I
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beginning to hatch out, on average seasons about May 10,
and then again in from live to ten daj's. If tar and inlv

bands are used, the coating must be kept soft from the middle of October to the middle of April, whenever the frost
is out of the ground and the nights are moist and warm.

The ink method

is

simple, cheap and etiectual,

if

properly

attended to.

The best make and form of sj'iraying
Tenth question
Prof. J. W. Clark uses
pumj) to purchase for general use?
the Douglas pump and Vermorel and McGowen nozzle.
:

—

Maynard suggested that there are many good
it is best to buy one made near home, in
The Douglas Puni]i Company
of breakage of parts.

Prof. S. T.

pumps, but
case

are thoroughly reliable, and have been in the business of

manufacturing pumps for fifty to sixty years.
Mr. J. H. Hale, the speaker of the afternoon, now appeared and spoke on " Progressive horticulture." He said

growing choice fruits is one of the fine arts of agricultFine fruit appeals to the higher natures of the people.
ure.
Fruit must be of fine quality, and put up in attractive packThe best place to grow fruit is where the market is.
ages.
In New England we have the soil and conditions for the
growth of all the hardy fruits to the greatest perfection, and
in our markets the demand is ahead of the supply for fine
fruit.
To produce fine fruit, one must have a real love for
the work.
Let the dollar be the last thing in consideration,
and it will often be the first. At all events, that enthusiasm
which forgets everything but the necessary condition for tho
that

production of the finest product possil)le will be sure of a
eral reward.

Cultivation, fertilization,

lib-

pruning, thinning,

spraying, packing and the package are the most important
points to consider.

There

is

no

profit

and can be none

in

damaged goods, as is often
the result of our fruit growing.
The manufacturers of cloth
who produced even ten per cent of damaged goods would
soon become bankrupt. Of small fruits in New England
there are now grown one thousand acres where there was one
the production of eighty per cent

Our markets are at our doors,
and we must do what we can to supply them, or others Avill

thirty or forty years ago.
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The speaker believed that there is more profit
in Xew England than in the south, but

for us.
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growing

the strong point that thorough work, perfect fruit and

business methods are necessary to success.

Evening Session

— Grange

Hall.

President Draper

announced the standing committees
authorized at the morning session as follows Nominations
O. B. Hadwen, Samuel Hartwell, J. W. Clark, James
Draper, Geo. Cruickshauks. New fruits
S. T. Maynard,
LegislaC. W. Prescott, David L. Fisk, H. W. Moore.
tion
M. P. Palmer, C. L. Hartshorn, C. A. Gleason, Henry
L. Parker; Meml^ership H. A. Cook, Ethan Brooks, A.
G. Sharp, Abel F. Stevens, C. W. Minott, Fred W.
Johnson, S. C. Damon.
It was voted that a committee of three be appointed to
draw up resolutions favoring the State appropriation for the
destruction of the gypsy moth.
Geo. Cruickshauks, C. L,
Hartshorn and Ethan Brooks were appointed.
Eleventh question
W/iat new jjoints in regard to spray:

:

:

:

:

:

ing have been learned the past season?

— This question led

to

agreeing that

it

a general discussion of the subject, nearly

all

becoming more and more apparent each year that we must
by the use
Mr. Morse asked if any one
of insecticides and fungicides.
had had experience with the use of arsenate of lead. He had
ISIr. Minott said that one quart
tried it, with poor success,
of glucose added to one hundred and fifty gallons of the
mixture would cause it to adhere to the foliage.
is

protect our crops from insect and fungous pests

IVJiat sorts of fruits have been planted
any, in Massachusetts?
No one expressed the

Twelfth question
to

excess, if

:

—

thought that any

fruits

chusetts, but that there

had been planted to excess in Massawas room for more, if properly taken

care of.

Thirteenth question
prices, ivhat

is

:

Considering the steady decline

the outlook for fruit growers in the future?

—

in.

Is

was decided by
safe
many that prices for choice fruit had held their own and in
some cases advanced in the past few years, while there had
it

to

continue extensive planting?

been a declhie

in prices of

almost

all

It

of the necessaries of
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prepared with

houses, evaporators and canning estal)Iishments to preserve our crops until the market will demand
them.
The committee on nominations presented the list of officers
president, James Draper of Worcester viceas follows
secretary, S. T.
president, Samuel Hartwell of Lincoln
cold-storage

;

:

;

^Maynard of Amherst; treasurer, E. W. Wood of West
Xewton auditor, C. L. Hartshorn of Worcester; directors,
;

Essex County, E. A. Emerson of Haverhill vSuflblk County,
Wm. R. Sessions of Boston Plymouth County, Augustus
Norfolk County, A. F.
Pratt of North Middleborough
;

;

;

Middlesex County, M. P. Palmer of
Groton, Jonathan Eames of Sherborn Worcester County,
Geo. Cruickshanks of Fitchburg, Benj. A. Nourse of WestStevens of Wellesley

;

;

borough Hampden County, Ethan Brooks of West Springfield; Hampshire County, F. C. Richards of Williamsburg,
Berkshire County, A. G.
J. W. Clark of North Hadley
Sharp of Richmond.
It was voted that the secretary cast one vote for the entire
list of officers, as presented, which was done, and all were
;

;

declared elected.

Fourteenth question

:

Wliich are the

chemical manures for bearing fruit
both?

—

]Mr.

for orchards,

trees,

barn-yard or

best^

or a combination of

Hinds uses chemicals, largely bone and potash,
and pastures colts in them, with good results.

Other members discussed the subject, bringing out the points
that the kind of land makes much difference as to what and
how much fertilizing material should be used potash tends
;

make

to

fine

and

w^ell-colored fruit

;

nitrogen large

size, l)ut

not so good quality.
at

—

Should new

offruits be tested
the experiment stations before they are offered to the public?
It was generally agreed that they should, but it was sug-

Fifteenth question

:

gested that duplicate tests be

varieties

made

in different parts of the

some protection is needed to save
grower the great expense of buying at high prices

State, all agreeing that

the fruit

every new thing that

is

offered,

when

in nine cases in ten

they arc inferior to the old standard sorts. The results
obtained in tests at Amherst proved generally correct for
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other sections of the State, but duplicate tests are needed,
to liasten the

As

work and make

it

more

exact.

to varieties of fruits, the winter pears best suited to

New Enghmd
Hovey

;

Snyder,

conditions mentioned were

of raspberries, the Cuthbert

Agawam and

of blackberries, the

;

Taylor's Prolific

Anjou and Dana's

;

of strawberries, the

Haverland, Bubach, Greenville, Marshall and Brandywine.

Of the Japanese plums,
were

all

killed

it was reported that the fruit buds
and the ends of some of the canes on young

trees.

Training the grape by the one or two arm renewal system
was illustrated by a wire fastened to the side of the hall.
The principal advantages of the one-arm renewal system
(Fig. 1) are: first, simplicity and saving of lalwr in training and tying up, every part of the vine being easily seen
by the operator second, the fruit and leaves are carried up
into the sunlight and air, where they are less subject to the
attack of mildew and rot, are out of the reach of poultry,
and safe from the spatter of the soil during heavy showers
third, only two wires are needed, and the labor of pruning
fourth,
is much less than where several arms are employed
as large a crop of grapes can be grown as with the manyarm system. In Fig. 1 a part of three vines is shown. The
upper cane of last season's growth is represented in fruit,
;

;

;

while the

new cane

is

The

fruit-

first leaf is

found

trained on the lower wire.

ing spurs are pinched off as soon as the

beyond the last bunch of blossoms, and whenever new shoots
start from these laterals one leaf is allowed to grow.
The
laterals on the new canes are treated in the same wa}^, and
the end is stopped in growth as soon as it is a foot past the
next vine toward which it is o'rowing.
At the end of the
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is

is

cut
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away and the new cane from

brought to the upper wire for the next

season's fruiting.

Girdling grapes, to hasten their ripening was explained.
Grapes are thus hastened in time of ripening from one week
It has been practised for fifteen years by Mr.
to ten days.
Wheeler of Concord, and is the only way that he can secure
his crop from frost in the fall, as his vineyard is only a few
feet above the river that flows near.

Remedy
destroy

for apple

all fallen fruit

maggot or railroad worm, so called:
and pick all marketable fruit before it

gets at all mellow.

Cold-storage houses with ice are used by Messrs. Hunt,

Eames and

others.
Drip was prevented by having ice on
and the water caught on sheet iron underneath. Mr.
Hunt used waste water for cooling milk. Mr. Hartwell believed that there was an outlet for all the fine fruit we can
grow. Captain Palmer would grow fruit in connection with
general farming.
The farmer should have a good deal to
sell and considerable variety, that his income may be distributed through the year.
Would advise young men to
plant fruit trees.
Use them well and they will use you w^ell.
Intends to continue planting, not a few trees each year, but
slats

several hundred.

Friday

— Morning Session.

The closing day began with President Draper in the chair.
The report of the committee on gypsy moth resolution was
called for,

adopted

:

and the following resolutions were presented and

—

Wliereas,

The committee ou

agriculture

in the

Massachusetts

Legislature has under consideration the matter of an appropriation for the extermination of the

gypsy moth

in this State

;

there-

the Massachusetts Fruit

Grow-

fore,

Resolved, That we,
ers'

members of

Association, in annual meethig assembled, earnestly request

that a liberal appropriation be

made

for carr^nng

on the work, that

the ravages of this dangerous insect pest be checked.

Resolved, That

we recommend

tee be requested to take such

that the proper legislative commitmeasures as will enlist the co-opera-
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we

believe

government

it

will
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work of exterminating

be a national calamity

if

allowed to

spread over the country.

The speaker

for the morning, Mr. C. H. Perkins of NewN. Y., a man of wide experience in handling the apple
crop and in the evaporating and canning business, was then
introduced, and discussed in an able manner "The preservation, storing and marketing of fruit."
A brief report of this
address we copy from the "Worcester Evening Gazette
Mr. Perkins said the subject was an immense one, and
more than he could present in the time allotted for the dis-

ark,

'

:

cussion.

He

first

—

considered the question of cold storage,

basing his remarks upon an experience of thirty years in this
line of agriculture.

He would

not be understood as refer-

ring to the large cold-storage houses, where

fifty

thousand

bushels of pears were kept for canning, but rather the neigh-

borhood cold storage, the co-operative plan. The advantage
to be gained l)y co-operative cold storage was to preserve the
trade, for the Canadian shij^pers stood ready to mono})olize
that trade if they saw an opportunity.
He spoke of the extensive apple orchards of the country
and of the great demand from European markets.
The
value of the evaporated fruit was demonstrated from a financial stand-point when the speaker said that in one county in
New York State of not more than fifteen towns the value of
the product was fully one million dollars.
He told of a
frost-proof storage house that he had built to store ten thousand barrels of apples.
When oranges were sold at a cent
a piece, the cry was heard that it would be no use to raise
apples.
As a matter of fact, apples still sell for more than
oranges, not only in this country, but in Europe.

When

discussing evaporated apples, the speaker exhibited

number of specimens. An evaporating plant varies in
Those
expense, as there are many kinds of evaporators.

a

hundred and seventy-five
day those costing one
hundred and seventy-five dollars to two hundred and fifty
dollars, from one hundred to one hundred and fifty bushels
and those costing three hundred dollars will evapoa day
costing from

fifty

dollars to one

dollars will evaporate fifty bushels a

;

;

No.
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There are
one hundred and fifty bushels a day.
machines that cost eight liundred dollars that operate by
rate

The

steam, with a capacity of two hundred bushels a day.

from one and one-quarter to one and
one-half cents a pound.
He said that for canning a better grade of apples was used
than for evaporating purposes. The profit, however, was
great, and in this line of goods Great Britain takes twenty
thousand dozen annually. These canned goods find their
way on the continent also. There was equally as good profit
New England Bartlett pears have the best
in canned pears.
flavor and are in greater demand.
In canning, the apples
cost of evaporating

is

are cored and quartered, placed in the gallon can, and water

The can

is sealed and placed in a tub or vat and
and
one-half
One
bushels of apples will make
twelve gallon cans. For canning, the speaker preferred the
Baldwin.
is

put

in.

boiled.

He
make

said that the wastes from the evaporators

were used to

the cheap jellies, and, strange to say, from apples,

strawberry, raspberry and other jellies were made, simply

by using the flavor of the fruit desired. He said that this
was not so bad as it is in England, where turnips form the
basis, instead of apples.

The cold-storage house described by Mr. Perkins (Fig.
is

a frame building on a solid foundation, the

first

2)

posts

being four inches thick and fourteen feet high. This is
covered with paper and sheathing boards. Four-inch studs

up on both sides of this wall, and covered with
paper and sheathing, thus making a wall about sixteen inches
are again set

shown

thick, with three four-inch air spaces (as

at

A).

If

make this building more ornamental, clapboards
may be put outside, thus adding another thickness of pa|)er
desired to

and sheathing.

The roof

is built

in the

same manner, with

three four-inch air spaces and a ventilator, and double glass

windows (7^) on the ridge for light and ventilation. One
or more double doors may be provided.
Any common
frame building could be utilized in this way, by covering
both sides of the frame and putting up studs outside and
inside of this covering and sheathing up.
The foundation
should be firm, and below the action of frost outside.

This
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house, after the temperature has been lowered by opening
the ventilators in the roof and the doors near the o-round at

night and closing in the morning, will scarcely vary in temperature twelve degrees during the

fall and winter months.
such
house,
cider
apples,
In
a
the poorer two grades used for
evaporating and the best two grades used for canning, are

kept with

little

or no loss until they can be converted into

marketable products.

Mr. Perkins made the point very

clear that the great advantage of utilizing the

medium grades

seconds and

of apples for canning and evaporating

is

that

the choice apples only are put on the market, and such
choice fruit will sell for more than enough above the ordinary grades to pay the cost of working up the former into
marketable products. This gain in price of choice fruit
should be permanent, on the principle that the more such
fruit the

people have the more they want, and both demand

and prices are increased.
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/Session.

Vice-president Hartwell was in the chair.

The address

was made by Prof. S. T. IMaynard of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, on the })ro])aoati()n, growth and pruning of fruit trees, illustrated by samples of seedling stocks
etc., the different methods of ffraftino;,
by trees as they come from the nursery, showing No. 1 and
No. 2 trees, June-budded and autumn-budded peach trees,
one and two year old grape vines, currants, etc. The various methods of propagation and training from the seed to
time for planting in orchards were described in detail.
The
young trees were pruned for planting, and the subject of
pruning trees in the orchard up to two or three years of age
was discussed by the speaker when he called upon Prof.
J. W. Clark to discuss the best methods of pruning trees, in
which he had become very skilful by the care of the largest

used for buddino;

;

apple orchard in this State.

The

principal reason

that there

is

why

this subject

was presented

is

not a single nursery in the State where the fruit

largely grown by the nurseryman selling
and there seems to be a field for young and enthusiastic men in supplying from our own soil more of the immense quantity of trees that are planted every year.
In
every village and hamlet the nursery agent from distant
nurseries comes annually without tail, with his highly col-

sold are

trees

them

;

ored plates of

fruits,

wonderfully superior to anything ever

and hundreds of thousands of trees and shrubs
are sold to our people that might be grown on our own soil,
where they could be delivered to the planter in a condition
that would make their growth and perfection, with a fair
amount of care and skill, a certainty. In almost every large
town or city is to be found the local nurseryman, who sup-

before seen

;

plies such local trade as he can secure

of his stock, too,

is first

and

grown

in

;

some

but the greater part

New York

or other

two of growth in
the local nursery, are sold as home-grown stock.
Such
trees are more valuable than those generally supplied by the
travelling agent, and give good satisfaction, but they are far
less valuable than well-grown trees planted and budded
distant nursery,

these, after a year or
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within an hour's ride of the land on which they are to be
planted.

These

facts led the writer to present this subject

hope that many young men

at the winter meeting, in the

for there is

room

— might become interested in the work which, with
trials,

ure,

—

for considerable competition in the business
its

many

has a great fascination for the true lover of horticult-

and might prove a source of large
growers of the State.

profit

and of great

benefit to the fruit

To
offers

further this

interest,

now

the Agricultural College

an elective course of study in nursery work to the

members of the senior class, and a short winter course is
to be open to young and old the coming winter, where any
one who wishes may take up the study of any line of horticulture, including special work in nursery and orcharding.
With an equipment of the largest collection of varieties of
fruit to

be found connected with any agricultural college in

the country

;

all

of the labor-saving implements for cultiva-

tion, pruning, spraying, etc.
all

;

a nursery in which are found

kinds of fruits and ornamental trees and shrubs

;

and

with no tuition, only the expense of ])oard and incidentals,
no young man, who has time and is interested in any line

—

of agriculture or horticulture, can afford to

let

another season

pass by without taking advantage of this offer of a free

education that shall

tit

him for some line of the most interwhen conducted in a business-like

esting and healthful, and,

way,

At

profitable, calling.
this, the first

annual meeting, forty-seven new names

were added to the membership.

The meeting was declared

adjourned, subject to call for a

fiield

some place

to be decided

upon

meeting in June,

in the near future.

at
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Spring Field Meeting.

A

field

June

meeting- of the association was held at Fitchburg,

12, 1896, about seventy-five

members being

in attend-

farm of pr.
Jabez Fisher. The doctor explained his method of pruning
and training the grape, and showed his admirably constructed
cold-storao-e room, his o-reenhouses and the fruit cellar
where his crop of grapes for the last thirty years or more

The

ance.

first visit

was

to the noted fruit

The pear and apple orchards
were also visited, and the doctor's method of orchard management observed, a description of which may be found in
has been stored until sold.

Agriculture of ^Massachusetts, 1889, page 11.

Fig.

3.

Dr. Fisher's method of ti'aining the vines

is

Fig. 3, which shows a part of two vines.

illustrated

The

by

fruiting

canes of last season's growth, a, a, are trained each

way

from the centre of the vine on the second wire of a fivewired trellis, which is about two and one-half feet from the
groiuid.
The laterals which are to bear the fruit are trained
as

they grow to the wires al)Ove in a vertical position.

When

these lateral canes have reached the top wire they are

pinched

oif,

canes

is

it

The canes

and

if

pinched

any growth
ofl'

that are to

starts at

as soon as one

1:»ear

any point on these

new

leaf is formed.

the fruit the next season, b, b,

are trained along the lower wire, and

if laterals start

into

growth upon them they are also pinched after one leaf has
been formed, and all other shoots that start are pulled off.
Thus the growth is all forced into the most important jmrts
of the vines, i. e., those canes bearing the fruit and that are
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After the fruit

is

and the
new canes from the lower wire are brought into place on the
gathered the fruiting canes are cut off at the point

second wire, ready for the production of

c,

fruit in their turn.

The new canes grown each year may be

started from the
main cane near the tirst wire or from the ground, as may be
most convenient, the rule generally followed being to take
the strongest shoot that starts from either place.
By this
system of training there is no waste or loss of wood, the
fritit is brought up where it may be easily inspected, and
where a full exposure to sunlight and air will aid in protect-

ing

it

from fungous diseases.

The party then proceeded

to the fruit

farm of the

late

Geo.

B. Andrews, about half a mile farther to the north, and on

much more

elevated land.

yards of Concord,
variety

Here were found healthy vine-

Worden and Delaware

vines, of the latter

about three acres, probably the largest and best

vineyard of this variety in the State, and also orchards of
the domestic and Japanese plums, apples and pears.

farm

is

The

situated at a very high elevation, where late frosts in

the spring and early frosts in the

seldom injure the grape
crop.
It was
found that many of the Japanese plum trees, of which some
seventy-five trees had been planted two years previously,
fall

The apple and pear orchards were inspected.

were badly injured by the previous cold winter.

The company then drove to the beautiful home farm of
Mr. A. A. Marshall. A bountiful lunch was here provided,
and after the repast speeches were made by Messrs. Draper,
Hadwen, Hale, Dr. Fisher, Secretary Sessions of the State
Board of Agriculture, and others. The party was then conducted by Mr. Marshall to his fruiting strawberry field of
field lies on a slope to the south-east,
and was planted in the spring of 1895, the plants being set
four by five feet.
Not a weed was allowed to grow, and the
plants soon covered the ground with a mat of runners.
During the latter part of the summer and early fall the beds
were thinned out, leaving the plants about six inches apart,
in rows about three feet wide, thus leaving a walk between
the rows about two feet wide.
The fruit was iust beaiuninsr
to ripen, and the prospect was that the crop would not be

seven acres.

This
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Mr. Marshall

has his land equipped with an irrigation system, consisting
of main pipes arranged along the upper side.s of the beds with
a three-fourths inch brass faucet at the end of each row, so
that during droughts a continuous stream can be run along

After the upper section of the bed

each row of plants.

saturated, the pipes are arranged

has become

across

the

lower down, and water thus applied until the whole field
The supply of water is obtained from the city
irrigated.

field
is

works, at a cost of ten cents per thousand gallons, and an
In addition to the fruiting
unlimited supply guaranteed.

Mr. Marshall showed the company a newly set field of
was also provided with irrigating pipes
The system of planting here
with faucets for each row.

field,

ten acres, which

practised consists in setting only strong, healthy plants, high

manuring and the most thorough cultivation. Each plant is
given an abundance of space to reach its greatest perfection.

The 3'oung

plants only are preserved for fruiting, the old

plants being cut out

From Mr.

when the thinning

is

done.

Marshall's place the party went to the place of

Mr. T. J. Sanderson, where some very vigorous and healthy
plum trees were inspected, they being literally covered with
fruit.

The great

more or less at every
was that of the most thorough and skilful
high fertilization and the production of only
lesson of the day, seen

place visited,
cultivation,

fancy

fruit.

Fall Field Meetlng.

A

fall field

meeting was held

at

Concord, Sept. 11, 1896.

About one hundred members and

friends attended.

The

first place visited was that of ]\Ir. Frank Wheeler, where
his greenhouses were first inspected.
From the greenhouses the party proceeded to the vineyard and asparagus
This vinefield, about half a mile away, across the river.
yard is of great interest to all fruit growers, from the fact
that girdling the fruiting canes to hasten ripening has been

practised on a large scale for eleven years.

The land

is sit-

uated only a few feet above the level of the river flowing
near, and this practice

from early

became a necessity to save the crop
very few ripe crops having been

frosts in the fall,

—

c
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obtained from the vineyard until girdling was practised.
Mr. Wheeler gave a brief history of the vineyard, the method
of cultivation, pruning and training, and explained the proc-

The work of

ess of girdling.

girdling

is

done early

in

July, and consists in removing a ring of bark on the fruit-

ing cane, from one to two inches wide, as near the fruit as

This

possible.

is

done by circling the knife about the cane,

Fig.

4.

cutting just through the bark in two places «, 6 (Fig. 4),
and removing the ring with the point of it, and this can be

quickly done after a

little

practice.

Each cane may be

girdled as at a, «, or the main cane below the fruiting arms

may be

treated as at

b.

Mr. Wheeler's method of training is perhaps unlike that
Three series or systems of
practised by most vineyardists.

Fig.

growth are provided,
b, b,

the

new canes

plementary growth,
is

a (Fig. 5), the fruiting canes

a,

for the next year's crop
c, c,

supplementary growth

;

and a sup-

to supply the root development that

cut off by the girdle of

new canes

5.

is

tlie

large fruiting canes.

found necessary, for

if

This

only the

that are to fruit the next season were left below

the girdle, the root formation would be so small that these

canes would start with

little

reduced, and another

full

vigor, the crop

Mr. Wheeler stated
under this practice his vineyard has steadily increased
vigor and productiv'eness.

recover from the effects of girdling.
that
in

would be greatly

season be needed for the vine to
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The next place visited was that of Mr. Geo. Wright,
where was found a vineyard containing a greater number of
varieties than Mr. Wheeler's, and trained in a slightly differThe vineyard was in a very high state of culent manner.
and
a large crop of fruit was nearly ready for
tivation,
some had already been shipped. Mr. Wright
market,

—

has practised girdling for several years, although his vine-

yard

is

situated on

but he finds
the

it

much higher

land than Mr. Wheeler's,

necessary to girdle to hasten the ripening of

fruit, so as to

get

it

into the markets before the glut from

New York State shipments.
The party was then driven

the

to the

home

of Mr. Chas.

Prescott, where a lunch was to be provided under the shade

of his beautiful ornamental trees.

Before the dinner

call

was sounded some of the party inspected Mr. Prescott's
The especially attractive features were
well-kept grounds.
the extensive asparagus field and the blackberry ])lantation.
Mr. Prescott reported remarkable success in keeping down
the asparagus beetle by placing coops of chickens at frequent
intervals about the fields.

After dinner short speeches were made by several
bers of the association and invited guests.

mem-

The party

w^as

then driven to the historic North Bridge, where the shot was

was heard round the world. The barges were
drawn up around the statue of the " minute man," and a

fired that

brief account of the events of that historic place given to

From

the bridge the party was driven to the
Hunt, where further refreshments were
offered, and, after viewing the beautifully located lands W'ith
their al)undant crops from the barges, they proceeded back
through the main street of this historic town, passing the
*'01d Manse," the home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, the
"House of Seven Gables," the "School of Philosophy,"
the home of the late John B. Moore and that of the father
the late Ephraim W.
of the American grape industry,
Here the party
Bull, the originator of the Concord grape.
dismounted, and, after inspecting the place, grouped themselves about the original Concord vine, and were photo-

the company.

home

of Mr.

W. H.

—

graphed.

The company then proceeded

to the

home

of our vice-
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president, Mr. Samuel Hartwell, " Gravenstein Farm."
Here on every hand was seen the evidence of thrift and successful fruit orowinij and market gardening.
The fruit
trees, principally of apples, were heavily loaded with fruit,
especially the winter sorts, the Gravensteins and other fall
varieties having been largely harvested.
The unfortunate
condition of the apple crop in JVIassachusetts was as perfectly
illustrated in the Baldwin trees on tliis farm as perhaps
could be found anywhere in the State, the trees literally

breaking down under their burden of

fruit,

number

the

being so great that they could not possibly mature of good
size or color, and, to

known

add to the difBculty, the

little

insects

numbers on
that the growth action of the trees was

as the leaf hoppers w^ere feeding in such

the leaves

and

fruit

almost wholly suspended.

Mr. Hartwell showed the company some eighty or more
bushel boxes of Gravenstein apples nicely packed ready to
be loaded upon his market wagons to be taken into Boston,
where he had already sold about fifteen hundred boxes at
prices ranging from 50 cents to $1.50 per box.
The perfection of the fruit and its attractive packing was a sure guarHis
antee of its being sold at the highest market price.
method of harvesting the Gravenstein is to allow the wellcolored fruit to fall upon a mulch under the trees, when it is
gathered each day and carefully packed in the ordinary
Many of his trees of this variety he
bushel market box.
finds to be seriously injured near the ground, probably by
the frost, the bark being started ofiT, and in some cases they
have died from the injury.
A vote of thanks was given Mr. Hartwell and the other

members of the committee of arrangements
and profitable an entertainment.
Four new members were added to the

for so enjoyable

list at this

meeting.
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GYPSY MOTH.

;

An

Explanation of Plate
Different

•

I, with,

a Short Description of the

Forms of the Gypsy Moth and

its

Feeding

Habits.

The Eggs.
[Fig. 8, cluster of eggs

The eggs are deposited

on bark

;

Figs. 9 aiid 10, eggs magnified.]

in chisters, averaging about five hundred

eggs each, and covered with yellow hairs from the body of the female
moth. These egg-clusters are usually foimd in sheltered places on the
bark or in the crevices and cavities of trees, stumps and undergrowth
also on fences and buildings and in the crevices of stone walls and
other objects, near the plants or trees on which the insect feeds. The
eggs are laid in July, August and September, and hatch after the
foliage starts in the late spring or early summer of the ensuing year
therefore the insect passes the fall, winter and early spring in the egg.
;

The Lakva or Caterpillar.
[Figs. 6

When first hatched
in length.

and

7.]

the caterpillars are less than one-fifth of an inch

As they grow larger they may be seen

in clusters

upon the

trunks and branches of trees or in the cavities and other hiding places
^vhere they gather in June, July and the first part of August.

The Pupa.
[Fig. 5.]

The caterpillar when fully grown sheds its outer covering and becomes a pupa or chrysalis. This usually occurs in July or August.
The pupa may be found in the same situations as the eggs. In ]\Iassachusetts the insect usually remains in the jjupal state from ten to
thirteen daj's,

emerging as a moth

at the

end of that period.

The Moth.
[Figs. 1

and

The female moth usually
pui)a case,

soon

after.

2,

female; Figs. 3 and

depo.'^its

4,

male.]

her eggs very near the abandoned

and within a few hours after emerging from it. She dies
The male is a rapid flyer. The female does not fly.

Habits of the Catekpillars.
feeds only when in the larval or caterpillar state.
In Massachusetts the eggs of the gypsy moth begin hatching about
April 2", and the young continue to emerge mitil the middle of June.
The length of larval life varies somewhat according to circumstances,

The gypsy moth

but probably averages ten weeks therefore the feeding season in this
country lasts about four months. AVheu the caterpillars are first
;
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hatched from the eggs they arfe light in color and covered with whitish
hairs.
In a few hours they assume a dark hue. They usually remain
on or near the egg-cluster until they change in color, and should the
weather be cold they sometimes remain for several days in a semitorpid condition upon the egg-cluster. If the temperature is favorable
they usually search for food before they are twenty-four hours old,
first few weeks of their existence they remain most of the
time on the leaves, feeding mainly on the under side. Their feeding
habits are so uncertain that no rule can be given which will apply to ffll
individuals, but before they are half-grown they generally begin to
At that time and for the rest
manifest their gi'egarious instincts.

During the

of their existence as caterjiilhirs they spend a large part of the day
clustered in sheltered situations, and feed principally at night, going up
the trees and out on the branches after dark and returning before daybreak.

Where they are so abundant that the food supply is insufficient
much restlessness, and feed in numbers during all hours of

they evince

the day and night.

The}'

may

then be seen hastening to and

fro,

both

up and down the trees. Those which have fed sufficiently are at once
replaced by hungry new-comers, and the destruction of the foliage goes
on incessantly.
At such times the trunks and lower branches of trees are covered
with a moving mass of caterpillars, hurrying throngs are passing and
rei^assing, and nearly every leaf or denuded stem bears up one or more
of the feeding insects. The rustling caused by their movements and
the continual dropping of excrements is plainly audible. On tall trees
the larger caterpillars appear to crawl to the higher limbs, and they
seem to prefer to feed well out toward the end of the branches. They do
not feed gregariously except when in great numbers; therefore they
seldom strip one branch, as do the larvre of the Euvanessa antiojm, but
Early in
scatter throughout the trees, eating a little from each leaf.
the season, when they are small and few in numbers, their ravages are
scarcely noticed but as they grow larger and more numerous, their
inroads on the tree decrease the foliage area night by night, vmtil suddenly all the remaining leaves are eaten, and the tree is stripped in a
;

single night.

Food Plants.
The gypsy moth is known to destroy the foliage of nearly all native
and introduced trees and plants of economic importance. The list of
its food plants includes nearly all evergreen and deciduous trees, most
bushes, shrubs, vines and vegetables and it has been seen to eat grass
and grain. Wherever the caterpillars become numerous they move
slowly, devouring nearly every green leaf and bud as they go. They
feed during a much longer season than the canker worm or the tent
In the months of June. July and August, 1891, trees which
caterpillar.
early in the season and whose leaves had again put
stripped
had been
out were again defoliated by these caterpillars and kept bare all sum-

mer
but

;

therelbre not only

many

trees

were

was

killed

all

by

prospect of a fruit harvest destroyed,

this continual defoliation.

C0mm0nfoeaItl^

To

the Massachusetts State

d

^assarl^nsetts.

Board of Agriculture.

gypsy moth work, comby the Legislature,
herewith presents the report of expenditures and of work

The committee

in charge of the

mitted to the Board

of

Agriculture

performed for the year 1896.
On the first of January, 1896, there remained unexpended,
This was retained
of the appropriation of 1895, $39,722.09.
with the expectation that the sum would be
maintain the reduced force of 121

men

sufficient

to

to continue such w^ork

as could be done during suitable winter weather until the

Legislature should

work.

much

for the season's

first half of March
work Avas done in the way of destroying the
moth upon the trees, cutting and burning worth-

In January, February and the
effective

eggs of the
less,

make an appropriation

decayed, infested trees and underbrush, and preparing

infested localities for the summer's work.

As

the

season

wore on and most of the appropriation became exhausted, it
was found necessary to further reduce the number of men
employed, thus greatly handicapping the eflectiveness of the
work.
The Board of Agriculture had unanimously adopted and
approved the report of the gypsy moth committee, recommending to the Legislature an appropriation of $200,000.
The Board had also adopted resolutions, unanimously recommending that whatever appropriation, if any, the Legislature
saw fit to grant, should be promptly forthcoming, as the
work had in the past been hindered nearly as much by delay
as by reduction of the appropriations.
The committee reported to the Legislature on the work of the season of 1895,
placing the report in the hands of the clerk of the Senate
on the first day of the session. The report was thus pre-
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available opportunity, ten days in advance

of the time required by law, so that the Legislature might

have every opportunity for the most speedy action.
In March, the appropriation of 1895 being exhausted, and
the Legislature having taken no action, most of the men
were discharged. This delay was a repetition of the expeof past seasons, except that the loss of time was

rience

This lapse of the spring work was unfortunate in

greater.

the last degree, and was productive of most serious results.

An
work

emergency appropriation of $10,000, to continue the

work of

until the Legislature should provide for the

the season, was finally granted, and became available April

With this amount good work was done during the
28.
month of May, in burning over the ground in infested localities in the woods, thereby destroying the moth eggs concealed upon the ground or near it, and putting much of the
territory into such condition that little damage was done by
In several of these places no
the moth during the season.
caterpillars

have since appeared.

This appropriation was

not sufficient, however, to do one-half of the work that was
absolutely necessary at that time, and

many

large colonies

were necessarily neglected.
There the caterpillars hatched and later in the season became very destructive. The appropriation of $90,000
in forested land, in the inner towns,

for the

work of the

ommended by
It

sum

rec-

the Board, finally became available June 4.

was then too

season's work.

season, less than one-half the

late to carry

out the plans

made

for the

This delay, together with the small amount

of the appropriation, necessitated a complete change in those

Moreover, extra work was made necessary by the
hatching of the eggs, which it had been planned to destroy
in the spring had the appropriation been available at that

plans.

time.

Burlap was purchased and applied as quickly as postowns of the infested

sible to the trees in all of the outer

region, and in Everett, which had been necessarily

neglected the previous year.

somewhat

Before the burlap had

all

been

put on in these towns the caterpillars had begun
In order to do the necessary work it was imperative to increase largely the force of men at once, and to put all hands
to cluster.

at

work

killing caterpillars

under the burlaps

in the outer
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While this was being done, the woodland in the
inner towns was necessarily neglected, with the result that
in places where no egg-killing had been done earlier in the
season, owing to the exhaustion of the appropriation, the
caterpillars were doing much damage and were also spreading over more territory.
The small amount of the appropriation would not admit
of exterminative work all over the infested territory, and,
in order to prevent the moth from spreading into new territory, outside the towns already infested, the outer towns

towns.

have been closely attended to throughout the season. The
Most of the
condition in these towns is encouraging.
colonies in the outer towns are apparently exterminated and
the spread of the

moth

into

new

territory has been pre-

AVe have, however, to report that two colonies
have been found in Brookline, a town adjoining the boundary
vented.

of the infested territory as heretofore reported.

covery of the moth in Brookline in 1896

is

The

dis-

not to be taken

any sense as indicating that the insect has spread into that
town from older infested territory since the committee's last
The two colonies are not newly
report, or within a year.
and, had the comestablished, but are several years old
in

;

mittee had sufficient

means

to carry out their plan inaugu-

rated several years since, viz., to carefully examine

contiguous

to

the

all

towns

outermost infested towns, both these

would have been found before. This examination
has been pursued from year to year as means could be spared
from the work in known infested territory, and Brookline
This work
has this year had its first thorough examination.
has been repeatedly reported as necessary, and lack of means
only had prevented its being done in Brookline previous to
1896.
An effort has been made during the season to stamp
colonies

out these colonies, but considerable work will need to be

expended on them the coming year.
Every efibrt warranted by the amount of money available
has been made to prevent injury by the moth in the central
infested towns, and as far as possible to prevent an increase
in the number of the moths.
This efibrt has been successful
The same cannot
in the inhabited and cultivated territory.
be said of the woodland, of which we have heretofore re-
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miles.

woodland the trees were entirely
stripped of foliage and in some cases the second crop of
Where the trees have been stripped two
leaves was eaten.
in
succession
we lind that many of them are dying.
years
This condition was not unexpected by the committee. Former reports have from year to year shown that the woodland
was the most serious menace to possible extermination and
that it was likely to be found infested in many places.
The committee has each year warned the Legislature
that witli reduced appropriations this woodland could not
be attended to and must remain a breeding-place for the
moths, from which they would be likely to spread into
adjoining territory and that, even if the cultivated land
adjacent to these woodlands was cleared of the moth, it was
In no year since 1892
still liable to become reinfested.
has the committee had an opportunity to carry out the plans
In several places

in the

;

made for the work of the following season. In 1893 the
committee asked for $165,000; only $100,000 was approIn 1894 $165,000 was asked $100,000 was appriated.
;

In 1895 $200,000 was asked; $150,000 was

propriated.

appropriated.
appropriated.

In 1896 $200,000 was asked

An

;

$100,000 was

examination of the reports will show that

sums were granted after long delays, so late in the
it was impossible to use the reduced amount to
The result is that extermination can
the best advantage.
now only be accomplished by the expenditure of a sum very

these

season that

much

larger than might in the

opinion of the committee
had the recommendations of former reThe committee feels certain that an
ports been followed.
annual appropriation of $100,000 will not accomplish extermination, and it is doubtful whether that sum annually
expended will prevent the moth from spreading into new
territory unless it is promptly made available, so that every
possible advantage may be taken of good weather and other

have been

sufficient

favoral)le conditions to prosecute the

The committee
that the only sure
into

new country

fested locality to

is

on repord

way
is

in

work economically.

former reports as believing

to prevent the

moth from spreading

to do everything possible in every in-

completely eradicate the pest.

This

is
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To cany

the unanimous opinion of the committee.

this plan the

$200,000 for the work of
1896 is almost exhausted,
economically

out

committee rcconmiends the appropriation of

it

18i»7.
in

As

the appropriation for

order to continue the work

will be necessary that a part at least of the

appropriation be

made immediately

availal)le

otherwise,

;

the present force of trained and experienced emplo3^ees

must

be discharged at once, and the very important work that can
be done only before the caterpillars hatch out will again be

Leaving

undone.

left

this

work undone

will put the

work

of the whole season at a great disadvantage, and in

part

undo the work of the

has,

last five years.

The committee

former years, sought advice of the eminent economic

in

entomologists of the country, and are warranted in stating

methods of work are approved by all those
economic entomologists who have had an opportunity to
become familiar with them.
that the present

The

effort of

Massachusetts to exterminate this pest has

among the economic entomologists
and
with
one accord they advise a continuof the country,
ance of the work. At the last annual meeting of the Association of Economic Entomologists, held at Buffalo, Aug. 22,
1896, after thorough discussion, a resolve was unanimously
passed, commending the work already accomplished and urg-

attracted wide attention

ing

its

continuance.

At the National Farmers' Congress, held

at Indianapolis,

and 12, 1896, the matter was considered,
and the following resolution was adopted

Ind.,

Nov.

10, 11

:

—

Mesolved, That the Farmers' National Congress views with alarm
the ravages

the

made by

New England

the gypsy

moth upou

the trees

and foliage

in

States,* and petitions the Congress of the United

States to cause an investigation of the subject to be made, and
to take such

seem wise, as

measures for the extermination of the pest as may
its spread over the country would prove a national

calamity.

The experimental work has been continued
Mr. A. H. Kirkland,
* This

is

an

error, as the

in eastern Massachusetts.

in charge of

assistant entomologist to the committee,
gypsy moth

in this country

is

confined to a small area
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under the direction of Prof. C. H. Fernald. Particular attention has been given to the investigation of various forms
of poison, with a view to discovering an insecticide that will
be more effectual in destroying the gypsy moth caterpillars
than those poisons heretofore in general use. Considerable
success has attended these experiments, and insecticides have

been perfected that promise to be of great value in future
work. Much work has also been done in seeking for and
encouraging native parasites that prey upon the gypsy moth,
and in studying their life history, with the hope that something more may be found that will give effectual aid in
destroying the pest.

For

details of the

work of the past year, reference is made
H. Fernald, entomologist, and E. H.

to the reports of Prof. C.

Forbush, director, presented herewith as a part of the report
of the committee.
The committee desires to put on record here its obligation
to Prof. C. H. Fernald and Mr. E. H. Forbush for the eminently satisfactory manner in which they have discharged the

onerous duties devolving upon them in conducting the work
which the Legislature has entrusted to the committee of the

Board of Agriculture.
The following is the financial report of the gypsy moth
committee of the State Board of Agriculture for the year
1896

:

Financial Ee2)ort for 1896.

Balance on hand Jan.

Emergency

1,

....

1896,

appropriation, April 28, 1896,

Appropriation June

4,

1896,

.

Expenditures

Wm. R

Sessions, expenses,

Augustus
E.

John
F.

Pratt, expenses,

W. Wood,
W.

G

expenses,

Avery, expenses,

Sargent, expenses,

S. S. Stetson,

expenses,

C, H. Fernald, expenses and remuneration,

Amount

carried forward.

$10,000 00

$39,722 09

THE GYPSY MOTH.
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Amount

brought forward,

$1,042 53

E. H. Forbush, director, salary.
Travelling expenses of director and men,
Teaming, livery and board of horses,
Wages of employees,

....
.

Rent of storehouse and

office,

Supplies, tools, insecticides,

Balance on hand Jan.

1,

etc.,

1897,

.

2,400 00

359

;
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Report of the Entomologist.
To the Committee on the Gypsy Moth.

Gentlemen

:

— During the past year

all

plished towards the extermination of the

has been accom-

gypsy moth that

could possibly be done, or that could have been expected

with the small amount appropriated by the

last Legislature.

For several years past the appropriations asked for this
work have been cut down from one-fourth to one-half, but
no change has been made in the law which requires the committee to work for the extermination of this insect.
There is no question but that the gypsy moth is one of
the most destructive and expensive pests that could have
been brought into this country, and only the most active
and vigorous measures are of any avail against it. It is
claimed, by some who have little or no knowledge of the
matter, that

it

but I do not

know

made

is

not possible to exterminate this insect
of any economic entomologist,

who

a thorough, personal investigation of the work,

does not believe that extermination
lature appropriates sufficiently large

is

has

who

possible if the Legis-

sums of money, making

them available when needed in the work.
At the last meeting of the Association of Economic Entomologists, held in Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 22, 1896, after a
full discussion of the work on the gypsy moth, the following
resolutions were presented by Dr. John B. Smith, professor
of entomology in Rutgers College and entomologist to the
New Jersey State Agricultural College Experiment Station,
and unanimously adopted
:

—

Eesoloecl, That in the opinion of this association the work done
by the gypsy moth committee in Massachnsetts is of the utmost
importance and value, not only to that State but to all the surrounding States and to the country at large.

A

view in the Lynn woods showing how the Gypsy Moth strips
nearly all trees and plants. Many of these trees are
now dead or dying. (See page 388.)
From a photograph taken July 10, 1896.
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Resolved, That iu our opinion tiie cessation of the work of that
committee would be a national misfortune, and a faihire on the
part of the State of Massachusetts to continue it would be a

calamity which would involve immense loss to the people of that
State and of the entire country.
Resolved, That

now

we have

full

confidence in the ability of the

work of

this commission, as evidenced by the report recently issued, which contains not only
matter of extreme importance to the economic entomologist, but
of the highest value to the farmer and fruit grower.
officers

in charge of the

While the gypsy moth has not spread over the State
large, all reports to the contrary notwithstanding,

it

at

has,

become so thoroughly established in its present
bounded district in the eastern part of this Commonwealth that it will be no slight task to exterminate it or
even hold it in check. The State can adopt one of three
nevertheless,
definitely

courses

:

First.

—

It

can continue the policy of extermination, which

would require large appropriations

term of years.
Second.
It can change the law, which now requires the
committee to work for extermination, and adopt the policy
This would require a perof liolding the insect in check.
petual annual appropriation.
Third. It can abandon the work entirely.
This would
leave it for the cities, towns and individuals to deal with
for a

the pest.

which will be the best
Commonwealth. If the first course

It is for the Legislature to decide

and wisest policy for
is

this

adopted, there will be required an appropriation of not

less

than $200,000 a year for a term of not less than

years,

and then an appropriation of not

year for a term of not less than

less

five years.

five

than $100,000 a
After this an

appropriation of perhaps $15,000 a year for a })eriod of five
years will be required.

The sum

priations for fifteen years

$105,000 a year.

amount of $5,000,

A

is

man

total of all these appro-

$1,575,000, or an average of
with taxable property to the

more than the average
would have to pay for the
support of this work an average annual tax of 21 cents and
7 mills, and this would amount in the fifteen years to $3.25.
w^hich is a little

value of the farms in

tliis

State,
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If the Legislature should see

adopt the second course,

to

fit

namely, that of mere restriction,

would be necessary to

it

sum

appropriate each year to the end of time a
sufficient to

most familiar

stroying

and the

w^ith this insect

estimate the cost of holding

it

of

money

prevent the insect from spreading and also from

causing serious damage in the infested region.
are

[Pub. Doc.

higher figure than some

who have

it

in

Those who

difficulty in de-

check at a much

or no practical knowl-

little

edge of the matter. The cost has been variously conjectured
and estimated at from $25,000 to $100,000 annually. My

own

opinion

is

that the latter

in the present infested

sum would be

region

;

escape and spread elsewhere, as

and,

if

required even

the insect should

would probably do

it

time with the cessation of exterminative methods, a
larger

sum would be

necessary.

If,

in

still

however, adopting the

average non-scientific view, we assume that only $50,000
annually be required to hold this insect in check, I leave
for those

who

believe that

it

is

it

the wisest policy for the

State to adopt this course to estimate what the annual appropriations of $50,000

of time.

If,

would amount

to

from now

to the

end

however, we estimate the cost for a period of

man might take charge of a
farm worth, say, $5,000, till the time he gives up the work,
assuming the taxable property and rate of taxation to remain
uniformly as at p*resent, this man would have to pay, under

forty years, or from the time a

this

and

proposed restrictive method, an annual tax of 10 cents
6 mills, which in forty years would amount to $4.24.

If,

however, the third course, that of abandoning the work

entirely, be adopted, the

gypsy moth

will surely spread not

only over this Commonwealth but over the entire country.

We

must bear in mind that this insect feeds on nearly all
grow in this State, and is capable of

plants of value that

greatly injuring or even destroying them.
this committee issued in January,

stated that

'

'

A

181)4,

conservative estimate

In the report of

page 10,

it

was

made by Professor

Fernald places the probable annual damage which this insect
would do in Massachusetts alone, if allowed to spread, at
$1,000,000." I have published elsewhere an estimate from
the most carefully obtained data, that the cost of applying

Paris green to potatoes to protect

them from the ravages of

No
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the Colorado potato beetles in this State alone amounts to

$76,000 annually,

— a sum

of the value of the crop
3'ears,
If,

;

equal to about one twcnty-tifth

and

this

with every prospect that

therefore,

it

it

has continued for
will

go on

many

indefinitely.

costs one twenty-fifth of the value of the

potato crop to apply an insecticide to protect

ravages of the Colorado potato beetle,

who

it

from the

can deny that

it

will cost quite as large a proportion of the value of all the

vegetable products of the farms, orchards, gardens and forests,

which the gypsy moth will attack, to protect them from

the ravages of this omnivorous pest?

The value of these

products in this State for the year 1885, as given in the
is $26,497,202, and one twenty-fifth of this
more than $1,000,000. It should be remembered

State census,

sum

is

that the cost of applying an insecticide to a low-growing
is far less than would be that of its
and forest trees or grass and grain fields.
In these estimates no account has been taken of ornamental
trees and shrubs in this Commonwealth, for the reason that
I have no means of learning the number or value of these.
Their estimated value would depend largely upon their location.
Those in city parks have a far greater value than

plant like the potato

-application to fruit

those along the sides of country roads.
State entomologist of

New

York, informs

Professor Lintuer,

me

that the Sara-

toga elms are insured at $500 each.

work of exterminating the gypsy moth should be
abandoned by the State, this insect, alread}^ infesting some
If the

of the metropolitan parks, would surely spread not only to
all

of the parks belonging to this system but to

the metropolitan region.

would follow

all

of those in

In this case one of two things

and shrubs of all the parks
of the region would be abandoned to these voracious insects,
to be stripped of their foliage, leaving them as bare and unsightly as in winter
or else there would be a perpetual war
against them by park commissioners.
I have no data from which to estimate what the cost of
such work would be, but even a superficial survey of the
problem would very quickly convince one that it would be
enormous. If every tree and shrul) in the parks of the entire metropolitan system must be sprayed with an insecticide
:

either the trees

;
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during the time these insects are in the caterpilhir stage, all
the trees burlapped during the same time and the caterpillars
gathered under them destroyed daily,

we can

see at once,

without making a closer estimate, that the annual expense to

and towns in the metropolitan district, one-half of
which would have to be paid by the city of Boston alone,
would be far greater than would be the case if the policy of
cities

extermination should be pursued.

From

the facts and figures given above

it

will be readily

amounts
called for each year by the committee, is the wisest and most
economical course that can possibly be pursued and that
the policy of merely holding the insect in check will inevitably end in the abandonment of the work by the State, and
the expense of destroying this insect will fall upon every
land owner, every householder, if he has any trees or shrulis
on his premises, and even on every tax payer, who will have
to pay his part towards the expense of fighting this insect in
the public parks and gi'ounc\s of the city or town in which
seen that the policy of extermination, with

tlie

full

;

he resides.
Respectfully submitted,

C. H.

FERNALD.

A view showing forest trees stripped by the Gypsy Moth.
From a photograph taken in Medford, July 10, 1896, in the Middlesex Fells
Reservation, Metropolitan Park System.
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Field DiKECTOii's Repokt.

To

the

Committee on the Gypsy Moth.

—

In the first three months of 1896, much
Ge>'TLEMEN
work was done during favorable weather, with the
The eggs of the moth were
limited force at my command.
treated where they were found above the " snow line " on
Dead or dying trees in infested
trees and other objects.
localities were cut and burned, when other work could not
When the snow was not too deep,
be done to advantage.
from infested places in the
cleared
undergrowth
was
the
woodland. The cavities in orchard trees were filled or
Loose bark and dead limbs were removed where
covered.
the necessities of the work demanded, and the infested
localities were put in a good defensive condition and prepared for the summer's work, so far as this could be done by
the number of men that could be employed with the remainder of the appropriation of 1895. Very little work was
done during storms, or when the snow lav deep upon the
:

o'ood

ground.

The delay

in

making

the appropriation rendered impossible

the carrying out of our plans for the work of the season.

few colonies were known

in the outer to^vns where the

had been nearly exterminated.

It

had been planned

A

moth

to enter

these colonies as soon as the condition of the weather should

permit in the spring, and to clear them up and do such work

would ensure the complete extermination of the moth in
them durinof the season of 189(5. Much of this work had to
be abandoned. This in some cases postponed the extermination of the moth there to another year.
A\'hen it was seen that there would be great delay in
as

board of agriculture.

anr,

making an appropriation

for the year's

[PuI).

Doc.

work, the remainder
it would go

of the appropriation of 1895 was used as far as

some of the badly infested localities, by destroying the
eggs of the moth there and thus preventing any outbreak of
caterpillars which might otherwise occur in the spring and
summer, should the appropriation be so long delayed as to
prevent any further work being done.
Most of the field
work was discontinued in March, and nearly all the men
were discharged for lack of money to pay their wages.
When the emergency appropriation of $10,000 became
available, April 28, it was applied in destroying the eggs on
the trees in the worst infested localities, and in burning over
the ground to destroy the scattered eggs of the moth in colonies where this work was deemed most necessary.
The
work was begun at once in the outer towns. But the caterin

pillars

were then already beginning to hatch out.

Before

the burning had progressed far toward the centre, they were

going up the trees. For this reason the burning ceased to
be eflfective and was discontinued. The lapse of this work

was seriously

felt later.

All through the month of

May

the caterpillars were hatch-

ing out and spreading abroad from those worst infested localities in

the central towns, where, on account of the delay of

the appropriation,

The weather of

the

or no winter work had been done.
two previous years had been particularly

little

favorable for a great increase of the moth, and

bodings were
delay.

felt as to

many

fore-

what might result from the enforced

The season of 1896

also presented favorable con-

and the worst
were partly realized in the stripping and death of trees
in the woodlands, and in the spreading of the caterpillars
therefrom over territory in the central towns which had been
ditions for the multiplication of the moth,

fears

previously cleared at great labor and expense.

Some badly

infested localities in the central towns

had

been carefully treated during the fall and winter, everything
This it
possible but the burning having then been done.
was intended to do in the spring, as, the leaves having fallen
from the trees during the fall and winter, a ground fire would
In some of these colonies where the
then be most effective.
burning was not done the scattered eggs on the ground

No.
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among

the

dead leaves produced a

sufficient

caterpillars to strip the foliairc entirely

centre of each colony, so that

all

367

number of

from the trees in the

the labor of the season of

1895 served only to prevent the increase of the colonies, and
failed to contribute to the progress of extermination.

number of the moths remained about
quite as

When

much

The

the same, and they did

injury in these colonies in 1896 as in 1895.

June the reduced appropriation for the season's
work became available, there was no time to do more, than
put on the burlap in the outer towns before the caterpillars
began to cluster beneath it. In many of the colonies where
the eggs had hatched in April and May, and the caterpillars
had scattered so as to extend the limits of the colonies and
increase the number of infested trees, it became necessary to
put on a much larger number of burlaps than last year.
After June 20 no time remained for putting on burlaps, for
it

in

required

hands to properly attend those already on,

all

otherwise, those put on would not have accomplished their
object.

Therefore, for lack of time and means no burlaps

were put on the trees

in the central

towns excepting

in

Everett and on a few estates elsewhere, mostly where the

The

defoliation and serious
which occurred during
the summer might have been prevented by burlapping these
trees and killing the caterpillars, had the appropriation been

property owners attended them.
injury and even death of

made

many

trees

in season.

Successful Spraying.

The

1895 with arsenate of lead suggested
a trial with this insecticide on a larger scale during 1896.
It was used on fruit, shade and forest trees, at a strength of
twenty pounds to one hundred and fifty gallons of water,
In one locality in the Middlesex Fells
with glucose added.
results reached in

the trees had been entirely defoliated during part of the

mer

of 1895.

sum-

This place was chosen for experimental spray-

No work was done in this colony during the winter of
1895-96, and the eggs therefore hatched in the spring. The
colony was situated in a grove of young trees, mostly oaks,

ing.

averaging some thirty feet in height.
acres were sprayed.

At

The

trees on several

the time of spraying, although the
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were large and numerous and had destroyed
work was begun, the insecti-

caterpillars

much

[Pul).

of the foliage before this

was very

and the result

effective,

at the close of the

season was that the eggs deposited, as compared with those
deposited the previous season, were as one (or less than one)
to one hundred.

Most of the egg-clusters were

taining few eggs.

development

small, con-

This indicated a lack of vitality and
Similar results were ob-

in the parent moths.

tained in other localities.

Little injury

was done

to the foli-

age by spraying, and the insecticide remained on the leaves
throughout the season. Our experiments with other new
insecticide mixtures give promise of equally

good or better

results.

While the spraying was

in operation,

improvements were

made in the apparatus. A relief valve was attached to each
pump, to regulate the pressure, thus saving labor in pumping, as well as doing away with unnecessary strain on the
Experiments have also been made with
hose and couplings.
intent to improve the effectiveness of the

pumps, and

to save

labor by using horse-power, steam power or compressed

We

are

now

air.

directing efforts to invent and improve machin-

ery by w^hich both the cost and labor of spraying large trees
may he reduced, and l)y which spraying may be made more

Experiments

effective.

in

improving the burning machinery

are also in progress.

The Fall Work.

When

the burlapping season was over and the eggs of the

moth were

deposited, most of the force was concentrated in

badly infested localities, where the

men were engaged

in de-

stroying the eggs of the moth until most of the foliage had
fallen

from the deciduous

trees.

Then

the larger part of the

and used in inspecting those portions of such towns which stood most in need of
an examination, or in working for the extermination of the
moth in those colonies where the moth had not already been
When the snow came most of the men were
exterminated.
force was sent into the outer towns,

again concentrated in the badly infested localities in the inner

towns, where everything was done that could be done with
the small balance of the appropriation then remaining.

No.
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The Condition of the Infested Region.
The condition of the

infested territory

is

now better known

Because of inadequate approjDi'iations, it
has been impossible in any one year to inspect thoroughly

than ever before.

the entire territory

;

therefore no detailed report of the con-

dition of the infested

present report

towns has ever been published.

The

may

be considered as approximately accurate,
for the appropriation of $150,000, made in 1895, although

not providing for

all

the

work

thorough inspection of nearly

necessary,

all

made

possible a

the towns in the infested

region during that year and the early part of 1896.

The

outer tier of towns in the infested region has been looked

over far more carefully within the past two years than ever
before.

These towns were nearly

all

given a tree-by-tree

inspection in 1895, or in the winter of 1895-96, and most

of those which did not then have a thorough inspection have

been inspected during the

fall

of 1896.

Beverly.

Beverly

is

the easternmost place which has been found in-

Several colonies were found in 1891 and in 1892,
and one was found in 1894. No moths have been found in
fested.

the city during the past year, although the localities pre-

viously infested have been carefully looked after, and the
greater part of that portion of the city which has been most

exposed to infestation has been carefully searched.
Salem.

Many colonies of the moth were found scattered o\ev the
main streets and roads of Salem in the fall of 1891. A
more extended inspection, later, showed that there were also
numerous colonies in Salem Great Pastures and a few in the
woods.

Nearly

all

the colonies that have been found near

the centre of population have been exterminated, one of the

worst being at

Harmony Grove Cemetery.

feasible with the

minate the colonies found in the pastures.
this

As much

means provided has been done

work has been a

In

as

was

to exter-

many cases
money

success, in others the lack of
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has resulted in a cessation of the work and a consequent
The woodland colonies have been
faihire to exterminate.
carefully treated.
Most of the known colonies in Salem
have been thoroughly examined during the present year,

Salem

is

now

moth than

in

in far better condition as regards the

former years,

]uit

some colonies

gypsy

in the pastures

should be burned over before the eggs hatch in the spring.

Marblehead.

Marblehead was found infested

in 1891,

onies have been found there since.

were found
during the

in the
fall

town

in 1895.

and several

Only two

col-

caterpillars

A careful inspection

made

of 1896 has shown one small colony in the

south-eastern portion of the town, near Swampscott, and

two egg-clusters near the

centre.

The work of

this

winter

ought to exterminate the moth from Marblehead, but it must
be carefully watched, as it adjoins other infested towms.

Swampscott.

In the summer of 1891 the gypsy moths swarmed in cerSwampscott. They were found in small colonies along the roads, and had penetrated into the woods,
where the largest colonies were found. The largest colony
tain parts of

in the

town and one of the worst

in the infested region has

been entirely cleared during the past five years, and no
moths are now found there. The colony covered an area
of about one hundred acres, a large part of which is woodThere is a smaller colony also in the woodland which
land.
needs attention.

Outside of

this,

there were three localities

moths were found in the fall inspection. These
have been examined and the eggs destroyed. Most of the
town has been thoroughly inspected during 1896.

in which the

J^aliant.

Nahant has also been carefully gone over this year, and
no moths have been found there. In past seasons small
colonies of the

moth have been exterminated

in this

town.

•
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Winthrop.
"Winthrop was found to be generally infested in 1891 and
It has shown a continual improvement from year to
and during the past autumn has been carefully inspected.
Only three small egg-clusters were found.

1892.

year,

Boston.

No gypsy moths
part of the city.

have ever

There

is

l^een

very

found in the business

little

sustenance for leaf-

feeders there, except on occasional street trees and in the

parks.

In the residential portion, however,

many

colonies

moth have been found.

That part of East Boston on
was found badly infested in 1891, but from year to year there has been a steady
improvement in its condition. With the exception of one
colony, the moths appear to be exterminated there.
The
major part of East Boston was not so badly infested, and

of the

Breed's Island

known

as Orient Heights

only one colony is known there. The only remaining colony known in South Boston has been carefully
gone over the present year, and appears to be cleared. No
moths have been found in the south end of Boston since 1895.
The greatest swarm found in Boston was in the Dorchester
district, one locality there yielding eighteen bushels of caterThis district is now nearly free from
pillars in a short time.
the moth.
Only one caterpillar has been found this year in
the Roxbury district, which was considerably infested in
1894. In 1893 an old colony was found in Franklin Park,
which, on account of the nature of the ground, was very
difficult to exterminate.
No moths have been found in the
park during the present year. This locality, however, should
at present

be carefully watched.

Brighton was found to be infested in 1891.
widely dispersed colonies in this district
exterminated.

No moths

All of the

now appear

have been found

in

to be

Charlestown

in 1896.

A

search of Boston was

made

spection of the whole city and

its

in 1895, but

no

careful in-

suburbs has been attempted
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means provided were not sufficient to do
and attend to other work which was more pressing.

in 1896, for the
this

Broohline.

Two

moth were found in 1896 in Brookline.
town is now in progress. So
A
far, no moths have been found outside of these two colonies.
These colonies were of several years' growth, and would have
been found before had means been provided from year to
colonies of the

thorough inspection of the

year to inspect thoroughly

all

of the nature of the ground and
first

found

late in the

On

the outer towns.

season,

the fact that the
it

is

account

moths were

improbable that these

colonies have been exterminated.

Watertoum.
Several moth colonies were found in Watertown in 1891
and in 1892, and more were found later. Some of them
were so situated as to render extermination extremely diffiMuch careful work has been done in these colonies.
cult.
Only two places were found infested in this town in 1896.
One is an extension of a Cambridge colony, situated near
the Watertown line the other, where only two caterpillars
;

were found,

is also in

the eastern part of the town.

Waltham.
In only one colony in Waltham have any moths been
found in 1896, all the old colonies having been exterminated
previous to 1895.

A

careful search of the

town

in that year

revealed one colony in the woods, which has since been
carefully watched, burlapped and treated in such a way that,
if it is not already exterminated, it should be by the work of

another summer.

Lexington.

The greater portion of Lexington appears

to be cleared,

although the moth formerh' existed there in many colonies
There are two colonies in the
scattered over the town.
part
of the town, in which nearly
woodland in the northern
everything possible has already been done to destroy all
forms of the moth and to put the colonies in a condition for

i
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work another year. If any caterpillars
when the eggs hatch in the spring',
be little dithcuUy in destroying them all at that

the most careful

appear in these colonies
there will

But few caterpillars have been found during the sumEast Lexington village, Avhere a large and difficult
colony was formerly located. The eastern corner of Lextime.

mer

in

ington extends into one of the badly infested spots in the

woodland, of which reports have been previously made.
There were many trees infested in some of the w^oodland
Much work, however, was done there,
colonies this year.
and these colonies all now appear to be in good condition.
If sufficient

work can be done there during

in the early spring, iiothing

is

to be feared

this winter

and

from them.

Burlington.

The only colony in Burlington in which the moth was
found in considerable numbers in 189G was discovered in
1895 in the woodland. This colony has been carefully
attended and watched during the summer, the undergrowth
cleared out in the

moth and put the

fall,

and everything done to destroy the

locality in the best possible condition for

another thorough inspection in 1897.

The northern part

of the town needs a tree-by-tree inspection.

Wbburn.

Woburn was

examined in 1895. All the knowai
worked over, and no moths
are now known to exist in the town except in the southwestern portion, near the Winchester-Lexington boundary,
where more work is needed. In this region the large and
carefully

colonies have been watched and

dangerous colony reported to the Legislature
been annihilated by

last

year has

tire.

Heading.

No moths
years.
out.

the

have been found in Reading for the past two
known colonies appear to have been stamped

All the

They have been carefully watched. An inspection of
town is now going on. The southern and central por-

tions,

contiguous to other infested towns, have

examined.

now been
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Lynnfield.

In

the widely scattered colonies in Lynnfield,

all

known

before 1894, the moths were exterminated in that year or

A

previously.

of the
land.

town

in

Some

thorough examination of the southern part
1895 revealed several colonies in the wood-

of these were extensions of Saugus colonies.

Others had existed in the woodland for several years,

I)ut

there had been no woodland inspection, except along roads

and paths, on account of lack of money. These wood colThey have
onies have already been nearly exterminated.
all been carefully treated, the brush has l)een cut out and
burned, and they have been l^urlapped for two years. In
some of them no moths have been found this year, in others
only a few have been found. A search of all the woodland
In this search only one
in the town is now in progress.
small colony has been found thus far outside of those hereto-

known. The situation of the town, the extent of its
woodland and its popularity as a place for outings and picnics (potent factors in the distribution of the moth) may be

fore

named

as reasons

why

it

should be carefully watched.

Peabody.
Nearly all the moth colonies which were found scattered
over Peabody, in 1891 and since, have been exterminated.
Only three are now known. One is a large woodland colony, which

it

may

take some time yet to exterminate.

Danvers.

Only two
Danvers.

colonies of the

moth have ever

One of these was on

the Salem line

l)een
;

found

in

the other on

the Beverly line, extending over into and mostly in Beverly.

These have both been exterminated.

Lynn.

Lynn was found infested in 1891, and the moth colonies
were generally scattered over the city. At one time there
were over twelve hundred estates infested, mostl}^ in and
The condition of the city
about the centre of population.
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has been improving of late years until 1896, when during
the tall inspection of the known colonies eggs have been

found on onh- one estate of the twelve hundred.
For several years it has been known that the gypsy moth
has obtained a foothold in the public park known as the
"Lynn Woods." This woodland has been inspected from
should have, as soon as possible, a more
thorough and careful inspection than the resources provided
have previously allowed. During June of the present year,
time to time, but

it

a colony was found by an inspector, where the caterpillars
had become so numerous as to strip the leaves from the
trees

and

that there

all

It is probable

vegetation over a small area.

may

be a repetition of this occurrence

in

other

portions of the woodland, unless a careful and thorough
inspection of the whole tract
in the spring.

The known

is

made

before the eggs hatch

colonies in the

woods have

all

no danger of
from
them.
If means
injury
resulting
the
park
serious
to
are provided, the entire wood can be freed from the moth
been carefully looked

after, so that there is

in a comparatively short time.

Wakefield.

Wakefield was found generally infested in 1891 and in
Colonies w^ere scattered about over the inhabited

1892.

part of the town, and also in the woods.

the

The condition of

town has been greatly improved from yeav

at the present time only five colonies are

in these only a

very

fcAV

to year, until

known

moths have been found

there,

and

this year.

8toneham.
In 1891 the central part of Stoneham was found to be
more or less infested by the moths, and a later inspection
showed that the woodland of the south-eastern part, adjoining Melrose, was also more or less infested, and that colonies
were scattered through the northern end of the town. The
condition there and in the central part of the town has been
improved from year to year, and in the northern part the
moths appear to have been exterminated. The moths have
been found in onlv two

localities

in the

centre in 1896.
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greatest danger of an increase and spread of the

now

in the

and Melrose.

moth

Middlesex Fells region, adjoniing Medford
Careful and thorough work should be done

there as soon as possible.

Winchester.

The moths were

early found to be scattered throughout
village,
and a later inspection showed that
Winchester
the
they had penetrated into the woods, not only in the southeastern section, near the Middlesex Fells, but also in the
western portion of the town, lying near Woburn and Lexinorton and north of western Arlinoton.
This woodland is
the
badly
infested
wooded
localities
one
of
portion
of
a
reported a year ago to the Legislature, with an urgent
recommendation that sufficient money be appropriated to

make

it

work of exterminawork has been done in the western

possible to prosecute actively the

tion therein.

Careful

Winchester woods, with the result that very few moths are
now found there. The work should be followed up during
the winter by such cutting and burning as is necessary and
can be done to advantage, and the remaining eggs should be
destroyed before the coming spring. There has been a
great improvement in the condition of Winchester the past
year, and little has been found in the centre of the town
during the past two years, although several bad colonies
were formerly known there.
Arlington,

In 1891 a few of the worst infested localities in the region
were found in Arlington, the woodland being infested, as
The moths were
as well as the open and cultivated land.
found scattered throughout the town. Since that time they
have been almost entirely cleared from the eastern part, but
in the woodland adjoining Lexington and Winchester there
remains considerable work to be done. An advance, however, has been made there from year to year.

Behnont.

Belmont was one of the towns found infested by the first
in 1890.
The first work done un-

Gypsy Moth Commission
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der the second commission was to enter and inspect a portion
of the town and to destroy what egg-chistcrs were found.

Many

them of
town which

colonies were immediately located, most of

several years' standing.

The inspection of

the

followed showed that the moths were not only distributed

along the roads and on the farms, but also in the woods.

Handicapped by insufficient means, we have found it impossible to do all the Avork required in some of the woodland
colonies, but most of them are in good condition.
Many of
the Belmont colonies have been exterminated.
There are
still several colonies in the town which need immediate
attention.

Cambridge.

One

large colony

was found

in

Cambridge

in 1890,

as to facilitate the distribution of the

over the city.

The search of

the city

made

in

which

moth
1891 showed

was so situated

moths had been scattered over most of the western
portion, as well as all about Harvard Square.
A few colonies have been found in Cambridgeport.
The work has resulted in a gradual improvement in the condition of the city,
so that now the moths have been exterminated from most of
the colonies originally known.
During the past year scat-

that the

tered caterpillars have been found, particularly in the western

part of the city.
tion at once, for

Cambridge should have a thorough inspecby careful work the moths there can soon

be exterminated.
Somerville.

In 1891 the moths were found scattered in colonies through-

They were in considnumbers in West Somerville. There has been a steady
improvement in the condition of the city. All the known
colonies have been carefully attended in 1896, and much
work has been done in covering holes in trees in infested
localities and preparing them for another season's work.
The moth has been exterminated in nearly all the known
out the greater portion of Somerville.
erable

colonies.

Chelsea.

Chelsea was found infested by the first commission in 1890.
There were some badly infested localities, and the moth colo-
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nies were found scattered generally al)out the city in 1391.

Most of the

colonies in Chelsea have been

spected during the fall,
have been found there.

The

exterminated

been entirely inand only a very few egg-clusters

within the last three years.

city has

Revere.

The

first

moths were

inspection of Revere, in 1891, showed that the
in all parts of the

marsh, where none were found.
years in Revere has been quite

town except upon the

The work of the
effective,

salt

past three

and only one egg-

cluster has been found there in the last inspection.

Saugus.

in

In the inspection of 1891 colonies of the moth were found
Saugus along the principal roads leading through the town

from Maiden, Melrose and Revere to Lynn and many other
colonies were found, not only in the village, but in the farming section of the town.
Careful inspection of the woods
was not made until later. The inspection of the woodlands
in Saugus and other central towns was always more or less
incomplete, on account of inadequate resources but colonies
were found in the woodlands during 1893, 1894 and 1895,
showing that these woodlands were more or less infested,
and in some cases the colonies were quite large. For lack
of sufiicient means we have not been able to do all the work
that was required in these colonies, and, as a consequence,
although a great deal of time has been expended on them and
they have been partially held in check, they have increased
;

;

and extended

their limits, so that they

now not only

threaten

Saugus woods, but to reinfest
Lynn, Salem, Swampscott and other places where the moth

to extend

still

farther into the

is

now

is

to be continued with

lute

nearly exterminated.

If the

work of extermination

any prospect of success, it is an absonecessity that the eggs in this woodland be destroyed

before the caterpillars hatch out in the spring.

be impossible to
appro})riation.

This

it

will

do without an immediate and adequate

Ko.
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Melrose.
1(SU1

Melrose was found to be considerably infested.

Many bad

colonies were found then and later in the villages

Ill

and woodlands. At the present time all the northern part
of the town has been carefully gone over, and very few
moths have been found. A large amount of work remains
to be done in the southern portion, especially in the woodlands, and much work might profitably be done there during
the present winter and the spring of 1897.
Careful inspection now begun should be continued and finished before the
eggs hatch in the spring.

Maiden.

The western portion of Maiden, being contiguous to that
moth was first introduced,
early became infested, and Edgeworth in 1891 was literally
overrun by the caterpillars. Much careful work was then
portion of Medford where the

done in destroying egg-clusters and caterpillars, and this has
been followed up year by year sufficiently to hold the moth
in check throughout the entire city.
Very little injury to
the foliage has been done since 1891, except in a few cases.
During the present year there was an outbreak in the southern

pumping station, where the
on about half an acre were more or less defoliated.
While the moths have been held in check in Maiden, even
in that portion of the city contained in the woodland of the
Middlesex Fells, they cannot be said to be exterminated
part of the city, near the city

trees

anywhere;

any colony
become reinfested. Maiden is in such a
condition, however, that, were sufficient means provided at
once to clear this and the neighboring towns, the moths
could be almost entirely exterminated from the city in one
cleared

is

for, as the city is generally infested,

likely to

year's time.

Everett.

The north-western portion of Everett, which is contiguous
Medford and Maiden, was badly infested by the moth in
1891, and moth colonies were scattered generally over the
city.
The work in the city in 1891 greatly improved its
to
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condition, which has since varied from time to time, accord-

ing to the amount of

work

1894 Everett was in very
to the pressure of

foir

that coukl be done there.

condition

;

In

but in 1895, owing

work elsewhere, comparatively

little

work

and the moths increased rapidly. During
summer
Everett has been burlapped, the burlaps
past
the
carefully attended and the infested localities examined during
the fall.
More caterpillars were taken there than in any

was done

there,

other city or town, and

it

is

now

in

much

better condition

than in 1895.

Medford.
]Medford, the original

home

of the gypsy

moth

much work was done
ins:

in this

and
Durdeal of careful work was

country, was found very badly infested from the

first,

there in the early part of 1891.

the w^inter of 1891-92 a o-reat

and everything possible with the resources
provided has been done there since. No burlap was put on
in Medford in 189G, on account of the lateness of the approbut the w^ork of 1895 was so well done that only
priation
here and there in the centres of population were the moths
troublesome in 189G. They have increased greatly, however,
This tract contains
in the Medford woods within two years.
a large part of the Middlesex Fells reservation and other
woodlands. This woodland centre has been necessarily more
or less neglected, owing to lack of means year by year to
attend properly to all the woodland in the infested terriDuring the past two years several swarms of the
tory.
moth have developed in the Medford woods, while many of
the older colonies have increased so rapidly as to menace all
In 1896 many trees were stripped
the surrounding country.
in two localities on the borders of the metropolitan park
Most of the men working in that section of
reservation.
the infested res-ion were concentrated in these woods durino;
the tirst of the autumn before the leaves had fallen from the
trees, and again in December, when the snow fall made the
inspection of outer towns and careful cleaning work there
During the winter of 1896-97 the work should
unprofitable.
be pushed to the utmost in these woods, otherwise there is
danger that considerable injury may be done in the metrodone

in the city,

;
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summer, and that the moths
by
may
means of vehicles driving
through the many roads which liave been recently opened
by the Metropolitan Park Commission.
polittm park reservatioD next

be

A

scattered

Summary

abroad

of the Present Condition of the Infested

Meg ion.

An
most

arl)itrary line

can

now be drawn,

enclosing the region

infested, w^hich will leave outside of

it

and surrounding

the centre about two-thirds of the region formerly
infested.

This outer region

of the moth.

is

known

as

nearly, if not entirely, cleared

If sufficient resources are

promptly provided

another year, I believe the moth can be cleared from

all this

In the central region there
are now only two large centres badly infested in the woodouter region in a year's time.

land, in place of three of about one thousand acres each
which were reported to the Legislature on Jan. 1, 1896.
The tract, comprising the woods of south-western Wolnirn,
eastern Lexington and western Winchester, is now in much
is offset by the
Medford and Saugus
are now in a worse condition than ever before, though all
has been done there that could be done with the delayed
and reduced appropriation. This unfavorable condition of
affairs requires a word of explanation.
When the work of extermination was begun by the Board
of Agriculture, in 1891, there were many infested localities
in the woodland in the outer towns.
These colonies were

better condition than last year.

fact that the great tracts of

This gain

woodland

in

particularly dangerous as moth-distributing centres, both
on account of their situation near the borders of the infested region and on lines of traffic and travel to non-infested
towns, and because of the character and extent of the woodland in which they were situated.
In 1891 and until within

two years some of these outer colonies were much more
infested than those in the central woodlands.

therefore had

first

to be given to preventing the

Attention

moths in

these colonies from occupying a larger area in these remote
difficult to extermiit would be
Furthermore, the work of exterminating these

woodlands, from which
nate them.
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colonies in the outer towns had to be done, if the spread of

towns outside the infested region was to be
work has been so well done in
colonies
that the moth has l)een exwoodland
outer
these
terminated from most of them, it has been impossible, with
the means at hand, to provide at the same time for the exthe

moth

into

prevented.

But, while the

termination of the

moth

in the colonies in the inner towns.

been simply a case of choosing the greater of two
The dangers of this enforced neglect have
evils to combat.
been realized, and the steady increase of the moth in the
central woodlands has been known, and, as you are aware,

It has

has been repeatedly pointed out.

While some of the colonies

in the outer

towns were

at first

moth dissemination, this
much
by the success of
eliminated
danger has now been largely
Yet a new
the work of extermination in those towns.
The
dano'er of distribution now overshadows all others.
facilities for the distribution of the moth from the central
to be feared as centres of

woodlands have greatly increased within the last six years,
or since the work of exterminating the gypsy moth was beStreets have been cut through many of them, and
gun.
The Metropolitan Park Commission has
building begun.
opened driveways and built boulevards, all of which form a
and people
network through the Middlesex Fells region
these
roads and
over
round-about
drive
from all the region
;

summer months, when the caterpillars
down from the trees. Electric car lines have

boulevards during the
are spinning

been opened along roads through the woods, connecting the
eastern cities with the central towns and cities, one line going
as far as Lowell.

There are now in the woods of these central towns probably
one million egg-clusters and, if by any delay of the appro;

priation for the

work of 1897,

these egg-clusters are allowed

from one hundred milWe have, theremillion
caterpillars.
hundred
lion to five
caterpillars be
the
fore, good grounds to fear that, should
to hatch, they will probably produce

allowed to hatch out in the spring, they will be spread
abroad, reinfecting those towns already cleared or nearly
so, and necessitating much of the work of the past five years
to be done over again.

This great danger can be averted
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and the moth stamped out in these woodlands only by the
immediate provision of ample means, which will insure the
destruction of the eggs before

The condition of
fested

may be

Brookline

is

of this place

May

1,

1897.

the towns which are or have been in-

quickly seen by a glance at the following

not included in this
is

list,

not yet finished.

Places formerly infested, not found infested in 1896.
Charlestown, Danvers, Nahant, Reading.

Places in

ivliich

list.

as the first inspection

— Beverly,

only One Locality has been found infested in 1896.

—

Roxbury, South Boston.

—

Other places in tvhich the Moth appears to be nearly exterminated.
Brighton, Burlington, Chelsea, Marblehead, Somerville, Swampscott,

Wakefiekl, Waltham, Watertown, Winthrop.
Places in which the Moth is

now found

only in Limited Areas.

—

Boston, East Boston, Lexington, Lynn, Lynnfield, Peabody.

Places Large Portions of tvhich have been cleared from
Cambridge, Revere, Salem, Saugus, Stoneham.

Places more or less generally
Maiden, Medford, Winchester.

infested.

the Moth,

—

— Arlington, Belmont, Everett,

Number of Employees

in 1896.

below do not fully represent the number
of employees enrolled on the pay roll, which at the height of
the season considerably exceeded three hundred, but give the
There are
number of those actually at work each week.
always some absentees, on account of sickness or leave of

The

figures given

absence.

Jan. 1-Jan 4,

384
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Burlapped,
SiJrayed,

567,025
4,327

.

Trimmed,
Scraped,
Cut,

90,820

929

.

132,391

.

Acres of bnishland and woodland cut and burned over,
Buildings
:

477

—

Inspected,

Found

to

24,764

be infested,

Wooden

fences

815

—

:

Inspected,

Found

to

43,917

be infested,

1,318

—

Stone walls
Inspected (rods),
:

Found

to

18,997

be infested.

Number

633

of each form of the

year by hand

:

—

moth destroyed during

Caterpillars,

the

1,808,105

Pupae,

441,899

Moths,

44,291

Hatched or infertile egg-clusters,
Unhatched and probably fertile egg-clusters.

31,501

.

•

884,928

The number of trees reported as inspected is not so large
number reported in 1895. This may be accounted for
by the reduction of the appropriation and the late date at
which it was granted, both of which made a thorough inspection impossible in 1896.
The number of trees found infested
in 1896 (57,723) is considerably less than the number found
infested in 1895 (76,794).
Y^et the reduction in the number
of infested trees in the region is more apparent than real,
as the

for, as it

has been impossible to inspect thoroughly as large

a portion of the field as was last year examined, there are

undoubtedly many trees in the woodland of the central
towns on which egsfs have been laid during the summer or
fall of 1896, which have not yet been examined and are
therefore not recorded.
There has been, however, a considerable gain, in that most of the infested places in the
outer towns have been cleared and, although the number of
;

trees actually infested this year

the

number

localities,

infested

last

may

possibly be as large as

year, they are mostly in

fewer

nearer the centre of the region, so that they can

be cleared at less expense than
the outer towns.

if

they were scattered through
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The numl)er of trees sprayed in 1896 is much larger than
number sprayed in 1895, for it had been demonstrated beyond all doubt that arsenate of lead could be
relied upon to destroy the moth.
Also, much of the spring
work having been left undone, the numbers of newly hatched
caterpillars made spraying necessary in many cases where it
would not have been done had the hatching been prevented.
the

Again, much of the spraying with arsenate of lead was done
in

wooded

localities,

where there were many trees to be

sprayed.

While the number of

caterpillars destroyed l)y burlapping

during 1895 was greater than the number killed in this way
in 1896, the

numbers of pupa? and moths destroyed

in

1896

more closely approached the figures of 1895, while the
number of egg-clusters destroyed in 1896 is greater than the
number of those destroyed in 1895. On account of the lateit was impossible to burlap all the
on account of the reduction in the size of the

ness of the appropriation,
trees, and,

appropriation, very

little

could be done in the

in the

summer

way

of killing caterpillars

most of the territory comprised in those towns where no burlap was put on.
Therefore, more moths matured and more eggs were consequently
laid in 1896 than in 1895.
This accounts for the difference
between the figures of the two years. Although a greater
number of egg-clusters has been destroyed this year than last
year, the number now existing in the woodland of the central towns is greater than the number reported destroyed.
in

False Alarms.

During 1896,

as in former years, reports of the presence

of supposed gypsy moths or of injury caused by them have

been received, both from towns within the infested region
and from other towns in the State but in no such case has
any evidence of the moth been found by our investigations
•,

outside the region previously

known

to be infested except in

Reports have
from other States. These have all been
investigated, and no evidence of the gypsy moth has been
Brookline, which adjoins the infested region.
also been received

found.

A view

showing trees stripped by the Gypsy Moth in Saugus woods.
From a photograph taken July 10, 1896.
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Towns and

Cities that

have been falsely reported as infested by the

Gypsy Moth

Massachusetts.
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some woodlands, which were

defoliated

were again stripped in 189G.
So far as observed, all pines which have been defoli-ated
for even one year have died, and some which have not been
in 1895, so that the trees

entirely defoliated are dying.

Where oaks have been

de-

two years in succession, a large proportion of them
In one locality in the large
are now either dead or dying.
forest park, controlled by the Lynn municipality, and known
as the "Lynn woods," where a small area of young trees,
mostly oaks, was stripped in 1896, many of them are either
dead or dying. In several localities in Saugus, where the
trees have been stripped for two years in succession, we find
There are several other localities where
the same condition.
trees appear to have been killed by total defoliation one
One of these where
season and partial defoliation the next.
the greatest injury was done was in the Lexington woods.
Thus we have demonstrated the fact, which has been hitherto
denied by some, that defoliation by Lepidopterous insects
may weaken and destroy deciduous trees.
The trees appear to die from the tops. The defoliated
limbs apparently sufi^er from sun-lmin or sun-scald, and this
condition is closely followed by the attacks of bark borers,
It is well
jScoIytidce, which still further weaken the tree.
foliated

known

that these insects frequently follow the leaf-eaters,

and they soon complete the destruction of the tree.
Judging by the foregoing observations, the danger to our
Should
forest and park reservations appears to be great.
the insect be allowed to increase and spread, the great cost
of protecting the forest growth would preclude any effort in
that direction by the great majority of land owners.
Unless the work of destroying the eggs of the moth in
woodlands of Medford, Saugus and other towns is
promptly provided for, much serious injur}^ may be done,
especially in the Middlesex Fells reservation, during the

the

coming year.

Methods used
It is not

extremely

from shade or

in

difficult to

fruit trees or

Forest Work.
exterminate the gypsy moth

from open or cultivated lands.

Althousrh the danijer of a distribution of the moth to a dis-
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not under ordinaiy circumstances as gfeat in wood-

is

land centres, remote from
the moths are

numerous

human

habitations, as

population, the cost of exterminative
greater and

more time

it is

wliere

in cuhivated lands or in centres of

is

work

in

woodlands

required for extermination.

is

If

woodland colonies are not " nipped in the bud," the increase
of the moth and its limited distribution go steadily on,
even though it be held in check by repressive measures, so
that it does not do any appreciable injury.
This comparatively slow but sure distribution over a large

greatly increases the ultimate cost of the
tion.

It is

more economical

woodhmd

area

work of extermina-

to expend, if necessary, a thou-

sand dollars at once in stamping out a woodland moth colony
while

even

is

it

smaller

confined within narrow limits, than to expend a

sum and allow

if its

increase

is

the

moth

to spread (which

it

will

do

partially checked), so that an expendi-

ture of thousands of dollars will be required year after year,

annually increasing, to merely hold

Where
quickest

way

to dispose of

it is

it

in check.

found in the woods, the
to cut all trees and burn the

a small isolated colony

is

underbrush and rubbish in the fall or winter. The ground
should then be burned over with crude oil once or twice in
the spring, about the time the

young

caterpillars hatch out.

Within the past two seasons an experiment of this kind has
been tried on a large scale on a wooded hillside, on the estate
of Mr. W. H. Winning, in Woburn.
The moths appeared
in the summer of 1895 in numbers sufficient to strip the
foliage from the trees on two tracts of an acre or more each.
A careful examination of the surrounding woods showed that
the moths had scattered over some fifteen acres in the immediate vicinity. The growth was largely oak and the trees
were from forty to sixty feet in height. All the trees and
undergrowth on an area of about ten acres were burned and
on the rest the wood was cut and marketed. The leaves
were raked up and burned in the fall of 1895, and in the
spring of 189G the ground was burned over.
Although the first burning in the spring swept the land so
that very little remained except stumps and ashes, a few
caterpillars appeared later around the edges of the burned
tract and fed for a time on the sprouts which sprang up after
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HeVe the ground was again burned over and the
moth was no doubt exterminated on this tract.
As much of the forest land now infested has been reserved
for water or park purposes, it has not been deemed expedient
to use this method elsewhere, except in small colonies, or in
Considerable
sproutland where the wood is of little value.
])urning, however, has been done in connection with clearing
waste land and in destroying the moth in certain situations
where other means of destruction are of less avail.
In badly infested localities in the woodlands which are
cleared to destroy the eggs, there is usually much debris on
the ground in the shape of dead leaves, broken pieces of
decayed branches, decayed stumps, bark, etc., on and among
which the eggs of the moth have been deposited by the
moths themselves, or scattered by other causes. Therefore,
even if the eggs on the trees are destroyed, the task is not
the

fire.

complete, for in such localities

many

scattered eggs will re-

main upon the ground, and, if they are unmolested until
hatching time, the young caterpillars will ascend the trees,
and injury, which varies according to circumstances, results.
If,

however, before hatching time the underbrush

is

cut,

piled and burned, the dry leaves and other debris raked
if afterward the ground is burned
most of the scattered eggs will be destroyed.
Even then, however, some may escape the burning, and
caterpillars will usually be found in the locality another

together and burned, and

over with

oil,

season.

A

more

successful

method

is

as follows

The eggs upon

:

the trees are treated with creosote or petroleum, and thus

destroyed early in the

fall.

and the dead limbs burned.
winter.
trees are

The undergrowth is cut away
The colony is then left for the

Just before the caterpillars hatch in the spring, the
l>anded with

stance which will

'
'

Raupenleim

" or

some other sub-

prevent the caterpillars ascending.

they hatch out they feed on whatever

may

As

be available on

when all the eggs have done hatching, the
ground is liurned over with the cyclone burner. This has
proved the speediest way to exterminate the moth in the
woods where the trees are left standing but examining the
trees and burning over the ground are very expensive
the ground, and

;
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and cultivated lands the de-

considered one of the most efficacious and

methods of

dealing- with the

moth,

this is not the case

badly infested woodlands, where, unless

in

fire is

also used,

by egg-killing, even at a great expense,
Yet in badly infested localities
is to partially check the evil.
all the eggs possible must be destroyed to prevent a great
increase and dissemination of the caterpillars, for their exthat can be done

all

pansive energy increases in proportion to their numbers.

There are two methods of coping with woodland colonies,
which, under certain conditions, have proved more effectual

These are spraying with arsenate of lead,
previously mentioned, and banding the trees with burlap.
Neither of these methods alone, however, can be depended
upon to exterminate, but either will dispose of most of the
moths. To secure extermination either of these methods
must be supplemented by others, such as egg-killing, cutting,

than egg-killing.

burning, etc., as circumstances
It is well

for the
little

may

require.

known that in 1891 spraying with Paris green
moth proved to be a partial failure, and very

gy ps}'

spraying was thereafter done until the discovery and

Spraying, however, has
used
over a large extent of
and
cannot
be
its disadvantages,
territory with results proportionate to the expense required.
There is only about one month of the year during which
the most effective spraying for the gypsy moth can be done.
This period is from about the 15th of May, when the larger
proportion of the caterpillars have hatched out and the foliage
successful use of arsenate of lead.

has reached a certain size, to about the 15th of June,

when

most of them have
reached an age when they will cluster under the burlap. If
within this short spraying season there are two or three
weeks of rainy weather, very little effective spraying can
be done, as the poison will not stay on the leaves unless

all

the caterpillars have appeared, and

they are dry when

it

is

sprayed on.

Therefore, although

may

be very effective in certain localities and in
The
certain seasons, it cannot always be depended upon.
spraying

makes necessary a great expenditure for
spraying apparatus, if the work is to be carried on over a
large area.
Furthermore, spraying must be done by comshort season also
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petent

men and

secure, for a

carefully watched,

month

and foremen competent to conduct a
work.

When

and

only, a sufficient

it

is

[Pub. Doc.
difficult to

number of workmen
great amount of this

the caterpillars begin to cluster, burlapping

done to advantage and
order that the burlaps

it

is

may

may be
In

certainly very effectual.
attract the largest

number of

it is necessary to at least remove the undergrowth and dead limbs from the ground. This should be
done, whatever method is adopted, for the undergrowth
facilitates the escape and distribution of the caterpillars.
In order to secure extermination in the woodland colonies,
the dead branches and loose bark must be removed from
certain trees, cavities must be closed, and a careful search
for eggs in the fall must follow burlapping or spraying.

caterpillars,

This search will then be a comparatively light task,

for, if

the burlaps are put on early and carefully attended, or

]f

the

have been successfiilly sprayed, comparatively few
moths will be left to deposit eggs. To guard against catertrees

from possible scattered eggs, the

pillars, resulting

trees

must

be burlapped the following year.
All these methods may be used in woodland, as circumstances require, and
best results

may

by a proper combination of them the

To secure
work must be preceded and sup-

be secured at the least expense.

extermination, however, the

plemented by a thorough and careful search for eggs, pupoe,
moths and caterpillars in their season, and it is by this search
that the final extermination of the

been secured and

moth

in

wood

colonies has

verified.

Birds which feed on the Gypsy Moth.

During the past few years observations which have been
native bird enemies of the gypsy moth have
given us a list of birds all of which are more or less useful
The list of
in destroying the moth in some of its forms.
increased
been
has
the
moth
upon
birds observed to feed
from year to year, as the moth has appeared in different
localities.
Wherever the moth swarms, some birds will be
found to feed upon it. When it appears in the woods, more

made on our
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appears

useful.

in the orcliards,

In the vicinity of

swamps or meadows about lakes or streams some of the birds
which frequent these localities are found feeding on it.
Where the moths are unusually numerous, the limited
number of birds cannot keep pace with the moths' increase,
and therefore can destroy only a small proportion of them
but when the moths are reduced in number by man, the lairds
;

are of great assistance in the

work of extermination.

Lists of birds found feeding on the gypsy moth have been

given in

my

annual reports from year to year.

published in the
the

names of

report

last

is

the

The list
most complete, and contains

thirty-eight birds.*

Beside the species contained in this

list,

the red-winged

black-bird (Ar/elaius jjhoeniceoiis, Linn.) and several species

of sparrows not identitied have been seen feeding on the

moth.

Most of the

caterpillars.

This

birds

is

named

in the list feed

upon the

rather surprising, and does not agree

with the generally accepted theory that birds do not eat
hairy caterpillars.

Were our

birds sufficiently protected,

they might become numerous enough to check materially
the increase of the moth.

Unfortunately, however, the most

useful birds are so persecuted that they are few in numliers

and consequently of little assistance.
In this country no
birds have been seen to eat the eggs of the moth, and careful
observations and experiments indicate that none of our native
birds will destroy them.
This must remain a serious drawback to the usefulness of native birds, unless they learn that
the eggs are good for food.
We also lack the larger species
of ground-frequenting birds, the unfledged young of which
feed largely on insect larvas.
The prairie chicken, wild
turkey and passenger pigeon have long since been exterminated from Massachusetts, and the larger wading birds are
not common in the worst infested region.
Although there
are a few grouse and quail, they are so persecuted by gunners
that they are not numerous enough to be of much assistance
in destroying the caterpillars, even if they eat them at all.
Although the caterpillars are exposed to the attacks of their
bird enemies upon the trees, only a few birds, like the tow» " The

Gypsy Moth," Forbush and Fernald, pages

207-208.
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brown thrush and some of the sparrows, seek for the
moths on the ground iu the woods, where they are enaliled
to conceal themselves and their eggs among the dead leaves.
I would recommend that an attempt be made to protect and
foster native birds in the Middlesex Fells reservation, and
hee,

that careful observations be

made

of the effect of this policy

on the gypsy moth and other injurious insects.
It has been suggested that European birds might be imported to destroy the eggs on the trees as well as the caterpillars

upon the ground.

I should not advise that this be

done, in the present state of our knowledge of the subject.

At a

session of the Congress of the

Union, held

at

American Ornithologists'

Cambridge, Nov. 12, 1896,

w^as the subject of discussion.

Among

the

this suggestion

members of

the

union are the most eminent ornithologists in the country.

Dr. J. A. Allen of the American

Museum

of Natural His-

New

York, said there was very little accurate information to be obtained on the question of the introduction of
birds, for no careful study had been made of the subject.
tory,

As

a matter of opinion, however, he believed

it

unwise to

attempt the importation of birds for the purpose.
He
thought the importation of the titmice, which are said to
eat the eggs of the

gypsy moth

in

Europe, would probably

result in fjiilure.

Dr. Elliot Coues of Washington said that experience had
demonstrated that the importation of animals from foreign
countries had been either costly failures or costly successes.

Such animals when introduced had ])ecome pests

in the

new

country, and he was strongly opposed to any' attempt at

introducing birds.

Other members followed

in the

same

strain.

It

seemed

to be the general opinion that either the imported species

would
of any

it became numerous enough to be
might become so numerous as to prove
a nuisance in some way.
Should any study of the enemies and parasites of the gypsy
moth be made abroad, it would be well to investigate there
the influence exerted by l)irds on the increase of the moth,
and to observe carefully the habits of such birds as may
be found to feed upon the moths' eggs. In this way we

die out, or that, if
assistance,

it

.
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might determine whether the usefulness of foreign birds in
this respect has been exaggerated or underestimated, and
form some judgment of the desirability of attempting their
importation

A

species of

Mongolian pheasant (Phasimiiis

torquaiiis)

has already been introduced under the auspices of the Fish

and

Game Commission

of Massachusetts, and the chairman

of the commission, Hon. E. A. Brackett, has been engaged in

propagating them for a year. Many are now at liberty, and
have been seen in the infested region. If they winter well,
there seems to be little doubt that the introduction will be
successful.
jNIr.

Brackett has observed that the

young pheasants

destroy the caterpillars of the gypsy moth, and, in

fact, all

which they are confined. He
our disposal a few of the pheasants

insects within the enclosure in

has offered to place at

and to furnish eggs for hatching another year, so that experiments may be made with the birds. This bird was introduced years ago into Oregon, Washington and British Columbia.
It is said to do very little harm, and as the young,
like the young of most land birds, are said to feed almost
entirely on insects, and as the bird is protected by law, it
may help to fill the gap among the enemies of injurious
insects which has been made by the wanton destruction of
our native gallinaceous birds.

The Co-operation of Property Owners.
During the past

six years a disposition to co-operate with

the agents of the State Board of Agriculture in the

work of

exterminating the gypsy moth has steadily increased

In some

among

where the moths have
property owners.
done considerable damage in the past, the property owners
or residents have assisted by killing caterpillars under the
burlaps during the summer months, and some have assisted in
Notable among these are Gen. S. C. Lawrence
other ways.
and 3klr. Walter Wright, both of ]Medford Messrs. Samuel
and Richard Hawkes of Saugus and Mr. Barthold Schlesinlocalities

;

;

ger of Brookline.

farm and a

larire

General Lawrence, who owns a sixty-acre
tract of woodland near the Middlesex Fells

396
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employed men

4.

in trimming-

out the undergrowth in the infested woods and destroying
the caterpillars by burning, burlapping and spraying.

He

has also destroyed a great number of eggs.

During the
past summer several men in his employ have been engaged
on his estate in killing caterpillars under burlaps in infested
woodland, and have much reduced the number of caterpillars in these localities.
Mr. Walter Wright, whose estate
neither so large nor so much infested as that of General
Lawrence, has treated many egg-clusters upon both his home
and woodland property, and has burlapped the trees, employMr.
ing a man in killing caterpillars under the burlap.
Samuel Hawkes, who owns a large tract of infested wood-

is

land in Saugus, has spent

gypsy moth

much time

in searching for the-

woodlands, and has cut some tracts of
has also given the agents of the Board

in these

infested trees.

He

information which has been of assistance to them in their

Mr. Schlesinger, w^ho owns a large estate in Brookon which a colony of moths was found this year, has
directed his gardener and the men under him to assist the
agents of the Board in every way possible, and these men
destroyed many of the difierent forms of the moth and
The gentlemen who have given
assisted in other ways.
most assistance, as described above, are owners of large
property, and are better able to protect their estates from the
ravages of the moth than are most of our farmers and other
owners of smaller or less valuable holdings. The poor man
who rents or owns a small place has neither time nor means
work.
line,

and a farmer ^yith an
woodland would better
once than spend his substance in fight-

to check the ravages of the

orchard, garden and

give up his

home

at

many

moth

;

acres of

ing the gypsy moth.
Respectfully submitted,

E. H.

FORBUSH.

APPE:^rDix
Notes on Predaceous Insects which attack the Gypsy Moth.

insects were prepared by my
from studies and observations which were made both in the
and in the insectary during the summer of 189(3.

The following papers on predaceous
assistants
field

C. H.

FERNALD.

f

KoTES ON THK Life History axd Habits of
Cektaix Predaceous Heteroptera.
A. H. KiRKLAND, M.S., Assistant Entomologist to tub Committee on the Gypsy
Moth, Insects and Birds.

PODISUS PLACIDUS

(Ulll.).

This interesting little Hemipteron, whose predaceous habits
were first recorded by Saunders,* has been repeatedly taken
during the past year while feeding upon the larvae and occasionally puptfi of the gypsy moth.
In habits and in the
appearance of the early stages this insect closely resembles
P. serieventris, whose life history we have given elsewhere.

During the summer months of the past year specimens of
P. pJacidus were taken on a great variety of trees and
bushes, their distribution in this respect being governed by
the presence or absence of the insects on which they feed.
The imagoes of the fall brood hibernate and in this region
make their appearance about the middle of May. At this
time the males considerably outnumber the females. In
common with P. serieventris this species is a formidable
enemy of the tent caterpillar (^Olif^iocampa americana) and
,

this latter insect generally furnishes the first

of the season for these bugs.

food supply

P, placidus shows a greater

proclivity for entering the wel)S of the tent caterpillar than

does P. serieventris, possibly because the shape of

its

body

an entrance into the web,
since the humeral processes do not project to such a degree
renders

it

])etter able to force

as in the latter species.

A

fortnight or

more

is

spent in feeding before the eggs

are laid, although the sexes are frequently found in coitu

soon after emerging from hibernation.
* Can. Ent., Vol.

t

2,

pp

15-95.

Report Entomological

"The Gypsy Moth," Forbush and

Egg-laying takes
Societj-, Ontario, 1871,

Fernald, 1896, p. 395.

p 31.

;
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place in from three to ten days after pairing, depending

upon the temperature, warm weather hastening and cold
weather retarding this process. Each female deposits from
two to four effg-clusters at intervals rano-ins; from a few
hours to three days.

The Egg.

— The general appearance

of the egg (Plate

1,

Fig. 1) so closely resembles that of P. serieveniris, both in
size

and markings, that the separation of the species in this
is extremely difficult.
The eggs are deposited in clus-

stage
ters

composed of a

single layer.

From

ten to thirty-five

eggs are placed in a cluster, each egg resting on its smaller
end, and connected with the adjacent eggs by means of a

The form of the Qgg

varnish-like cement.

is

nearly ellip-

toward the lower end, but not as
caldron-shaped as in P. sen'eventris. Lengih, 1 mm. width,
.8 mm.
Top slightly flattened, and surrounded by a row of
ten or twelve capitate spines, arranged around the margin
of a circular cap.
The surface of the egg is covered with
minute spiny projections, not abundant at the lower end of
the egg.
When first laid the eggs have a pearly white
color which soon changes to a deep bronze.
The period of
soidal, slightly tapering

;

inculcation extends over eight or ten days, according to the

The

temperature.

pushed

circular cap at the top of the

young bug

off l)y the

egg

is

at the time of hatching, but

usually remains attached at one point.

— The

newly hatched bug (Plate 1, Fig. 2)
Form ovate. Head and thorax dark
is 1.7 mm. in length.
The head is much wider
seal brown, abdomen vermilion.
than long, closely appressed to the prothorax, and bears
large compound eyes, which, from their relative size, are
First Stage.

AntenntB four jointed, basal joint stout,
Second
nearly concealed beneath the margin of the head.
third
joint cylindrical, three times as long as basal joint
joint cylindrical, three-fourths as long as second joint
quite cons])icuous.

;

fourth joint one-half longer than second joint and consider-

ably dilated

minal joint

;

is

all

the joints bear scattering hairs.

seal

copper colored.

brown

The

ter-

in color, the other joints being

Kq.
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is dark brown with a faint median sulcus.
margin of the meta-thorax is tinged with red.
Immediately behind the posterior angles of the thorax, on
each side, is a small dark-brown wedge-shaped spot, arising
from the outer margin of the abdomen. Following this spot
and extending on either side to the anus there is a border
of semi-elliptical spots of similar color, one spot on each
segment. At the anus there are three small markings of
On some specimens, bordering the interior
the same color.
margins of the dark-brown spots, there is a faint undulating
white line extending around the abdomen. On the dorsum
of the abdomen, about equi-distant from each other and the

The thorax

Tlie posterior

posterior margins, are two transverse copper-colored spots.
Between the anterior of these spots and the thorax there
are two narrow transverse markings of similar color.
Under surface of the abdomen reddish brown legs of
similar color, but somewhat darker.
Tarsi two jointed.
Beak extending to hind coxae, of same color as legs. In
this stage these insects are in general phyllophagous.
The
;

first

molt takes place in about seven or eight days.

—

Second Stage.
(Plate 1, Fig. 3.)
Length, 3 mm.
General form same as in preceding stage, except that the
head is quadrate and the abdomen larger in proportion to
the size of the head and thorax.
These latter are pitchy
l)lack in this stage.

joint,

which

is

With the exception
much darker and

shorter,

of the terminal
less dilated, the

joints of the antennte retain their relative length.

The abdomen is dark red. Marginal spots black and
bordered on the inner margin with white. Behind the
thorax on the dorsum of the abdomen are two lar^e transverse

dark-brown spots, which in some specimens are

nearly fused together.

Posterior to these spots are two

smaller transverse markings of similar color.

Under

sur-

head and thorax dark brown. Legs and beak of the
same color. Abdomen same color as upper surface. In
this stage the insect develops predaceous habits.
The
second molt takes place in about twelve days.
face of

—

Third Stage.
Length, 5 mm.
(Plate 1, Fig. 4.)
General form of l)ody as in preceding stage, but the head
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not quite as large in proportion to the rest of the body.

Head

Antennas black,

black, eyes quite prominent.

joint stout, projecting al)out one-third of its length

l)asal

beyond

Second joint four times as long as

the margin of the head.

basal joint, cylindrical, slightly dilated at the outer end.

Third and fourth joints aliout two-thirds as long as second
joint.
Fourth joint slightly dilated, but not as much as in
the preceding stage.

Thorax entirely
cream-white

line.

margined by a distinct white or
The color of the thorax and the white

l)lack,

margin distinguishes the insect in this stage from the corAbdomen of same
responding stage of P. serieventris.
color and with similar markings as in preceding stage,
except that o.f the four dorsal spots the two middle ones are
the largest, the anterior and posterior spots being narrowed
Colors of under surface and legs as in pretransversely.
ceding stage. In this stage, as well as those which follow,
the insect

is

almost entirely predaceous.

—

(Phite 1, Fig. 5.)
Fourth Stage..
Length, 7 mm.
Head, thorax, wing-pads and scutellum intense pitchy black.
Joints of antenntB as in third stage basal and second joints
seal brown, third and fourth joints black.
Thorax margined with white, as in preceding stage. Both the marginal
and dorsal S})ots of the abdomen are closely appressed.
Across the dark-red ground color of the abdomen fine white
transverse lines connect the lateral and dorsal spots. The
same variation in color ol^served in P. serieventris also occurs here, and in some specimens the white lines predomi;

abdomen a light
body yellowish
median
On
the
line
near
end
of the abdomen
brown.
the
Femora
are three small, somewhat circular black spots.
straw colored, marked longitudinally with brown; tibiae
of same color at junction with femora, shading downward
Tarsi dark brown varying to
to a dark seal l)rown.
nate to such an extent as to give the
striped

appearance.

Under

surface

of

black.

In this stage the insects feed voraciously. The fourth
last molt, in specimens under observation, took place
in about twenty-two days from the preceding molt, but I

and

;

No.
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think under natural conditions the period spent in this stage

would be somewhat
I

shorter.

my disposal

have been unable to find in the literature at

any description of the imago of

this species,

and

it

seems

doubtful if such a description has been heretofore published.

At my request Prof. P. E. Uhlcr has kindly prepared,

for

publication in this connection, the following characterization of the species

:

—

Fodisus placidus Vhler.

and more oval

— (Plate

Fig. 6.)

1,

" Of a narrower
head somewhat

foi-m tlian P. serieventris, with a

tapering anteriorly, and rounded at tip instead of being truncated,

and with the humeral angles rounded
prominent.

off and very moderately
Color pale testaceous, stained with pale bi'own and

punctate with darker brown.

Head much longer than

pressed, remoteh^ punctate, the edge retlexed, brown;

wide, de-

each side

is a slender brown line which is triangularly expanded
on the base of the vertex occipital margin dark brown in the
a pale callous line
middle, pale and narrowly callous each side
throat whitish testaceous
extends back from each ocellus

of tylus

;

;

;

cheeks with a slender black line before each eye

bordered with testaceous behind
base and ou the two last joints

;

eyes brown,

antenuaj pale brown, paler at

;

the basal joint testaceous, very

;

short, the second longest, third scarcel}^

more than

half the length

of the second, fourth about three-fourths as long as the second,
fifth

a

little

shorter than the fourth

ceous, reaching

upon

;

rostrum stout, pale testa-

the posterior coxa?, the apical joint narrow,

about as long as the preceding one, brown.

Pronotum with

the

margin narrowly callous,
pale ivory yellow, and witli a few indented points and small teeth
the submargin with a brown line, surface with
before the middle
wavy, transverse pale lines between the pale brown marbling,
more generally brown behind the middle posthumeral margins
anterior margin callous, having a small group
slightly sinuated
of coarse punctures behind each eye
punctures sunken, brown,
mostly not close together in the transverse series
posterior margin ti'uncate.
Scutellum long, bluntly rounded and margined
with white at tip, punctures in short transverse series, grouped in
about three spots at base. Corium slenderly bordered with pale
testaceous, more broadly covered with brown at base and ou the
disk, the veins posteriorly yellow
membrane pale bronze. Legs
minutely speckled with red, the tibiae and tai'si a little stained with
brown. Under side finely punctate, the sternum with two series
sides straighter than usual, the lateral

;

;

;

;

;

;

404
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Couuexivum depressed, punctate, the outer edge
marked with two black points at each

ivory white, callous and
incisure of the segments

points more linear.

;

the upper surface yellow, with the black

Length

Width of pronotum, 4| to
" Through the kindness

to

end of abdomen, 8^ to lOi

mm.
of many

mm.

6

friends, I have

had the oppor-

tunity to examine specimens from the provinces of Quebec, Onta-

and Columbia, in British America, from nearly all of the New
England States, Ijesides Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and Colorado.
The genital segment of the male is deeply excavated, and with
two short processes on the middle. The tergum is often bright
red, which color becomes brownish in more mature specimens.
The humeral angle is usually more or less black. In some specimens there is a series of minute black dots each side of the venter,
and a feAV obscure spots distributed over the ventral surface."
rio

There are undoubtedly two annual l)roods of the insect
and it seems probable that in especially
favorable seasons there may be three broods.
The nymphs and imagoes of this species fraternize with
those of jP. .serieventriSf although this appears to be wholly
accidental, and depending upon food supp]}^
I have found
in this locality,

I*, placidus feeding upon the larvse of JSuvanessa antwjja,
Hyphantria cunea, Orgyia Jeucostigma^ 0. dejinifa, Clisiocampa americana (previously mentioned), C. disslria and a
small, undetermined saw-fly larva common on oaks.
One must note with regret that this decidedly beneficial
little insect, which destroys so many injurious species, is
preyed upon by two spiders which are common occupants
of tent caterpillar webs, Ejieira strix Hentz and JF^hidijypKS

77mUiformis 'Em.*

Dendrocoris HuiNiERALisf (Uhl.) (Plate

2,

Fig. 8).

This small Pentatomid was originally described by Prof.
P. R. Uhler (Bulletin United States Geological Survey,

XIV., page 399) under the genus Liotropis.^ According to Montandon, this generic name is preoccupied
(Uliler in litt.), and the insect should lie placed in the
Art.

genus Dendrocoris.

The specimens from which the

* These spiders were kindly identified by Mr.
t Identified by Prof. P. R. Uhler.

J.

H. Emertou.

original

No.
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description was prepared were taken in Massachusetts,

Jersey, Maryland and Colorado, and from

New

wide distribution and occurrence on many plants the opinion was expressed that the species was predaceous in habits. That
such is the case our observations of the past two years
afford ample evidence.
We have repeatedly found this
diminutive Hemipteron engaged in destroying tent caterpillars, and on several occasions have taken it in the act of
feeding upon gypsy moth larvae.
While as yet we have been unable to rear this species
through its transformations, the dates of our captures of
nymphs and imagoes lead us to the opinion that the insect
is double-brooded, and doubtless hibernates in the imago
its

state.

—

Description of Full-grown JSTijm^ih.
(Plate 2, Fig. 7.)
Length, 5 to 6 mm. Body broad, very compact. Head
somewhat sunken in prothorax, deeply cleft in front, thickly

dotted with reddish brown and margined with black. A
very short and very blunt spine projects laterally in front
Eyes dark brown, Iwrdered posteriorly with
of either eye.
Prothorax thickly punctured with dark
sordid yellow.
brown except at lateral margins, which are of a pale yellow
color.
At the humeral angles the dots are aggregated into
Scutellum and wing-pads of
a dark brown or black spot.
the same color as prothorax, except that the outer anterior

part

wing-pad

of each

is

marked with reddish yellow.

Abdomen pale yellow, heavily dotted with vermilion.
On the lateral margins of each abdominal segment there is
a semi-elliptical black spot, which

is

divided by a narrow

yellow band extending parallel to the margin. On the dorsum are five transverse black spots, each of the three anterior being divided transversely

by

The spot

a ^^ellow line.

the secis quite narrow
ond and third spots are large and prominent the fourth and

immediately behind the scutellum

;

;

fifth

scarcely

Under

more than

short transverse l)lack lines.

surfoce of head and thorax

bordered with black.

There

base of each antenna.

Abdomen

as

upper surface.

is

amber yellow, heavily

a small white spot at the

of the same general color

Antenna? dark brown throughout

;

first

;
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margin of the head

joint stout, scarcely reaching the

ond

[Pub. Doc.

joint over three times as long as hasal joint

;

sec-

third and

;

fourth joints each about one-half as long as second joint.

Legs pale amber, darkening

on

to l)rown

til)i;e

tarsi

;

dark

brovrn.

widely distributed throughout the region
infested by the gypsy moth, but does not occur in such
This species

is

numbers as do

its allies in the genus JPodisus.
I have taken
specimens in Medford, Maiden, Saugus and Revere, while
Professor Uhler records it from Andover, Lynn and

Charlestown.

EuscHiSTUs POLiTus

A

rare

member

UTil. (Plate 2, Fig. 12).

of our heteropterous fauna

a

is

summer, had

JEuschistus, which, previous to the past

small
])een

occasionally taken under such circumstances as to give the

impression that

it

Specimens

possesses predatory habits.

of the insect submitted to Prof. P. R. Uliler were considered

by him

to be

new

to science, and at

my

request he has very

kindly prepared the following description
Euschistus 2wUtus.

New

sp.

— " Pale

:

—

dull fulvous,

or rufo-

fulvous, suboval, with the humeral angles almost rounded and

very moderately proininent.

Head narrow,

as

iu

E.

tristirpnus

Say, deeply and finely punctate, the tylus prominent at tip and a
little

longer than the lateral lobes, the lateral lobes deeply siuu-

ated,,

with the outer margin blackish.

the eye to base of antenuffi
ish

;

the basal

;

joint short,

;

black line extends from

hardly reaching the apex of head,

marked with a few black points
longer than the second

A

antennae (Plate 2, Fig. 13) clay yellow-

;

second joint longer

fourth longer, dusk}^ at tip
blackish

longer than the fonrth, fusiform,

;

;

third a little
fifth a little

excepting at base

rostrum pale testaceous, slender, with the sette piceous, reaching
Prouotum much wider than long, polished,
the lateral margins very
closely and finely punctate with brown

to the posterior coxoe.

;

slightly sinuated, smooth, ivory white

humeral angles triangularly rounded
straight.

An

obsolete, callous,

;

;

the submargins blackish

;

posthumeral margins almost

imperfect curved line

extends

Scutellum narrow and bluntly
between the humeral angles.
rounded at tip, where it is also slenderly margined with white
Wing-covers
the surface is less densely punctate in small spots.
;

(Plate 2, Fig. 14) closely punctate

;

membrane

a

little

brownish.
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the veius and nuinerous dots darker brown.

Legs pale yellow,
Beneath pale greenish, finely punctate, highly polished, the pleura3 witli a row of fine black dots,
and an extra dot outwardly connexivum acute, the intersegmental
sutures indented and marked with a black dot.
Tergum black,

remotely dotted with brown.

;

the sutures, exteriorly, with a double black spot.

mm.

of abdomen, 9 to 10

Width

Length

of pronotum, 5^ to 6

to

end

mm.

A

pair of these insects taken in Massachusetts have been kindly

me by Mr. A. H. Kirkland. Other specimens have been
me for examination from Rhode Island, Pennsylvania and

given to
sent to

Columbia. I have found it once, July 4, in a
sandy pine woods district in southern Maryland. Only a few
specimens have thus far been reported. It seems to be of rather
the District of

uncommon

occurrence."

A

female of this species, confined in a small breeding
cage with larvte of Porthetria dispar (L.) and a number of
oak leaves, deposited a cluster of thirteen eggs upon the

under side of a

June 21, 1896. The eggs were placed
Very unfortunately they proved unfer-

leaf,

in a single layer.
tile,

so that I

was disappointed

(Plate 2, Fig. 11)

may

The

is

a

Length,

1

mm.

;

:

—

width,

The
.8

ego-

mm.

upper and lower ends being
Around the cap at the upper end of

row of

delicate, elongated, club-shaped spines.

surface of the egg

spines,

anticipation of beino-

early stages.

cylindrical, the

abruptly flattened.
the egg

its

be described as follows

Color, pearly white.

Form, nearly

my

in

able to carry the species through

is

covered with small single blunt

between which are

numerous similar spines of

microscopic dimensions.

During the past summer

I

have been able to establish

predaceous upon the larvoe of
the gypsy moth, thus making an addition to the list of the

the fact that this species

is

natural enemies of this insect.

moth

it is

structure of the beak I
is

more of

As an enemy of

the gypsy

of only minor importance, and from the slender

am

led to believe that the insect

a plant feeder than an insect destroyer.
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DiPLODUS LURIDUS

The members of

*

[Pub. Doc.

(Stal).

the group of insects to which this species

belongs possess such marked predaceous habits that they
have received the very appropriate name of "assassin
bugs. "

The

species mider consideration

one of the most

is

rapacious of our predaceous bugs, and, while occurring in
but limited numbers, its great activity and almost abnormal
appetite render
insect

it

a formidable

On May

12, 1896, I

to several forms of

took a nearly full-grown

the act of feeding upon

An

enemy

life.

a partly

grown

nymph

in

tent caterpillar.

showed
work of destroying

inspection of the tree in the vicinity of the wel)

nymphs engaged
the caterpillars. The nymphs
several other

in the

did not enter the wel)s of

do some of our predaceous Pentatomids,
their
attentions
to such larvae as were more or
but devoted
One of
less isolated and at some distance from the web.
these nymphs was reared upon tent caterpillars until May
18, when it assumed the mature form.
Later in the season several imagoes of this species were

this caterpillar, as

found attacking gypsy moth larva?, as well as those of
Glisiocampa amerieana. From a female confined in a })reeding cage with at male imago from June 5 to 10 I obtained
June 12 a cluster of thirty-four eggs, which were laid in a
compact mass (Plate 2, Fig. 1) shaped like the frustum
of a cone. f The eggs were closely cemented together and
to the surface on which they were deposited, and could only
be separated with difliculty. The eggs (Plate 2, Fig. 2)
may be described as follows
Length, 1.9 mm. width at base, .4 mm. at top, .3 mm.
somewhat curved, widest and rounded at the base, truncate
The eggs forming the outer layer are of a
at the top.
burnt sienna color, those on the inside being of a pale
amber. The upper end of the eggs is of a pale yellowish
color, and bears immediately within the circumference a
:

;

—

;

;

* For the identification of the species I am indebted to the kindness of Prof. P.
R. Uhler.
t Mr. Robert A. Cooley, assistant entomologist, Massachusetts Hatch Experiment
Station, informs me that he has found the eggs of this insect attached to the imder
surface of leaves of Ostrya virginica and Bctula lenta.
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narrow, circular, dark-brown hand, while at the centre there
The areas covered by the circle
is a small dark-brown dot.

and dot are depressed. Embryonic development was apparent June 22, and on June 29 the eggs hatched.

—

First JStage.

(F\iitQ 2, Fig.

bug, with legs and antennse

The newly hatched

3.)

much

longer than the body,

presents indeed a most uniqua appearance.
the

nymph

feeds readily on aphids, and does not hesitate to

attack insects considerably larger than

body, 2

In this stage

mm.

of antemife,

;

mm.

4

;

Length of

itself.

general color pale

amber, darkening after the insect has taken food. Head
large in proportion to the rest of the body, projecting
transverse groove crosses the
between the antennse.

A

Beak reaching

head behind the dark-red eyes.

to the

Basal joint of the filiform antennae as long

anterior coxte.

These latter are of nearly equal
Thorax somewhat longer than either head or
abdomen, with lateral projections on each segment. Legs
long and very slender. Abdomen compact, sparsely hairy,

as the three outer joints.
length.

with well-defined segmentation.
The young bugs were reared on aphids found on GoryOn July 3 nearly
dcdis glauca and Hammamelis virginana.

had passed the

all

Second Stage.

molt.

first

— Length, 2.6 mm.

than in preceding stage.

Form

General color darker

similar, but

abdomen much

longer in proportion to the rest of the body than in
stage.

Most unfortunately

passing the

first

molt.

all

the

In this

nymphs died soon
stage the nymphs

first

after
first

showed the habit so common to the imago, of raising the
fore legs above the head upon the slightest disturbance.
The insects were apparently able to walk as well with Ijut
four legs as with six.

Full-grown
4.)

JSTi/mpli

Length, 11

green, faintly

;

Fourth (?) Stage.

mm. Body

slender, elongated

marked with brown.

at the eyes, the latter

the eyes the head

is

— (Plate
;

2, Fig.

color light

Head narrow, widest

being of a brick-red color.
shaded with reddish brown.

Behind
Thorax

;
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short, with well-developed scutellum.
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Wing-pads extend-

ing about one-third the length of abdomen.

Abdomen

widened at the middle with lateral flanges developing with
the approach of maturity.
Near the posterior margins of
the dorsum of each abdominal segment there is a faint reddish-brown spot, from which a light line extends forward
on either side to the anterior margin, then bends at an acute
angle and runs backward to the posterior angles of the segment. Antennae filiform. Legs slender, anterior pair the
stoutest; tarsi brown; claws dark brown.

—

Imago.
This species, along with a number of Mexican
Hemiptera, was originally described by Stal in 1862 (Stettiner Entomologische Zeitung, 23 jahrgang, page 452) as
Zelus lurklus, from Carolinian examples. Uhler, in his
check list of the Hemiptera Heteroptera of North America
(1886), places the species in the genus DvpJodus, as established

by Amyot and

(1843), page 370.

Serville in their

"Hemipteres"

Lethierry and Severin, in their " Cata-

logue general des Hemipteres" (1896), have replaced the
species in the genus Zelus.
The sexual dimorphism existing in this species is

worthy of note

;

unless otherwise

informed, one might readily believe that the sexes of this
insect represent diflerent species.

— (Plate

Length, 13 mm. Body nearly
2, Fig. 5.)
dark brown, varying to black on the upper surface.
Head narrow, elongated, and projecting to a blunt point
31ale.

linear,

between the bases of the

First joint of

filiform antennae.

the antenna? dilated at base, slender, and of about the same

length as that of the head and thorax taken together

second joint one-third as long as
two-thirds as long as
length as second.

first

;

first

;

third joint over

fourth joint about the same

Eyes prominent, dark reddish brown

prominences of
the head, which is widened at this place. Base of head
smooth and shining. Prothorax dark brown, varying to
ocelli large, in rear of the eyes

on

slight

black, rounded posteriorly and with a very small blunt

black spine at the posterior angles.

Two

semi-lunar de-

pressions extend inward from indentations in the sides of
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whence a similar
depression leads forward to the anterior margin. The areas
Scutellum dark brown or
thus included are slightly raised.
black, tipped with pale yellow.
Wings dark brown.
Under side of head and thorax and tip of abdomen pale
sulphur yellow. Remainder of abdomen sordid yellow,
darkest anteriorly. Beak yellow, brown at tip, reaching
nearly to anterior cox«. Legs slender coxfe of same color
femora of same color at base, darkening outas thorax
wardly. A narrow dark-brown band encircles the femora
near their junction with the tibia?. Tibice and tarsi dark
brown.
the prothorax and meet at the dorsal line,

;

;

— (Plate

Length, 15 mm. Body
2, Fig. 6.)
and stouter than the male. Head pale l^rown
in front of the eyes, but darker posteriorly.
Thorax,
scutellum and wings light yellowish brown.
Posterior
thoracic angles acute, tipped with a stout black spine.
Under surface as in male. AntennnB pale brown, darker
at joints.
Legs pale brown ; femora without bands ; tarsi
dark brown.
Female.

much

lighter
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Notes ox Certain Coeeoptera kxowx to
ATTACK THE GYPSY MOTII.*
A. F. Burgess, B.S.

Among

the natural insect enemies of the gypsy

moth

in

certain Hemiptera, the predaceous
and,
Coleoptera should undoubtedly be given a place
although the latter species are not as beneficial as the Hy-

this country, next to

;

menopterous and Dipterous parasites in controlling some
of our common injurious insects, their work with reference
to the gypsy moth seems to warrant their occupying this
prominent position. The most important of the beetles
known to attack the gypsy moth are members of the family
Carabidse belonging to the genera Calosoma and Harimlus,
and, on account of their voracity, size and rapid movements, have long been recognized as formidable enemies to
Lepidopterous larvse. They grasp their prey with the
sharp mandibles, the favorite place being along some of
the dorsal segments, and, after tearing

away

the integu-

ment, suck up the internal contents. As a rule they do not
seem to show any particular preference as to their food,
since almost all our injurious caterpillars, cut-worms, etc.,
are attacked by

them

to a greater or less extent, as

dantly shown by reports on

is

abun-

l)eneficial insects.

Another factor which makes the work of these beetles
especially important is the predaceous habits of their larva;,
which have been known to feed on both the eggs and the
young caterpillars of the gypsy moth. Previous to 1896
the following beetles had been found attacking the gypsy

moth

larvae in the field

:

—

* The studies forming the basis of this paper were made at the experiment staand insectary of the gypsy moth committee during the summer of 1896. The
description of the different stages and the drawings illustrating the same were completed at the entomological laboratory of the Massachusetts Agricultural College,
under the direction of Prof. C. H. Fernald, entomologist to the committee.
tion
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Calosoma scrutator (Fab.), Ccdosoma frigidum Kirby,
Calosoma calidmn (Fab.), Harpalus caliginosus Say., IlarpaThe
lus pennsylvanicus (DeG.), Cicindela G-guttata Fal).*
larvae of two species of ITarpcdus have been reported by
Mr. C. H. Rowe as feeding on yoiinp;: gyps}^ moth caterPlatynus limbaius (Say.) has been found feeding
pillars.
on the pupse in the field, Dermestes lardarius Linn., reared
from pupae, and Pthins bninnens Duft., reared from the
Several undetermined beetle larvae have also
esfof-clusters.
been found feeding on the eggs.j
No new species have been found this year attacking the
gypsy moth, but the life histories and habits of some of the
more important of these beneficial insects have been investigated, with a view to obtaining a more accurate knowledge

The

of the conditions favorable to their multi]ilication.

following pages contain the points of interest learned con-

cerning these beetles, together with notes on the
ries of

life

histo-

Calosoma frigidum and O. calidum.

—

The species of Calosoma and Harpalus
Distribution.
above mentioned are as a rule quite generally distributed
throughout the infested district, although they occur chiefly
in sections to which,

by reason of

they are particularly adapted.
scrutator is the least
its

Its

their peculiar habits,

these species, Calosoma

common, no doubt,

large size, brilliant color

more

it

Of

susceptible to the attacks of

occurrence

am informed
calidum,

is

for the reason that

and clumsy movements render

limited chiefly to

its

various enemies.

wood and brush land.

I

that the Ccdosomas, especially scriUator and

are very abundant

water at Belmont, N.

J., so

in

much

brushland near the
so that

it is

very

salt

common

for visitors to catch the brilliantly colored scriUator

and

wear it as an ornament. The occurrence of this species, in
eastern Massachusetts at least, is more limited, and it is
considered by many local collectors as a very rare beetle.
Calosoma frigidum is much more common, and is found
in orchards
* Reported

where the grass has not been

bj^

Mr. Samuel Ilenshaw, Bulletin Xo.

26,

cut, in

wood and

U. S. Dept. Agri. Div-

Ent., page 75

t " The Gypsy Moth," Forbush and Fernald, pages 38 i and 385.
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brush land and I have taken specimens in the early summer (June 4) on the trunks of the large street elms in the
city of Medford.
Seven specimens of this insect were
also taken by Mr. C. E. Bailey and myself in a small orchard
;

same

These

were running al^out at the
roots of the tall grass at some little distance from the trees.
Judging from the experience this season, it would seem
in the

that,

city.

latter

although this species

is

much more abundant, than

scrutator, its distribution is local rather

the case with calidum.

The

latter,

fiery caterpillar hunter, is the

very frequently found

The two

than general, as

popularly

most common

in thickly

known

species,

is

as the

and

is

populated sections.

species of Ilarj}alus are

common

in cultivated

land, and are often found under stones or rubbish in past-

ures and to a

more

The mem-

limited extent in woodland.

bers of the group Carabidte occur in localities where there
is

either natural or artificial protection.

This

is

especially

wooded areas, where there is good forest cover
and a moderate amount of moisture. A stone wall often
furnishes them an excellent place of shelter, and it is not
uncommon to find them when tearing down walls in the
noticeable in

early spring.

One very

significant fact has

been noted

this year, viz.,

that in localities where the beetles had been very

common

no traces of any could be found even
This may perhaps be explained by the
after careful search.
fact that the brush and rubbish which had served for their
hiding places had been cleared up by the employees of the
in previous years,

department,

causing them to migrate to

more

suitable

quarters.

—

Many observations tend to show
Habits of the Beetles.
that the members of the o;enus Galosoma are nocturnal as
While sugaring for moths
well as diurnal in their habits.
Amherst in June, 1893, I took two specimens of Calosoma calichcm. They were very active, and had climbed up
at

one of the trees to the sugar band, a distance of five feet.
Mr. A. H. Kirkland has also taken a specimen of this same
species at Amherst, running about at 10 p.m., apparently in
The stomachs of several toads which were
search of food.
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captured late in the evening, upon examination by Mr.

Kirkland were found to contain specimens of Calosoma
calidum intact, they having undoubtedly been swallowed
Calosoma frigidum observed
only a short time previous.
in confinement has been found to feed at night as well as
during the day. These facts show that the members of this
genus under observation accomplish a great amount of good

by

their nightly raids against injurious insects.

Bearing in mind the fact that the gypsy moth caterpillars
feed at night and seek shelter during the day, and that these
beetles are active, climbing the trees at night, and are also

busy searching out food

we

in sheltered places during the day,

are led to believe that they are

The feeding

most valuable

allies.

habits of the different species vary somewhat,

although all have been taken on the trunks of trees and
under burlaps during the day. As a rule the number of
gypsy moth larvee killed on the trees depends upon the size
and agility of the beetles. In point of etficiency they rank
in the following order: fricjidwm^ calidum and scrutator;
frigidum is most skilful in this respect, and has been observed not only to feed on a vertical surface but to support
itself and feed on the under side of a horizontal branch.
A
rise in temperature seems to stimulate their activity and the
Specimens of Calosoma frigidum observed
desire for food.
in confinement during very hot weather were more active,
ate more and laid a greater number of eggs than when the
weather was cooler. When the temperature fell still lower
they sought the ground, ate very little and seldom laid
eggs.
As far as observed, the members of this group depend entirely on their well-developed legs as a means of
locomotion, although both sexes oi frigidum have been oliserved to viljrate their hind wings in confinement, but wlien
thrown in the air they do not make the slightest efibrt to
fly.

Specimens of C. frigidum while confined in cages have
been fed, in addition to the gypsy moth larva?, pu})ai and
imagoes, the following caterpillars, which they ate freely
Euvanessa antiopa^ Grapta progne ( ?), Protoparce celeus,
:

Hijphantria
maculatay

cunea^

Orgyia

Euchcetes egle,
definila

(pupa

Halesidota caryve,
also),

O.

—

H.

leucostigma
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(pupa also), Datana ministra, D. 'major, D, integerrima,
CEdemasia concinyia, A.(tacus j^^'omethea, A. cecropia, Clisioccmvpa americana, G. dissiria, Aa'onycta sp., Hhynclmgrolis
alternaia, JSFoctua c-nigrum, Leucania tmipwncfa Pyrophila
pyramidoides, and Catocala sp.
,

Method of rearing Predaceous
fact that the adult beetles

Coleoplera.

not only spend

})art

— From

the

of their time

ground, but that the eggs are laid in the soil and the
are beneath the surface the greater part of
their existence, accurate observations on the early stages
in the

young grubs

are rendered quite difficult.

As

a preliminary to the study of the early stages and

habits of these insects, the limited literature
ject

was

upon the sub-

carefully sought out and examined, although but

assistance was thus obtained and active operations
were commenced in the spring of 1896, as soon as living
imagoes became available.
In order to compare results, the work was beguh along
two lines, both with a view to approaching as nearly as
little

;

possible to natural conditions.

One

set

of observations

was made on beetles in l)reeding cages, out of doors, while
the other set was made on a limited number of beetles confined in small glass jars, where they could be more closely
watched.

For the first purpose, use was made of the cages devised
by Mr. Kirkland in 1895, for studying the feeding habits of
the imagoes.

These were attached to trees near the insect-

They were made of wire netting, bent into a nearly
The edges were fastened to the two sides
cylindrical form.
of the tree trunk, the lower end extending down into the
ground and the upper end covered by a piece of cloth, one
ary.

side of

which was secured to the

tree, the other covering

the top of the wire screen cage and held in place

by

a rub

ber strap, the ends of which were fastened to the trunk of
the tree.*

In one of these cages two males of C. frigidum were
6, but at the end of ten days both had died.
The beetles of the same species which were placed in the
placed June

* "

The Gyps3' Moth," Forbush and Feniald, page

38i.
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unknown way,

and, as the

escaped in some

chance of tinding the eggs in such cages was very small,
further attempts along this line were abandoned.

common

jelly tumwere used, the
tops of the jars being covered with pieces of muslin which
were held in place by rubber bands. A pair of beetles
were placed in each jar, with gypsy moth larvae for food
and with fresh leaves to serve as food for the larvw. At
first the jars were kept in the insectary, but when the
weather became excessively hot it was thought best to
place them out of doors, and a large box with a screen cover
was selected for the purpose. The jars were examined
daily, and when eggs were found in the earth the beetles
were changed to other jars, those formerly occupied not
being; disturbed until the ego's hatched, when the earth was
examined and the number of young larvae carefully noted.
Great care had to be exercised in not allowing the grubs
to remain together too long, as under these conditions they
soon develop cannibal tendencies, and readily devour each

For the other

line of investigation,

blers, containing about

two inches of

earth,

other.

During the extremely warm weather, about the middle
of July, many of the grubs which had heretofore seemed
Thinking that
healthy began rapidly to sicken and die.
perhaps

made

more natural

conditions

could be ol)tained, I

box twenty-four inches long
and five inches square, the lower end being covered with a
wire screen. The box was sunk in the ground and nearly
a cage consisting of a

covered with

soil,

the top being covered with muslin held

band. Although great care was
taken to feed and watch the grubs, at the end of eight days
Later more young grubs were placed in the
all had died.
in

place

by an

elastic

cages, but the results

were very unsatisfactory.

On

ac-

count of these discouraging results, careful attention was
given to the insects confined in the jars. Later in the season a number of eggs of O. frigidum and O. calidum were
thus obtained, and, upon hatching, the young larvae were
isolated.
A part of these larvae remained healthy, and with
o;reat care I was able to rear a few throuah their successive
stao-es.
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Life History or Calosoma frigidum Kirby.

—

The eggs are laid at intervals of a few days
Oviposition.
from early June until about the first of September, the
length of this period depending somewhat on the weather.
Soon after pairing, which takes from one to two and one-

The eggs
two inches below the surThey are dropped sepnight.

half minutes, the female beetle seeks the ground.

are deposited from one-eighth to
face,

and are often

laid at

The
arately, without any regularity of arrangement.
greatest number of eggs deposited by a single female in
twenty-four hours was seventeen.
The following table shows the record of the pairing and
egg-laying of nine female imagoes of O. frigidum. The
jars in which the Ijeetles were confined were examined
daily, but the days when no eggs were found have been
omitted from the table. The figures indicate the number of
eggs found; the sign " X " indicates that the beetles were
observed to copulate; the "?" indicates that a greater
number of Qf^u:s, than are here recorded were doubtless

upon hatching a
young grubs were probal)ly consumed by the
The figures in these cases give the number of
older larv^.
originally deposited in the jar, l)ut that

part of the

larvae actually

DATE.

found in the jars

at the

time of examination.

Xo.

4.]

DATE.
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by the table, the beetles show a great
number of eggs laid liut the fact
is also noticeable that no eggs were deposited by any
female which had not paired. There were very few cases
where the eggs failed to hatch, and these I think were due
will be seen

difference as regards the

;

may have

received while removing
Probably the number laid by
female No. 6 is the nearest typical, though doul)tless under
favorable natural conditions the number would be materially

to the injuries the eggs

the beetles from the jars.

increased.

The Egg.
elliptical in

— (Plate

3, Fig. 1.)

The eggs

subject to variation, they measure 4

mm.

are

mm.

somewhat
Although
and

form, but slightly larger at one end.

in length

and are of a light straw-yellow color.
With a lens or low power of the microscope the surface of
the egg looks perfectly smooth, but if the contents are removed and the shell placed under a high power it is found
These markings (Fig. 2)
to be very finely reticulated.
are pentangular in form, and may be readily observed on
Sometimes the eggs
shells mounted in glycerine jelly.
change their form and become slightly kidney-shaped before
The color, however, does not change. The
hatching;.
time spent in this stage is from four to ten days.
1.9

in diameter,

First Larval Stage.

— (Plate

hatching the young larva

is

3, Fig. 3.)

At

the time of

of the same color as the

gradually grows darker, until in a])out ten hours

Q2,g,
it is

but
of a

deep shining brown. After remaining in the cavity occupied
o^gg for about twenty-four hours, the larva comes to
At this time
the surface of the ground in search of food.
the length is 8 mm., including the caudal appendages, which
measure 1 mm. the width at the middle of the first thoracic segment is 1.7 mm., from which point the body tapers
The head is large in progradually to the last segment.

by the

;

portion to the body, longer than wide, somewhat flattened,

and truncate

l)eliind.

The clypeus

is

separated from the

epicranium by a well-defined suture, which extends to the
base of the antenna?, dividing the raised portions from which
they arise.

The

front edge of the clypeus

is

emarginate,

;
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There
on the forward part of
the clypeus and two pairs directly between the eyes, one
pair being on the clypeus and one on the epicranium.
Antennre setaceous, four jointed and ferruginous. Eyes
conspicuous, and situated in groups of six each, on slight
The mandibles are dark
elevations just behind the antennae.
and

beiirs a

prominent hair

at

each anterior angle.

are also three pairs of hairs situated

brown

in color, long, simple, stout at liase, Imt quite pointed

mandible often folded over the right. The
and labium are small, ferruginous and provided
with well-developed palpi. Pro thorax large, as long as the
meso- and meta-thorax, slightly contracted and rounded
Meso-thorax slightly rounded posteriorly
posteriorly.
meta-thorax truncate. Lateral edges of the body segments
Dorsal line prominent on all the segslightly produced.
ments except the last. On the dorsum of each thoracic segment there are ten short hairs, one on the anterior part of
each lateral margin, one at each angle of the segment and one
on each side of the dorsal line at the anterior and posterior
margins. Abdominal segments, nine in number, with the
exception of the last, truncate behind, the last segment being
rounded posteriorly and bearing a pair of caudal appendages.
Each segment except the last bears six hairs, one
on each lateral margin and two on each side of the dorsal
line at the posterior margin.
The last abdominal segment
bears a pair of hairs on each lateral margin, but none on the
dorsum. The caudal appendages are entire, although probably jointed at the base, and bear numerous hairs. The
spiracles are situated just below the dorsal plates.
The
at the tip, the left

maxillae

ventral portion of the

body

is

of a yellowish white except

the portions which are strengthened

by chitinous

plates.

These are of the same color as the dorsal part of the l)ody.
Legs well developed, provided M^ith stout s[)ines which are
especially prominent at the joints, the tarsi bearing two
claws.
The last body segment bears on the posterior
ventral portion an appendage which serves as a proleg and
aids in locomotion.
The larva remains in this stage about
four days.
Molting is accomplished by a splitting ot the
thoracic plates along the dorsal line the head, mouth parts
and legs are then w^ithdrawn and the exuviaj forced back
;
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over the posterior end of the body.
larva

is
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The newly molted

of a pale straw color.

— (Plate

Second Stage.
width, 3

mm.

Head

ing stage.

3, Fig.

Form somewhat

4.)

Length, 15

mm.;

stouter than in the preced-

relatively smaller, flattened, as

wide as

Clypeus deeply emarginate in
front and feebly incised at the middle. Antennse and mouth
parts relatively the same as in the last stage the body,
long

eyes less prominent.

;

;

however, is of a somewhat paler brown color. All the body
segments except the last are truncate behind, and bear
The first thoracic segment is
a well-defined dorsal line.
broadest posteriorly and gradually narrows toward the
head, but

is

not quite as wide as the two succeeding seg-

same as in the first
two pairs of hairs arise on the lateral
edges of each segment up to the last, which bears only one
pair.
The caudal appendages are entire but not quite as
prominent as in the previous stage, and the legs are a little
more slender. The time spent in this stage varies from

ments.

The

hairs are arranged the

stage, except that

four to eleven days.

—

After molting the larva
Third Stage.
( Plate 3 Fig. 5 )
in width, and is of a
and
mm.
length
4
in
22
mm.
measures
light mahogan^^-brown color, which soon changes to a dark
seal brown. The mandibles are stout, and bear a prominent
The clypeus is deeply bilobed in front, the hinder
carina.
border separated from the epicranium by a somewhat indisProthorax narrowed in front and much wider
tinct suture.
Caudal appendages each provided with a blunt
behind.
spine, which is thickened at the base and ai-ises from the
dorsal surface.

,

.

When

full

grown (Plate

larva is very stout, and measures 32

mm.

in width.

larva follows

:

—

A

mm.

4, Fig.

in length

1)

the

and

6

detailed description of the full-grown

The head is of medium size, slightly flattened and of the
same color as the body. Clypeus somewhat shield shaped.

A

faint line separates the clypeus from the epicranium and
reaches to the base of the mandililes, but does not divide
Front edge
the raised portions which bear the antenntie.

.
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of clypeus strongly l)ilobed, each anterior angle bearing a

prominent spine top of the clypeus sliglitly hollowed
toward the dorsal line. The spines are the same in number
and arrangement as in the previous stages. Eyes near base
The antenna (Plate 3, Fig. 6)
of antennte, not prominent.
are setaceous, short, four jointed, and arise from an eleva;

tion at the base of the mandibles.

First joint short, cjdin-

and naked second joint nearly twice as long, slightly
clavate and bearing a short hair near the middle of the
outer margin third joint a little shorter than the second,
somewhat clavate and having one anterior angle slightly
produced, and bearing three spines, which arise near the
drical

;

;

outer angles

last joint as

;

long as the

first,

nearly cylindri-

and bearing three spines at the apex. Mandibles large,
stout at base, with a prominent dorsal carina.
A strong,
cal

simple, blunt tooth

(Fig. 9)

arises near the

base.

The

mandible gradually tapers from the outermost insertion of
this tooth to a

somewhat chisel-shaped

The

point.

maxillae

(Fig. 8) are small, ferruginous in color, and are densely

covered with hairs and spines.

naked

They bear

four-jointed,

which are nearly as long as the antenna?. The
three inner segments of the maxillary palpus are short,
stout, truncate and of nearly equal length
the terminal
joint is slightly longer than the two preceding joints, oblong ovate in form and truncate at the tip. The galea or
inner lobe is naked, two jointed and as long as the three
basal joints of the palpus.
Lacinia prominent and bearing
palpi,

;

a spine at

its

Labium (Fig. 7) small, somewhat halnumerous spines arranged in an oval row
Palpi two jointed outer joint the longer

apex.

bert shaped, with

on the inner side.
and truncate at tip.

The

;

dorsal thoracic plates are large, and nearly cover the

lateral thoracic walls, while the dorsal

with the exception of the

last,

abdominal plates,

are smaller, and allow the

abdomen to protrude. Dorsal line not
Each abdominal plate except the last bears,

lateral walls of the

prominent.

near the })osterior margin, a very feeble transverse carina.
Spines arc arranged as in the preceding stage.
The last

segment (Plate 4, Fig. 4) is relatively small, nearly truncate behind
the caudal appendages of moderate length, and
;
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each bears on the upper surface a Lirge, bhint, horn-like
protuberance, which

is

terminated with a bristle.

NumerThe

ous other hairs occur on these caudal appendages.
ventral portion of the

body

is

yellowish white except the

parts which are strengthened by chitinous plates.

Spiracles seal brown, nine on each side, borne in shallow

depressions just below the lateral edges of the dorsal plate,

on the meso-thorax and on each abdominal segment except
Those on the abdominal segments are small and

the last.

circular, while the thoracic s})iracles

and

are decidedly larger

Legs (Fig. 7) small, very muscular and spiny.
Coxte very stout, dark brown trochanters,
femora and tibise slender, reddish lirown tarsi of same
color, one jointed and bearing two simple claws.
The anal
proleg is slender, tapering and bears a number of short
This appendage serves the double function of actspines.
ing as an organ of locomotion and also containing the cavity into which the rectum discharges.
General color of
under surface sordid white, varying to light gray, variously
marked with light seal-brown patches. Head and anterior
part of prothorax seal l)rown.
Two lateral rows of elongated markings of similar color extend along the body
beneath the spiracles. The upper row terminates on the
penultimate segment, the lower row on the last segment.
The markings forming the upper row are single and
on the metaentire on the first two thoracic segments
thorax there are two spots, the anterior being the smaller.
On the abdominal segments the markings are somewhat
circular, two to each segment, a large orbicular marking
being followed posteriorly by a smaller one of similar shape.
The markings composing the lower row are in general
On
elliptical, and occur singly on the segments stated.
both the meso- and meta-thorax there is a single small ])rown
In a corresponding position on
spot on the median line.
each of the following segments except the last two, and
elliptical in outline.

;

;

;

near the anterior margin, there
verse, seal-brown spot.

is

of the seofments mentioned there
small spots of similar color.

median spot

is

a large elliptical, trans-

Posterior to this marking on each

quite large and

On

is

a transverse

row of four

the last two segments the
somewhat pentagonal in out-
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spots occurrino; on the

here absent.

After the last molt the larva feeds for about three weeks,

grows very rapidly. It then ceases
distance below the surface of the
ground and makes a small chamljer. The body shortens
somewhat, and in less than a week pupation takes place,
and is accomplished in the same way as the molting in the
previous stages. In several instances the larvte have molted
during which time

it

feeding, burrows a

little

three times before pupating.

Pupa.

— (Plate

mm. wide
what

Eighteen mm. long, 6.4
abdominal segment. Oblong, someand flattened.
General color of the body
5, Figs. 1, 3.)

at the first

elliptical

Head medium, somewhat

pale amber.

flattened in front

and strongly depressed beneath the thoracic segments.
Eyes prominent, seal brown in color. Antennae and mouth
Prothorax broader than long, conparts free, translucent.
meso-thorax emarginate in
siderably narrowed behind
all sepafront and two-thirds as long as the meta-thorax
rated by well-defined sutures.
Wing-covers translucent
and extending beyond the third abdominal segment. Abdominal segments nine in number, the sides of the body
protruding beyond the dorsal portions. The lateral edges
of abdominal segments two to six are produced to a blunt
point, within which is a slight depression.
Penultimate
segment slightly depressed last segment greatly depressed
beneath the body, and bearing on the posterior margin a pair
;

;

;

of small anal stylets. Each of the first five al)dominal segments bears a narrow brush of erect brown hairs, which extends two-thirds of the distance across the segment (not

shown

in Fig.

1).

The nine

pairs of spiracles are light

chestnut brown, and are situated in the same relative position as those of the larva
outline,

elliptical

in

largest.

Legs

;

they are larger, however, and

those on the meta-thorax being the

free, translucent

and nearly surrounded by

the wing-covers.

Unfortunately all the larvae reared to pupte died before
emerging, hence I am unable to give the length of the period
spent in this stage.
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Imago.*

— Length, 18

to 22

mm.

[Pub. Doe.

General color metallic
Thorax and elytra

black above and greenish black below.

bordered with a more or

less greenish

Head medium

band.

Mandibles (Fig. 5) large
and prominent. Third joint of antenme (Fig. 4) slightly
Pro thorax small, narrowed posteriorly, the
compressed.
lateral edges slightly produced.
The posterior two-thirds of segment hears a quite prominent impressed dorsal line. Thorax with granular punctures.
Elytra striate, each bearing three rows of small
impressed greenish dots. Under side of the body somewhat wrinkled and punctured. Fore tarsi of the female
in

profusely punctured.

size,

Fore

(Fig. 6) simple.
first

tarsi of

four joints hairy beneath

;

male (Figs.

8) have the

7,

this character is not

value as a means of determining the sexes, but

is

only of
also of

specific importance.

Calosoma calidum (Fab.).

A male

and female Galosoma calidum, which were taken

early in September, 1896, were immediately placed in a

On September

they were observed to
copulate, and on the following day fourteen eggs were found
in the jar.
Three of these eggs were preserved for study,
but, owing to the death of a number of the larvoB during
breeding jar.

3

the early stages, only four pupated.
the following brief notes on the

were prepared
Egg.

mm.

:

—

— (Plate

Form

4, Fig. 2.)

life

From

these survivors

history of this species

Length, 4

mm.;

width, 1.7

similar to that of C. frigidum, but tapering

somewhat more toward the lower end. Color, light amber.
Hatching took place in seven days from the date of oviposition.

First Stage.

— Length,

thoracic segment.
ally

toward the

stage of
*
Fig.

For
1,

Form
last

mm.;

width, 2

ellipsoidal, tapering

mm.

at third

more gradu-

segment than in the corresponding
General color of the body and

G. frigidum.

figure of iraago see

1896.

8

"The Gypsy Moth," Forbush and

Fernald, Plate 53,

I

No.
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mouth
than

Head

parts dull black, not shining.

as wide, dorsal surface flattened

;

427

large, as long

palpi prominent, longer

Posterior margin of the head somewhat

antenujv.

emaro^inate at the centre.

First thoracic seo-ment as lono;

two following, slightly wider tlian the head and edges
produced laterally. All the body segments except the last
are truncate behind, and bear a prominent impressed dorsal
line.
Caudal appendages present, simple and provided with
numerous spines.
Ventral portion of the body nearly pure white, but is
as

tlie

profusely covered with small black chitinous plates.

lateral

Spir-

and arranged just below the
edges of the dorsal plates. Anal proleg moderately

nine,

acles

black,

circular

After feeding for a week the larvse molted.

stout.

—

Second Stage.
Soon after molting the larva3 became
black and measured 18 mm. in length. Body somewhat

Head longer than wide,
Prothorax wider than the head. Dorsal line quite prominent.
Abdominal segments truncate
and slightly produced laterally. The second molt occurred
at the end of a week.
stouter than in preceding stage.

emarginate l)ehind.

Third Stage.
until

30

the

mm.

— The

larva

was

following description was not

almost ready to

Color, dull black.

tened, truncate behind.

than in C. frigidum.

Head

Clypeus

of

pupate.

medium

made

Length,
size,

flat-

slightly broader in front

Suture between
Mandibles stout, the
large tooth (Plate 3, Fig. 10) near the base being deeply
cleft on the inner margin.
Prothorax lono-er than the head,
the hind angles slightly curved.
Meso- and meta-thorax
smaller, but similar in shape, each thoracic segment bearing
four i)airs of hairs on the dorsal plate.
The abdominal
plates one to seven of the same form and bearing a moderate
carina near the posterior edge of the segment.
Eighth
segment a little larger, slightly wider, and also bearing a
carina, lateral edaes of each abdominal seo-ment bearino;
Strongly bilobed.

clypeus and epicranium sub-obsolete.

three short hairs.

-The last segment (Plate 4, Figs. 5, 6)

small, posterior angles produced backward, but hind edge
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caudal appendao-es long, blunt, spiny,

and l)earing on the upper surface a
hump-like protuberance provided with a few spines. The
spiracles are nine in number, and are arranged the same as
in (7. frigiduin; the color, however, is black.
Legs small
and spiny, tarsi bearing two claws. The anal proleg is
stout and covered with numerous short hairs.
The under
surface is of a purer white than in (J. frigidwm, but bears
similar markings.
The latter resemble those of the preceding species in form and arrangement, but are slightly
darker in color. The spots composing the first lateral row
are more elongated, and all the ventral spots are somewhat
slightly depressed,

larger than in the preceding species.
this stage is

The time spent

in

about one month, of which about three weeks

When full grown the larva burrows
ground to a depth of several inches, and after preparing a cavity throws oft' its skin and goes into the })upa
are passed in feeding.

into the

stage.

—

Pupa.
The pupa resembles that of
(Plate 5, Fig. 2.)
stouter and less compressed
very
closely,
but
is
O friyidum
Other difterences occur
at the anterior and posterior ends.
in the shape of the j^rothorax, which is not nearly as
rounded in front as in O frigiduin. The anterior margin
.

.

of the meso-thorax

is

transverse

;

the lateral projections of

the dorsal abdominal segments are not as

marked

as in G.

frigidum. Anal stylets larger, more prominent. Brushes
of hairs present on the first five abdominal segments. The
figure shows a part pushed out from beneath the last ab-

dominal segment.

All the pupte died before spring.

Habits oftJie Larvoi.

— The

are called indiscriminately

worm

lion,"

" corn grub

larvae of this

genus of beetles

by the common names of

killer," etc.,

'•

cut-

although these names

have been referred more particularly to the larva of C.
calidum.
The reason for such names is very apparent,
since the larva^ are often found in gardens, and do a great
amount of good in killing cut-worms and other injurious
They have also l)een reported as feeding on
caterpillars.
the Colorado potato beetle larva {Doryj^hora deceinlineata).

Js'o.
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canker worms (^Paleacrita vernata) Isiaj heet\e (Lachnostevna fusca)., eggs of the Kooky Mountain locust and nu,

merous cut- worms.
Mr. F. H. Mosher informs me that he has found these
larvte quite numerous during the past summer under burlaps on an estate in Brookline whicli was quite badly
Without doul)t these insects
infested by the gypsy moth.
would do a great amount of good by killing the gypsy moth
lary;y which would seek shelter below the burlap.
If this
habit of hiding in concealed places on trees, as under loose
bark, etc.,

many

is

constant

among

these beetle larvae, a g-reat

of the caterpillars as well as eggs of the gypsy

must be destroj^ed every season.
found that

larvae of

moth

In confinement I have

C. frigiduin will feed quite freely on

moth egg-clusters.
The amount of food consumed by a larva of C. frigidmn
in confinement was as follows
during the first stage one
small cut-worm, three second-molt gypsy moth larvae and
one third-molt gypsy moth larva second stage, two fall web
worms {Hyphantria cunea) one larva oiDatana mimstra, one
army worm (Leucama unipuncta) and one-half of a gypsy
moth egg-cluster; third stage, two Datana integerrima, two
D. ministra, one Atiacus promethea and six army worms.
Under natural conditions this amount would be probaljly somewhat increased.
The larvae also ate gypsy moth
the gypsy

:

;

,

pupae quite readily, especially directly after pupation, before

the bodies had

become hard, the most favorable

place for attack on the hardened pupae being a point at the

base of the wing-covers.

The

larvie are

very ferocious, and do not hesitate to

tack a caterpillar on account of

its size

or strength.

at-

They

commonly grasp

the victim l)y some of the ventral segments, and cling with great tenacity until the caterpillar
succumbs. If perchance the little larva is shaken oflf, he
persistently renews his attack with greater zeal than before.

After succeeding in cutting a hole through the integument

with his sharp mandibles, he sucks in the viscera of his
prey and often becomes gorged almost to the point of bursting.

He

next repairs as ra})idly as his condition will allow

to a place of shelter, for

which loose leaves, rubbish or
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purpose.

remains dormant for a short time, when he

is

Here

lie

ready to start

out again in search of more prey.

—

Hibernation of Carahidce.
During the
winter and early spring occasional trips were made to

Wintering

or

different parts
if possible,

of the infested district in order to learn,

how

this

group of insects spends the winter.

Species from the following genera were collected

:

Pterosti-

elms, A.mara, Platynus, Lehia, Dromius, Pinacodera,

chynus,

Ilar^alus,

Anisodacif/hts.

]\Ir.

W.

Bra-

S. Blackley

reports in Psyche 217 species of Caral)idfe collected in the

winter in Virgo County, Indiana.

There can be

little

doul)t of the fact that

many

of this

family spend the winter in the adult stage.

On March 22, 1896, I received from Mr. W. C. Colt a
specimen of Cychrns lecontei (Dej.), which he found on the
trunk of a tree in Medford on the previous day. Doubtless this insect hibernated as an adult.
In addition to the foregoing, the fact that Cdlosoma

dum was
sion

that

although
in

cali-

taken less than a month later leads to the conclu-

Calosomas as a rule hibernate as adults,

the
it

is

some other

possible that

they

may

pass the winter

stage.

Natural Enemies.

— Many natural

influences conspire to

numbers of these beneficial insects. From their
large size and conspicuous colors they cannot be otherwise
than an attractive article of diet for some of our larger insectivorous birds.
The pungent odor given oft' by these
beetles would seem to be in a measure a means of defence
yet it is a well-known fact that some birds, like the crow,
appear to prefer such malodorous insects.* In this conlimit the

;

it may be of interest to record that the fluid producing the characteristic odor of C. calidum is ejected by

nection

the beetle as a fine spray.

On

one occasion, while examining the earth in a jar
Calosoma calidum, on touching the

containing a female

back of the beetle with a brush a fine spray struck my face,
which was about eight inches distant from the beetle. It
* See " The Common Crow," Bulletin Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy,
Barrows -Schwarz, page 59, 1895.

1

]
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had a very punixent odor, and produced a stinging sensation
on the skin. Some that struck in the corner of my eye was
very painful until the eye was washed with water.
The
fluid is probably expelled from anal glands, as in the case
of the allied genus, Brachynus. Undoubtedly the insectivorous birds are the chief agency in checking the increase of
these insects, although the terrestrial habits of the beetles

render them an easy prey to the ever-watchful toad, while
in woodhmds many are probably destroyed by skunks.
I

have been unable to ol)serve any of our
ing upon

yet

tliese beetles,

it

common

birds feed-

seems probable that they

may

be devoured by the majority of those insectivorous species
known to seek a part of their food upon the ground. In
this class

Gentry

Carabida^

:

the

* gives the following as feeding

crow, blue jay,

king bird,

upon the

black-billed

cuckoo, yellow-billed cuckoo, hairy woodpecker,

woodpecker.

downy

Forbes records the robin,! cat bird and sev-

eral thrushes as attacking Carabidi^, while Beal % states that

thirteen per cent of the food of the purple grackle consists

of carabids.

The same author

§

notes the occurrence of

Calosoma calidum in the stomach of a red-headed woodpecker, while Schwarz
found that this species is conmionly
devoured by the crow.
One would hardly expect that so ferocious and strongly
chitinizcd an insect as
calidum would suffer from the attacks of parasites, yet that such is sometimes the case is
evident from the fact that on June 6, 1896, I took a specimen of this species which bore on the side of the prothorax
a cluster of nine Dipterous eggs.
After keeping the beetle
a few days in confinement he became sluggish and finally
died June 12.
On the 28tli seven flies had emerged, and
on opening the beetle the empty puparia were found within.
The flies were sent to Prof. L. O. Howard, Washington, D. C.
and were referred to Mr. D. W. Coquillett, who kindly iden||

C

tified

them

as Pseudotrcetocera calosomce

that he has bred in California

Coq.,

a species

from Calosoma pei'egrinator.

* "Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania," 1877-

t Bulletin

3, Illinois State

Laboratory of National

Ilistorj-, 1880.

Year Boolv, United States Department of Agriculture, 1894, page 240.
^ Bulletin No. 7, United States Department of Agriculture, DiA-ision of Ornithology and Mammalogy, page 24, 1895.
" The Common Crow," page 59.
J
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EXPLANATION OP PLATES.

Platk

1

:

Fig.

1

,

egg of Podisus placidus Uhl.

2, first
3,
4,

5,
6,

7,

,

X

.

stage of P. placidus,

second stage of P. 2-)lacidus,
third stage of P. placidus,
fourtli stage of P. placidus,
imago of P. placidus,
male genitalia of P. placidus, greatly
.

.

en-

larged.
8,

female genitalia of P. placidus, greatly enlarged.

No.
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abdominal segment of larva of C./?*('(7i(?Mm,
abdominal segment of larva of C. calidum,
last ai)dominal segment of larva of C. calidum,
showing cavity in anal proleg,

4, last

5, last
6,

larval leg of

labium of C/ng^jd^rm (imago),
maxilla of (7. /n;/icZ?n?i (imago),

9,

Plate

5

:

Fig.

C /r;V/icZ?nH,

7,

8,

1,

2,

3,

4,
5,
6,

7,
8,

.

pupa of C. /?\'7tcZ?«?)i (dorsal view),
pupa of C. calidum (doi'sal view),
pupa of G. frigidum (lateral view),

.

.

.

.

antenna of C./riV«VZ;n?i (imago),
mandible of C. frigidum (imago),
fore leg of female C. frigidum,
foreleg of male C. frigidum,
fore tarsus of male C. frigidum (uuder sur.

.

face),

.

.

.

X

Plate

1.

I'lnte

S.

1^1 ate

3.

]*!:!r(>

1

relate

5.

SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT

DAIBY BUREAU
Massachusetts Boaed of ageicultuee,

Under Chapter

412, Acts of 1891.

Jai^uaey

15, 1897.

Dairy Bukeait

D. A.

GEO.
J.

L.

HORTON, Northampton, Chairman.
CLEMENCE, Southbridge.
ELLSWORTH, Worcester.
L.

Executive

W.

R.

— 1896-97.

SESSIONS,

Officer.

Secretary of the State

Assistant to the Secretary

and Acting

Board of Agriculture.

Exectitive Officer^ axtpointed

Governor.

GEO. M. WHITAKER, Boston.

l>y

the

EEPOET OF THE DAIRY BUREAU.

To

the Senate

and House of

Bejjresentatives of the

Gommonweallh of

Massachusetts.

A change in the

membership of the Bureau occurred early
in the season by the retirement of Mr. C. L. Hartshorn,
whose term as member of the Board of Agriculture expired
Mr. J. L. Ellsworth of Worcester, who sucin February.
ceeded Mr. Hartshorn as delegate to the Board from the
Worcester Society, was appointed by the governor as a
member of the Bureau. Mr. D. A. Horton was elected
chairman of the Bureau, to succeed Mr. Hartshorn.
During the year the Bureau has had in its employ four
The duties of these agents are to ascertain how the
agents.
dairy laws are ol)eyed, to obtain samples in case of suspected
violations of law

when needed.

and

to procure evidence for use in court

The agents employed by

their terms of service, have been as follows

the Bureau, and
;

—

George F. Baldwin,
Charles C. Scott,
Fred M. Coffin,
J. W. Stockwell,

months.
months.
Ah months.
Ah months.

12
9

In addition, the Board has appointed as agents Dr. Charles

Harrington, the Boston milk inspector, and his
without compensation.

staft*,

to serve

This was done to quiet any legal

quibbles as to the authority of the city inspector in certain
contingencies, and to promote

harmony and

efficiency of

action.

The

active executive

work of

the Bureau has continued

under the immediate charge and direction of George M.
Whitaker, whose duties correspond somewhat to those of a
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State Dairy Commissioner, but whose statutory title is
vaguely defined as " Assistant to the secretary of the Board

...

of Agriculture

to assist in the

work

prescriljed in the

eleventh section of this act."

The chemical work has been done by Dr. B. F. Davenport and the Hatch Experiment Station.

Oleomargarixe
The work of

.

the Bureau in enforcing laws relative to

imitation butter has been statistically as follows

:

—

Numbei' of inspections,
Samples taken,

1,949

495

Cases in court.

The

76

result of the court cases

was

as follows

:

—

Convictions,
Acquittals,

50
19

.

Nolle pros.,

6

Nolo contendere.

1

Total,

76

The complaints were made

for the following causes

:

—

Serving oleomargarine in hotels and restaurants without
giving notice,

30

Possession of imitation of yellow butter with intent to

24

Sale of oleomargai-ine

when

butter

was

called for,

sell.

.

Lack of sign on wagon.

11

3

Interference with agents of the Bureau,

3

Selling imitation of yellow butter,

.

2

.

1

Failure to

mark wrajsper

j)ropei'ly,

Failure to have local license,

1

Lack of proper sign

1

in store,

Total,

76

These figures represent more convictions than
with fewer cases in court.

If a person

the dairy laws, he usuall}^ breaks

is

last year,

disposed to violate

more than one, and we

fre-

quently find that in one transaction several statutes have been
violated.

butter

is

For

instance, one

who

sells

oleomargarine when

called for will doubtless fail to have proper wrappers

No.
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and

signs.

Hence, the 76 cases noticed above probably

re]^-

more than twice that number of transgressions. But
courts do not like to entertain more than one complaint
based on a single transaction, and on account of past experiences we have l)een more conservative this year about basing

resent

several complaints on one sale or the taking of one sample,
Avith

the result that

cases in court, but

we have

had, as stated above, fewer

more convictions than

last j^ear.

cases appealed, all l)ut one were settled before

Of

coming to

the

trial

by a plea of guilty that one was lost on a technical ruling
This was a case for delivas to the meaning of the statute.
ering oleomargarine from a wagon on which there was no
;

sign.

Our work has been done

outside of Boston, in which city

Dr. Harrington continues his efficient work as the local milk
inspector.
His last published report shows 582 samples
taken in Boston, and 106 cases in court, of which 71 were for
serving oleomargarine in restaurants without notifying guests.
Statistics of court cases,

resent the result of
tious are

And

more

work

however, do not adequately repPolice regula-

in enforcino; laws.

for preventing crime than for its detection.

the nearly 2,000 inspections

made by

the agents of the

towns and cities of the Commonwealth
(outside of Boston) have had a healthy deterrent effect.
As a
result of this work, and the efforts of Dr. Harrington in the
city of Boston, the sales of oleomargarine have materially
decreased.
The number of revenue taxes paid in Massachusetts has declined from 211 in 1891 to 28 in 1896.
The receipts of oleomargarine reported at the Boston Chamber of
Commerce were 13,552 packages in 1896, against 28,946 in
1895.
Only 19 persons or corporations pay a revenue tax in
this State at the present time.
But 1 corporation pays a tax to
do business (i. e., to violate Massachusetts law) at 10 difl'erent

Bureau

in the principal

locations,

making the 28 noticed above.

The

action of this

corporation speaks louder than words in proving the falsity

of

its

own claim

that oleomarofarine

food value," "sold only on

concern not only uses on

its

its

"

is

an article of great

distinctive

stationery the

instead of " oleomargarine "for obvious reasons, but
fers to sell

an

This

merits."

word " butterine "

article colored in imitation of

it

pre-

yellow butter.
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For some

it

also prefers to use, as a part of its corporate title,

name

of one of the distinctive dairy States of the union,

though its place of business is Rhode Island.
In fact, all of the oleomargarine distributed in Massachusetts comes from Rhode Island, which is behind the other
States of New England in pure food legislation.
This oleomargarine is mostly sold by peddlers, and in a more or less
deceptive way.
We have found it under the seats of carryalls, in wagons with showy " washing-compound" signs, and
in unsuspicious handle baskets.

dealers are

much

like the

cating liquors illegally.

fact,

the tactics of these

hard and often expensive to secure. The court
we have had lead us to the opinion that when the
knows
or thinks he knows
his customer, much

cumstances

cases which

dealer

is

—

—

of this oleomargarine

is

actually sold for butter.

Considerable oleomargarine

"

In

methods of those who sell intoxiEvidence of sales under such cir-

sale "

is

taking place in Rhode Island.

of a letter sent by a

" orders," the legal
We give below a copy

sold on

Rhode Island concern to many of the
The letterhead announces that

grocers in Massachusetts.

the concern deals in " fine creamery butterine."

We

desire to inform

England are now

in

you of the fact

a position to

tliat

sell their

all

grocers in

New

customers butterine

demand for a fine quality of cream
and we take special pains to inform
you how to sell this product and pi'otect your trade against competitors who are now selling them, which will give j'our firm the
This effort we know will
profit we are certain you are entitled to.
be appreciated by you, and we sincerely hope will develop a business that will pay us mutually to our satisfaction.
We enclose you herewith a supply of order blanks, which we
request you to give to your solicitors or drivers of your delivery
wagons, who will inform your customers of the opportunity to
supply them with the finest cream butterine, and the solicitors
may fill out the orders, when a sale is made, giving the customer's
name, price he sells goods for per pound, and address of customer, trying, if possible, to accumulate orders for fifty pounds or
more before forwarding to us, which we can send by freight or exwithout a license, and that the
butterine

is

press at a

steadily increasing,

much lower

rate than in smaller lots.
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We

have given your firm the number which is on the "order
it is not necessary to write your name on orders.
The butterine is shipped to j^our customers in your care, and will

blanks," and

be sent direct to you, and each package will be tagged to the customer it has been sold to also we will forward you the bills for
;

and charge these parties under j^our number, and will
expect you to remit for these goods as soon as bills are collected.
We will wrap each package with paper, so that you can deliver
the same to customers without others being aware of its contents.
Our cream butterine is put up in 10, 20, 30, 50 and 60 pounds
collection,

solid-packed tubs, and 10 pound cases of

1 pound brick prints,
pound tubs of 1 pound bricks, which is "butter color,"
and we quote you the very low price of 12 cents per pound,

also 37

F. O. B., Provideuce.

^Ye

will ship either

by

freight or express, as j^ou request

and,

;

more than is made on butter, we
know you will push it hard, and hope your commissions which we
forward you each month will be quite large. Some of our " order
as the profit on these goods

is

agents " are making from $75 to $100 per month, and we do not

doubt but that you

will take care to see

yours at that point

;

also

you desire to put a man on this work specially
in your city we think he will make you money, as he should get
from 15 to 23 cents per pound, which is a good profit over 12

we

will say that if

cents F. 0. B., Providence.

In some instances the
itself

We

now

await results.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

an evader of the law,

if

not an open violator of

the discussion in the Legislature last winter

tlie

oleomargarine admitted that the Commonwealth
greatest violator of the law% inasmuch as

its

it.

is

In

friends of

itself is the

agents annually

buy large quantities of the article for use in State institutions.
It was claimed that bills on file at the oflSce of the State Auditor show that large quantities are used at the various State
farms, almshouses, hospitals and other institutions.
Some
of the private charitable institutions also use this deceptive
imitation,

war,

who

and

in

some instances even the veterans of the

fought valiantly to preserve the Union and

late

who

find themselves in straightened circumstances in old age, are

given this same product.
It

may not be

out of place briefly to re-state the arguments

on which these laws are based. The oleomargarine
manufacturers and dealers keep up a constant agitation,
and

facts
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through the press and in other waj's, which is of an absolutely
misleading and dishonest nature.
They continually call
attention to the food value and healthfulness of oleomarga-

and quote what some "prominent medical man" says

rine,

of

its

this

value.

All this talk

day that oleomargarine

digestible than butter.

Its

No

one claims at

is

deceptive.

is

unhealthful, though

melting point

is

it is

less

higher than the

melting point of butter, and when taken into the stomach a
higher degree of animal heat must be secured before the oleo-

margarine can be melted than is necessary to digest butter.
This is an important fact in the case of persons of weak digestion.

It is also a fact that,

by reason of lacking the

vohitile

which give butter its delicate taste, oleomargarine is less
The delicate and palatable flavors in
digestible than butter.
oils

food have a purpose in promoting the secretion of the salivary
juices, and, so far as oleomargarine is lacking in these flavors,
it is

relatively less digestible than butter.

But the agitation

for restrictive laws

and their

justification

on other grounds. No one denies that suet and lard are
harmless food fats and that under ordinary circumstances, if
people desire to use them, they should be given an opportuBut when these fats are mixed and colored to
nity to do so.

rests

imitate yellow butter, whatever

may

be the scientific food

vakie of the product, as an article of commerce

not sold

it is

on its merits but on account of the skill of the imitation.
There is no demand for oleomargarine of a white color. The
whole history of the "trade is a history fraught with misrepreOleomargarine never has been put on the market
sentation.
and advertised on its merits for its distinctive food value. It
has always been pushed on account of its similarity to butter.
It is packed in butter tubs, it is colored with butter color,
and of late years the trade has adopted the name " butterine,"
in preference to the older and more correct form, " oleomargarine."

These

so palpable that

facts are so self-evident,
it is

who manufacture the

and the deceit

is

recognized even by the paragraphers

jokes for the humorous papers

;

and one

how " b-u-t" With the last

of them represents a person asking his grocer
t-e-r-i-n-e " is

pronounced, and the answer

is,

syllable silent."

These laws are sometimes the subject of sneers, as " being

No.
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in the interests of the formers," as if the agricultural element

of the country was something hardly equal in importance

with the rest of humanity.

This

is

wrong, as we think that

these laws are equally in the interests of consumers, honest

merchants and the farmers. But, even placed on the latter
basis, the magnitude of the dairy interests of the country
is

not generally appreciated, and

The

is

worthy of consideration.
H. E. Alvord,

chief of the National Dairy Bureau, Maj.

estimates that the annual value of the dairy product of the

nation

is

$450,000,000.

We

have heard a great deal during

the last few months about the relative value of gold and
ver, but there has never been a year

and

when

sil-

the entire gold

product of the country was enough to buy the

silver

dairy products of this country the present year.

These prod-

ucts at market rates would pay off all the State and county

debts in the nation, and leave a handsome balance.

As

a

matter of broad statesmanship and sound political economy,
is it

cles,

not wise to regulate the sale of imitations of these artiand is it not equally proper that the degree of regula-

tion should be proportioned to the degree of deceitfulness

used in promoting their

traffic?

Filled Cheese.
another imitation which has been of serious damase
to the dairy interests of the country.
The export demand

This

is

for cheese

from the United States has dwindled to almost

nothing, while Canadian cheese has found an increasing sale

every year in the foreign markets, where the words " American cheese" had come to be almost synonymous with deceit

and cheating.
The evil became so great that during the year Congress
has taken the matter in hand, and passed laws regulating the
sale of lard cheese.
Hence the business is much curtailed.
Previous to this national leo-islation Massachusetts had laws
on the subject which have proved satisfactory, as there has
not been so

much temptation

to sell adulterated cheese as to

Although the Bureau has made much
effort to ascertain if any filled cheese was sold in Massachusetts, we have been unable to find any, and believe that the
State is practically free from it.
sell imitation butter.
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Milk.

The Bureau has done more work

in

enforcing the milk

laws during the past year than ever before, chiefly in re-

sponse to requests from

difi'erent localities, and in instances
where the work could be done by an agent in connection
with the work on oleomargarine cases, without additional

expense.

We

have had three cases in court for selling milk below
the legal standard, and in all convictions were secured. The
probabilities are that in each case the milk was actually adul-

The analyses were

terated.

Case No.
Case Xo.

1,

.

2,

.

Case No.

3,

.

in

—

No.
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the practice of mixing

milk does not probably exist to the extent that it should, as
different milkmen were found with milk averaging all right,
but of wide variation in quality.
Compare the above with the analyses of samples taken in
Chelsea, as follows

:

—

I't-r

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For Cent.

Coiit.

12.50

No. 1
No. 2,
No. 3,
No. 4

13.06

12.42

No.
No.
No.

12.12

5,

.

.

.

.

6,

.

.

.

.

1:?.50

7,

.

.

.

.

12.46

12.46

The above samples from Chelsea were taken on the request
who suspected some milkmen of adulterating
whole milk with skim-milk.
The result of the analyses
would indicate that something of this kind had been done,
of local parties,

and yet the milk was not poor enough

to run the risk of

defeat in court.
It

should be remembered that no complaint

made

is

against

a person for selling milk below the standard unless the milk
varies enough from the statutory standard to make conviction

seem reasonably

Many

sure.

people

who argue

against

the milk standard think that the statute draws an arbitrary

and that anything which

below that

be the
be the basis of a legal prosecution and cause the seller or producer to be branded as a
line,

Nothing of

line,

may

ditference ever so small,

criminal.

falls

this

kind exists, in actual practice.

The milk must be enough below the standard

to satisfy the

any reasonable doubt, that it is not of averquality,
in
spite of the efforts of shrewd lawyers on the
age
defence to cast suspicion on methods of sampling or accucourt, ])eyond

racy of the analysis.

This allowing a certain latitude
in

enforcing the laws,

— but

it

is

not favoritism, or laxity

is

due to well-established

principles of court procedure which have the sanction of the

highest legal lights in the

soon cause trouble

if

The Legislature of

Commonwealth, and which would

they were violated.
last

winter improved the milk laws by

specifying the amount of fat and of solids not fat which

standard milk should contain.

This put a stop to the exces-

sive use of skim-milk as an adulterant.

The law was

also

amended, reducing the standard during
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three additional months in the year.
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we

was a
mistake, and we hope no further reductions will be made.
We think that the interests of both consumer and producer
are promoted by the 13 per cent standard.
This

fear

Condensed Milk and Cream.
The

sale of

condensed milk

convenient form for

many

is

increasing, as

it is

sold in

The use of cream is also
it delivered by milkmen,

to use.

Not only is
becoming a staple article of merchandise in many
This condensed milk and cream can be brought from
stores.
greater distances than the ordinary sale milk, and is proving
in some cases a formidable competitor to the milk business.
The quality of condensed milk and cream varies to a remarkable degree, and a statute standard may soon be necessary,
for the protection of both consumer and producer.
A brand
"
found
an
by
agent of the Bureau
of
evaporated cream was
Condensed skim-milk would
with only 3.75 per cent of fot.
be a more honest name.
increasing rapidly.

but

it is

'

'

Other Questionable Practices.
Several

new forms

of milk preservatives have been ad-

vertised quite extensively during the past year, and great
efibrts

made

to induce milk dealers

and farmers to buy them.

One

claim

after

having been added to the milk

made

for one

of these preservatives was that

that no chemist could detect
its qualities

it,

to preserve the milk.

and

it

would evaporate so
retain enough of

still

Several samples of milk

treated with this preservative were sent to our chemist with-

out any notification of the fact of a preservative having

been used, but in every instance he discovered

it,

and so

reported.

Several

new

processes of renovating old butter have been

perfected during the past few years, and

we

find

upon the

market considerable of what is known as "process butter.
Samples of this have been taken for analysis a number of
times, and in every instance we have found that it was unquestionably the product of the cow's udder but such butter
should be sold for what it is, and not palmed off upon
customers as fresh creamery. The same remark would apply
to many of the ladle packed goods.

'^

;
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Boston Milk.
The executive

officer

of the Bureau has given some time

and attention during the year to the interests of the ]Milk
believing that such a course was in
accordance with the statute which says that the Dairy
Bureau is established " to promote the improvement of the
Producers' Union,

products of the dairy," "to investigate

all

dairy products

and imitation dairy products bought or sold within the

Com-

monwealth," and "to disseminate such information as shall
be of service in producing a more uniform dairy product, of
higher grade and better quality." The milk receipts in the
city of Boston have been phenomenally large during the past
year, having increased about one million of the eight and
one-half quart cans over the previous year, while the sales

have not shown any great increase.
unusually large surplus, which has

milk

less satisfactory

The
made

result has

been an

the production of

than in previous years.

The

statistics

of the Boston milk business are as follows (the figures refer
to eight

and one-half quart cans)

:

—

Surplus.

Receipts.

1895,
1894,
1893,
1892,

9,856,500
9,705,447
9,263,487
9,212,667

Months.

8,040,732
7,657,421
7,619,722
7,315,135

1,815,768
2,048,026
1,643,765
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Dairy Exhibitions.
The country meeting of the State Board of Agriculture
gave more than ordinary prominence to dairy matters, and
in connection with the exhibition there was a State butter
show, under the management of the Bureau. The exhibition
was of excellent quality, and brought many high compliments
Messrs. E. A. Hovey and Orrin
from the expert judges
Douglas of Boston. It showed conclusively that, though

—

Massachusetts

may

not be a distinctively agricultural State,

so far as quantity of farm products

her own with

is

the best in quality.

concerned, she can hold

The highest score was

on a par with the highest scores at the State dairy exhibitions
in Vermont and New Hampshire, and was three points more
In connection with the
than the highest score in Maine.
meeting an explanation of the enforcement of the law relative
to the milk standard was given, and a number of samples of

milk were tested.

The tollowing
exhibition

:

—

is

the

official

score of the butter at this

Private Dairies.

Texture.

L. F.

& W.

first

H. Gray, Ashfield,
,

premium,

H. C. Haskell, East Deerfield,
second premium,
F. W. Trow, Buekland,*
J. M. Harris, East Northfield,
third premium,
Henry Lively, Hawley,
.

.

C. A. Wiley, Buekland,

H

VV. Blair,

.

North Blandford,

J. G. Pickett, Greenfield,
S. C. Severance, Leyden,
H. Laws, Fitchburg,
C. A. Wiley, Buekland,
D. H. Clark, Easthampton,
C. B. Lyman, Southami)ton,
Winslow S. Lincoln, Worces-

Mrs.

W.

.

ter,

&

J. B.
ley,

H. H. Warriner,

J. L. Bi-ewer,

Haw

Pelham,

Mrs. C. W. Hillman, Colrain,
H. H. Leach.
Francis Howland, Conway,
C. A. Merriam, New Salem,
.

Color.

Salt.

Stvle.

No.

4.
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Weight

Per

of

Cent of

of

Fat.

Fat.

,

Milk.

Guernsey.

New Braintree, grade J
f

13.75
16.16

Weight
Total

(Pounds).

Pounds.

Luthei- Crawford,

[Pub. Doc.

Pounds.

4.6
4.2

.63
.68

1.31

29.91
C.

Underwood, East Brookfield, Guern-

14.62
10.40

sey Belle.

5.4
4.6

.79
.48

1,27

25.02

Luther Ci'awford, New
thoroughbred Jersey.

11.12
10.06

Braintree,

6.8
5.0

.76
.50

1.26

21.18
O.

W.

Wilson, Spencer,

.

,

.

A

14.81
18.50

3.2

.56
.59

1.15

33.31

Luther Crawford,

New

Braintree, grade

12.37
14.75

Jersey.

4.4
4.0

.54
.69

1.13

27.12
13.68
11.70

Melvin Shepard, Sturbridge,

4.2
4.8

.57
.56

1.13

25.38
L.

W.

Woodis, North Brookfield, No.

9,

^

15.62
18.00

3.4
3.2

.53
.58

1.11

33.62

Henry

F.

Freeman, Warren,

.

.

.2

15.37
16.40

3.6
3.2

.55
.53

1.08

31.77
C. D. Richardson,

West

6.25
10.75

Brookfield,

4.6
5.4

.29
.58

6.0
4.4

.48
.35

17.00
C.

L. Underwood,
Bessie, 3d.

East

Brookfield,

8.06
7.87

.83

15.93
L.

W.

Woodis, North Brookfield, No.

8, \

5.75
10.62

3.8
3.2

.22
.34

.56

16.37
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improvement as is this method of getting at
the merits of animals, it is open to the objection that animals
which have been taken from their stalls, driven to the fair
grounds and subjected to unnatural conditions and surroundIf the production of milk is,
ings, may not do their best.
as is believed by the best experts to-day, closely allied with
the nervous temperament and system, then anything which
disturbs that will have a deleterious efiect upon the quality
Consequently, the ideal way of testing milch cows
of milk.
is at the barn of the owner, where the cows are under
perfectly normal and usual conditions.
This test, while sat]\Iuch of an

isfactory to the student of dairy problems, has nothing spec-

tacular which

would draw a crowd

to a cattle show,

and

hence, if generally undertaken by agricultural societies, must

be for purely educational purposes, rather than from any

motive of securing a popular " attraction."

been made

during the past year

Bay State

by the

One such test has

officer

of the Bureau,

The herd tested was
that of Mr. Athertou Brown of Brookllne.
The test occupied two days and each of the four rows of figures represents
one milking. The animals are registered Jerseys.
for the

Agricultural Society.

452
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represent the dairy interests of the State at the meeting of
the Connecticut Dairymen's Association at Hartford, the

Hampshire Board of Agriculture
National Dairy Union at Chicago.

at

New

the Weirs, and the

I also responded to an

invitation to address a committee of the

Rhode Island Legis-

lature on oleomargarine legislation, the laws of Massachusetts
and their enforcement.

During the past year a compilation of the laws of the State,
with the court decisions thereon, has been prepared and
published.

Suggestions.

We

continue of the opinion that the cause of honest and

wholesome dairy products would be enhanced by what seems
to us would be a better division of labor between this department and the Board of Health. It seems to us that the
Board of Health ought not to be hampered by restrictive
legislation compelling it to expend a prescribed proportion
of its appropriation in the prosecution of commercial frauds,
particularly in view of the fact that the healthfulness of the
State's

milk supply

is

being considered more than ever

before, that the great advances recently

made

in bacteriology

have given definite data to start with, and that there seems
a call from all parts of the State, noticeable at meetings of
medical associations, for an increased amount of work from
the health stand-point.

If the labor could be divided so that

the Board of Health were free to do increased
the line which

its

name

work

alono;

naturally suggests, while the detec-

was in the hands of this Bureau,
we believe that great good would result.
Our experience this year has brought to our attention the

tion of commercial frauds

fact that the size of the fines in

oleomargarine cases places

them beyond the jurisdiction of trial justices. By a special
act their authority has been extended to include milk cases,
and we suggest that this statute be broadened so as to include all dairy products and imitations thereof.
Finances.

The following

is

the

manner

in

which the appropriation

of $7,000 has been expended during the past year

:

—
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Appropriation by Legislature of 1896,
Members of the Bureau, travelling expenses and attending meetings,
.

M. Whitaker,

George
oflSce

travelling

expenses, supplies,

Agents' salaries,

Agents' expenses.
Chemists,
Educational work,
Printing,

.

Unexpended,

.

etc..

.

[P. D. No. 4.
$7,000 00

$397 35

and
834

FINAJN^CIAL

KETUKNS

ANALYSES OF PREMIUMS AND GEATUITIES

INCORPORATED

SOCIETIES,

WITH MEMBERSHIP AND INSTITUTES
For the Year

1896.

Returns of Societies.
AMESBURY AND SALISBURY AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1881, Acts of 1881, chapter 204.
raised

Originall}'

by contribution, $1,002.32

;

now

has

$8,005.89 invested as a capital stocii in real estate, crockery,
tables, etc.

Total assets, $8,156.33

crockery, tables, etc., $269.89;

cash on hand, $76.

Total

:

real estate, $7,735.44

bills

;

due and unpaid, $75;
of notes to the

liabilities consist

amount of $1,900. Eeceipts in 1896, $2,703.40: bounty,
$600 new members, $20 donations, $84.35 other sources,
$1,998.95. Expenditures in 1896, $2,627.40: premiums
and gratuities paid, $974.80
current running expenses,
$140.52; interest, $114; other expenses, $1,398.08. The
society offered $1,800 in premiums, and awarded and paid
$974.80 in premiums and gratuities, which went to 23 cities
and towns. One hundred and eighty-two dollars and ninety
cents went to 6 cities and towns outside the State.
Four
hundred and seventeen persons received premiums and 190
gratuities.
Under head of farms $23 was awarded and paid
under farm and pet stock $488.50 was awarded and paid;
under farm and garden products $152.10 was awarded and
paid; under dairy products $4.25 was awarded and paid;
under domestic manufactures $117.35 was awarded and
paid; under agricultural implements $6 was awarded and
;

;

;

;

;

under ol)jects strictly agricultural, not specified, $45
was awarded and paid under objects other than agricultural,
not specified, $138.60 was awarded and paid. The society
reports 237 members,
207 males and 30 females. Four
farmers' institutes were held at Amesbury, January 15, on
" Birds and the benefit they are to the fanner," and " Salt
paid

;

;

—

:

hays,

meadow

or

swamp

February 20,

hay, and average upland hay

how

;

;

their

them " at Newbury,
on "Rural and farm law" and "Salt hays.

comparative values and

to feed
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meadow

or

swamp
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bay, and average upland bay

parative vabies and

bow to

tbem

feed

;

" at

tbeir comAmesbury, Marcb
:

13, on " Farm crops" and *' Obstacles to successful farming
and bow to overcome tbem " and at Amesbury, December
2, on " Poultry culture as a calling."
;

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

BARNSTABLE

Incorporated 1844, Acts of 1844, Chapter

Tbe

society in

11,740
estate

$7,500

;

now

report to tbe Board in 1853 repermanent fund (par value) to be

first

its

ported tbe amount of

114.

its

bas $8,300 invested as a capital stock in real

Total assets, $8,447.41
and bonds.
bonds, $800 casb on band, $147.41.
;

;

:

real

Total

estate,
liabil-

$3,837.80: notes, $3,550; outstanding bills, $287.80.
Receipts in 1896, $2,719.23 bounty, $600 otber sources,
ities,

:

;

Expenditures in 1896, $2,829.95: premiums
$2,119.23.
and gratuities paid, $1,894.95; current running expenses,
$935. Tbe society ofl'ered $2,395 in premiums, and awarded

and paid $1,894.95* in premiums and gratuities, wbicb went
Ninety persons received premiums
to 13 cities and towns.
and 95 gratuities. Under bead of farm and pet stock
$370.85 was awarded and paid under field and garden crops
$5 was awarded and paid under farm and garden products
$239.85 was awarded and paid; under dairy products $10
was awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $138.25
was awarded and paid under objects strictly agricultural,
not specified, ^26 was awarded and paid under trotting
$985 was paid under objects otber tban agricultural, not
Tbe society reports
specified, $20 was awarded and paid.
355 males and 229 females. Tbree farm584 members,
at East Sandwicb, January 16,
ers' institutes were held
*'
swamp bay, and average upland
meadow
or
on
Salt bays,
bay their comparative values and bow to feed tbem " at
Yarmoutbport, February 21, on "Beautiful homes;" and
at Barnstable, November 28, on "Management of agri;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

cultural fairs."
*

Of

this

amount, $985 was paid for

trotting.

";

IIETURNS OF SOCIETIES.
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BERKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated

The

society in

1811,

its

stated the amount of

$3,000

;

estate.

now

its

1811,

Chapter 70.

the Board in 1853
permanent fund (par value) to be

report to

has $12,000 invested as a capital stock in real

Total

assets,

crockerj^, tables, etc.,

cash on

Acts of

first

$12,685.98: real estate, $12,000;
$200 bills due and unpaid, $334.33
;

hand, $151.65.

;

Total

liabilities,

miums due and unpaid, $120; outstanding
mortgages or
$6,726.29

:

like

liabilities,

$5,000.

bills,

:

pre-

$1,338.38;

Receipts in

1896,

$600 ; new members, $78 other sources,
Expenditures in 1896, $6,680.97: premiums

bount}-^,

$6,048.29.

$6,458.38

;

and gratuities paid, $1,198.02; current running expenses,
$4,115.51;

The

society

interest,

offered

$188.95;

other expenses, $1,178.49.

$1,713.15

in

premiums,

awarded

$1,318.02 in premiums and gratuities and paid $1,198.02,
which went to 27 cities and towns. Eighteen dollars and
fifty cents went to 2 towns outside the State.
Two hundred
and ten persons received premiums and 153 gratuities.
Under head of farms $13 was awarded and paid under
farm and pet stock $660.46 was awarded and $553.46 paid;
under farm and garden products $234 was awarded and $222
paid under dairy products $24 was awarded and $23 paid
under domestic manufactures $228 was awarded and paid
under trotting $1,502.50 was paid; under objects other than
agricultural, not specified, $64 was awarded and paid.
The society reports 984 members,
873 males and 111
females.
Three farmers' institutes were held at Hinsdale,
January 16, on the " Babcock test v. the ' Space' system in
Massachusetts creameries, which is better for the farmer?"
at Lee, March 26, on "The Atlanta Exposition and the
Farmers' National Congress what I saw and heard there
and " AVhat we know of stable manures;" and at Dalton,
December 29, on " Winter care of milch cows."
;

;

—

:

:

"
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BLACKSTONE VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1884, Acts of 1884, chapter 48.

Originally raised

by

contribution, $3,000

;

now

has $4,500

invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery, tables, etc.

Total assets,

$4,(351.74: real estate, $4,400; crockery,
$100; cash on hand, $151.74. Total liabilities
consist of mortgages or like liabilities to the amount of

tables, etc.,

new

Receipts in 1896, $1,705.76: bounty, $600;

$1,600.

members, $24

;

donations, $24.65

;

other sources, $1,057.11.

Expenditures in 1896, $1,702.78: premiums and gratuities
The
paid, $681.45; current running expenses, $1,021.33.
society offered $950 in premiums, and awarded and paid
$681.45 in premiums and gratuities, which went to 16 cities
and towns. Seven dollars and forty-five cents w^ent to 3
One hundred and thirty
cities and towns outside the State.
persons received premiums and 33 gratuities. Under head of
farms $88 was awarded and paid under farm and pet stock
$381.50 was awarded and paid; under field and garden
crops $21.50 was awarded and paid; under farm and garden products $44.95 was awarded and paid; under dair}''
products $3 was awarded and paid under domestic manuunder trotting $40
factures $28.75 was awarded and paid
was awarded and paid under objects other than agricultural,
not specified, $62.10 was awarded and paid. The society
290 males and 225 females. Three
reports 515 members,
at Uxbridge, March 6, on
farmers' institutes were held
" at
*' Small fruits for the farm " and " Poultry for profit
;

;

;

;

—

:

;

Uxbridge, March 17, on "Management of agricultural fairs
and at Mendon, March 25, on "Manures and fertilizers, and
their use" and " The cultivation of flowers."
;

BRISTOL COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1823, Acts of 1823, chapter 32.

The
stated

society in

the

be $3,240;
real estate.

crockery,

Total

its

amount of

now

first
its

report to the Board in 1853
permanent fund (par value) to

has $32,000 invested as a capital stock in

Total assets, $33,906.73
tables,

iiabilities,

etc.,

$200;

$13,093.01:

:

real estate,

cash on hand,

outstanding

$32,000

;

$1,706.73.

bills,

$93.01;

"

No.
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mortgages or
$19,905.73:

premiums and
expenses,

other

gratuities paid, $9,636.74; current running

$7,079.38

The

$3,483.03.

$600; new members, $100;

Expenditures in 1896, $20,901.65:

$19,205.73.

sources,

Receipts in 1896,

like liabilities, $13,000.

bounty,

461

;

interest,

society

$702.50

ofiered

in

expenses,

otlier

;

premiums

$11,129,

awarded $9,729.75 in premiums and gratuities and paid
$9,636.74,* which went to 49 cities and towns. One thousand nine hundred and four dollars and sixty cents went
Nine hundred and
to 11 cities and towns outside the State.
four persons received premiums and 29 gratuities.
Under
head of farms $54 was awarded and paid under farm and
pet stock $1,380.75 was awarded and $1,333.75 paid; under
field and garden crops $80 was awarded and paid
under
farm and garden products $349.50 was awarded and $346.50
paid; under dairy products $41.75 was awarded and paid;
under domestic manufactures $314.90 was awarded and
$281.89 paid; under agricultural implements $10 was
awarded; under trotting $7,000 was paid; under objects
other than agricultural, not specified, $498.85 was awarded
and paid. The society reports 875 members,
675 males
and 200 females. Four farmers' institutes were held at
Seekonk, February 14, on " The farm, its products and
profits " at Norton, March 17, on " Fruit culture " at New
Bedford, March 20, on "Perfect feed" and "The gypsy
moth;" and at Foxborough, April 15, on " Fruit culture
and " The gypsy moth."
;

;

—

:

;

;

DEERFIELD VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1871, Acts of 1871, chapter 208.

Originally raised

$9,200
assets,

invested as

$9,531.14

:

by
a

contrilmtion, $4,094.01

;

now

capital stock in real estate.

real estate,

$9,200

;

has

Total

crockery, tables, etc.,

$250; cash on hand, $81.14. Liabilities consist of mortgages or like liabilities to the amount of $800. Receipts in
1896, $2,307.56: bounty, $600;
tions, $19.68

;

new members, $15; dona-

other sources, $1,672.88.

Expenditures in

1896, $2,158.80: premiums paid, $1,149.99; current running expenses, $955.05; interest, $53.76.
The society
* Of this amount, $7,000 was paid for trotting.
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premiums, awarded $1,169.67 and paid
Four dollars
$1,149.99,* which went to 27 cities and towns.
and thirty-five cents went to 1 city and 1 town outside the
State.
Two hundred and thirty-four persons received
premiums. Under head of farm and pet stock $538.75 was
awarded and $528.75 paid under farm and garden products
.72 was awarded and $60.82 paid; under dairy products
was aw^arded and $23 paid under domestic manufactures $87.70 was awarded and $86.05 paid; under trotting
$400 was paid under objects other than agricultural, not
specified, $53.50 was awarded and $51.37 paid.
The society
reports 1,084 members,
843 males and 241 females.
Three farmers' institutes were held at Charlemont, January
25, on "Tuberculosis;" at Ashfield, February 15, on "The
horse's foot, care and diseases," and " Japan
its farms and
farmers;" and at Buckland, December 16, on "Economic
summer and winter feed for milch cows."
offered 11,436.25 in

;

;

;

—

:

;

EASTERN HAMPDEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1856, Acts of 1856, chapter 156.

Originally raised by contribution, $3,000

;

now

has $7,000

Total

invested as a capital stock in real estate.

assets,

due and unpaid, $51;
Total liabilities, $3,920.51 outstand-

$7,053.25: real estate, $7,000; bills
cash on hand, $2.25.

ing

bills,

$861.60

;

:

mortgages or like

liabilities,

Receipts in 1896, $2,110.73: bounty, $600;

$3,059.56.

new members,

Expremiums and gratuities
The society
paid, $1,748.85; other expenses, $745.91.
offered $2,426.75 in premiums, and awarded and paid $1,748.85 f in premiums and gratuities, Avhich went to 21 cities
and towns. One hundred and thirty-five persons received
premiums and gratuities. Under head of farms $10 was
awarded and paid; under farm and pet stock $668.75
was awarded and paid under farm and garden products
$161.80 was awarded and paid under dairy products $7 was

$40;

donations,

penditures in

$63.51; other sources, $1,407.22.

1896, $2,110.73

:

;

;

under domestic manufactures $56.30
awarded and paid
was aw^arded and paid under trotting $830 was paid under
;

;

* Of this amount, f 400 was paid for trotting,
t Of this amount, $830 was paid for trotting.

;

;;
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objects other than agricultunil, not specified, $7 was awarded
and paid. Three farmers' institutes were held at Palmer,
January 14, on " How to feed the dairy cow for milk and
cream production;" at Palmer, February 11, on "Our
forests " and at Monson, March 10, on " Beautiful homes."
:

;

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETIY.

Incorporated 1818, Acts of 1818, chapter 25.

The

society

stated the

$9,363.66;

in

now

$29,500

:

stocks, crockery, tables, etc.

$14,300

real estate,

crockery,

$14,000;

report to the Board in 1853
permanent fund (par value) to be

first

its

has |29,500 invested as a capital stock

notes,

in real estate,
assets,

its

amount of

tables,

etc.,

;

notes, $1,000

$200.

Total

;

Total
stocks,

liabilities

and overdraft to the amount of $10,272.88.
bounty, $600 notes, $54.10
stocks, $869.25; new members, $180; donations, $86.25;
other sources, $10,162.71.
Expenditures in 1896, $11,675.81: premiums paid, $1,121; current running expenses,

consist of notes

Receipts in 1896, $11,952.31

$745.87; interest, 577.42

;

:

;

;

other expenses, $9,231.52.

society oflfered $2,369.50 in premiums,

The

awarded $1,121* and
paid $1,034.75,* which went to 29 cities and towns.
Three
hundred and eighty-four persons received premiums. Under
head of farms $59 was awarded and $66 paid under farm
and pet stock $466 was awarded and $354 paid under field
and garden crops $79 was awarded and $91 paid under farm
and garden products $369.50 was awarded and $308.50 paid
under dairy products $8 was awarded under domestic manufactures $132.50 was awarded and $133.25 paid
under
agricultural implements $47 was awarded and $30 paid
under objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $35 was
awarded
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $66.50 was awarded and $67.75 paid.
The society
reports 1,477 members,
1,460 males and 17 females. Five
farmers' institutes were held
at Haverhill, January 10, on
" The feed and care of the farmer's household," and " Rural
and farm law " at Salem, Feln'uary 7, on " Advanced methods of feeding cattle " and
The war against the gypsy
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

'

*

Amounts paid

'

for 1895

;

awarded

for 1896.
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Newburyport, March 6, on " Fruit " at Beverly,
April 3, on "Infectious diseases of domestic animals, their
causation and prevention " and at Beverly, December 18,
The production ot milk " and Management of a dairy
on

moth

;

" at

;

;

'

'

'

'

farm."

FRANKLIN COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
Incorporated 1850, Acts of 1850, chapter 104.

The society in its first report to the Board in 1853 stated
amount of its permanent fund (par value) to be $3,768

the

now

;

has $9,095 invested as a capital stock in real estate,

stocks, crockery, tables, etc.
estate,
bills

due and unpaid, $68.41

liabilities,

or like

Total assets, $9,310.82

:

real

$8,000; stocks, $1,020; crockery, tables, etc., $75;
$2,517.07

liabilities,

:

$2,100.

bounty, $600; stocks, $20;
tions, $5

;

;

cash on hand, $147.41.

outstanding

bills,

$417.07

;

Total

mortgages

Receipts in 1896, $4,171.21:

new members, $22.50; dona-

other sources, $3,523.71.

Expenditures in 1896,

$4,023.80: premiums and gratuities' paid, $1,216.90; current running expenses, $2,056.43

;

interest,

$32.88

other

;

The society oftercd $1,946 in premiums,
awarded $1,256.50 in premiums and gratuities, and paid
$1,216.90, which went to 22 cities and towns.
Four dollars
and fifty cents went to 1 town outside the State. Three
hundred and forty-one persons received premiums and 14
gratuities.
Under head of farm and pet stock $872.25
was awarded and $858.25 paid; under farm and garden
expenses, $717.59.

products $198.50 was awarded and $189.65 paid; under
dairy products $23 was awarded and paid

;

under domestic

manufactures $130.75 was awarded and $116 paid; under
objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $17 was awarded
and $15 paid; under trotting $830 was paid; under objects
other than agricultural, not specified, $15 was awarded and
about
paid.
The society reports about 1,800 members,
1,500 males and about 300 females. Three farmers' institutes were held: at Greenfield, January 4, on "Tuberculosis;" at Greenfield, January 27, on "An hour with the
w^eather man " and at Montague, February 27, on " The Atlanta Exposition and the Farmers' National Congress
what
I saw and heard there " and " Co-operation among farmers."

—

;

:

;;
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SOCIETY.

Incorporated 1844, Acts of 1844, chapter 56.

This society made no returns to the Board of Agriculture
for the year 1896.

HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1814, Acts of 1814, chapter

The

society

in

amount of

$3,255.26

;

now

report to the Board in 1853
permanent fund (par value) to be

first

its

stated the

19.

its

has $4,352.43 invested as a capital stock in

real estate, crockery, tables, etc.

Total assets, $4,352.43

real estate, $4,200; crockery, tables, etc., $152.43.

$1,031.94: outstanding

liabilities,

or

like

bounty,

liabilities,

$600

$900.

bills,

$131.94

Receipts in

new members, $40

1896,

;

:

Total

mortgages
$1,971.92:

donations, $79.88
Expenditures in 1896, $2,036.86
premiums and gratuities paid, $554.60; current running
;

other sources, $1,252.04.

;

:

expenses, $577.31; interest, $54.95; other expenses, $850.

The

society offered $799 in premiums, and awarded and paid
$554.60 in premiums and gratuities, which went to 16 cities
and towns. Ninety-four persons received premiums and 4
gratuities.

Under head of farm and pet stock $262.50 was

awarded and paid; under field and garden crops $31 was
awarded and paid under farm and garden products $117.50
was awarded and paid under dairy products $5 was awarded
and paid under domestic manufactures $32.85 was awarded
and paid under objects strictly agricultural, not specified,
$75 was awarded and paid; under trotting $600 was paid
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $28.75
was awarded and paid. The society reports 752 members,
530 males and 222 females. Four farmers' institutes were
held: at Amherst, January 18, on " How to keep the boys
on the farm" and " How to conduct agricultural fairs:" at
:

;

;

;

Hadley, January 30, on *' Rational systems of feeding dairy
stock, in connection with a discussion of some new forage
crops" and "Small fruits, their culture and variety;" at
Belchertown, February 27, on "How to keep the boys on
the ftirm," " Variations in the quality of milk" and "How
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cow for milk and cream production " and
Amherst, December 30, on " The usefuhiess of the Board

to feed the dairy
at

Doc.

;

of Agriculture."

HAMPSHIRE, FRANKLIN AND HAMPDEN AGRICULT-

URAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1818, Acts of 1818, chapter 125.

The

society in

its first

report to the Board in 1853 stated

the amount of its permanent fund (par value) to be $8,141.29

now

;

has $3,090.38 invested as a capital stock in personal

property.

Total assets, $3,138.46

bank funds, $618
unpaid,

$55;

:

real estate lease, $1,600

crockery, tables, etc., $638

;

cash,

$227.46.

Total

;

bills

liabilities,

;

due and

$149.50:

premiums due and unpaid, $94.50; outstanding bills, $55.
Receipts in 1896, $3,046.45: bounty, $600; bank funds,
$18.12 new members, $69 other sources, $3,046.45. Expenditures in 1896, $3,604.56 premiums and gratuities
;

;

:

paid, $789.25; current running expenses, $2,694.31; other

expenses, $121.

The

society ofiered $1,232.20 in premi-

ums, awarded $883.75 in premiums and gratuities and paid
$789.25, which went to 24 cities and towns.
One hundred
and sixty-six persons received premiums and 22 gratuities.
Under head of farm and pet stock $600.70 was awarded and
$548.45 paid; under field and garden crops $29 was awarded
and paid; under farm and garden products $139.50 was
awarded and $124.50 paid; under dairy products $18 was
awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $52.30
was awarded and $43.05 paid; under agricultural implements $10 was awarded and $7 paid under trotting $702.50
was paid under objects other than agricultural, not specified,
$34.25 was awarded and $19.25 paid. The society reports
1,005 members,
757 males and 248 females. Four farmers' institutes were held: at Northampton, January 1, on
The Atlanta Exposition and Farmers' National Congress
what I saw and heard there " at Hadley, January 30, on
"Rational systems of feeding dairy stock, in connection
with a discussion of some new forage crops "and "Small
fruits, their culture and variety;" at Easthampton, February 20, on " Dairying " and " Climatic influence on crops "
;

;

;

—

*

'

:

;

;
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"
and at Xortharapton, March 26^ on "Rural and larm law
and " How plants take their nitrogen, and what they do

with

it."

HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1859, Acts of 1859, chapter 145.

Originally raised

by contribution, $3,262

;

now

has $3,150

invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery,
etc.

Total assets, $3,219.72

:

real estate,

$3,000

;

tal:»les,

crockery,

$150; cash, $69.72. Receipts in 1896, $1,572.97
bounty, $600; new members, $22; other sources, $950.97.
Expenditures in 1896, $1,503.25 premiums paid, $683.15;
current running expenses, $816.14; interest, $3.96.
The

tables, etc.,

:

:

and awarded and paid
and towns. One hundred
and eighty persons received premiums.
Under head of
farm and pet stock $411 was awarded and paid; under field
and garden crops $21 was awarded and paid; under farm
and garden products $37.30 was awarded and paid; under
dairy products $7.50 was awarded and paid under domestic
manufactures $83.60 was awarded and paid; under trotting
$80 was paid; under objects other than agricultural, not
specified, $42.75 was awarded and paid.
The society
reports 431 members,
300 males and 131 females. Three
farmers' institutes were held
at Chester, August 25, on
"Rural and farm law;" at Middlefield, September 9, on
general topics and at Middlefield, October 26, on " Obstacles to successful farmino;, and how to overcome them."
society offered $793.55 in premiums,

$683.15,* which went to 23

cities

;

—

:

;

HILLSIDE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1883, Acts of 1883, chapter

Originally raised

by

112.

contril)ution, $3,113.32;

now has

$5,955.60 invested as a capital stock in real estate, bank
funds, crockery, tables, etc.

Total assets, $5,955.60 real
$4,760.61; bank funds, $844.99; crockery, tables,
$350. Receipts in 1896, $1,754.96: bounty, $600
:

estate,
etc.,

bank funds, $25.78

;

new members, $96

other sources, $978.38.

premium.s paid, $782.80

;

donations, $54.80
Expenditures in 1896, $1,608.12
current running expenses, $612.33

* Of this amount, $80 was paid for

;

trottin;?.

;
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other expenses, $212,99.
The society offered $785.50 in
premiums, and awarded and paid $782.80, which went to 28
Four hundred and fourteen persons recities and towns.
ceived premiums.
Under head of farms $2 was awarded
and paid under farm and pet stock $472.50 was awarded and
paid; under field and garden crops $51.50 was awarded
and paid; under farm and garden products $82.30 was
awarded and paid under dairy products $17 was awarded
and paid; under domestic manufactures $69.95 was awarded
and paid under trotting $25 was paid under objects other
than agricultural, not specified, $50 was awarded and paid.
The society reports 726 members,
699 males and 27
females.
Four farmers' institutes were held at Ashfield,
February 15, on " Diseases and care of horses " and " Japan
its fjirms ajid farmers " at Cummington, March 10, on
"Taxation " and The work of the Board of Agriculture " at
Cummington, August 19, on " The political situation" and
Co-operation among fiirmers " and at Cummington, September 29, on " Obstacles to successful farming, and how to
overcome them."
;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

:

;

HINGHAM AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1867, Acts of 1867, chapter 99.

Originally raised by contribution, $17,406.15;

$22,000 invested as a capital stock
tables, etc.

has

in real estate, crockery,

Total assets, $22,064.04: real estate, $20,000;

crockery, tables, etc., $2,000; cash, $64.04.

1896, $3,163.35: bounty, $600;
tions,

now

$132.15

;

Receipts in

new members, $5; dona-

other sources, $2,426.20.

Expenditures in

1896, $3,265.13: premiums and gratuities paid, $634.50;
current running expenses, $974.80; interest, $9.70; other

expenses,

$1,646.13.

The

society

offered

$2,048.80

in

premiums, and awarded and paid $634.50 in premiums and
gratuities, which went to 13 cities and towns.
One hundred
and fifty-four persons received premiums and 297 gratuities.
Under head of farm and pet stock $268.65 was awarded and
paid; under farm and garden products $228 was awarded
and paid under dairy products $5 was awarded and paid
under domestic manufactures $63.85 was awarded and paid;
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $69 was
;
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—

awarded and paid. The society reports 735 members,
515 males and 220 females. Eight farmers' institutes were
January 27, on "Among the ferns;"
held at Hingham
February 24, on "Cranberry culture," "Increasing of
varieties of vegetables" and "The time to plant tomato
seed, to pot plants, etc.;" March 23, on "Spraying trees
and shrubs;" April 27, on "Observations at the Atlanta
Exposition and in the South;" May 25, on "Fertilizers;"
July 20, on "Market gardening;" August 17, on "What
cro})s are most profitable to raise in Hingham ? " and December 4, on " The best way to redeem a weedy, wornout lawn,"
" Cases of mildew in a grapery" and " Potato culture."
:

HOOSAC VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1860, Acts of 1860, chapter 56.

Originally raised by contribution, $2,00G

800 invested as a
tables, etc.

capital

stock

in real

Total assets, $16,844.72

:

;

now

estate,

real estate,

Total

crockery, tables, etc., $500; cash, $44.72.

has $16,crockery,

$16,300;
liabilities,

$4,49180: premiums due and unpaid, $991.80; outstand$200 note, $3,300. Receipts in 1896, $5,456.10
bounty, $600 new members, $45 other sources, $4,811.10.
Expenditures in 1896, $5,978.04 premiums paid, $1,988.95
current running expenses, $3,116.59; interest, $82.50;
ing

bills,

:

;

;

;

:

;

other expenses, $790.
The society offered $4,288 in premiums, awarded $2,980.75* and paid $1,988.95, which w^ent
to 21 cities and towns.
One hundred and fifty-two dollars
and twenty-five cents went to 3 towns outside the State.
Two hundred and fifty-seven persons received premiums.
Under head of farms $18 was awarded and paid under farm
and pet stock $623 was awarded and paid under field and
garden crops $165 was awarded and paid; under farm and
garden products $161.50 was awarded and paid; under dairy
products $21.50 was awarded and paid; under domestic
manufactures $268.75 was awarded and paid; under agricultural implements $23 was awarded and paid ; under
trotting $1,570 was paid; under ol)jects other than agricultural, not specified, $130 was awarded and paid.
The
society reports 977 members,
961 males and 16 females.
;

;

—

* Of this amount, $1,570

was paid for trotting.
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Three farmers' institutes were held at Cheshire, February
20, on "Tuberculosis;" at Savoy, Noveml)er 24, on "Economical feed for dairy cows;" and at Williamstown, December 31, on "The production of milk," "Management
of a dairy farm," " Growing and feeding of forage crops for
prolit" and " Winter care of milch cows."
:

HOUSATONIC AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1848, Acts of 1848, chapter

The society in
the amount of
$6,335.33;
in

real

now

its

101.

report to the Board in 1853 stated

permanent fund

(par

value)

be

to

has $22, 007. .SO invested as a capital stock
stocks,

estate,

$22,661.61:

its first

real

funds, $1,007.80;

and

estate,

bank

$20,000;

funds.
stocks,

Total

assets,

$1,000;

bank

$475; bills due
Total liabilities, $2,406.83

crockery, tables,

etc.,

and unpaid, $24 cash, $154.81.
premiums due and unpaid and outstanding bills (estimated),
$150; mortgages or like liabilities, $2,256.83. Receipts in
1896, $8,823.71: bounty, $600: stocks, $50 bank funds,
$36.92; new members, $214; other sources, $7,922.79.
Expenditures in 1896, $8,936.46 premiums and gratuities
paid, including trotting, sports and attractions, $4,707.10;
current running expenses, $3,069.10; interest, $109.80;
:

;

;

:

other expenses, $1,050.46.

The

society offered $2,564.50

premiums, awarded $2,155 and paid $2,114.50 in premiums and gratuities, which went to 17 cities and towns.
Four hundred and eighty -three persons received premiums
and gratuities. Under head of farm and pet stock $1,141.70
was awarded and $1,119.20 paid; under held and garden
crops $227 was awarded and $224 paid under farm and
garden products $244.60 was awarded and $237.10 paid;
under
under dairy products $42 was awarded and paid
domestic manufactures $440 was awarded and $432.50 paid
under trotting $1,437.50 was paid; under objects other than
agricultural, not specified, including sports, etc., $993 was
paid.
The society reports 1,708 members,
1,657 males
in

;

;

;

—

and 51 females. Three farmers' institutes were held at
Great Barrington, January 24, on " Pioneer work in tuberculosis;" at Lee, March 26, on "The Atlanta Exposition
:

"
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what I saw and heard
and Farmers' National Congress
^Vhsit we know of stable manures " and at
there " and
Great Barrington, November 24, on "Book-farming v.
moon-farming.
:

'

'

;

MANUFACTURERS' AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
NORTH ATTLEBOROUGH.
Incorporated 1896, Acts of 1896, chapter 260.

by contribution, $10,000

•Originally raised

000 invested as a
etc.

now

;

has $10,"

capital stock in real estate, crockery, tables,

Total assets, $10,037.84

:

$9,500

real estate,

tables, etc.,

$500; cash, $37.84.

outstanding

bills to the

Total

amount of

$9.

;

crockery,

lialMlities consist

of

Receipts in 1896,

bounty, $600; subscriptions, $302.25; other
sources, $2,955.02. Expenditures in 1896, $3,857.27 premi$3,857.27:

:

ums and

gratuities paid, $634.65

;

current running expenses,

$3,089.59; other expenses, $133.03.

The

society offered

$1,190.55 in premiums, and awarded and paid $634.65 in

premiums and

gratuities,

which went to 18

cities

Forty-one dollars and ninety-five cents went to 5

and towns.
cities and

towns outside the State. Two hundred and two persons received premiums and 32 gratuities.
Under head of farm and
pet stock $321.05 was aAvarded and paid; under farm and
garden products $157.45 was awarded and paid; under
domestic manufactures $86.25 was awarded and paid; under
objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $13.25 was awarded
and ]iaid under trotting $1,350 was paid; under objects
other than agricultural, not specified, $22.75 was awarded
and paid. The society reports 46 male members. Three
farmers' institutes were held at Attleborough
October 30,
on "Fruit culture;" November 27, on "How to feed the
dairy cow ;" and December 22, on " Poultr}' for profit."
:

;

MARSHFIELD

AGRICULTURAL AND
URAL SOCIETY.

HORTICULT-

Incorporated 1867, Acts of 1867, chapter

Originally raised

by

contribution,

116.

$3,755.43

;

now

has

$27,980.08 invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery,

tables,

etc.

Total

assets,

$27,980.08

:

real

estate,
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126,472.78; crockery, tables, etc., $1,507.30. Total
$5,800.45 premiums due and unpaid, $139.05

ities,

:

liabil;

out-

mortgages or like liabilities, $5,570.
Receipts in 1896, $2,587.35: bounty, $600; new members,
$35; donations, $134.95; other sources, $1,817.40. Expremiums and gratuities
penditures in 1896, $2,330.36
intercurrent running expenses, $1,086.21
paid, $877.60
The society offered $1,229 in premiums,
est, $366.55.
standing

$191.40

bills,

;

:

;

;

awarded $1,016.65 and paid $877.60,* which went to 28
cities and towns.
Four dollars and fifty cents went to 3 cities
and towns outside the State. Seventy-five persons received
premiums and 250 gratuities. Under head of farm and pet
stock $176.65 was awarded and $148.15 paid; under farm
and garden products $110.10 was awarded and $73.60 paid
under dairy products $8 was awarded and $6 paid under
domestic manufactures $73.65 was awarded and $72.05 paid
under trotting $428 was paid under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $25 was awarded and $23.05 paid.
Diplomas were awarded for agricultural implements. The
568 males and 311 females.
society reports 879 members,
Three farmers' institutes were held at Marshfield January
18, on " How to keep up the fertility of the soil " February 19, on " Fruits and poultry " and June 17, on " Webster," " Patriotism" and " Cranberry culture."
;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

MARTHA'S VINEYARD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1859, Acts of 1859, chapter 33.

Originally raised

by contribution, $4,552.17

;

now

has

$4,329.13 invested as a capital stock in real estate, notes,

bank funds, crockery,
real estate,

$2,750;

$500;

bank funds, $879.13;

$200; bills due and unpaid, $8;
Liabilities, $24: premiums due and unpaid,

crockery, tables,
cash, $203.41.

Total assets, $4,540.54:

tables, etc.

notes,

etc.,

$6; outstanding bills (estimated) $18. Receipts in 1896,
$1,356.47 bounty, $600; notes, $31 ; bank funds, $32.47
new members, $4; other sources, $689. Expenditures in
:

;

1896, $1,074.59: premiums and gratuities paid, $643.20;
other expenses, $163.56.

current running expenses, $267.83

The

;

society offered $813.50 in premiums,
* Of this amount, $428

was paid

awarded $649.20

for trotting.

t;

No.
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which went
premiums and 104
Under head of farms $3 was awarded and paid
gratuities.
pet stock $237.30 was awarded and paid;
and
under farm
under field and garden crops $21 was awarded and paid;
under farm and garden products $83.80 was awarded and
paid; under dairy products $11.25 was awarded and paid;
under domestic manuftictures $155.15 was awarded and paid
under objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $24.60 was
awarded and paid under trotting, $82.50 was paid; under
objects other than agricultural, not specified, $30.61 was
awarded and paid. The society reports 204 members,
113 males and 91 females. Three farmers' institutes were
March 26, on "The creamery;"
held at West Tisbury
"
home " and December 29,
The
farmer's
September 24, on
on "Poultry raising."

and paid $643.20* in premiums and
to 6 towns.

gratuities,

Fifty-nine persons received

;

;

—

:

;

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICXJLTUIIAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1829, Acts of 1829, chapter 22.

The first investment was from surplus, Jan. 16, 1835, and
amounted to $525. The society now has $247,000 invested
as a capital stock in real estate, library, bonds

Total assets,

$335,379.17:

real

estate,

and furniture.

$250,000;

loan,

$7,500; bonds, $26,852.50; bank funds, $1,651.36; library,
furniture, etc., $42,890.60 bills due and unpaid, $1,535.46
Total liabilities, $10,050: premiums due
cash, $4,949.25.
:

;

and unpaid, $8,050; outstanding

bills,

$1,000; mortgages

Receipts in 1896, $27,732.38:
bounty, $600; notes, $304.85; bank funds, $29.59; bonds,
$1,272.50; new members and assessments, $1,288; donaExpenditures in
tions, $32; other sources, $24,205.44.
or like liabilities, $1,000.

1896, $26,939.15

:

premiums and

gratuities paid, $7,887.27

current running expenses, $16,971.88

;

;

other expenses, $2,-

society oftered $8,250 f in premiums, awarded
paid $7, 887. 27,
t in premiums and gratuities and
which went to 63 cities and towns. One hundred and sixty-

080.

The

$7,950.27

and towns outside the State.
One hundred and ninety-two J persons received premiums
and 116 J gratuities. Under head of farms $495 was awarded

three dollars w^ent to 9 cities

t Offered

* Of
and awarded

this

amount, $82.50 was paid for trotting.
paid in 1896.
J Not including school gardeners.

in 1895

;
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and $517 paid; under farm and garden products $7,248.75
was awarded and $7,442.52 paid. The society reports 766
713 males and 53 females. Eleven farmers' inmembers,
January 4,
stitutes were held at Horticultural Hall, Boston
the annual address of the president January 11, on "Hardy
garden plants " January 18, on " Conservatism in scientific
agriculture " January 25, on " Stove plants in their native
"
tropics " Feln'uary 8, on " Seeds and their adulterations
February 15, on "Some scale insects;" February 29, on
" Some tendencies and problems in the evolution of species
among parasitical fungi;" March 14, on "Ornamental
planting for parks and public grounds;" March 21, on
"Grasses;" March 28, on "Manuring orchards;" and
April 11, on "Mushrooms."

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING
AGRICULTURE.
Incorporated 1792, Acts of 1792, chapter 33.

This society made no returns to the Board of Agriculture
for the year 1896.

MIDDLESEX NORTH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1855, Acts of 1855, chapter 315.

Originally

raised

by

contribution,

$3,000

;

now

has

$35,000 invested as a capital stock in real estate. Total
assets, $37,574.96: real estate, $35,000; crockery, tables,
etc., $370; bills due and unpaid, $20; cash, $2,184.96.
Total liabilities, $9,775: premiums due and unpaid, $100;

mortgages or like liabilities, $9,600.
bounty, $600 new members,
$19; donations, $54; other sources, $11,504.09. Expendipremiums and gratuities paid,
tures in 1896, $3,760.97
$798.25; current running expenses, $1,305.37; interest,
outstanding

bills,

$75

;

Receipts in 1896, $12,177.09

:

;

:

The society offered
$472.30; other expenses, $1,185.05.
$1,487.25 in premiums, awarded $849.75 and paid $798.25
premiums and gratuities, which went to 11 cities and
Under the head of farm and pet stock $360.75 was
awarded; under farm and garden products $307.75 was
awarded under dairy products $5 was awarded under
in

towns.

;

;
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domestic manufactures $176.25 was awarded; under trotting

$480 was paid.
of

ship

1,38G,

The

society reports an estimated

— 1,123

memberFour

males and 263 females.

farmers' institutes were held:

at Westford, February 1,
"
Tul)erculosis and tuberculin " at Acton, February 18,
on
on "Fruit" and "The war against the gypsy moth;" at
Pepperell, March 10, on "How to make good roads, with
or without State aid" and "How to prevent tuberculosis
and secure good milk and wholesome beef;" and at Littleton, April 11, on " Fruit culture."
;

MIDDLESEX SOUTH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1854, Acts of 1854, chapter 84.

Originally raised by contribution, $3,000

;

now has $13,000

invested as a capital stock in real estate.

Total assets,

$13,250: real estate, $13,000; crockery, tables,
Total

liabilities,

$8,004.55:

$54.55; outstanding
ties,

bills,

etc.,

$250.

premiums due and unpaid,

$200; mortgages or

like liabili-

Receipts in 1896, $4,633.88: bounty, $600;

$7,750.

new members, $83.36; donations, $245.87; other sources,
Expenditures in 1896, $4,633.88 premiums and

$3,704.65.

:

paid,

gratuities

$624.20;

current

running

expenses,

$2,665.54; interest, $294.14; other expenses, $1,050.
society offered $1,342.20 in premiums,

The

awarded $678.75 in
premiums and gratuities and paid $624.20, which went to 8
towns.
Seventy-seven persons received premiums and 49
gratuities.
Under head of farms $26 was awarded and $16
paid; under farm and pet stock $261.65 was awarded and
$247.65 paid under field and garden crops $53 was awarded
and paid
under farm and garden products $121 was
awarded and $97.70 paid;' under dairy products $21 was
awarded and $3 paid under domestic manufactures $52.65
was awarded and $51.65 paid; under objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $125 was awarded and paid; under
trotting $700 was paid
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $18.45 was awarded and $12.20 paid.
The society reports 574 members,
374 males and 200
females.
Three farmers' institutes were held at Hudson,
;

;

;

;

—

:
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February 20, on "Peach culture;" at Sherborn, February
21, on "Capital and labor on the farm;" and at South
Framin^ham, December 19, on "Tree culture."

NANTUCKET AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1856, Acts of 1856, chapter 25.

Originally raised by contribution $3,500

invested as a capital

now

;

stock in real estate.

has

$.'),200

Total assets,

$3,234.78: real estate, $3,200; cash, $34.78. Receipts in
1896, $1,379.67: bounty, $587.25; new members, $26;
Expenditures in 1896, $1,345.09
other sources, $766.62.
:

premiums and

gratuities paid,

expenses, $747.71.

The

$597.38;

current running

society offered $1,175.50 in pre-

miums, awarded $658.64 in premiums and gratuities and
One hundred and
paid $597.38,* w^hich went to 1 town.
fifty-two persons received premiums and 90 gratuities.
Under farms $17 was awarded and $15.30 paid; under
farm and pet stock $328.75 was awarded and $295.88 paid;
under field and garden crops $31.25 was awarded and $28.08
paid under farm and garden products $89.25 was awarded
and $80.33 paid; under dairy products $5.50 was awarded
and $4.95 paid; under domestic manufactures $89.75 was
awarded and $78.84 paid; under trotting $60 was paid;
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $37.40
was awarded and $34 paid. The society reports 548 mem217 males and 331 females. Three farmers' instibers,
November 23, on general
tutes were held at Nantucket
"Milch cows and dairy
December
on
farm topics;
29,
"
Poultry raising."
farming;" and December 30, on
;

—

:

OXFORD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1888, Acts of 1888, chapter 93.
l)y
raised
contril)ution $4,400
now has
$8,056.84 invested as a capital stock in real estate, cash,

Originally

;

crockery, tables, etc.

Total assets, $8,056.84: real estate,

$7,500; crockery, tables, etc., $200; cash, $356.84. Total
liabilities consist of mortgages or like liabilities to the amount
of $300.

Receipts in 1896, $1,987.49: bounty, $600;
* Of this amount, fGO was paid for trotting.

new

.

No.
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members, $32; donations, $27.75; other sources, $1,987.49.
Expenditures in 1896, $2,290.40 ju-eniiums paid, $1,283.83
other excurrent running expenses, $450 interest, $31.55
:

;

;

;

The

society offered $1,800 in premiums,
and
paid $1,283.83,* which went to 17
awarded $1,312.83
Tliirty-seven dollars went to 1 city out^
cities and towns.
One hundred and twenty-one persons reside the State.
Under head of farms $56.33 was awarded
ceived premiums.
and $52.75 paid; under farm and pet stock $516.75 was
awarded and $502.40 paid; under field and garden crops
$42 was awarded and $40.87 paid under farm and garden
products $18 was awarded and $17.37 paid; under dairy
products $6 was awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $38.25 was awarded and $33.06 paid under agricultural
implements $1 was awarded and paid under trotting $605
was paid under objects other than agricultural, not specified,
$29.50 was awarded and $25.38 paid. The society reports
342 males and 294 females. Three farmers'
636 members,
institutes were held: at Dudley, January 25, on " Stabling
and care of milch cows " and " Country roads " at Oxford,
February 19, on " Does the capital invested in farm property
pay?" and "The business side of fruit culture;" and at
Oxford, March 11, on "Farm poultry."

penses, $525.02.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

PLYMOUTH COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated as the Agricultural Society in the County of Plymouth,
1819, Acts of 1819, chapter 2 name changed to Plymouth County
Agricultural Society in 1870, Acts of 1870, chapter 251.
;

The society in its first report to the Board in 1853, stated
amount of its permanent fund (par value) to be $9,550;

the

now

has $35,700 invested as a capital stock in real estate,

bank funds, crockery,
real estate,
etc.,

$200

standing

$5,914.38

;

tables, etc.
Total assets, $35,858.76
$35,000; bank funds, $500; crockery, tables,

:

cash, $158.76.

Total

liabilities,

$5,812.94

:

out-

$62.94; notes, $5,750. Receipts in 1896,
bounty, $600
new members, $6 donations,

bills,
:

;

;

$38.25; other sources, $5,274.13. Expenditures in 1896,
§5,755.62: premiums and gratuities paid, $3,326.75; current running expenses, $2,157.42;
Of

this

interest, $271.45.

amount, $605 was paid for

trotting.

The
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society offered $3,941.55 in premiums, awarded $3,340.75 in
premiums and gratuities and paid $3,326.75,* which went
Ninetj'-seven dollars and seventy
to 39 cities and towns.
Three huncents went to 3 cities and towns outside the State.
persons
received premiums and 30 gratuidred and seventy
Under head of farms $51 was awarded and paid under
ties.
farm and pet stock $823 was awarded and paid under field
and garden crops $34 was awarded and paid under farm and
garden products $210 was awarded and paid; under dairy
products $30 was awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $202.70 was awarded and paid under objects strictly
agricultural, not specified, $45 was awarded and paid, under
;

;

;

;

;

trotting $1,625 was paid; under objects other than agricult-

$32 was awarded and paid. The society
897 males and 643 females. Three
reports 1,540 members,
farmers' institutes were held, at Middleborough, February
14, on " Concentrated feed stuffs and their relation to homeural, not specified,

—

raised

forage

" Field crops
esfo;

crops;" at West Bridge water, April 3, on
and at Bridgewater, December 15, on " An

"
;

farm."

SPENCER FARMERS' AND MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated 1888, Acts of 1888, chapter 87-

Orginally raised by contrilmtion, $4,034.08

$8,950 invested as a capital stock in real estate,
crockery, tables, etc.

$7,000;

Total assets, $9,037.01

bank funds, $1,000; crockery,

cash, $87.01.

$2,795.43.

now

:

has

real estate,

tables, etc.,

Receipts in 1896, $5,406.43

new members, $11;

:

;

bank funds,
$950;

bounty, $600

;

$2,000; other sources,
in
Expenditures
1896, $4,319.42: premiums
donations,

and gratuities paid, $1,679.41

;

current running expenses,

$1,123.70; other expenses, $1,516.31.

The

society oftered

$2,500 in premiums, awarded $1,750 in premiums and gratuities and paid $1,679.41, f which went to 20 cities and towns.

One hundred and twenty-two persons received premiums and
40 gratuities. Under head of farms $43 was awarded and
paid

;

under

under farm and pet stock $659 was awarded and paid
and garden crops $38.25 was awarded and $34.75
;

field

* Of this amount, $1,625 was paid for trotting.
t Of this amount, $790 was paid for trotting.
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under farm and garden products $80.50 was awarded
and $78.75 paid; under dairy products $10 was awarded and
paid under domestic manufactures $70.50 was awarded and
$63.91 paid; under trotting $790 was paid. The society
520 males and 427 females. Three
reports 953 members,
January 29, on
farmers' institutes were held at Spencer
*'The management of agricultural fairs;" January 30, on
"General fruit culture;" and January 31, on "Grasses
and forage crops."
paid;

;

—

:

UNION AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1867, Acts of 1867, chapter

Originally raised by

110.

contribution $4,447.23

;

now

has

$9,000 invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery,
tables,

Total assets, $9,627.01: real estate, $8,000;

etc.

crockery, tables, etc., $1,000; cash, $627.01.
ities,

Total

liabil-

$2,211.04: premiums due and unpaid, $61.04; mort-

gages or like

liabilities,

bounty, $600

;

Receipts in 1896, $2,745.92

$2,150.

new members, $54

;

donations, $5

:

other

;

Expenditures in 1896, $2,118.91 premiums and gratuities paid (including $34.25 due for presources, $2,086.92.

miums awarded
expenses,

:

in

$755.58

;

1895),

$1,185.91;

interest,

$122.13

current

other

;

running
expenses,

The society offered $1,848.55 in premiums,
$55.29.
awarded $1,212.70 in premiums and gratuities and paid
Eight dol$1,151.66, which went to 26 cities and towns.
lars and seventy-five cents went to 3 towns outside the
Two hundred and four persons received premiums
State.
and S2 gratuities.
Under head of farm and pet stock
$472.75 was awarded and $432.50 paid; under field and
garden crops $49 was awarded and paid under farm and
garden products $47 was awarded and $39.88 paid; under
dairy products $11.25 was awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $107.41 was awarded and $94.36 paid;
under agricultural implements $5.25 was awarded and $5.13
paid; under objects strictly agricultural, not specified, $105
was awarded and paid under trotting $3.90 was paid under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $25.04 was
awarded and $24.54 paid. The society reports 1,281 mem;

;

;

;

:
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Three farmers' instiJanuary 9, on " The Atlanta

males and 690 females.

were held

Blandford

at

;

Exposition and Farmers' National Congress what I saw and
heard there ;" February 3, on " Care and feed of cows for
:

the creamery business, care of cream and the extra profit to
the farmer;" and February 28, on

"The

dairy cow, feed,

care and product."

WEYMOUTH AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL
SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1891, Acts of 1891, chapter 77.

Amount

originally raised

1891 to $10,270

;

by

the society

contril)ution

now

had increased in

has that amount invested
Total

as a capital stock in real estate, crockery, tables, etc.

crockery, tables,

$10,286.32: real estate, $10,000;
$270; cash, $16.32: Total liabilities, $1,649.31: outstanding bills, $149.31 mortgages or like liabilities, $1,500.
Receipts in 1896, $4,262.10: bounty, $600; bank funds,
$1.70 donations, $35 other sources, $3,625.40. Expendi-

assets,
etc.,

;

;

tures in

$754.55;
.28.

.55

towns.

;

1896, $3,715.44: premiums and gratuities paid,
current running expenses, $2,862.61;

The

interest,

society offered $984.55 in premiums, awarded

and paid $754.55, which went to 19 cities and
Five dollars went to parties not residents of the

State.
Three hundred and ten persons received premiums
and gratuities. Under head of farm and pet stock $443.90
was awarded and $424.65 paid under field and garden crops
$7 was awarded and paid under farm and garden products
$162.85 was awarded and $149.35 paid; under dairy products $1.50 was awarded and paid; under domestic manufiictures $135.80 was awarded and $133.55 paid; under
;

;

was paid; under objects other than agri$38.50 was awarded and paid. The
society reports 430 members,
418 males and 12 females.
Four farmers' institutes were held at South Weymouth
April 14, on "Rural and farm law ;" April 24, on "How
to feed the dairy cow for milk and cream production " May
2-2, on "Milk production;" and December 11, on "Value
of frost warninofs and use to make of them."
trotting $1,137.50

cultural, not specified,

—

;

;
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WORCESTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
Incorporated 1818, Acts of 1818, chapter 168.

The

society in

that the

now

report to the Board in 1853 stated

its first

amount of

permanent fund (par value) was

its

$150,000 invested as a capital stock in real
$7,730
Total assets, $150,973.76: real estate, $150,000;
estate.
bank funds, $307.82; crockery, tables, etc., $600; bills due
and unpaid, $65.94. Total liabilities, $55,084: premiums
mortgages or
due and unpaid (pending investigation), $84
;

lias

;

like

liabilities,

bounty, $600;

bank

donations, $1,920;

funds, $53.19:

:

$30,155.41:

new members, $355;
Expendi-

other sources, $27,227.22.

tures in 1896, $29,847.59

$10,054.25

Eeceipts in 1896,

$55,000.

:

premiums and

gratuities paid,

current running expenses, $8,612.45

;

interest,

$4,735.75; other expenses, $6,445.14. The society ofiered
$12,413.25 in premiums, awarded $10,214.25 and paid

Two
which went to 85 cities and towns.
thousand one hundred and seventeen dollars went to 26
Three hundred and
cities and towns outside the State.
seven persons received premiums and 2 gratuities. Under
head of farm and pet stock $3,744.50 was awarded and
$10,130.25,*

$3,664.50 paid; under farm and garden products $883.50
was awarded and paid under dairy products $158 was
;

under domestic manufactures
awarded and $154 paid
under grange exhibits
$138.75 was awarded and paid
trotting
under
and
paid;
$4,985 was paid
was
awarded
$70
under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $234.50
was awarded and paid. The society reports 2,058 members,
1,895 males and 163 females. Three farmers' institutes were held: at Grafton, February 18, on "The farm
garden" and " Mending our ways ;" at Worcester, February
20, on " Infectious diseases of domestic animals, their causa;

;

—

tion

and prevention," and

and

at AVorcester,

barn

"

March

"The
5,

on

family vegetable garden;"

"How

to

build a

and " Ventilation."
• Of this amount, $4,985

was paid

for trotting.

model

"
:
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WORCESTER EAST AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1890, Acts of 1890, chapter

Originally

raised

by contribution,

41.

$1,015;

now

has

$4,951.49 invested as a capital stock in real estate, cash,
crockery, tables, etc.

Total assets, $4,951.49
$300; crockery, tables, etc.,
cash, $901.49.
Receipts in 1896, $4,693.97 bounty,
bank funds, $4.08
new members, $50 donations,

fixtures,

real estate, $3,550; fixtures,

$200

;

:

$600
$327.59; other sources, $3,712.30. Expenditures in 1896,
$4,219.10: premiums paid, $1,153.05; current running expenses, $2,640.46 permanent improvements, $425.59. The
society ofiered about $1,200 in premiums, awarded $1,174.05
and paid $1,153.05, which went to 20 cities and towns.
;

;

;

;

Four dollars went to 1 city outside the State. Two hundred
and twenty persons received premiums. Under head of
farms $15 was awarded and paid; under farm and pet stock
$601 was awarded and paid under farm and garden prod;

ucts $188.25 was awarded and paid;

under dairy products

under domestic manufactures
$80 was awarded and paid
$170.80 was awarded and paid; under agricultural implements $13 was awarded and paid under objects strictly
agricultural, not specified, $90 was awarded and paid under
;

;

;

was paid

under objects other than agricultThe society reports
ural, not specified, $108 was awarded.
451 males and 228 females. Three farmers'
679 members,
institutes were held: at Clinton, January 30, on "Scoring
by points on horses and cows " at Lancaster, February
12 on "Flowers and plants" and "Peach culture;" and
at Berlin, March 3, on "The Atlanta Exposition and
Farmers' National Congress what I saw and heard there
and " The quality of milk.*'

trotting $262

;

—

;

;

:

WORCESTER NORTH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated as the Fitchburg Agricultural Society, 1852, Acts of
1852, chapter 79 name changed to Worcester North Agricultural
Society, 1853, Acts of 1853, chapter 359.
;

Originally raised by contribution, $2,128;

now

has $3,-

cash,
083.40 invested as a capital stock in
estate,
Total assets, $3,158.40: real
crockery, tables, etc.
$2,500; crockery, tables, etc., $400; bills due and unpaid,
real

estate,

RETURNS OF SOCIETIES.

No. 4.]
$75

;

Total

cash, $183.40.

liabilities,

due and unpaid, $200; outstanding
ceipts in 18i)G,

483

$1,227.39

premiums

:

Re-

bills, $1,027.31).

$1,810.67: bounty, 1561.21; bank funds,

$20; new members, $107.26; other sources, $1,122.20.
Expenditures in 1896, $1,633.32 premiums and gratuities
The
paid, $659.40; current running expenses, $973.92.
:

sum

in premiums, but awarded and
and
gratuities, which went to 10
paid $659.40 in premiums
One hundred and fifty persons received
cities and towns.
premiums and 2Q gratuities. Under head of farms $16 was
awarded and paid under farm and pet stock $361.50 was
awarded and paid under farm and garden products $128
was awarded and paid under dairy products $4 was awarded
and paid under domestic manufactures $44.65 was awarded
and paid under objects strictly agricultural, not specified,
$60 was awarded and paid under objects other than agricultural, not specified, $45.25 was awarded and paid.
The
society reports 799 members,
738 males and 61 females.
Five farmers' institutes were held at Lunenburg, January
11, on " The farms and farmers of Japan;" at Westminster, January 29, on " Barn ventilation " and " Feeding and
care of dairy stock " at Ashburnham, February 15, on
"Preparation of the soil for crops" and "The farmer as
a citizen;" at Ashby, February 25, on "Potato culture"
and " California through a farmer's eyes " and at Fitchburg,
March 19, on "The management of agricultural fairs" and
" The farm, the grange and the home."

society offered no fixed

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

WORCESTER NORTH-WEST AGRICULTURAL AND
MECHANICAL SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1867, Acts of 1867, chapter

Originally

raised

by

contribution

117.

$3,400;

now

has

$12,213.26 invested as a capital stock in real estate, cash,
crockery, tables, etc.

$11,500

;

liabilities

Total assets, $12,213.26

crockery, tables, etc., $600
consist

;

:

real estate,

cash, $113.26.

Total

of mortgages or like liabilities to

the

amount of $2,000. Receipts in 1896, $6,160.19 bounty,
$600; new members, $117.50; other sources, $5,442.69.
Expenditures in 1896, $7,450.81 premiums paid, $3,044.13
:

:

;

current running expenses, $3,406.76; interest, $120; other

;
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expenses, 1879.92.
The society offered $3,761 in premiums,
awarded $3,072.95 and paid $3,044.13,* which went to 41
cities and towns.
Three hundred and seventy dollars went
to 7 cities and towns outside the State.
Two hundred and
twenty-five persons received premiums.
Under head of
farms $30 was awarded and $29 paid under farm and pet
stock $810.50 was awarded and $804.17 paid; under form
and garden products $189.25 was awarded and $186.08 paid
under dairy products $20 was awarded and paid under domestic manufactures $51.70 was awarded and $45.38 paid
under agricultural implements $8 was awarded and paid
under trotting $1,277.50 was paid; under head of ol)ject8
other than agricultural, not specified, $686 was awarded and
1674 paid.
The society reports 1,002 members,
647
males and 355 females. Four farmers' institutes were held
at Phillipston, January 15, on "Economical feed for dairy
cows;'' at Gardner, February 1, on "Manures and fertilizers and their use " at Petersham, February 14, on
" Stabling and care of milch cows" and " How to keep up
the fertility of the soil;" and at Athol, jNIarch 18, on
"Poultry keeping for the farm and farmers" and "The
farm, the home and the o-ranoe."
;

;

;

—

:

;

WORCESTER SOUTH AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

Incorporated 1855, Acts of 1855, chapter 278.

Originally raised by contribution, $3,127.40; now has
$8,500 invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery,
tables, etc.
Total assets, 11,144.33: real estate, $10,300;

crockery, tables, etc., $500;
ties,

or

$514.50

like

:

cash, $314.33.

Total

premiums due and unpaid, $14.50

liabilities,

$500.

Receipts in

1896,

liabili-

mortgages

;

$4,340.30:

bounty, $600 new members, $49 other sources, $3,691.30.
Expenditures in 1896, $3,616 40: premiums and gratuities
;

;

paid, $2,015.20; current running expenses, $1,445.42;

in-

$45; other expenses, $110.78. The
$2,398 in premiums, awarded $2,029.70 in premiums and

society offered

terest,

gratuities

towns.

and paid

$2, 015. 20, f

One hundred and

which went to 26

cities

and

twenty-six persons received pre-

* Of this amount, $1,277.50 was paid for trotting.
t Of this amount, $790 was paid for trotting.

No.
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miums and 80
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Under head of farms $74 was

gratuities.

awarded and paid; under head of farm and pet stock $878
was awarded and $871 paid; under farm and garden products $131.95 was awarded and paid; under dairy products
under domestic manufactures
$24 was awarded and paid
$93.50 was awarded and $93 paid; under agricultural imunder objects strictly
plements $3 was awarded and paid
under
agricultural, not specified, $25 was awarded and paid
under objects other than agriculttrotting $790 was paid
The soural, not specified, $59.20 was awarded and paid.
males
and
females.
members,
864
880
reports
1,744
ciety
Three farmers' institutes were held at Sturbridge, January
8, on "The products of the farmer's garden v. the contents
of the pork barrel and the cook book" and " The management of agricultural fairs;" at Warren, January 29, on
"How to prevent tuberculosis and secure pure milk and
wholesome beef;" and at Southbridge, May 21, on "The
;

;

;

;

—

:

farmer's economic need of bees."

WORCESTER COUNTY WEST AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
Incorporated 1851, Acts of 1851, chapter 278.

Originally

raised

by contribution,

$3,175;

now

has

$13,600 invested as a capital stock in real estate, crockery,
real estate, $12,600
Total assets, $13,608.87
Total liabilities
crockery, tables, etc., $1,000 cash, $8.87.

tables, etc.

:

;

;

amount of $1,200. Receipts in 1896,
$2,948.31: bounty, $600; new members, $57; donations,
consist of notes to the

$39.14; other sources, $2,252.17.

Expenditures in 1896,

$3,050.58: premiums and gratuities paid, $1,494.70 curThe sociinterest, $72.
rent running expenses, $1,483.88
ety offered $1,823.25 in premiums and awarded and paid
;

;

$1,494.70* in premiums and gratuities, which went to 35
Twenty-five cents went to 1 city outside
cities and towns.
the State.
One hundred and sixty persons received premiums and 44 gratuities. Under head of ftirms $34 was

awarded and paid; under farm and pet stock $562.70 was
awarded and paid; under field and garden crops $10 was
awarded and paid under farm and garden products $123.20
;

* Of this amount, $685 was paid for trotting.
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was awarded and paid under dairy products $12 was
awarded and paid; under domestic manufactures $53.30 was
awarded and paid under trotting $685 was paid
under
objects other than agricultural, not specified, $199.50 was
awarded and paid. The society reports 518 members,
463 males and 55 females. Four farmers' institutes were
held: at Barre, February 7, on " Farming as a business;"
at Hubbardston, February 14, on "Economical feed for
dairy cows" and the "Production and sale of milk;" at
North Brookfield, February 20, on " The cost of a quart
of milk" and " An hour with the Babcock tester;" and at
Oakham, March 7, on " Grasses and forage crops."
;

;

;

—

Summary.
1895.

1894.

Number

»36

*35

$776,486 22

$763,303 42

of societiea,

Amount

held invested or well secured ns a
capital stock.
Assets of societies,

1896.

t36

$801,791 3

868,860 56

861,719 36

Liabilities of societies,

142,119 01

139,821 46

156,161 90

Receipts,

186,244 37

188,403 88

204,241 16

187,582 34

179,094 89

192,603 32

20,628 80

20,606 20

20,084 12

67,822 24

77,786 73

79,174 07

81,096 42

85,838 53

87,491 75

62,559 37

66,912 26

68,055 33

61,054 66

65,209 35

65,839 68

1,477 50

1,391 00

1,127 33

farm and pet

22,024 70

22,158 47

21,167 61

of field and garden crops.
Amount awarded under head of farm and garden products.
Amount awarded under head of dairy products.

1,351 25

1,305 10

995 50

13,369 47

13,483 29

13,107 22

Expenditures,

Bounty received from the

State,

Current running expenses

.

.

....

Amount

of

premiums

Amount

of

premiums and

gratuities

Amount

of

premiums and

gratuities paid,

offered,

Amount awarded under head

Amount awarded under head

awarded,

.

of farms.
of

902,393 40

stock.

Amount awarded under head

Amount awarded under head

of domestic man-

592 50

6S7 21

668 50

4,031 47

3,692 53

3,936 86

ufactures.

Amount awarded under head

3,031 59

3,138 52

4,722 50

23,346 57

25,247 35

31,263 90
7,666

of miscellaneous.

Amount

paid under head of trotting,

Number

of persons receiving

Number

of persons receiving gratuities,

.

premiums,

Total male membership of the societies,

.

7,921

7,247

.

1,908

2,872

1,842

.

23,658

23,099

22,897

Total female membership of the societies.
Total membership of the societies.

Number

of farmers' institutes held,

*

One held no

.

fair.

.

t

7,050

7,017

7,503

30,708

30,116

30,400

125

118

128

Two

held no fair.

DIRECTORY
Agricultural and Similar Organizations
in the State.

February, 1897,
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State Board of Agthcut^ture, 1897.
Members ex

Officio.

His Excellency R0«EU WOLCOTT.
nis Honor W. M. CRANE.
Hon. VTM. M. OLUN", Secretary of the Commomcealth.
H. H. GOODELL, M.A., LL.D,, President Jfas.'iachusetts Agricultural
C. A. GOESSMANN, Ph.D., LL.D., Chemist of the Board.
WM. R. SESSIOXS, Secretary of the Board.

Members appointed by the Governor and
D WIGHT A. HORTON of Northampton,
JAMES S. GRIKNELL of Greenfield
SPRAGUE S. STETSON of Lakeville,
Members chosen by
""'^ ^"''''"'^''J

^Ihli'n

"'"'

(-'!?'''

....
....

Barnstable County,
Berkshire
Blackstone Valley,
Bristol County

Eastern

CHA8.
N.

Hampden

„
^
Frankhn
County
,

E.

1899

1900

of

Amesbury,

of

West

BARTON
SEAGRAVE

B.

SHAW
SMITH

I

F.
Lynnfield)

(

GEO.

Hampden,
Hampshire

.

of Dalton,

.

of Uxbridge,

North Raynham,

of

.

Barnstable,

.

.

1900

.

1898

.

1900

.

1900

.

1899

of Ashfield

1899

1900

O.
1899

TAYLOR

E.

(P.

of

Shelburne

(P. O.

Greenfield),

.

1898

1900

WM.

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden,
Highland
Hillside

„

1898

ALLEN of Palmer
H. APPLETON of Peabody

|

Hingham (Agr'land

Term expires

O. P.
I

,.

W.

F. H.

I,
^'*"'--

,

SARGENT
JOHN BURSLEY

WESLEY

Deerfield Valley

Council.

the Incorporated Societies.

F. ^y.

j

College.

Hort'l),

.

.

„

,,
Hoosac Valley

.

.

.

BROOKS
E.

of Amherst,

WOOD

(.^^^j^^)

,

.

WALTON HALL

.

H. G.

.

w^.n
a
/A
Middlesex
South

NORTON

of Marshfleld,
of

West Tisbury,

j

1900
1899

.

1899

.

.

1900

\

^90^

.

1900

.

.

.

1900

.

1900

.

.

1898

.

.

1900

.

.1900

....
>

chituate)

.

.

.

.

.

Spencer {Par's and Mech's Assoc' n),
Union {Agr'land Hort'l),
.

Ind'l),

.

.

.

.

.

1899
1900

.

.

1898

.

.

1898

.

.

1898

.

«red

.

.

borough,
JOHN G.

1899

AVERY

of Spencer,

.

of Blandford,

QUINCY L. REED of South Weymouth,
J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH of WorceBter,
W. A. KILBOURN of South Lancaster,
GEORGE CRUICKSHANKS of Fitchburg,
T. H. GOODSPEED of Athol (P. O. Athol
.

)
\

.

,

CURTIS M. BLAIR

Worcester,

Worcester Fast
Worcester North,
Worcester North-west {Agr'l
Mech'l),
Worcester South,
Worcester County M'est,
.

8.

CLEMENCE

HARWOOD
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1900

.

1899

.

1900
1899

1898

Centre)

G. L.
E. A.

1898

O. Co-

APPLETON, Jr of Nantucket,
W. M. WELLINGTON" of Oxford,
(AUGUSTUS PRATT of North MiddlcJ.

|

Weymouth {Agr'land

.

WOOD of West Newton,
QHAW of Wayland,
A. C. VARNUM of Lowell,
(ISAAC DAMON of Wayland (P.
|

Nantucket,
Oxford,
/-'„„
p,,„„„ .,. County,
/.,
Plymouth

1898

.

.

_

.

Middlesex North

.

.

CHARLES B. BENEDICT of Egremont,
OSCAR S. THAYER of Attleboroiigh,

.

.

.

)

Jfassachusetts Horticultural,
E. W.
J/a.5.9«c/»<.s.«.9 ^ocie<y /Vr /Vomo<) pjj^j^Cjg
tng Agriculture,
.)
.

.

of Northampton,

SAMUEL M. RAYMOND of Hiusdale,
C. K. BREWSTER of Worthlngtou,
EDMUND HERSEY of Hingham,
(P. O. Savoy
(N. B. BAKER of Savoy
^
j

Housatonic,
JIan'f'rs' Agr'l {X. Attleljoi-ough),
JIarshJeld (Agr' I a7id Hort'l), .
Martha's Vineyard,

P.

EDWARD

of Southbridge,
.
of North Brookfield,

.

1898

.

1899

,

Orgai^ization of the Board.

President, .
.
1st Vice-President,
2d Vice-President,

.

iSecretary,

.

.

.

.

OFFICERS.
His Excellency ROGER WOLCOTT,
JAMES S. GRINNELL of Greenfield.
ELIJAH W. WOOD, West Newton.
WM. R. SESSIONS of Hampden.

.

ex Officio.

House, Boston.

Office, State

COMMITTEES.
Committee on Dairy Bureau and

Executive Committee.
Messrs. E. W. AVood of West Newton.
W. A. IviLBOURN of South Lancaster.

Isaac
D. A.

Damon

A. C.

Varnum

Agricultural Products.
Horton of Northampton.
Geo. L. Clemence of South-

Messrs. D. A.

of Wayland.
of Northampton.
of LoweU.
Wm. p. Brooks of Amherst.
Francis H. Appleton of Pea-

hody.

Wood

Committee on Agricultural College and Education.

Committee on Agricultural So-

Messrs. A. C.

cieties.
Messrs,

bridge.
J. L. Ellsworth of Worcester.
C. B. Benedict of Egremont.
E. E.
of Northampton.

HoRTON

N.

Reed

of South Weymouth.
of North Raynham.

of

C.

of Dalton.

North

Messrs. Francis H.
body.

Middle-

S.

J.

of Amesbury.
of Lakevllle.
G. Avery of Spencer.
is

a

member, ex

Appleton

of Pea-

M. Raymond of Hinsdale.
S. Appleton, Jr., of Nantucket.

H. G. Norton of West Tisbury.

Stetson

John
The Secretary

of Hingham.
of Blandford.

Committee on Forestry, Koads
and Roadside Improvements.

W. Sargent

8. S.

M. Blair

W. M. Wellington of Oxford.
Walton Hall of Marehfleld.

borough.
F.

West Barn-

of Worthington.

Edmund Hersey

Committee on Gypsy Moth, Insects and Birds.
Messrs. E. W. Wood of West Newton.
Pratt

Brewster

Committee on Experiments and
Station Work.
Messrs. Wm. P. Brooks of Amherst.

Damon of Wayland.
Geo. E. Taylor of Shelburne.
Francis Shaw of Wayland.
F. H. Smith of Ashfield.

A.

of

stable.

C. K.

Messrs. Isaac

Barton

Fitch-

North Brook-

field.

Committee on Domestic Animals
and Sanitation.

B.

of

John Bursley

Allen of Palmer.
Baker of Savoy.

Wesley

Harwood

E. A.

W. Shaw

O. P.
N. B.

of Lowell.
of

Cruickshanks

burg.

of South Lan-

caster.

Q. L.

Varnum

Geo.

W. A. Kilbodrn

C. E.
officio, of

Seagrave

of Usbridge.

each of the above committees.

DAIRY BUREAU.
Horton of Northampton, 1898, Geo. L. Clemence of Southbridge, 1899,
Lewis Ellsworth of Worcester, 1897, appointed by the Governor. Secretary
Wm. R. Sessions, Executive Officer. Geo. M. Whitaker of Boston,

Messrs. D. A.
J.

1897, Assistant Executive Officer,

appointed by the Governor.

SPECIALISTS.

By
Chemist,
Entomologist,
Botanist and Pomolog
Veterinarian
Engineer,
Ornithologist,

Election of the Board
GOESSMANN,

Prof. C. H. Fernald,
Prof. S. T. Maynard,
Prof. James B. Paige,

Amherst.
Amherst.
Amherst.
Amherst.

E. H. Forbush,

Concord.
Maiden.

Dr. C. A.
St,

Wm. Wheeler,

By Appointment

of the Secretary.

Librarian and Curator, F. H. Fowler, B.Sc, First Clerk.
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Massachusetts AoRicuiiTURAL CoLiiEGE.
Localion, Amherst, IlampsJiire Coimly.

Board of Trustees.
James S. Grixnell of Greenfield,
Charles L. Flint of Brookline,
"William H. Bowker of Boston,

Expires

1898

.........
.......

1898

1899

French of North Andover,
J. Howe Demond of Northampton,
Elmer D. Howe of Marlborough,
Nathaniel I. Bowditch of Framinghara,
William Wheeler of Concord,

1899

Elijah W. Wood of West Newton,
Chas. a. Gleason of New Braintree,

1902

J.

D. \V«

1900
1900
1901
1901

1902

Samuel C. Damon of Lancaster,
James Draper of Worcester,

Henry

Hyde of Springfield,
Merritt I. Wheeler of Great

1903
1903

1904

S.

Barrington,

Members ex

1904

Officio.

Roger Wolcott,

His Excellency Governor

President of the Cof-jooration.

Henry H. Goodell,
Frank A. Hill,
William R.

M.A., LL.D

President of the College.

....
o

.

Sessions,

.

.

.

Secretary of the Board of Education.
Secretary of the Board of Agriculture.

Officers Elected by the Board of Trustees.
S. Grinnell of Greenfield,
William R. Sessions of Hampden,

James

.

.

Vice-President of the Corporation.
Secretary.

Prof. Geo. F. Mills of Amherst,
Charles A. Gleason of New Braintree,

,

Treasurer.

Auditor.

Board of Overseers.
The

State

Board of Agriculture.

Examining Committee of the Board of Agriculture.
Varnum, Cruickshanks, Harwood, Bursley and Brewster.

Messrs.

Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
M.A., LL.D.,
William P. Brooks, B.Sc,
Samuel T. Maynard, B.Sc,
Charles H. Fernald, Ph.D.,
Chas. A. Goessmann, Ph.D., LL.D.
Joseph B. Lindsey, Ph.D., •
George E. Stone, Ph.D.,

Henry H. Goodell,

Leonard Metcalf,

Director.

.

Agriculturist.

.

Horticulturist.

Entotnologist.

Chemist (Fertilizers).
Chemist (Foods and Feeding).
.

B.S.,

Botanist.
Meteorologist.

Board of Cattle Commissioners.
Austin Peters, M.R.CV.S., of Boston, Chairman
John M. Parker, V.S., of Haverhill, Secretary,

Herrick of Millbury,
Charles A. Dennen of Pepperell,
Maurice O'Connell, D.V.S., of Holyoke,
L. F.

Office,

1897

1899
1897

.......

Commonwealth Building, Boston.
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Husbandry.

Patrois^s of

Officers of the State Grange, 1897.
Master,

Howe

E. D.

.

E. A.

Overseer,
Lecturer,

.

J.

of Marlborough.

Emerson

W.

of Haverhill.

Stockwell of Sutton.

Walter B. Melleu of Brooktield.
AVm. X. Howard of South Easton.
Rev. C. S. Walker of Amherst.
F. A. Harrington of Worcester.
W. C. Jewett of Worcester.

Steward,

.

Assistant Steward,

Chaplain,

.

Treasurer,

.

Secretary,

.

Chas. M. Wood of Upton.
Mrs. Elbridge Cushman of Lakeville.
Mrs. Lizzie H. Sargent of Merrimac.

Gate Keeper,
Pomona,.
Flora,

Ceres,

.

Lady

.

Assistant Ste ward,

Mrs. Geo.

Mrs.

S.

S.

Ladd

of Sturbridge.

Ella Southland of Athol.

Executive Committee.
C. A. Dennen,

Pepperell.

Southbridge.

Geo. L. Clemence,
H. A. Barton,

Dalton.

Deputies.
Ladd,

Geo.

S.

J. F.

Whitcomb,

Sturbridge.
Athol.

........

Marcellus Boynton,

Wm.

N. Howard,

Central Village.

South Easton.

Townsend.

T. E. Flarity,

Amherst.

Herbert Sabin,
F. H. Stevens,
C. D. Richardson,

West Acton.
West Brookfield.
Lee.

Chas. G. Hinckley,

Ludlow.

F. G. Bennett,

Alonzo Eaton,

Fitchburg.

W.

Worcester.

C. Jewett,

Edward

North Andover.

A. Fuller,

Special Deputy.

W.

B. Barton,

.

Dalton.
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Eeport of the Delegates to the Farmers'
Katiois^al Congress,*

At

To

:

— We

Indiana, 1896.

Roger Wolcott.

Excellenc}^

liig

Sir

Indianapolis,

are pleased to acknowledge the

courtesy of

your appointment as delegates from the State of Massachusetts to the Farmers' National Congress, which held its sixteenth annual session at Indianapolis, Ind., on the 10th, 11th
and 12th of November, in the year 1896-, and submit the
following re})ort

:

—

The Congress assembled in the Representatives Chamber
House at Indianapolis, which had been assigned

of the State

and was called to order at 10 o'clock a.m.,
on Nov. 10, 1896, by Hon. B. F. Clayton of Iowa, its
for its meetings,

president.

Delegates numbering about two hundred were present

Rhode
Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Indiana, Tennessee, Kentucky, Wisconsin, District of Columl)ia and one
from Venezuela,
a less number than was in attendance last
year at Atlanta, Ga., but a dignilied and iniluential body of
men.
Prayer was offered by Rev. D. R. Lucas of Indianapolis,
after which the Congress was welcomed, on behalf of the
city, by ]Mayor Taggart
on behalf of the press, by J. G.
Kingsbury of the "Indiana Farmer:" on behalf of the
farmers of the State, by Hon. J. G. Offutt of Jackson
County, Ind. and on behalf of the State, by Hon. Claude
Matthews, governor of Indiana.
from

the

following-named States

:

Massachusetts,

Island, Ohio, Iowa, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Texas,

—

;

;

* This report has been transmitted to the secretary of the State Board of Agricult-

by His Excellency the Governor, with the request that
"Agriculture of Massachusetts."

ure

it

be included in the
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Replies were made to these warm and cordial addresses of
welcome by Secretary John M. Stahl of Illinois and by

President B. F. Clayton of Iowa.
President Clayton then delivered
which we quote as follows
:

—

" The natural products of

his annual address,

from

the soil, aided by intelligent and

well-directed labor, are the great creative force, the only

may

source from which wealth

be obtained to meet

ail obli-

The product of the gold and silver mines is only
commerce and wealth created from
farms.
One year of total failure of the products of the

gations.

valuable because of the
the

and wreck and ruin, starvation and death would be

earth,

the inevitable result.

..." The

science of agriculture and our wonderful

chanical inventions have gone

hand

in

hand

in the

meonward

march of this progressive age but our basal relations remain
unchanged, and agriculture must press her claims with even
;

greater force under the

new

condition of things, as the true

source of wealth, and as the solid foundation upon which

and magnificent temple of our success.
" During the last fiscal year of the operations of the
former law [tarifi' law] the agricultural imports on twenty
articles the like of which we produce north and south
amounted to $65,804,446
during the first calendar year of
rests the beautiful
.

.

.

;

the operations of the present law the importations of the

same

articles

amounted

to $lo4,068,860, or an increase over

former of $68,264,314. In the exportation of farm
products we find the discrepancy still greater in twenty-

the

During the fiscal year
1894 we exported farm products to the amount of $907,946,945, while during the calendar year 1895 there were exported
of the same products an amount of only $751,833,937, a deseven articles produced on the farm.

crease of $156,113,008.
loss in exports, and the

Adding the gain in imports to the
American farmer loses in one year

$224,337,322.
.

.

.

" If these

figures be true, a vigorous remonstrance

to these schedules should

go up from

this

body, and we

should demand that the agricultural department investigate

Should protection be the policy of the government, then it should be applied to farm products, and the
each item.

No.
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to the general

o-overnment such chauires in tariff schedules as will furnish
equal protection to the products of the farm."

Then followed a somewhat
and

their evil tendencies,

"By

legislation

leno-thy paragraph

summed up

as follows

and by the courts we have

:

upon

—

trusts

settled the

great principle that the public have a right to control tjiese

and corporations have accepted the principle. What
we want is for the national and State executives to lose no
time in laying before Congress and the legislative bodies the
evils complained of, and suggest such remedies as will check
trusts,

their future growth.

"We

should say to these combinations, Thus far and no

farther shalt thou come.

" AVe should ask for no class legislation; we should defavors beyond a legitimate protection to the farm
interests, and we should be satisfied with nothing short
of the same recognition accorded to all other American

mand no

industries."

Upon

completion of the delivery of the address a com-

its recommendaand to prepare a memorial to Congress in the line of
A discussion followed
its suggestions, if deemed advisable.
members
took
part, and lasted
the address, in which many
until the adjournment for the noon hour, it then being too

mittee of five was appointed to examine into
tions,

late to take

At

up new business.

the afternoon session resolutions were offered in favor

of the upbuilding of our merchant marine in the foreign

carrying trade

;

in favor of lil)eral appropriations for the

improvement of our

rivers

and harbors

;

for

Congress to

take measures for the extermination of the gypsy moth
in favor of international bi-metallism, etc.,

ferred to the committee on

;

which were

resolutions, appointed

at

and
re-

this

one delegate from each State, the member from Massachusetts being Mr. Candage, and from Rhode
session,

made up

of

o-f the Board of Agriculture
two being the only New England

Island Mr. Stockwell, secretary

of

Rhode

Island, those

States represented in the Congress.

A

committee on finance was also appointed, of which Mr.
Avery of Massachusetts was a member ; and a committee on
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location for the meeting of the next Congress, of which

Mr.
Appleton of Massachusetts was made a member.
Judge Wm. Lawrence of Ohio read an interesting and
instructive paper,

entitled,

"How

the Farmers' National

Congress can become a great political power
partisan legislation, State and national."

non-

in aid of

In his paper the judge urged that thorough organization

is

necessary to insure success to the farming interests, and

awake to the subject of protection to
and ilhistrated his subject by stating

that farmers should be
their

own products

;

" the imports on agricultural products for the past year
amounted to $200,000 ,000, the greater part of which could
and ought to have been the product of American farms."
that

An

animated discussion followed, in which bright

men took

and valuable information upon the subject of agriculture was imparted.
A gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Coffin, stated the annual
value of the products of his State, and concluded his remarks
by saying "In the recent political campaign we have heard
and
a great deal about gold, silver and our banking capital
part,

:

;

I

want to say that

sea

if

we should soon

sunk in the depths of the

from the

disaster, for the value of

they were

rally

the product of the

cow

greater than that of

all

ital

all

in this country for a single year is

the precious metals and banking cap-

combined."

Judge Lawrence's paper met with but little opposition, in
fact, it was almost unanimously endorsed, and was referred
to the committee on memorial to CongresSc
Judge E. B. Martindale of Indianapolis, on behalf of the
Board of Trade and the Commercial Club of the city, tendered an invitation to the delegates to a reception in the

assembly room of the Commercial Club for Wednesday
evening, the 11th inst., which was accepted with thanks.

Wednesday

Moi;nixg,

Nov.

11,

1896.

and the first
Appleton,
H.
business Avas a resolution presented by Francis
Esq., of Massachusetts, inviting Ex-President Benjamin
Harrison to address the Congress. The resolution was
unanimously adopted, and a committee appointed, of which

The Congress convened

at 10 o'clock a.m.,

;

FARMERS' NATIONAL CONGRESS.
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Mr. Appleton was chairman, to present the compliments of
the Congress to the Ex-President, and invite him to address
the bod}'.

Resolutions were offered and referred as follows

susi:-

:

gesting S. AV. Allerton of Illinois as secretarv of agricultm'e

asking the United States Congress to appoint a corps

;

of engineers to examine and report the feasibility of a ship
canal from the lakes to the Mississippi River, connecting
the Atlantic with the

women

Gulf by internal communication that
full suffrage
for ecjual and just
;

should be entitled to

taxation of

all

immigration

;

property

;

;

for the restriction of undesirable

regulating foreign immigration by a per cajoita

more stringent regulations regarding cattle with
that all farm products be exempt from taxatuberculosis
in favor of a referendum and a graded land tax
tion
favoring the use of latest and most improved machinery in
road building, cities and towns to bear a just proportion of
that the Congress demands
the expense of road building
tax

for

;

;

;

;

that the laws against trusts

l)e

enforced and inadequate laws

be strengthened.

The committee on

resolutions reported favorably' on most

of these resolutions later, and they were adopted hy the

Congress.

Papers were read as follows
By A. W. Livingston of
Ohio, on " Seed adulteration and its remedies." He urged
:

the farmers to use none but the best seeds, if they expected
to gather

good crops.

Otto Dorner of Wisconsin, a member

of the national committee of the L. A.

W.,

read a paper on

good roads, giving illustrations of the benefits
town and farm by good roads. Mrs. Katherine
Stahl of Illinois read a paper on the " Citizenship of woman."

the subject of
to

city,

She urged that women are competent in all spheres of life,
and her success in the business world as one proof of her
another was the patriotic interest taken by
proposition
them in the affairs of government, and that it would be wise
governmental policy to recognize Avomen. Miss Ada M.
Ewing of Iowa read a paper on " The advancement of agriculture in the north-west," which was well received.
An important feature of the day was the introduction to
the Congress, by the President, of Seiior A. M. Sotaldo, a
;
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credited delegate from Venezuela.
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expressed his pleas-

ure at being in an American assembly composed of highly
intelligent agriculturists, to whom he brought from his own
country expressions not only of friendship but of love and
veneration for the United States of America,
the model

—

Venezuehi Mill always be glad to set before her, with the
hope that some clay she might become second with this
country upon this continent.
He was made an honorary

member

of the Congress.

General Roy Stone, of the good roads division of the
Washington, D. C, read an inter-

agricultural department,

esting paper

upon "The

silver question after the election,"

which he outlined a plan for "an international mint, to
be opened under the management of the governments of
the chief commercial nations of the world silver international coins to be issued, known as globe dollars and
fractions thereof, l)earing their denominations in shillings,
francs, etc., on one side and an international symbol with
the name of the United States on the other, to be coined
and freely used in exchange for gold or its equivalent, or
for silver bullion at its market price.
Bars or blocks of silver to be numbered and stamped
with their full international coinage value, for use in bank
in

;

'

'

reserves or for export or domestic transfer.

Certificates to

be issued on deposit of silver bullion at the market value, or
of the proposed coins, bars or blocks.

" The international
l)e

coins, bars, blocks

and

certificates to

receivable for public dues, and to be exchangeable for

gold at the central mint and

its

agencies in

all

countries of

the monetary union.

"All

profit

on the coinage, stampage and issue of

certifi-

cates for bullion to be placed in a reserved fund, invested
in stable

government

currency with gold
ties to
*'

;

securities, to assure the parity of this

the interest arising from such securi-

be added to the fund.

The coinage, stampage or

issue

of certificates to be

whenever the deniand for exchange in gold indicates a redundancy of either.
"The mint and fund to be managed by a commission,
consisting of representatives by the governments joining in
curtailed

lS"o.
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matters of gen-

eral policy to be determined by a majority in interest, as

by a majority

numbers the interest of each
by the value of its external
commerce, and later by the amount of international currency actually taken by its citizens."
The reception to the delegates to the Farmers' National
Congress, on the 11th, given by the Indianapolis Board of
Trade and Commercial Club, in the rooms of the latter, was
largely attended and thoroughly enjoyed.
well as

in

nation to be determined at

;

first

Thursday, November

The Congress

finished its

12.

work, which consisted of

clear-

ing the docket of the resolutions presented, the greater part
of which were passed by the body.
erated were
for

:

Those not before enum-

for better mail facilities in the rural districts

measures to prevent hog cholera and other swine

;

dis-

encouragement of the beet and sugar-cane
industries
favoring the establishment of a department of
commerce by the general government thanks of the Congress to the governor, mayor. Board of Trade and Com-

eases

for the

;

;

;

mercial Club for their courtesy to the
sixteenth annual

session

in

the

city

body during

of Indianapolis

;

its

in

favor of wide tires for farm carts and wagons, where practicable

;

with others not necessary to enumerate.

The committee on

finance reported a deficit of $350, upon
was voted to lay an assessment upon the members
of $2 each, to pay the same.
The committee on location of the next Congress reported

which

it

Minn., the session to be held the last
August, 1897. The report was adopted.
committee was appointed by the Congress to present a

in favor of St. Paul,

week

A

in

memorial to the United States Congress in behalf of the beet
sugar industry, to meet in Indianapolis within sixty days, to
formulate a report to be presented to the ways and means
committee of Congress.

Mr. C.

S.

Kelsey of Battle Creek, Mich., made an adthat 1)eet-sugar raising is practicable and

dress claiming

ouoht to be a leadino; feature of our ao:riculture.

Walter
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experience and observations

A

Germany on the culture of the sugar beet.
resolution was adopted " favormg a bounty of two cents a
recently in

pound on

])ure cane,

all

maple and beet sugar produced

in

The following committee was appointed

the United States."

Walter J. Quick, Missouri E.
H, E. Heath, Nebraska; C. S.
Kelsey, Michigan; and II. W. Wiley, Washington, D. C.
Ex-President Benjamin Harrison of Indianapolis was presented to the Congress by President Clayton, and proceeded
to advocate this interest

:

;

B. Martindale, Indiana;

"

It is

custom

—

body partly as follows
very much the custom of the times, and a natural

to address the

it is,

:

that

men

of a particular vocation should asso-

themselves together with a view to promoting their

ciate

and not

interests,

selfishly the interests of a few,

but the in-

which they belong; to study the

terests of the great class to

principles that underlie a successful prosecution of a particular calling, and to cultivate fraternal acquaintance.

" The times are

full

of such associations, and I think they

When men engaged in a particular
from high motives, associate themselves together and
pursue the high motives in their association, only good can
should

l)e

encouraged.

calling,

But we must not forget

result.

that,

when we form

yers' association or a farmers' association of laboring

our objects and aims should not be wholly
I think I

may

say that

we were

if

selfish.

a law-

men,

Indeed,

absolutely selfish in our

own good, the good of the class
and the individual of the class, we should find that good
most highly promoted by taking a broad view of things, and
purpose, and thought of our

by admitting

to our deliberations this thought,

— that it

not possible for one class to be highly prosperous while
other classes are suffering

;

that there

is

is

all

an interdependence

and social relations, and this is highly
developed in a free government like ours. In other words,
we, in a broad sense, prosper together and suffer together.
"I think that the conceit of the farmer has sometimes
been unduly promoted when it is said that he is at the
bottom of everything, and that he belongs to an independent
in all our business

class

;

that cities are not of

God's work, and enduring.

much account that farms are
What would the farm be with;
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out the town, and what would the town be without the farm?
Cities and towns furnish the population that consume the

products of the farm, and the farm furnishes the subsistence
As I heard a friend say the other day
of cities and towns.
:

"It is the city for the country and the country for the city,
and all for the Hag."
A committee of one from each delegation was appointed
to write the report of the doings of the Congress to be sub-

mitted to the several States, Mr. Candage being

named

in

that connection for Massachusetts.

The memorial ordered
the United

to be presented to the Congress of

was read and adopted.

States

among other provisions, the
"In order to give effect
should be observed

:

following

:

—

It

contained,

to the policy of protection,

—

it

"1. That most of the products of the farm can be supplied by American farmers in sufficient amounts to meet the
This condition will
total needs of the American people.
evidently continue for

home market

that

may

many

years, even with the enlarged

be created by a needed increase in

our manufacturing industries.

"2. It is further to be observed that, as to farm prodno combination or monopoly or trust can be organ-

ucts,

ized to

extort

exorbitant

prices.

No

objection

can

be

properly made as to protection for farm products on the
general ground of monopoly.

"3.

It

results

from these considerations

that

sound

policy requires that as to such farm products the protection
to

be given them should be so ample as to exclude all similar
When American farmers can supply all

foreign products.

needed for domestic consumption, why should they lose a
market for any part? Why should foreigners draw gold
from the United States in payment for commodities of
classes

Why

which American farmers can adequately produce?

not retain the gold, to be paid to American farmers?

"In view

of these considerations, this memorial asks the

Congress of the United States to give the most ample prothat
tection for farm products of the classes mentioned,

—

is,

protective duties which will give the whole market to

Americans.
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Among these products may

be

named
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cotton,

hemp,

flax,

wheat, corn, barley, oats, potatoes, hops, dairy products,

garden vegetables, poultry and eggs, live stock for use as
food, some kinds of tobacco, small fruits, apples and other
orchard fruits and hay."

The sheep and wool industry of the country

is set

the memorial as being sadly in need of protection.
that

:

—

"Under normal

forth in
It states

conditions, the present population of the

United States will consume annually 9 pounds per capita of
wool, on the unwashed basis, or, in all, 630,000,000 pounds,
Had the
requiring 110,000,000 sheep for its production.
wool tarifi* of 1867 been kept in force to this tinie, with improvements adapting it to changed conditions, we would now
have a sufficient number of sheep to supply the wool of every
kind needed for consumption in this country.
"The taritr was reduced on wool, and under it sheep
In 1890 the flocks of the United
declined in numbers.
States reached a total of 47,223,000,

and were increasing

the rate of about 1,000,000 a year.

With

at

a value of $2.50

per head in 1892, our flocks were worth $118,057,500.
They have been decreasing at the rate of 3,000,000 annually

and their number had receded, on April 1,
1896, to 36,464,405, with an average value of $1.70 a head,
a loss in numbers of more than 10,000,000 in three
years, and in value a sum over $60,000,000."
Congress is asked in the memorial to pass the bill presented by the National Wool Growers' Association in
December, 1895, revised and printed in July, 1896, in the

under

free wool,

—

" Quarterly Bulletin" of
"

It

that association.

proposes a duty of 12 cents a pound on merino wool

and wools of the mutton breeds of sheep unwashed on other
wools, 8 cents per pound double duty on all if washed, and
Australian and similar wools of light
treble if scoured.
;

;

shrinkage in scouring, as shown in native condition, shall be
deemed washed that wool in any other ordinary condition
;

of fleece shall be subjected to double duty
shall

;

and

defines

what

be deemed scoured wool."

which the sixteenth annual session had
been convened having been completed, after a vote of thanks
to the officers was passed, a vote to adjourn was carried, the

The business

for
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and with hasty adieus the members

fell,

separated.

delegates from New England (three from Massachuand one from Rhode Island) wielded an influence in
the Congress second to none, notwithstanding their small
number and territory represented.

The

setts

They presented

following

the

unanimously adopted

:

—

resolutions,

Resolved, That the Fanners' National Congress

which were

favor of

is in

the upbuilding of our merchant marine in the foreign carrying
trade, and urges upon the Congress of the United States the
necessity of enacting such laws as will best promote that object,

American

ships, the product of labor in our own shipunder our own flag, and owned, officered and
manned by Americans, may regain their rightful place in the
canning of our foreign commerce.
Resolved, That the Farmers' National Congress favors improving the harbors of the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific coasts, the lakes
and rivers of the interior, and the speedy completion of the harbors

so that

yards,

sailing

of refuge

now

in process of construction

;

as they

mean cheaper

transportation, cheaper food, fuel, clothing and supplies generally
to every inhabitant of our country

of the United States to

make

objects, in the interest of a wise

;

therefore

liberal

it

urges the Congress

appropriations

for

these

economy and a broad humanity.

Resolved, That the Farmers' National Congress views with alarm

made by

gypsy moth upon the trees and foliage of
and urges the United States Congress to
examine into the subject, and to take such measures for the
extermination of the pest as may seem wise, as its spread over the
country would prove to be a national disaster.
the ravages
the

New England

miereas, It

is

the

States,

asserted that injustice to the farmer and land

under the laws of many
which discriminate in favor of chartered corporations, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Farmers' National Congress favors equal
and just taxation of all property, and that chartered corporations
should be taxed upon the market value of their shares by the State

owner

in matters of taxation is permitted

of the States of the Union,

or States granting their charters, at the average rate of taxation
for such State or States, less the value of their real estate

and

machinery, which should be taxed by the assessors where located

;

same to be paid into the State treasury and credited to the
cities, towns or counties where such shareholders reside, in pro-

the

portion to their several holdings.
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The value of these sessions of the Farmers' National Congress is made apparent by the diversity of public questions
which come before it for discussion and action, and by the
practical questions aflecting the community at large which it
seeks to lay before Congress and the State Legislatures for
their action.

Some

of the States

make

provision for the payment of the

expenses of their delegates, while others do not

but

;

it

seems to your delegates that a provision made for paying
the expenses of a limited numl)er of delegates would be wise,
as it would insure a representation in the body, a desirable
consideration in

A

closing

itself.

paragraph

two relating to Indiana and

or

Indiana was settled in the

Indianapolis.

last half

of the

eighteenth century, and was admitted into the Union of
States in 1816.

It

has an area of 33,809 square miles,

and

1890 it contained a populaIt is a fertile and productive agricultural
tion of 2,192,404.
The acreage under wheat cultivation for the year
State.
divided into 92 counties,

in

1896, according to the report of the Bureau of Statistics,

was 2,862,236,

— an

increase over 1895 of 144,048 acres;

—

producing 24,574,853 bushels,
an average of 8.5 bushels
The corn product for the same period was
to the acre.
3,706,146 bushels; oats, 1,098,700; rye, 148,899; barley,
33,222; potatoes, 1,451,272; pigs enumerated, 1,159,939;
hogs, 1,452,715;

sheep, 832,538;

lambs, 511,578;

wool

4,691,883 pounds; horses, 692,917; mules, 60,075;

clip,

milch cows, 468,096

;

and

other cattle, 495,066.

all

productiveness of the State of Indiana

who

has spent his

soil

are

less

life

favorable

in

New

is

The

a marvel to one

England, where climate and
production of agricultural

for the

staples.

Indianapolis, the capital of Indiana, and

its

chief city,

is

upon an extensive level
made the capital and laid

situated in the centre of the State,

plain

;

was

first

out in 1821
1847.

It is

;

settled in 1819

;

chartered as a town in 1836 and as a city in

an important railroad centre, has a large trade

contains many
and other agricultural products
houses of commercial importance, commodious business
It
structures, good hotels and many fine private dwellings.
in

grain

;
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has broad streets, paved with asphalt, good wide sidewalks,
a line trolley street-car system, sewerage, water, electric

and lighting, and a popula1890, which in 1896 is claimed to be

lights, natural gas for heating

tion of 105,436 in

125,000.
Its public buildings are a fine State house, recently built

at a cost of $2,000,000

;

a court house, city hall, a banking

building modelled after the
a

monument

Bank

of England, and others, and

to the heroes of the revolution, w^ar of 1812,

Mexican war and war of the rebellion. This monument is
268 feet in height, and from it may be had an extensive view
of a level plain, without hill or elevation in any direction to
It reminds
intercept the boundary of the distant horizon.
one of the outlook from the mast head of a ship at sea, with
this dift'erence
there one beholds a world of waters with
the ship below him here a vast prairie resembling the open
sea in extent, with the city spread out from the base of
the monument, its streets and buildings plainly marked.
Washington Street, its chief avenue and thoroughfare, one
hundred and twenty feet in width, upon which are located
many of the prominent retail stores, shops and business
:

;

places, is seen extending the length of the city.

Indianapolis
progressive,

is

its

a place of great activities, prosperous and

people are intelligent, frank, open-heaited

and hospitable to a marked degree.
R.

G. F.

CANDAGE,
For

the Delegates.

ANNUAL KEPORT

Board of Cattle Commissioners,
In

Accordance with Section 51 of Chaptek 491
OF THE Acts of

January

11,

[519]

1894.

1897.

REPORT
Board of Catti^e

To

the

Co:noiissioners.

Honorable Senate ami House of Representatives.

In conformity to section 51 of chapter 491 of the Acts of
the year 1894, the

Board of Cattle Commissioners presents

its work for the year 1896.
The law of 1894 has continued to be the basis of the work
of the Board during the year, except as it was modified by
the Legislature of 1896.
The work has been continued

the following report of

—
— The supervision and direction of the

under the following heads
First.

:

local inspec-

and provisions, appointed by cities and towns
under the provisions of chapter 491 of the Acts of 1894.
tors of animals

Second.

— The examination of

local inspectors as

all

animals quarantined by

suspected of being afflicted with con-

tagious disease.

— The examination of

coming into the markets at Brighton, Watertown and Somerville from without
the State for sale, and without certificates of having passed
Third.

cattle

the tuberculin test before entering the State.

—
Fifth. —

The examination of cattle coming from without
upon special permit.
The examination of stables, etc., with a view to

Fourth.
the State

secure better sanitary conditions, for the prevention of disease.

Sixth.

— The

conduct of laboratory and stable experi-

ments, to determine various problems connected with the

work of the Board.
The work of the Board was

quite thoroughly

examined

during the last session of the Legislature by the joint committee on agriculture, in a hearing which occupied several
protracted sessions.

The

critics

of the Board presented

which they presented, restricting the use of tuberculin, changing the
methods of local inspection, and abolishing the commission
statements and criticisms

in support of bills
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and transferring

its

The only

was the continuance

result

duties to the State
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Board of Agriculture.

for another year of the

provision of the statute limiting the use of tuberculin to tests
of foreign cattle at the public markets, and of animals re-

ported as suspicious hy local inspectors.
cattle in

The

testing of

response to voluntary requests was forbidden.

In

view of the conditions prevailing, the commission did not
seriously oppose the continuance of the restriction of the
use of tuberculin, although

A

number of

large

it

did not meet their approval.

the leading farmers, cattle owners and

agricultural experts in the State testified their approval of

the methods of the commission and of their use of tuberculin

and several leading veterinarians from other States

;

voluntarily appeared to urge the committee to sustain the

commission, they believing that

its

methods and plans were

wise and necessary, and for the public good.

For

months following the date of the last annual
report the work of the Board was hindered by lack of means
for testing and disposing of the cattle reported by the local
inspectors as suspected, on physical examination, of tuberseveral

culosis.

The
was

fact of the rapid

set forth in

which

is

annual report, together with the
action

upon them,

section 37 of chapter 16 of the Public Statutes,

as follows

No

last

which prevented our prompt

statute

name

our

accumulation of this class of cases

:

—

make purchases or incur liabilities iu the
Commonwealth for a larger amount than that which

public officer shall
of the

has been appropriated by law for the service or object for which

such purchases have been made or

Commonwealth
of

its

servants and officers

priated

As
it

and the
liabilities incurred
no responsibility for the acts
beyond the several amounts duly appro-

by law.

stated in our last report,

more

;

shall be subject to

" The commission considered
making the exam-

desirable to incur the expense of

inations as soon as possible after receipt of the notice, free-

ing such animals as were found not to be tul)erculous, and

keeping the others in quarantine until

it

became possible, by
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means of a further appropriation, to compensate the owners
and destroy the animals."

for their losses

To prevent

as

much

as possible this unnecessary expense,

the Board adopted General Order No. 12, and forwarded
to all the inspectors, in the following" comnninicatiou

:

it

—

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Board of Cattle Commissioners,
Secretary's Office, 52 Village Street, Boston, Feb.

3, 189G.

To Inspectors of Animals and Provisions.

The Board of Cattle Commissioners regrets having to inform
you that the appropriation of money for carrying out the provisions of chapter 491 of the Acts of 1894, as amended by chapter
496 of the Acts of 1895, has become exhausted, and that because
of this fact the Board is compelled, under the provisions of the
statutes, to do everything in its power to stop further expenditures
under the said acts.
In accordance with these

facts, at a

meeting of the Board held

on Jan. 29, 1896, the following order was passed

:

—

General Order No. 12.
It is hei'eby ordered that the farther inspection of animals directed to
be made by the inspectors of animals and provisions for the several
cities and towns of this Commonwealth, under section 4 of chapter 491
of the Acts of 1894, as amended by section 1 of chapter 496 of the Acts
of 1)^95, and in accordance with General Order No. 6 of this Board, communicated to you in a circular letter dated July 22, 1895, shall be stopped
imtil further notice from this Board.

Frederick H. Osgood, Chairman.
Charles P. Lyman, Secretary.
Maurice O'Connell,
Leander F. Herrick,
Charles A. Dennen,
Board of

Cattle Commissioners.

In spite of these precautions, however, before the ai)propriation authorized

were 1,043 such

by the Legislature was

availal)le there

cattle in quarantine, scattered

through

all

These animals had been kept in quaranawaiting the appropriation of funds by the Legislature,

parts of the State.
tine,

at an expense to the State of $28,223.43.

On June

5 the
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work of cleaning up this accumulation was begun, and it
was completed as soon as possible.
Under the provisions of the statutes, the executive officials
of

all cities

and towns in the State are required to ap-

point inspectors of animals and provisions to have general
supervision of the inspection of domestic animals within the
limits of their respective cities

The

and towns, acting under oath.

duties of these inspectors are to examine, at the time of

slaughter, all neat stock, sheep

and swine slaughtered

slaughter houses licensed under the provision of law, to

at

make

inspections of neat cattle, sheep and swine at such times as

Board shall designate, and to make special inspection
from time to time of animals reported as suspected of having

this

any of the contagious diseases named

Under

in the act.

this provision the executives of the cities

have reported to the Board the following
as serving during the year

Abington,

:

—

list

and towns

of inspectors

..

No.

4.]

,
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Bedford,
Belchertown,
Bellingham,
Belmont,
Berkley,
Berkley,

Henry Wood.

Guy

C. Allen.

Carroll E. White.
Benj. A. Harris.

Chas. F. Paull.
Eliphalet Terry.

Blackstone,

.

Robert B. Wheeler.
Chas. Bowker.
Horace D. Lambert.
William H. Hutchins.
Daniel H. Coouey.

Blackstone,

.

Elias

Blandford,

.

Blandford,

.

Blandford,

.

Berlin,

Bernardston,
Beverly,
Billerica,

M.

Billings.

Janus W. Knox.
William H. Oatley.
E. B. Gibbs.

Ilemy

F. Haynes.
Alexander Burr.
George W. Roberts.
Noble P. Swift.
P. W. Cvmningham.
George E. Gleason.
George B. Killam.
Chas. A. Andrew.
Doane Coggswell.

Bolton,

Boston,
Boston,

Bourne,

Boxborough,
Boylston,

Boxford,
Boxford,
Bradford,

James M. Cutting.
James S. Paine.

Braintree,

Brewster,

Bridgewater,

Calvin Pratt.

Brimfield,

Porter A. Parker.

Brockton

Simeon Mitchell.
Lucas W. Alden.
Lewis Thresher.
Alexander Marshall.
William R. Shaw.

Brockton,
Brookfield,

.

Brookline,

.

Buckland,
Burlington,

.

Cambridge,

.

A. S. Lamb.

Chas. E. Hadcock.

Canton,

Patrick J. Cronan.

Carlisle,

George P. Davis.
Fred A. Ward.
Horace Temijlc.

Carver,

Charlemont,

Hammond.

Charlton,

Stejihen

Chatham,

Isaac B. Young.

Chelmsford,

E. C.

Chester,

Perham.
William Stinson.
William P. Bennett.
Daniel B. Holcomb.

Chester,

Edward

Chestei-field,

George W. Rogers.
Clayton N. Rhodes.
Irvins: H. Elmer.

Chelsea,

Cheshire,

Chesterfield,

Chicopee,

L. Higgins.
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Chicopee,

Thomas Goodwin.

Chilmark,
Clarksburg,

Freeman Hancock.
James Mixer.

Clinton.

Chas. H. Laselle.
Caleb F. Nichols.
Hii-am S. Meecham.

Cohasset,

Col rain,

Concord,

Conway,

Horace Tuttle.
Gordon H. Johnson.

Cottage City,

E. G. Beetle.

Cummington,
Cummington,
Cummington,

Edward F. Warner.
Myron D. Trow.

Dal ton,.
Dal ton,.
Dana,
Dana,
,

.

,

Dan vers,
Dartmouth,
Dartmouth,
Dec] ham,

Finley V. Bates.
William C. Brague.

William Miller.
L. S. Blackmer.
Alfred E. Doane.
Chas. S. Moore.
Chas. W. Howland,
Chas. H. Negus.

2d.

Creighton Colburn.

Deerfield,

D. A. Hawks.

Deerfield,

Edward D.

Dennis,

Chas. E. Baker.

Dennis,

Edwin Whittemore.

Jewett.

Dighton,

William H. Walker.

Dighton,

Edmund Hathaway.

Dighton,
Douglas,

George A. Clark.
James Dermody.

Douglas,
Dover,

E. P. Heath.

Dracut,

Clement A. Hamblet.

Dudley,
Dunstable,

Duxbury,
Duxbuiy,
East Bridgewater,
East Longmeadow,
Eastham,
Easthamjiton,
Easton,

Edgar town,
Egremont,
Enfield,

S.

O. Fowle.

Monroe W.

Ide.

Franklin M. Tolles.
George Bradford.

John K. Parker.

W.

T. Greene.

Edwin

Indicott.

Bradley Steele.
Fordyce Wliitmarsh.

J.

E. R. Hayward.
Christopher R. Beetle.

Theodore S. Baldwin.
William H. Bush.

Enfield,

Albert R. House.

Erving,
Everett,

Frank W. Loveland.
Chas. A. Burnham.
George Peabody.

Fairhaven,

E. G. Grinnell.

Fall River,

Hilaire Bisaillon.

Essex,

.
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Falmouth,
Falmouth,
Falmouth,
Falmouth,
Falmouth,

Henry C. Lewis.
Asa P. Tobey.
T. Lawrence Swift.

Francis A. Nye.
B. C. Gaboon.

Fitchburg,

Otis F. Lord.

Florida,

Nathan W. Kemp.

Foxborough,
Foxborough,
Framingham,

B. P. Crocker.

Franklin,

Thomas

Freetown,
Freetown,
Gardner,
Gardner,
Gay Head,
Georgetown,
Georgetown,

Palo Alto Pierce.

Gill,

.

Gloucester

Goshen,
Gosnold,

A.

W.

Draper.

William R. Morrow.
L. Martin.

James Webb.
Frank B. Page.
Augustus S. Cleaves.
Samuel J. Haskins.
Samuel T. Poor.
J. Winfred Yeaton.
John L. S. Moore.
Daniel G. Ci'essy.
Willis A. Smith.

Joshua W.

Tilton.

Grafton,

Perley Goddai'd.

Granby,
Granby,
Granby,

Homer

Granville,
Granville,

George L. Witt.
C. Taylor.

Samuel A. Taylor.
George W. Cone.
Cyrus W. Ives.

Great Barrin gton,

Edwin Hurlburt.

Greenfield,

M.

Greenwich,

Walter N. Glazier,

Groton,

Samuel P. Williams.
Nathan Longfellow.

Groveland,

L. Miner.

Hadley,
Hadley,

Homer

Halifax,

Jabez P. Thompson.
George E. F. Dane.
M. N. Warren.

L. Cowles.

Chas. H. Hunt.

Hamilton,

Hampden,
Hancock,
Hanover,
Hanson,
Hardwick,
Harvard,
Harwich,

James
Edwin

S.

Goold.

B. Dwelley.

Hatfield,

Ezra White.
John N. Hillman.
M. A. Farnsworth.
John A. Baker.
E. S. Warner.

Haverhill,

Grantley Bickell.

Hawley,

L.

Heath,

V. D. Thompson.
Robert F. Robinson.

.

Hingham,

W. Temple.
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Hinsdale,

Frank C.

Holbrook,
Holden,
Holland,

Z, P. Jordan.

Holliston,

I.

Holyoke,
Hopedale,
Hopkinton,
Hubbardston,

Bernard

Hudson

A. L. Cundall.

Hull,

.

[Pub. Doc.

Phillips.

Edward W. Merrick.
A. J. Bagley,

A. Smith.
S.

Bigelow.

Waldo Phipps.

W. W.

Claflin.

flohn H. Burtch.

Harvey T. Litchfield.
Frank T. Clapp.

Huntington,
Huntington,
Huntington,
Hyde Park,
Ipswich,
Kingston,

Joseph M. Kiggen.
Edward Dole
E. Elbridge Atwood.

Lakeville,

Isaac SamjDson.

Lancaster,

Henry H. Hosmer.
F. D. Deming.

Lanesborough,
Lanesborough,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,

Burr.

Chas. H. Strong.

William

John

P. Talcott.

F. Winchester.

Valentine Sellers.

John McAllister.

Lee,
Leicester,

Lenox,

Herman

.

Leominster,

Edwai-d Warren.
Chas. C. Flint.

George M. Kendall.

Leverett,

O. C. Marvell.

Lexington,

Chas. M. Parker.

Ley den,

Ezra Foster.

Lincoln,

Chas.

Littleton,

J.

Longmeadow,

Jairus R. Kibbe.

S.

Smith.

H. Murray.

Lowell,

W.

Ludlow,
Lunenburg,
Lunenburg,
Lynn,

A. L. Bennett.

.

Lynnfield,

Maiden,
Manchester,

A. Sherman.

Chas. E. Woods.

Micah M. Boutwell.
William E. Welts.
William R. Roundy.
George R. Frye.

Mansfield,

H. D. Lambert.
Joseph N. Tibbetts.

Marblehead,
Marion,

George

Mai'lborough,

H. R. Stanhope.

Amos

P. Alley.

W.

F. Richai*ds.

Hatch.

Marshfield,

F.

Mashpee,

Darius

Mattapoisett,

David

Maynard,

Joel F. Parmenter.

Coombs
II.

Cannon.

..
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Medfield,

.

Francis D. Hamant.

Medway,

Henry F. Moore.
Edward Whitney.

Melrose,

William H. Dole.

Medford,

MeiTimac,

W.

Albert

INIendon,
.

H.

J.

Gaskill.

Gushing.

Middleborough,

Edwin J. Castle.
James A. Burgess.

Middlelleld,

.

John

Middleton,

.

]\Icthuen,

Milford,

Millbury,
Millis,

Moses C. Adams.
James Spencer.

.

Milton,

Monroe,
Monson,
Monson,
Montague,
Montague,

P. Bryan.

Andrew W. Peabody.
Waldo Phipps.
Henry W. Carter.

A. H. Goldthwaite.

W.

H. Bugbee.

Hiram D.
.

.

Osboi-ne,

George H. Goddard.
F. H. Giles.

W.

Montei'ey,

Chas.

Montgomery,

Samuel W. Coe.

Mount Washington,

Alfred

Nahant,
Nantucket,

Robert L. Cochran.
.

S.

Gregory.
Spurr.

Albert Easton.

Mayo.

Natick,

Walter

Natick,

C. A. Partridge.

Needham,

S.

New Ashford,
New Bedford,
New Braintree,
New Marlboi'ough,
New Marlbox'ough,
New Salem,

Van Ness

Newbury,
Newburyport,
Newton,
Norfolk,

P.

O. Fowle.

Mallery.

D. C. Ashley.
Chas. A. Felton.

George A. Stevens.
L. P. Keyes.

Willard Putnam.

Asa Pingree.
George W. Knight.
J.

R

McLaughlin.

Andrew

R. Jones.

Adams,

A. A. McDonnell.

North Andovei*,
North Attleborough,
North Attleborough,
North Attleborough,
North Brookfield,
North Brookfield,
North Reading,
Northampton,
Northborough,

George S. Fuller.
Asa A. Newell

Noi'th

Northbridge,

Northbridge,

G. B. Draper.
T. L. Swift.

A. O. Boyd.
B. F. Barnes.

Howard Mosman.
Dwight A. Horton.
F. H. Atwood
George F. Nilsson.
John Gunn.
F.
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Northbridge

W.

Northfield,

R. C. Ward.

Novthfield,

Frank E. Heald.

Norton,

Lester D. Blandin.

Norton,
Norwell,
Norwell,
Norwell,

A. Bean.

Owen

E. Walker
Warren Foster.
Edwin C. Briggs.
Ashburton W. Pierson.
J.

Norwood,
Oakham,

Albert Fales.

Orange,

Amos

Orleans,

F. W^. Higgins.

Orleans,

Edmund

Orleans,

Gilbert A. Dodge.

Otis,

.

Edwin

Otis,

.

Alfred D. Jones.

H. P. Austin.
Blodgett.
Linnell.

Downs.

L.

Snow.

Oxford,
Palmer,
Paxton,
Peabody,
Peabody,
Peabody,
Pelham,

F. L.

Eugene

P. Bartlett.

Pembroke,

Clifford

I.

Peppex'ell,

Samuel P. Bancroft.
King C. Phillips.

Peru,

.

E.

W. Phinney.

H. P. Bemis.

John E. Herrick.
Cyrus T. Batchelder.
Chas. Davis.

Petersham,

S. C.

Phillijiston,

F. J.

Rogers.

Goddard.

Pittsfield,

KendaH.
George N. Kinnell.

Plainfield,

D. H. Gould.

Plainfield,

Edwin

Plymouth,
Plymouth,
Plympton,

Chas. B. Harlow.

A. Atkins.

Prescott,

William T. Pierce.
O. Bonney.
Elmer M. Aiken.

Preseott,

James

Princeton,

George Mason,

Provincetown,
Quincy,

Daniel F. Lewis.

Randolph,

A. L. Chase.

Raynham,
Raynham,

James

Reading,
Rehoboth,
Rehoboth,
Rehoboth,
Revere,

Milton G. Parker.
Clarence J. Kingsbury.

Edwin

Richmond,

W. H.

Hochester,

Howard

D. Barnes.

Timothy

Jr.

F. Ford,

O. Sturtevant.

Cyrus Leonard.

John W. Chase.
Albert R. Lewis.
S. Plaisted.

Branch.
Allen G. Ashby.

'
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Rockland,

Chas. Winslow.

Rockport,

Alvin Sanborn.
E. iM. Upton.
Daniel H. Hale.
J. Scott Todd.

Rowe,

.

Rowley,
Rowley,
Royalston,

George E. Peirce.
Joseph Stewart.

Royalston,

Eugene

Russell,

S. S. Shurtleff.

Rutland,

F. G. Bartlett.

Salisbury,

Salem,

Samuel P. Merrill.
Fred Saunders.

Sandisfield,

Chas. H. Callender.

Sandisfield,

H.

Sandwich,
Saugus,
Savoy,
Savoy,

Samuel H. Nye.

Royalston,

S.

Twitchell.

Manley.

Ailhur W. Sawyer.
Linus E. Perry.

.

Milton A. Bliss.
Caleb L. Damon.

.

Scituate,

Seekonk,
Seekonk,
Seekonk,
Sharon,

Olney Greene.
Lowell M. Cole.

Sheffield,

Henry
Edwin

A.

Shelburne,
Shelburne,

Sherborn,
Sherborn,

Shrewsbury,
Shrewsbury,
Shrewsbury,
.

.

South Hadley,
Southampton,
Southampton,
Southborough,

.

A. Francis.

Chas. M. Berry.

Horace

W.

Gaylord.

Henry E. Coleman.
Michael Norris.
William H. Buck.
Henry A. Morse.
Chas. W. Talmage.
Abraham Capen.

.

James Kimball.

.

W. S. Walker.
Marshall S. Heath.
John M. Buck.
Georg-e H. Allen.

Sterling,

Stockbridge,
Stockbridge,

Stoneham,

Jubal A. Gleason.
David Barnes.
Oscar H. Shaw.

Thomas

Somerset,

Springfield,

C. Clark.

Samuel B. Scott.
George L. Plympton.

Shirley,

Southbridge,
Southwick,
Spencer,

Draper.

Alfred F. Skinner.
H. L. Warfield.
Jasper J. Smart.
William A. Adams.

Shelburne,

Somerville,

W.

L. Boardman.
Lewis T. Covell.

Sheffield,

Shutesbury,

Woodward.

Robei't
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Stoughtou,
Stow,
.

Sturbridge,

Sudbury,
Sudbury,
Sudbuiy,
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James Mui'phy.
Lewis Parks.
William Whittemore.
Nahum Goodnow.
George A. Haynes,
Hiram Haynes.

Sunderland,

Geoi-ge P. Smith.

Sutton,

.

Edward

Sutton,

.

P. D. King.

Swampscott,
Swanzey,
Swanzey,
Swanzey,
Taunton,
Templeton,
Templeton,
Tewksbury,
Tisbury,

A. Welch.

Samuel A. Spaulding.
David B. Gardner.
Anson L. Barney.
Arthur W. Weaver.
Walter H. Haskell.
S. E. Greenwood.

W.

F. Robie.

George W. Trull.
Henry C. Xorton.

Topsfield,

Bentley Pratt.
C. N. Marshall.
Eugene L. Wilder.

Townsend,

John N. Going.

Truro,

Josiah F. Rich.

Tolland,
Tolland,

.

Tyngsborough,
Tyringham,
Upton,
Upton,
Uxbridge,
Wakefield,
Wales,
Walpole,
.

.

.

Waltham,
Ware,
War eh am,
.

Franklin N. Tolles.
Joseph Jones.
George D. Whitney.
Benj. A. Jourdan.

Chas. E. Seagrave.

Henry
AV.

W.

C. Perry.

Eager.

George S. Fuller.
William E. Peterson.
A. A. Etienne.

Wareham,

Samuel M. Crocker.
James W. Hurley.

Wai'ren,

IMarcus Burroughs.

Warwick,

Gilbert Maynard.

Washington,
Watertown,
Wayland,
Wayland,
Webster,

Chas. E. Schultz.

George W. Pope.

Thomas W. Frost.
Thomas Bi*yant.
E. M, Frissell.

Wellesley,

S.

Wellfleet,

George W. Nickerson.
George A. Lewis.

Wendell,

O. FoAvle.

Wenham,

Henrjr Alley.

West Boylston,
West Bridgewater

John F. Knight.
David R. Simmons.

,
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West
West
West
West
West
West
West

Bi-ooklk'ld,

E. B. Lynde.

Newbury,

Alfred L. Moore.

Springfield,
Springfield,

M. H. Bidwell.
Hem-y A. Sibley.

Stockbridge

R. R. Bissell.

Tisbury,

William Look.
William B. Luce.

Tisbury,

Westborough,

Henry A. Gilmore.

Westficld,

.

Westford,

.

William Arnold.
George T. Day.

Westford,

A. P. Richardson.

Westhamptou,
Westhampton,

William J. Lyman.
A. D. Montague, Jr.
M. D. Whitney.

Westminster,
Westminster,
Westminster,
Weston,
Westport,
Westport,
Wej-mouth,

Weymouth,

E. O. Clark.

Edward

S. Smith.

Theodore B. Peirce.

Hiram

Chas. E. Bicknell.

E.

Raymond.

Irving Allis.

.

.

Woburn
Woburn,
Worcester,
Worcester,
Worcester,
Worthington,
Worthington,
.

.

.

Yarmouth,
Yarmouth,
Yarmouth,

A. E. Mossman.

.

Williamsburg,
Williamstown,
Wilmington,
Winchendon,
Winchester,
Windsor,
Windsor,
Winthrop,

Wrentham,
Wrentham,

E. L. Burnham.

,

Whately,

Whitman,
Wilbraham,
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.

Owen F. Bumpus.
Lyman Fiske.
George W. Lawley.
Joseph D. Patterson.
H. Allen Sheldon.
William A. Deland.
Wm. B. Simonds.
H. Ward Ford.
G. L. Miner.
C. Porter Tewksbury.

Edward P. McKenna,
James N. Stuart.
John P. Streeter.
J. Warren Ellsworth.
Thomas Monahan.
Albert J. Randall.

Horace F.
Elisha

Bartlett.

M. Brastow.

George B. Ware.

.

James Lack.
Isaiah Homer.

.

Isaiah Crowell.

.

The following are the orders relating to inspection of
animals issued by the Board during the current year
:

—
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Board of Cattle CoJt.MissioxEKS,
Secretary's Office, 52 Village Street, Boston, Sept.

30, 1896.

To Inspectors of Animals and Provisions.

The Board

of Cattle Commissioners begs to inform

desires to have a complete general inspection of

you that

it

neat cattle at

once, and that such examination be completed soon enough. to

enable

to publish a complete result of the

it

annual report for 1896.
ing order

was passed

at a

same

In order to accomplish

coming

in the

this, the follow-

meeting held on Sept. 29, 1896

:

—

General Order No. 14.
In accordance with the authority conferred upon
cha^Jter 491 of the Acts of 1894, as

amended by

las

by

section 4 of

section 1 of chapter 496

you are hereby ordered to make an inspection of
district.
Such inspection is to be commenced
on October 1, or as soon thereafter as possible, and to be continued
with all j)ossible despatch imtil finished, or until December 1, at which
of the Acts of 1895,

neat cattle within your

all

time

it is

hereby ordered closed.

by law to be made to
be so made, on blank form No. 1, as often as once in
each week during the whole period of inspection, in order that a close
record may be kept of the number of animals that have been examined
in each town as the work progresses. All inspectors' reports must be
sent to the Boston office on or before Dec. 5, 1896.
It is

further ordered that the returns directed

this ofiice shall

We

further beg leave to call your particular attention to that

provision of section 4 of chapter 491 of the Acts of 1894, as

amended by
requires that
the

section
all

1

of chapter 496 of the Acts of 1895, which

inspectors of animals and provisions throughout

Commonwealth

" shall

immediately

inspect

any and

all

domestic animals and any barn, stable or premises where any
such animals are kept, whenever directed to do so by the Board
of Cattle Commissioners, or any of

its

members."

In accordance

with this provision, this Board, at a meeting held on the twentyninth day of September, 1896, passed the following order:

—

General Order No. 15.
All inspectors throughout the Commonw^ealth are hereby directed to

make

a thorough examination of all barns, stables and premises where
domestic animals are kept, and to rejjort the results of these exammations upon form No. 20. It is further directed that this examination
shall be

made

at the

same time

at

which the regular

g-eneral

examina-

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS' REPORT.
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made and that the reports concerning the same
forwarded to this office, together with the reports of the examination of neat stock, on or before Dec. 5, 1896.
tion of the neat stock is

;

shall be

Fkkdkkick II. O.sGOOD, Chairman^
Charles P. Lyman, Secretary.
Maurice O'Coxnell,
Leanukr F. Herrick,
Charles A. Dennen,
Board of

Cattle Commissioners.

—

A book containing a number of the required forms will be
Notice.
forwarded to you under separate cover. If more are required, they will
be sent upon application.
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Board of Cattle Commissioners,
Village Street, Boston, Dec. 2, 1896.

General Order No.
To

the Inspectors

16.

of Animals and Provisions.

—

Sir:
Inasmuch as the financial year closes on December 15,
and the report of the Board of Cattle Commissioners must be in
the hands of the Legislature on or before .Jaiiuar}^ 10, and you
have not stopped your inspection, in accordance with G-eueral Order No. 14, sent you on September 30, which stated that such
inspection " is to be commenced on October 1, or as soon thereafter as possible, and to be coutiuued with all possible despatch
until flnishied, or until December 1, at which time it is hereby
ordered closed," it was this day voted that no further inspection
of animals should be made by you, or any animals quarantined
except by instruction from the Board of Health of your city or
town, as provided by section 30 of chapter 491 of the Acts of
1894, until the tenth day of January, 1897.

Frederick H. Osgood, Chairman.
L. F. Herrick, Secretary.
John M. Parker,
Maurice O'Connell,
C. A. Dennen.

The

was ordered by the Board SeptemDecember 1.
order the inspectors of the cities and towns have

reofular inspection

ber 30, to begin October 1 and to be clo.scd on

Under

this

—

reported 8,969 animals suspected of contagious disease,
tuberculosis.
These were subjected to the tuberculin test,

and 4,694 were condemned and destroyed.
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shows the number of animals quaranit also shows the number condemned and the amounts paid, but it does not include 550
animals which have been condemned and warrants for which
table

tined in the cities and towns

are

now

;

in the process of settlement.

the State tax and

number of neat

shown by the assessors'
spective cities and towns.
as

CITY OR TOWN.

The

cattle

returns,

May

table also gives

over one year old,
1, 181)6, in

the re-

No. 4.]
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CITY OR TOWN.

Metliueil,
Mi(ldlelioron!,^li,
"

Middk'rteld,

Middleton,

.

Millord,
Millbnrv,
Miiiis,

.'

r

Milton,

Monroe,
Monson,
Montague,
Monterey,

Neat Cattle Number
Number
Assessed
Tested. Condemned.

Montgotiieiy,

Mount Washington,
Nahant,
Nantucket,

,

Natick,

Needham,

New Ashford,
New Bedford,
New Brainti'ee,
New MarlborouKli
New Salem,

7

$270 00

^2,467 50

1

1

10

1

2,975 00
175 00

42

41

10 00
20 00
1,470 00

32

14

733
562

8

42
21

339
79
42
515
587
690
143
625

36
132

1,240
1,607

6
53

4

16
107

4
2

16

5

1

1

Newburyport,
Newton,

1,100

89
48

52
24

13
91
7

56

Northbridge,

Norton,
Norwell,

436
617
1,277

570
942
364
977
768
403

3

4

Phillipston,

.

,

1,124

Plainfield,

,

572

Orange,
Orleans,
Otis,

.

Oxford,
Palmer,
Paxton,

Peabody,
Pelham",

Pembroke,

.

Pepperell,

Peru,

Petersham,

Plymouth,
Plympton,

.

.

.

Prescott,

Princeton,

.

Provincetown,
Quincy,

Randolph,

.

Raynham,

.

Reading,
Rehoboth,

.

Revere,

Richmond,

.

47
24
39
234
28

1,094

Pittstield,

Oakham,

479 50
3,763 00

37
30
119
147
30

00
00
50

00
00

289

330
272
370
686
737
212
413
710
707
387
687
213
177
810
379
533
346

Norwood,

463 00
53 00
350 00

205 00
95 00

31

362

Northfield,

Tax.

30

1,116

North Adams,
North Andover.
North Attleborongh,
North Brooktield,
North Reading.
Northampton,"
Northborough,

.state

470
247
390
683
440
708

Newbury,
Norfolk,

Amount
Awarded.

1,343
751

153
1,304
.

539

3
7

14
3
5
106
11
3

1,873 00

855 50
90 00
2,127 00
178 00
417 00
132 50
175 50
3,349 00
390 00
42 50

1

1

22

10

18 00
327 50

44

29

878 00

1

30 00
55 00
345 50
18 00
634 00
27 00

1

2
19
25
2

2
13

47

16

2
3

1

28

15

1

3

1

6

2

532 00
30 00
80 00

135
8

19

610 00

461
108

3

100 00

387

15

1,153

139

95 00
2,231 00

54
610
202
420
325
1,265
145

468

47 50
2
17

418 00
332 00

367 50
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

3,867
1.680
595
13,737
105
1,400
2,555
175
105
52
4,042
2,117
3,990
1,977
52
36,067
297

402
227
752
7,857
32,077
367
5,477
2,362
2,800
1.400
367
7,315
892
2,537

50
50

50
00

50
.50

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
00
00

50
00
50
50
682 50
577 50
670 00

2.152 50
245 00
2.817 50

490 00
157 50
927 50
2,030 00
192 50
5,477 50
122 50
472 50
1,435 00
87 50
455 00
210 00
9,415 00
122 50
4,620 00
227 50
122 50
577 50
1,592 50
11,777 50
1,645 00
630 00
2,450 00
525 00

00
245 00

4,,585
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Under
following-

Number

this

AGKIClJLTUliE.
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provision the inspectors have reported the

work

:

—

of cattle iusjDected at time of slaughter, under sec-

tion 21,

Number

1,964

of sheep inspected at time of slaughter, under sec-

355

tion 21,

Number

of swine inspected at time of slaughter, under sec3,050.

tion 21,

Number

of cattle inspected at licensed slaughter houses at

time of slaughter,
of sheep inspected at licensed slaughter houses at

102,693

time of slaughter,
of swine inspected at licensed slaughter houses at
time of slaughter,

301,939

Number

Number

773,439

number of animals inspected at time of slaughter, including those inspected at licensed slaughter houses and

Total

also

under section

The following

21,

is

........

the return

1,178,071

by the inspectors of the num-

ber of carcasses condemned as diseased at the inspections at
slaughter houses and on private premises

:

—

Cattle destroyed as tuberculous.

482

Sheep destroyed as tuberculous.
Swine destroyed as tuberculous.

91

Percentage of cattle found infected,
Percentage of sheep found infected,
Percentage of swine found infected,

Under

.46

.0117

the law for the licensing and inspection of slaugh-

ter houses the following circular

was issued

:

—

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Board of Cattle Commis.sioners,
Village Street, Boston, July 1, 1896.

52

—

I beg to call your attention to sections 17, IS
Gentlemen:
and 22 of chapter 491 of the Acts of 1894, as amended by sections 3, 4 and 8 respectively of chapter 496 of the Acts of 1895,
which are in general relation to the licensing of slaughter houses
and all similar establishments, the products of which are to be

sold or used for food.

I will further call

following paragraph, which

amended by

is

the said section 4

your attention to the

a portion of the said section 18, as
:

"The

board or

officer of

every

town authorized to issue said licenses shall on or before
the first day of June in each year send to the Board of Cattle
city or

—
No.
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copy of every application made to them under
and siiall state the doings of said
board or officer upon said application and shall further send to
the Board of Cattle Commissioners the names and addresses of all
persons required to make application under section seventeen, who
were engaged in such business on the last day of the previous
April, and who failed to make application as provided in said
Commissiouers

a,

section seventeen of this act,

;

section."

beg to state further that this Board has not, as j^et, received
from you in this connection, and to ask that
they be sent without further delay.
In answering, kindly give
not only the required copy of any "application" that may have
I

the required notices

been made to you, together with a statement of your doings
thereon, but also and particularly "

persons in your totvn required

and

icJio

An

have failed

early

and

to

make

to

i/ie

make

names and addresses of

all

application under section 17,

application as provided in said section"

full reply is earnestly desired.

Respectfully,

Charles P. Lyman,

Secretary.

The following is the form issued for reports from city and
town officials charged with the duty of licensing slaughter
houses

:

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Return of Licensed Slaughter-houses.
Town of
Mat,
189
Board of Cattle Commissioners for the CommomveaUh of Massa-

City or

To

the

.

chusetts.

Gentlemen:

— In accordance with the provisions

of section 18

amended by secyear 1895, we submit

of chapter 491 of the Acts of the year 1894, as
tion

4 of chapter 496 of the Acts of the

the following statement in relation to slaughter-houses Avithin the
limits of

our city or town.

The names

of all persons licensed to carry on the business of

slaughtering for the following year, a copy of whose application
for a license is sent herewith, are as follows

Name.

:

—

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
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The names aud address of all persons required to make applicawho were iu business on the last day of April last past, failing to make application, are as follows

tion,

:

Name.

Licensed
Last Year?''

Address.

Board or

—

Remarks.

Officer authorized to issue

such

licenses.

—

* Note.
Please fill up all blanks as far as possible, stating in each case "yes"
or " no " as to whether a license has issued, and as to whether the person was licensed
the previous year.

Inspection of Stables.

A large

amount of work has been accomplished during the
year in the examinations of barns and stables in reference to
their sanitary conditions, and the Board is pleased to report
that, in response to its advice

ports, there has been quite a
respect.

manure

and suggestions in former remarked improvement in this

Especial attention has been paid to the relations of
in cellars,

bad ventilation and impure water to the

health of animals and the purity of the milk supply.

In accordance with the demands of section 4, chapter 491,
Acts of 1894, as amended by section 1, chapter 49G, Acts of
1895, the Board sent out the following blank for a return of
the inspection and examination of diflerent premises through-

out the

Commonwealth

:

—

Report op an Inspection and Examination of the Premises
IN WHICH THE AnIJIALS BELONGING TO Mr.
ARE KEPT.
OF
[Made in accordance with the demands of section 4 of chapter 491
amended l)y section 1 of chapter 49G of the Acts of 1895.]

of the Acts of

1894, as

Material of building?

Length of stable?

Width

of stable?

A¥idth from mangers or "tie ups " to wall behind animals?

Height from

Number
Number

floor to ceiling?

windows facing north?
of windows facing east?
of

Size of sash?
Size of sash?

No.

Nnmber
Number
Is

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS' EEPORT.
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windows facing south?
Size of sash?
windows facing west?
Size of sash?
the stable open or closed in front of animals?
of

of

Is the stable well lighted?

basement or cellar?
AYhat is done with the manure ?
?
Is there a cellar under barn ?
Is the cellar open or closed?
Is the stable in a

Is the stable kept clean

Does

the air in the

smelling

seem good, or

stable

is

heavy or bad

it

?

warm or cold ?
How is the stock watered ?
from well, give its location in regard to barn collar, manure
yard or any other source of possible contamination ?
Is soil under building dry, or wet?

Is the stable
If

Is

it

gravel, sand, clay, or rock?

Are animals

in a thrifty or unthrifty condition?

Is the stock kept well cleaned

?

189

.

In^l)cctor.

From

the returns of the above inspection, sent to this

ofSce, the following tables

Total

number

have been compiled

:

—

of stables inspected,

of stables on

tlie

24,ir)l

ground,

of stables over cellars,

9,358

12,591

.

of stables in cellars,
of stables with

of stables with
of stables with
of stables with

of stables with
of stables with
of stables with

Taking

all

2,209

good light,
bad light,
no light,
good ventilation,
bad ventilation,
no ventilation,
good water supply,

15,371

6,590
2,200

.

19,981
3,217

963
9,083

of stables with fair water supply,

12,511

of stables with bad water supply,

2,567

these details into consideration,

barns and stables inspected as follows
In good condition,

:

—

we

classify the

.......

Per Cent.

56

In fair condition,

36

In bad condition,

8

,
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List of Toivns that have sent in no Returns of Inspectio)i of Stables.

,

Aniesbury,
Brookline,

Greenwich,
Halifax,

North Attleborough,
North Reading,

Bradford,

Heath,

Northbridge,

Billerica,

Oakham,

Burlino-ton,

Holbrook,
Holden,

Clarksburg,

Hyde

Colrain,

Holy ok e,

Richmond,

Conway,
Dedham,

Hampden,

Rockland,

Leverett,

Russell,

Dover,
Danvers,
East Lougmeadow,
East Bridgewater,
Erving,
Essex,

Lincoln,

Rutland,

Littleton,

Sandisfield,

Manchester,

Sheffield,.

Marlborough,
Marshfield,

South Hadley,
Sherborn

Montville,

Springfield,

Pittsfield,

Provincetown,

Park,

Florida,

Natick,

Wareham,

Framingham,

Needham,

AVare,

Freetown,
Gardner,
Georgetown,

New
New

Ashford,

Wellesley,

Salem,

Winthrop,
Wilmington,

Gloucester,

Newbury,
Newton,

Gosnold,

Norfoljv.

Greenfield,

North Adams,

The laboratory work,

Woburn.

in connection with reports

on hygi-

enic conditions of barns, has been conducted similarly to
last year,

with a few important exceptions, which

it

may be

well to note.

The carbonic acid determination was made a year ago, by
means of the apparatus devised by Professor Fitz of the
Lawrence Scientific School for testing air of school-rooms,
and, while of course not absolutely correct, yet approximate

were easily obtained, comparable with one another
and accurate enough for all purposes of our inv^estigation.
This has been omitted in this year's work, as, to obtain satisfactory results, it was necessary for an agent of the Board
results

by the
opened in the morning. This limited
the examinations which one man could make to about two per
day, and entailed comparatively heavy travelling expenses.
This year, also, a part of the investigation has been left
to the local inspectors, so that one agent can visit two or

to spend a night in the town, and visit the barns

time they were

three towns and

first

make

six or eisfht

examinations per day.

No. 4.]
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bacteria in the air has likewise been left

out of this report, partly for reasons similar to those just
given under the carbonic-acid determination, and more particularly because the results were not satisfactory, and in
many cases we- believe not reliable, as obtained by our

method of 1895.
During the year reports have been sent

to

the Board,

from A'arious inspectors, as to the sanitary conditions existing in some places, which seemed to call for special investiAll such reports are looked into as soon as possible,
gation.
and,

if

found to be well grounded, the local boards of health
which no further action has been taken, as

are notitied, after

the intention

is

not to interfere in any

or })ublic board,

l)ut

way with any person

simply to improve to a great extent

conditions which are recognized as dangerous not only to

the individuals using the impure water, but in some cases
to the entire

community, as was case No.

II., for the

month

of October, 1895.

Figure No.

This case

is

1.

illustrated (Figure 1)

where we see the well

at the end of the house (between two lower windows)

;

the
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privy between well and barn, and a large manure heap on
the extreme right, which has been thrown from the little

Figure No.

square

An

window appearing

2.

just above

it

in the side

of the barn.

additional source of contamination, which the picture

FlGTTRE No.

3.

No.

4.]
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docs not show, is a sink drain, which runs out on top of the
ground just under the back window. From the well to the

manure heap is perhaps forty feet.
Figure 2 shows the same house (on the left), the barn (on
the right), and a view of the well with the milk cans draining behind it. The water from the well was found upon
analysis to be contaminated by a very large amount of organic impurity, the very high chlorine showing it to be of
animal

orig'in.

FiGUEE No.

4.

Figure No. 3 is of a well (directly before the horse)
which received the drainage of such buildings as the picture
shows, also a very filthy pig pen, concealed by the door of

The ow^ner claims that a ledge runs a few feet
under the surface, in the direction of the arrow. This is
probably true, and the conditions give but very slight opportunity for filtration and consequent oxidation of sewage

the shed.

before

it

reaches the

Figure 4
the

is

Board has been
by forty feet,

forty

w^ell.

another of the cases to which the attention of
called
is

all

by the local inspector. The l)arn,
open inside. No particular place
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for animals,

— one horse, three

cows, two calves and thirty-

eight hogs have a picnic together.

water

five

months

in the year.

[Pub. Doc.

Situated on land under

Sickness in the family with

typhoid fever existed during the year.

The well

is

a few rods distant on the other side of the

barn, and an analysis of the water, while showing contami-

would at first be supposed. This
due to the character of the soil through which the water

nation,
is

is

far better than

runs.

Figure No.

5.

Figure No. 5 shows another case in which the water was
The well (under tree in
foreground) is so situated that it receives the drainage from
found to be badly contaminated.

the barn, which contains fourteen cattle.

tained from a

pump

in the

The water

barn behind the horse

is

ob-

stall,

the

pipe from which runs through the manure heap in the barn
cellar.

This water comes from the well shown in the picture,

and contamination

by chemical

is

analysis.

present in a marked degree, as shown

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS' REPORT.
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of Laboratory Bej^oiis on Hygienic Conditions of Barns
November and December^ 1896.

inspected during

No.
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from without the State, that came

in

with certiticates of soundness from approved veterinarians
or that came in for immediate slaughter, and the testing of

such cattle as are brought from without the State without
certificates.

Besides this, the reception and slaughter and post-mortems

upon

from all over the State by local inspectors,
after condemnation by the Board, has consumed much time
and careful attention. It has been found advisable to have
nearly all this work done at Brighton, rather than to send
an agent to each farm where diseased cattle are found, kill
them and pay for their proper burial.
Under the present system all the work is superintended
by a member of the Board, and the carcasses bring a considerable revenue from the rendering establishment.
During the year this method has proved sufficient to pay all
expenses incident to shipping, driving and slaughtering the
cattle, cleaning and disinfecting the cars, etc., and have a
balance of $2,783.36, which has been turned into the State
treasury.
A larger advantage is the fact that the Board is
cattle sent

The
number of such cars arriving at Brighton during the year is
144, and at Watertown ^3.
The work of cleaning and disinfecting these cars has
certain as to the disposal of the infected carcasses.

absorbed consideral)le time.

pump

A

small

are used, and the disinfectant

is

boiler

and steam

heated and thrown

into each car with a jet of live steam, thus reaching every

and removing any germs that may be present.
Animals coming without certificates have been held in
quarantine for at least six days, and then subjected to the
part,

The holding of these animals for at least
days before testing, to allow of their return to a normal

tuberculin test.
six

condition after the fever-inciting experiences of travel, has

proved that the unfortunate experiences with the tuberculin
work of this Board were
almost wholly due to the application of the test immediately

test at these markets earlier in the

after the arrival of the animals.

Under

the longer quaran-

tine before test the results have been quite satisfactory.

Under

the arrangement entered into with the Cattle

missioners of the adjoining States, nearly

all

•

Com-

the cattle sent

from without the State to the public markets

at Brighton,

.

No.
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Watertown and Somerville have been
veterinarians

entering

before

the
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by approved
However, 501

tested

State.

animals have appeared at these markets without certificates

Of

were found diseased with tuberand were destroyed, and 5 others were condemned

of test.
culosis,

18

these,

as aflected with actinomycosis.

The
follows
JReporf

details of the
:

—

work

at the

several markets

are

of Stock received at Brighton from Dec. 15, 1895,
Dec. 15, 1896.

Maine cattle,
New Hampshire cattle,
New York cattle,

7,961

Massaclmsetts

6,900

Western

cattle,

448

.

beef.

18,879

74,449

Calves,

18.510

Hogs,

43,068

Cattle released on certificates,

7,781

Cattle tested,

200

Cattle released after test,

condemned

197

after test.

Cattle retested at abattoir,
Cattle

condemned

3

395

.

at abattoir after retest,

395

Report of Stock received at Watertoivn from Dec. 15, 1895,
Dec. 15, 1896.

Vermont and

New

Hampshire

cattle,

.

.

.

Massachusetts cattle,

New York

1,793

675

cattle,

139,285

Sheep,
Calves,

357,899

5,354

47,079

Hogs
Cattle released on certificates,

Cattle tested,

Cattle released after test,

condemned

after test,

....
....

1,340,939

8,162

211
199
12

Report of Stock received at Somerville from Dec. 15, 1895,
Dec. 15, 1896.
Western beef,
49,455
Vermont and New Hampshire cattle,
436

....

Massachusetts
Sheep,

to

7,487

Western beef,
Northern beef,

Cattle

to

2,639

Sheep,

Cattle

as

cattle,

.

257
413,876

to
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Glanders.
During the past year the Board has had 384 horses reported
as suspected of heing affected with glanders.

ported and their location are as follows

TO^VX

:

—

The

cases re-
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number, 341 were either condemned as diseased,

this

or killed at the request of the owner.

The

statistics

show an increase

the past year; but this fact

in the disease in the State

probably practically due to a
better understanding of the law relating to it rather than to

any absolute increase

many

is

number of cases. Formerly
by veterinarians or l)y owners, and

in the

cases were handled

any report being made.

killed without

As

the public has

liecome aware of the requirement of the statute, that

must be reported

cases

to this Board, the

list

such

all

of cases has

steadily increased.

In the opinion of the Board, it is quite practicable to
largely reduce the prevalence of this disease, as local inspectors and J^oards of health
their duties,

and come to a

become better acquainted with
appreciation of the impor-

full

tance of active observance of the law in regard to the re-

porting of cases.

Much

can also be done to restrict the

disease, if reasonable precautions are observed

The watering of horses

by owners.

at public troughs, the hitching to

public posts and stabling in places of doul)tful safety are

all

ready means for transmitting infection.
Rabies.

On

or about Dec. 10, 1895, there were reports of the ap-

pearance of several dogs apparently affected with rabies in
the vicinity of Boston.
the reported cases, and,

Careful investigation was
it

made

of

appearing that there was reason

to fear an extension of* the trouble unless

prompt measures

were taken, the Board issued the following order of quarantine

:

—

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
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To

the

Cities

Board of Cattle Commissioxees,
Village Street, Boston, Jan. 23, 1896.

and Toivns of Newton, Cambridge,

Watertoivn, Belmont,

Somerville, Arlington, Medford, Maiden, Everett, Chelsea
the

Boards of Health within

concern

:

—

Wliereas,

the

Same and

Rabies, a contagious

All Persons

and Bevere,

whom

disease under section

chapter 491 of the Acts of the j-ear 1894, has appeared

it

37 of

among

tain domestic animals, to wit, dogs, in certain portions of

Commonwealth

;

and

may

certhis

.

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS' EEPORT.
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IS

The Board

of Cattle Commissioners of said
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Common-

authorized, under the provisions of sections 38, 39 and

40 of said chapter 491, to make orders aud regulations concerning
the extirpation, prevention and suppression of contagious diseases

among domestic animals and
Whereas, The Board of Cattle Commissioners
;

is

of the opinion

danger of the further extension of said disease, and
that the public exigency requires that steps be taken to prevent
the further spread of said disease and to suppress the same as far
that there

is

as possible

;

Note, therefore, we, the Board of Cattle Commissioners for the

Commonwealth

by virtue of the power and auby law, have adopted and do hereby issue the

of INEassachusetts,

thority in us vested

following order

:

—

General Order No. 11.

—

First.
The cities and towns of Xewton, Cambridge, Watertown,
Belmont, Somerville, Arlington, Metlfurd, Maiden, Everett, (Uielsea and
Revere are hereby declared to be infeeled districts and are hereby made

subject to the regulations hei*einafter imposed.

—

Scco7id.
No dog shall be permitted to go at large within the limits
of any of said cities or towns unless such dog is securely muzzled with
a properly fitting wire muzzle. All said dogs shall remain so muzzled

for a period of ninety days

— The

from Jan.

23, 1896.

aud towns herein named
is strictly complied with within the limits of their respective cities and towns, and they
are hereby directed to cause every dog found at large, contrary to the
orders herein contained, to be seized and securely contuied in some suitable place to be by them selected, and not to permit said animal to go at
large thereafter, excejit in compliance with this order.
Each of said
boards is further ordered to safely quarantine all animals within the
limits of their city or town suspected of being affected with rabies, aud
to immediately report the same to this Board, in accordance with said
Third.

boards of health of the

cities

are hereby ordered and directed to see that this order

chaijter 49 1

—

Fourth.
No person within the limits of said cities or towns shall,
during the continuance of this order, permit any dog owned by him. or

which is within his possession or control, to go at large within the limits
of any of said cities or towns, unless said dog is at all times seciirelj^
muzzled as hereinbefore provided. The leading of dogs through the
streets by a leash or chain, unless so properly muzzled, is hereby forbidden.
Fifth.

— Every person who has knowledge of or has reason to suspect

dog within any of said cities or towns is affected with or has
been bitten by an animal affected with rabies, whether this knowledge
is obtained by personal examination or otherwise, shall immediately
give notice of the fact to the Board of Health of the city or town where
that any

such dog

is

kept.

•

,

.

.
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—

Each city and town herein mentioned shall cause a copy of
order to be published once at least in a daily newspaper published
in said city or town. If no such paper is so published, then by posting
a copy of this order in two or more public places within the limits of
Sixth.

this

said city or town.

—

This order shall take
Bcvcnih.
January, 1896.

effect ujoon the twenty-third

day of

Frederick H. Osgood, Chairman^
Charles P. Lyman, /Sec7-etary,
Maurice O'Connell,
Leander F. Herrick,
Charles A. Denxen,
Board of Cuttle Commissio?iers.

This action was criticised as arbitrary and unnecessary by
a portion of the community affected, but the result justified
the action, for, while isolated cases, fairly traceable to those
reported, did appear, the public was on

first

its

guard, and

no generally serious consequences followed.

The following
during the year

is
:

the full

—

list

of cases reported to the Board

Number
of Cases.

January

6,

January

21,

February 2
February

March

AValtham,
Revere,

Hardwick,

1

Chelsea,

29,

.

Haverhill,

1,

:ilarch 14,

Lowell,

March

18,

Salem,

April

1,

Boston,

April 11,

Haverhill,

May

16,

Cambridge,

June

12,

Lymifield,

July

23,

Cambridge,

November

9,

November

27,

South Hadley,

December

3,

Haverhill,

December

18,

Boston,

Total,

.

South Iladley,

16

No.
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Hog Cholera.
been comparatively free from hog
cholera and swine plague, diseases which resemble each other
so closely that only post-mortem examination and the use of
"While this State

lias

the microsco[)e can be relied

upon with

mine their individual character,

— they

certainty to deter-

are in other sections

of this country the cause of the loss of millions of dollars

every year to the farmers.

The Bureau of Animal Industry, in charge of Dr. D. E.
Salmon, at Washington, has issued important bulletins, in
which it is stated that the symptoms of the two diseases and
their effect are quite similar, and that both are caused by
They must, therefore, be met by preventing the
bacteria.
infection of the premises, the destruction of the germs
wherever they have found lodgement, the treatment of the
sick animals to reduce the fever, stopping the propagation

of the germs, and the careful disposition of the bodies of the

animals dying from the disease.
diseases

is

Young

The treatment of

the two

essentially the same.

animals are especially susceptible to the diseases,

the older ones seeming to have a greater power of resisting
It is also believed that animals

infection.
fected,

and recovered,

once slightly

are, to a large extent,

af-

immuned from

subsequent infection, while fresh animals placed in the same

pens are infected l)y the germs remaining from the original
The germs are tenacious of life, and infection may
cases.
^result

from their presence

in food or drink, or in the air.

After infection the disease develops in from four to twenty
days.

In acute cases animals die suddenly, often before their

illness has

been observed, but more often there

is

a longer

period in which to observe the progress of the disease.

The usual symptoms

are fever, shivering, torpidity, loss of

appetite, a temperature rising to 106" or 107° F., exhaust-

ing diarrhoea, an exudation of a thick

secretion

from the

eyes, quick, labored breathing, cough, a redness of the skin^

a crusty eiiiption, and loss of strength and of tlesh until the
end.

The

indications of

tion are

:

—

hog cholera by post-mortem examina-
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1.

Hemorrhages, particularly

[Pul>. Doc.

in the subcutaneous, sub-

mucous and subserous connective tissues in the lymphatic
glands and in the various organs of the body.
;

2.

Ulcerations of the large intestines.

Collapse of lung tissue, and less frequently bronchopneumonia.
The most characteristic lesions of swine plague are
Inflammation of the lungs; numerous small necrotic
1.
3.

:

—

points in these organs, or a few large cheesy masses.
2.

Inflammation of the serous membranes, with fibrinous

deposits,

Congestion of the. mucous membrane of the intestine,
or inflammation of the same, with fibrinous deposits.
3.

Experts do not yet agree as to the certainty of remedies,
but Dr. Salmon says

The most

efficacious

:

—

formula which has been tried

is

the follow-

Pounds.

Wood

....

charcoal,

Sulphur,

1

Sodium chloride.
Sodium bicarbonate,
Sodium hyposulphite.
Sodium sul2:)hate.
Antimony sulphide (black antimony).

These ingredients should be completely pulverized and thorThe dose is a large tablespoonful for each two
hundred pounds weight of hogs to be treated, and it should be
given only once a day. They should have at least once a day soft
feed, made of mixed bran and micUlUngs, or middUngs and corn
meal, or ground oats and corn, or crushed wheat with hot water,
oughly mixed.

and then stirring into this the proper quantity of medicine.
Animals that will not come to the feed should be drenched with
Great care should be exerthe medicine shaken up with water.
cised in drenching hogs, or they will be suffocated.

Do

not turn

back to drench it, but pull the cheek away from the
teeth so as to form a pouch, into which the medicine may be slowly
poured.
It will flow from the cheek into the mouth, and when the
hog finds out what it is, it will stop squealing and swallow.

the

hog on

its

No.
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This medicine ma}' also be used as a preventive of these dis-

and for

this purpose sliould be put in the feed of the whole
Care should of course be observed to see that each animal
receives its proper share.
The animals should be kept dry and

eases,

herd.

comfortable, and where draughts of air will not blow upon them.

The food must be such

as can be digested

by the

irritated

and

inflamed organs.

When

the hogs are

first

found to

l)e

affected, the lot or the pens

should be disinfected by dusting plentifully with

di"y,

air-slaked

by sprinkling with a five per cent, solution of crude carThe animals should then be all removed to new
bolic acid.
If possible, the sick and apparently well should be
quarters.
separated before the}' are moved, and then put into dift"erent lots.
The hogs should be kept in dry lots or pens, where there is no
mud, and, above all, no stagnant water. It is well to keep these
lots disinfected by the free use of air-slaked lime or carbolic acid.
If any hogs die during the progress of the outbreak, their carcasses should be immediately burned or deeply buried, and the
places where the}* have lain, or the ground over which they are
lime, or

dragged, should he disinfected with carbolic acid or lime, according to the method already mentioned.

When

these diseases appear upon a neighboring farm, precautions

should be adopted to prevent the introduction of the contagion.

No

one should go upon the

fields or into the

pens where the sick

animals are, and then go into another farm where the disease has

Remember

not appeared.
size of a

that a particle of

mustard-seed from an infected farm

an outbreak that

may be

will destroy a herd of swine.

manure or

is

dirt the

sufficient to start

A

particle of that

upon the shoes of a visitor, upon the foot of a
dog or other animal, upon a wagon wheel or in a multitude of other
size

ways.

carried

Non-intercourse at such times

It is advisable,

when

there

is

is,

therefore, the safest rule.

reason to fear this disease, to keep

the hogs in a small enclosure, which should be as dry as possible,

and disinfected once a week with air-slaked lime or a
solution of carbolic acid.

A

five

per cent,

small quantity of carbolic acid (three

to fifteen drops, according to age) in the drinking water tends to

prevent infection, and

may have

a beneficial influence upon the

course of the disease.

Hog

cholera has been reported to the Board during the

year as follows

:

—
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account of the tendency to early

calcifi-

cation of the chessy masses, the bacilli are found with great
culty,

means

and

iu all doubtful cases inoculation

was resorted

difii-

to as a

of diagnosis.

Experiments were tried to inoculate hens with tuberculous material from both cattle and swine, but there was not the slightest
evidence of infection after many months. This is in accordance
with the observation of others, and is a strong argument in favor
of regarding
variety,
Its

if

manner

the

bacillus

avian

of

tuberculosis as

certainly a

not a distinct species, from that of the mammalian.
of growth in pure culture also confirms this view.

casual relation, therefore, to

human

tuberculosis,

must

still

Its

be

regarded as under judgment.

human

tuberculous

sputa were carried out by Dr. Langdon Frothingham,

who makes

Experiments

iu the inoculation of calves with

a special report on this work.

The conditions which

are the

most frequently confounded with

tuberculosis are those due to actinomycosis, cesophagostoma and
fatty infiltration of the liver.

new growth due to a polymorphous
on the ramus of the lower jaw, but
occasionally attacks other parts of the head and the lungs.
The
tissue to the e3^e appears of the uniform pale-grayish color, usually
dotted with small holes, from which pus can be squeezed, containActinomycosis (lump jaw), a

bacillus, is usually situated

ing small yellowish granules (masses of the bacilli, actiuom3'ces).

When

abscesses are formed in the lung, the pus is very tenacious
and stringy, looking more like very thick mucus, and has in it the
same little bodies.
CEsophagostoma Columbianitm, a small round worm, produces a
nodular disease of the intestine in sheep and cattle. The little
tumors, which may be mistaken for tubercles, are situated in the
wall of the intestine, sometimes projecting into the gut and at
other times more prominent on the outside.
They are gritty, and
when cut open are found to contain a dr}'^, greenish material, which
at once distinguishes them from the products of the tubercle bacillus, which are yellow, cheesy and calcified.

—

Fatty Infiltration of the Liver.
Often a small area of the liver
stands out in striking contrast to the dark-brown color of the rest
of the organ,

by

its

opaque

color.

tion of the liver cells with fat.

This

From

is

due to a local

early tuberculosis

infiltrait is

dis-

by the sharp outline against the neighboring tissue and
by the absence of any evidence of inflammatory action, in the way
of increased redness, about it, or of any tendency to calcification.
tinguished

Experiments were carried on

last year with Klebs' antiphthisin
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as a curative agent, with negative results.

made with aseptobn (Edson),
aduiinislered
it is

;

[Pub. Doc.

now being

Tests are

protonuclein, both hypodermically

and guiacol carbonate, given internally

;

but as yet

too early to give the results.

Glanders.
lation of

— As an aid to diagnosis

guinea pigs

in

doubtful cases, the inocu-

The discharge from a
swab of absorbent cotton,

has been made.

suspicious ulceration was collected on a

and this was then carefully washed out in a little distilled water
and injected into the peritoneal cavity with a subcutaneous
syringe.
If the bacilli of the disease were present, an inflammation of the peritoneum was set up, characterized by the presence
of small granulations on the surface, with fibrinous exudation.
This readily extended to the tunica vaginalis
a

marked swelling

in

the region of

readily recognized externally.

in the males,

causing

the testicle that could

The process required from

be

three

to six days for its development.

As can be

readily understood, the bacilli

may

be absent in the

discharge, and therefore a negative result cannot be absolutely

upon

relied

to exclude the disease.

But

it

is

a distinct aid in

doubtful cases, and should always be employed.

Six cases were
gave a positive result, in three a negative
one, confirming the diagnosis, and in one it was at fault, as the
case was a clear one from the clinical side.
Rabies.
The existence of an epizootic of this disease was con-

examined

;

in

two

it

—

As is well known, there are
firmed by the results of inoculations.
no changes in the body by which the existence of this disease can
be absolutely shown, and, although the presence of foreign material
(straw, hair, bits of wood, etc.) in the otherwise empty intestine
of a dog that has acted strangely, or furiously,

is

strongly pre-

can only be surely established by the
This was done
transmission of the disease to some other animal.
upon rabbits, after Pasteur's method.
Twenty-five suspected animals have been received during the
sumptive evidence,

still

it

past year for examination
result

;

:

of these,

of the remaining twelve, one

thirteen

gave a positive

was too much decomposed

to

be used, two showed evidence of other disease (broncho-pneumonia,
menigitis) from two the rabbits died from sepsis, four gave clearly
a negative result and three are still under observation. The time
of incubation in the positive cases varied from six to ninety-one
days.
The larger number showed symptoms between the fourThe details are given in Table II.
teenth and eighteenth day.
From these observations, which are in accord with those the
,

the world over, a given case cannot be declared negative until at

months have elapsed from the time of inoculation.
any means can be devised by which a certain diagnosis can be

least after three
If
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it will
be a great step in advance.
Medical Journal," Vol. 60, page 27) has suggested the use of mice for this purpose, claiming, from the results
of his, experiments, that a few drops of fluid, in which was sus-

arrived at in a short time,

("New York

Keirle

pended a

Upon

of the brain of a rabid animal, inoculated at the

little

root of the

produced the disease

tail,

study of his work

in

was found

from seven

to eleven days.

macoming from experimental animals, in which the virus was
tolerably constant.
It was deemed advisable, therefore, to try it
in the ordinary' cases of street rabies, as thej'^ came to the laboraIn this work I was kindly assisted by Dr. Langdon
tory.
Frothingham. The results of our work can be briefly stated as
it

that he had only used

terial

follows

As

:

—

a rule, the mice died more quickly than the

rabbits, but

marked exceptions to this. The symptoms were by no
clear, and were often only of a few hours' duration be-

there were

means as

When

fore death.

such quick-moving
identification, they

this is
little

taken into account, with the liabilty of

animals to escape, and the difficulty of

were found to be practically of no advantage

over rabbits.

Another
virus.

It

there are

upon

series of

experiments had in view the isolation of the

has never been clearly shown what this

many

reasons which render

the action of the bacteria,

still,

that can reproduce the disease.
that the poison

may

is,

and, although

it depends
none have ever been shown

it

probable that

It has, therefore, suggested itself

and
by means which should ex-

be of the nature of a chemical ferment

an attempt was made to obtain

this

;

clude the possible action of bacteria.

The brains

of

two rabbits which had died from rabies were

divided into four equal parts and allowed to macerate for about

four days in a cold place, as follows: No.

I., in

ether;

No.

II.,

mixture of ether 65, alcohol 15 and chloroform 20 parts No.
III., in benzole
No. IV., in rhigolene. These extracts were then
in a

;

;

remove any bacteria that might
the ethereal and other
solvents were removed by careful evaporation in vacuo at a low
temperature, and towards the end of the process a little sterilized
water was added, to prevent complete desiccation, which it is well
passed through a Pasteur

have been

known

filter,

in the original brain

destroys the virus.

to

substance

From each

;

of the four extracts

considerable residue was thus obtained.

amount

of about 10 cubic centimeters

substance, as
glass rod,

Two

finely

a

Distilled water to the

was added

to each,

and the

divided as possible by breaking up with a

was suspended

in

it.

rabbits were inoculated in

tlie

usual

three mixtures, with the following results

:

way from each
No.

I.

of the

A rabbit dies

566
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end of the seventh week, with illy defined symptoms of parThe result of an inoculation from this rabbit is
doubtful.
No. II. One rabbit died at the end of six and a half
and the other at seven weeks, with symptoms similar to paralytic
at the

alytic rabies.

The rabbits inoculated from these have shown no sympNo. III. Gave a negative result. No. IV. One rabbit
died after four and one-half weeks.
Second inoculation negative.
These experiments are too few and imperfect, as yet, to be of
value beyond indicating a line upon which experiments may be
conducted during the coming year, but the work will necessarily
be very slow, as from two to three months is required to complete
a single series, and a most careful control will have to be exercised
to guard against possible sources of error.
rabies.

toms.

.

No.

4.]
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Town.

Inoculated.

Days

First

Elapsed.

Sj'mptom.

1896.

1S96.
C. C.

Waltham,

Jan.

6,

Jan.

455, poodle,

Revere,

Jan.

21,

Feb.

4,

4S9, setter,

Hard wick,

Feb.

21,

Mar.

11,

Chelsea,

Feb.

29,

Mar.

15,

Haverhill,

Mar.

1,

Mar.

15,

603, collie,

Lowell,

Mar.

14,

June

11,

609, spaniel,

Salem,

.

Mar.

IS,

April

Boston,

•

April

432,

Newfoundland dog,

and

494, black

tan.

spaniel,
632, dog,

(a)

Cambridge,

.

20,

2,

1,

July

1,

May

16,

June

26,
19,

Haverhill,

April

14,

June

645, dog,

.

Lynnfleld,

June

12,

July

7,

565, cat,

.

Cambridge,

July

23,

Aug.

1,

Nov.

23,

horse,

611,

whippet,

South Hadley

Nov.

9,

631,

mongrel,

South Hadley

Nov.

27,

632,

pug,

Haverhill,

Dec.

3,

Boston,

Dec.

18,

.

.

Respectfully submitted,

Wm.

F. Whitnet, M.D.
H. Carlton Smith, Ph.G-.

Boston, Mass., Dec.

31, 1896.

To the Board of Cattle Commissioners, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen

:

—

I

have the honor to submit herewith a condensed

report on the experimental inoculation of calves with the

human

These experiments the commission was kind
enough to permit me to undertake in the winter of 1895 and the
spring of 1896.
I assume the liberty of sending you a condensed
rather than a detailed report, as the latter can only interest the
scientists, and since it may be found in full elsewhere, should any
one wish to refer to it.
Yours respectfully,
Langdon Frothingham.

tubercle bacillus.
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Experimental

Inoculation

Calves with

of

Tubercle

human

Human

the

Bacillus.

The opinion has often been advanced
susceptible to the

[Pub. Doc.

that cattle are

tubercle bacillus than

much

man

is

less

to the

bovine.* As far as I have at present examined the literature, I
have been unable to find any reference to works which might
throw light upon this subject, with the exception of a short report by Smith ;t hence it was that the following experiments
were begun, with the hope that some data might be obtained which

would tend to uphold, or

reject, the

above theory.

In the following experiments young calves were

employed,

which were the offsprings of healthy cows. In most instances
the mother had been injected with tuberculin, to prove the presence or absence of tuberculosis. In cases where the mother was
not subjected to this

test,

she was, as far as clinical

symptoms are

evidence of the non-existence of this disease, apparently free from

In the

tuberculosis.

with tuberculin.

first

experiments the calves were also tested

The experiment animals were kept

in a building

which had never before been used for housing animals, and the
milk which these calves were fed upon came from tested cows.
Autopsies were made with the greatest care, that no tuberculous
and many suspicious bits of orlesion should escape detection
;

gans were reserved for later microscopic examination, though,
as a rule, with negative results.

Experiment No. 1.

— Inoculation
Human

the

of Calves with Pure Cultures of

Tubercle Bacillus.

This bacillus was obtained directly from the liver of a child,
about one year previous to these experiments. The culture used
was one mouth old upon blood serum, and, as near as I was able
A suspension of
to ascertain, about the twentieth generation.
this culture

meter of

Calf

was made

this
I.

in boiled distilled water,

and

months old

(three

;

from tested mother

with tuberculin one week previous to inoculation).
lation

cubic centi-

1

suspension was injected into the calves.

was made by

;

calf tested

— The inocu-

injecting one cubic centimeter of the above

suspension of tubercle bacilli into the abdominal cavity.
five

weeks

this calf

following reaction

:

was

—

injected with tuberculin, and

After

showed the

* The terms human and bovine tubercle bacillus are used in this article for the
sake of convenience, not because the two organisms are to be considered as absohitely different bacteria, though the}^ are, in all probability, varieties, according to
virulence of the

same

bacillus.

t Theo. Smith, " Transactions of Association of American Physicians," 1896.

1
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Degrees F.

Time

:

8.30 p.m.

Xormal temperature,

101.

7.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

102.2
105.0

9.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

11.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

1.30 pm.

After injection,

.

104.1
102.2

3.30 P.M.

After injection,

.

101.3

Six weeks after inoculation this animal was killed, aud the
autopsy was as follows
:

—

—

Beneath the point of inoculation, upon the surface
rumen, was a firm nodule about the size of a pea, and in
the immediate neighborhood another similar but smaller nodule.
Autopsy.

of the

On

the parietal surface of a portion of intestine a similar nodule,

about the size of a pea.
In the mesentery was a nodule about the size of a large brown
bean.

This was irregular or rough

in outline,

and showed numer-

ous minute more or less elevated tubercles, in which calcification

was

just beginning.

This presented typical microscopic appear-

ances of a tuberculous lesion.

On the parietal surface of the peritoneum there were perhaps
twenty minute nodules, grayish-white in color, rounded in form,
firm to the touch, and varying in size from almost a pin point to
a fairly good-sized pin's head.

On

the peritoneal surface of the spleen there were four or five

small circumscribed nodules, from the size of a pin's head to that
of a very small pea.

No

other leisons were found, though a careful search was made,

cutting ever}' organ into small pieces.

—

Sections of the
3Iicroscopic Examination of Above Lesions.
nodules on the surface of the intestine and the nodule in the
mesentery showed the typical microscopic tubercle, with necrosis,

Although many sections of the other
on the spleen and those on the
parietal surface of the peritoneum) were carefully studied, I was

giant cells and bacilli.

lesions (nodule on rumen, nodules

unable to obtain absolute proof of their tuberculous nature.
Calf II. (about three weeks old tested with tuberculin one
;

—

The inoculaweek previous to inoculation mother not tested)
Five weeks after
tion was made exactly as in the case of Calf I.
;

.

inoculation the animal reacted to tuberculin as follows

Time:

:

—

.
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Five months after inoculation this calf was killed, and the reautopsy was as follows

sult of the

An

:

—

inguinal lymphatic gland, on the side corresponding to that

upon which

the inoculation

was made, was enlarged and contained

several well-marked caseous tubercles.

The omentum was studded with nodules

of various sizes (from

many of which
were isolated, again occurring as confluent masses. Some of
these nodules, when confluent, were the size of a brown bean, and
slightly calcified.
Similar minute nodules were scattered here and
there through the mesentery, only when confluent reaching the
scarcely visible dots to the size of a pin head),

size of a pea.

Several mesenteric glands were enlarged, and contained small

caseous tubercles

other organs were normal.
Microscopic examination of the nodules in the omentum proved
them to be tubercles.
;

Calf

III. (three weeks old
tested one week previous to inocufrom tested mother)
The inoculation was made by injecting one cubic centimeter of the suspension of tubercle bacilli
above described into the trachea. Five weeks later this calf was
injected with tuberculin, and reacted as follows

lation

;

.

;

—

—

:

8.30 p.m.

Normal temperature,

7.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

F
101.0
105.3

9.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

105.2

am.

After injection,

1.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

104.2

3.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

105.0

Degrees

Time:

11 .30

106.2

Six weeks after inoculation the animal was killed, and the au-

topsy was as follows

:

—

Subcutaueously at the point of inoculation was a tuberculous
lesion about the size of a nut, which showed several small centres
of caseation.

In the neighboring superficial muscles there were several small
nodules, showing beginning caseation, and evidently tuberculous
in nature.

Beneath the point of inoculation, in the deeper cervical muscles
was an enlargement the size of
a large hen's egg, reaching to the cervical vertebrte.
It was fluctuating to the touch, and contained a clear, watery fluid, in which
to the right of the trachea, there

were numerous
amination of

The wall

flat,

yellowish-white flakes (later microscopic ex-

these

of this cyst

flakes

was

showed numerous
thick and fibrous,

tubercle

its

bacilli).

internal surface

No.
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pale and delicately houeycoinbed, the external irregularly nodu-

This whole en-

lated with small tubercles, undergoing caseation.

largement contained five such cysts of different sizes.
The lymphatic glands on either side of the trachea, and especially those near the point of inoculation, were enlarged to the size

upon section showed necrotic areas and

of a horse-chestnut, and
calcification.

In the lungs were several small, opal white nodules, scarcely
the size of a pin's head.

These were mostly found

in the ante-

rior lobe of the left lung.

In the

liver

were several

(fifteen to

twenty) small, well-defined,

yellowish spots, as a rule pin-head in size, and mostly just beneath
the capsule

;

only three such were found

in the

deeper parenchyma

of the organ.

The

showed them

microscopic examination of the above lesions

The

tubercules in the lungs and

all to

be of a tuberculous nature.

liver

were exceedingly small, but perfectly typical in structure,
it was only after prolonged search that one or two tubercle

though
bacilli

were discovered.

Calf IV. (two months old
not
mother).
The inoculation was made
preceding case.
this

tested

;

—

not from tested

;

into the trachea, as in the

Tested with tuberculin at the end of

animal reacted as follows

:

—

five

weeks,

Degrees F.

Time:

Kormal temperature,

.

.

A.M.

After injection,

.

.

.

.104.2

a.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

.

a.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

.104.3

pm.

After injection,

.

.

.

.

104.0

p.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

.

104.1

8.30 p.m.

7.30
9.30
11.30
1.30
3.30

102.0
105.0

Calf IV. was killed five months after inoculation, and the autopsy showed absolutely no lesions tvhatever.

Nothing abnormal

could be found in the neighborhood of the point of inoculation,

and nothing suspicious was found elsewhere

in the body, save a

liver, and
two or three similar ones in the deeper tissue of this organ.
These were pin-head in size, and were thought to be tubercles

very few yellow spots just beneath the capsule of the

similar to those found in the liver of Calf III.

;

but later micro-

scopic examination showed them to consist simply of an increase
in the connective tissue about some of the blood vessels and neigh-

(For the
boring bile-ducts, and in one instance a small abscess.
possible explanation of the reaction of this calf to tuberculin, see

summary.)
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—

CoNTKOL Experiments.
As control experiments of the above
two guinea pigs were inoculated, each with one-half cubic
centimeters of the same suspension of human tubercle bacilli that
was used to inoculate calves 1 to 4.
Guinea Pig 1 was inoculated by injecting the fluid into the
abdominal cavity. At the end of four weeks this pig was killed,
and the autopsy showed
four,

:

—

Inguinal glands swollen, but not caseous.

Both

testicles

markedly tuberculous and caseous.

Tuberculosis of the penis with caseation (tubercle bacilli were
plenty in the caseous material of the testicles and penis).

Guinea Pig
sion

of

2.

— One-half cubic centimeter of the above suspen-

tubercle bacilli

was injected

into the trachea.

Animal

end of three mouths.
Autopsy.
Tracheal and post-pharyngeal lymphatic glands enlarged, and in one instance caseous (from this, tubercle bacilli
were demonstrated in cover-glass preparations).
The lungs, liver and spleen were studded with miliary tubercles.
killed at the

—

Exp)eriment II.

— Inoculation

of calves

tvith

human

tuberculous

sputum.

The sputum used was

rich in tubercle bacilli,

and but few other

The sputum was mixed with boiled, disand inoculated by means of a hypodermic syringe.

organisms were present.
tilled water,

A

small drop of this mixture showed numerous tubercle bacilli

when examined with the microscope.
Calf V. (three weeks old from tested mother; calf not tested).
Inoculation was made subcutaneously, with two cubic centime;

—

ters of the

above mixture of sputum and water.
Degrees F.

Time:

8.30 p.m.

Xormal temperature,

102.4

7.30 a.m.

After injection,

9.30 a.m.

After injection,

103.3
105.3

.

.

am.

After injection,

.

105.2

1.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

104.2

3.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

104.1

11.30

This animal was killed at the end of five and one-half months.
The autopsy was made by one of the Cattle Commissioners, and
he was unable to find any pathological changes, save a slight

enlargement of a mediastinal lymphatic gland and a small spot in
A guinea pig was
the liver, which he did not consider a tubercle.
lesion
in the liver, and
the
this
gland
and
of
pieces
with
inoculated
at the end of two and a half months this guinea pig was killed,

and I was unable to

find anything

abnormal

at the autopsy.

1

No.
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Calf VI. (three weeks old not tested from tested mother).
The inoculation was made by injecting two cubic centimeters of
the mixture of sputum and water in the trachea.
;

;

—

Degrees F.

Time:

Normal temperature,

8.30 p.m.
7.30
9.30

AM,
am.

After iujection,

After injection,

11.30 a.m.

After injection,

1.30 p.m.

After injection,

3.30 p.m.

After iujection,

The animal was

killed four

.

101.4
104.2

.

.

.

.106.0

.

.

.

.

106.2
105.0
105.0

mouths and nine days after inocu-

lation.

Autopsy

....
....
....
.

at the Point of Inoculation.

— Just

beneath the skin a

and partly caseous tubercular mass, the size
Beneath this in the muscles were numerous
of a horse-chestuut.
small, firm, partly caseous and calcified tubercles, extending for
firm, partly calcified

the muscles.

several inches in the long direction of
lesions were fouud.

No

other

—

Cover-glass preparations from the
3Iicroscopic Examination.
caseous material of the lesion at the point of inoculation and the

showed numerous tubercle bacilli.
from tested
not tested
half weeks old
Inoculation the same as the preceding.

tubercles in the muscles

Calf VII. (two and a
mother).

—

;

;

Degrees F.

Time:

....

8.30 p.m.
7.30 a.m.

Normal temperature,
After injection,

.

.

102.

102.2

.103.0

9.30 a.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

11.30 am.
1.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

.

In3.1

After injection,

.

.

.

.

102.0

3.30 p.m.

After injection,

.

.

.

.101.2

Killed four months and nine days after inoculation.

Autopsy.

— Subcutaneously

at the point of inoculation a typical

microscopic tubercle the size of a pea.

The underlying muscles

contained a few small tubercles, mostly more or less calcified.
These lesions were similar, but by no means so extensive as in
the preceding case.
Liver.

— Just beneath the capsule and

close to the gall-bladder

was a yellowish nodule the size of a very small pea, with an ap-

A few other smaller yellowish spots
were just beneath the capsule of the
liver.
No other lesions were found.
Microscopical examination of two of the nodides in the liver
showed them to be tubercles in histological structure, though no

parently caseous centre.

were also found, but

all
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made through

other

similar-looking lesions, but they proved to be non-tubercular in
structure.

Control Experiments.

— As

control experiments of the pre-

ceding three, two guinea pigs were inoculated, each with one-half
cubic centimeter of the same sputum mixture which

had been

used for the calves.

Guinea Pig 3 was inoculated subcutaneously.

This animal

died five days after inoculation.

Autopsy.

— Extensive

fibriuo-purulent inflammation, extending

over nearly the whole surface of the abdomen, both subcutane-

Microscopic examnumbers of pneumoand pure cultures of the same organisms were obtained from

ously and between the abdominal muscles.

ination of the purulent material showed great
cocci,

the heart's blood.

Guinea Pig

4.

(Cause of death, infection with pneumococci.)

— Inoculation made into the trachea.

Killed at the end of five and a half weeks.

Autopsy.

— At

the point

of

the size of a horse-chestnut.

many

inoculation a tubercular abscess

The pus

in this abscess contained

tubercle bacilli.

Lungs, Liver and Spleen : milary tuberculosis.

Summary.

From
scientific

so few experiments

it is

impossible to claim any absolute

evidence that cattle are less susceptible to the

tubercle bacillus than they are to the bovine.

human

For such a

state-

ment to be of scientific importance, many experiments in this line
must be made, and, at the same time, calves must be inoculated
with the bovine tubercle bacillus for comparison.

Reviewing the results of these few experiments upon calves, we
have the following
:

—

Of the four calves inoculated with a pure culture of the
human tubercle bacillus, only three showed any post-mortem
lesions of tuberculosis, and in no instance were these changes
The most marked lesions were in the immediate vicinextensive.
1.

ity of the point of inoculation (in

omentum and peritoneum

;

abdominal inoculation, in the

intratrachial inoculation, in the muscles

and the lymphatic glands of the same region. It is
some of these
cases.)
The lesions elsewhere in the body were very minute, and
only found by careful search. There was never anything approaching a general infection, as was the case in one of the control aniThat the lesions in Guinea Pig 1
mals (Guinea Pig No. 2).
remain localized in the penis and testicles is inexplicable.
of the neck

possible that the needle did not enter the trachea in
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That Calf IV. should have reacted to tuberculin may possibly
be explained in one of two waj^s, considering, of course, that the
(a) That,
tuberculin was good and the test properly performed
:

time of injection

at the

some

exist to

trifling

of

tuberculin,

extent, and

had completely healed, or

lesions

tliat

tuberculosis

before death

(b) that

really did

this or these

some small tuberculous

centre escaped detection at autopsy.

Of

2.

the three calves inoculated with

was

human sputum,

rich in

from tuberculosis, one showed nothing
but local lesions in the neighborhood of the point of inoculation,
while the third, besides minor local lesions, had only two to four

tubercle bacilli, one

free

On

small tubercles in the liver.

the contrary, one of the control

guinea pigs was affected with general tuberculosis, which demonstrates the virulence of the

bacilli inoculated,

while the other,

unfortunately, died of septicfemia.

From

these facts

we

are-certaiuly justified in concluding

:

That calves are apparently not particularly susceptible

human
due

tubercle bacillus.

to a bacillus of

—
to the

But, whether this non-susceptibility

is

diminished virulence for the bovine, or to the

age of the animals experimented upon, or to some other cause,
further experiment

The w^ork of

must demonstrate.

this

Board, in the control of animal disease,

has become an exceedingly important question, and the close
relationship between animal disease and public health is a

matter of serious importance.

Care should be taken, how-

ever, that the important agricultural interests of the

mon w'ealth

Com-

are not imperilled.

were not for the many interests involved, there would
question as to the proper method of handling them.
The study of the best methods for the control of tuberculosis,
for example, is a matter that has attracted a great deal of
attention, and in it the student of political economy wdll
If

be

it

little

find a subject that will tax his ingenuity to the utmost.

The agricultural aspect of the question is an important one.
Bang has suggested the possibility of raising a healthy herd
from a diseased one and, where the herd is valuable, his
suggestions are worthy of careful and extended experiment.
The advocates of extreme measures, on the other hand,
have claimed that, if all the animals in the State were tested
;

with tuberculin, the diseased animals killed, the barns disinfected, only such animals as pass the test allowed to mix
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with the herd, and

a

strict
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quarantine observed, in a short

time the entire State would be cleared up, and that the herds

would remain free from disease.
Those who object to this method say that the cost is too
While it might be possible in certain herds, yet in
great.
many barns it is impossible to thoroughly disinfect and
renovate them without great expense to the owner. It is
difficult to pick out all the diseased animals in one test, and
if all animals that reacted to the test were condemned, many
of the best milking strains might be destroyed, and whole
families that it had taken years of labor to produce would be
wiped out of existence.
About a year ago a number of valuable herds in the State
were tested with tuberculin, under promise from the owners
in the State

to strictly observe certain conditions.

Among

those tested

was one belonging to Mr. A, consisting of 81 animals. This
herd was carefully tested, and the figures submitted to this
Board, and 28 animals considered certainly diseased by the
Board were condemned and destroyed, and a number were
held for retest. The animals held for retest were kept in a
separate pasture, and were not allowed to mingle with the
Of these, 13 animals were retested, conrest of the herd.
demned b}^ the Board and killed, the others passed as sound.
Before these cattle were allowed to join the hei-d the barn
had been thoroughly disinfected, in accordance with the fol-

lowing statement

:

—

Owner's Statement.

We

August 10,
They were thoroughly washed with soap and water,
The
the corners of cribs and stalls received careful attention.
We then
floor of the stalls was relaid in new plank throughout.
disinfected the barns in the following manner,

11 and 12.

used Labaraque's disinfecting chlorinated solution in full strength
We used 8 or 10 barrels of it, and every paras a disinfectant.
ticle of wood received a generous quantity, after which the win-

dows and doors were stopped securely and
erated for five or six hours.

After this the

was genand overThis barn, in which

chlorine gas
stalls, sides

head received a coat of paint or vai'nish.
It is 101 feet
are always kept the cows in milk, ties up 50 head.
long by 46 wide, and 9 foot post. There are 9 windows on the
west side, and 8 on the east side, each 5 by 3 feet, besides win-

No.
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double doors facing

Tliere

soiitli.

is
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a ventilator in

by 15 inches; two near the middle of the ceilBesides, there is
ing, 2 by 3 feet; and 2 more, 15 by 15 inches.
a ventilating arrangement on each window.
the north end, 15

In the original test 5 head were held for retest, only

This retest was made Nov.

1

respond-

Four of the Holsteins
were slaughtered for beef at one time and another during the
winter, and passed inspection at the slaughter houses, and quite a
number of the grades have been fatted and killed, with the same
ing.

it

1895.

All of the cattle have been extremely well since the test,

result.

and

7,

was extremely

satisfactory.

In October of this year, sixteen months after the

first test,

the farm was asain visited, and one lot (of 50 head) w^as
tested.

These

cattle

were

in the

same barn.

tested consisted of 29 of the original lot

were Vermont

;

The animals

of the others, 18

and these had been tested carefully

cattle,

before being shipped, especial pains being taken to secure

Three others, not tested, were introduced into the herd on or about September 30, and at that
time Mr. A notified the Board that it was expected that the
entire herd would be re-tested immediately.
However,
only healthy animals.

because of the ditficulty in securing suflScient tuberculin, a
delay of a few weeks occurred, and

was not until October
and tested
the lot.
Of the 50 animals tested, 27 reacted, were condemned and killed, 25 of which proved to be tuberculous
upon post-mortem examination.
that

two members of the Board

it

visited the herd

The herd belonging to jNIr. B, consisting of 37 animals,
was tested by a member of this Board Sept. 5 and G, 1895.
Two animals which reacted were condemned and killed, and
proved to be tuberculous upon post-mortem examination.
On Dec. 22 and 23, 1896, the herd was again tested, numbering 25 animals, none of which reacted to the test.
Owner's Statement.

We

would say that the stable where our

8 feet high.

The

cattle face the

barn

above.

stalls
tloor,

cattle w^ere kept

was 20

when

and
and mangers are 40 inches wide. The
which is 12 feet wide, with 15 feet space

tested for tul)erculosis in September, 1895,

feet wide
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Cattle are fastened with chains
in the

summer by

when

fixed stanchions

;
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and
open

in stalls in the winter,

mangers for feeding

ai-e

directly onto the barn floor.

The

front feet of cattle are designed to be three or four inches

lower than the manger and barn

floor.

]Mangers are swept clean

twice a day.

The

fronts of the stalls are provided with upper

and lower

fold-

ing lids, to provide for changes of temperature, ventilation and

The windows in the rear of the cattle are 30 inches square,
and placed on an average of not over 8 feet apart.
Running water in the barn and in the yard, available as weather
light.

that could be desired, being on a side hill.
have not been kept all the time in the stable
referred to in the data above, their general surroundings and condition have been practically the same.

permits

;

drainage

While the

all

cattle

One question you

ask, as to changes siuce being tested as
answer none, with the exception that 2 of the
cows now present were bought at Brighton with certificate of
tuberculin test,
they were bought the day following the killing
of 2 condemned animals at Watertown.

P.S.

referred to.

We

—

The herd belonging to Mr. C, consisting of 27 animals,
was tested Aug. 25 and 26, 1895. Twenty animals reacted
to the test and were condemned and killed, post-mortem
examination revealing tuberculosis in every case.

On

Dec. 21 and 22, 1896, the remainder of the herd, consisting of 9 animals, 7 of which were in the original herd, 2
being tested animals that had been purchased after the test
of 1895, was again tested.
One reacted and was killed, and
found to be tuberculous.
Owner's Statement.
1

would say that the barn

Dennen

L and

in the

summer

in

which the

cattle

of 1895 were kept

is

lean-to.

The main barn has a driveway

the whole length through the

middle, with large rolling doors at both ends.

on the north-west
main barn.

The

examined by Mr.

100 by 40 feet, with

lean-to

side, facing the

is in

The

cattle

stood

driveway, and were thus in the

the rear of the cattle tie-up, and the portion

open toward the cattle is cut into open pens for cattle or horses.
There is a cellar under the main barn, open on the south-east
side, and into the cellar the manure from the cattle is dropped
through scuttles.

No.
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There are long windows over the large doors at either end of
and in tJie lean-to in the rear of the cattle three
donble sash windows also windows at both ends of tie-up.
The cattle pass down to the cellar through a passageway in the
leau-to, which is cat off from the tie-up by a rolHng door, and
the driveway,

;

from the

cellar pass out into the

There

the barn.

is

yard on the south-east side of
in a trough in the yard, where

running water

the cattle drink.

There

is

a small door from one end of the tie-up, leading di-

rectly out of doors.

The

cattle are tied in stanchions

and feed

off

the floor, with

standing partitions to keep each animal's feed separate from the

next one.

The sound animals were kept

in the pasture after the

examina-

tion until late in the fall, with the exception of one milch

cow

bought after the examination, which was put in the barn a little
earlier in the fall, and kept at one end of the tie-up, by the open
door.

was fumigated by our
was not told what he used, but from the description of the way it was done, I think he used chlorine gas.
The barn had the lai'ge doors open all summer, and no cattle in
Very soon

veterinarian.

after the examination the barn
I

In the fall, just before the cattle (with the exception of the
one milch cow) were put in the barn, the standing partition and
floor on which the cattle feed were removed and the boards used
it.

and new floor and partitions built.
There were formerly doors on the south-east side of the cellar,
to close it in in the winter but during last winter, at least, they
were kept open. The barn has a ventilating cupola.
for fuel,

;

The herd belonging to Mr. D, consisting of 25 animals,
was tested Aug. 22 and 23, 1895
6 animals were condemned and killed, and found to be tuberculous.
The herd was replenished with tested animals, and on
Dec. 24 and 25, 1896, was again tested, there being 28
;

animals on those dates, 5 of which reacted to the tuljerculin
test.

Oicner's Statement.

My
The

stable

is

80 feet long by 40 feet wide, with monitor roof.
and the centre or monitor part is 15

stables are 9 feet high,

feet high,

space, and

which gives each cow (25
it is

and also 72

lighted with 38

lights in doors.

in

windows

number) 1,372 feet air
by 15 glass),

(G lighted 9

There are 3 large ventilators

in the

monitor part that are never closed, and monitor windows are

.
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arranged for ventilation.

manger from outside
I use the

An

air
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duct brings fresh air to eacb

the barn.

Buckley device for water

;

two cows drink from each

bucket
All liquid manure is conveyed to a large tank outside the barn,
and the manure cellar is well ventilated and well drained.

The herd belonging

to

Mr. E,

after

being tested and

March 17 and
There were 80 animals in the herd, 78 of which
were tested, 2 animals having a temperature too high at the
time to be injected. Fourteen animals reacted or showed a
they were immediately sepasuspicious rise in temperature
rated from the remainder of the herd, were again retested June
19 and 20, at which time two were released, three were condemned and 9 were continued in quarantine. On Oct. 7, 8 and
9 these 9 quarantined animals were tested and condemned.
On Aug. 16 and 17 64 of the original herd and 1 animal
which had been introduced recently were tested. None of
cleaned up in October, 1894, was retested on
18, 1896.

;

the original animals reacted to the test, while the animal

which had been introduced from outside reacted and was
condemned, and upon post-mortem was found to be tuberculous.

From these records it will be seen that it requires not one
examination alone, but more than one test and most thorough
disinfection and renovation before a herd can be pronounced
free

from disease.

It is, perhaps,

not amiss at this time to

call the attention

of your honorable body to the pamphlet issued jointly by
the Board of Agriculture and the Hatch experiment station,

on the work done by Professor Bang of Copenhagen.
A similar experiment is reported by Dr. Cooper Curtice
in the "Journal of Comparative Medicine" for August,
1896.
He reports that a valuable herd of Guernseys, belonging to Mr. R. A. Bordon of Easton, N. Y., were badly
This herd was handled in the
aftected with tuberculosis.
Bang, with successful
Professor
by
recommended
manner
results.

The

In referring to the matter Dr. Curtice says

loss to

:

—

Mr. Bordon and the State, through tuberculosis

causing death of cattle, through the slaughter and separation of
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been great, but has been

The

handling the herd in a consei'vative manner.

b}^

preservation of the blood of the old stock and building of the

new herd on
it

same

the

lines has ))een a positive

saving of qualities

has taken years to gain.

One important
which

work of

part of tBe

this

Board

that

is

relates to the supervision of the large corps of inspec-

tors appointed

by the various

cities

and towns, and

control of the local boards of health.

This

is

also

under

the part of

work which is so essential for the protection of the pubThe members of the Board feel that steps should
be taken to bring this department up to the highest standard

the
lic

health.

possible.

The

local authorities in cities

to appoint

men

and towns should be urged

of experience and judgment to this position.

do to appoint men who will cater for newspaper
and it does not do to appoint men for this work
who know little and care less about it, or who are appointed

It does not

notoriety,

for political reasons only.

Under

the law, inspectors must be present at the time of

slaughter, and inspect the carcasses of all animals slaughtered

duty under the present law
to condemn to the rendering tank the carcass of any animal
in slaughter houses.

It is their

showing any evidence of tuberculosis, no matter how

slight

the lesion.

This

The

is

a question that should be considered most carefully.

no mere feeling of

interests at stake are so great that

The

sentiment should be allowed a place in the matter.

whole question should be carefully weighed and looked at
from every possible point of view before deciding what
changes in the law,

demnation of meat

if

is

The
much importance,

any, are necessary.

not of so

when only animals condemned by

total con-

of course,

the local inspector are in-

volved, these being only exceptionally

lit

for beef; but

when

one considers that a large percentage of valuable herds may
be condemned, each individual animal of which, to all appearances,

number

is in

perfect physical condition,

are found to be nearly free from

and on autopsy a
disease,

in

the

opinion of the Board, under a proper system of inspection
the sale of such meat miijht be allowed.
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Another imjiortant part of the work of the
is

the inspection of the milch herds.
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local inspectors

In this connection the

Board would specially

call attention to the necessity of
makino; a careful examination of the udder, and the immediate quarantining of the cow in which any abnormal con-

dition of this organ is found.
Cows showing any physical
evidence of disease should immediately be quarantined, and
•

in questionable cases, tested with tuberculin.

sickly or unhealthy condition are

No cows

in a

and
cows should be prohiljited.
A great deal has been made of Ernst and Peters' experiments at Mattapan, conducted under the auspices of the
Society for Promoting Agriculture.
In these experiments
36 cows in all were experimented with, and the bacillus of
tuberculosis was found in the milk of 12 diflerent animals.
fit

for dairy purposes,

their use as dairy

Experiments were made by inoculating 88 guinea pigs with milk
from 15 of these tul^evculous cows. The milk from 6 was found
capable of producing the disease, and 12 of these 88 guinea pigs

became

infected.

In another series of experiments, 90 rabbits were inoculated
with milk from 19 different tuberculous cows.
The milk of only
4 of the cows produced the disease, and only 6 of the 90 rabbits

became

infected.

Again, 48 rabbits were fed with milk from 5 tuberculous cows,
and with milk known to be infected, and only 2 rabbits became
diseased

;

both of these rabbits were fed on milk from the same

cow (cow E), which was badly

diseased.

Twelve healthy pigs fed on milk from these same cows gave a
larger proportion of cases, 5 out of the 12 becoming tuberculous;
but it should be noticed that 3 of the 5 were fed on milk from one
Further, it was milk fi'om this same cow that incow (cow E)
.

fected the rabbits in the last series of experiments referred to.

remarked that these experiments were carried
on with the object of showing only that cow's milk may be
dangerous even when the udder is not affected. Now, it
must be remem1)ered that at that time tuberculin was not
It

should

l)e

known

as a diagnostic agent for the detection of tuberculosis,

and

of the cows used in these experiments were picked

all

out hy physical examination alone, and nearly

all

diseased cows with generalized tuberculosis

while a large

;

were badly

Ko.
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proportion of cases of tuberculosis picked out by tuberculin,

and showing no physical evidence of disease, are incipient
cases, and may not be a source of danger.
Often a careful
examination has to be made before any pathological lesion
can be detected on post-mortem examination. It is a curious
fact that in a majority of cases where the reaction is high
and well marked only slight tubercuhir lesions are found,
while in such cases as are well advanced there is frequently
no apparently characteristic reaction from tuberculin, and
the examiner has to depend upon a physical examination
alone to detect the disease.

It is in these latter cases that

the greater danger

then, care

lies.

If,

is

taken to condemn

all such cases, and the milk supply is obtained only from
such animals as are in good general health and show no
physical evidence of disease, the danger is very much

reduced.

In taking this view of the matter, the Board does not wish

meaning that no further advance can be
direction
but, realizing that pulmonary conthe human family has steadily and uniformly

to be understood as

made

in this

sumption

in

;

decreased during the past forty-five years, the

maximum

and minimum death rates being 42.7 per ten thousand of the
population in 1853, and 22.7 in X893, it believes that there
is no need for the adoption of more radical methods at the
present time

and, further,

it believes that advances can be
which will give better protection to
the public, and result in great and immediate benefit to both
producer and consumer.
Tuberculosis is not by any means the only danger to

made

;

in other directions

which the consumer

is

exposed through the use of impure

For years past the most

milk.

fatal disease

among

has l^een milk diarrhoea, or cholera infantum.
nection

it

has been claimed by certain parties that cholera

infantum or milk diarrhoea
This
is

is

infants

In this con-

a fallacy, and

is

is

a disease of tubercular origin.

misleading.

usually understood, refers to

Cholera infantum, as

properly, acute mycotic diarrhoea of bacterial origin.
diarrhoea

is

it

milk diarrhoea, or, more

not an inflammatory disease

;

there

is little

Milk
or no

time for pathological changes to take place, and few patholooical chauoes are observed after death.
It is an acute
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poisoning,

caused

by

the
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absorption

of

the

products of fermentation, and due, as a rule, to improper

and immense numThe symptoms of milk

feeding, and the presence of impurities

bers of bacteria

in

milk.

the

and are not those of tuberculosis of the

diarrhoea are acute,
intestines.

Milk diarrhoea is probably the most common disease to
which children are subject. In this connection we would
call your attention to the mortality report of the Massachusetts Board of Health for 1895.
In this report

is

it

shown

that there were 5,463 deaths from

from cholera infantum, 1,801

phthisis at all ages, 2,676 deaths

deaths from diphtheria and croup, 748 deaths from typhoid fever,

649 deaths from scarlet-fever, aud 98 deaths from measles.

In this report we see cholera infantum placed next to phthisis
the death rate.

membered

Now,

in considering this subject,

it

must be

in
re-

show that by far the largest
who have recently
houses previously occupied by consumptives while,

that the latest statistics

proportion of cases of phthisis occur in people

moved

into

;

on the other hand, cholera infantum is due almost solely to the
Further, the deaths from phthisis iningestion of impure milk.
clude deaths at all ages, while cholera infantum occurs only in
children under five years and practically under one year old.
In New Hampshire the proportion of deaths from cholera infantum is greater; for the year ending 1891 the report shows 695
deaths from consumption and 486 deaths from cholera infantum.
The report then remarks: "Cholera infantum was the cause of
more than one-third of all the deaths from prominent zymotic
diseases in

New Hampshire

in

1891."

In Ontario, for the year ending 1892, in a population of over
2,000,000, phthisis caused 2,592 deaths and cholera infantum 670 ;
but

among

the 23,190 children under one year old cholera infan-

tum caused 600 deaths, while

phthisis caused 283 deaths.

These figures are pregnant with meaning.
or milk diarrhoea,

is

Cholera infantum,

purely a disease of infants, due as a rule to

improper feeding with impure milk. In Massachusetts it was the
cause of 2,676 out of 11,435 deaths from the six most prominent
diseases the cause of one-fourth of all deaths from all zymotic
;

diseases in

New Hampshire

Milk diarrhoea

is

in 1891.

and is
want of

distinctly a preventable disease,

due to uncleanliness and

filthy

surroundings and to

;
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not enough to scald milk

cans and wipe them out with a wet cloth, as the cloth will

and destroy

reinfect the cans,

an^'

good that might have

re-

sulted from previous cleansing.

To understand

this matter thoroughly, it is necessary to

made wonderful
The study of these minute organThey are everywhere around us,

recollect that the science of bacteriology has
strides of recent years.

is an important one.
and play an unrecognized though important part

isms

in every-day

life.

The souring and curdling of milk is due to the development of bacteria which find their way into milk, either during
or after milking not only that, but the pleasant flavor and
delicate aroma of good butter and cheese is due to the de;

On

the

CoU commums,

for

velopment of certain varieties of these organisms.
other hand, other varieties, the bacillus

example, which
ter, will spoil

same CoU

is

present in large numbers in the fecal mat-

both butter and cheese

bacillus that is

;

and

it is

probably this

mainly responsible for the large

proportion of cases of milk diarrhoea in infants, which occurso frequently during the

summer months.

There are many ways by which various kinds of bacteria
A dairyman has only to look in the strainer,
get into milk.
after milking, to find hair, dirt, scurf, scabs
fecal

matter in every

pail,

and

all

from sores and

these are swarming with

Then, again, the milker's hands are rarely washed

bacteria.

utensils

greasy and soiled
his clothes are dirt}'
worn while he is at work milk cans and milking
are frequently washed with water far from clean

even

scalded, they are often rinsed with water

before milking
overalls are

if

;

;

;

from a

polluted well.

Then, after being shipped to Boston, the method of testis very unreliable.
In cold weather bacteria in the
but, if
milk do not develop, and the milk tastes sweet
the temperature is raised the bacteria will develop rapidly.
In this way, milk when first brought in may appear sweet,

ing milk

;

mixed and the tem})erature raised, the bacteria
and the entire quantity will be contaminated.
This is a matter that ought to be taken up by the producer
himself, and it might well be attended to by the New Eng-

but after

it is

will develop,
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land Milk Producers' Union, and, as a step in this direction,
in a

pamphlet issued by

this

milk producers want," we

union under the heading

"What

among

the ob-

find, iu Section

V.,

proposed "to insure better care by
peddlers in the distribution of milk." This is the entering
jects of the union,

wedge

;

it

is

the recognition of the necessity for

it is

in the matter.

consumer are

The

it

and the sooner both
and co-operate with one another, the

identified in this matter,

parties realize this fact,

better

some action
and the

interests of both the producer

will be for both.

Among

many

the

may become

sources of contamination by which milk

more serious than the
contamination of the water supply. In this connection, we
quote from the " Farmers' Bulletin," No. 43, from the
United States Department of Agriculture, on "The sewage
infected, probably

none

is

disposal on the farm."

The

chief

dangers which threaten rural inhabitants are those

arising from polluted driulving water.

This

is

infected from the

household excrement and barn-yard drainings, as
further on, and

its

will

be described

use leads iu the main to bowel disturbances,

typhoid fever and dysenteric affections.

It miglit

be claimed that

an isolated homestead the danger is absent, because the night
soil from the healthy household cannot contain the germs of
in

and therefore the well water cannot receive them
This would be true if
from leaky cesspools and surface drainage
other
human
secluded
from
beings.
As the case
family
lived
the
stands, there is much more communication than is at first thought
There is more or less coming and going of farm hands
supposed.
ty[)lioid fever,

and other hired help, of tramps, peddlers,
He frequently
travels more than formerly.
communities. The children go to school. As
there

may

etc.

The farmer

visits

neighboring

it

has been shown,

be mild cases of typhoid fever passing unnoticed,

who leaves on account of
and who has meanwhile, in his discharges, deposited the
germs of this disease on the premises. It is evident that isolation
nowadays does not exist except iu remote thinly settled regions,
and that disease germs may make themselves suddenly felt in an
unexpected manner in any farmhouse.
perhaps, in a farm hand, for example,

ill

health,

There are other important reasons, however, why rural sanitation should not be neglected.
ties of

people

who

The

health of the large

communi-

draw their food supply from the country

is

in a
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measure dependent on the health of the farming community.
There is scarely a city child who is not, in a degree, dependent for
its health on the sanitary conditions prevailing in the house of the
dairyman. Milk has been repeatedly shown to be the means of
distributing typhoid fever and other diseases.
Any vegetable
foods from the farm, eaten raw, are liable to become carriers of
infectiou under unsanitary conditions.
In

mauy

parts of our country other causes operate in

the health of

many

The thousands

homes.

making

people depend on the proprieties of country
of city people

who

flock every

summer

to

and bring to the farming community considerable
sums of money, should be properly protected against the dangers
of polluted water and infected milk by the adoption of suitable
methods of sewage disposal. Too frequently those who left the
city for the purpose of gaining strength by breathing pure air,
drinking pure water and eating pure food, only return with the
germs of an often fatal disease within them, to swell the typhoid
the country,

statistics of

our large

The next subject

cities.

to claim our attention

sources of drinking water.

obtained from wells and springs.
well water of soil purity

is

the protection of the

In the country water, as a rule,

is

The important bearing upon

demands a few explanatory remarks conWells are excavations made

cerning the origin of well water.

ground to a variable depth uutil water is reached. This
denominated gi'ound and subsoil water. Its origin may
be better understood if for the moment we conceive the surface of
the earth as more or less irregular, and entirely impervious to
water.
The rain would collect on this surface and form lakes,
ponds and streams, according to the configuration of the surface.
If, now, we conceive this surface covered with sand or other
porous earth, to a greater or lesser height, and the top of this be
considered the earth's surface, the water will remain in the same
position, but it will be buried within, and fill the pores of the overIn digging
lying soil, as subterranean lakes, ponds and streams.

into the

water

is

a well

we remove

the porous layer of earth until

we reach

these

above
description be thoroughly understood, the condition under which
subterranean streams or reservoirs of ground water.

If the

be obtained at different depths will become intelliappear plain why ground water may flow at
any surface stream and pick up on its way various substances
which have percolated the ground.
The surface
AVells are exposed to contamination in two ways.

well water
gible,

and

may

it

will also

water from rain, house slops and barn-yard drainage

may

find its
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ground

into the well at or near the surface of the

o-round-water stream supplying the well with water

may

;

or,

the

in its sub-

terranean movements, encounter cesspools or seepings from cess-

and suspended particles, some of
There can be no doubt that a large
percentage of the wells are exposed to contamination with refuse
matter in the manner described and it now remains to gauge the
danger to health and life which may be carried in the contamThe danger of typhoid fever bacteria entering
inating substance.
These may be washed iu
the water has already been mentioned.
from the surface, or they may pass from cesspools near by through
pools,

and carry with

which

may

it

soluble

enter the well.

;

fissures in the

ground, passages dug by

rats, etc.

Whether such

bacteria can pass through the pores of a compact, unbroken soil

from a cesspool to a well near

it

is

a matter not fully settled.

Since, however, the actual condition of the deeper layers of the
soil

between cesspool and well cannot be known, it becomes imall pollution of the ground-water current sup-

perative to prevent

plying wells, by either abolishing the cesspools or else placing

them

at a considerable distance fi'om all sources of water.

Besides typhoid fever bacteria, those organisms which cause
severer troubles, such as diarrhoea,

digestive disturbances and

dysentery and possibly other unknown diseases, may be carried
During cholera epidemics, polluted wells might
into well water.

Eggs of animal parasites may be
form centres of infection.
washed in from the surface. Again, the barn-yard manure, representing the mixed excrement of various animals, may, under certain conditions, be bearers of disease germs, and such excrement
should, under no condition, be looked upon as entirely harmless
to

human

beings.

Besides the protection of ground water near the well from pollution emanating

from cesspools,

etc., the surface of the

ground

about the well should be kept free from manure, slops and other
waste water hence the well should not be dug under or close by
;

the house, saturated with manure.

It should

be surrounded by

and not by richly manured, cultivated or irrigated soil. The
ground immediately around it should slope gently away from it,
and be paved if possible. The waste water from the well should

turf,

not be allowed to soak into the ground, but should be collected in
water-tight receptacles, or else conducted at least twenty-five feet

away
It

in

open or closed channels which are water-tight.

seems to us that this subject

is

important, and during

the past year considerable pains were taken to collect data

on this subject,

etc.

For the

full

report

we must

refer

you
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We would call your special attention,
however, to one of these cases reported.
In this (Quincy) case it will be seen that the drain from
the kitchen sink, the privy vauh and the manure ])ilc arc all
in the neighborhood of the well, and an analysis of the water

to pages 544—551.

shows

Your
and

it

to

contain a large amount of organic

attention

called to the milk cans

is

the end

matter.

hanging to dry

These cans are rinsed
daily, after washing, with water from the well.
It can
easily be seen how dangerous this water would become in
Many outbreaks of typhoid
case of sickness in the family.
air at

of the house.

fever can be traced to this source of infection.
Prof.

W.

T. Sedgwick, in a paper on the milk supply

problem, read before the Society of Arts, in Boston, notices
this

same danger

:

—

lu 1890 he made a careful bacteriological investigation of the
milk supply of Boston, which showed that much of the milk publicly sold

was

far from fresh,

the germs of disease.

and was subject

to contamination

by

Since that time several serious epidemics

of typhoid fever in Massacliusetts have been traced by him to the

use of infected milk, and grave suspicions, to say the least, of the

spread of tuberculosis by means of the milk supply, have been
raised

As

and have not been

alla3"ed.

.

.

a matter of fact, within the last

.

few years a number of

epi-

demics have been traced to some man in the milk house who was
suffering from typhoid fevei*, while working over the milk, and it
is believed that slight infections of this kind occur oftener tlian
is

generally supposed.

In the Journal of Comparative Medicine, for December,
1896:

—

Typhoid infection

in a

two and a

ing milk not thoroughly boiled.
half years old

became suddenly

half year old child

In May, 1892, a

sick

the bowels, relieved by evacuations

from drinktwo and a

girl

from symptoms of irritation of
and emissions of urine. The

treatment adopted, in which other food replaced milk, quickly

di-

minished the symptoms, which reappeared again as soon as milk

was given. Marked typhoid infection also developed, lasting for
some weeks. At the end of the fifth week the child was convaFor the reason that the child had been fed exclusively
lescent.
with milk, and because the symptoms after disappearing suddenly
reappeared when the milk diet was recommended, the physician
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deemed himself

justified iu

injurious elements.

A
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concluding that the milk coutaiued the

further reason

the four-year-old sister of the patient,

was found

in the fact that

who had drunk

of the

same

milk, but not such a large quantity also suffered from diarrhoea at
the

same time that her younger

sister

was

sick.

The

bacteriologi-

and evacuations of the
in the milk a bacterium was
patient gave the following results
found in great quantity, Avhich presented the morphological and
In the
biological characteristics of the bacterium coli commune.
evacuations the same bacteria were found, as well as in the blood
of mice which had been infected with the fecal matter of the paIt is a noteworthy fact that these bacteria liave been found
tient.
This can
in a virulent condition in milk which had been boiled.
only be explained on the ground that the milk had not been boiled
enough, or that the boiled milk after it had become cool had
been poured back into the can, which had not been cleansed
cal investigation of the suspected milk
:

sufficiently.

Perhajis one of the most interesting cases of typhoid fever,
due to infection from milk, occurred in Plympton, England,
August, 1870. A certain milk dealer sold milk to one hundred and forty-five families, and of the one hundred and
forty-five,

seventy contracted

tlie

disease.

The way

the dis-

ease picked out the customers of the dairy in the various

was most striking. In one long street the milkman
In
supplied three families, and two of them were aftected.
and
a block of twenty-five houses he supplied four families,
streets

In a new neighl)orhood, where there
all attacked.
were about seventy houses, he supplied four families, and
In a square of fifty-nine houses he
three had the disease.
all
had
it, and so on.
On the other
supplied four, and
hand, there were scarcely any cases in those families sup-

they were

plied from other sources.

The
tank

infection in this c^se

in the

was traced to an underground

cow house, which was contaminated from a

leak-

inof sewer, and the water in the tank had been used to wash
the milk pails, and in this way the milk became infected.

Changes

in

the Board.

The term of Dr. Charles P. Lyman of Boston as a member of this Board expired in September, and Acting Governor Wolcott appointed Dr. John M. Parker of Haverhill
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vacancy September 30. He was confirmed the Thursday following and qualified October 2G, attending- a meeting
of the Board on that date for the first time.
The term of Mr. L. F. Herrick also expired m September,
and he was reappointed.
to the

The

office

of secretary being vacated by Dr. Lyman's re-

tirement, Commissioner L. F. Herrick was elected to the

vacancy.

Dr. Frederick H. Osgood of Brookline tendered

member of the Board November 30, and
was accepted by the acting governor December 7.
The acting governor appointed Dr. Austin Peters of
Jamaica Plain a member of the Board, to fill the vacancy
thus caused, December 10.
He was confirmed December
17 and qualified December 19.
He attended a meeting of
the Board on that day.
his resignation as a
it

Dr. Osgood's retirement leaving the chairmanship of the

Board vacant, Dr. Peters was elected chairman, and, Mr.
Herrick declining to continue in the position of secretary,
Dr. Parker was elected to that vacancy. Both these elections were unanimous.

At

the beginning of the year the Board found itself with

several hundred animals in quarantine, at the expense of the

and without funds to defray the expense incident to
testing them and destroying those found diseased.
While
the Legislature made an early appropriation of $50,000 for
State,

these expenses, the inspectors throughout the State,

independent

public

officers,

more suspected animals

who

are

were constantly quarantining

Board was able
it was not
the regular appropriation was made, June 5, that it
;

so that, while the

to dispose of a considerable portion of the cases,

until

was possible to entirely clear away this accumulation of
work. At this time the quarantine expense on animals thus
held amounted to $28,223.43.

To

obviate the recurrence of this condition of affairs, the

Legislature passed the following, which was approved June
2,

1896:
If the

first

—

sum hereby appropriated

day of January

in

shall be

expended before the

the year eighteen

hundred and ninety-

seven, the auditor shall immediately certify that fact to the Board
of

Cattle

Commissioners.

Upon

receipt of

such certification,
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immediately notify each city and town and each

inspector throughout the

Commonwealth

that said appropriation

is

exhausted, and thereafter no Massachusetts cattle shall be quarantined until a further appropriation
setts cattle

is

made, and

quarantined at the time such notification

all
is

Massachu-

issued shall

be immediately released.

During the year ending Dec. 15, 1896, the Board had at
its disposal appropriations amounting to $300,000.
There
has been paid for 5,198 head of cattle condemned as tuberculous the sum of $173,200. 35; there are at the present
time 550 warrants for cattle which have been condemned

and

killed,

040.25

;

in

process

of

approval, amounting to $16,-

there has been paid for quarantine expense on an-

imals $28,223.43, making a total of $217,470.03 which has
been returned to the cattle owners of the Commonwealth.
The Board has asked the Sergeant-at-Arms for quarters at
the State House, and have his assurance that at an early date
the request will be granted.
It is believed that with this
change of location the work of the Board can be more satisfactorily handled, and that its administrative expenses can

be materially reduced.

The Board

is

of the opinion that such lal)oratory

will be necessary in the future can

work

as

be accomplished with

comparatively slight expense, and proposes to rearrange
this

department with

The Board

is

this

view

at

an early date.

convinced that the restrictions against the

upon the request of the owners, which was
a provision in the bill of last year making the appropriation
The Board should
for the Board, should not be re-enacted.
have power to do this work wherever owners will bind themselves to follow it by a strict compliance with the sanitary
testing of herds

regulations of the Board.

Respectfully submitted,

AUSTIN PETERS, Chairman,
JOHN M. PARKER, Secretary,
MAURICE O'CONNELL,
LEANDER F. HERRICK,
CHARLES A. DENNEN,
Board of

Cattle Commissioners.
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been established. The botanical, including plant physiology
testing varieties of vegetables
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The
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Henry H. Goodell,

:

—

LL.D.,

after

temporary suspension.
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William P. Brooks, B.Sc,
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No. 20.

green on foliage Barnard's
and spiders on rose bnshes keroeffects of Paris green on tent cater-

effect of Paris

;

insect trap

5

33.

;

;

cranberry insects.

;

Canker worms

tent caterpillar

;

fall

;

web worm

;

tus-

sock moths.

No. 21.

Bordeaux mixture

No. 22.

Small

No. 23.
No. 24.

Arsenate of lead

annnoniacal carbonate of ammonia;

;

copper sulphate

fruits.

;

fruits.

Electro-culture.

weed

;

horn

Paris green and lime

;

and insecticides

No. 25.
No. 26.
No. 27.

P^'ungicides

No. 28.

Canker, army and corn worms

Jamestown

;

grape

tests.

Strawberries; blackberries; raspberries.

Tuberculosis in college herd; tuberculin in diagnosis;

bovine rabies

caterpillar

;

poisoning by nitrate of soda.

;

;

autiopa butterfly

imported elm-bark louse

No. 29.

;

fly.

Fungicides and insecticides

;

;

;

red-humped apple-tree
currant stem girdler

greenhouse orthezia.

new spraying pump

;

spray-

ing calendar.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

30.

Fertilizer analyses.

31.

Fertilizer analyses.

32.

Fertilizer analyses.

•

33.

Glossary of fodder terms.

34.

Fertilizer analyses; analyses of manurial substances.

35.

Agricultural value of bone meal.

36.

Imported elm-leaf beetle; maple pseudococeus
sphinx

No. 37.
No. 38.

Report on

;

San Jos^

fruits, insecticides

Fertilizer analyses

;

;

abbot

scale.

and fungicides.

composition of Paris green

;

action

of muriate of potash on the lime resources of the soil.

No. 39.
No. 40.

Economic feeding of milch cows.

No. 41.

On

No. 42.

Fertilizer analyses

No. 43.

Effects of electricity on germination of seeds.

Fertilizer analyses.

the use of tuberculin (translated
;

from Dr. Bang).

fertilizer laws.

.

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.

C

[Jan.

Special Bulletins,
Index, 1888 to 1895.
Gyps}^ moth.

The most profitable use of commercial fertilizers (translated from
Paul Wagner)
The true value of green manuring (translated from Julius Kuehn).

No. 2 is entirely ex30-32
inclusive and 34
3-24
inclusive,
26,
hausted; Nos. 1,
each
remaining,
which
are nearly exhausted, a few copies of

Of the above

bulletins, the edition of

can only be supplied to complete sets for libraries Nos. 25,
27-29 inclusive, 33, 35-43 inclusive, and the index number
;

are

still

in stock.
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33.

ANNUAL REPORT
Ok George F. Mills, Treasurer pro tern., of the Hatch Experiment Station of Massachusetts Agricultural College,
Fur

the

Year ending June 30, 1890.

Cash received from United States treasurer,

Cash paid

.....
....

for salaries,

for labor,

for publications,

and stationery,
and express,
heat, light and water,
seeds, plants and sundry supplies,

for postage

.

for freight
for
for

for fertilizers,

....
....
.....

for feeding stuffs,
for library,

implements and machinery,
and fixtures,

for tools,

for furniture

for scientific apparatus,

for travelling expenses,
for contingent expenses,
for building

On hand July
Received from
from
from
from
from

Cash paid

1,

and

repairs.

—

1895:

Dr. Goessmann,
State treasurer,
fertilizer fees,

farm

jiroducts,

miscellaneous.

for salaries,

.

for labor,

for publications,

.

and stationery,
freight and express,

for postage
for

Amounts carried forward.,

•

;

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
Amounts brought forward.
Cash paid

f 10,366 46

and water,
chemical supplies,
for seeds, plants and sundr}^ supplies,

901 98

for fertilizers,

825 01

for heat, light

for

.

for feeding stuifs,

....
....

for library,
for tools,

implements and machinery,
and fixtures,

for furniture

....

for scientific apparatus,
for live stock,

47.5

34

484 ,58
332 86
15 15

311 98
15 50

365 00
17 19

for contingent expenses,

491 66

for building and repairs,

$17,269 64

287 31

for travelling expenses,

Balance,

[Jan.

1,336 70

1,042 92

$17,269 64

Amherst, Mass., Aug.

31, 1896.

Charles A. Gleason, duly appointed auditor of the corporation, do hereby certify
that I have examined the books and accounts of the Hatch Experiment Station of
I,

June 30, 1896
and the accounts correctly classified as above,
and that the receipts for the year are shown to be $32,269.64 and the corresponding
disbursements $31,226.72
All the proper vouchers are on file, and have been by
me examined and found to be correct, there lieing a balance of $1,042.92 on accounts
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
CHARLES A. GLEASON,
the Massachusetts Agricultural College for the fiscal year ending

that I have found the books well kept

Auditor.
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REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST.
WILLIAM

P.

BROOKS.

Leading Results axd Conclusions based upon
THE Experiments outlined in the Report
OP the Agriculturist.
Cabbages and Swedes.
1.

Soil-test

work

indicates that fertilizers for these crops

should be particularly rich in available phosphoric acid and
potash.
2.

The muriate of potash has been found a

useful form in

which to supply the potash.
3.
The material used to supply phoaphoric acid in our
experiment was dissolved bone-black, but it is believed that
other available phosphoric acid fertilizers will be found
equally serviceable.

Soy Beans.
1.
Soil-test work shows a very intimate connection between potash supply and the growth of this crop.
The form in which potash has been supplied in soil
2.

tests is the muriate,

sulphate

is

but other experiments indicate that the

superior to this salt for beans.

Corn.
Soil Test with Corn.

—A

carefully conducted soil test

with corn in Norwell, Plymouth County, upon somewhat

exhausted

soil,

previously for

many

years in grass, shows

potash to be here the controlling element for this crop, as
in so

many

other [)Iaces.

10
Hill

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
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— Experiments

continued

Drill Culture of Corn.

V.

in diflferent fields

from

five to six

years indicate that corn

when

planted in drills will usually produce larger crops than
planted in

This increase

hills.

is

most marked, as might be

expected, in case of the stover, but applies to the grain as
well.

Green Manuring in Continuous
1.

White mustard, sown

Com

Culture.

in standing corn at the

of the last cultivation, helps to keep

down weeds,

young

useful pasturage for sheep or

stock,

time

furnishes

conserves

soil

nitrogen, does not decrease the yield of corn the year

it

sown, and can be counted upon to improve the soil if
turned under. It also helps largelij to prevent soil washing
is

in winter.
2.

Crimson and siveet clovers have not proved to be suited
manuring crops in continuous corn culture, since

for green

they are not sufficiently hardy.

Variety Tests.
Potatoes.
1.

Of 60

showed

varieties of potatoes cultivated, but 5

themselves to be in any marked degree superior as crop producers to the Early Rose and Beauty of Hebron.
2.

These, with rates of yield per acre in bushels, are as

follows:

Carman No.

1,

merchantable, 355.3; small, 28.6.

Fillbasket, merchantable, 336
tion, merchantable,

chantable, 305.1
able, 304.5

;

;

;

small, 24.5.

306; small, 25.7.

small, 35.6.

New

Satisfac-

Early Maine, mer-

Button's Seedling, merchant-

small, 19.8.

The Early Rose yielded: merchantable, 292.8; small,
The Beauty of Hebron (somewhat injured by
21 bushels.
3.

proximity to other crops), merchantable, 275.9

;

small, 18,7

bushels.
4.

The

varieties tested

showed no very marked

ences in respect to ability to resist blight.

differ-
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Oorn.
1.

Of

or 33|
bushels per acre

21 varieties of Flint corn cultivated,

per cent., gave a yield at the rate of 83 1

7,

or over.
2.

Of 46

varieties of

Dent corn,

13, or 28 per cent.,

equalled or exceeded the same rate of production.

Amono; the best of the Flint varieties are the White
Flint,* Sanford,* Compton's Early, Giant Long White and
3.

Longfellow.

Among

the best Dent varieties as indicated by our
Yellow Rose, Mastodon, Reed's Yellow Dent, New
Golden Triumph and Leaming but Sibley's Pride of the
North, though standing ninth in weight of ears produced,
matured among the earliest, and is undoubtedly one of the
best Dent varieties for grain production.
4.

trial are

;

Clovers.
1.
Crimson clover can be grown as an annual, and gives
one good crop but it will not usually survive our winters,
and does not, therefore, at present appear to be worthy of
;

attention as a fodder crop.

The mammoth clover exceeds the common red in promore hay in two cuttings
than the common red in three. It is especially to be commended for sow^ing with timothy.
2.

ductive capacity, having produced

3.

Alsike clover appears not to be as long lived as the

mammoth and

the

common

red.

3Iine(s.
1.

For seed production the Japanese "barn-yard" and
"common " again show their superiority, pro-

the Japanese

ducing respectively 57 and 53.3 bushels per acre.
2.

As

a result of a careful comparison of 17 varieties,

the Japanese white-seeded panicle millet and the Japanese

barn-yard millet are found to lead

all

other varieties in pro-

ductive capacity.
* These

two are apparently nearly or quite

identical.

.
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Crops.

Lathi/rus sylvestris)

lins

not l)een found to

be of value as a fodder crop.

The horse bean

(

Vicia fahd)

lias

not l)een found to do

well.

ISorghum of different varieties appears inferior to Indian
corn as a fodder crop.
Saccaline is found not to be hardy and will probably not
prove of value as a fodder crop.

Miscellaneous
>

Fungiroid has not been found

effective

in

preventing

potato blight.

Sulphur applied

in

the drill did not prevent

scab of

potatoes.

The Symmes^ hay cap

is

preferred to cloth caps.

«

Soil Tests.

upon the plan outlined

Soil tests,

in

previous reports,

have been carried on upon a somewhat less extensive scale.
We have had four such experiments this year one with
soy beans and one with turnips and cabbages upon our
:

own grounds and one
;

with corn.

work

in

Montague and another

in

Norwell,

Circumstances compelled the cessation of the

Concord, Worcester and Shelburne, and it was not
it longer in Hadley, as this
town lies so near Amherst, and as the soil upon which we
were working gave results so entirely similar to those obThe main conclusions justified by
tained upon our own.
in

considered important to continue

the results of the past season are as follows

:

—

Potash is the controlling: element in the case of the
corn crop in Norwell.
2.
Nitrogen appears to have been the most useful element for the corn crop in Montague but the results are
1.

;

obscured in a measure by differences in natural
different parts of the field.

fertility in
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combination of potash and phosphoric acid ap-

pears to be necessary to

materially

either the

increase

cabbage or the turnip crops in Amherst.
Potash proves much the most useful single clement
4.
for the soy-bean crop in Amherst.
Soil Tests with Corn.

1.

In Montague the experiment was carried out upon land
M. Lyman, and is the first year this
The field selected is
land has been used in such work.
level, and it was thought it would be suited for the purpose, though it had been more recently manured than we
would have liked. The results show that it was not as

belonging to Mr. H.

even in

fertility

as is desirable.

The

yields of the five

scattered nothing plats were respectively at the rates of
12, 10.5, 19, 32

conditions,

we

and 19.9 bushels per

acre.

Under such
draw gen-

are not justified in attempting to

The nitrate of soda appears to have
grain, 11
produced an average increase at the rate of
The average efbushels
stover, 158.5 pounds per acre.
fect of the phosphate appears to have been a decrease in
both grain and stover, while the potash appears to have
eral

conclusions.

:

;

increased the stover slightly but not the grain.

In JSforicell the experiment was carried out upon land
belonging to the writer, and is the first year this land has
been used in such work. The field was in grass in 1895,
and is in rather a low state of fertility. Throughout the
At
season potash seemed to be the controlling element.
the time of harvesting, plat 5, receiving muriate of potash
alone at the rate of IGO pounds per acre, appeared to be

heavy as either plats 10 or 13, receiving respectively
Owing to a slight
fertilizer and stable manure.
accident at the time of harvesting, figures cannot be pubas

complete

lished at this time.
2.

Soil Test with Cabbages.

This test occupied one-half of the land which has been
designated the "north acre" in previous reports, the other
half being occupied with Swedish turnips.

The

acre

was

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
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divided by a line running through the middle across the
plats, the

one end being devoted to cabbages, the other

to turnips.

This acre had been for five years devoted to soil-test
work, the crops in order of succession having been corn,
potatoes, soy beans, grass and clover, and grass and
clover.
During this time the nothing plats have received
no manure or fertilizer of any kind.
The variety of
cabbages raised was Fottler's Drumhead.
The seed was
field.
The average yield of the nothing
was at the rate of 2,470 pounds of hard and 7,190
pounds of soft cabbages per acre.
The average result of the application of phosphoric acid
was an increase at the rate per acre: hard heads, 9,557.5
pounds; soft heads, 1,912.5 pounds,
a profit from the
The use
use of phosphate amounting to $23.08 per acre.
of the })hosphate without potash, however, had practically
no effect upon the crop.
The average increase apparently due to the potash is
at the rate per acre: hard heads, 10,147.5 pounds; while

planted in the
plats

—

there

is

an average decrease in soft heads at the rate of

527.5 pounds per acre.

use of potash

is

profit

The net average
at the rate

result of the

of $21.51

per acre.

The potash, even without the phosphoric acid, produces
a considerable increase, but produces two and one-half
times as great an increase in combination with a phosphate.

The nitrogen
rate of 2,627.5

pounds decrease

is

much

less useful.

pounds increase

The average

is at

the

and 402.5
produces the

in hard heads

in soft heads, per acre.

It

largest increase

when used with phosphate.

sult of the use

of nitrate of soda

is

The net

re-

a gain at the rate

of $6.07 per acre.

The

results are not as clear in their indications as could

be wished, though they point to a close dependence of this
crop upon both potash and phosphoric acid manuring. The
experiment will be repeated when oppoiiunity offers.
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Soil Test vntli Swedish Turm'ps.

3.

This crop, as stated above, occupied one-half of the acre
on which the test with cabbages was carried out. The
variety was Laing's Swedish turnij), sown June 13.
The
results

show a

close agreement with those obtained with

The average of the nothing

the cabbages.
rate of 10,250

The average

pounds per

plats

was

at the

acre.

result of the use of phosphoric acid (dis-

solved bone-black) was an increase at the rate of 6,308.5

pounds per acre. Similar averages for the potash (muriate) and nitrogen (nitrate of soda) were, respectively, 7,255
and 2,891.7 pounds. The net average profits are at the
rates per acre

ash, $11.35

;

:

for the phosphoric acid, $9.42

and for the

;

for the pot-

nitrate, $2.58.

Here, as with the cabbages, the combination of phosphoric
acid and potash seems essential to large increase in the crop.

The phosphoric acid without potash gives no

increase

;

with

potash alone, an increase at the rate of 11,700 pounds per
acre.

The potash alone gives an increase of but 400 pounds

per acre, but with the phosphate

it

gives an increase of

13,633 pounds per acre.
The combination of phosphate and potash gives an increase at the rate of 12,100 pounds per acre, as compared
with the nothing plats nearest to the one on which it was
used.

4.

Soil Test ivith

Soy Beans,

AmJierst, South Acre.

This is the eighth season of soil-test work upon this acre.
The beans, variety Medium Green, were sown May 19, in
drills 2| feet apart, requiring 25 pounds seed for the acre.
The nothing plats produced an average of 350 pounds beans
and 757^ pounds straw per acre.
Potash (muriate) appears to be the most useful element,
giving an average increase per acre of 646| pounds beans and
45 1| pounds straw. The average increase per acre caused
by phosphoric acid (dissolved bone-black) was 126| pounds
Similar average for nitrogen
beans and 250 pounds straw.
(nitrate of soda) was 13^ pounds beans and 116| pounds
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Nitrogen produced a decrease, except when used
with both phosphoric acid and potash.
In appearance the l)eans grown upon })otash were larger

straw.

and phimper than those grown upon either phosphoric acid
or nitrogen.

Manuring the Corn Crop.
1.

Manure

alone

v.

Manure and Potash.

The past is the sixth year of continuous culture of corn
upon the same acre of land for the purpose of testing the
relative value of an application yearly of a small quantity of

manure with muriate of potash, as compared with a larger
application of manure alone.
When manure alone was
applied, it was put on at the rate of 6 cords per acre, being
spread broadcast after ploughing, and harrowed in. The
manure and potash similarly applied have been put on at
the rate of 4 cords of the former and 160 pounds of muriate
of potash for the latter.

The

plats, four in

number, contain one-quarter of an acre
shown below

—

each.

The

Plat

manure, 8,115 pounds: stover, 1,600 pounds; ear corn,

1,

results are

:

1,530 pounds.
Plat 2, manure,

5,354 pounds; muriate of potash, 40 pounds:

pounds; ear corn, 1,455 pounds.
manure, 8,1)81 pounds: stover, 1,255 pounds; ear corn,

stover, 1,300

Plat 3,

1,450 pounds.
Plat 4, manure, 5,711 pounds;
stover,

muriate of potash, 40 pounds:

970 pounds; ear corn, 1,120 pounds.

In plats 3 and 4 the corn was planted in hills, while in 1
and 2 it was planted in drills. This no doubt accounts in a
measure for the considerable difference in yield. The inferiority of the crop from plat 4 is due to the fact that,
from force of circumstances, poorer manure was used upon
it in 1895 than upon the other plats.
Averaging the results upon 1 and 3 and upon 2 and 4, we
find the yields have been at the following rates i)er acre
:

—

manure alone stover, 5,710 pounds grain, 73^ bushels.
With manure and potash stover, 4,540 pounds grain, 64| bushels.
Witli

:

;

:

;
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In no one of the six years during which this experiment
has been continued has the crop raised on the combinati.on
of manure with potash e(_iualled that raised on a larger

quantity of manure alone

but the differences have been
small, and in no case has the value of the excess in crop
;

produced by the larger (juantity of manure been
difference in crop

is

any preceding year

;

steadily increasing,

manure and potash

this

sufficient

manure applied.

to cover the excess in cost of the

The

year considerably larger than in

and, as this difference has been quite

we

are justified in concluding that the

in the quantities

employed cannot

fully

take the place of the larger application of manure in conIt is true the crop where the manure
and potash are employed is still an excellent one, averaging
for the two plats at the rate of more than 63 bushels per
acre.
Continuous corn culture is not, however, the rule,
nor indeed under most circumstances advisable, though
often proved to be possible, at least for many years and
therefore this land has now been seeded to grass and clover,
for the purpose of determining to what extent, if any, the
introduction of these crops will enable the farmer under the
given manuring to secure equal crops with both systems.

tinuous corn culture.

;

Special Corn Fertilizer

2.

v.

Feitilizer containing

More

Potash.

This experiment in continuous corn culture was begun in
1891, and the present

is,

therefore, the sixth season.

The

a comparison of the results obtained with a
fertilizer proportioned like the average of the ' ' special " coim

object in view

fertilizers

is

found upon our markets in 1891 with those ob-

tained with a fertilizer richer in potash but furnishing less

nitrogen and phosphoric acid.

The

results in previous years

have indicated the financial advantage to

lie

with the latter

fertilizer.

Four

plats of one-fourth of an acre each arc devoted to

this experiment,

and

which are respectively numbered

1, 2,

3

4.

The materials applied
below

:

—

to the several

plats are

shown

18
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however, that under ordinary farm condifertilizer richer in potash" would be found equal
at least to the " special," for under such conditions grass
and clover would alternate with the corn ; the clover, judging from facts almost universally noticed, would thrive
better where more potash had l)een used, and as a result
the soil would be enriched in nitrogen, which would ])e
ftivorable to the development of the succeeding corn crop.
still

tions the

In

all

belief,
'"'

of our

'
'

soil-test "

work the nitrogen has ranked next
With a view to test-

to the potash in benefit to this crop.

ing the correctness of this conclusion, the land used for this

experiment has

now been seeded

to grass and clover, and

two or three years will again be planted with corn.
special " fertilizer this
The average crop raised on the
year is Avorth $0.83 more per acre than the average for the

after

'

'

potash the fertilizer materials used cost
There is no material difference, therefore, in
the financial outcome of the two systems under the given
conditions
but, as above pointed out, should the farmer
sjiecial " coi'n fertilizer, it would
purchase a manufactured
have cost him about $5.25 per plat, or $21 per acre, to procure equal amounts of the essential elements of plant food.
Since the '' fertilizer richer in potash" cost $3.10 per plat, or

fertilizer richer in

;

$0.52 more.

;

'

'

$12.40 per acre, while the crop was practically almost as
valuable as that produced on the " special," it follows that
here

is

a possible saving of almost $8 per acre in initial

expenditure.

It

is

true that the materials

require mixing, while

recommended

the "special" fertilizer

is

already

mixed. It is not true that the elements of plant food in
In
the "special" are in better forms, or more available.
conclusion, however,

it is

but fair to state that the prices

used in calculating the cost of the "materials" are cash
prices, while the price of the " special" is determined in a
measure by the fact that credit must often be given for
such goods.
Hill V. Drill Culture for Corn.

In each of the two experiments above described one-half
of each acre has each year been planted in drills and the
other half in hills.
Plats 1 and 2 in each case have been

|
J
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drills, and plats 3 and 4 in hills.
The distance
between the rows under both systems has been 3^ feet.
Under the "drill" system, the plants have been thinned to
1 foot; under the " hill" system, the hills are 3 feet apart
and the plants are thinned to three in a hill. We thus have
equal numbers of plants under the two systems. The results the past year average as follows
for the acre receiving
manure, drill culture, at rate per acre, stover, 5,800 pounds

planted in

:

;

grain, 74| bushels

4,450 pounds

;

;

hill culture, at rate

grain, 63 bushels

;

per acre, stover,

for the acre receiving

fertilizer similar

averages are,

drill culture,

pounds
pounds

53| ]>usheLs

hill

we

;

;

grain,

grain, 54| l)ushels.

;

culture,

stover, 3,630

stover, 3,540

Averaging both experiments,

have, for drill culture, stover, 4,715 pounds

bushels; for

hill culture, stover,

grain, 64
;
3,995 pounds; grain, 58.

bushels.

Green Manuring in Conlinaous Corn Culture.

White mustard as a crop for green manuring and nitrogen
conservation was sown on one-half the acre where manure
alone has l)een under comparison with manure and ])otash
in each of the years from 1892 to 1894 inclusive, the seed
being scattered in the standing corn late in July in each
year. The growth varied greatly from year to year, but the
practice proved beneficial. In 1895 the increase in the corn
crop apparently due to the culture of the mustard amounted
In July, 1895,
grain, 5.4 bushels.
stover, 452 pounds
to
the mustard was sown only on one-quarter of the acre, and,
because of a very dry and hot autumn, the growth was
The crop on this quarter this year shows an increase
light.
as compared with the quarter not so treated of stover, 680
pounds grain, 3 bushels, per acre.
The other plat, which had been sown with mustard in
preceding years, was in 1895 sown with rye on September
The growth was good,
5, at the rate of 3 bushels per acre.
and the rye, when ploughed in on May 11, was 18 inches
:

;

:

;

tall.

The apparent

result of this treatment is a decrease

in crop at the rate per acre

bushels.
this

It

:

stover, 700

pounds

;

seems impossible to believe that the

treatment can be permanently injurious.

grain, 4|
effect of

The decrease

J

1897.
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to the fact that considerable

was locked up

in the rye has not

the decay of the veo^otable matter of this crop be-

come again

available.

in the next

year the

If this be the true explanation, then

lieneiicial effect

of the oreen manuring

should become apparent.

On

the acre where

under comparison with

^'special"

corn fertilizer has been

fertilizer richer in

of the clover family has been

sown

potash some crop

in the standing corn each

but the crops themselves have been under
and have not shown themselves fitted for the purpose
Thus, in 1893 and 1894 crimson clover was tried,
in view.
but each following s})ring the crop was killed and the results
were unimportant. In fluly, 1895, sivpet clover [3Ielilotus
alha) Avas sown upon one quarter and common red clover
upon another. The sweet clover was badly thrown out by
the frost, and hardly a plant survived
while the red clover
starts too late in spring to have made much growth before
The results are unimportant in both
it must l)e turned in.
cases, though the crop this year is somewhat greater where
the red clover was sown, viz., at the rate of 55.25 bushels
per acre, against 52.75 ])ushels where no clover was sown.
year since 1893

;

trial,

;

Vakiety Tests.
1.

Potatoes.

we procured as far as possible seed
prominent and new varieties of potatoes, necessarily

In the spring of 1895
of

all

from widely scattered and very different sources. This seed
was planted for the purpose of raising under like conditions
a stock of the different sorts, which, having been produced
under identical conditions and in every respect handled
alike, it was thought Mould be suited for a comparative test
of varieties.
Sixty varieties, the seed of which (in every
instance save one) was raised upon our own grounds last
season, have been made the subject of such a comparative
trial this year.
The variety the seed of which was from
is
another source
Carman No. 1. Our seed of this sort
raised last year was accidentally destroyed, and, as the
variety is a ]irominent one, it was thought best to pro-
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cure enough for this trial from a prominent grower in this
State, Dr. Jabez Fisher of Fitchburg.

we

Of most

varieties

planted 2 rows, each 209 feet long but in some cases,
where the seed was insufficient, only 1 row was planted.
;

The seed was washed and treated with a solution (2
ounces to 15 gallons of water) of corrosive sublimate on
April 13. The tubers were then i)laced on the earth in
a cold frame without glass, where they were allowed to
remain until May 1, when they were cut into pieces having two eyes each, and of as nearly equal size as possible.

At

this

time the tubers had sent out numerous thick o^reen

sprouts, which were perhaps about one-eighth to one-fourth

The tubers when cut were rolled in
They were planted on May 5 and 6, the pieces

of an inch in length.
plaster.

being placed just

1 foot

apart in the rows.

In those cases

where the supply of seed was insufficient to plant a full
row, the row was filled out with seed of the Beauty of
Hebron, that there might be no vacancies.

The treatment of

the seed with corrosive sublimate solu-

tion entirely prevented scab, and the system followed in

sprouting the tubers was eminently satisfactory.

It should
perhaps be stated that when the sun shone hot the tubers
were covered with a sheet of thin white cotton cloth. But

for this protection it is to be feared that in a cold frame
they might get overheated on excessively hot days.
The land where the test was made was last year in millet

and soy beans, the rows

this

year running across the

divisions of last season, so that each
actly comparal)le with ever}^ other.

loam, well adapted to the potato.

row of this year is exThe soil is a medium
Fertilizers only

applied, and at the following rates per acre

soda, 240 pounds

pounds

;

;

dried blood, 100 pounds

;

:

were

nitrate of

tankage, 240

plain superphosphate, 400 pounds, and high-grade

sulphate of potash, 250 pounds.

mixed and strewn

in

the

These materials were

furrows before the seed was

were seasonably and
thoroughly carried out.
The season was on the whole
favorable, so that the crop suft'ered from no unusual conditions.
Careful notes were taken throughout the season,
covering all peculiarities in growth and development, time
dropped.

All

needful

operations
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of blossominp:, etc.

All varieties suffered somewhat from

This was

early blight (^Macrosporium mlani).

covered on

1

23

33.

By

variety on July 18.

dis-

first

the 22d

it

could

be detected on 2^ other varieties, and by August 3

were

As

all

August 8 the vines
of 17 varieties were entirely dead.
Between the 8th and
20th the vines of 2(3 other varieties died, while by August
29 all were dead.
An attempt to prevent this blight by repeated applications of "Fungiroid" was an entire failure.
It will be
except

1

affected.

early as

noticed that considerable differences in degree of suscep-

"blight" showed themselves.
have been further tested, however,

tibility to
ties

Until the varieit

is

not deemed

advisable to publish the details.

The crop was harvested

on September 10-12, and
There was no rot, and the
tubers were for the most part smooth and handsome.
The yield has been in every case corrected to 207 hills or
in part

the balance September 24-25.

sets, so that the results are strictly

comparable.

occupied hy this number of

is

seventieth part of an acre

;

The area

almost exactly oneso that, to bring out the signifihills

cance of the differences more clearly, I have multiplied the

by seventy, and converted into l)ushels, thus showing
the rate per acre yielded by the different sorts.
The varieties are reported in alphabetical order, and for
results

each the tubers are divided into the customary classes,

viz.,

merchantable and small.
Varieties of Potatoes, Yield per

Acre (Bushels).

Merchantable
Tubers.

Alexander's

Prolific,

Alliance,
Beauty of Hebron,

Nye.
Bliss's Triumph,
Burbank's Seedlin*::.
Burpee's Extra Early,
Carman No. 1,
Carman No. ;),
Chance,

Bill

.

.

123.3
285.8
275.9
226.3
276.5
207.7
208.8
355.3
199.5
201.8

Small Tubers.

14.0
42.0
18.7
25.7
25.7
23.3
49.0
28.6
16.9
30.3
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A
wide

study of these figures reveals
difi'erences

in yiekl

but

;

it

— No.

tlie

is

25

33.

fact that there are

noteworthy that the

jiekl of such okl standard sorts as the Earl}' Rose and

Beauty of Hebron stands far above the average. The yield
of the Early Rose is exceeded by but G varieties, viz., Carman No. 1, Filll)asket, New Satisfaction, Early Maine, l)utton's Seedling and AVhite Elephtmt, named in the order of
In addition to these, 6 other varieties, viz.,

suiieriority.

Woodbury's AVhite, Alliance, Dakota Red, Sir William,
Late Puritan and liliss's Triumph slightly exceed the yield
of the Beauty of Hebron. In justice to this variety, it is
proper to state that it occupied an outside row adjoining
land planted to millet, rape and mustard, and was undoubtedly somewhat injured by its proximity to these, as their
growth was exceptionally rank. It may well bo doubted
whether, under precisely equal conditions, the Beauty of
Hebron would kave been exceeded in yield by a larger
number of varieties than was the Early Rose.
The varieties especially noteworthy for large yield in the
order of actual production of merchantable tubers, then,
with rates per acre in bushels, are the following: Carman
No. 1, 355.3; Fillbasket, 336; New Satisfaction, 306.8;
Early Maine, 305.1 Dutton's Seedling, 304.5 White Ele;

;

Early Rose, 292.8 Woodbury's White, 289.3
Alliance, 285.8; Dakota Red, 283.5; Sir William, 282.9;
Late Puritan, 277.1; Bliss's Triumph, 276.5; and Beauty
of Hebron, 275.9. These varieties will all be tested as to
phant, 295.8

;

;

;

eating and keeping qualities.

Seed of 21 other varieties has this season been procured
amounts from various sources, and the tubers produced from these will be preserved for comparison another
Ten of these have given a yield at the rate of more
season.
than 300 bushels of merchantable tubers per acre, and are
therefore very promising.
in small

2.

Sixty-seven varieties of

upon

Corn.
field

corn have been under

trial

a small scale, for the purpose of preliminary obser-

vations as to merits and adaptability to different uses
these were Flint and 46

Dent

varieties.

;

21 of

Three rows (each

,
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75 feet long) of each variety, with one or two exceptions
where not sufficient seed could be obtained, were planted.

The

trial

has involved a large expenditure of time and atten-

Notes have been taken from day to day, covering
such points as germination, dates of tasselling and silking,
The autumn
height, relative leatiness, time of cutting, etc.
tion.

was exceptionally unfavorable to curing of the corn crop
and hence, though an exact record of the weights of product
(sound hard ears, soft ears and stover) has been made, it is
of less value as a basis for comparative judgment than would
;

ordinarily be the case.

Particularly

to the stover of the later

Dent

is this

true in relation

varieties.

used for this trial was in corn last year. The
soil is a medium heavy loam, and quite even in quality
throughout.
fertilizer supplying, per acre, nitrate of soda,
72 pounds; dried hi ood, 120 p)Ounds; dry ground fsh, 80
pounds; plain sup>erp)hosp)]iates, 480 pounds; and muriate of

The

field

A

240 pounds, was

potash,

applied broadcast after ploughing

The rows were uniformly spaced throughviz.,
out the field,
3| feet apart. The corn was so planted
in checks that when thinned it stood, single plants, at the
following intervals in the row for all Flint varieties, 8

and hari'owed

in.

:

inches

;

for the earlier Dents, 10 inches

;

and for the later

Dents, 12 inches.

Without going
concerning this
1.

nearly

into

trial

:

much

detail, I

—

That the following pairs of
if

not quite identical

:

—

have to report further

varieties

appear to be

Champion White

Pe.irl and White Pearl.
and Colossab
White Cap Dent and White Cap Yellow Dent.
Sanford and White Flint.

Buckbee's No.

7

Rideout and Longfellow.
Dibble's Early

2.

The

Mammoth and Honghton's

Silver

White

Flint.

yield of ear corn all or nearly all of which was

sound and well cured varied for the Flint varieties, between 79 and 130 pounds for the Dent varieties, between
78 and 144 pounds.
:

;
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Seven out of the 21 Flints gave a yield of 120 i)onn(ls*
13 of the 40 Dents gave a similar yield, but with
33 per cent,
larger
a
i)roporti()n of imperfectly cured ears
of the Flints and 28 per cent, of the Dents, therefore, come
3.

or over

;

;

into this class.
4.

The yield of stover varied

:

for the Flint corns, be-

tween 104 and 245 pounds for the Dent corns, between 94
and 451 pounds. Some of the Dents giving high yields of
stover were far from perfectly cured.
The order of rank in yield of ears of the l)est 5 Flint
5.
varieties was as follows White Flint, Sanford, Compton's
;

;

Long

Early, Giant

AVhite and Longfellow.

Dent varieties in order of ear production
are: Yellow Eose, Mastodon, Reed's Yellow Dent, New
Golden Triumph and Leaming.
6.

The best

5

Sibley's Pride of the North, very thoroughly matured,
7.
ranks ninth in production of ears, and is undoubtedly one
of the best Dent varieties for grain production.
The following varieties appear to be unsuited to our
8.
Brazilian, Farmer's
locality, on account of l)eing too late
:

Favorite,

Queen of the

Dent, Legal Tender,

Woodhull.
Three other
9.

Prairie,

Mammoth

Golden Beauty, Golden
White Surprise and Dr.

varieties are certainly too late for culture

as grain crops, but appear to

promise well for the silo,
and Mastodon.

viz..

New Golden Triumph, Hickory King
Clovers.

o.

been given a thorough comparative trial, viz., mammoth {Trifolium medium)^ common
red ( jT. j9?'ff/ense), alsike {T. hybridum) and crimson (T.
The soil of Field B is a medium heavy loam,
incarnatum)

Four

varieties of clover have

.

it has been
salts.
and
potash
bone
manured only with ground steamed
The plats are one-tenth of an acre each in size. Every plat
is manured yearly with ground bone, at the rate of 600
pounds to the acre one-half of these plats receive yearly an

but thoroughly drained.

For some twelve years

;

*

A

acre.

yield of 120

pounds corresponds

to a product of 83J bushels shelled grain per
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application of muriate of potash at the rate of 200 pounds
per acre, and the other half receive the same quantity of

The land was occupied by
Soon after the fodder
was removed the land was ploughed, and the seed was sown
on August 1. Of the mammoth and common red clovers,
3 pounds of seed per plat were sown of the alsike clover,
2^ pounds and of the crimson clover, 4 pounds. The seed
higli-grade sulphate of potash.

grain crops cut for fodder in 1895.

;

;

of all varieties started promptly and well and all varieties
went into the winter in excellent condition.
The crimson clover early in March a})peared to be in good
condition, l)ut during the latter weeks of March it gradually
weakened and died. By the first of April there was scarcely

This species appears unable to
endure our average spring weather.
The crimson clover
plats were accordingly ploughed in April and resown, 5i
a plant in the field alive.

pounds of seed per plat

l)eing used,

started quickly, and, as will

l)e

on April 24.

The seed

seen by the table? which fol-

low, this variety gave one good crop, at the rate of nearly
3 tons to the acre on the best plat.
This clover was cut on
July 17, at which time it was in mid-hloom. Notwithstanding frequent showers soon after, the stubble failed to start,
and in a few weeks was almost entirely dead, at which time
the plats were reploughed.
It will undoul)tedly l)e found

necessary to cut this variety just as

it

begins to l^loom, in

order to insure later cuttings.

The very few

plants in this field (as well as those from

another with lighter soil) which survived the earl}^ spring
weather were taken up and replanted, in order to secure

hope that we may in time by a continuance of
produce a strain or variety of this
will
prove
species which
hardy with us.
For culture as an annual it seems unlikely that crimson
seed, in the

this process of selection

clover will prove of

much importance,

as in that case

it

Could
it be cultivated as a winter annual, on the contrary, it must
take an important place as a crop both for fodder and for
green manuring,
for fodder chiefly, because it would be
ready to cut at so early a date, and for green manuring,

would not give

earlier fodder than the other clovers.

—

since

it

grows so rapidly.
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Mammoth

33.

29

—

This variety was cut on ^Tune 23, at
was not in full bloom. It was thought best
On August 10 it was
to harvest, as it was lodging badly.
It did not make sufficient growth
cut for the second time.

which time

Clover.

it

thereafter to warrant cutting again.

but twice, while the
the

mammoth

common

a yield at the rate of rather

This hay

more than 4J tons per

acre.

coarse, or, rather, not

much more

mon

This

red variety.

cut, therefore,

more hay than the

clover produced slightly

The two crops make

former.

Though

red clover was cut three times,

mammoth

is

not objectionalily

comby

so than that of the

clover, as will be seen

reference to the table below showing composition of the
crops,

is

not inferior in nutritive value to the

The mammoth

is

to be especially

recommended

common.

for sowing

mixtures of which timothy is a prominent part, as it
matures more nearly with this grass than does the common
in

red.

Common

Each
little special comment.
little
when
the
crop
was
a
was
made
of the three cuttings
past full bloom the dates, June 19, July 28 and October 9.
The average total yield of the plats (one-tenth of an acre
red clover calls for

;

each)

is

at the rate of a little

more than 4^ tons per

acre.

be found in the table
yield
and
dry matter.
showing
follows
those
which
Alsike clover guve two excellent crops, cut respectively on
June 19 and August 10 but, while the sod of both the
mammoth and common red on November 3 appeared to
be in excellent condition, the sod of this variety shows

The composition of

this variety will

:

signs of weakness.

Weeds

extent, principally sorrel.

are

coming

The

in to a considerable

table of composition

shows

be somewhat richer in nitrogenous nutrients
This difference in its
favor is in part offset l)y lower percentages of fat and extract, and it is doubtful whether the hay of this variety

this clover to

(protein) than either of the others.

worth more for food than that of either of the others.
Alsike clover is especially recommended for soils which are
is

rather too moist for the

common

red variety.
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follows

it

that the sulphate is to be preferred to the muriate of potash,

can be obtained at the same price. This, however, has
not thus far been the case. At prevailing prices, the muriif it

ate

would seem

likely to be the

4.

more

profitably employed.

3ime(s for Seed.

The three species of Japanese millet rei)orted in previous years have been again cultivated for seed. The product
has been at the following rates per acre barn-yard millet
:

(^Panicum C7nis-gaUi), straw, 6,554 pounds, seed, 57 bushJapanese panicle millet (^Panicum miliaceum^ straw,

els;

,

5,514 pounds, seed, 26 bushels;

common Japanese

millet

(Panicum itah'cum), straw, 5,017 pounds, seed, 53.3 bushels.
The weights per bushel of the seed are respectively 35,

Owing

to unfavorable weather, a large

amount of the seed of the

l)arn-yard millet wasted in the

54 and 42 pounds.
field,

hence the yield appears smaller than

5.

(a)

it

actually Avas.

Millets for Fodder.

First Experiment.

— Our three species of Japanese

" barn-yard," the " panicle " and the " common," have been carefully compared with each other and
with Hungarian grass as fodder crops upon a somewhat extensive scale.
Nearly one-half an acre of the barn-yard
variety and one-third of an acre each of the others were
sown. The soil was a rather heavy loam, w^hicli for several
years has been manured only with fertilizers.
On a part of
each plat the fertilizers applied were bone meal, lime and
double sulphate of potash and magnesia on the balance of
each, nitrate of soda, Thomas phosphatic slag and the doulile
sulphate were applied. To Dr. Goessmann is left the discussion of the results of the two systems of manuring, as
they were planned by him. We have here to do only with
the comparison of the varieties under trial.
Suffice it to say
that the fertilizers were applied in only moderate amounts,
and that they were spread after ploughing, and harrowed in.
All varieties were sown on June 2, the seed covered with
Breed's weeder and the land then rolled.
millets, viz., the

;

.

1897.]
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shows the amount of seed sown, the
For convenience of comparison, the yield of the "barn-yard" variety
is given for the same area as the others
tuble

date of cutting and the yield of well-cured hay.

;

Varieties of Millet

VARIETY.

(

—

One-third Acre Each)

34
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sorghum
recommended
saccaline, iris, beggar weed and
cystisus, all sent in for trial as fodder crops
Ankee grass
and 2 varieties of sugar beets. Many of these require no
especial notice, while most of the others can be sufficiently
ing crops

;

7 varieties

of oats

for fodder,

—

;

several varieties of

;

discussed in a few words.

The grasses include a considerable number of

species,

received through the kindness of Professor Fletcher of the

Ontario Agricultural College, which are as yet entirely un-

known

Several amono; them are

to the o^eneral cultivator.

indigenous to America, and appear to possess qualities which
fit

them

in

an especial degree for our

soil,

climate and con-

and must make them of great value in our agricultThe seeds of all these grasses were sown last spring,

ditions,

ure.

and

it

therefore follows that they have not yet had a trial

sufficiently

long to warrant definite conclusions.

Among

those species, however, which, so far as can be judged from

one season's growth, appear to be expressly promising, are
the following

Bronms

:

schradeii,

Bromus

ciliatus, Agi'O-

and Avena Jiavescens vera. Seven indigenous
species from seed collected in Amherst and vicinity are
under trial, and two species were sent for trial by the
United States Department of Agriculture. One of these,
Eragrostis JSTeiv Mexicana, appears promising
the other,
Elensine JEgyptiaca, gave one good cutting, but failed to

j)//)'iwi teneruvi.

;

start thereafter.
it

If an annual, as this behavior indicates,

can hardly prove important.
77^6 Millets.

— Among

the 22 varieties included in this

are most of those cultivated as fodder crops, besides a
few others which were of especial interest. In this trial all
varieties were allowed to ripen seed.
As it was, however,

trial

found impossible to prevent the birds from taking some
of the seed,
small,

—

—a

it is

serious matter,

where the quantities are

not deemed important to publish the figures

showing yields.
It has been decided,

two years in
and for seed, that
there is no appreciable difference between the varieties sold by
various seedsmen under the following names: White French^
This variety, as well
Chinese, broom corn and California.
after the experience of

cultivating these varieties both for fodder

;
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French and nog millets, are all appasame species as the Japanese panicle millet,
viz., Panicum miliaceimiy and are all much inferior to the
Japanese in productive capacity, and inferior, I believe,
also, to Hungarian grass.
as the French, red

rently of the

Leguminoufi Fodder and

Most of the

(jfreen

Manuring Crops.

coming
have been named, described and commented
upon in previous reports, and require no further mention at
this time.
Of a few it is necessary to speak briefly.
under

species and varieties, 26 in mmiber,

this class,

Flat Pea (^Lathyrus sylvestris).

1.

— Of

the crops

all

which have been urged upon the attention of the American
farming public in recent years, few have been so highly
praised as this.
I am compelled to conclude, after three
years' trial, and in view also of the experience of others,
that it is not a cro}) which can prove valuable among us.

The

princii)al })oints against it are the following

:

—

The seed germinates with extreme slowness and un(«)
certainty, making this a difficult and expensive crop to start.
It would hardly be })ossible to stock a field with it, except
by starting the plants in a bed and then transplanting to the
field.

The

{h)

are not perfectly hardy under average

])lants

conditions.

The

(c)

[)lants in

such a manner as to

The forage

(cZ)

ment

is

growing sprawl over the ground

make

not relished by cattle.

is

This state-

based largely upon distinguished German authority.*

In conclusion, I
to have

may

state that this crop does not

made any important
Germany.

^^

Sweet

appear

place for itself in the land of

its origin,

2.

in

this a difficult cro]) to cut.

Clover" {Melilotus alba).

— Two

plats

in

Field B, each of one-tenth of an acre, were sown with this

was thought possible that it might prove useful
These plats are desigfor the silo or for green manuring.
nated by numbers 10 and 11. Both received ground and
steamed bone meal at the rate of 600 pounds per acre
clover, as

it

* Dr.

Max

Maercker and Dr. Julius Kuelin.

;
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Plat 10, muriate of potash

;

— Xo.

and Plat

37

38.

11, high-grade sul-

jihate of potash, in l)oth cases at the rate of

200 j^ounds per

The seed was sown at the rate of 3 pounds per phit.
The plants were l)adly thrown out of the ground during the
The growth, however,
winter, but most of them survived.
was poor, and both were cut June 19, yielding: Plat 11,
acre.

200 pounds

;

Plat 12, 285 pounds, green weight.

was noticed that isolated plants or clumps of plants
while growing had a nuich deeper shade of green, and were
It

in

many

instances three times the average height of the

Examination revealed the fact that
in every instance the roots of these plants were thickly set
with the nodules characteristic of the Leguminosa}, while
such nodules were either entirely or almost entirely a])sent
from the roots of the feebler .plants, which class included
other plants in the

:i

field.

large majority of those in the plats.

It is believed that

wide variation in the difterThese nodules are due to the development

this difference accounts for the

ent plants.

upon the roots of specific bacteria (microscopic fungi).
These bacteria must develop, like other plants, from seed
and this seed, when the culture of a new crop of this class
is first begun in a given locality, is not present as a rule in
such quantity as to insure a full development of the nodules.
Such as do develop must come from spores which adhere to
the seed of the

new

crop.

In the case of a second or later

crop the spores are more abundant, for, as
with weed seeds, the few developed the

is

often the case

first

year, remain-

ing in the soil with the roots of the crop,
vitalit}^

retain their

and accordingly the crop does better when grown

a second or third time than at first, because the

more abun-

dant spores cause a more abundant development of root
nodules upon which the assimilation of free atmospheric
nitrogen depends.
In this case sweet clover had never been
these plats before
in

the

soil,

;

grown upon

hence, as there were probably no spores

and nodules could come only from the few

spores which happened to adhere to the seed sown, there

were in the aggregate but few and the crop did poorly.
plats have been sown again with the same crop, in the
expectation that in the second year of its culture it will do

The
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The probability that this will be the case should
never be lost sight of when new leguminous crops are under

better.

trial.

—

Horse Bean ( Vicia faba).
This crop, so highly
prized by Professor Robertson of Ontario, has been given a
rather more extensive trial than most of the crops in this
class during each of the last two years.
It does not com3.

mend

TJie

my judgment

which it is
which often seriously injures it it sets com])aratively little seed, most of
the blossoms blighting and in yield it does not equal other
leguminous crops which are more easily cultivated.
Field Peas.
4.
During the past season we have tried
three new varieties of held peas from Canada, all of which
appear to be excellent sorts for field culture with oats or
barley as fodder crops.
There does not appear to be a very
wide difference l^etween the three in productive capacity.
All were remarkably free from mildew. The tal)le below
itself to

recommended.

as a fodder crop, for

It is subject to a blight,

;

;

—

gives

all

information necessary for a comparative estimate

of these varieties

:

—

Field Peas {2 Roivs,

Each 70 Feet Long)
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It is noticeable that the first variety is considerably richer

in protein than the others

;

but, as the yield is so

much

would seem to l)e preferable as
They not only yield more heavily, but the

smaller, either of the latter

fodder crops.

fodder contains a considerably

larger

percentage of

dry-

matter, which gives them greater food value.
It might be
thought that the Canada Beauty and Prussian Blue must have

been more mature than the others, but this

The

is

not believed

was to harvest each in the
same stage of maturity. Moreover, all were planted on the
same date, May 2, and the}^ were harvested as follows EngCanada Beauty, July 14; and Prussian
lish Gray, July 11

to

have been the case.

effort

:

;

Blue, July
Oats.

2.

— Five

varieties of

common

oals

were tried upon a

small scale, chiefiy with a view to determining whether a
variety could be found capable, under our peculiar climatic

and

soil conditions,

of resisting rust.

The attempt was

a

failure so far as this particular object is concerned, as all

varieties rusted,

and apparently to practically the same ex-

The crop, however, was a fairly good one. The area
occupied by each variety was 7 by 85 feet (one seventythird of an acre).
The yield is shown below —

tent.

:

Varieiies of Oats

(One Seventy-third Acre Each).

Siberian,
Lincoln,

Black Beauty,

New

Illinois,

White Poland,

A

yield of 31 pounds

is

almost exactly at the rate of 70

bushels of 32 pounds each per acre.

Wmfer

Oats.

— Two

varieties of winter oats have

been

tried during the past year.
The seed of one sort was obtained from Dover, Del., of the other from Charlottesville,

Va.

In both of these States winter oats are considerably

cultivated, and, as the

impression there seemed to be that
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it was decided to try them.
We
were also invited by Peter Henderson & Co. to make such a
One plat of one-tenth of an acre in rather heavy but
trial.
well-drained loam and another of about three-eighths of
an acre in medium loam were selected for the experiment.
The seed was sown in drills about the last of September,
and the oats had made a good start before cold weather.

these oats are quite hardy,

Hot a sin.rjle plant survived tJte winter in either plat.
Several varieties of reputed fodder
SorgJmm Varieties.

—

plants bekinging to the genus SorgJmni have been under trial
in a small

way during each of

the last few j^ears, usually at

the suggestion of the United States Department of Agricult-

by some of the

ure.

It is believed

ment

that plants of this class, having greater capacity to

resist

drought than

plants

;

and

this

many

opinion

officers

of this depart-

others, will prove valuable fodder

is

seemingl}- justified by the results

of trials in some of the western States.

In Kansas, indeed,
very favorable results have been obtained with some of them
Such of these crops as have been tried here
as grain crops.

have always been put in warm, well-drained soil, but they
have in no instance equalled Indian corn as fodder crops.
Those tried this year are the following: "Jerusalem corn,"
" Red Kaffir corn," " White Kaffir corn " and " Millo maize."

" Teosinte," although not a sorghum, can be considered with
them. All of these grow very slowly at first, which increases
None
the cost of culture largely, as compared with corn.
For the various reasons
of them have ripened seed with us.
above stated, I do not regard any of these crops as likely to
prove valuable for Massachusetts farmers.
Seed obtained in 1895 was started in a bed
Saccaline.
in the open air, and in midsummer plants were set in two

—

plats,

one in light sandy

soil.

The

fall,

soil,

plants in the latter

the other in a heavy moist

grew vigorously until late
During the win-

those in the sandy soil but feebl}^

ter about 75 per cent,
killed.

of the plants in both plats were

A similar proportion

of plants temporarily set in a

bed in medium loam died during the winter.
as survived the winter in the moist soil

I

Such plants
a very early

were entirely destroyed by later
judge that the plant is far from being sufficiently

start in the spring, but
frosts.

made
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hardy for our climate. Moreover, it is not inue]i relished
by stock unless cut very younii'.
Furl her, it should l)e
remembered, by any one trying* it in a locality where it
thrives, that it spreads rapidly by means of underground
stems, and that it is extremely difficult to eradicate when
once it has gained possession of the ground.
Iris pahularia.
Seeds were sent for trial by J. M. Thorburn & Co. of New York in 1895, the statement being made
that it might prove valual)le as a fodder crop.
Germination
was slow, the plants grew but feebly and during last winter

—

all w^ere killed.

Ot/stisus jD'oIiferus albus.

— Seeds were received

of this plant as a fodder crop in the spring of 1895.
nation was imperfect, the plants did not

for trial

Germi-

make much growth

and all died during last winter.
Florida Beggar Weed {Desmodium tortuosum).
Seeds
sent for trial as a possibly valuable fodder crop were sown
May 4. The plants grew to l)e about 3 feet tall, with numerous branches and leaves, which are eaten by stock. The
main stem is hard and woody. The amount of fodder produced does not equal that produced by the soya bean in the
same time. The plants did not reach the blossoming; stao;e
and were killed to the ground by the first frost. I judge
that it will have no value here as a fodder plant.
Two varieties, "small"
Slurry (SperguJa arvensis).
and " giant," were under trial on a small scale. Neither
produced fodder enough to make it of value.
Ankee Grass (^Panicum crus-galli)
Seed of a variety of
this species (the same as that to which our Japanese barnyard millet belongs) was received from the United States
Department of Agriculture, with the request that w^e submit
it to trial.
It was stated that it had been collected by C. R.
Orcutt, and that the seed was used as food by the Indians
of South California and Arizona. The seed was sown May
The plants grew
4, and the crop was given careful culture.
about 5 feet tall, the stems were coarse, harsh and woody,
brown in color, quite leafy. Panicles open like those of the
common weed (barn-yard grass), but without awns, large.
Seeds did not ripen. As compared with the Japanese barnyard millet, this variety is not as tall, coarser and more

—

—

.

—
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woody and much

later.

It is decidedly inferior to the
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Japan-

ese variety in every respect as a fodder crop for this locality.

however, considering its origin, that
the Ankee grass will endure drought better than the Japanese barn-yard millet.
Millets under False Names.
The reputation of some of
It is quite probable,

—

our Japanese millets is such that seed has for the last two
years been oflered in some quarters which is not genuine.
AVe have received and tested three such samples, from widely
diflerent sources.
In one of these cases the mistake may
have been inadvertent. The variety was sold as Japanese
it proved to be the Japanese panicle
barn-yard millet
It should he remembered
millet,
a widely different sort.
that we have sent out three Japanese millets^ viz., the ham;

—

yard, -panide and common.
onost valuable as

Tlie first ive consider to he the

a fodder crop.

Sulphate of Iron as a Fertilizee.

A recent

English work on manures and fertilizers* lays

upon the value of sidphate of iron as a fertilizer,
and contains figures giving the results of many apparently

great stress

careful experiments, all tending to

show

that this chemical

often has a considerable influence in increasing crops.

opinions of Mr. Grifliths upon this point, so far as I

The

am

aware, are not shared by most authorities, and I had not
much confidence that experiments here would give results
similar to those he reports.

such questions to the test.

Still, it is our place to put
Accordingly a piece of land

some years has been manured yearl}^ at the rate of
pounds ground bone and 200 pounds muriate of })otash
per acre, and which has produced a variety of crops, including grass, potatoes and clover, was selected for the purpose.
It was divided into four plats, and all received the customary application of bone and potash, applied in September,
1895. These plats contain one-thirtieth of an acre each.
The crop was the medium green soya bean, planted June
13.
Sulphate of iron was applied to two of these plats,
Nos. 1 and 4, on June 24, just as the beans were coming
up, at the rate of 80 pounds per acre.
that for
()00

* Griffiths,

"Farm Manures."
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been claimed by Griffiths that the use of

favors chlorophyll formation, and that

it
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this salt

therefore causes a

perceptibly deeper shade of green in the leaves in the plants
to

which

it is

No

applied.

ing the season.

difference could be detected dur-

The average crop

(cut green for the silo)

where the sulphate of iron was applied was 462i pounds,
the average of the other plats 445 pounds,
a difference of
17^ pounds in favor of the treatment, or at the rate of 525
pounds per acre. I consider this difterence too small to be

—

of

much

significance.

" Bug Death."
This

is a

Company,

preparation sent to us by the Danforth Chemical
Leominster, Mass., as a substitute for Paris green

and as a preventive of blight.
was received late in the season, the "bugs" being full
grown when we were able to use it the first time. It kills
them, but not as quickly as Paris green and as, in showery
weather particularly, rapidity of action is desirable, I do
not look upon it as equal in value to that poison for this
and similar purposes. The " Bug Death " had no apparent
as a poison for potato bugs
It

;

effect in

preventing blight.

Atomizer for applying the Bur/ Death.

The Danforth Chemical Company sent with the "Bug
Death" a large atomizer, which they recommended for its
application.

This material and similar dry poisons can be

applied with this atomizer, but

it is entirel}^

unsuited to use

upon a large scale. The hand soon becomes excessively
and painfully weary from the motion required, while the
time occupied is far greater than b}^ other means which are
Avithin the reach of all.

to cover a

row with

It

required twenty-eight minutes

the atomizer, while the same length

of row was covered by the use of Leog-ett's sun

in eioht

minutes.

FUNGIROID.
"Fungiroid," sold by the manufacturers of Leggett's dry
insect

powder gun

as a

means of preventing potato blight,
trial.
Both the " Fungiroid" in

has been given a thorough

combination

witli

Paris green

by the company, and

^

furnished and

recommended
when

in the latter part of the season,
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the bugs had ceased to be troublesome, thejjure ^^Fungiroid"

were employed.

The season was

hot, with frequent showers,

furnishing, therefore, conditions highly favorable to the de-

velopment of parasitic fungi, and extremely unfavorable to
the action of the "Fungiroid." It was, however, reapplied
at frequent intervals, and always after a heavy rain and while
the vines were moist.
The treatment was applied to one row each of the 60
varieties in our variety test.
One row each of 08 of these
varieties, in an adjoining plat, upon similar soil and grown
under precisely similar conditions, w^as left untreated. No
difference whatever could be detected in the extent to which
Fungiroid "
blight affected the treated and untreated vines.
'

'

and Par

ii^

green mixture (prepared) was applied at the rate

of 2 pounds per acre to the vines of the treated plat with
Leggett's gun, and in accordance with directions, on each of
the following dates: July 13, 18,

'I'l

and

24.

Pure "Fun-

giroid" was applied twice, at the rate of 1^ pounds per acre,

and in the same manner, on August 1 and 3. By the latter
date blight had affected all varieties in the plat and to a
The yield from 38 rows
considerable extent in most cases.
treated as described w^as 7,887^ pounds of large and 983
pounds of small potatoes. The 38 rows which were untreated produced 8,407 pounds of large and 9G0 pounds of
small tubers.
The results surely indicate no favorable influence due to the use of " Fungiroid."

Scab of Potatoes.
It

has been thought by some experimenters that, by an

application of sulphur at the time of planting, " scab" of
potatoes, even in infected soil, could be prevented.
ingly, as

we had such an

Accord-

infected soil where a very scabby

was decided to test this point.
The plan of the experiment was as follows one-half the seed
required was treated with corrosive sublimate solution in the
usual way then 240 hills were planted with each kind of
seed (treated and untreated), and in the furrow with onehalf of these hills sulphur at the rate of 300 pounds per acre
was scattered at time of planting. The table below shows
crop was raised last season,

it

:

;

the results

:

—
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Sulphur for Prevention of Scab of Potatoes {120 Hills Each).
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Poultry Experiments.
Poultry experiments were continued during the winter of
1895-96 upon a small scale. Our attention has been confined to
1.

two

points, viz.

Effect

:

—

upon egg-production of the use of condition

powders.

Comparative value for egg-production of dry ground
animal meal and cut fresh bone.
2.

1.

Effect

of Gondilion Powder iqwn Egg-production.

The experiment to test the value of condition powder in
feeding for Q^t^^i was begun February 9 and continued until
April 2^6. We used two lots of fowls, selected with the
utmost care with respect to similar characteristics in the two
lots.
Each lot contained 3 barred Plymouth Rock hens, 8
light Brahma hens, 6 light Brahma pullets and 2 WyandotteThe hens were one and three-quarlight Brahma joullets.
Each lot,
ters years old at the time the experiment began.
consisting of 19 fowls, occupied a detached house having

two compartments (scratching shed and closed roosting and
nest room), res})ectively 8 by 12 and 10 l)y 12 feet in size,
the nest room with two windows. These houses adjoin each
other and both have precisely the same exposure. The two
in the morning they received a
lots were fed as follows
mash which was mixed hot the previous evening; at noon,
and again one hour before sundown, whole grain was scat:

tered in the straw in

tlie

scratching sheds.

Artificial grit,

oyster shells and pure water were kept always before them.

The only

management of the two lots was
powder was mixed in the mash for one lot, in

difierence in the

that condition

accordance with directions furnished with the powder. This
experiment seemed important, in view of the large amount
of money, in the aggregate, which is expended in the purchase of such powders

;

and, notwithstanding the very gen-

eral impression that they are useful, in the absence of

any

proof of the fact. / woidd call especial attention to the
which, though generally tvell known, is often lost sight
fact,
that no one experiment can settle this question in the one
of,
way or the other. The results of this experiment are pubdefinite

—
—
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question, but simply as

evidence bearing upon an important point, to be accepted
only for what it may l)e worth.

The foods used

in this

experiment and in the other deshown below

scribed later, and their composition, are

:

—

Composition of Air-dry Foods used in -Poultry Experiments (Parts
in 100).
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meal, 0.7; soya-bean meal,

number of pounds, 289.5

;

1).7

;

and cut bone,

total cost, $3.39

;

[Jan.
3.

Total

nutritive ratio,

1:4.5.

The

results

and leading

in the table below

:

—

details of the

Condition Powders foi

experiment are shown

;
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bran, 18.5; wheat middlings, 18.5; Chicago ghiten meal,

18.5; ground clover, 18.5; cut bone, 10; total, 283.5
pounds; cost, $3.25; nutritive ratio, 1:4,8.
The other lot received essentially the same foods, except
that in place of the bone it got 9.7 pounds of animal meal
total food, 287 pounds; cost, $3.26; nutritive ratio, 1:4.9.
The leading details and results are shown in the following
table

:

—

Cut Bone

v.

Animal Meal

for Egr/-2)7'oduction.
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REPORT OF THE METEOROLOGIST.
LEONARD METCALF.

During the past year the usual meteorological observations
have been continued, and the results have been compiled with

A special bulletin will be published
with the annual summary of observations for the year 1896,
in January, 1897, giving the mean annual and the maximum
those of previous years.

and minimum records for this station for the past eight years,
i.e., since the equipment of our observatory.
The advisability of making a change in the time and frequency of taking the observations, from tri-daily readings
at 7 A.M., 2 P.M. and 9 r.M., to bi-daily readings at 8 a.m.
and 8 p.m., to conform with the present method of the U, S.
Weather Bureau, was considered but, after discussing the
subject thoroughly with the department at Boston and at
Washington, it was deemed unwise to make the change, and
the observations have therefore been taken three times a day,
;

as heretofore.

After a careful study of the thermometer records of the

tower shelter,

it

was found that the

local conditions of ex-

posure were such as to seriously affect the accuracy of the

temperature readings, and the Draper thermograph, by which

mean daily air temperature at the tower was found, was
removed to the ground shelter, where its readings are checked
and corrected three times a day by a standard mercury thermometer and by the maximum and minimum thermometers
previously kept there. While record is still kept of the maximum and minimum air temperatures in the tower shelter, it
is no longer published.
The wet and dry bull) thermometers
were also removed to the ground shelter, and the wet-bulb
the

reading or "sensible temperature" of the air
lished, as

well as the dry -bulb

reading.

is

now pub-

This "sensible

PUBLIC
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as
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tlie

atmosphere

as the sensible; temperature

is

directly

and hence

dependent upon the relative humidity of the

air,

upon the

of the surface

coolinir effect of the evaporation

moisture.

After a careful com})arison of the rainfall records of the

ground and the tower, obtained in each case hy United States
Weather Bureau rain gauge, it was found that the tower
records were so affected by upward wind currents, due to
the shape of the roof, as to render them of very doubtful
value.
The tower " precipitation " observations have therefore been discontinued.
Some additional records have been kept during the past
Among these are the
year and will be continued this year.
numl)er of days of sleighing and the amount of snow on the
ground at the beginning of each week, the latter being reported to the New England Weather Bureau weekly, Kecord
has also been kept of the accuracy of the forecasts received
daily at this station

;

this record

shows

that, while the

monthly

percentage of correct forecasts has varied from 69 per cent, to

90 per cent, during the year, the mean percentage of accuracy of forecasts has been 78 per cent.

A few new instruments have been added to the station's
equipment two sets of Green maximum and minimum ther:

mometers

mercury thermometers, United States Signal
made by Green and a therm ophone,* with
four resistance temperature coils, made by E. S. Ritchie &
;

six

Service pattern,

;

Sons, the latter instruments being intended for experiments

on

soil

temperatures.

Through the courtesy of Professor Whitney, one of his
assistants, Mr. Thomas H. Means of the Division of Soils,
Department of Agriculture, was sent to Amherst in the midWhitney's apparatus
temperature and moisture. Soil-

dle of July to install a set of Professor
for the determination of soil

temperature electrodes and moisture-resistance plates were
buried in grass land, a short distance from the ground shelter, at five different

to a depth of

two

depths, from the surface of the ground
feet

;

and from that time, the middle of

*The thermophone was recently designed and patented by Messrs. Henry E.
Warren and George C. Whipple.
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July, until the latter part of August,

when

strument l)roke down, daily records of the
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the reading in-

soil

temperature

and moisture were taken. The reading instrument above
referred to was designed by Professor Whitney, and is a form
of Wheatstone's bridge, reading the electrical resistance of
the temperature cell and of the soil

itself,

from which data

the temperature and moisture of the soil are computed.

Early in September the thermophone was received from
Messrs. Ritchie

&

Sons, and

its

temperature-resistance coils

from the Whitney ap})aratus, at depths
of three, twelve, twenty-four and thirty-six inches respectively.
On this have been taken tri-daily soil temperature
observations to the present time, and these records will be
continued throughout the winter, the results being plotted
each month, at its close, for purposes of comparison.
In the spring the thermometer coils will probably ))e taken
up and put down in another place for observations, together
with other instruments, on soil and air temperatures on an
experimental corn plot; as plans have been formulated in cooperation with Doctors Allen, True and Whitney of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, and considerable
work has been done preliminary to undertaking at Amherst
a series of experiments bearing upon soil temperatures and
moistures in their relation to the growth and advancement of
were buried not

crops.

far
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST.
SAMUEL

The number of

T.

MAYNARD.

varieties of fruits tested during the past

season has been greatly increased, and the testing of a large

number of varieties of vegfetable seeds has been added

to the

work.

A

large addition of varieties of apples, Japanese plums,

peaches, cherries and
blackberries has been

the new species of raspberries and
made by purchase of young stock, or

by budding or grafting

into stocks already established.

Spraying.

and garden crops from insects and
fungous pests has formed an important part of the work of
this division, the results of which again emphasize the fact
that orood fruit cannot be g^rown without more or less use of
insecticides and fungicides.
The most approved apparatus
and the new methods of application, as well as the new insecticides and fungicides, are given a very careful trial as

The protection of

fruit

soon after their introduction as possible.

The

most used are Paris green, kerosene emuland pyrethum or insect powder. In the greenhouses lemon oil has proved the most valuable substance for
keeping down scale and mealy bugs.
The fungicides most used are cop[)er sulphate solutions,
Bordeaux mixture and ammoniacal carbonate of copper.
insecticides

sion, hellebore

Dry Bordeaux

^Mixture.

Daring the winter and spring many

incjuiries as to the

value of the dry Bordeaux mixture and methods of manufact-

ure were received, and several parties began

and put

it

on the market.

Many

its

manufacture

samples were sent us for
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far as can

results of the tests
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trial,

the results

have not been satisfactory, for the following reasons
that the material

that

it is

is

not in sufficiently fine condition

make

impossible to

it

As

were carefully noted.

be determined from one season's

first,

:

second,

;

adhere for any considerable

time to the foliage or other parts of the plants even when
applied to a wet surface

much of it
vestigation, we have
materia],

following

its

third, that there is a great

;

falling to the

ground.

waste of

After careful in-

not noticed any marked beneficial result

For the above reasons, the dry Bordeaux

use.

mixture does not appear to

l)e

as efficient as that in a liquid

form.

Steam Spraying Outfit.

One

of the greatest obstacles to the use of insect and fungi

destroyers has been the difficulty of obtaining

power

cient

pumps

thoroughly, as fast as an ordinary team would

among

trees or garden crops

spraying

outfit has

work.

son's

of

to enable the application of liquids to be

As

;

and a careful

suffi-

made

move along

trial

of a steam

been one of the features of the past sea-

the result of repeated

ranted in the assertion that,

trial,

when run with

we

feel

war-

care and skill,

very satisfactory work can be done better and more cheaply
than when done by hand or by the gear machines. It is of
course understood that the manipulator must be thoroughly

acquainted with the construction of the engine and pump,

and be

The

skilful in

keeping

all

parts in perfect working order.

cost of such s})raying outfits, of which several are

and ranging

offered in the market,

$400,

is

grower

;

much

against

its

in

now

price from $200 to

use by the small farmer or fruit

but in almost every village or town the work of

spraying for a large number of individuals by the single

owner of an

outfit

could be done at a less cost than

if

each

person were to equip himself with small and imperfectly working pumps.

than

if

This would

the outfit were

pr()l)al)ly

owned by

a

be found more satistactory
number of individuals. A

steam engine suitable for this work, and

fitted

wheel, so that the power could be utilized,

when not needed

with a

fly

wood, corn fodder or ensilage, grinding grain, pumping water for stock or irrigation, would be a
for spraying, for cutting

source of profit in

many

directions.

:
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Seed Testing.
Complaints having been frequently received affecting the
germinating qualities of seeds and vegetal)les and their purity,
coupled with requests for examination and testing of the same,
an extended investigation was undertaken of seeds of stand-

ard varieties from prominent dealers in different sections of

In

the country.

all,

367 different packages of seeds were

tested, each variety involving four distinct tests.

These were

obtained from seven of the leading seed dealers, as follows

4 from Massachusetts, 1 from 'New York City, 1 from PhilaThe number of
delphia, Pa., and 1 from Detroit, Mich.

was: beets, 4 (28 packages);* cabbage, 5

varieties tested

cauliflower, 3 (21 packages)
celery, 5 (30
(35 packages)
cucumbers, 4 (28 packages)
lettuce, 7 (27
packages)
onions, 5 (30 packmelons, 5 (23 packages)
packages)
;

;

;

;

;

;

parsnips, 9 (18 packages)

peas, 4 (28 packages)
spinach, 8 (19 packages)
(24 packages)
tomatoes, 4 (28 packages).
squashes, 4 (28 packages)
These seeds were first tested for their germinating quali-

ages)

;

radishes,

6

;

;

;

;

;

ties

by two

different

methods under

noted when planted in the

field,

These were also
and careful observations
glass.

made and recorded from time to time as to vio:or of growth.
At the end of the season the characteristics of foliage and
products were carefully determined, and the crop of each

Each kind of vegetable was planted

strain weighed.

best suited to

its

in soil

growth, and the seeds from each dealer

given the same treatment in every way.

HesuUs.

AYe are glad to report that with one or two exceptions the
(germinating qualities) of the seeds was very satis-

vitality

factory, about the

same per

kind from
and the products were gen-

cent, of seeds of each

the different dealers germinating,

and markings. The varieties sold
by the different dealers under the same name generally proved
to possess the same characteristics.

erally uniform in outline

*

The same

varieties,

from

7 different dealers.
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With
is

hoped

may

work the past season

it

anotlier year that, in addition to similar tests, seeds

be collected from the stock kept on sale in country

stores,

and

the experience gained in this

[Jan.

much of which

is

possiI)ly in localities

cannot be avoided.

produced by growers of little skill,
where mixing by cross-fertilization

This will entail a large amount of work,

a considerable addition to the area of land occupied and

much

greater expense.

The complete
in tabulated

results of the season's test will be presented

form

in a later bulletin.
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REPORT OP THE BOTANISTS.
GEORGE

TliP

work of

this

STONE,

E.

RALPH

E.

SMITH.

tkpartment has followed the plan outMuch of our attention dur-

lined in the last annual report.

ing the past year has been devoted to the study of the
gall-forming nematode

worms

aftecting

cucumbers and

to-

matoes grown under glass, in the hope of finding some
Professor Smith has
eftectual method of combating them.
devoted considerable attention to the study of their life his-

The

tory.

results of the investigations,

when completed,

will be published in a bulletin.

Most of the correspondence of the department has had
reference to plant diseases, although during the summer
many inquiries have been received regarding weeds. For
the purpose of facilitating their study, we have collected
during the past summer about two hundred and fifty species
for the herbarium, including several species

which have been

recently introduced in grass and other kinds of seed.

The

department takes this opportunity of soliciting correspondence on this subject, as

it is

desirous of obtaining information

in regard to the introduction

other plants which

may

and distribution of weeds and

possibly become troublesome.

The Nature of Plant

'

Diseases.

Before passing on to a consideration of some of the plant
diseases which have occupied our attention during the past

year,

it

will be well to

pay some attention

plant diseases in general.

The

to the nature of

diseases with which botanists

have to deal can be divided into two classes, namely

:

first,

those which are caused by parasitic fungi, bacteria and simi-

and second, those brought about by purely
physiological disorders, which have their origin in some ab-

lar

organisms

;
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normal condition of the plant, due to improper care and surWhile the distinction between the two classes

roundings.

many

of disorders can in
cases

it is

indeed

cases be readily discerned, in other

difficult to

discriminate between them, as

physiological disorders of the plant so frequently produce
just the conditions

opment of

which are most favorable for the develand bacteria. Thus the original

parasitic fungi

cause of the trouble

Bearing in mind

mend
is

liable to

is

this fact, it

be entirely lost sight

must be

of.

clear that to recom-

fungicides for the treatment of physiological diseases

about as absurd as

it

person for consumption

would be for a physician to treat a
who was suffering from malaria or

and simply required a change in his food or the
The only logical method
of treatment under such circumstances is to restore the normal and proper conditions.
On the other hand, parasitic
fungi which cause serious disorders in our cultivated plants
are also found on plants which would i)ass for (j[uite normal
and healthy ones. In fact, prol)a])ly no plant is entirely exempt from parasites and here we are brought face to face
indigestion,

conditions which surrounded him.

;

with the question,

What constitutes

a plant disease

?

It

may

be defined as a disorder caused by any failing in or diversion
of the normal physiological actions of the plant.

we

include as plant diseases the effects of

Practically,

of those forms

all

of parasitic fungi which occur on plants, although
ful

it is

doubt-

whether many of them really cause any perceptible harm

to their hosts.

Of the two
cal,

classes of diseases, the parasitic

and physiologi-

those of the latter are more likely to be prevalent in

greenhouse plants, inasmuch as the conditions to which the
latter are subjected are very artificial, and cannot coincide
very closely with those of their normal habitat. The physiological disorders, moreover, are much less likely to be discerned, and,

when found,

are

more

difficult to

contend with

than parasitic attacks, for they are more complicated in their
In all our
nature, as w^ell as less thoroughly understood.
dealings with the plant
a plastic organism,

we

uuist bear in

mind

it

is

capable of responding, within certain

which act as
These external stimuli are principally to be found

limits, to a great variety of external factors

stimuli.

that
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soil conditions.

It is

therefore the proper application of these factors which the

grower has to take into consideration, and his sucgrowing will depend largely upon his skill in
dealing with them.
The minute details connected with the
application of light, heat and moisture, the judicious use of
fertilizers and the bringing of the soil into proper mechanical condition, are matters which are now commencing to receive some of the attention which they deserve.

practical

cess in plant

Diseases entirely or partially due to Parasitic Organisms.

A

Bacterial Disease of the Strawberry (^Micrococcus sp. ?).

During a hot sultry period which occurred in the month of
May, 1895, some diseased strawberry plants of the varieties
known as the Sharpless and the Belmont were sent to the
botanical department from Fitchburg, Mass., for the purpose

of determining the nature of the disease and the remedies for
the same.

The

in the tield

A

showed by their darkhad been killed outright

freshly gathered plants

colored, shrivelled leaves that they

by some unknown

cause.

careful microscopic examination of the plant

proved that

there was nothing of an insect or fungous nature to which the

trouble could be attributed

;

but by making more careful ob-

servations of the cell contents of the roots and leaf petioles,

numerous bacteria (micrococci) were found, which

at least in-

dicated a possible cause of the disease.

At about
the disease

the same time these specimens were received,

made

its

appearance on

many

of the strawberry

plants in the college plats, resulting fatally to the plants in

numerous instances, besides leaving others in a dilapidated
condition. The variety which suffered the most in the college
plats was the Marshall.
In order to ascertain whether the two diseases were identical, and whether the bacteria were the specific cause of the
disorder, the organisms were isolated, and a number of pure

made in the ordinary sterilized nutrient gelatine.
medium the bacteria developed quite readily, ]iroduc-

cultures

In this

ing a white, liocculent mass at the bottom of the

tul)e.

Its
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proved it to be of an anferobic *
nature.
From time to time the organism was transferred to
fresh gelatine and during the next fall three varieties of straw-

manner of growth

in gelatine

;

berry plants, including the Marshall, Belmont and Sharpless,

were transplanted to the greenhouse. After the new plants,
which were not especially robust, had made some growth,
they were placed in a warm, humid atmosphere, and the
roots of a number of plants of each variety were inoculated
with the pure cultures of bacteria from the gelatine tubes. As
a result of the inoculation, the plants after a few days showed
the eftects of the disease, some, however, more than others;
but in

all

cases the disease

was somewhat milder than

An

plants originally aflected.

in the

examination of the aflected

showed the same bacterium, and cultures
made from the petioles and roots gave the same characterOther strawberry plants were again inistic micrococci.
parts of the plant

oculated with the

new

with corresponding

isolated forms,

results.

No

further experiments in this direction were considered

necessary, inasmuch as the effects of the T)acteria upon the
plants had l)een ascertained.

I will

state here,

however,

that I had never seen the disease previous to this, neither

have I been able to detect

it

since.

I consider

those sporadic afflictions with which any plant

is

it

one of

likely to

be troubled, provided just the right conditions are at hand.

In this instance the conditions of the weather and that of the
plant were especially favorable for such an attack.

All of

the plants under examination were young, and had not been

transplanted a great while

;

and, furthermore, they had

all

the appearances of plants which had not become firmly established in the soil.

mon form

The organism

is,

not unlikely, a com-

of micrococcus which under peculiar conditions

is

Inasmuch as the primary cause
liable to cause some injury.
of the disease has its origin in a weakened condition of the
plant, and inasmuch as there is every reason to believe that
the organism gains its entrance through the root, any attem[)t
The only practical
to apply fungicides would be useless.
difiiculty
of this kind, should it
method of dealing w^ith a
occasionally make its appearance, is to take more pains in
* Not requiring free oxygen.

J
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securing a rugged stock and to keep a more watchful care

over the plants during their

critical

period of transplanting,

thus rendering them less susceptible.

A
My

Stem Hot of

attention was

first

Uie Cultivated Aster.

called to this disease during the fall

florist, Mr. L. W. Goodell of
Pansy Park, who raises a large variety of asters for seed.
The specimens obtained from Mr. Goodell were gathered
rather late in the fall, when the disease was far advanced,
being characterized at this stage of its development by a
general blackened and shrivelled condition of the whole

of 1895, while visiting the

plant.

Closer observation of the specimen, however, lo-

cated the point of attack on the stem, close to the root,'

where the epidermal tissues which surrounded the abnormally hardened wood were more or less disintegrated.
A microscopic examination of the tissues of the aflfected
parts showed a variety of organisms, such as bacteria (micrococci), nematode worms, and such mould-like fungi as
Alternaria, Macrosporium and Physarium.
Some of these
organisms alone might give rise to the disease, but it is
more probable that most of them were merely accompanying
factors of the diseased conditions to which the plants were
subjected.

The

bacteria

and nematode worms were by

far the

most

abundant, the bacteria especially being widely distributed

through the tissues, on that part of the stem adjacent to the
roots.
Owing to the fact that all of the material at our dis-

was in too advanced a stage, it was impossible to arrive
any definite conclusion in regard to the cause of the disease.
Since examining the specimen obtained from ]Mr.
l)osal

at

Goodell we have heard of the disease as occurring in other
Among them may be mentioned Mr. Joseph Ammer

places.

of Springfield,

Dear

who

— In

writes us as follows

:

—

September 21, I am
you a specimen of the aster plants,
because they are all past. The plants appeared to be in a good
and vigorous condition up to the time of setting flower beds, when
they began to wilt very rapidl3% and in a little more than a week a
whole bed of seventy-tlve or one hundred plants was nearly if not
Sir:

reply to your favor of

sorry to say that I cannot send
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On closer examination I
found that the stock right at the surface of the soil for about an
incli api)eared soft and pulpy and could be scraped away to the
hard lieart, which in most cases Avas black and dead. I could not

quite gone, save perhaps eight or teu.

account for

it

in

any way, unless

it

was some fungous

disease.

There are many others around here who are troubled the same
way; some called it lice ou the roots, others "aster blight," and
go at that. The varieties most affected were "Queen of the
Market," "Victoria" and the "Comet," while the new "Giant
White Comet" was entirely free from it, although separated from

let it

by a four-foot path.
you can suggest any treatment, I should be glad to try it another year, for I dislike to be obliged to give up growing asters,
but will have to unless some remedy can be found for the trouble.*
the worst bed only
If

The

disease

is

one that

pecially in the field

recjuires further investigation, es-

near greenhouses where the asters are

first stages can be more closely
The cause of the disease is not unlikely due to
some improper method of cultivation at all events, it is not
desirable to recommend any method of treatment until more
In one instance, when the plants w^ere
is known about it.
l)adly afiected in 1895, they were raised in a new field the

grown,

in order that the

observed.

;

following season, with the same disastrous results.

In this connection we wish to state that Professor Smith
in a small bed last summer quite

observed some aster plants

similarly aftected, but in this instance the death of the plants

was undoubtedly caused by a small grub which devoured the
roots.

" Leaf Spot" of Decorative Plants.

We

use here the term " decorative " in a special and lim-

ited sense, as

it

is

ordinarily used

by

florists,

meaning

to

include such plants as palms, Dracaenas, Ficuses, etc., which
are used mostly or entirely for the ornamental eftect of the

plant as a whole, and this on account of the leaves.

Speci-

mens of such plants may be found in almost any florist's
"
establishment, the leaves of which are more or less " spotted
that is, certain portions of the leaf are dead and Avithered,
;

* "We attempted to obtain specimens of diseased plants from the Springfield growbut unfortunatelj' it was so late in the season when the disease was reported

ers,

from

this locality that

stroyed.

we were unable

to

do

so, as the affected plants

had been de-
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and contrast prominently with the surrounding green tissues.
Sometimes all the leaves on the plant are aflected again,
only a few show any spotting. Sometimes almost the entire
leaf is dead in other cases, onl}^ a small spot. Such plants,
;

;

if at

all

seriously affected, are of course almost valueless

for decorative purposes,

beauty

an

and even in

greatly impaired

is

;

less serious cases their
it is well worth
and prevent their
we must first know the

consequently

effort to get rid of sucli disfigurations,

reappearance.

In order to do

this,

cause or causes of the difficulty.

Any

They

are extremely vari-

weakening of the vitality of the plant
in any way may produce the effect indicated by the wellknown expression "leaf spot." It may be nothing more
than a simple burn, produced by the sun's rays concentrated
in passing through the glass roof and drops of water on the
leaves, or, as frequently happens, by contact of the leaves
The attacks of insects also somewith the heating pipes.
times have quite a similar effect. But the trouble is not alVarious other agencies conspire to
ways so obvious.
produce the effect which we are considering.
ous.

It

may

injury, or

be stated, as a general principle, that the healthy

and rapidly growing plant
disease.

is

Exceptions to this

the least likely to

may

fall

a prey to

be found in the case of un-

usually vigorous outbreaks of the most destructive diseases,

Let the plant be-

but in the long run the rule holds good.

come weak and
ishment, too

sickl}'

much

from improper and

or too

little

insufficient nour-

heat, light, water, etc., poor

any other disturbance of its norto disease becomes largely
increased. At such a time the weakening of the plant's vitality may proceed so far as to cause a gradual dying away of
the leaves and thus produce spotting, or it may, and always
does, favor the attacks of parasitic vegetable organisms, most
of which belong to the class called the fungi. Such attacks, together with those of bacteria and other vegetable organisms
of low rank, are alone properly considered as plant diseases.
The fungi are true plants, but of low order and microscopic
in size.
Some of them are strictly parasites, i.e., they can
live only upon the tissues of other organisms.
Others, like

ventilation or drainage, or

mal functions, and

its liability

the toad-stools, are strictly saprophytes,

i.e.,

they live only
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These are entirely

while ordinarily sapro-

may

attack plants in a

weak and unhealthy condition. A sickly or injured plant
may be attacked by a variety of such forms, together with
true parasites, bacteria, insects and other organisms both of
the animal and vegetable kingdoms,

making

it

impossible to

say which was the original cause of the trouble,

if,

indeed,

any one of them could be strictly considered as such.
A leaf spot produced by fungi is a place on the leaf where
a fungous plant has become established and consumed the

The spot becomes larger as the fungus
new tissue. Fungi reproduce themselves by

substance.

vital

grows out into

These

sjwres, corresponding to the seeds of higher plants.

spores are of course extremely minute, and are produced in
infinite
float

numbers.

They

are smaller than the finest dust, and

about in the air with the greatest readiness.

In the treatment of fungous diseases only one course of
This is pi'eveiUion. A leaf once

action can be successful.

infested with a fungus can never be restored to its

condition, for not only

is

the fungus within

its

normal
and

tissues

out of reach of any treatment, but, furthermore, certain parts
of the leaf are already dead, and can never be restored.

One

method of preventing such diseases is by killing the spores
before they can germinate.
The now common operation of
spraying consists in applying to plants affected or liable to

be affected by disease certain substances dihited with water
to a strength sufficient to destroy the fungous spores but not

This solution is applied in the form of a
by means of a pump and nozzle. The application
method is now well established in the treatment of

injure the leaves.
fine spray,

of this

most of our destructive plant diseases, especially those affecting fruits and vegetables.
The most effective substance thus
far discovered for spraying purposes is the so-called Bor-

deaux mixture,

— a sort of blue

whitewash, made by com-

bining lime with copper sulphate (blue stone, blue vitriol).

Many
success

other substances have been tried, some with great
;

but the Bordeaux mixture

factory for general purposes, for
to the leaves

it

and does not injure the

is

still

the most satis-

kills the spores, sticks

plant.
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if

the Bordeaux

use would involve

Imagine a fine palm or Ficus covIt would certainly be more
disfigured than by any disease.
We have, however, other
fungicides which have given very satisfactory results in the
treatment of plant diseases, and which, being clear solutions,
leave no stain on the plant.
Among these the so-called
ammoniacal copper carbonate solution is one of the best.
It is prepared by dissolving one ounce copper carbonate in
strong ammonia (26°), of which about one pint will be required.
The copper carbonate should l)e put into a wooden
pail with sufiicient water to make a thick paste, and the

a serious disadvantage.

ered with blue whitewash

!

ammonia then added.

resultino; solution is

The

then diluted

with about nine gallons of water.
But, aside from any method of spraying,
for the eradication of spot diseases

ing

all afiected leaves,

and thoroughly,
is

etc.

by removing and destroy-

This must be done promptly

in order to be effectual.

seen to be spotted,

it

much can be done

As soon

as a leaf

should be removed and burned.

This will certainly lessen the extent of the disease, and will
in

many

cases entirely eradicate

it,

if

the plant be kept in

good growing condition. We would recommend, however,
that all plants which have been or are liable to be attacked

by such

diseases should be sprayed with the above-described

solution, the frequency of the operation varying with cir-

A

cumstances.

plant which has been diseased should be

sprayed three or four times, at intervals of about two weeks.

no further indications of the disease appear, spraying
discontinued altogether, or the whole house may be
thoroughly wet down with the solution every month or two,
as a general precaution.
(If the house contains any particuIf then

may be

larly delicate or valuable plants,

it

may

be well to try the

on a small scale on them before applying it generally.
We have experimented with quite a variety of common greenhouse plants, and have experienced no harmful
solution

results.

The

solution should be diluted to the full extent

recommended.)

Spraying apparatus can be obtained of any

dealer in agricultural implements.

But, after

all,

the perfection of spraying methods, however
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successful, is not the ne plus ultra of the science of

growing
most exceedingly valuable results of the work done by experiment
station workers and others in this direction.
There can be
not the slightest doubt that millions of dollars' worth of fruit
and vegetables have been and will continue to be saved from
destruction by this means.
But the fact remains that success
in growing plants, as in every other direction of human
industry, comes not from the observance of any laid down
rules and formulas, but rather is the reward of long experience, close application and intelligent skill.
The triumph

We

plants.

would not in the

least disparage the

of the gardener's art
a natural, normal

owes

its

is the plant brought to perfection in
and healthy manner, and not that which

existence to skill in doctoring.

We will

now briefly describe a few leaf-spot diseases which
have come to our notice and which have received little or no
The treatment which we have recommended
public mention.
will apply of course to these

A

Leaf Spot on Ficus

and any other similar diseases.

elaslica

(^India

(Lcptostroinella elastica. Ell.

The rubber

plant,

which

is

Rubber Plant).

and Ev.).

used quite extensively for

ornamental purposes, on account of

its

leaves, is

not often attacked by disease.

and also

in other places in this State

large,

dark-green

In our

own houses

we

have, however,

recently found plants affected by a serious spotting of the
leaves.
leaf's

The

first

indication of the disease

is

seen in the

turning in small spots or streaks, which rapidly in-

crease in extent, changing from yellow to a brownish color

and

an ashy gray, when the affected portion

finally to

quite dead.

At

this stage the spots

may include

tion of the leaf or only a small part of

more than one on a
dead portion

is

leaf,

is

a large por-

There

is

often

but never a large number.

The

it.

sharply distinct from the living, and banded

Upon

little

black

dots appear, which are cavities containing the spores.

The

by a narrow

lilack

margin.

its

surface

spots keep increasing in extent, until the leaf finally loses

and falls from the plant. No plant more than
shows the effect of such a disease as this, since its
handsome, dark-green leaves are its only ornamental feature.
its vitality

ficus

Figure
I.

II.

III.

Leaf of Ficus Elastica with spots caused by Leptostromella Elastica.

Surface cf dead area enlarged, showing spore bearing cavities

Cross section of dead area with spore cavity at

running annong the cells of the
IV.

1.

A spore

X

1300.

leaf,

a

and filaments

b,

Figure 2.
I.

II.

111.

Leaf of Phornix Canariensis attacked by Graphiola Phornicis.

Spore bearing conceptacle enlarged.
Section of a conceptacle

full

of spore,

and portion of the

leaf.

1897.]
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This disease was
Scribncr, in
scientifically

first brought to notice by Prof. F. li.
"Orchard and Garden," January, 1891, and
described at about the same time by Mr. J. B.

from specimens sent by Professor Scribner. We find
no mention of it since that time, which seems to indicate
that it is not generally prevalent.
Should it become so, it
cannot fail to become very troublesome, for it spreads with
considerable rapidity, and has a ruinous effect upon the
decorative value of the plant.
It was introduced into our
houses, apparently, on a variegated- leaved Ficus elastica
purchased from an outside florist. From this plant it spread
to others of the ordinary green-leaved ty})e, and has practi
cally ruined several fine specimens.
Great care should therepurchasing stock outside, that it be free
fore be taken,
(Not infrequently we hear of Ficus plants
from disease.
whose leaves turn yellow and drop off". This marks the
normal end of the existence of the leaf, or, if it occurs
extensively, an unhealthy condition of the plant, and is not
An eflect almost
to be confused with the fungous disease.
exactly similar, su})erticially, to that of the latter, is sometimes produced by sunburn.)
Ellis,

m

A

Disease

Leaf-s])ot

of the

Date and

Similar

Palms

(^Phoinix sp.).
{(Iraphiola I'/urnicis, Poit.)

no means a new or unknown one, but it
attention from an economic stand-point.
It attacks various species of Phoenix in cultivation, and injures and disfigures them to a considerable extent.
The
afiected parts of tiie leaf become mottled with yellow, and
upon the surface little black eruptions appear, which are cupshaped conce})tacles produced by the filaments in the interior
of the leaf, and in which the spores of the fungus are proThese little eruptions are about one-fiftieth of an
duced.
inch high and twice as wide,
plainly visible, therefore,
This disease

is l)y

has received

little

to the eye.

They

—

layer, enclosing a

consist of a firm, dark-colored exterior

more

delicate inner covering,

which con-

mass of thread-like filaments on which the spores are
The leaf becomes thickly dotted over on both
sides with the conceptacles and slowly shrivels away and

tains a

produced.
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innumerable spores being produced meantime, which

new

are ready to attack

A

and plants.

leaves

fair-sized

plant of Phcenix canariensis, sent in for examination and

treatment, was found to be badly affected with this disease,

and was treated as reconmiended above. All leaves which
showed any sign of the disease (which included all the
larger leaves of the plant) were cut off at the base.
The
l)lant was then sprayed, and has since developed new leaves
which show no sign of the disease, though it is now nearly
a year since the plant was received.
A. Leaf-spot of the Begonia.

While
begonia
in

it

is

may

be questioned whether the value of the

strictly that of a decorative plant,

which we have been using

in the sense

this term, still, it

cannot be

and
on that ground we will consider in this category a spotting
of its leaves which has come to our notice.
Ordinarily the
begonia is seldom affected by disease, insects or any other
injurious agency.
Still, it is not invulnerable, and we find
occasional reports of diseased plants.
In the English journals, "The Garden" and "The Gardener's Chronicle," a
discussion runs along through several numbers in 1895, concerning a so-called "begonia rust," which seriously affected
tuberous begonias.
This, however, was finally settled on
good authority to be insect work. " Damping off," a fungous disease of begonia and many other kinds of seedlings,
denied that the plant

is

not uncommon.

is

often used for this purpose,

Professor Halsted of the

Agricultural Experiment

Station

diseases of begonia in the

"American

mentions

New

two

Jersey

leaf-spot

Florist," September,

1894, one caused by nematode worms, the other a fungous
disease.

During the past year or two

w^e

have met with a definite

spot disease on begonias, mostly of the tuberous variety,

which

is

quite prevalent in our houses

l)oring florist.

We

and those of a neigh-

are not jet entirely certain as to the

The spot begins either on the margin
and slowly increases in size until the
leaf dies and drops off.
There are sometimes several spots
on each leaf. As they increase in size their surface is
cause of the difficulty.

or interior of the

leaf,
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lines parallel to the

edge of

spot diseases of fungous origin.

however, shows nothing which
be
decided
upon as the cause of the
may with certainty
trouble.
"We usually find fungous filaments and spores, but
examination,

]\licroscopic

they are of many
ferent species,

dif-

and

mostly moulds of a
saprophytic or only
partially

parasitic

nature,

and cannot

be regarded as the

primary cause of the
In a few
disease.
specimens we have
found the sporebearing conceptacles

and spores of a fungus belonging to or
near

the

extensive

genus Gloeosporium, which in-

parasitic

numspots.

cludes a great

ber of leaf

AVe consider

Fig.

this as
I.

the probable cause of

II.

the disease, but the

II.

spore-bearing mate-

v.

V^.

4.

— Pilobolus

Somewhat

crystallinus, Tode.

enlarged.

Sporangia on rose leaflet.
Discharge of sporaugium.
Section of sporangium and filament, showing spores,
Sporangium upon filament before being discharged.
III.,

IV. and v. are greatly enlarged.

was very scanty,
and we were unable to identify it with any described speci-es.
Possibly the trouble may be due to various causes, not all of
a fungus nature, but appearances seem to indicate that there
At
is a definite disease which causes most of the spotting.
all events, it will be a wise precaution, in this and all similar
cases, to remove and burn all affected leaves.
Several other leaf spots of the palm, dracaena, ficus and
other decorative plants have come to our notice. Some were
only simple sun-burns, while others were real fungous diseases.
What was at first thought to be Leptostromella
elastica (the above-described leaf spot on Ficus elastica)
rial
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upon Ficus
disease

banyan

rcligiosus, the

a sun-burn, though

was most

its superficial

[Jan.

proved to be simply

tree,

resemblance to the fungous

Quite a serious and apparently

perfect.

new spot disease of greenhouse orange trees has been met
It is not necessary to
with, which is of true fungous origin.
describe
cally the

all

these forms in detail, as the treatment

same

A

So-called Black Spot of
(Plilobolus

It is not

is

practi-

in each case.

c7'>/staJIi)ii(s,

fJte

Rose.

Tode.)

unusual to find rose bushes in the greenhouse

thickly dotted over with

little

black specks, appearing not

unlike "fly specks," which occur on

all

parts of the plants

and of course greatly disfigures the blossoms. Microscopic examination shows each speck to be a minute sac,
It would
filled with Avhat are evidently fungous spores.
here
fungous
had
a
disease,
and
as such
thus appear that we
In fact,
it has been described under several different names.
however, this is in no sense a disease, and the little sacs of
spores have no real connection with the rose plant, being atThe sacs of spores or
tached to it simply by cohesion.
fungus,
produced
by
a
Pilobolus crystallinus,
sporangia are
which is strictly sa})ro})hytic, and grows on decaying maAs such manure is usually placed u})on the soil under
nure.
roses, spores of the Pilobolus are introduced in it, and find a
alike,

They produce the threadwhich
make
up
fungous
plant, and on the
a
like filaments
ends of certain of them sporangia are developed. The filament behind each sporangium becomes filled with a watery
favorable place for development.

fluid,

which gradually increases

in quantity,

sure on the sporangium at the end.

and exerts a pres-

This pressure becomes

so great that finally the sporangium, at about the time of

maturity,

is

its

forced from the end of the filament with sufficient

We have seen
power to send it a considerable distance.
them on the roof of a rose house at least eight or ten feet
from the soil where they were produced. Striking a plant,
they adhere to it, and give the appearance of having developed there. We find them particularly on the rose, simply
because the practice of covering the soil Avith manure is confined to the cultivation of that plant.
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any sense of the word,

the etFect of the fungus on roses

is

still,

of course disastrous to

and salability. Knowing that the disfiguring
sporangia come from the manure, where they can readily be
seen in the morning in process of development, it would seem
a comparatively simple matter to destroy them at that stage,
either by mechanical means or by spraying with a fungicide.
their beauty

A^

Leaf Blight

or Anthracnose of the Cucumber.

{Colletotrkhrmi

Lagenarium

(Pass.), E.

and Hals.)

During the past summer we have received specimens of
cucumber leaves from several different parts of the State,
which were infested with a very destructive blight.
In
Arlington and Leominster, where the raising of hot-house
cucumbers is carried on extensivel}, the disease was reported
as doino- great damage. The fung-us which causes this trouble
grows wdthin the tissues of the leaf, and by sapping its
vitality causes its death.

Under

favorable conditions

very quick acting and extremely destructive.

The

it

is

infested

shows yellowish spots upon its surface, which rapidly
Various moulds
increase in size and become dry and dead.
often develop upon the dead areas, and, being more prominent than the fungus which really produces the disease,
appear to be the cause of the trouble. A dark-brown, luxuriantly growing species of Macrosporium or Alternaria was
particularly abundant upon the specimens received this sumleaf first

mer, and had evidently been taken to be the cause of the
disease, which was referred to as the "brown mildew,"

" brown

leaf blight," etc.

Such growths undoubtedly hasten

the destruction of the leaf, but they are

al)le

to develop only

upon leaf tissue which has been killed or greatly weakened
by the other more strictly parasitic fungus which is invisible
to the eye.
The dead areas gradually fall away, leaving
large irregular holes in the leaf, which in a short time be-

comes entirely dead.

The same fungus often

attacks the fruit,

and has been proven to be the cause
of the well-known " rust," so called, of the pods and leaves
of the bean.
It also attacks the watermelon, musk-melon,
citron, squash and pumpkin, affecting both leaves and fruit.
We have recommended spraying every week or two with the

causing

it

to rot badly,
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Bordeaux mixture for this and one or two other somewhat
similar cucumber diseases, and have received reports from
Arlington of favorable results from such treatment.
While
this is a most destructive disease if left unchecked, it ought
nevertheless to be kept under control with comparative ease
if judicious spraying with any good fungicide be combined
with proper management of the crop.

An

Unusual Ouihreah of Two Husfs.

The Asi^aragus Rust {Puccinia aspnragi, D.C.).

The rust of the asparagus has been known in Europe for
more than half a century, and has caused more or less damage there. In this country it has been known for several
years, but not at

all extensively.

During the present season, however, asparagus

beds in various
parts of this
State, in New
Jersey and doubt-

less in other
States, have been

seriouslyattacked

by
Fig.

5.

— Section

of a cluster of teleuto spores of

/".

greatly enlarged.

to
is

asparagi,

this rust,

and

are

threatened

Wltll

great lUJUry

^j^^^^l^l -^

develop extensively from year to year.

COntiuUC

This fungus

one of the true rusts, and is quite similar to that atLike it, there are three distinct stages

tacking the wheat.

of development, in each of which a different kind of spore

According to European accounts, the rust
first appears on the asparagus in the spring, at which time
These deit produces the first kind of spores, the cEcidia.
velop in turn during the summer, and produce the spores
These
of the second or red-rust stage, the uredo spores.
is

produced.

again develop, and produce spores of the third or black-rust
stage, the teleuto spores,

which

lie

over winter and in the

Figure 6. — Asparagus

stem with

rust.

;
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spring attack tlic asparagus again, and i)rodace secidia. In
each stage the fungus consists of minute filaments, which

grow

in the tissue

of the phmt and draw their nourishment

most promiIn the wheat rust the uredo
nent, in others it is another.
In the
or red-rust stage is perhaps the most conspicuous.
present case the black or teleuto spores are most prominent.
They appear in Octol)er and November, when the alFected
plant becomes thickly covered over with small, irregular
black lines and blotches, which are the masses of spores
pushing out through the surface. This is the stage which
has been observed this fall in Massachusetts and New JerDoul)tless the other two stages were developed during
sey.
the season, but did not become sufficiently prominent to at-

therefrom.

In some rusts one of the stages

is

tract attention.

Since this disease does not become prominent until late in
the

fall,

and the asparagus crop

is

a question naturally arises as to
eftect.

of

its

There

is

gathered in

how

it

May and

June,

can have any serious

indeed no great danger to be apprehended

actually disfiguring the marketable product

;

but no

plant can undergo a continuous and vigorous attack of a parasitic

fungus without a serious loss of vitality,

if it

be not

killed outright.

If this rust appears only intermittently

not extensively,

its

but, should

it

and

ravages need not be seriously feared

continue to develop in the present abundance

year after year for any considerable time,

it

cannot

fail

to

become a most serious obstacle to the raising of asparagus.
Moreover, we* have examples in similar rusts, like that of
the hollyhock upon its first appearance in Europe and later
in this country, which have developed with unusual vigor and
destructiveness immediately after their first outbreak in a new
locality and climate.
The raising of hollyhocks in Europe

was well-nigh impossible

for some time after the introduction
The progress of this asparagus rust is therefore
worthy of close attention and some apprehension. Meantime, attempts should be made to check it as much as possible by cleaning up the bed in the fall and burning the infested
tops, thus destroying countless numbers of spores.
This

of the rust.

should be done as early as possible, before the spores shall

have become mature and scattered by the wind.

;
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A

Late Bust of the Blackberry (^Chryftomyxa aUiida,

[Jan.

Kilhti).

This rust, like that of the asparagus, has been long

known

Europe, but only comparatively recently ol)served in this
It was tirst brought to attention in America in
1886, but, while it has been not uncommon since then, it
has never assumed any economic importance.
Very likely
it has been more or less confused with the spring orange
rust (Cseoma luminatum, Lk.), which it slightly resembles,
and on that account has escaped particular mention ; still, it
is hardly probalile that it has lieen generally prevalent.
In
in

country.

the season of 1894, however,
in

it

became decidedly abundant

our plantations, and caused considerable apprehension.

was also reported from other parts of the
ened to become a serious matter. In 1895

State,
it

and

threat-

appeared again,

but not so al)undantly as in the previous season
year

It

;

and

this

attacks have been very slight, so that there seems to

its

be no ground for fear of danger from this source at present.
tinguish
in

— This

has been called ihe fall rust, to disfrom the spring rust, which appears much earlier
the season, and is entirely distinct.
The latter is a well-

Description.

known

it

disease to fruit growers, as

it

causes

much damage

and has been the subject of many experiments and published articles.
It attacks both blackberries and raspberries.
Chrysomyxa all)ida comes on later, appearing in August and
continuing through the

fall.
It does not attack the raspone of the true rusts, having the three kinds
In this case, however,
of spores, as in the asparagus rust.
it is the a?cidia and uredo spores which are most prominent.

l)erry.

It is

These appear in small, powdery, scattered, bright orange-red
spots on the under side of the leaf, and are consequently not
as prominent as the indications of the asparagus rust.
While the same conclusions as to the future may be drawn
in this case as in that of Puccinia asparagi,

still,

the results

of three years' observation on the blackberry rust indicate
that

we have no great cause

for alarm in that direction

while in the other case, having no such definite knowledge,

we cannot but feel somewhat apprehensive
show what is to be the result.

until time shall
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The Tomato Mildeiv (^Cladosporium fulvum, Cke.).

The

disease which

doul)t one of the

is

commonly

tomatoes in the hot-house.
the vines outright,

called

mildew

While

still, its effect

in

it

without

is

oreatesfc ol)stacles to success in

growing

does not always

weakening

kill

their vitality

and reducing their yield is a most serious one. We have
received specimens of tomato leaves affected by this disease
from several diti'erent localities, and have observed it in
greater or less abundance in almost every house of tomatoes
which Ave h»ve examined. It also attacks tomatoes grown
out of doors, but by no means so generally as in the hothouse.

When

this disease

comes on, there appear on the lower

surface of the leaves brownish, felt-like spots of irregular

shape and various sizes, which rapidly increase in extent,

whole leaf finally turns black and withers away.
It does not always spread so rapidly and kill the leaves at
once, but is often found only on the lower leaves, or in spots
until the

which do not increase rapidly in size. Nevertheless, it is
constantly weakening the plant, and, let a favorable opportunity come, as come it will sooner or later, and it spreads
through the house with great rapidity and destructiveuess.
The fungus consists of a dense mass of thread-like filaments, which ramify through the leaf in all directions and
more or less upon its surface. The felt-like areas on the
under surface of the leaves are composed of a mass of spores
and the filaments which produce them. The spores germinate readily in water, developing filaments similar to those

from which they were derived. This species belongs to a
group of fungi which are mostly moulds and mould-like

upon dead vegetable matter or plants in a
weak and unhealthy condition. This mildew is especially
active in attacking such plants, upon which it produces the
forms, growing

above-described disastrous

effect.

Its

development

is

also

by excessive moisture in the air, i. e., d
"muggy" atmosphere, which indeed is favorable to the
development of most plant diseases. The tomato requires
a considera1)le heat for successful growth in the hot-house.
If, while the plants are growing rai)idly, the temperature

greatly favored
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suddenly

[Jan.

from any cause and they consequently receive
m their growth, it will be a most favorable time for
an attack of the ever-ready enemy, the mildew. Poor ventilation and partial exclusion of sunlight by crowding the
vines too close together will produce a muggy atmosphere,
and have a similar result. To prevent crowding, it is advisable to trim up the vines somewhat and train them to
fulls

a check

trellises

Uniform heat, good ventilation
and sunlight to all parts of the plant

or single stakes.

and

free access of air

will

prove the most efiective preventive of mildew.

climate, however, the

antagonistic to each other

;

In our

conditions are liable to prove

first tw^o

windy weather

for in cold,

it is

impossible to ventilate the house without greatly reducing
the temperature.

Spraying with the ordinary fungicides has proved effectual
preventing this disease. The spraying should be done
about once in two weeks, commencing wdien the plants are
in

quite small.

It is also a wise precaution in all hot-house

work

to thoroughly clean

sil^le,

fumigate the house with sulphur.

up and burn all dead leaves, vines
and similar materials when a crop is removed, and, if poscannot be done

Too

often

we

if

The

latter of course

there are any plants growing in the house.

find that such diseases as this are allowed to

develope in the house, with no

eftbrt

So long as the plants are not
growers seem to think that no damage

them.

being made to check
killed outright,
is

done.

This

many
is

cer-

tainly not the case, for the presence of the fungus is a constant drain

upon the

vitality of the plant, reducing its yield

both in quantity and quality.

which can be done

at

The

practice of spraying,

an insignificant cost per plant, will,

if

properly carried out, prove both effectual and profitable.

A

Crysanthemum Rust.

Specimens of diseased chrysanthemum leaves which have
been sent in to the station for examination prove to be
aftected with one of the true rusts, the first, so far as

we

know, to be reported upon this host. The specimens were
sent by Mr. Geo. H. Hastings of Fitchburg, Mass., who
writes as follows

:

—
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chrysanthemum leaves.
It seems to
me that it is a very bad enemy to fight. I had plants enough to
bring seventy-five or a hundred dollars worth of flowers, and
1 would not sell one flower, as I did not wish to have the name of
The plants were grown in the garden and
selling such flowers.
"lifted" about the middle of September. The rust was on the
leaves at that time, and some of them were dead.

The "rust"

is

quite

In the advanced stages

it

completely

the

kills the leaf.

The

rust was in the uredo or red-rust stage, and })roved to
form
closely resembling and probably identical with
be a
Puccinia Tanaccti, S. (P. Helianthi, D. C), which occurs

commonly upon Tanacetum vulgare
of Artemisia

(tansy), several species

(ragweed) and Helianthus (sunflower), and

several other related plants.

Upon

these plants

it

sometimes

acts most destructively, as it has done in this instance upon
It bids fair to become a serious obstacle
the chrysanthemum.

to the cultivation of this valuable flower.

Experience has shown that in the development by
vation of any plant, as

it

])ecomes changed

culti-

more and more

from its natural form and forced into an abnormal development, its power to resist the attacks of disease becomes
diminished.
For this reason reports of new diseases upon
our various cultivated plants are of frequent occurrence.
All such diseases are certainly not new^ in the sense of being

caused by a kind of organism which never existed before,
but only new upon some particular kind of plant, which has,

by reason of its forced and abnormal development, lost the
power to resist the attacks of the parasite, which has existed all along upon some other kind of plant, and very
likely in a milder form.

The chrysanthemum in its present form is a comparatively
new plant in this country. Its great popularity has led
growers to make extraordinary eflbrts to force its development along certain lines, notably in size of flowers. The
production of flowers eight inches in diameter by a plant
destined by nature to produce them less than quarter that
size

cannot be accomplished without bringing about serious

changes in the vital functions of the plant, and making

more susceptible to

themum

diseases

disease.

may be

Therefore the

list

it

of chrysan-

expected to gradually increase, as
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now

it is

The leaf

At

doing.

least
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two have been previously known.
and Phyllostica sp.) was first

spot (Septoria sp.

described by Professor Halsted of the

New

Jersey Experi-

ment Station several years ago, and occasions more or less
The mildew (Erysijihe Cichoracearum D. C.)
damage.
has appeared more recently, and is rapidly increasing.
This
has a history very similar to that of the rust under consideration, being

well as

We

common on

very

many

Helianthus and Artemisia, as

other plants.

can make no definite reconnnendations at })resent as

to a treatment for this rust,
in the year.

The

it

having been reported so

late

true rusts are notoriously difficult to com-

the most so, perha})s, of any class of diseases.
bat
Many
methods of treatment have l)een tried, l)ut few with decisively profitable results. That })anacea of plant diseases, the
Bordeaux mixture, has l)ccn fre(]uently recommended and
;

The

tried for various rusts, Avith widely varying results.

same can be said of another common fungicide, the ammoniacal copi)er carbonate.

Stewart, of the

New York

Experi-

ment Station, reports, in the case of the carnation
(Uromjxes Caryophyllinus (Schrank) Schrt.), that a

rust
solu-

tion of potassium sulphide, one ounce to one gallon of water,

was most

mum

effective.

would be

This strength might injure chrysanthe-

One ounce

leaves.

safer,

hollyhock rust

to four or five gallons of water

but not, of course, as effective.

destructive disease,

IVIr.

With

the

Malvacearum, Mont.), a very

(Puccinia

H. L. Frost of Arlington informs

us that he has tried the Bordeaux mixture and also the com-

mercial fungicide

of the latter.

called

"

Fostite," with results in favor

It is possible, then, that

some of these sub-

may be effective in preventing this chrysanthemum
but we cannot vouch for it. It would certainly be

stances
rust,

advisable to spray the plants occasionally with the Bordeaux
mixture or with potassium sulphide, comritenciny in the sum-

when they are young and before any disease appeal's. If
when put into the house, one or two
sprayings thereafter should be sufficient to carry them through

oner,

the plants are healthy

the season.

All plants

known

to be diseased should be

removed and burned.
We would urge any grower who has been troubled with
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any disease of his chrysanthemums to carry on a

79
series of

experiments with various fungicides, in order to get at some
"\^^ithout such coidea of the best method of treatment,
t)f the grower we can do l)ut little
toward remedying such a disease as this, which does not
occur everywhere, and consequently can only be experimented upon wherever it may happen to break out. The

operation on the part

same

is

true with

many

other diseases, especially those

aifecting various hot-house plants.

If

we could

jdant chrys-

anthemums and be sure of getting rust, mildew and leaf spot,
and similarly with other plants, if we could be sure of getting
all their diseases, then our opportunities for experiment would
be unlimited but such, of course, is not the case. While
some diseases arc very general, many others appear only
here and there, and the opportunities for experiment are
limited to those places.
Y\^e will gladly aid any one as
much as possible in carrying on such experiments, and will
give them our personal attention so far as we may be able.
;

" Drop "

of Lettuce.

This disease has been for the last few years the most dilB-

which the lettuce growers about Boston have
had to contend. Some growers always have a large number
of plants attacked, while others have it so badly that they fre-

cult one with

The annual loss to the lettuce
growers about Boston from this disease alone amounts to
several thousand dollars.
The efiect of the disease shows
quently lose half the crop.

a single night, and it is not very difficult to detect,
inasmuch as the whole plant simply collapses. It not only
makes its appearance on the young plant a few weeks old,
but on the mature ones as well.
Lifting the diseased plant
out of the soil, it shows at once that the trouble is localized
in the soft, rotten stem, which is not unusually covered with
fungous growths sufficiently thick to be seen with the naked
Examination made with the microscope reveals the
eye.
presence of numerous fungous filaments ramifying throughout the stem and root.
The organism causing the disease is
a species of damping fungus (Botrytis), which has previously
been described in the ninth annual report of this station.

itself in
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Practical lettuce growers resort to various methods in order

them have proved wholly
Most of them recognize the fact that the source of

to contend with this foe, but none of
effectual.

contamination

is

largely in the soil, and that the disease

much more troublesome
what might

])e

ing roots are

in old soil than in

expected, especially

left in

the

soil, as

when

new.

This

is
is

the old decomj^os-

they often are, thus oflering

most favorable conditions for the spread of the disease.
As a means of controlling it, some growers have resorted to
the

changing the

soil,

with beneficial results

;

while others

make

a practice of covering the surface with a layer of pure sand

or yellow subsoil, about one inch in depth.
of sulphur in the house before a

new crop

The burning
is

set is also

and this might be expected to kill the spores with
which it comes in contact l)ut it is very doubtful whether
the sulphur affects the spores in the soil to any great extent.
It appears, however, that sulphur penetrates the soil somewhat, and, on account of the injury which young plants are
known to receive from sulphur, they should not be set for a

practised,

;

few days after

The

it is

used.

disease appears to be

more common than formerly, and

due to the practice of running high night temcollapse of the plant is most likely to occur
during the night, and with a lower night temperature
for
example, one not exceeding 38° to 40°F.
the trouble would
no doubt occur less frequently. The opportunities for treating the soils with chemicals do not appear to us to be very

this is partially

peratures.

The

—

—

promising, for the reason that solutions which would be likely
to cause the death of the funous

very large quantities, as well as

would have to be used in

much

stronger than in ordi-

nary cases, and they would be likely to cause injury to the
crop.
My experiments in applying a great variety of chemicals to the soil

have shown that, while a comparatively weak

solution accomplishes all that can be desired in the labora-

when applied to the soil the effect of even much stronger
more copiously applied is radically different. So
long as the tendency is to force crops more and more, it

tory,

solutions

must be expected that the gardener

will

normal conditions to contend with.
No doubt the most successful and

have numerous ab-

I believe the cheapest
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run would l)e to apply heut as a remedy
and other pests in the soil. I have used a great

in the long

for fungus

many

— No.

pots of earth heated with steam

up to 130°

to 200°F.,

the most beneficial results, not only in the subsequent

growth of the plant, but also in dcstrojing the troublesome
The soil under glass could be
pests which infest the- soil.
easily fitted up with a system of irrigating tile, which could
be used not only for purposes of irrigation, but also for forcing steam through them and partially sterilizing the

soil.

I

have not as yet had an opportunity of treating this fungus
with heat, but I should suppose that,
to 200" F.,

it

would

if

the soil was heated

result in its death.

Physiological Disorders.
Wilt of Mcqile Leaves.

Last

May

a

number of maple

leaves in a dry and crispy

condition were sent to this department from various parts of
the State, under the supposition that they were aft'ected by

some form of fungus or insect life. Examination of the
leaves, however, by Mr. Robert A. Cooley of the insectary,
showed that no form of either of these organisms could be
found.

All of the leaves that were sent in were those of the

sugar maple (Acer saccharinum), although the same con-

was observed in a large number of difierent varieties
Moreof Japanese maple growing on the college grounds.
over, they showed the wilt only on one side of the tree,

dition

namely, the west, that being the direction of the prevailing

wind the day upon which they were
iarity

— so

the State.

far as

aft'ected

;

and this peculsame all over

could be learned — was the

This phenomenon

is

especially interesting, as

it

occurs on apparently healthy trees under certain exceedingly

unusual conditions,

— conditions,

too, which, lasting only a

few hours, are yet capable of giving rise to abnormalties of
function.
We attribute the wilting of sugar-maple leaves,
which occurred quite generally throughout Massachusetts on
May 18, to an excessive transpiration or evaporation of water

from the leaves, at a time when the water supply of the roots
was extremely limited. This was brought about by a remarkable combination of meteoroloiiical conditions favorable

;
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to this result.

known

It is well
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to vegeta])le physiologists

that agitation of the leaves of a plant greatly accelerates the

process of transpiration, that

water from the leaves.
tion

is

to say, the evaporation of

is

It is also well

known

that transpira-

by light, a low relative humidity and a
Such were just the conditions upon May
During the months of April and May the rainfall was
accelerated

high temperature.
18. *
far

the

below the normal, while the long-continued drouths of
two preceding years will be well remembered. Thus it

evident that the supply of water available to vegetation

is

must have been much less than usual, and under the unusually strong, dry and warm wind of May 18, the leaves of a
tree like the maple, with its large leaf surface, might be exWhen
pected to become greatly exhausted and wilt badly.
this wilting was not carried to excess the leaves recovered
when, however, it went too far, it resulted in a dying and
subsequent shrivelling of the foliage.

Another factor which must not be overlooked
for

leaves always give oif the greatest

the maple

leaves

in

in accounting

maturity of the foliage.

this disorder is the

May

are

Young

amount of water, and

giving off their

maximum

quantity.

AVith plenty of water in the soil these high winds would

not have caused any wilting

;

or, if the

same conditions

had ensued during August or September, when the foliage
was more mature, less wilting would have resulted. The
west side of the trees, being the side exposed to the prevailing winds, was the most severely affected.
Top-burn of Lettuce.

A

disease occurring on greenhouse lettuce, and character-

"top-burn" came under our observation the past
The disease can readily be distinguished by the
withering and subsequent turning back of the tip and margin
ized as

winter.

of the outer leaves, the blackened area sometimes extending

inwards an inch or more from the margin.
greatly

disfigures

the

plant

and consequently

* Meteorological conditions were as follows

inches; April, 1895, 5.60 inches;

May

:

;

affects its

total precipitation, April, 1896,

1-18, 1896, .16 inch.

May

18,

1

32

maximum

wind 71 miles per hour; relative humidity, 47.31 (average for May,
number hours sunshine, 13 (in possible 14^) maximum temperature, 84°.

velocity of

62 5)

This feature

;
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market value, but the

damage

real

sufficient to destroy

never

it.
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to the lettuce plant

is

Microsco[)ic examination of

the blackened areas frequently shows bacteria in the cells,

but more often the
ent,

and can

])c

this instance,

"damping fungus"

(Botrytis)

is

pres-

readily observed with the naked eye.

In

however, neither of these forms of organisms

has anything to do with the cause of the disease.

They

are

simply accompanying factors, which are always ready to
seize upon any abnormal condition in the plant which is
especially favorable to them.

one, and has

its

The

disease

is

a ph3'siological

origin in the unfavorable surroundings of the

connected with transpiration and
Mr. B. T. Galloway of the United States Depai-tment of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology has made this
disease a study, and I can do no better than to quote his
especially those

plant,

sunlight.

views

:

—

Top-burn, one of the worst troubles of the lettuce grower, does
little injury on this soil [Boston soil], providing
the proper attention is given to ventilation and the management

comparatively

Burn is the direct result of the collapse
and death of the cells composing the edges of the leaves. It is
most likely to occur just as the plant begins to head, and may be
induced by a number of causes. The trouble is most lilvely to
result on a bright daj^ following several days of cloudy, wet
During cloudy weather in winter the air in a greenhouse
weather.
is practically saturated, and in consequence there is a comparaThe cells,
tively little transpiration on the part of the leaves.
therefore, become excessively turgid, and are probably weakened

of the water and heat.

by the presence of organic
as

it

acids.

When

the sun suddenly appears,

is an immeand a diminution of the amount

often does after a cloudy spell in winter, there

diate rapid rise in temperature,

of moisture in the air in the greenhouse.
the plant rapidly gives off water, and,

if

Under
the loss

these conditions
is

greater than

the roots can supply, the tissues first wilt, then collapse

The

and

die.

supply the moisture is affected by the
the movement of water in the latter and

ability of the roots to

temperature of the

soil,

the presence or absence of salts in solution.

In this

soil the

tem-

perature rises rapidly as soon as the air in the greenhouse becomes

warm, and the roots

in

consequence immediately begin the work
The movement of the water

of supplying the leaves with water.
in the soil is also

rapidly.

rapid, so that the plant

is

able to utilize

it
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have never seen the disease in the lettuce houses
about Boston, the growers seem to l)e acquainted with it;
and it is no doubt the superior skill which they possess that
I

them to be free from it. One grower informed me
he always saturated his house with moisture in bright,
sunshiny days which were preceded by cloudy Aveather, and
enables

tliat

by

this

means was able

to prevent

it.
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REPORT OF THE EIS^TOMOLOGIST.
CHARLES

H.

FERNALD.

In the early part of J 896 the gypsy moth report mentioned
year was published by the State. This work consists
of a bound volume of G08 pages, with 3 colored and 63 nnlast

Golored plates, and with 5

The

maps and 37

cuts in the text.

was prepared l)y the
and the second parf, 244 pages, by myself,
while the Appendix of 100 pages contains the reports of
visiting entomologists and other papers.
This work represents all that we were al)le to learn, up to the time of publication, of the history and habits of the notorious gypsy moth,
first

part, comprising 263 pages,

field director,

its

ravages in foreign countries as well as in our own, the

means used
enemies.

for fighting

it

in other lands

and also

Our experiments with methods

of this insect are

still

in progress,

its

natural

for the destruction

and occupy a large amount

of time in study and work.

Quite extended studies have been carried on during the year
on the spruce gall-louse (^Chermes abietis Linn.), mainly by
my assistant, Mr. R. A. Cooley, who with great care and perseverance has worked out the life history of this insect, which
causes peculiar cone-like galls to form on the twigs of diflerent
varieties of spruce, rendering

destroying them.

The

them unsightly and

often nearly

results of these studies are pul)lished in

the thirty-fourth annual report of the college, with

two plates

showing the work and different stages in the life of this insect.
Mr. Cooley was fortunate enough in his experiments to discover a good practical remedy for this insect, which consists in
spraying the trees with a strong solution of whale-oil soap

which
also
to
and
occurs during the winter or in the early spring,
cut oft' and burn the new sails in June before the insects

at the time these insects are in the

most exposed

state,
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leave them.

hundred circular

five
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were sent

letters

to all parts of the country last spring, and from the replies
to these

appears that this insect already has a wide

it

bution in this country, and
it

may become

it is

distri-

quite probable that in time

distributed wherever spruces grow.

Considerable time has been devoted to the study of cran-

berry insects during the summer, three trips having been

made

on Cape Cod at the most favorable time for
There are, however, so many
different species attacking the vines, and their mode of attack
is so different one from another, that to learn their hal^its
and the most effectual and economical method of destroying
them forms a problem of no easy solution. We are therefore not yet ready to publish a final l)ulletin on these insects.
The army-worm has been unusually abundant the past
year in many parts of the State, and numl)erless calls have
been made on this department for information concerning
to the bogs

the study of these insects.

the insect

;

in fact, the correspondence about the

army worm

during the summer was far greater than that of
Fortunately,

insects c^ombined.

we had

all

other

already pul)lished

my assistant on
Maiden, pul)lished an article on the
army-worm in the "Crop Report" for September, 1896. It
is not possible to foretell whether this insect will occur in

a bulletin on this insect, and Mr. Kirkland,
the

gypsy moth work

injurious

in

numbers next summer; but such a case would be
has very rarely

quite unusual, as

it

abundant

same

in

the

locality

if

ever in the past been

two years or more

in suc-

cession.

The elm-leaf

abundant in this State
was the year l)efore, and this is

beetle has not been so

during the past summer as

it

true, as I learn, in other States.

decrease in numbers

may be,

to a rapid increase of
season.

its

I

What

the real cause of this

do not know.

It

may be due

vegetable parasites favored by a wet

This, however,

is all

conjecture, as I have no posi-

tive evidence in the case.

The San Jose

scale has occupied

much

attention

;

and, at

the request of the president of the Shad^^ Hill nurseries, I

make a critical examination of their stock
Bedford, Mass., and he reported to me that he discovered

sent an assistant to
at

a large amount of infested stock in that nurserv, which the
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An

president promised to have burned.

late this fall reveals the fact that the

entirely cleared

from

How

it.

tril)uted in this State I

am

83.
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examination made

scale has not been

widely this scale

may

be dis-

not able to say.

May I received a letter from L. C. Holt,
Esq., of Ashby, Mass., and also a box of caterpillars which
On

the 12th of

he stated were in immense quantities on the blueberry bushes,
entirely stripping

them of their leaves, and that unless some-

thing were done at once there would be no blueberry crop,

and

would be a great misfortune, as many poor people
derived quite a revenue from the berries picked from these
bushes.
The caterpillars proved to be the currant span
this

worm

(Diasttctis 7'ibearia Fitch)

;

but the great difficulty

which now presented itself was to ofier some remedy which
would not be as expensive as the value of the crop. I could
think of no better or cheaper

worms than

in the proportion of

and

fifty

mode of destroying

these span

to spray the bushes with Paris green in water,

one pound of the former to one hundred

gallons of the latter, and advised this course, if the

crop was of sufiicient importance to warrant the expense.
This is the first time I have ever heard of this insect attacking the blueberry.

On

the 17th of

some twigs with

November

I received a letter enclosinof

on them from Mr. James
that they were taken from a goldenoak tree in one of the gardens of the city of Worcester, Mass.
The scales proved to be what is known by the name of Planchonia quercicola, a European scale insect which has been in
this country for some time.
The first account of it here, so
Draper,

scale insects

who wrote me

know, was given

Department of
it was
found upon the imported oaks in the Department of Agriculture grounds at Washington.
The insect has been found
in New Jersey and also in New York, as I am informed by
Professor Howard.
It is regarded as a very injurious scale,
and every eflbrt should be made to destroy it by cutting oflf
and burning the infested twigs, and thoroughly spraying the

far as I

in the report of the

Agriculture for 1880, page 330, where

it is

stated that

trees with whale-oil soap dissolved in water.
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

DEPARTMENT OF FOODS AND FEEDING.
J. B.

Assistants, E. B.

Ltndsey.

IIoixand, G. A. Billings,* B. K. Jones.

Part

I.

Laboratory Work.
Outliue of year's

work, together with chemical investigations
of a technical cliaracter.

Part

II.

Feeding Experiments and Dairy Studies.
(a)

Effect of narrow and wide rations

(h)

Rice meal

(c)

Oat feed

(cZ)

Digestion experiments with sheep.

npon

tlie

quantity and cost

of milk and butter, and upon the composition of milk.
v.

v.

corn meal for pigs,

corn meal for pigs.

Part

III.

Compilation of fodder analyses.
Compilation of

fertilizer constituents of fodders.

Compilation of analyses of dairy pi'oducts.
Compilation of digestion coefficients.
* Left Sept.

1,

1896.
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I.

We

have continued to analyze, free of cost, all feed stuffs,
dairy products and waters sent to the station during the year.
Kesults have been reported as promptly as possible, together

There
with such comments as were considered necessary.
have been tested 63 samples of feed stuffs, 89 samples of
whole milk, 11 samples of skim-milk, 9 samples of cream and
6 samples of butter; also 31 samples of milk and 20 samples
of butter for the Dairy Bureau.

These results are tabulated
end of this report.
There have also been examined 134 samples of water, of
which 10, or 7.5 per cent,, were pronounced excellent; 50,
at the

or 37.5 per cent., fair; 39, or 29.1 per cent., suspicious;

and 35, or 26.1 per

cent.,

dangerous for drinking purposes.

In addition to the analyses above mentioned, which
be regarded as control work,

number of analyses of

we have made

feed stuffs,

may

a very large

manures and milks,

in con-

nection with various animal experiments.

We

have also spent considerable time

in

attempting to

estimate some of the various substances composing the non-

nitrogenous extract matter, and have compared

methods

for the

with a view of selecting one that will most correctly

stuffs,

when

ascertain the true starch,

substances of a similar

work

the

heads

:

1.
2)lants

2.
3.

different

determination of starch in different feed

*

nature.

are very briefly

—

Remarks relative
and seeds.

to

combination with other

in

The

results

of some of

presented under the following
the carbohydrates

of agricultural

Distribution of galactan.
Tlie jphloroglucin method for the estimation ofpentosans.
* The work reporteil under these headings

is

of a technical character.
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SOME REMARKS RELATIVE TO THE CARBOHYDRATES OF AGRICULTURAL PLANTS AND
SEEDS.
J.

H.

LINDSEY.

Agricultural chemists have

divided the dry matter of

plants into iive groups of substances, namely,

crude

crude ash,

crude fat or ether extract, and non-nitrogenous extract matter. These terms, as is well known, do not
fibre,

stand for single ingredients, but rather for groups of sub-

having similar characteristics. The terms crude
and extract matter are spoken of collectively as carboh^^drates.
Our knowledge of the individual substances composing the fibre and extract matter has until recently been
rather vague.
The investigations of Tollens, Schulze and
their pupils have, however, thrown considerable light, and
revealed the presence and characteristics of many of the sab-

stances
fibre

The crude fibre of
hy the method employed by

stances entering into their composition.
agricultural plants, as prepared

Henneberg and Stohmaun,

is

now known

to consist princi-

pally of dextroso-cellulose (a hexa-cellulose), combined with

more or

less lignin or lignin acids.
The fibre has also been
found to contain considerable pentosan, so intimately associated with the hexa-cellulose as to be considered a penta-

cellulose.

Whether the

penta-cellulose

with the lignin as a ligno-cellulose

is

celluloses are characterized principally

is

actually united

uncertain.

The

true

by their nearly comand in F. Schulzes'

plete insolubility in dilute mineral acids

reagent, and by their solubility in copper

When

ammonium

oxide.

cellulose is dissolved in quite concentrated sulphuric

and the resulting product hydrolized with dilute acid,
Schulze has as a rule obtained dextrose hence the name

acid,

;

dextroso-cellulose.

Schulze found that the cellulose obtained

from wheat bran, peas and lupine seeds yielded only dextrose
that obtained from rye straw, lupine pods, spruce wood and
;
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red clover, gave dextrose and xylose

from the

while that prepared

cocoanut and sesame cake, yielded

coffee bean,

dextrose and mannose.

mannoso- and pentoso-

;

There

celluloses.

exist, therefore, dextroso-,

That the so-called crude

not pure cellulose, but in addition to both hexa- and

fibre is

penta- cellulose contains more or less lignin,
the fact that

it

or seed

})lant

Weender method,

is

When

treated

the dried

and

according to the

a considerable portion of the lignin

and reckoned as extract matter.
The term non-nitrogenous extract matter

split

probable from

contains a higher percent-

age of carbon than pure cellulose.

ground

is

colored a bright red by phloroglucin and

it is

hydrochloric acid, and l)ecause
finely

01

83.

is

ofi*,

clude

all

substances,

is

meant

to in-

not included within the other four

groups, that are removed by means of dilute acid and alkali.

In case of the grains, the extract matter is known to consist largely of starch
but when derived from coarse fodders,
leguminous seeds and many by-products, its composition has
;

been, until the investigations of Tollens and Schulze, but
little

To
plant

understood.
these

by the

carbohydrates that can be removed from the
action of dilute mineral acid

and

alkali,

and

that are as a rule soluble in F. Schulze's reagent, E. Schulze

Under this head he
name he^ni-cellulose
would bring the mother substances, dextran, levulau, mannan, galactan, araban and xylan, which yield, on inversion,
the sugars dextrose, levulose, mannose, galactose, arabinose
and xylose. It is the mother substances of these sugars and

has applied the

.

probably others of a similar nature not yet identified, together with ready-formed sugars, starch, and a portion of
the lignin, as above alluded to, which constitute the extract

These hemi-celluloses are intermixed with the true
and ligno-celluloses in the cell walls of plants and
In some cases they have been recognized as reserve
seeds.
material, and are used as food in the sprouting of the seed.
The levulan and mannan do not appear to be generally disThe araban and xylan (pentosans), on the other
tributed.

matter.

celluloses

hand, constitute fully one-third of the extract matter of

all

they are quite prominent in the hull and
bran of different grains and seeds, and are even found in the
endosperm and cotyledons of many seeds.
hays and straws

;
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF GALACTAN.
J.

U

LINDSEY and

E. B.

HOLLAND.

Galactan, one of the hemi-celluloses, was first extracted
from lucerne seeds by Miintz,* and was converted into galactose by boiling with dilute acid.
E. Schulze f and his coworkers found galactan quite prominent in the seeds of the

The

ground seeds were extracted with
low temperature to remove albuminoids, washed with water, and the
residue boiled with dilute sulphuric acid.
The solution was
afterwards neutralized with barium carbonate, filtered, and
evaporated to a syrup.
This syrup was extracted with
hot alcohol, and the alcoholic solution on slow evaporation
yielded sugar crystals which proved to be galactose.
The
mother substance, yielding galactose, was also found to conblue lupine.

finely

ether, alcohol, one per cent, soda solution at a

tain a pentose

called the

(probably ara])inose).

substance para-galactoaraban

Schulze,
,

An

therefore,

examination

of the pea, soy and field l>ean, showed the presence of the

same substance.
The cofl'ee bean, date seed, palm and
cocoanut cake proved the presence of galactan and maunan
in liberal quantities, indicating the presence of a substance

which might be termed galactomannan.
Whether these
substances are chemically united into complex molecules, or
whether they are simple mixtures, it is hardly possible to
state.

As

assumed that the hemimight be very generally distributed in
agricultural plants; and, if such should be the case, it must
a result of this work, Schulze

cellulose galactan

be of importance as a source of nutrition.
* Bull. Soc.

t /^eitsch
Hefts 4 and

Chim.

(2) 37, p. 409.

fiir pliysiol.

5.

chem. Bd

14.

Heft 3; Zeitsch

fiir

physiol. chem.

Bd

16,

I'LBLIC
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i)luiils uiid

we thought

seeds

would prove
interesting to make a quantitative estimation of the amount
of the substance present in all the more important feed stuff's.
While the method employed l)y Schulze, namely, the inverting of the galactan with dilute mineral acid and allowing the

that had heen tested for gahictan,

resulting sugar to cr^-stallize out,

of the presence of galactose,

if

is

it

of course a sure proof

properly identihcd,

it

not admit of a quantitative estimation of the sugar.

does

We

therefore had recourse to the indirect method of estimating
the mucic acid, as a measure of the quantity of galactose
present.

Scheele * was the

oxidation

of milk sugar, mucic acid resulted.

found that

it

mucic

iirst

to recognize that

by the

Pasteur

f

was the galactose of the milk sugar that yielded
Tollens and Kent,| after numerous experiments,

acid.

proposed the following method for obtaining the largest
amount of mucic acid both from milk sugar and from galac-

They evaporated 100 grammes of miik sugar with

tose.

1,200

c.c.

of nitric acid of 1.15 specific gravity in a water

volume, allowed the solution to stand
twenty-four hours for the nuicic acid to crystallize out, then
This
tillered onto a tared filter and dried and weighed it.
bath to one-third of

its

method yielded 37 to 40 per cent, of mucic acid. When
74-77 per
pure galactose was used, a double quantity
cent.
llischbieth, Creydt, Hadecke and
was obtained. §

—

—

Tollens

further perfected the method, and used

still

ascertaining the galactan in a variety of substances.

perfected

method we have used with but

it

in

This

slight modifications

in the estimation of galactan in the substances

which follow.

Method. — Three grammes of the substance were brought

into a beaker about 5.5

together with 60

cc

cm.

in diameter

and

7

cm.

deep,

of nitric acid of 1.15 specific gravity,

and the solution evaporated to exactly one-third of its volume
After
in a water bath at a temperature of 94 to 96 degrees C.
to
the
are
added
of
water
standing twenty-four hours, 10 cc.
precipitate, and it is allowed to stand another twenty-four
* Opuscula chemica et physica, Leipsig, 1789, p. 111.

t Comp. rend. 42, p. 347.
+
\

Ann. Chem. 227, p. 221.
Landw. Versuchs-Stationcn

39, p. 401.
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The miicic acid has in the mean time crystallized
mixed with considerable material only partially
The solution is therefore filtered
oxidized l)y the nitric acid.
through filter paper, washed with 30 c.c. of water, to remove
as much of the nitric acid as possible, and the filter and conhours.

out, but is

tents brought back into the beaker.

nium carbonate

solution * are

Thirty

c.c.

now added, and

brought into a water bath and heated gently for

The ammonium earb

utes.

forming the

now

ammo-

of

the beaker
fifteen

min-

solul)le

up the mucic acid,
muciate of ammonia.
The solution is

into

a platinum or porcelain dish, and the

filtered

)nate takes

residue thoroughly washed with water to remove

muciate of ammonia.

The

filtrate

dryness over a water bath, and 5
specific gravity are added,

stand for thirty minutes.

ammonium muciate,
now filtered onto a

c.c.

all

of the

then evaporated to

is

of nitric acid of 1.15

thoroughly stirred and allowed to

The

nitric acid

decomposes the

precipitating the mucic acid, which

tared

filter,

or into a

Gooch

is

crucible,

washed with 10 to 15 c.c. of water, with 60 c.c. of alcohol
and quite a number of times with ether, dried at 100° C. for
The mucic acid multiplied by
a short time, and weighed.
1.33 gives galactose, and this multiplied by .9 gives galactan.
The method gives fairly good results, but, like other
methods that are employed in estimating substances formed
by physiological processes, absolute accuracy is hardly to be
For example, when extracting the mucic acid from
expected.
the impurities with ammonium carbonate, more or less of the
partially decomposed organic matter is dissolved out, which
After
is again precipitated by the addition of the nitric acid.
the mucic acid is filtered and washed with alcohol and ether,
a considerable portion of this material

however,

still

is

dissolved out

;

some,

remains, and gives the otherwise white mucic

acid a grayish color.

It is possible that

such a condition

might be obviated by previously treating the substance to be
examined with alcohol, ether and one per cent, soda solution
in the cold, in order to remove fat, coloring matter and proWhether this could be done without loss
tein substances.
of any of the substance is a question for further study.
•

One

part

ammonium

carbonate, 19 parts water

and

1

part strong

ammonia.

1897.]
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of the substances tested show less than one per

of galactan, and

we

many

are not certain in

cases,

because of the small amount of precipitate ol)tained, whether
material weighed really was mucic acid or partially
decomposed organic matter. All substances, therefore, con-

the

taining less than one per cent, of galactan,

present characterized as doubtful.
al)sence of very small

be obliged to

still

be for the

settle the

presence or

amounts of galactan, we

shall either

further perfect the method, or

work with

Tollens states that mucic acid melts at

larger quantities.

213 degrees C.

To

may

We

have tested the melting point of the

precipitate in cases

when

fodders and seeds.

In the leguminous plants from three to

was sufficient present, and
found a melting point of about 215 degrees C.
The results as given above show the presence of very
small amounts of galactan in the non-leguminous coarse
there

four per cent, are present, while in case of the leguminous
seeds, several varieties of beans

and peas appear to contain

very limited quantities, but the larger number of such seeds
With the
tested show from 1.^ to as high as 14 per cent.
exception of the lupines, the'clover seeds contain the largest

amounts, the seeds of white variety containing 9 per cent.
The above results are merely a report of progress. They
show, however, that the galactans are not as widely distributed nor present in such large quantities as are the pentosans,

do

and therefore do not play such an inqDortant part

the latter in the process of nutrition.

We

as

propose to

continue the investigation of the distribution of these substances,

and also to determine

their digestibility.

;
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THE PHLOROGLUCIN METHOD FOR THE
MATION OF PENTOSANS.
J.

Councler

* has

B,

LINDSEY and

E. B.

ESTI-

HOLLAND.

suggested that, instead of phenylhydrazin,

phloroglucin be employed for the precipitation and estimation of furfurol obtained b}' the distillation of various substances, with dilute hydrochloric acid.

Kruger and Tollens

f

have further studied and perfected the method, and recom-

mended

it

as reliable for the estimation of pentosans in vari-

ous coarse fodders, grains and vegetables.

The phloroglucin,

like

the

phenylhydrazin method,

is

based on the fact that the pentosans (araban, xylan, etc.)

from other carbohydrates in that they yield furfurol
instead of levulinic acid upon digestion with moderately
differ

dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acids.

The

first

step neces-

sary in both processes for a quantitative estimation

conversion of the pentosans into furfurol and

its

the

is

separation

from the resulting by-products.

Phloroglucin Method described.
Three grammes of the material are brought into a tenflask, together with 100 c.c. of 12 per cent, hydrochloric acid (specific gravity, 1.06), and several pieces of
The flask, placed upon wire
recently heated pumice stone.
ounce

gauze,

is

connected with a Liebig condenser, and heat ap-

plied, rather gently at first,

30

c.c. in

begins.

and so regulated as to

distil

over

ten to fifteen minutes from the time that boilino;

The 30

c.c.

driven over are replaced

by a

like

quantity of the dilute acid, by means of a separatory ftmnel

and the process so continued as long as the distillate gives a
pronounced reaction with aniline acetate on filter paper (a
* Chemikerztg, 1894, No. 51.

f Zeitsch. fur Ang. Chem., 1896, Heft II.
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few drops of aniline in a
the

completed

distillate

50 per cent, acetic acid).

little
is

[Jan.

To

gradually added a quantity of

phloroglucin * dissolved in 12 per cent, hydrochloric acid,

and the resulting mixture thoroughly stirred. The solution
and very soon an amorphous
first turns yellow, then green
;

greenish precipitate appears, which grows rapidly darker,
till

finally

it

up to 500

becomes almost black.

c.c.

The

solution

is

made

with 12 per cent, hydrochloric acid, and

allowed to stand over night.

In case there

is

very

little

furfurol in the substance tested, and the resulting distillate

consequently small,

it

is

best to add sufiicient 12 per cent,

h^^drochloric acid to the distillate before adding the phloro-

glucin solution, so that, upon the addition

of the latter

solution, the resulting mixture will contain approximately

500

c.c.

The amorphous black precipitate
Gooch crucible through an asl)estos
c.c.

is

filtered into a tared

felt,

washed with 100

of water, dried to constant weight by heating three to

four hours at 100 degrees

C,

cooled and weighed, the in-

crease in weight being reckoned as phloroglucid.
late the furfurol

table

:

—

TOTAL WEIGHT OF

To

calcu-

from the phloroglucid, f use the following

,
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The amount of pento.san.s was estimated by both the
phenylhydrazin and the phloroglucin methods iu the followinof substances

—

:

Plionylhydrazin

Method

(Per Cent.).

English hay,

High-grown salt hay,
Branch grass.

21.28
25.64
24.65

.

Low meadow

27. 9«

Lupine seeds.

16.45
9.42

fox grass,
Buffalo gluten feed,

With two exceptions
agreeing results.

methods

We

the

its

Method
(Percent.).

22.60
25.74
26.43
27.91
16.00
9.64

two methods show very closely
still further compare these

propose to

in the near future.

account of

PhloroKliii'iu

The phloroglucin method, on
is much to be preferred.

greater simplicity,

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
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Part

[Jan.

II„

THE EFFECT OF NARROW AND WIDE RA-

(a)

TIONS OX THE QUANTITY AND COST OF MILK
AND BUTTER, AND ON THE COMPOSITION OF
MILK.
J.

B.

LINDSEY,

E. B.

HOLLAND and GEO.

Results of
I.

Definition

Two

By narrow
much

:

A. BILLINGS.

ICxperiments.

ration

is

meant one containing 4

to 5 times as

carbohydrates as protein (1:5);
by wide ration one containing 8 to 10 times as much

carbohydrates as protein (1
II.

The same amount

:

10).

narrow rations
produced from 11.8 to 12.9 per cent, more milk than
of digestible matter in

amount of digestible matter in wide rations
narrow rations also reduced the cost of production
from 5 to 12 per cent.
did a like

;

HI.

The average cost

IV.

The narrow

of a quart of milk produced with the
narrow rations was 1.81 cents, and with the wide ra-

tions 1.97 cents.

rations produced over the wide rations practi-

same relative increase in the amount of butter
and the same decrease in the cost of production as in
cally the

the case of the milk,

V.

The narrow

rations produced butter at a cost of 15.57 cents

per })ouud, and the wide rations at a cost of 16.52
cents per pound.

VI.

I., with the narrow rations, the best cow
produced 12.2 pounds of butter in a week, at a cost
of 14 cents per pound and the poorest cow produced
8.26 pounds, at a cost of 19.37 cents per pound.
In
the same experiment, with the wide ration, the best
cow produced 9.52 pounds, at a cost of 16.67 cents
per pound and the poorest cow produced 7.28 pounds,
at a cost of 18.88 cents per pound.

In Experiment

;

;
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II., on the narrow ration, the best cow
produced 12.81 pounds of butter per weelv, at a cost
for feed consumed of 11. GG cents; and tlie poorest
cow 7.98 pounds, at a cost of 15.90 cents per pound.

In Experiment

With

the wi(hi ration,

tlie

l)est

cow produced 10.92

pounds per week, costing 12.71 cents
VII.

VIII.

IX.

;

and the poorest

cow 6.8G pounds, costing 1G.21 cents per pound.
In these two experiments narrow rations produced manure
having 20 per cent, more fertilizing value than that
In general, it can be said
px'oduced by wide rations.
that narrow rations produce manure containing 10 to
If) per cent, more fertility than wide rations.
Neither the narrow nor wide ration produced any decided

For

change in the composition of the milk.
consumption of dry and digestible matter total
pounds of milk,
yields of milk, milk solids and fat

total

;

;

milk solids and fat produced by 100 pounds of dry

and for digestible matter re1 pound of milk
pound of butter,
see tables XII., XIII.

and digestible matter

;

quired to produce 100 pounds of milk,

and 1
and XIV., in rear of
solids

A.

—

this report.

Methods employed

in carrying out the
Experiments.

Plan.

The experiments were two

in

number, and were conducted

during the autumn and winter of 1895-96, with six cows.

The animals were divided

as evenly as possible into

two

and the experiments were so arranged that in the first
experiment three of the cows were fed the
narrow rations while the other three were receiving the wide
rations
in the second half of the experiment the order was
reversed.
In this way the natural milk shrinkage as well as
natural
change in the quality of the milk was equalized.
the
In the first experiment the two halves each lasted twenty-six
days, and at least seven days were allowed after the animals
were placed upon the full ration before the actual test began.
In Experiment II. the halves each lasted twenty-one days.
lots,

half of each

;

102
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History of Cows.

NAME.

[Jan.
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meal and old-process linseed meal and in case of the wide
ration, wheat hran and corn meal.
In this experiment the
;

feeds were entirely consumed.

The

feeds were very carefully weighed out, and given twice

daily.

Water was kept

before the animals constantly, by

means of the Buckley self-watering device. A cover swung
upon hinges kept the feed from getting into the water. The
animals very soon learned to lift the cover whenever they
desired to drink.

Sampling

the Feeds.

A small sample of the diiferent grain feeds was taken daily,
and preserved in glass-stoppered bottles a sample of the
hay was taken weekly, and likewise presei-ved and at the
end of each of the two halves of each experiment dry-matter
determinations wore made and samples preserved for analysis.
In case of the sugar beets and ensilage, samples were taken
weekly and tested for dr}^ matter at once, and at the close of
the experiment these several samples w^ere mixed and pre;

;

served for analysis.

General Care,

The cows w^ere milked twice daily, about live o'clock in the
morning and live in the afternoon, always by the same attendant, who was a graduate of the college, and thoroughly
trustworthy.
The animals were carded daily, and allowed

They were given
room, and made as comfortal)le as possible.
The wing of the stable in which they were confined contained
no storage room, and each animal was allowed fully 1,200
cul)ic feet of air.
The wing was heated with hot water, and

the run of a yard in pleasant w^eather.

plenty of

stall

kept at a temperature of 50 to 55 degrees F. during the
winter months.

by 15

Ventilation was secured by means of a shaft

end of the wing, running
and extending 12 feet above the
roof, terminating in a so-called Archimedean ventilator.
In
the shaft was placed a hot- water coil, to increase the draught.
Air was admitted by means of windows opening into the
barn, thus avoiding direct draughts.
The windows were
sufficient in number to keep the barn fully lighted.
8

inches, placed at the south

to within 1 foot of the floor,

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
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Weighing

the

Animals.

The aDimals were weipfhed before feeding
at

[Jan.

in the afternoon

the beginning and end of the experiment, and once a week

It is recognized tliat this was not
and in experiments now being made the animals
are weighed for three successive days at the ])eginning and
end of the experiment and the same number of times weekly

durinij its continuance.
sufficient,

during; its continuance.

Care of

The milk was weighed
Chatillon

balance

at

sensitive

samples were taken for

live

the

Milk.

once after being drawn, on a
to

two

ounces.

Composite

days of each week, the milk be-

In order
was poured from one pail to
another three times, and then 10 c.c. removed with the aid

ing preserved with the aid of bichromate of potash.
to secure an average sample,

of a pipette, an exact

The

it

amount being taken

at

every milking.

glass jars containing the composite samples

tightl}^

were kept

covered, and were gently rotated each day, to prevent

any undue clotting of the cream.
Testing the Milk.
tests were in all cases made in duplicate.
The total
were made either by the sand method or by use of the
perforated disk tilled wdth asbestos.
The fat was determined
by the gravimetric method, and in case of Experiment II.
total nitrogen was estimated by the Kjeldahl method.

The

solids

Experiment

DATES OP EXPEKIMENT.

I.
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consumed, and Their Effect on
Quantity and Cost of Milk and Butter.

Rations

Average Daily Rations fed

to

Exjjerimcnt

CHARACTER OF

Six Coivs (Pounds).
I.

105

the

106
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gluten and linseed meals were substituted for corn meal.

It

might have been better had the coarse feeds been increased
somewhat, in order to have raised the total digestible nutrients to 15 pounds daily.
The animals, however, maintained
very even average weights during both experiments. In
both halves of each experiment the total digestible nutrients

were practically the same.

Table

I.

— Yield and Cost of Milk.

Experiment

I.

26 Bays (0

Cows).

1897.1
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Table

II.

33.

— Yield and Cost of Butter.

Experiment

I.

26 Days (6

Coivs).

107
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much depends upon

"Jan.

the cost of feeds used, character of the

The

show
cows that had been
well fed were able to do, during the first six months after
cows, and the stage of lactation.

what

figures simply

six of the better class of ordinary

calvinff.

Table

III.

— Yield

and Cost of Butter from Poorest and Best
Cows.
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cows during a period of lactation. Only by such a
course can the unprofitable cows be weeded out, and the herd
brouorht to a higher standard.
The scales and the Babcock
tester are necessary mere guess will not accomplish it.
their

;

—

A^jproximate Estimate of the Amount and Value
of Fertilizer Constituents in Excretions of the 6 Cows.

Table IV.

CH^VKACTEK OF RATIONS.

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.

no
upon the
however,

price of the concentrated feed stuffs.

[Jan.

The markets,

at the present time contain such a great variety of

these products that the feeder can select those rich in protein at prices that will

enable him to feed the narrow or

so-called well-balanced rations to advantage.

In

the.

closing remarks on this portion of the experiment,

well to inquire what are to be considered as economical
narrow rations. The German ration established so long ago
by the late Emil von Wolfi' contained, for cows of 1,000
pounds weight, 2.5 pounds of digestiljlc protein, .5 pounds of
digestible ftit and 13 pounds of digestible carbohydrates,
with a proportion of })rotein to fat and carbohydrates of 1

it is

to 5.4.

The writer

convinced that 2.5 pounds of digestible

is

amply

sufficient, and seriously questions
whether it is not too much. More than this amount, or
even 2.5 pounds daily in the form of concentrated feed
stufls, if fed from eight to nine months each year, will soon

protein daily

is

tend to impair the milk-producing capacity of the cow.

Some cows misht

])e

able to withstand such feedino; longer

might be advisable, for economic reasons,
to feed as high as 3 pounds of digestible protein daily to
average cows for two or three years, and then turn them
into beef; but cows possessing more than ordinary merit
than others.

It

should be differently handled.

mind

that

sess extra

those ends

it is

far better to

It should ever be

kept in

breed and select cows that pos-

milk and butter qualities than to attempt to attain
by extra amounts of concentrated feeds.

The amount of
digestible organic

protein, as well as the

amount of

total

nutrients, that can be fed in the daily

ration in order to produce milk and butter at low prices, and
at the

same time not impair the milk-producing organs by
and in order to
is still an uncertain quantity

overwork,

;

more accurate information, taking into consideration
American conditions, extended and carefully conducted investigations are necessary.
Such experiments should be
carried out only by those who can control all the conditions,
secure

who thoroughly understand the nature, handling and care
of animals, and who have the time to give the experiments
a close personal attention.
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The Effect of Nakroav and Wide Rations on the

C.

Quality of the Milk.

Many

experiments have been published and

many

opinions

expressed relative to the effects of single feeds and feed combinations on the quality of milk.

The writer has

brietly

reviewed the most important of these experiments else-

W.

H. Jordan f has recently also presented a most
excellent review and critical examination of such experiwhere.*
ments.
Practically

all

By

made have taught
on the quality of milk.

of the experiments thus far

that feeds have but very little influence

"affecting the quality"

creasing of any or

all

is

meant the increasing and de-

of the solid constituents of the milk,

such as casein, albumin, milk sugar, fat and ash.

commonly recognized

fact that

some feeds

milk, and to a slight extent its color, also possibly

and alkalinity.

It is

a

affect the flavor of
its

acidity

and feed combina-

It is possible that feeds

tions rich in fat have a tendency to slightly increase the per-

centage of fat in the milk of some cows.

Whether or not

feeds rich in protein have a similar tendency,
tain.

It is

probable that this increase

is

is still

uncer-

only of a temporary

coming back to its normal conAnimals very thin in flesh and insufficiently fed, if
brought into good condition by pro[)er feed, will probably
show an increase in one or all of the solid constituents.
This improvement will certainly not be very marked. It is
possible that the improvement in the milk brought about by
the more complete nourishment of a thin and insufficiently
fed animal consists more in an improvement in the qualili/
of the fat, or nitrogenous matter, than in increasing to any
marked degree their actual percentages in the milk. The
quality of milk varies, as is well known, during the different
character, the milk gradually
dition.

stages of lactation, but this

entirely independent of the

is

influence of feed.

In conducting experiments of this character the investigator should be very careful that he
conditions liable to in any

way

is

able to control all the

affect the results.

• Twelftli report of Massachusetts

Experiment

t Agriculture of Maine, 1895, page 139.

The milk-

Station, 1894.

112
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producing organs are largely under the control of the nervous
system, and any sudden change disturbing the nervous tem-

perament of the animal, such as a sudden extreme change of
temperature, an angry man, change of milkers, etc., is very
likely to have an eifect on the quality of her product.
This
can easily be observed by testing the milk daily and noting
the variations, especially in the percentage of

fat.

Too

short

periods render such experiments valueless, as well as changing
the entire daily character of the feed in two or three parts of a
single experiment.

No

greater mistake can be

The

employing cheap, unreliable help.
the experiments thus far

made along

made than

in

many

of

results of

this line of investigation

are of absolutely no value, because one or several improper
influences have not been controlled

by the experimenter.

In the two experiments which follow, the experimenter
has sought as far as possible to prevent any influence other
than the one desired to have any bearing on the results.
The methods have been described under A. The complete
feeding record of each cow will be found at the end of this
article.
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must not be forgotten that
same time on either
the wide or the narrow ration.
For example, in Experiment
I. cows I., IV. and VI. were first fed the narrow ration;
while cows II., III. and V. were having at the same time the
wide ration. It would be exi)ected that cows I., IV. and
VI. would naturally show slightly higher percentages on the
wide ration, because it vxis fed later; and for a like reason
cows II., III. and V. would show higher percentages on the
narrow ration. In case of Cow V., on the wide ration, it
has already been exjdained that the first two composite
samples of milk show low solids, and less than 3 per cent,
of fat.
In the third sam})le both the solids and fat very
noticeably increased.
It is evident that this sudden change
was not caused by feed first, because the animal was in
In judging the above results,

it

the entire lot of cows was not fed at the

;

excellent flesh at the beginning of the experiment

second, because the change was a permanent one.

;

and,

The cow

had been calved but a few weeks, and for some reason had
not come to her average quality of milk. It was therefore considered advisable, in the wide ration, to omit in the
average the
first

the milk.

were
first

first tw^o

first

With

analyses.

exj)eriment shows very

little

this

In the second experiment, cows
fed the narrow ration,

received the wide ration.

exception, the

variation in the (juality of

and cows

All but

Cow

and VI.
IV. and V.
being some-

I., II.

III,,
II.

what advanced
it is natural that at
least cows I. and VI. should show slightly higher percentages
with the wide ration, and cows III., IV. and V. with the
narrow ration. This natural tendency is noticed in coavs I.,
One can therefore draw more reliable
11., IV., V. and VI.
conclusions when the results from the six cows are averaged,
thus eliminating as much as possible the error caused by
in the period of lactation,

natural shrinkage.

IIG

HATCH EXPERIMENT STATION.
Table VI.

— Average

Resxdts from 6 Cows.

Experiment

I.

[Jan,

1897.]
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it

will be noticed that the

taining 1.45 pounds of digestible
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wide ration, con-

protein,

.54

pound of

and 11.44 pounds of digestible carbohydrates,
seemed to have produced a slight but noticeable increase in
the percentage of fat
and the narrow ration, containing 2.85
pounds of digestible protein, .65 pound of digestible fat and
9.96 pounds of digestible carbohydrates, a slight increase in
digestible fat

;

the total nitrogenous matter.

Recognizing the

many

serious difficulties in the

way

of

securing results that will show only the influence of feed or
feed constituents in the composition of milk, the writer would

of course draw no positive conclusions, but simply present
the figures as the results of

ments along

two

careful h- conducted experi-

this line of investigation.
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Showing Total Amount of Dry and Digestible
Matter consumed^ and Total Milk Products pt'odnced.

Table XII.

Experiment

CHARACTER OF
RATION.

I.
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Pounds of Digestible Matter required to produce
Table XIV.
100 Pounds of Milk, a Pound of Milk Solids and a Pound
of Butter.
Narroiv Ration.
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FEEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH
{b)

Meal

Rice

Experiment

I.

v.

[Jan.

PIGS.

Corn Meal.

— Nov. 12, 1895,

to

Feb. 11, 1896.

Results.

Three pigs fed

rice

meal and skim-milk each showed an

average weight of 67 pounds at the ))eginning of the experi-

ment and 195.2 pounds

end of the experiment; the
three fed corn meal and skim-milk each showed an average
weight of 65 pounds at the lieginning and 193.5 pounds at
the end of the experiment.
The rice meal lot consumed during the experiment 3,519
pounds of skim-milk (1,614 quarts), together with 867
pounds of rice meal, and gained 385 pounds of live weight,
equal to 208 pounds of dressed weight the corn meal lot
consumed like quantities of milk and corn meal, and gained
385 pounds of live weight, equal to 309 pounds of dressed
at the

;

weight.

The rice meal lot consumed 1,118.64 pounds of dry matter
and the corn meal lot 1,105.65 pounds of dry matter.
The rice meal lot required 2.91 pounds of dry matter to
produce 1 pound of live weight and 3.77 pounds to produce
1 pound of dressed weight; the corn meal lot required 2.91
pounds of dry matter to produce 1 pound of live weight
and 3.59 pounds to produce 1 pound of dressed weight.
The average

daily gain in live weight of each pig in both

was 1.41 pounds.
The three pigs fed rice meal showed an average shrinkage
of 22.64 per cent, in dressing; the corn meal fed pigs

the rice and corn meal lots

shrank 20 per cent.

The above

results indicate that a

good quality of

rice

meal

has a feeding value equal to a similar quality of corn meal.
With grain at $18 per ton and dressed pork at 5 cents per

pound, skim-milk returned

^ of a cent

per quart, or 23 cents

.
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per 100 pounds

pork

at

;

with the same

6 cents per

})rioe for
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grain and dressed

pound, skim-milk would return 31.5

cents per 100 pounds.

With grain at $18 per ton and skim-milk at 15 cents per
100 pounds, live weight would cost 2.88 cents per pound
and dressed weight 3.66 cents. If skim-milk were reckoned
at 25 cents per 100 pounds, live weight would cost 4 cents
per pound and dressed weight 5 cents })er pound.
Details of the Exj)eri)nent

The

object of the experiment was to compare the nutritive

meal with corn meal when fed in connection
with skim-milk.
Six pigs, grade Chester White, all out of
Thej were received October
the same litter, were selected.
15, when six weeks old, and kept for a month before beginning the experiment. Before starting the experiment each
effect of rice

pig Avas placed in a separate pen, of about 100 feet area.

The pens were separated by heavy galvanized wire, thus
securing good ventilation, and allowing at the same time the
'animials to see each other.
While th^j had no outdoor run,
the pens were large, the room airy and well lighted, and the
constant good health of the animals indicated no disturbing
Only in very severe weather did the temperainfluences.
ture in the building

Feeding.
slightly

— The

fall

a

little

below freezing.

animals were fed three times daily, the

warmed milk being measured, and

for the twenty-four hours

the grain ration

accurately weighed.

were each given from 5 to 6 quarts of milk daily.

The pigs
At the

beginning of the experiment 4 ounces of grain were given
and the amount increased from
with each quart of milk
;

time to time, to suit the appetites of the animals.
feed

was consumed during the

The

entire time, without a single

refusal.

—

The skim-milk was tested occasionally, and 9.75
Feeds.
per cent, of solids were used in calculating the amount of
dry matter it contained.
Rice meal is fed and highly
prized in Europe.
It is occasionally found in our markets,
but the present low price of corn meal excludes
paring rice for

human consumption,

esses are employed.

it.

In pre-

various mechanical proc-

After the hull

is

removed, the

rice is

.
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brought into mortars holding from 4 to 6 bushels each and
pounded, to remove the yellow, gluey covering of the grain

and give

it

the creamy color so

much

This pound-

desired.

ing really removes the chaff and some of the flour, and leaves
the grain Imt

give

little

broken.

a pearly histre, which

it

The
is

rice is then polished to

eftectcd

moose
polish.
The

by

friction of the

That portion
chaft' and flour above
rubbed oft' is termed rice
referred to, and in some cases the polish also, are mixed and
grains of rice against tanned

hide.

sold as rice meal for cattle feedinsf.

Compositioyi.
[Figures equal percentages or pounds per 100.]

Water,

10.50
7.67
5.03
12.10
12.95
51.75

.

Ash,
Fiber,
Fat,
Protein,

.

Extract matter,

The above

feeds have the

12.00
1.42
1.84
3.34
9.68
71.72

same type of composition, being

comparatively low in protein and high in carbohydrates.

They both may be termed heat-producing and fattening
The rice meal contains more fat and less extract or
feeds.
starchy matter than the corn meal.
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Additional Data.
In order to throw light on the price returned for skimmilk and the cost of feed required to produce a pound of

and dressed weight, the following additional data is
amount of feed consumed is reckoned
from October 15, when the pigs were received, to February
12, when they were slaughtered.
The results below are
based on the entire lot of six pigs.
live

presented, and the

Pounds.
Total milk consumed by six pigs,
Total grain consumed by six pigs,

Live weight actually gained.

Dressed weight actually gained,

PRICE RETURNED

.

lailJLlC

1897.]

(c)

Oat Feed
Experiment

II.
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Pigs.

— March 29 to June 30, 1890.
Results.

Four pigs fed oat feed and skim-milk each showed an
averaoe weight of 42.56 pounds at the beginning and 136.75
pounds at the end of the experiment ; the two fed corn meal
and milk showed an average weight of 45.25 pounds at the
beginning and 157.70 pounds at the end of the experiment.
The oat feed lot consumed during the experiment 5,389
[)Ounds of skim-milk (2,474 quarts), together with 869
pounds of oat feed, and gained 376.75 pounds of live weight,
an average gain of 94.19 pounds each the corn meal lot consumed 2,694.5 pounds of milk (1,286 quarts), together with
435 pounds of corn meal, and gained 225.25 pounds, or an
;

average gain of 112.62 pounds.

The oat feed lot consumed 1,305.96 pounds of dry matter
and required 3.47 pounds of dry matter to produce a pound
of live weight; the corn meal lot consumed 645.1 pounds of
dry matter and required 2.86 pounds of dry matter to produce a pound of live weight.
The oat feed lot showed an average daily gain of 1.03
pounds in live weight, and the corn meal lot a daily gain of
1.22 pounds in live weight.
The present experiment shows that only 83.6 per cent, as
much pork was produced with oat feed as with an equal
weight of corn meal, or 100 pounds of corn meal were equal
to 120 pounds of oat feed.
With corn meal at $18 per ton, oat feed at $16 per ton
and dressed pork at 5 cents per pound, skim-milk returned
^ of a cent per quart, or 15.6 cents per 100 pounds in case
of the entire lot of six pigs.

With

the same price for grain and skim-milk reckoned at

\ cent per quart, live weight would cost 3.34 cents and
dressed weight 4.3 cents per pound.
Further details concerning prices will be found in the description of the experi-

ment.
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Details of Experiment II.

The

was to compare the nutritive
Six grade Chester White
pigs, all from the same litter, were used.
The pigs were
in
the
same
pens
kept
and handled in the same way as described in the previous experiment.
They had been in the
pens over a month before the experiment began.
Feeding.
The pigs were each fed at the beginning 5
quarts of milk together with 3 ounces of meal to each quart
of milk, and increased in this proportion till 8 quarts of
milk were fed the grains were then still further increased
from time to time to satisfy the appetites of the animals.
FeecU.
The skim-milk and corn meal were of the same
average quality as reported in the previous experiment.
Oat
feed is the refuse from factories engaged in the preparation
of oat meal for human consumption.
It consists of the poor
oats, oat hulls and some of the bran and starch which are
removed in the process of manufacture. It is, as the corn
object of this experiment

eifect of

corn meal with oat feed.

—

;

—

meal, a heat-producing rather than

Oat feed varies very much
in feeding value.

average one.

a flesh-forming feed.

in composition,

and consequently

may

be considered an

"The sample used
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Additional Data.
In order to show the price returned for skim-milk and the
cost of feed required to produce a

weight, the additional data

Total milk coDBumed by six pigs,
Total oat feed consumed by six pigs,
Total corn meal consumed by six pigs,

Live weight actually gained.

Dressed weight calculated,

PRICE RETURNED

.

is

pound of

live

and dressed

presented for the six pigs

:

—
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Digestion Experiments with Sheep.

We

have continued our digestion studies of the various
during the past year.
Some of tlie work undertaken is as yet inconi[)lete, and experiments are still in progcattle feeds

ress.

Below

is

presented

with several feed
at another time.

stuffs.

By

the;

digestion coefficients obtained

The

entire data will be presented

is meant the percentage of the several groups of constituents composing feed
stuffs that the animal is capable of digesting.
Thus, if wheat

digestion coefficients

bran contains 16 per cent, of protein, or 1(3 pounds in 100,
and the coefficient of the protein digestibility is 78, this
means that the animal can digest 78 per cent, of the 16
pounds, or 12.48 pounds.
Digestion Coefficients obtained.

compilatiox

of

axalyses

of

fodder articles and

Dairy Products,
MADE AT

AMHERST, MASS
1868-1897.

Prepared by E. B. H(jlland.

A.

Fodder Articles.

B.

Fertilizixg Ingredients ix Fodders.

C.

Dairy Products.
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B.

Fertilizing Ingredients in

Fodder

Articles

[Ja

— Continued.
.H<

//.

Hay and Dry

Coarne Fodders

— Con.

English hay

1.27

1.50

.29

Rowen

1.70

1.56

.46

Timothy

1.19

1.40

.33

Red

1.06

.94

.33

Kentucky blue-grass

1.19

1.52

.39

Orchard grass

1.22

1.58

.38

.92

1.96

Perennial rye-grass

1.15

1.45

.52

Italian rj'e-grass,

1.11

1.18

.52

1.06

.65

.23

1.22

1.61

.46

top,

Meadow

Salt

fescue,

hay

Millet

Vetch and

oats,

1.23

1.27

.62

Mammoth

red clover,

2.14

1.16

.52

2.01

2.11

.41

Alsiiie clover

2.26

2.10

.63

Lucerne

1.87

1.32

.48

2.54

1.95

.73

.95

2.03

.19

.69

1.04

.25

.68

1.73

.18

Teosinte,

1.32

3.35

.16

White

2.56

1.46

.29

2.28

2.51

.51

.61

.56

.07

2.31

1.96

.42

.26

1.18

.41

2.95

4.60

.57

Medium

red clover,

(alfalfa),

Sainfoin,

Barley straw,

Soy-bean straw,
Millet straw,

......

lupine,

Yellow lupine,
Spanish moss,
Sulla

White

daisy,

Carrot tops,
///.

RooU, Tubers, Fruits,

et<'-.

Beets, red,

Beets, sugar,
Beets, yellow fodder,

.44

....

.48

.10

.46

.09

Mangolds,

.34

.14

Turnips,

.38

.12

Rutabagas,

.49

.12

• See note on page 151.
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Tables or the Digestibility of American Feed Stuffs.
EXPEUIMENTS MADE
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—
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the

digestibility

of

American feed

Reports of Storrs (Couuectieut) Experiment Station, 1894, 1895.
Reports of the Maine State Experiment Station for 1886, 1887,
1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1893, 1894.

Reports of the

New York

Experiment Station, 1884, 1888, 1889.

Reports of the Pennsylvania Experiment Station, 1887, 1888,
1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893.
Bulletins Nos. 80 c, 81, 87 d, 97 and 118 of the North Carohna
Experiment Station.
Bulletin No. 16, Utah Experiment Station.
Bulletin No. 3 of the Wisconsin Experiment Station for 1884,
and Sixth Annual Report, 1889.
Bulletin No. 8 of the Colorado Experiment Station.
Bulletins Nos. 26 and 36 of the Minnesota Experiment Station^
Bulletin No. 6 of the Oregon Experiment Station.
Bulletins Nos. 13, 15 and 19 of the Texas Experiment Station.
Bulletins Nos. 20 and 41 of the Maryland Experiment Station.
Eleventh and Twelfth Annual Reports (1893 and 1894) of the
Massachusetts State Experiment Station.
Report of Hatch Experiment Station, 1895, 1896.
Bulletin No. 43 of the Illinois Experiment Station.
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZEES AND FERTILIZER
MATERIALS.
Charles

A.

Goessmann;

Part
1.

Experiments to

I.

Assistants: H. D.

Haskins, R. H. Smith

Field Experiments.
leguminous crops
on the nitrogen sources of the

studj' the effect of raising

in rotation with grain crops
soil.

2.

" Nitragin," a germ

fertilizer for the cultivation of

leguminous

crops.
3.

Observations with leguminous crops at Amherst.

4.

Mixed annual forage crops v. clovers.
Experiments to study the economy of using

5.

natural phosphates

in place of acid phosphates (superphosphates).
6.

Experiments to ascertain the influence of different mixtures
of chemical fertilizers on the character and yield of garden
crops.

Part
1

2.
3.
4.

II.

Work

in

the Chemical Laboratory.

Report on inspection of commercial
New laws for the regulation of trade

fertilizers.

in

commercial

Report on general work in the laboratory.
Compilation of analyses of manurial substances,
crops and insecticides.

fertilizers.

fruits,

garden
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I.

REPORT ON FIELD EXPERIMENTS.
Chakles

1.

a. Goessmann.

Field Experiments carried on for the Purpose of
STUDYING the EfFECT OF A LiBERAL INTRODUCTION
OF Clover-like Plants
Leguminous Crops
INTO Farm Practice, as a Means of increasing
the Resources of Available Nitrogen Plant
Food in the Soil under Cultivation from the
Elementary Nitrogen of the Air. {Field A.)

—

—

The observation of

the fact that the different varieties of

clover and of clover-like plants in general, as peas, beans,
vetches, lupines, etc., are in an exceptional degree qualified,

under favorable conditions, to convert, by the aid of certain
micro-organisms of the soil, the elementary nitrogen of the
air into plant food, imparts to that class of farm crops a
This cirspecial interest from an economical stand-point.
cumstance

is

two causes

:

Firfit.

in a controlling degree

—

due to the following

— The nitrogen-containing soil constituents of plant

food are, as a rule, in a high degree liable to suffer serious

changes

in

regard to their character and fitness as well as in

reference to their quantity.

Second.

— Available

nitrogen-furnishing

manurial

sub-

stances are the most costly articles of plant food in our

markets.
Field experiments which propose to show, by their results,

what extent the cultivation of clover-like plants can be
relied on as a practical and economical means for securing

to

efBciently nitrogen plant food for the crops to be raised have

.
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most careful attention of

agricultural investigators

The systematic treatment of the held here under considerA), as far as suitable modes of cultivation and
of manuring are concerned, was introduced during the season
of 1888 tol884.
The subdivision of the entire area into eleven plats " oneation (Field

tenth of an acre each," of a uniform size and sha[)e, 182 feet

long and 83 feet wide, with an unoccupied and unmanured
space of 5 feet in width l)etween adjoining plats, has been
retained unaltered since 1884.

A

detailed statement of the temporary

management of the experiments,

aim and general

as well as of the results

in that connection from year to year, forms a
prominent part of my contem))orary printed annual reports,
to which I have to refer for further details, 1884-96.

o])tained

Our
periods

observations upon Field
:

—

A

are

divided into three

(a)
Study of the existing soil resources of plant food,
1884 to 1889.
(b)
Study of the eft'ect of excluding nitrogen plant food
from outside sources and of adding nitrogen plant food in
various available forms, 1889 to 1892.
(c)
Studying the effect of the cultivation of leguminous

crops on the resources of available nitrogen plant food in
the soil under treatment, 1892 to 1897.

The

first

four years of the stated period 1884 to 1889

were principally devoted to an investigation into the general
character and condition of the soil under cultivation as far
as its natural and inherent resources of available phosphoric

and potash were concerned.
The soil proved to he in particular deficient in potash.
Different varieties of corn (maize) were raised in succession

acid, nitrogen

to assist in the investigation.

Since 1889 the main object of observation upon the same
field

has been to study the influence of an entire exclusion

of any additional

nitrogen-containing

manurial

substance

from the soil under cultivation, as well as of a definite additional supply of nitrogen in different forms of com})ination
on the character and yield of the crop selected for the trial.

.
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Several plats (4, 7 and 9) which for five preceding years
(1884 to 1889) had not received any nitrogen compound for
manurial purposes, were retained in that state, to study the
efiect

of an entire exclusion of nitrogen-containing manurial

substances on the crop under cultivation

while the remaining ones received, as before, a definite amount of nitrogen
in the

same form

in

;

which they had received

it

in preceding

years, namely, either as sodium nitrate (1, 2), as

ammonium

sulphate (5, 6, 8), as organic nitrogenous matter in form of
dried blood (3, 10), or of barn-yard manure (0).

A

corresponding amount of available nitrogen was applied

in all these cases.

1889-94.
Plats.

Plat

0,

Plat

1,

Plat

2,

Plat

3,

Plat

4,

Plat

5,

Plat

6,

Annual Supply of Manurial Substances per

Plat (1-10 of one Acre).

800 lbs. of barn-yard manure, 32 lbs. of potash-magnesia sulphate and
18 lbs. of dissolved bone-black.
29 lbs. sodium nitrate (=4 to 5 lbs. nitrogen), 25 lbs. muriate of
potash (=: 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 50 lbs. dissolved
bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
29 lbs. sodium nitrate (= 4 to 5 lbs. nitrogen), 48.5 lbs. potashmagnesia sulphate (=: 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 60 lbs.
dissolved bone-black (=8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
43 lbs. dried blood (=5 to 6 lbs. nitrogen), 25 lbs. muriate of potash
(= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 50 lbs. dissolved bone-black
(== 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
25 lbs. muriate of potash (= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide) and 50
lbs. dissolved bone-black (=8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
22.5 lbs. ammonium sulphate (=4 to 5 lbs. nitrogen), 48.5 lbs. potashmagnesia sulphate (:= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 50 lbs.
dissolved bone-black (=8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
22.5 lbs. ammonium sulphate (=4 to 5 lbs. nitrogen), 25 lbs. muriate
of potash (= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide) and 50 lbs. dissolved
bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. availal)le phosphoric acid).
25 lbs. muriate of potash (= 12 to 13 lbs. porassium oxide) and 50
lbs. dissolved bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
22.5 lbs. ammonium sulphate (= 4 to 5 lbs. nitrogen), 25 lbs. muriate
of potash (= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 50 lbs. dissolved
bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
25 lbs. muriate of potash (= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide) and 50
lbs. dissolved bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid).
43 lbs. dried blood (= 5 to 6 lbs. nitrogen), 48.5 lbs. potash-magnesia
sulphate (= 12 to 13 lbs. potassium oxide), and 50 lbs. dissolved
bone-black (= 8.5 lbs. available phosphoric acid)
,

Plat

7,

Plat

8,

Plat

9,

Plat

10,

Amount of FenUizing

Ingr-edients used annually

{Nitrogen,

....

Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,
(

Plats

4, 7, 9,

.

.

.

\
l^

Nitrogen,

...

Potassium oxide,

.

45 pounds.

80 pounds.

.125 pounds

....

Phosphoric acid,

.

per Acre.

...

none.

80 pounds
125 pounds.
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the incorporation

secdin*:-,

cuUivating and

harvesting, were carried on year after year in a like manner,

and as

far as practicable

plat during the

on the same day

every

in case of

same year.
Khid of

Crojifi raiHed.

Corn (maize)

in 1889.

Oats,

in 1890.

Rye,

in 1891.

Soy bean,

in 1892.

The annual yield of the various crops upon the

different

which had
nitrogen
for
manurial
purposes
form
any

plats showed, as a rule, that those plats (4, 7, 9)

not received in

much

yielded
in

smaller crops than those that annually received

some form or other an addition of a corresponding amount

of available nitrogen.

The
supply

of crops on the plats 7'eceiving no nitrogpn
during the succeeding years, as follows :

total yield

ivas,

—

With corn in 1889, one-fifih less.
With oats in 1890, onefifth to one-sixth less.
With rye in 1891, one fifth to one-sixth less.
With soy bean, in 1892, one-third to onefourth less.
The results of four years (1889 to 1892) of obsjervations
were expressed in the following conclusions
The experiments carried on upon Field A. during the years
1889, 1890, 1891 and 1892 show conclusively the importance of a liberal supply to the soil of an available form of
nitrogen to secure a successful and remunerative cultivation
of farm crops under otherwise corresponding favorable conditions.
For even a legutninous crop, the soy bean, when for
the first time raised upon Field A^ did not famish an excep(For details, see report for
tion to our observation (1892).
:

1892.)

1893-97.
first

— Subsequent to

—

the year 1892,

when

for the

time in the more recent history of the held under dis-

cussion an annual leguminous crop, a late-maturing variety

of soy bean, had been raised upon

seemed of interest to
upon Field A
had increased the amount of available nitrogen stored up in
it, it

ascertain whether the raising of (he soy bean

.
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the soil to such an extent as to aflect the yield of succeed-

ing crops upon those plats (4, 7, D) which, as a rule, had
not received at any time for eight successive years an
addition of available nitrogen from any other manurial
source

l)ut

the atmospheric air and the roots left in the soil

after harvesting the crops raised.

A

grain crop (oats) was selected as the crop suitable to

The general management of the
experiment, as far as the pre})aration of the soil, manuring
serve for that purpose.

and seeding-down are concerned, was the same as
years

An

(

in previous

see tenth annual report )

examination of the yield of the crop

upon the

in

1893, secured

showed that the total crop per acre
on those plats to which no nitrogen was applied (4, 7, 9)
aA'eraged 800 pounds less than in case of the plats which
diilerent plats,

received their regular supply of nitrogen in some form or
other.

The average

yield of oats

upon the

plats (4, 7, 9)

which had received no nitrogen supply from any outside
source was fro'^n one-seventh to one-eif/Jith less in iceight than
the average yield of the remaining plats,

which received

annually- additional nitrogen supply.

From these results it appeared that the introduction of an
annual leguminous crop into our rotation had somewhat
reduced the difference in yield between the plats receiving
no nitrogen and those receiving it, yet had not entirely
obliterated it.
It was decided to continue the observation
by repeating the raising of soy beans in 1894, oats in 1895
and soy beans in 1896.
To secure, if possible, more decisive results
1894.
regarding the presence and absence of available nitrogen,
it was decided to use twice the amount of phosphoric ticid
and potassium oxide, as compared with the preceding years.

—

Amount of Fertilizing

Ingredients applied per Acre daring 1894.
f

Plats 0,

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, \

[

f

Plats

-i,

7, 9,

.

.

.

{

^

45 pounds.

Nitrogen,

Phosphoric acid,

Potassium oxide,
Nitrogen,

160 poimds.
.

250 pounds.
none.

Phosphoric acid,

160 pounds.

Potassium oxide,

250 pounds.
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early-maturing variety of soy l)ean was selected for

the experiments.

The

fertilizer

mixtures were applied as in

previous years, broadcast, in the midJle of April.

Owing

to the protracted drought of July and

August the crop did
not get that fulness of growth which might have been obThe crop was cut
tained under more favorable conditions.
August 28.
The diflerence in the average yield of cro[) between the
plats (4, 7, 9) which thus far had received no available nitrogen from outside manurial sources, as compared with that
from those which had received it in some form or other, was
more marked than in previous years. It amounted to onethird in favor of the latter.

1895.

— In 1895 oats were again

selected, as stated above,

to succeed soy bean, for the reason of permitting a direct

comparison of the results of 1892 (soy bean) and 1893

and 1895 (oats).
The ploughing, manuring, seeding down, etc., was carried
out in the same manner as during the preceding season
(oats) with those of 1894 (soy bean)

(1894).
The average yield of the plats with and without nitrogen

supply from outside sources showed that no material change

had taken place.
was decided to substitute in our experiment
a perennial leguminous plant, medium red clover, for the
annual leguminous plant, the soy bean, to ascertain whether
more satisfactory results will be secured from that change.
As a few years' observation are required to obtain a satisin their relative degree of productiveness

1896.

—

It

factory basis. for reliable conclusions, reports are deferred.

2.

Experiments 'vvith "Nitragin," a Germ Fertilizer
FOR the Cultivation of Clover and Clover-like
Plants
Leguminous Crops

—

.

The history of progress

in agriculture

shows that a more

general and liberal introduction of clover and clover-like
plants, as beans, peas, vetches, etc., as forage crops, into a

general system of farm management has everywhere increased
the chances of a
investigations of

more remunerative farming. The
Laws and Gilbert have furnished

valual)lc

striking
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proofs of the special claims of these crops as nitrogen gather-

when compared in that direction with grain crops.
The subsequent important discovery of the real cause of
the exceptional behavior of these crops by Hellriegel and
ers

others has given not only a satisfactory explanation of pre-

vious observations in practical agriculture but has also imparted, for economical reasons, an increased interest in the

study of successful methods of raising clovers,

etc.,

without

the aid of a liberal supply of nitrogen-containing manurial

substances.
Hellriegel and his co-laborers established

by

careful obser-

vation the fact that leguminous plants, like clovers, beans,
vetches, lupines, etc., with the assistance of certain micro-

organisms (root bacterium) foun<l in the soil, can utilize the
elementary nitrogen of the air for the formation of nitrogen
fit for the support of their growth.
These micro-organisms fasten themselves upon the roots
of the clover, etc., penetrate the epidermis and form in the
course of their growth swellings, nodules or tubercles, of
varying size and shape. Their presence and growth in the

plant food

tissue of the roots of this stated class of plants is considered

an essential condition for the conversion of the elementary

The

nitrogen of the air into suitable nitrogen plant food.

recognition of the circumstance that their presence or ab-

sence in the soil controls the results in a material degree,

even under otherwise favorable conditions, has turned the
attention of progressive agriculturists towards the study of
the circumstances which secure success.

Quite prominent

among

the

more recent

results of investi-

gation in this direction are the observations that a variety of
root bacterium exists

;

that

some

infest the roots of

one kind

of leguminous plant while others thrive upon other kinds
is

to say,

some leguminous crops may

fail

:

that

to give satisfactory

returns where others prosper on account of the presence or

absence of the right variety of root bacterium, or of suitable
condition of the soil for their vigorous development.

These results caused the introduction of various modes of
infecting the soil, wherever found necessary, with the desired kind of bacterium germ, before seeding

crop.

A

very

common method

down

the

new

consisted in scattering a
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certain

amount of

taken from a

soil,

field

83.

17i)

where the crop to

be raised has been successfully grown, ov^er the surface of
the

new land

it.
This method has been
by us on various occasions. Another
with water some of the soil, which from previ-

before ploughing

successfully practised
is

to abstract

ous observation

known

is

to contain the desire" "'oot bacte-

rium germs, and sprinkle the watery extract over

ti^^

""il

before ploughing.

One

of the latest developments in this direction

appearance

in the

general market of patented

germ

is

the

fertilizer

Considering the whole subject from

for leguminous crops.

a practical stand-point of sufficient interest, I insert l)elow a

copy of a circular received at this office. The connection of
two German investigators of excellent reputation with the
enterprise invites attention.

Three different kinds of germ fertilizers, for medium red
and for sweet or Bokhara clover,
have been imported during the past season and are on trial
clover, for crimson clover

upon the grounds of the

station.

NiTRAGIN.

Germ

Fertilizers

for Leguminous Crojjs.

(Prepared according to Drs. Nobbe and

Ililtner.)

principal food materials abstracted from the soil

The

by

plants,

which therefore require to be replaced iu the form of manures,
are potash, phosphoric acid, lime aud uitrogeu.
Respecting the last it has been known that leguminous crops,
anil

such as clover, vetches, peas, beans, lupines,

etc.,

do not usually

manured with nitrogen (hi form of nitre or ammocompounds), and yet under favorable conditions yield rich

require to be

niacal

harvests, whilst the soil

The reason of

even enriched with nitrogen.

is

this peculiar

behavior for

many

years remained

unexplained, but the onward march of modern science has

now

demonstrated the ability of leguminous plants to abstract nitrogen
from the air, only, however, by the aid of a specific kind of microorganism, a bacterium that resides in the characteristic nodules on
the roots.

then

hence

it

If these bacteria are not at the disposal of the plant

looses

its ability

to utilize the atmospheric nitrogen,

found that not

aud

leguminous plant is able to flourish
luxuriantly without nitrogenous manure many remain small and
stunted under conditions otherwise favorable, and evidently suffer
it is

ever}'^

;

from the lack of nitrooen.

—
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It is therefore a matter of extreme importance to the farmer to
make certain that each field of legumes is siipplied with the necessary
quantum of bacteria; only then can he expect to obtain full crops
from poor sandy soils without nitrogen manures (/. e., tvithout saltpetre, ammonia, etc.), and only then will he reap the advantage of a
soil

enormously enriched with nitrogen.

The wide bearing

of this newly discovered principle has already
been taken into practical consideration, and fields are now inoculated, that is to say, strewn with earth in which legumes have
already flourished.
This method, however, apart from its great
cost and the loss of time and labor entailed, also involves the
danger of disseminating injurious as well as useful bacteria.

This disadvantage

is,

however,

now

completely overcome by the

pure patent germ fertilizer Nitragin, which consists of a pure cultivation of the specific bacteria of

legume nodules

in a suitable

medium.
The inoculation of the seed

oi' of the soil with the germ fertilizer,
according to the directions given below, possesses the following

advantages
1.

:

Every single seed

is

surrounded with bacteria which, after

germination, penetrate the root hairs and
collectors of

commence

so that a good crop

nitrogen,

is

their role as

secured in the

poorest soil without nitrogenous manures.

Through the storage of nitrogen by the bacteria, the soil
becomes richer in nitrogen in an assimilable state, to the
advantage of the other crops grown in rotation.
2.

itself

3.
The disadvantages of the mode of inoculation previously
adopted are avoided.

4.

Manuring with nitrogen

salts, etc., is

in the

form of

saltpetre,

ammonium

absolutely unnecessary.

Directions for Use.

Every

bottle contains sufficient for inoculation of

If the contents of the bottle

2-|-

have already become

roods.
liquid, they

are used as described below for the direct inoculation of the seed.
If solid, the contents

can be easily liquefied by warming the bottle

gently for a few minutes, for instance, in the trousers' pocket, in
tepid water or in a

warm room.

Exposure

to

temperature above

of the body, which is amply sufficient to melt, or
sunlight must under all circumstances be strictly avoided.
the heat

The

liquid contents are

to direct

poured into a vessel containing one

to

three pints of clean water (carefully washing out the whole contents of the bottle with a

little

water), and then shaken or stirred

.
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equally distributed throughout the vessel and

mixed in the water.
The inoculated water thus prepared is poured over

the bacteria are well

worked with the hands (or the shovel)
moistened.

water

If the quantity of

is

the seed and

until every seed has

added, but usually for small seed a pint and a half
The moistened seed
for large seeds two to three quarts.

reduced to a condition suitable for sowing

dry sand or
ing

it

fine earth

and

if

;

then

to stand, turn-

it

too great dryness

The sowing and turning

in is carried out in the

practised.

however, avoid sowing

If possible,

is

by mixing with some

necessary allowing

over from time to time

been

more must be
will suffice and

insufficient

is

deleterious.

manner usually
sun-

in glaring

light.

Instead of inoculating the seed, the same and, in some cases,
by inoculating the soil by means of

better results are obtained

inoculated earth.

For

this

a hundred weight of earth

purpose for every 2^ roods one-half
is inoculated in the above-described

manner, using a proportionately larger quantity of water the
inoculated earth is then dried in the air or mixed with dried earth,
;

scattered

equally over the

field,

and worked

in

three or four

inches deep.

For larger surfaces than 2% roods a corresponding number of
must be used (8 bottles to 5 acres)
As the bacteria arc absolutely innocuous, there is no fear of
danger from the bottles being left about or employed for other

bottles

purposes.
Attention

is specially

directed to the fact that the

" ge7'm fertilizers "

should only be nsed for the species of Legnminosce marl-ed on the
label

of the

bottle.

For

greater distinction the bottles bear differently

colored labels.

Manufactured

b}^

the

Bruiiing, Hoeclist on jNIain,

of the Various

Sj,ir/^','(Uion

Fertilizers

Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius
Germany,
Kind.-i of " Nitragin "
for Leguminous Crops.

(I'egistered)

&

Germ

Common

pea (Pisnm salivurn), red label.
Sand pea (I'isum arvense'), red label.

Common vetch
Hairy vetch

(

(Vicia saiira), hhie label.

Vieia rillosa), blue label.

Common field bean or horse bean (Vicia faba), bbie label.
White lupine {Lnjnnus albus), green label.
Yellow lupine (Lupinus lutens'), green label.
Blue lupine (Lupinus angustifolus) green label.
Clover, red (TrifoUum pratense), label gold on green.
White clover or Dutch clover {TrifoUum rejjens), label gold on green.
,

.

.

,

.

.
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Alsike clover {TnfolUim hfibridum.), label gold on green.

Carnation clover or trifolium (^Trifolinvi inr(ir)ialuin), label gold on
green.
Bokhara clover (^Meliloius alba) label gold on green
,

Black medick {Medicago hqnilina), label gold on white.
Lncerne (alfalfa) (Medicago satira), label gold on white.
Kidney vetch {AnthylUs vulncraria) label gold on white.
Sainfoin (0)iobri/cMs saiiva), gold label on violet.
,

Serradella (Ornithopns sntivus), label gold on pink.

Wild everlasting pea {Lid/n/rus

When
you

si/lrcsfris), label

gold on bine.

giving _your esteemed orders for Nitragin

to receive the

germ

we

shall

thank

what kind of leguminous crops you

to state alwaj^s, for

Avish

fertilizers.

Yours

respectfully,

Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius & Bruning.
3.

Observations with Leguminous Crops at Amherst.

The

cultivation of leguminons crops has for j^ears received

special attention at our hands.

The majority of reputed

leguminous forage crops congenial to our climate have been
raised repeatedly and on a sufficiently large scale in most
instances to form a fair opinion regarding their merits as
forage crops in our section of the country.

The following statement contains the kinds of leguminous crops experimented with at Amherst
:

Medium

—

red clover (Tnfoli/nn medium^.

Alsike clover (TrlfnUuni hi/bridum).

Crimson clover (Trifolium iiicarnatnm)
Japanese clover (Lcsjx'.deza striata).
Bokhara clover (sweet clover) (^Melilotns alba).
Serradella (OrnitJiopi/s satirns).
Sainfoin (Onobrychis saliva).
Alfalfa (Medicago saliva.)

Scotch tares.
Lentil

(Ervum

Summer

vetch

lens).
(

Vicia saliva)

Kidney vetch (Anihijllis rifhicraria).
Horse bean (Vicia faba)
Early-niatnring soy bean (So/a hispida).
Late-matiiring soy bean (Soja hispida).
Peas (Pistim sativum)
Cow pea (Dolichos sinensis)
Flat pea (Lathyrtis sylvestris).
White lupine (Ltqnmis allms).

Yellow lupine (Li/piii?(S lutetis).
Blue lupine (Lujnnus 2)ere7i7iis).

^
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have to refer to previous annual reports.
foUowiiiir local observations are worth mentioning

details I

again on this occasion

:

—

and crimson clover {Tri-

Alfalfa (^Medicago saliva)

(a)

folium vicarnatum)y in repeated trials, sufl'ered seriously
from winter-killing. This result has to be ascribed more to
late frosts early in spring, when the ground is filled with
water, than to the severity of mid-winter.

Mixed crops of

(6)

peas,

vetch and horse bean, and

vetch and oats or barley have given, as a rule, ver\^ satisfactory returns as far as quality and quantity are concerned.

Soy beans,

(c)

early and late varieties, have yielded, as

a rule, daring average seasons large crops
failed to enrich the soil

;

yet they have

they were raised upon sufficiently

in available nitrogen plant food to secure

under otherwise

corresponding conditions, as far as the supply of available
potash and phosphoric acid

is

concerned, as high a yield of

a succeeding crop of rye, oats, barley and even soy bean,
as Avhere from forty to fifty

pounds per acre of an available

form of nitrogen were added.
to

the

soil

interfered

The

liberal addition of nitrates

with a liberal development of root

tubercles, in case of soj' bean, in a well-infected soil.

Similar results are reported by

other

investigators in

regard to lupines followed by oats or potatoes

an addition

;

of nitrates in connection with a potash and phosphoric acid

containing fertilizer increased the yield.
the soil

by lupine bacterium did not

The

infection of

benefit the

growth of

other leguminous crops.

The

belief that each variety of

ated with a root bacterium of

its

leguminous crop is associown finds support in the

circumstance that the root tubercles of different varieties of
these crops quite frequently vary, not only in size and shape

but in their
lets.

mode

of distribution over the main roots or root-

Illustrations of this feature have been furnished

by the

writer in form of photographs from nature in case of soy

bean, horse bean, lupines, etc., (see State station report for

1894).

Much
bined

has been learned regarding the symbiotic or com-

life

of root bacteria and leguminous plants, yet

further investijration in the vea'ctation house

and the

much
field
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and with

cer-

the economical advantages to be derived from the

raising of crops which are capaljle of converting, without

expense, the elementary nitrogen of the air into available
nitrogen

Our

})lant food.

attention, as will be seen from preceding statements,

has been of late directed to the question whether 'perennial
curre)it varieties of clovers, may
prove more satisfactory as nitrogen gatherers for general
farm purposes than annual leguminous crops, as soy bean,

leguminous crops, as our

lupines, etc.
4.

Mixed Annual Forage Crops
The importance of a more

lil)eral

v.

Clovers (Field B).

and economical supply

of nutritious forage crops for the support of farm live stock
is

quite generally recognized

Mixed forage

by

all parties interested.

crops, consisting of early-maturing annual

leguminous crops, clover-like plants and of either oats or
for they attain in our
barley, suggested themselves for trial
locality a high feeding value at a comparatively early period
;

of the season,

— towards the end

of June

when

in

bloom

;

they can serve with benefit in form of green fodder, hay or
they yield under fair conensilage, as circumstances advise
;

ditions large quantities of fodder of a highly nutritious char-

and permit a timely reseediiig and maturing of a
second crop upon the same lands.

acter,

The fields used for our earlier observations, in 1893-94,
were located in different parts of the fiirm. They were, as
a rule, in a fair state of cultivation, as far as the mechanical
condition of the soil as well as

its

store of plant food

was

The
somewhat gravelly loam (see reports for 1893-94).
The field used in the experiments, subsequently described
somewhat in detail, consisted of a light loam and was di-

concerned.

soil consisted in the

majority of cases of a

vided into eleven plats of corresponding shape with four
It was used for the
feet of unoccupied space between them.

The plats had
same amount and
in form of ground

cultivation of potatoes in preceding years.

received on that occasion in

all

cases the

form of nitrogen and phosphoric acid,
bones, while the potash supply consisted in alternating
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of muriate of potash or of hio-h-jrnxde

oitlior

sulphate of potash, containing the same

amount of potassium

oxide in every case (400 pounds of muriate of potash, 80 to

82 per cent., or of high-o-rade sulphate of potash, 95 per

and GOO pounds of fine-ground bones per acre).
This system of manuring the plats has been followed ever
since 1893.
The same crops have been raised each season
upon adjoining plats to notice the particular effect of both
forms of potash on the crop raised (for details see previous
cent.,

^

reports).

Vetch

and Oafs and Vetch and Barley.

— The same amount and

kind of manure were apand vetch and barley. The
field occupied by these crops was ploughed, manured, harrowed and seeded down, as flir as practicable, at the same
time.
The seed was sown in all cases April 26. Four
bushels of oats with 45 pounds of vetch were sown, as on
previous occasions, while 3 bushels of barley were used
with 45 pounds of vetch per acre in case of barley and vetch.
Both crops came up May 4 and were of a uniformly healthy
condition during their subsequent growth.
The barley began
to head out June 20
the vetch was at that time beginning
to bloom.
The crop was cut for hay June 23.
It needs no further statement to understand that the quality
of the seeds and of the soil ought to be considered in decid-

1894.

plied for raising vetch and oats

;

ing about weights of the former.

Close cultivation

sirable in case of this class of forage crops, for

succulent, tender structure

it

is

de-

favors a

and keeps weeds out.

Averoije Yield of Crops.
Yield of Bai'ley

and

Vetch pfr Acre.

In case of muriate of potash and bone,
In case of sulphate of potash and bono,

The
bloom

oats

.

.

5,737 i^ounds of hay.

.

.

5,077 jiounds of hay.

headed out June 25 the vetch was
The crop was cut for hay July
;

at this time.

Yield,

of

Ofits

and

fiiirly in

2.

Vetch per Acre.

In case of muriate of potash and bone,
In case of sulphate of potash and bone,

.

.

8,051 poimds of hay.

.

.

7,088

pounds of hay.

;
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— Daring that year the observations of the preced-

ing year were repeated and in some directions enlarged

and horse bean, and oats and lentils were added
to those of the preceding year.
Tlie same kind and quantity
of manures were applied.
The field was ploughed April 25
and the manure harrowed in May 3
the seed was sown
oats, vetch

;

broadcast

May

9.

All parts of the Held were treated alike,

and as far as practicable on the same day. The plats occupied by the crops were in all cases 33 feet wide, with 4 feet
unoccupied space between them, and from 191 to 241 feet
long.
The yield of areas 175 feet long and 33 feet wide,
running along by the side of each other, served as our basis
for comparing results (5,775 square feet) (for details see
report for 1895).
Yield of Vclch

and Oats per

In case of muriate of potash and bone,
In case of sulphate of potash and bone,

Yield of Vetch, Horse

....
....

7,238 pounds.
6,635

pounds

Bean and Oats per Acre.

In case of muriate of potash and bone,
In case of sulphate of i)otash and bone,

Yield of Oats

Acre,

and

....
....

7,398

pounds

5,881 pounds.

Lentils per Acre.

The exi^eriment was confined

to a trial with sulphate of

potash and bone as manure on account of want of a suitable
field.

The yield was 5,881 pounds of hay.

After the crops stated had l)een harvested, during the

middle of July, in the form of hay, the

and prepared

mammoth

for the

field

was ploughed

cultivation of a variety of clovers,

medium red

Swedish
clover,
Bokhara
to comclover, crimson clover and s>a
pare the crops resulting during two succeeding years wdth
those obtained in case of mixed crops of vetch and oats, etc.
The subdivision of the field into eleven plats was the same
as in the preceding year; each plat received the ?ame kind
and amount of fertilizer as before the mechanical preparaThe seeding
tion of the- soil was in all cases the same.
down of the different plats took place on the same day, July
red clover,

clover, alsike or

eet or

;

23, 1895.
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Plats 11 and 12 were each seeded

down

33.
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with 3 pounds of

sweet clover seed.
Plats 13

and 14 were each seeded down

Avith 3

pounds of

manniioth red clover seed.
Plats 15

medium

and 16 were each seeded down with 3 pounds of

red clover seed.

Plats 17 and IS were each seeded

down with

'2h

pounds of

Swedish clover seed.
Plats 19 and 20 were each seeded down with 4 pounds of
crimson or scarlet clover.
Plats 11, 13, IT), 17 and 19 received their potash in form

alsike or

of muriate of
16, 18

and 20

(80 to 82 per cent.);

^xjlasli

in

plats 12, 14,

form of hiah-grade sulphate of potash (95

per cent.).
Suhsequent History of Croj)s on Different Plats.
Plats 11
b}'

and 12.

heaving of the

— The

soil

;

frost affected the crop

somewhat

the growth was thin and of a light

color except in some instances where a deep color and large
growth was noticed. A subsequent examination showed in
these cases an exceptional development of tubercles on the
The crop was harvested June 19.
roots.
Plat 11.
Crop weighed green 200 pounds.
Crop weighed green 285 pounds.
Plat 12.

—
—

On

account of unsatisfactorj" condition of the plats both

were ploughed July 15 and reseeded on July 30, 189(5, with
10 pounds of sweet clover seed each, to notice whether a
more liberal infection of the soil with suitable bacterium
thus secured would result in better and larger returns. Nov.
1, 1896, the crop was looking well and was one foot in

The dark spots of growth had spread greatly.
The crops upon these plats looked
Plats 13 and 14.
The crop
well in the fall and during the succeeding spring.
was cut before it had reached lull bloom, June 23, on account

heiglit.

—

of

its

being badly lodged

June 29.

;

they were hai-vested as hay

188
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— These plats looked well in early win-

ter but almost every plant died out

m

early spring.

The

were reseeded during the month of April, 1896, with
pounds
of seed on each plat.
The hay was cut when in
5J
bloom July 17 and harvested July 23. The crop was in
poor condition when cut and never sprouted again.
plats

Total

PLATS.

Yield

of Ilay.
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Field Experiments with Different Commercial
Phosphates, to study the Economy of using
THE Cheaper Natural Phosphates or the More
Costly Acidulated Phosphates. {Field F.)

5.

The

field selected for this

purpose

is

300

feet

long and

137 feet wide, running on a level from east to west.
vious to 1887

it

Pre-

was used as a meadow, which was well

worn out at that time, yielding Ijut a scanty crop of English
During the autumn of 1887 the sod was turned under
and left in that state over winter. It was decided to prepare
the field for special experiments with phosphoric acid by syshay.

tematic exhaustion of

its

inherent resources of plant food.

no manurial matter of any description was
applied during the years 1887, 1888 and 1889.
The soil, a fair sandy loam, was carefully prepared every
year by ploughing during the fall and in the spring, to imduring the same period a
prove its mechanical condition
crop was raised every year. These crops were selected, as
far as practicable, Avith the view to exhaust the supply of
Corn, Hungarian grass and
phosphoric acid in particular.
vetch
and serradella) followed
leguminous crops (cow pea,

For

this reason

;

each other in the order stated.

In 1890 the field was subdivided into five plats, running
from east to west, each 21 feet wide with a space of 8 feet
between adjoining plats. The manurial material applied to
each of these five plats contained, in every instance, the same
form and the same quantity of potassium oxide and nitrogen,
while the phosphoric acid was furnished in each case in the
form of a diflerent commercial phosphoric-acid-containing
article,

namely, phosphatic

slag,

Mona

and dissolved boneThe market cost of each of these articles in 1890

phate. South Carolina phosphate,
black.

guano, Florida phos-

floats

controlled the quantity applied, for each plat received the

same money value of
phosphatic

slag,

its

Mona

particular kind of phosphate.

The

guano, South Carolina phosphate,

and Florida phosphate were applied at the rate of 850
pounds per acre, dissolved bone-black at the rate of 500
pounds per acre. Nitrate of soda was applied at the rate of
250 pounds per acre and potash-magnesia sulphate at the
floats

1897.]
rate of
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acre.

The following
ally,

191

(For the analysis of phos-

phates and cost of each in 1890 sec
fertilizer

83.

rc[)()rt

for 1895.)

mixtures have been applied annu-

from 1890 to 1894, to

all })lats,

with the exception of

Plat 3, which received in 1890 ground a[)atito and in 1891

no phosphate whatever, on account of the
in time apatite suitable for the trial.

Plats.

failure of securing

,
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kind of phosphate, yet of corresponding money vahae,
it was decided to continue the experiments for the purpose
of studying the after-effect of the different phosphates on the

eiit

crops to be raised.

To

gain this end the phosphates were

hereafter in all cases entirely excluded from the fertilizers

applied

amount of
potash and nitrogen was increased one-half in quantity, to
favor the highest effect of the stored-up phosphoric acid in
;

in addition to this change, the former

the soil under treatment.

The
tion

:

used had the following composi-

fertilizers hereafter

—

\

64^ pounds of nitrate of soda,
87 poundu of polash-magnesia sulphate.

(

e.SJ

\

88

<

66

(

Plat 1 (6,494 square feet),
Plat 2 (6,565 square feet).
Plat 3 (6,636 square feet)

\

(

Plat 4 (6,707 square feet)

\

(

Plat 5 (6,778 square feet),

(

The

results of three years

89

66J

90

pounds of nitrate of soda,
pounds of potash-magnesia sulphate.

pounds of nitrate of soda,
pounds of polash-magnesia sulphate.
pounds of nitrate of soda,
pounds of potash-magnesia Bulpuate.

67J pounds of nitrate of soda,
9Ug pounds of potash-magnesia sulphate.

(1894 to 1896) are as follows

Barley.
Yield of Crop {1894).

Plats.

:

—

..
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Medium Green

So//

38.

19^

Bean.

Yield of Crop {1896).
Whole

PlAT8.

Beans
Crop
(Pounds). (Pounds).

Straw,
(Pounds).

Percentage
of Beans.

etc.

Percentage
of

Straw,

etc.

680

254

426

37.20

62.80

773

233

540

30.14

69.86

Plat 3,

717

262

455

36.54

63.46

Plat 4,

7.')2

252

500

33.51

66.49

Plat

742

247

495

31.94

68.06

Plat

1,

Plat

2,

.

5.

Sumiminj of Yield of Crops {1S90
[Pounds.]

Plats.

to

1896).

194
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Field Experiments to ascertain the Influence or
Different Mixtures of Commercial Fertilizers
ON THp] Yield and General Character of Several Prominent Garden Crops.

The area devoted
and 183

feet long

to the above-stated

feet

of uniform size (89i

wide

l)y

62

;

it

feet,

is

experiment

is 11><S

subdivided into six plats

or about one-eighth of an

from each other and
from the adjoining cultivated fields by a space of 5 feet of
unman ured and unseeded yet cultivated land.
They are arranged in two parallel rows, running from
east to west.
Plats Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are along the north side
of the field, beginning with No. 1 at its west end, while plats
Nos. 4, 5 and 6 are located along its south side, beginning
with Plat 4 on the west end. The soil is several feet deep,
and consists of a lio:ht, somewhat gravellv loam, and was in a
fair state of productiveness when assigned for the experiment
here under consideration.
The entire field occupied by the
experiment is nearly on a level. Potatoes and a variety of
forage crops have been raised upon it in preceding years.
The manure applied since 1885 has consisted exclusively
of fine-gi'ound bone and muriate of potash, annually, 600
pounds of the former and 200 pounds of the latter per acre.
The observation with raising garden crops by aid of the
diflerent mixtures of commercial manurial substances, here
under special consideration, began upon plats Nos. 4, 5 and
6 during the spring of 1891, and upon plats Nos. 1, 2 and 3
acre each).

The

plats are separated

during that of 1892.

The

dift'erence of the fertilizers

applied consisted in the

circumstance that the different forms of nitrogen and potash were used for their preparation.

All plats received

same quantity of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid, and every one of them received its phosphoric
acid in the same form, namely, dissolved bone-black.
Some
plats received their nitrogen supply in form of organic animal
matter, dried blood; others in form of sodium nitrate. Chili
saltpetre
others in the form of ammonium sulphate.
Some
plats received their potash in the form of muriate of potash
essentially the

;
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and others (plats 4, 5, 6) in the form of the
highest grade of potassium sulphate (95 per cent.).
The
(plats 1, 2, 3),

subsequent tabular statement shows the quantities of manusubstances applied to the different plats

rial

:

PliATS.

Plat

Annual Supply of Manurial Substances.
Sulphate of ammonia
Muriate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black,

1,

Nitrate of soda,

Muriate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black,
Dried blood,
Muriate of potash
Dissolved bone-black,
Sulphate of ammonia,
Sulphate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black,
Nitrate of Boda
Sulphate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black,
Dried blood,
Sulphate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black,

Plat 2,

Plat 3,

Plat 4,

Plat

5,

Plat

6,

—

....
....
....
....
.....
....
....
....

This proportion corresponds per acre to

:

Pounds.

'

—
Pounds.

60.4
60.0
120.0

Phosphoric acid (available),
Nitrogen,
Potassium oxide,

A computation of the results of a chemical analysis of
twenty prominent garden crops shows the average relative
proportion of the three above-stated ingredients
food

:

—

of plant

Per Cent.

Nitrogen,

2.2

Potassium oxide,
Phosphoric acid.

2.0
1.0

One thousand pounds of green garden

vegetables contain

on the above-stated basis of relative proportion of essential
constituents of plant food

:

—

rounds.

Nitrogen,

4.1

Potassiimi oxide,

3.9

Phosj^horic acid,

1.9

1897.]
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The weights and particular stage of growth of the vegetawhen harvested control, under otherwise corresponding

bles

conditions, the actual consumption of each of these articles

of plant food.
still

Our information regarding these points is
more detailed statement

too fragmentary to enable a

here beyond relative proportions.

It

must

suffice for the

present to call attention to the fact that a liberal manuring

within reasonal)le limits pays, as a rule, better than a scanty
one, especially in the case of those crops which reach in a
short period the desired state of maturity.

The various mixtures of

fertilizers

used in the experi-

ments under discussion provided by actual supply'for onehalf of the available nitrogen actually called for to meet
the demand as above pointed out.
A liberal cultivation of
peas and beans cannot

fail

to benefit the nitrogen resources

The order of arrangement of the ditlerent crops
within each plat was the same in all of them for the same
of the

soil.

year.

They occupied, however,

a different position relative

each other in successive years,

to

introduce,

practicable, a system of rotation of crops.

see previous annual report.)

Statement of Croi^s raised since 1S91.

1891 and 1S92.

as

(For

far

to
as

details

198
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the season of 181)G were
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:

—

Onions (Danvers Globe).
Tomatoes (Dwarf Champion).
Beans (Dwarf Ilortieultural).
Sweet Corn (Early Crosb}').

Onions.

The seed was sown April 28. Each plat contained fifteen
rows 14 inches apart the weeds were kept down by frequent use of the hand cultivator the crop was weeded by
hand twice; the crop was rolled September 7. Those plats
(4, 5, 6) which received their potash supply in form of
high-grade sulphate of potash matured first, while those
plats (1, 2, 3) receiving muriate of potash matured somewhat later. The crop upon Plat 1 was the latest to mature,
while that upon Phit 2, receiving nitrate of soda, was the
most advanced plat in the field. The onions were pulled
September 7, topped October 5 and weighed October 9.
;

;

1«07.]
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Yield of Tomatoes (Pounds).

199

,
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Yield of
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Beans (Pounds).
Pods and
Total Weight.
Vines.

Plat 1
Flat 2,
Plat 3,
Plat 4,
Plat o,
Plat 6,

31
53
52
58
67

48

30
44
44
45
51
42

61

97
96
103
118
90

Sweet Corn.

Each

plat contained five rows, the latter being 3 feet 3

inches ajiart

;

the

liills

were 20 inches apart, there being

making 1,060 hills per plat.
The crop appeared above ground June 1. It was subse-

three plants left in each

quently cultivated

five

hill,

times and hand-hoed three times.

order to hasten maturity the stalks were topped September

The corn was harvested and weighed October
followingf results

Siveet

:

—

Corn (Early Groshji).

PLATS.

Yield in

In
9.

9 with the

Pomids per

Plat.
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Sulphnte of ammonia as a nitrogen source, in connec-

tion with muriate of potash as source of potash (Plat 1), has

given as a rule the least satisfactory returns.

This

fact is

evidently due to a change of chloride of potash and sulphate
of

ammonia

nium, the

and chloride of ammobeing an unfavorable form of nitrogen plant

into sulphate of potash

latter

food.
4.

The

influence of the difference in the general character

of the weather, wdiether normal or dry, during succeeding

seasons on the yield of the crops has been greater than that
of the different fertilizers used upon different plats durinothe same season.

—

The general management of the field work conwith
the previously described continuation of my
nected
experiments was attended to by Mr. H. M. Thomson, AssistNote.

ant iVgriculturist of the Hatch Experiuient Station, to whom
I take pleasure in expressing my thanks for his cheerful
assistance.
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II.

EEPORT ON THE WORK IN THE CHEMICAL
LABORATORY.
Charles

1.

On

A. Goessmann.

Official Inspection of Commeecial Fertilizers

AND Agricultural Chemicals
During the past year

in 1896.

and dealers
and agricultural chemicals have applied for and secured licenses for the sale of their goods in
tifty-seven manufacturers

in commercial fertilizers

the State.

Thirty-three of these parties have offices for gen-

eral distribution within

York,

our State, nine in the State of

six in Connecticut, three in

Vermont, three

in

New

Rhode

two in Pennsylvania and one in Illinois.
The number of distinct brands licensed, including agricultural chemicals, amounted to two hundred and sixty-five.
The sampling and collecting of the material for official
analyses were in charge of Mr. H. D. Haskins, a graduate of
the Massachusetts Agricultural College of the year 1890, and
Island,

an

efficient assistant in

the chemical laboratory of the division

of chemistry of the Experiment Station,

who

for several years

in the past has attended to that part of the inspection in a

very satisfactory manner.

Three hundred and twenty-eight samples were collected
during the year, of which three hundred, representing two
hundred and fifteen distinct brands, have been analyzed, and
the results published in three bulletins, March, July and
October, Numbers 38, 40 and 42 of the Hatch Experiment
Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

The modes of analyses adopted in this work were in all
essential points those recommended by the Association of
Official

Chemists.

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — Xo.
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The

results of the inspection have
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been on the whole quite

satisfactory, as far as the compliance of the dealers with the

provisions of our State laws for the regulation of the trade
in

commercial

fertilizers is

concerned.

The

variations here

and there noticed between the guaranteed composition of the
dealer and the results of our analyses could be traced with
but few exceptions to imperfect mixing of the several ingredients of the fertilizer, and did not, as a rule, materially
affect the

commercial value of the

article.

In this connec-

tion attention should be called to the fact that the lowest
stated in the guarantee

amount

To convey

a

more

is

this feature in the trade of

commercial

the following detailed statement

Where

(a)

guaranteed

—

:

only legally binding.

direct idea of the actual condition of

is

fertilizers

here inserted

:

—

of 189G,

three essential elements of plant food were

............
............

Number with
antee,

three elements equal to or above the highest guar-

Number with two elements above

the highest guarantee,

.

.

3

18

.65
Nvmiber with one element above the highest guarantee,
Number with three elements between the lowest and highest guar.

antees,

Number Avith two

.

60

antees,

Number with one element between

the lowest

and highest guar42

antees,

Number w^th two elements below the lowest guarantee,
Number with one element below the lowest guarantee,

Where two

(b)

guaranteed

Number
Number
Number

:

—

....59

8

.

.

essential elements of plant food

were

with two elements above the highest guarantee,
.16
with one element above the highest guarantee,
with two elements between the lowest and highest guar.

.

10

with one element below the lowest guarantee,

Where one

(c)
;

13

the lowest and highest guar-

antees,

Number

.

.

............

antees,

Number with one clement between

anteed

26

elements between the lowest and highest guar-

—

Number above

.

essential element of plant food

.

was guar-

4

the highest guarantee,

Numberl^etween the lowest and highest guarantees,
Number below the lowest guarantee,

.10

.

.

.21
11

;
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The consumption of commercial

fertilizers is

[Jan.

steadily in-

creasing, — a circumstance apparently not less due to a more

general recognition of their good services,

if

judiciously se-

lected and applied, than to gradual

improvements in regard
well as their general chem-

to their mechanical condition as
ical character.

A

noticeable change, referred to already in

a previous report, regarding the chemical composition of

many brands

of so-called complete or formula fertilizers of

to-day, as compared with those offered for similar purposes

an earlier period in the history of the trade in commera more general and more liberal
use of potash compounds as a prominent constituent. This
at

cial fertilizers, consists in

change has

l)een

slow but decided, and in a large degree

may

be ascribed to the daily increasing evidence, resting on actual
observations in the

field

and garden, that the farm lands of

Massachusetts are quite frequently especially deficient in pot-

many

ash compounds, and consequently need in

more

liberal

instances a

supply of available potash from outside sources

to give satisfactory returns.

Whenever

the cultivation of

and forage crops constitutes the
principal products of the land, this recent change in the
mode of manuring deserves in particular a serious trial
for the crops raised consume exceptionally large quantities
of potash, as compared with grain crops.
In view of these
facts, it will be conceded that a system of manuring farm

garden vegetables,

fruits

and o;arden which tends to meet more satisfactory recognized
conditions of large areas of land, as well as the special wants

of important growing branches of agricultural industries,
a

movement in the right direction.
The present condition of the trade

offers exceptional

in

commercial

advantages to provide

efticient

is

fertilizers

manures

for

the raising of farm and garden crops of every description

congenial to soil and climate.

The various

essential articles

of plant food, as potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen com-

pounds, are freely offered for sale in forms suitable to render
the difi'erent kinds of the

home manurial

the farm in a higher degree

fit

to

refuse material of

meet the special wants

of the crops to be raised.

Mixed

fertilizers,

designed to supply the essential articles

of plant food with reference to the needs of special crops.
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and coniuining them in every conceivable proportion, are
asking for the patronage of

all

parties interested in the

raising of plants.

A judicious
izers

management of the trade

in

commercial

fertil-

implies a due recognition of well-established experi-

mental results regarding the requirements of a remunerative
production of farm and garden crops

;

yet, as the

manu-

facturer at best can only prepare the composition of his
special fertilizers

on general

lines,

not knowing the particular

condition and character of the soil which ultimately receives

becomes of the utmost importance on the part of the
make himself acquainted with his special wants of
manurial substances, and to thus qualify himself for a more
judicious selection from the various fertilizers offered for his
them,

it

farmer to

patronage.

For the reason
resources

that the physical conditions

and chemical

of soils on available plant food are frequently

differing widely

even on the same farm, no definite rule can

be given for manuring farm lands, beyond the advice to
return to the soil those plant constituents which the crops
raised during preceding years have abstracted in an exceptionally large proportion,

be especially called for

To
icals

at the

by the crops

select judiciously

and mixed

and which

same time

will

to be
from among the agricultural chem-

fertilizers

offered for

raised.

sale

for

requires, in the main, three kinds of information

:

home

—

use

— A knowledge of the condition and the character
Second. — An acquaintance w
the composition of the

First.

of the soil to be prepared for cultivation.
ith

crops, as far as the essential elements of plant food they

contain are concerned.

Third.
acter, as

—A

fair

general charinformation regarding
O
O the C

well as the special composition, of the manurial

substances offered for sale are concerned.

To

assist as far as practicable in obtaining the above-stated

desirable information, a compilation of the composition of

our most prominent farm and garden crops, as well as the
manurial substances and agricultural chemicals found in our
markets, has been published from time to time in our annual
reports, and will be found at the close of the present one.
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and Dealers loho have secured Certificates for
of Commercicd Fertilizers in Tliis State during the Past
Year {May i, 1896, to Ma>j 1, 1897), and the Brands licensed

List of Manufacturers
the Sale

by Each.

The Armour Fertilizer Works, CLiicago,
Bone Meal.
Bone and Blood.
Ammoniated Bone and Potash.

111.

:

—

All Soluble.

Bone, Blood and Potash.
Old Bog Cranberry Manure.

American

Fertilizer

Company, Boston, Mass.

:

—

Anti Acid Phosphate.
Alkaline Nitrate Phosphate for

Hoed Crops.

Alkaline Nitrate Phosphate for

Hay and Grain

Ward's Inodorous Plant Food.
Muriate of Potash.

Wm.

H. Abbott, Holyoke, Mass.:

—

Abbott's Fertilizer.

Abbott's Eagle Brand Fertilizer.

Holmes, Springfield, Mass.:
Pure Ground Bone.
Animal Fertilizer.

Bartlett

H.

J.

&.

Baker and Brother,

Standard

Un

X

Ld

New

—

York, N. Y.

Fertilizer.

Complete Strawberry Manure.
Complete Onion Manure.
Complete Potato Manure.
Complete Corn Manure.

A A Ammoniated

Superphosphate.
Complete Tobacco Manure.
Grass and Lawn Dressing.
Vegetable, Vine and Potato Special.
Ground Bone.
C. A. Bartlett, Worcester, Mass.

Pure Ground Bone.

Animal

Fertilizer.

:

—

:

—

Crops.
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The Berkshire

IMills, liridgeport, Conn,
Anunoniated Bone Tliosphate.
Complete Fertilizer.

Bowker

Fertilizer Company, Boston,
Stockbridge Special Manures.

:

33.

—

INIass,

:

—

Bowker's Hill and Drill Phosi)bate.
Bowker's Farm and Garden Phosphate.
Bowker's Lawn and Garden Dressing.
Bowker's Fish and Potash.
Bowker's Potato and Vegetable Manure.
Bowker's Market-garden Manure.
Bowker's Sure Crop Bone Phosphate.
Gloucester Fish and Potash.
Bowker's Dry Ground Fish.
Bowker's Fresh Ground Bone.
Nitrate of Soda.
Dried Blood.
Dissolved Bone-black.
Muriate of Potash.

Sulphate of Potash.

Sulphate of

Ammonia.

Bradley Fertilizer Company, Boston, Mass.
Bradley's
L Superphosphate.

X

Bradley's Potato Manure.
Bradley's

B D

Sea Fowl Guano.

Bradley's Complete Manures.

Bradley's Fish and Potash.

.

Bradley's High-grade Tobacco Manure.

English

Lawn

Farmers'
Breck's

Fertilizer.

New Method

Fertilizer.

Lawn and Garden

Dressing.

Sulphate of Potash.

Muriate of Potash.
Nitrate of Soda.

Sulphate of

Ammonia.

Dissolved Bone-black.
Fine-ground Bone.

—

William E. Brightman, Tiverton, R. I.
Brightman's Potato and Root Manure.
:

Brightman's Phosphate.
Brightman's Fish and Potash.

:

—
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—

Lawn Dressing

Ilanipdeu

Butchers' Rendering Association, Saugus, Mass.

:

—

:

—

Ground Bone.
Cliampion (rarden Fertilizer.
Daniel T. Church, Frovidence, K.
Church's

B

Church's

C Standard

Church's

D

I.

:

—

Special P\'rtilizer.
Fertilizer.

Fish and Potash.

Cove Fertilizer Company, Boston, Mass.
Bay State Fertilizer.
Bay State Fertilizer, (I (I Brand.
Great Plant Manure.
Potato and Tobacco INIanure.
King Philip Guano.

Clark's

Potato Manure.
Fish and Potash.
White Oak Pure Ground Bone.

Muriate of Potash.
Sulphate of Potash.
Nitrate of Soda.

The Cleveland Dryer Company, Boston, Mass.

:

—

Cleveland Superphosphate.
Cleveland Potato Phosphate.
Cleveland Fertilizer.
E. Frank Coe

Company, New York, N. Y.

:

—

E. Frank Coe's Excelsior Potato Fertilizer.
E. Frank Coe's High-grade Potato Fertilizer.
E. Frank Coe's Special Fertilizer.

E. Frank Coe's High-grade Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate.

Guano and Potash.
Bay State Ammoniated Bone Super-

E. Frank Coe's Fish
E. Frank Coe's
phosphate.
¥j.

Frank Coe's Bay State High-grade Potato

Fertilizer.

Crocker Fertilizer and Chemical Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Crocker's General Crop Phosphate.
Crocker's

New England Tobacco

Grower.

:

—
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Crocker Fertilizer and Cheiiiieal Coinpan}', Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Condndcd.
Muriate of Potash.
Coolidge Brothers' Special Truck Fertilizer.
Crocker's

Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate.

Crocker's Potato,

Hop and Tobacco

Phosphate.

Crocker's Special Potato Manure.

Ground Bone.
Ammoniated Superphosphate.
New Rival Ammoniated Superphosphate.
Ammoniated Wheat and Corn Phosphate.
Ground Bone Meal.
Vegetable Bone Superphosphate.

Crocker's Pure

Crocker's Practical

Crocker's
Crocker's
Crocker's

Crocker's

Cumberland Bone Phosphate Company, Boston, Mass.
Cumberland Superphosphate.
Cumberland Potato Fertilizer.
Cumberland Concentrated Phosphate.
Cumberland Fertilizer.
L. B. Darling Fertilizer Company, Pawtueket, R.

I.

Animal Fertilizer.
Extra Bone Phosphate.
Potato and Root Fertilizer.
Lawn and Garden Fertilizer.
Tobacco Grower.
Pure Fine Bone.
Pure Dissolved Bone.
Sulphate of Potash.

John C.

Dow &

Co., Boston, Mass.

:

—

Superphosphate.

Pure Bone.

Bone

Fertilizer.

Fay & Plummer, Clinton, Mass.
Canada "Wood Ashes.

Fyfe,

:

—

Great Eastern Fertilizer Company, Rutland, Vt.
Great Eastern General Fertilizer.
Northern Corn Special.
Soluble Bone and Potash.

Vegetable, Vine and Tobacco Fertilizer.

Garden Special

Fertilizer.

:

—

:

:

—

—

—
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New

Bedford, Mass.
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—

Bone Meal.

John G.

Jefferds, "Worcester, Mass.

Jefferds' Fine

Thomas

—

Manure.

Jefferds' Potato
Jefferds'

:

Ground Bone.

Animal

Fertilizer.

Kirley, South

Hadley

Falls,

Mass.

:

—

Kirley's Pride of the Valley.

A. Lee & Co., Lawrence, Mass.
The Lawrence Fertilizer.

—

:

Lowell Fertilizer Company, Lowell, Mass.:

—

Lowell Bone Fertilizer.
Lowell Animal Fertilizer.
Lowell Potato Phosphate.
Lowell Vegetable and Vine Fertilizer.
Lowell

Lawn

Dressing.

Dissolved Bone and Potash.
Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables.

Lowe Brothers &

Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

:

,

Tankage.

The Mapes Formula and Peruvian Guano Company, New

—

York, N. Y.
The Mapes Superphosphates.
:

The Mapes Bone Manures.
The Mapes Special Crop Manures.
Sulphate of Potash.

Double Manure

Salts.

Nitrate of Soda.

Economical Manure.
Lawn Top-dressing with Plaster.
E. McGarvey

&

Co., successors to Foi-est City

Company, Boston, Mass.
Unleached

McQuade

Wood

Brothers,

:

—

Ashes.

West Auburn, Mass.

Pure Ground Bone.

:

—

Wood Ash

J
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—

National Fertilizer Company, Bridge[)ort, Conn.

:

—

Chittenden's Complete Fertilizers.

Chittenden's Animoniated Bone.
Chittenden's Market-garden Fertilizer.
Chittenden's Fish and Potash.

Chittenden's

Ground Bone.

Chittenden's Potato Phosphate.

Niagara Fertilizer Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Niagara Wheat and Corn Producer.

:

—

Niagara Triumph.
Niagara Grain and Grass Fertilizer.
Niagara Potato, Tobacco and Hop Fertilizer.
Packers' Union Fertilizer

Animal Corn

Company, New York, N. Y.

:

—

Fertilizer.

University Fertilizer.

Oats and Clover Fertilizer.
**',

Potato Manure.
Gardeners' Complete Manure.
Pacific

Guano Company, Boston, Mass.

:

—

Soluble Pacific Guano.
Special Potato Manure.
Nobsque Guano.
Special for Potatoes and Tobacco.

Fish and Potash.

High-grade General

Fertilizer.

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizer Company, Peabody, Mass.
Plymouth Rock Brand.
Special Potato Fertilizer.
Special Strawberry Manure.

Star Brand Fertilizer.

Lawn

Dressing.

Ground Bone.
Nitrate of Soda.
Muriate of Potash.

E.

W.

Perkins

Plantene.

&

Co., Rutland, Vt.

:

—

:

—
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Prentiss, Brooks

&

Co., Holyoke, Mass.

:

—

Complete Manures.
Phosphate.
Nitrate of Soda.

Dissolved Bone-black.

Muriate of Potash.
Sulphate of Potash.

Fish and Potash.

Dry Ground

Fish.

Preston Fertilizer Company, Green Point, L.
,

I.

;

Pioneer Fertilizer.

Ammoniated Superphosphate.
Potato Fertilizer.

Quinnipiac Company, Boston, Mass.

:

—

Potato Manure.

Market-garden Manure.

Ammoniated Dissolved Bones.
Fish and Potash (Crossed Fishes).

Fish and Potash (Plain Brand).

Havana Tobacco
Grass

Fertilizer.

Fertilizer.

Corn Manure.
Potato and Tobacco Fertilizer.

Onion Manure.
Pure Bone Meal.

Dry Ground

Fish.

Tankage.
Muriate of Potash.
Sulphate of Potash.
Nitrate of Soda.

Sulphate of Ammonia.

Dissolved Bone-black.

Phosphate.

Read

Fertilizer

Company, New York, N. Y.

Read's Standard.

High-grade Farmers' Friend.
Fish and Potash.
Vegetable and Vine Fertilizer.
Practical Potato Special Fertilizer.

:

—

—

[Jan.
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N. Roy & Son, South Attloborough, Mass.
Complete Animal Fertilizer.

The Rogers & Hubbard Company,
Pure

Raw Knuckle

Strictly
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:

—

INIiddletown,

Conn.

:

—

lione Flour.

Pure Fine Bone.

Soluble Potato Manure.
Soluble Tobacco Manure.

Oats and Top-dressing.
Formula for Corn and General Crops.

Fertilizer for

Fairchild's

Grass and Grain

Fertilizer.

Russia Cement Company', Gloucester, Mass.

XXX Fish and

:

—

Potash.

High-grade Superphosphate.
Special
Special

Manure
Manure

Odorless

Lawn

Dry Ground

for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables.
for Corn,

Grain and Grass.

Dressing.

Fish.

Lucien Sanderson, New Haven, Conn.
Dissolved Bone-black.

:

—

Muriate of Potash.
Sulphate of Potash.
Nitrate of Soda.

Blood, Meat and Bone.

Formula A.
•M. L. Shoemaker & Co., Limited, Philadelphia, Penn.
Swift and Sure Phosphate.
Swift and Sure Bone Meal.

Edward H. Smith, Northborough, Mass.

:

—

Fine-ground Bone.

Standard Fertilizer Company, Boston, Mass.
Standai'd Fertilizer.

Potato and Tobacco Fertilizer.

Standard Guano.
Fine-ground Bone.
Complete Manure.

Thomas

L. Stetson, Randolph, Mass.;

Fine-ground Bone.
F. C. Sturtevant, Hartford, Conn.

Ground Tobacuio Stems.

:

—

—

:

—

:

—

.
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—

Henry F. Tucker & Co., Boston, Mass.
Original Bay State Bone Superphosphate.
Imperial Bone Superphosphate.
:

Special Potato Fertilizer.

Walker, Stratman

&

Co., Pittsburg, Penn.

:

—

Potato Special.

Four Fold.

Smoky City.
Meadow King.
I. S.

Whitteraore, Wayland, Mass.

:

—

Whittemore's Complete Manure.

The Wilcox

Fertilizer

Works, Mystic, Conn.

:

—

Potato, Onion and Tobacco Manure.

Ammoniated Bone Phosphate.
High-grade Fish and Potash.

Dry Ground Fish G-uano.
Fish and Potash, 1896 Brand.
Low-grade Sulphate of Potash.

& Clark Fertilizer Company, Boston, Mass.
Superphosphate

Williams

Potato Phosphate.

High-grade Special.
Fine Wrapper Tobacco Fertilizer.

Royal Bone Phosphate.
Corn Phosphate.
Potato and Tobacco Manure.
Grass Manure.
Fish and Potash.

Universal Ammoniated Dissolved Bone.

Crop Producer.
Onion Manure.
Pure Bone Meal.

Prolific

Dry Ground

Fish.

Tankage.
Muriate of Potash.
Sulphate of Potash.
Nitrate of Soda.

Dissolved Bone-black.
Sulphate of Ammonia.

:

—
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Co., Rutland, Vt.

High-grade Fruit

Grass aud Oats
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—

Fertilizer.

Fertilizer.

Electrical Dissolved Rone.

Potato Manure.

High-grade Corn

Fertilizer.

Superior Truck Fertilizer.

New Laws

for the Regulation of the Trade in
Commercial Fertilizers in Massachusetts.

2.

[Acts of 189G, Chapter

An Act
Be

enacted,

it

Section
tilizer

297.]

to regulate the Sale of Commercial Fertilizers.
as follows:

etc.,

Every

1.

commercial

lot or parcel of

fertilizer or fer-

material sold or offered or exposed for sale wilhin this

Commonwealth

shall

be accompanied by a plainly printed state-

ment, clearly and truly certifying the number of net pounds of

package, the name, brand or trade-mark under

fertilizer in the

which the

name and address

fertilizer is sold, the

of the

manu-

facturer or importer, the location of the factory, and a chemical
analysis stating the percentage of nitrogen, of potash soluble in
distilled water,
in distilled

aud of phosphoric acid

in available

form soluble

water aud reverted, as well as the total phosphoric

In the case of those fertilizers which consist of other and

acid.

cheaper materials said label shall give a correct general statement
of the composition and ingredients of the fertilizer

Sect.

2.

exposed for
it

Before any commercial
sale the importer,

accompanies.

manufacturer or party who causes

to be sold or offered for sale within this

file

it

fertilizer is sold or offered or

Commonwealth

shall

with the director of the Hatch experiment station of the Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural College a certified copy of the statement

named

in section

one of

this act,

and

shall also deposit with said

director at his request, a sealed glass jar or bottle, containing not
less

that

than one pound of the
it is

fertilizer,

accompanied by an

affidavit

a fair average sample thereof.

Sect. 3.
The manufacturer, importer, agent or seller of any
brand of commercial fertilizer or fertilizer material shall pay for
each brand, on or before the first day of Ma}' annually, to the
director of the experiment station, an analysis fee of five dollars
for each of the three following fertilizing ingredients

:

namely,

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, contained or claimed to exist
in said

brand of

fertilizer

:

provided, that whenever the manufact-
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urer or importer shall have paid the fee herein required for any

person acting as agent or seller for such raanufacturer or importer,
not be required to pay the fee named
and on receipt of said analysis fees and statein section two the director of said station shall

such agent or

seller shall

in this section

;

ment

specified

issue certificates of compliance with this act.

Sect. 4.
this

No

person shall

sell

or offer or expose for sale in

Commonwealth any pulverized

leather, hair or

raw, steamed, roasted or in any form as a

fertilizer,

wool waste,
or as an in-

gredient of any fertilizer or manure, without an explicit printed
certificate of the fact, said certificate to

to every

package of such

fertilizer or

be conspicuously affixed

manure, and to accompany

or go with every parcel or lot of the same.

Sect. 5.

Any

any commercial
first

person selling or

oft'ering

or exposing for sale

without the statement required by the

fertilizer

section of this act, or with a label stating that said fertilizer

contains a larger percentage of any one or more of the constituents mentioned in said section than

specting the sale of which

all

is

contained therein, or re-

the provisions of the foregoing

section have not been fully complied with, shall forfeit fifty dol-

and one hundred dollars for each subse-

lars for the first offence

quent offence.
This act shall not affect parties manufacturing, imSect. 6.
porting or purchasing fertilizers for their
in this

Commonwealth.
The director
7.

Sect.

own

use and not to

sell

of the experiment station shall pay the

analysis fees, as soon as received by him, into the treasury of the
station,

and

shall cause

fertilizer material to

one analysis or more of each

be

made

fertilizer or

annually, and shall publish the re-

from time to time, with such additional information as the
circumstances render advisable, provided such information relates
sults

only to the composition of the fertilizer or fertilizer material inSaid director is hereby authorized in person or by
spected.

deputy

to take a sample, not

analysis,

from any

lot or

exceeding two pounds

package of

in weight, for

fertilizer or fertilizer material

may

be in the possession of any manufacturer, importer,
agent or dealer but said sample shall be drawn in the presence
of said party or parties in interest, or their representative, and

which

;

taken from a parcel or a number of packages which shall be not
less than ten per cent, of the whole lot inspected, and shall be
thoroughly mixed and then divided into two equal samples and
placed in glass vessels, and carefully sealed and a label placed

on each, stating the name or Virand of the fertilizer or material
sampled, the name of the party fr(jm whose stock the sample was

I^UBLIC
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drawn, and the time and place of drawing and said label shall
by the director or his deputy and by the party or
;

also be signed

parties in interest, or their representatives present at the drawing
and sealing of said sample one of said duplicate samples shall
be retained by the director and the other by the party whose stock
;

was sampled. All parties violating this act shall be prosecuted
by the director of said station.
Chapter two hundred and ninety-six of the acts of
Sect. 8.
the year eighteen hundred and eiglity-cight is hereby repealed.
This act sliall take effect on the first day of NovemSect. 9.
\^A2yp'>'oved
ber in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-six.
April 17, 1896.']

3.

General Work

in

the Chemical Laboratory.

Analyses of materials sent on for examination.
Notes on basic phos[)hatic slag (" slag meal") as a fertilizer.
Action of chloride of potassium (muriate of potash) and chloride
of sodium

(common

salt)

on the lime resources of the soil.
on sulphate of ammonium

Effect of chloride of potassium

mixed

in

fertilizers.

Analyses of Materials sent on for Exavnination.

The constantly increasing variety of waste products of

many branches

of industry within our State and elsewhere,

which have proved of manurial value, has received for years
As a change in the current modes of

a serious attention.

manufacture of the parent industry
seriously

aft'ect

is at

any time

liable to

the character and chemical composition of the

becomes necessary to repeat from
time to time analyses of many of these products.
These
analyses are made, as far as our resources allow, without any
charge for the work, on the condition that the results are
waste or by products,

public property

if

it

deemed of interest

for publication.

A brief enumeration of the more prominent

substances sent

on for our investigation during the year 1896 may serve to
convey a correct idea concerning the extent and impoiiance
of the lal)or involved.

The whole number of substances an-

alyzed in this connection during the year 1896 to December

amounts to 175 Avood ashes, 51 cotton-seed-hull ashes,
7
rock phosphate, 4
swill ashes from cremation furnace, 1
acid phosphate, 4
phosphatic slag, 2 ground bones, tank1

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;
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cotton-seed and linseed meal,

19; barn-yard manure, solid and liquid,. 11

;

cotton waste

from factories, 6 potash salts of various descriptions, 18
dry Bordeaux mixtures, 10 Paris green, 8 miscellaneous
analyses, 10; and compound fertilizers, 21,
The responsibility of the genuineness of all samples sent
;

;

;

;

on for examination rests with the parties asking for analyses
the name of the localities they come from appears only in our
published records of the work to prevent misunderstandings.
;

The samples of

fertilizers

collected

by responsible

parties

under the direction of the officer of this department alone
are entered on our list of official analyses.

Notes on Basic

Phosphatic Slag

{'^

81ag

MeaV)

as a

Fertilizer.

This article appeared for the first time in our jiiarkets in
1886 under the name of phosphatic meal made of the Peine-

Thomas

Scoria, a by-product of a

into the manufacture of iron

and

new process introduced

steel

from phosphorus con-

taining iron ores.

The

first

sample received by

me

at

Amherst was marked

" R. Weichsel & Co., Magdeburg, Germany; phosphate
meal made of the Peine-Thomas Scoria, guaranteed by Dr.
Ulex of Ham])urg, German}', to contain 21.41 per cent, of
phosphoric acid, corresponding to 46.74 per cent, of bone
phosphate; Paul Weidinger & Co., New York, acting as
agents."

The first lot sent on for field experiments consisted of 500
pounds of ground slag meal, also a mixture of 500 pounds of
to the latter had been
slag meal with 500 pounds of kainite
Pure slag
to
prevent
caking.
added some dry ground peat,
;

meal,

it

is

claimed, never hardens after being ground.

the process of dephosphorizing the iron requires that
the slag should be alkaline from the beginning, an excess of
To the preslime enters into the composition of the slag.

As

ence of a certain amount of burned lime the phosphate meal
owes, evidently, some of its good effects as a phosphoric acid
source for plant food; incorporated in the soil, it alisorbs
it breaks up into an impal-

moisture, and, like burned lime,
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to increase the availability

fail

phosphoric acid in a marlicd degree, as compared with

other non-acidulated ground phosphates.

Not

must be considered

less beneficial

in

many

the alkalhio reaction of the genuine material, for

of the organic matter of the

('< nitrification")

secures

only for a rapid decomposition

not

conditions

favorable

instances
it

soil,

but also

for the disintegration of vaiualile mineral constituents of the
soil,

rendering in both directions inherent plant food more

Much

available.

England

to experiments with slag

source of plant food, and
ported.

Our own

many

meal as a phosphoric acid

satisfactor}^ results are re-

observations are, to say the least, very

may

encouraging, as

Germany and

attention has been paid in

be seen from several annual reports

since 1887.

Mixtures of phosphatic slag with nitrate of soda and the
higher grades of potash salts have given in

much

satisfaction.

of slag meal,

it is

To

many

instances

secure the full benefit of the action

desiral)le to scatter it broadcast late in the

or early in the spring, and to plough

under at once
and potash salts
may be harrowed in later on, previous to seeding down.
The high price (from $20 to $25 per ton) of late charged
for phosphatic slag meal of a varying composition and general character has discouraged its trial, as compared with the
ground phosphate of South Carolina and Florida, As the
fall

from three to four inches

;

it

nitrate of soda

high price has greatly interfered with a more general
slag meal,

it

trial

of

of interest to learn that arrangements are

is

announced which

will result in introducing large supplies of

much lower cost than l)efore. A German syndicate,
claiming to own the ria^ht of patent reo-ardino- the sale of
Thomas slag in Europe and the United States, has estabit

at a

lished an ofiice in Philadelphia, Penn., address Charles

Voight, P. O. box 2183, Station A.
cation from
at

him

it is

A.

In a recent communi-

stated the article will be offered for sale

from $8 to $9 per ton to farmers in the eastern States.

The material consists of a dark, fine powder it is sent out
in 200 pound bags, with a guarantee of 18 per cent, of phosphoric acid.
The station has secured a quantity for trial
durino- the coming season.
;
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Analysis of Phosphatic Slag Meal.
[I.

Analyses of above-stated sample, 1896;
dates.]

II.

Average of four analyses of

earlier

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — Xo.

1897.]

The amount

solid residue left after its evaporation.
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33.

of lime

noticed in the drainage waters where muriate of potash had

been added as a potash source was in every instance larger
than where corresponding amounts of high-grade sulphate
of })otash were applied.

In publishing the results of our observations the following
conclusions were offered for

tlie

consideration of farmers

:

—

The claim of both muriate and sulphate of potasJt,
and efficient forms to supply potash for
growing crops, is so well established that no further endorsement is called for in this connection.
Each form has its
(a)

being economical

special merits loith reference to particular fitness in case

of

different crops.

(b)

The

liberal use

of muriate of potash as a fertilizer
where the lime resources of the

constituent renders, in cases

under cultivation are limited, a periodical direct application of lime compounds as a manurial matter advisable.
(c) Muriate of potash is a safer source for manurial purposes upon a deep soil loith a free subsoil than upon a shallow
soil with a compact clayish subsoil, on account of a possible
soil

accumulation of the highly objectionable chlorides of calcium
and magnesium {lime and magnesia) near the roots of the
plants; both are

known

to

prevent a healthy development of

the root system.

Repeated observations in the

field

and

in the laboratory

tend to confirm the above-stated conclusions

dium (common

salt)

—a

behaves in the same

;

way

chloride of soas the chloride

which is readily proved by adding to
any kind of a soil which is free from the chlorides of calcium some ground chalk and common salt, and after a week
of potassium,

fact

or so collecting and analj^zing the percolating water; the

no
good agricultural soil is free from carbonic acid or bicarbonates of lime and magnesium.
presence of carbonic acid favors greatly the reaction

;
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Effect of Chloride of Potassitim

Sulphate of

Ammonium

(^Muriate

in

Mixed

[Jan.

of Potash) on

Fertilizers.

In studying the influence of the following mixtures of
tilizing materials,

i.

PLATS.

Plat

1,

Plat

2,

Plat

6,

fer-

Pounds.

of Manurial Substances.

Sulphate of ammonia,
Muriate of potash,
DiBSolved bone-black.

38
30
40
47
30
40
75
30
40
38
30
40
47
30
40
75
30
40

Nitrate of soda, .
Muriate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black.
Dried blood,
Muriate of potash.
Dissolved bone-black.
Sulphate of ammonia,
Sulphate of potash.
Dissolved bone-black.
Nitrate of soda, .
Sulphate of potash,
Dissolved bone-black.
Dried blood,
Sulphate of potash.
Dissolved bone-black,

Plat 4,

5,

—

Annual Supply

Plat 3,

Plat

e.,

on the yield and character of a variety of garden crops, it was
noticed, with but one or two exceptions, that the fertilizers on
Plat

1,

consisting of dissolved bone-black, sulphate of

ammo-

nium and muriate of potash, produced the lowest yield of crop
on trial while the fertilizers on Plat 4, composed of cor;

responding quantities of dissolved bone-black, sulphate of
ammonium and high-grade sulphate of potash, yielded, as a
(For details, see preceding annual
rule, a fair average crop.
reports since 1892.)

As

the season, character of the soil and

tion were practically the

same

in all cases,

it

mode

of cultiva-

seemed but

ural to conclude that the fertilizers applied to Plat
an unfavorable change when incorporated in the
actual trial

1

nat-

sufiered

soil.

An

proved that a dry mixture of muriate of potash
ammonium dissolved in water changes into

and sulphate of

ammonium (sal ammoknown to act unfavorably on

sulphate of potash and chloride of
niac)

;

this

form of nitrogen

is

growing plants.
Most of our agricultural chemicals are liable to suffer
these
chemical changes when used in mixed fertilizers
changes are frequently not less depending on a mutual reac;

.

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — No.

1897.]
tion
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upon each other than on the general character and the

particular chemical composition of the soil which receives

them.

The

results of the chemical

saline constituents of the fertilizers

to benefit the crop as to injure

it

;

reactions between the

and of the

soil are as

apt

the above-described ob-

servation furnishes an illustration of an injurious influence.

Sulphate of

ammonium

is

evidently a safer source of nitrogen

for plant growth when used in connection with sulphate of
potash than when used with umriate of potash (chloride of

potassium)

I

4.

Compilation of Analyses of Agricultural Chemicals,

Manurial Substances, Fruits, Garden
Crops and Insecticides.

Preijared

by II. D. Haskins, Assistant Chemist,
Hatch Experiment Station.

1868

This compilation does not inchide

tlie

to 1897.

analyses

made

of licensed fertilizers.

They

from 1873 to 1896,
contained in the reports of the Secretary of the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture for those years, and in the bulletins of the department of chemistry of the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural College since March,
are to be found in the reports of the State Inspector of Fertilizers

1895.

As

the basis of valuation changes

from year

to year,

no valuation

is

stated in this

compilation.
C. A.
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Compilation of Analyses of Fruits, Garden Crops

AND Insecticides.

COMPILED BY

H. D.

HASKINS.

— Analyses of
— Analyses of garden crops.
— Relative proportions of phosphoric
and garden crops.
and nitrogen
— Analyses of
fruits.

1

2.

acid,

3.

potassium oxide

in fruits

insecticides.

4.

A

computation of the results of a chemical analysis of twenty
prominent garden crops shows the following average relative proportion of the three essential ingredients of plant food
:

—

Parts.

Nitrogen,

2.2

Potassium oxide,
Phosphoric acid,

2.0
1.0

of green garden vegetables contain,

One thousand pounds

the above-stated basis of relatixe
stituents of plant food

:

—

on

proportion of essential conPounds.

Nitrogen
Potassium oxide,
Phosphoric acid,

4.1

.

.

.

.

.

•

'

.

.

.3.9
.1.9

The weight and particular stage of growth of the vegetables
when harvested control, under otherwise corresponding conditions,
the actual consumption of each of these articles of plant food.

Our information regarding these points is still too fragmentary to
enable a more detailed statement liere beyond relative proportions.
It must suffice for the present to call attention to the fact that a
liberal

manuring within reasonable limit pays, as a
(C. A. Goessmann.)

than a scanty one.

—

rule, better

I8i)7.]
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grass,

41
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72
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199
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.
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171
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.
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31

Sweet,

10,
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9
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Manure
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10, 19
fertil
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Soil tests with.

Special fertilizer v. fertilizer riche

Sweet, effects of fertilizers on,
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21,28
11,29

leaf blight of.

16
13
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1
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17

200
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85
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Feeding Experiments
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rations),

100

corn meal),

126

corn meal),

131
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135
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169

Fertilizers

:
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laws regulating trade in,

Influence

195

New

215
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Field Experiments
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l72
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v.

195
184
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190
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177
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182
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41

38
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12,
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36
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38

12,
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12,

40

Sorghum,

12,

40
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184
12,

43

Galactan, distribution of,

92
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35
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Corn Culture:
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10, 20
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66
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Effect of,
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79
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32
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177
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40
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